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FOREWORD

Since the inception of the mandate of the right to adequate housing in 2000, the Special 
Rapporteur has advocated, through reports and activities, a broad interpretation of the right to 
adequate housing. This approach has been articulated in the definition developed: “The human 
right to adequate housing is the right of every woman, man, youth and child to gain and sustain a safe 
and secure home and community in which to live in peace and dignity”. The Special Rapporteur has 
worked on various elements of the right to adequate housing; identifying several elements that 
provide a more complete conception of this right, also taking into account its civil and political 
rights dimension. These elements, in their entirety, form the basis of a methodology that could be 
applied to assess both the realization and the extent of violations of the human right to adequate 
housing. Among these elements, location is crucial since a house is not four walls and a roof, but 
implies adequate access to sources for livelihood as well as economic and human development 
opportunities. 

According to the South African Cities Network - State of the Cities Report 20061, “Over the past 
decade, housing and service delivery interventions for the poor have continued to perpetuate apartheid 
urban form. This has resulted in the creation of large dormitory settlements of low-cost mass housing 
on the urban periphery where the price of land is cheap. These areas are typically far from economic 
opportunity and have limited and expensive transport access. They also tend to reinforce the segregation 
of the city along racial and income lines. This is likely to trap people in poverty and impose long-term social 
costs. (...) In an attempt to address the ongoing challenge of apartheid urban form, municipalities are 
placing an increasing emphasis on “integrated human settlement” in the approach to housing the poor. 
These efforts are focused on facilitating denser, better-located, mixed-income, environmentally sustainable 
government-assisted housing in line with the Breaking New Ground strategy. But there is still considerable 
work to be done in developing the policy, regulatory and financial instruments required for this approach 
to be implemented at a meaningful scale.”

The Development Action Group’s Medium-Density Housing Resource Book is precisely devoted 
to provide information and analysis towards the production of affordable medium density 
housing – a necessary strategy to overcome the peripherization of low-cost housing, using 
local and international experiences. Political commitment combined with serious research and 
dissemination efforts is crucial to overcome the present constraints of sustainable housing and 
urban policies.

       Raquel Rolnik
    United Nations Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing

1   Department Provincial and Local Government Republic  of South Africa (DPLG), South Africa Local Government 
Association (SALGA), Cities Alliance,  Swedish International Development Assistance (SIDA), United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID), Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA). 
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This resource book aims to inform the creation of physical and social urban spaces, places 
and processes for human beings to interact with each other in environments that meet 
their needs. It is a tool for DAG, other non-government organisations (NGOs),  community 
based organisations, community leaders, government officials and anyone interested in 
the support, design and implementation of affordable higher-density housing.

1.  Why densify?
South Africa’s settlement problems are a legacy of the colonial, apartheid and modernist systems, which 
used housing as an instrument of separation, segregation and economic deprivation. Our urban landscape 
is characterised by a lack of social and class integration, inequality of urban opportunities and a limited 
range of types of housing. Moreover, housing instruments are not able to cope effectively with growing 
demand. South African cities have some of the lowest urban densities in the world and the low-density, 
sprawling nature of the contemporary city stands in the way of attaining good urban quality, integration, 
sustainability and equity. The housing rights of the poor are compromised by sprawling, low-density 
settlements and a lack of affordable housing opportunities in well-located areas has thus relegated them 
to the urban periphery.  People living in peripheral dormitory suburbs have to commute to their places of 
employment in well-located areas at great costs to themselves, government, the environment and South 
African society.

An increasing awareness of the ecological impacts of our cities requires that the ecological footprints of 
urban areas are reduced by limiting the amount of land required to support each individual’s consumption; 
this includes the use of land for housing. Increasing urban densities can mitigate sprawl and lead to lower 
land use requirements. Studies have found that when residential density was doubled, private transportation 
could be reduced by as much as 20-30%.1 

Without addressing the over-consumption of the developed world, the needs of the developing world will 
not be met without seriously jeopardising its survival. The industrialised countries (usually referred to as 
‘the North’, and including Australia and New Zealand), consume excessive quantities of global resources, 
including land.  A child born in an industrialised country will consume thirty to forty times more than a child 
born in a developing country, and in particular, fifteen times more paper, eighty times more energy and ten 
times more steel. The citizens of developed countries are responsible for 80% of the total global resource 
consumption, 75% of municipal and industrial waste, and 80% of carbon-dioxide emissions. Therefore, the 
real root of the problem, which is the unequal distribution of resource consumption and production, is still 
not being addressed.2 However, the provision of medium-density housing presents opportunities for the 
efficient use of land as a scarce resource, and the strategic location of medium-density housing in locations 
providing high levels of urban opportunities will address issues of equity and sustainability. 

Throughout this resource book ‘medium-density housing’ refers to increased gross residential density 
in urban areas by means of formal housing development.  Medium-density housing, defined in terms of 
dwelling units per hectare (du/ha), is located at approximately 40–100 du/ha (gross). The dwelling types 
typically associated with residential densification referred to in the book are semi-detached housing, 
row housing, and three-storey walk-up flats. 

The provision of medium-density housing will create more sustainable human settlements, as was achieved 
in ancient cities where most housing was higher-density, creating vibrant, mixed-use environments close to 
fresh produce and other markets, major routes, and entertainment.

INTRODUCTION
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2. About the resource book 
DAG compiled this resource book as a study into the conditions required for sustainable and affordable 
medium-density housing, based on its strategic imperatives of supporting pro-poor urban development 
praxis and inclusive participatory development. This resource book is a response to the urgent need to 
develop new and improved skills in and approaches to the planning and design of sustainable housing 
environments, as well as a comprehensive understanding of the needs of housing end-users.

Motivated by its vision of the creation of sustainable human settlements through development processes which 
enhance human rights, dignity and equity, DAG set out to investigate the contributions of medium-density 
housing to its vision for South African society. DAG ascertained that medium-density housing provides 
a strong impetus for the creation of sustainable human settlements and identified the preconditions for 
development of such housing.  The findings presented in this resource book resonate with DAG’s mission 
to create, implement and support opportunities for community-centred settlement development and to advocate 
for and foster a pro-poor policy environment which addresses economic, social and spatial imbalances.

‘Dogon Village’ (Mali) by John Spooner. Uploaded 26 
February 2007.   

       ‘Newmexico-135’ by marvin m.  
Uploaded October 2007.

‘Iran, Abyaneh’ by oriana.italy(away). Uploaded  
19 April 2007. 

‘Padula – Country – Italy’ by RayDS. Uploaded 1 
December 2006.

‘Ancient Phoenix City, Hunan Province, China’
by Steen Heilesen. Uploaded 7 May 2007.

‘D‘D‘DogonVViVilllllla ’’ge’ (M(M(M lliali) b) b) b JJy J hhohn SSSpooner UUUpllload dd dded 262626

‘N‘Newm iexico 135135’ b’ by marviin m

‘I Ab h’ b i it l ( ) U l d d ‘P‘P d ld l CC t II lt l ’’ bb RR DSDS UU ll d dd d 11

‘A‘Ancient PhPhoeni Cx City HHuna Pn Province ChChi ’na’

Examples of higher-density housing from around the world3
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The purpose of the resource book is threefold: 

To explore the preconditions underlying well functioning medium-density projects that are home 1. 
to healthy, happy residents. 
To create awareness of the importance of replicating these preconditions in housing projects. 2. 
To explore how affordable housing for lower and middle-income households on well-located land 3. 
contributes to the overall sustainability of South African settlements.

The resource book reflects on data gathered in the period between June 2004 and April 2008. Primary and 
secondary research methodologies were used, including: 

a review of government policy documents and housing and urban development related literature;• 
interviews with stakeholders involved in housing delivery, including consultants, project managers, • 
relevant government officials, non-government and community based organisations (NGOs and 
CBOs);  
focus group discussions;• 
investigations of projects; and • 
surveys of residents. • 

Research into international and South African medium-density housing projects, as well as an overview 
of the South African housing context and pertinent literature were used to formulate guidelines for the 
provision of sustainable medium-density housing. Eight medium-density housing projects in South Africa 
were investigated, based on selection criteria which included location, size, tenure type, housing typology, 
delivery mechanism and household income. Housing typologies include three- to four-storey walk-ups, 
row housing, semi-detached and quad housing. Tenure types comprise individual ownership, social rental, 
co-operative housing, instalment sale (eventual ownership) and sectional title. Field research involved visits 
to housing projects in the Western Cape, Eastern Cape and Gauteng. Interviews were conducted with 
40 resident households from each project. Although comprehensive information on international best 
practice examples of sustainable medium-density housing was particularly difficult to obtain, especially for 
projects in South America, nonetheless three international case studies were documented. 

Throughout the resource book reference is made to the eleven case studies presented in the book. 
Specific discussions relating to the case studies are indicated by the following ‘icons’ for easy reference.

CG

ST

SR

MV

SM

SV

N2

VA

WH

VI

NU

Springfield Terrace

Carr Gardens

Newtown Urban Village

Stock Road Housing

Missionvale

Samora Machel

Sakhasonke Village

N2 Gateway - Joe Slovo (Phase 1)

Washington Heights

Vashi

Vitas

Some argue that:

“ … professional attitude towards designing for the poor is questionable, and the resultant places as part of 
the face of the city are an aspect that needs to be corrected, through research, to understand the appropriate 
development concept that reflects people’s behaviour in space, activities and appropriate response to context and 
the environment”.4 
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This requires that role players have an informed understanding of the norms and values of the society and 
of the communities they are concerned with, and make decisions based upon their understanding of the 
benefits and disadvantages of densely occupied urban environments.5 This resource book seeks to inspire 
an understanding and utilisation of the processes and principles underpinning sustainable and vibrant 
mixed-use, mixed-income, higher-density environments. 

Table 1: Summary of some key learnings emanating from the case studies

Springfield Terrace
Cape Town                            ST

An infill approach to urban development. New housing was provided on well-• 
located but under-utilised land within the existing urban fabric, thereby restarting a 
land market on land effectively removed from the urban land supply.
Sectional title is deemed a complex tenure form but presents opportunities for • 
residents to take control of their own housing, especially given the ongoing capacity 
building and empowerment of management and residents.
Public-private partnerships highlighted the need for greater co-operation between • 
private and public action, and demonstrated the important role of the local 
authority in mobilising private sector capital toward creating housing on well-
located land for lower-income households.

Carr Gardens
Johannesburg                         CG

Sustainability is achieved through balancing the parallel concerns of the triple • 
bottom line (financial, social and environmental). 
Social capital formation and capacity building need to take place on a sustained • 
basis, based on household and community needs.
Needs of vulnerable people (children, women, the elderly and disabled) should be • 
incorporated in the design.
The type of tenure or housing solution must be appropriate to the income of • 
residents – social housing is not suited to households earning below R2,500 per 
month.
Use good quality, low-maintenance building materials.• 

 

Newtown Urban Village
Johannesburg                         NU

Safety and security, peace and quiet, affordability,•  and good location contributed 
significantly to respondents’ satisfaction with their housing environment.
It is vital to the sustainability of any housing institution that members understand • 
and exercise their rights and responsibilities. 
Local economic development opportunities can be created through residents being • 
involved in sub-contracting of cleaning, maintenance and refuse removal.
Co-operative members are encouraged to prioritise the payment of their monthly • 
service charges through a savings club.
Democratically elected and accountable leadership are important preconditions for • 
project sustainability.

Stock Road
Cape Town                            SR

Project location close to social amenities and a regional transport interchange • 
contributes to residents’ satisfaction with their neighbourhood, but crime and lack 
of formal employment opportunities in the area militate against this.
Absence of community participation and effective communication led to a • 
breakdown of trust, and the lack of a sense of community, resident satisfaction and 
ownership of the housing environment.
Tenure should be financially appropriate for the target market – two-thirds of • 
Stock Road tenants had monthly incomes below R2,500 making social housing 
unaffordable. 
Procedural irregularities from government and low levels of accountability from the • 
housing institution resulted due to an ambivalent relationship between government 
and its partner. This should be avoided.
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Missionvale
Nelson Mandela Metro           MV

A variety of higher-density housing typologies maximised the use of shared walling and • 
services and were combined with departures from standardised service provision.
Low-quality play areas for children and limited recreation facilities and • 
opportunities for the youth seriously impact on residents’ satisfaction with their 
overall housing environment.
Low levels of community participation and leadership after implementation • 
compromise both housing sustainability and resident satisfaction, and exacerbate 
households’ social and physical problems. 
Continued home ownership and environmental education should form an integral • 
part of any housing project to foster ownership and alleviate financial burdens.
Public-private-community partnerships contributed to innovative planning, • 
engineering and housing standards and methods of project implementation.

Samora Machel
Cape Town                            SM

Democratic community participation in the design, planning and decision-making • 
processes, through clear lines of communication and regular meetings between all 
stakeholders, resulted in an environment more vibrant than that created through 
conventional RDP housing using the same funding amounts.
High levels of sharing of and access to facilities support small pockets of medium-• 
density housing at places of maximum accessibility and opportunity.
Aesthetics and design of communal areas in higher-density projects need particular • 
attention. Despite financial constraints, consideration was given to playgrounds and 
creative landscaping through contingency funding.
Where a project presents opportunities for incremental building, education, • 
training and guidance about house expansion should be provided to maximise the 
opportunities the starter house presents.
Longer-term small business support and local economic development would have • 
benefited the local community, which has high levels of unemployment and low skill levels.

 

Sakhasonke Village
Nelson Mandela Metro           SV

Housing is not about the provision of a house alone, but about careful • 
consideration of public, semi-private and private spaces, landscaping, cost saving, 
community involvement, social and human capital formation and livelihood 
considerations.
Medium-density housing typologies yielded unit sizes at least 6m² larger than low-• 
density freestanding units for the same subsidy amount. However, in accepting the 
higher-density model in principle, beneficiaries should understand the trade-off 
between smaller plots, shared walls and closer proximity to neighbours, and the 
benefits of bigger units.
Active involvement of the community in the implementation stages of the • 
project created a sense of ownership through skills improvement and capacity 
development of community members and beneficiaries. This was continued after 
implementation, through a livelihoods approach to development.
The availability of a community centre/meeting hall/ offices • supports community 
cohesion and provides space for community activities.
Public-private-community partnerships result in higher quality housing • 
environments.

N2 Gateway - Joe Slovo 
(Phase 1)6

Cape Town                            N2

The project site is well located in relation to employment and urban opportunities across • 
the city, and the provision of well-located state land for affordable housing is laudable. 
Relocating informal settlement dwellers to badly-located housing developments • 
does not address government’s objectives of building sustainable settlements. The 
project did not provide housing for the households originally targeted.
Characterised by a lack of transparency, insufficient information flow and • 
political infighting, this project stands as an example of the breakdown of inter-
governmental relations. 
The failure in the Social Housing policy is demonstrated in this project, where•  
monthly rentals are unaffordable to the targeted end-users. This highlights the need 
for affordable public rental housing.
Inadequate community participation and consultation resulted in a lack of • 
understanding of the needs and socio-economic status of beneficiaries. This 
impacted on affordability levels and resident satisfaction.
As this was a pilot project, innovative energy saving options and environmentally • 
sustainable technologies could have been incorporated through partnerships with 
the private sector.
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Washington Heights
New York (USA)7                  WH

The process was resident driven – they formed an active association and requested • 
assistance to establish a housing association.
The management structure, which ensures that residents have a 2:1 majority on • 
the board, encourages a strong sense of self-determination, ownership and pride 
through resident control.
Comprehensive education and training efforts ensured residents had the capacity • 
to participate in and manage a mutual housing association.
The financial sustainability of the association was ensured through adequate funding for • 
development from multiple sources, including significant contributions from government.
The location, near to public transport, commercial and community services, • 
contributed to the project’s success.

Vashi8

Navi Mumbai (India)               VA

A range of income diversity (though excluding the very poor), access to services, • 
amenities and public transport to a major employment centre make this an 
integrated human settlement.
Low- and middle-income earners can live together successfully in a medium-density • 
housing co-operative-style development if the right conditions are in place. These 
include well-functioning and democratic co-operative boards, good social planning 
from the outset, facilitation of cultural and recreation opportunities, the provision 
of a range of services and amenities (such as an office from where the association 
can function) and access to economic opportunities. While the design allowed 
for larger homes for the higher-income group, access to all facilities and services, 
including to common space, was equal for all.  
Cross-subsidisation creates possibilities for the inclusion of housing for the • low-
income group and prevents the creation of low-income and middle-income ‘ghettos’. 
Unit design should permit residents to make additions to their homes.• 

Vitas9

Manila (Philippines)                VI

Complete lack of community participation, community development and resident • 
control were seen to be central to the development’s failure.
The motivation for the project did not come from an organised group of citizens • 
demanding their housing rights – there was a vacuum of motivated resident 
leadership from the start. There is no project-wide resident association.
Government did not relinquish control over any stage of the project. This alienated • 
residents and discouraged community organising and leadership development.
Physical separation of income groups contributed to a ‘them and us’ paradigm.• 
No planning for services or amenities was undertaken.• 
Despite many residents being very poor, no local economic development or • 
livelihood support programmes were instituted.

The most important factors in the provision of sustainable medium to higher-density housing emanating 
from the case studies are summarised as recommendations pertaining to the following:

Good location and higher densities.1. 
An integrated approach to development.2. 
Affordability of housing and services.3. 
A sustainable livelihoods approach.4. 
Community participation and leadership development.5. 
Meeting needs of vulnerable people.6. 
Appropriate tenure options.7. 
The choice between social housing and public rental housing.8. 
A range of housing typologies.9. 
Good design and construction.10. 
Government’s ability to capture value.11. 
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3. Overview 
The book is divided into six sections.

Section 1 is a brief introduction highlighting the role housing densification plays in addressing South Africa’s 
settlement problems. It provides the background to the research and an overview of the 11 case studies. It 
indicates the target readership, with special reference to government officials, CBOs and their leaders.

The case for medium-density housing is made in Section 2, where the concepts of ‘density’ and 
‘sustainability’ are clarified, laying the foundation for the research.  A summary of key principles for assessing 
the performance of medium-density housing environments is also provided.

Section 3 provides a concise overview of the South African housing context including short discussions 
on the economic, social, political and policy contexts and the housing challenges. The most important 
international housing and human rights policies are also contextualised. 

Drawing on the lessons and recommendations of the case studies as well as on theoretical tenets and best 
practice examples, Section 4 provides guidelines for consideration in the provision of medium-density 
housing. It should be read in conjunction with the case studies. 

Eight local and three international case studies are presented in Section 5. The local ones are structured 
around the results of interviews conducted with 40 households in each project as well as project managers 
and implementing agents. These case studies offer an in-depth look into life in medium-density housing 
environments. Valuable lessons resonate from their residents’ voices.

Finally, Section 6 contains annexures relating to the South African policy framework and the right to 
adequate housing, as well as end-notes, references, a glossary and acronyms.

Reading the book in its entirety will provide a wide-ranging understanding of well-performing settlements 
and communities.
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SECTION 2
HOUSING: DENSIFICATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
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1. Understanding densification
The anti-planner and urban activist Jane Jacobs’s manifesto The Death and Life of Great American Cities opens 
with the statement: “This book is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding”.1 In outlining four qualities 
that any city neighbourhood must manifest in order to be healthy and desirable to residents, namely mixed 
primary uses, short blocks, aged buildings and high density, she revisits the subject of a timeless way of 
building and planning, radically different from the approach to urban planning at the time (the 1960s). She 
answers the question of what the proper densities for city dwellings should be as follows:2

“The answer to this is something like the answer Lincoln gave to the question, ‘How long should a man’s leg be?’ 
Long enough to reach the ground, Lincoln said. Just so, proper city dwelling densities are a matter of performance. 
They cannot be based on abstractions about the quantities of land that ideally should be allotted for so-and-so 
many people (living in some docile, imaginary society). Densities are too low, or too high, when they frustrate city 
diversity instead of abetting it. We ought to look at densities in much the same way as we look at calories and 
vitamins. Right amounts are right amounts because of how they perform.  And what is right differs in specific 
instances.”

Residential density is a complex system in which various parts interact with each other and with parts 
of other systems in different ways, with influences on urban development and residential environments. 
It is impossible to establish all the components affected by or affecting density and the relationship 
between them. Moreover, the perception of density varies between countries, within countries among 
different social groups, and even within social groups, where factors such as gender, age, occupation, 
marital status and income affect people’s perceptions of their environment. 

There is no single definition of medium density. For the purpose of this resource book, ‘medium-
density housing’ refers to increased gross residential density in urban areas by means of formal housing 
development.  Medium-density housing, defined in terms of dwelling units per hectare (du/ha), is 
approximately 40–100 du/ha (gross). The dwelling types typically associated with residential densification 
referred to in the book are semi-detached housing, row housing, and three-storey walk-up flats. 

1.1 Measuring density
Measurement of density consists of three components: building density, occupancy density and population 
density. They are interrelated, mutually dependent and determined by other factors. The relationship and 
interdependence between them and between the factors that determine them can be identified and 
calculated:

Building density1.  refers to the number of dwelling units per area (usually expressed in terms 
of hectares and measured in floor area ratio) and is determined by the space between buildings, 
building width, building configuration and building height. Gross residential density refers to the 
number of dwelling units divided by the total site area, while net residential density refers to 
the number of dwelling units divided by the area of the site taken up by residential use only. 
Net residential density is always higher than gross residential density and can be increased by 
decreasing the size of units or plots and increasing the height and coverage of buildings. Different 
housing typologies (such as flats and row housing) can be compared using net residential density. 
The increase in gross density is limited by social facility and open space standards. When the 
number of people in an area increases, more facilities such as open space, schools and streets are 
needed, taking up more space and thereby lowering gross density.
Occupancy density2.  (measured as floor space rate) is directly related to income, the cost of 
floor space, and the need for space in terms of family size, which refers to the number of people 
per dwelling unit.
Population density3.  (measured as persons per hectare), is a product of building density and 

HOUSING: DENSIFICATION 
AND SUSTAINABILITY
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occupation density. This is the number of people per hectare and is expressed as the number of 
people divided by the site area (for gross population density the total site area is applicable, and 
for net population density, only the area taken up by residential plots).

Perceived density•  refers to the level of density which people feel an area has and is dependent 
on the individual and his/her background culture and on the nature of the built-up area.
Crowding•  is closely linked to density and refers to too many people living or working in 
a room, dwelling, neighbourhood, or on a plot. There is an important difference between 
crowding and density: it is possible to have high-density housing without crowding. 

1.2 Density, built form and housing layout
Building density is inherently bound up with built form and housing layout. Built form refers to the physical 
form of a residential area in terms of building height, land coverage and grain of the buildings, while housing 
layout is the organisation and utilisation of land for buildings, roads, cars, pedestrians, public and private 
open space and landscaping.  

There is a constant trade-off between building density, building form and housing layout within the restrictions 
of standards and costs. The challenge lies in optimising these requirements. Density can be determined by 
decisions made on built form and housing layout. However, a prescribed density will restrict built form and 
housing layout. Senior states that existing theory poses the following:3

as density increases, specific quantifiable patterns of housing form and layout emerge. For example, • 
open space ratio falls rapidly as density increases;
specific thresholds can be determined throughout the density range, below or above which certain • 
characteristics of housing form and layout cannot be achieved;
housing form and layout have social and economic ramifications – e.g. construction costs increase as • 
density increases; and
various researchers have ascertained that housing types conform to a regular density pattern. • 

A number of researchers confirmed that housing types conform to a regular density range. Housing types associated with 
approximately 30–90 du/ha are row/terraced housing, maisonettes, courtyard housing and three to four-storey walk-ups4

Building density does not determine the exact characteristics of housing form and layout, but creates 
certain limitations on them. Built form and housing layout options at any specific density are limited by 
the standards adopted for that specific scheme.  Where different standards are applied to similar density 
ranges the housing layout and built form are changed and thresholds are affected.
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A standard is a quantity regarded as having special value for the housing environment. It can be a by-law, design 
criteria or societal norm and is expressed numerically. An example is where a development with no parking 
and little space between buildings achieves a much higher-density than a similar development with normal 
parking requirements and greater space between buildings.

Terms and definitions pertaining to density

Plot size – the total erf area. • 
Setback – regulations specify the distance between buildings and plot boundaries.• 
Coverage – this refers to the percentage of erf area that can be built upon. Coverage is determined • 
by three elements: the width of buildings, the space between them and their configuration. Maximum 
coverage is usually 50% for single residential zones and 33,3% in general residential zones where flats 
are developed. 
Height – regulations specify the permissible number of storeys.• 
Floor area is the key to building density, as it is a precise and absolute measure of amount of • 
accommodation, irrespective of standards. It is valid across the whole spectrum of cultural and 
socio-economic boundaries as it requires no judgement relating to space utilisation or how the 
building is occupied.
Floor area ratio (FAR) is the most relevant density control measure for buildings, being the ratio • 
of floor area to land area. It is more complicated than residential density and is suitable for mixed-
use development. Regulations specify the total permissible floor area in relation to plot size. FAR 
is considered the most effective way of expressing a density limit; i.e. the total floor area of the 
building (adding all floor levels) divided by the ground area of its plot. Ratios may range from 0.1 for 
very open areas to 2.0 for very dense areas, and have distinct effects on traffic, utility loads, street 
life, massing, public services etc. 
Rural farmland generally has a FAR of between 0.0005 and 0.02 (built up between 0.05% and • 
2% of total land area), while suburban areas generally have a FAR of between 0.05 and 0.18 (less 
than 20% of total land area occupied by buildings.) Inner city densities can range from 0.88 for 
townhouses to 5.05 for apartment buildings.

FAR is an appropriate density measure for mixed-use developments including business and other uses, whereas 
building density is suitable to residential areas only.

 Floor area ratio =  total floor area of buildings
   total site area   

The density at which floor area is occupied determines the population density. The amount of floor space 
occupied by one person (floor space rate) is the measure of occupancy that can be used for direct conversion 
from building density to population density or vice versa:

 Population per hectare = floor area ratio x 1000
    floor space rate

Therefore: the size of the plot, the amount of plot which can be built up (coverage) and the height of the 
building (FAR) give the dimensions of the most visible aspect of density: the amount of space which is built. 
This is determined by designers in the design phase, and reinforced and controlled in building and planning 
approvals and development controls. However, this does not necessarily guarantee success, as density is 
sensitive to external factors. 

Acioly and Davidson 1996, Lynch and Hack 1984, Gillham 2002 in Arbury 

Coverage and height are directly related to built form, and thus there is a direct relationship between built form 
and floor area ratio. However, a specific building density does not produce a specific built form because the 
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way in which the coverage is distributed on the site can 
vary considerably – the coverage could be distributed 
in three buildings or in one building. The height remains 
constant, yet various built forms are possible.

1.3 Density as a standard
There is a tendency to associate poor environmental 
quality and low incomes with high-density development, 
and vice versa. User preferences based on experiences 
with medium-high density housing (for example, flats 
rented from City Councils), contribute to the negative 
light in which this type of housing is seen. Hence, the 
single dwelling unit is still the predominant model of 
state subsidised housing within the low-income group 
in most South African towns and cities. 

However, environmental quality varies independently 
of density, with good and bad environments occurring 

Two possible built forms at FAR 0.285

at both high and low densities. It is impossible to relate residential density to environmental quality, as 
residential environments are determined by more than just density controls. Jensen6 states that “(d)ensity 
expressed as an intensity of occupation is not by itself the sole qualitative measure of housing development, which 
also depends greatly on planning and amenity standards, and the liveability of homes”. Density cannot be used 
as an all-encompassing measure of the environment, but is one of many factors affecting environmental 
quality. In an attempt to achieve better quality urban environments in South Africa, higher densities for new 
developments should be seriously considered.

Density controls were originally established when a correlation was identified between overcrowding and 
disease. Since its inception as a basis for public health legislation, density has been used in a variety of ways, 
for example in strategic planning, development control, detailed design, in the definition of development 
standards and as a means of maintaining property values in certain areas. 

Density is one of the most important indicators and design parameters in the field of housing and 
human settlement planning and development. It is central to the technical and financial assessment of 
the distribution and consumption of land, infrastructure and public services in residential areas. 

Density has implications for practitioners involved in urban development: planners, engineers, economists 
and architects use density as the basis for their decision-making. Local authorities, education and health 
authorities use density as a means of assessing the provision of facilities and services. Planning is strongly 
regulated by technical and programmatic standards such as density measures. Authorities dealing with 
urban development operate according to (usually inflexible and fixed) minimum standards formulated in 
isolation for the ‘optimal’ requirements of different urban elements. 

High quality medium-density housing 
on well-located land

Marginalised low quality 
medium-density housing
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The result is often highly dysfunctional environments that undermine sustainability and frustrate human 
activity.  According to Turner7 “…standards are relative and must vary greatly from place to place and from time 
to time. They cannot have general applicability and should not be thoughtlessly transferred from one environment to 
another where they may be economically and culturally irrelevant”. In principle, it is assumed that higher densities 
result in better utilisation of land and infrastructure. However, this does not hold true for all situations, as 
high-density settlement schemes may overload infrastructure and services and apply additional pressure 
on land and residential spaces, resulting in crowded and unsuitable environments for human habitation. 
Conversely, low densities may increase the per capita costs of land, infrastructure and services, which 
affects sustainability and constrains social interactions.8

There are no absolute standards of density. Four to six square metres of built dwelling per person might 
be a reasonable standard for low-income areas in developing countries, with 60% private space, 20% 
public space and 20% circulation as a reasonable guide in practice.9 The CSIR Guidelines for the Planning and 
Design of Human Settlements (the Red Book)10 recommends a minimum gross residential density of 50 du/
ha for ‘developing areas’ in South Africa in order to support commercial enterprises and public transport. 
Internationally,  Alexander and Tomalty found that a density of at least 25 du/ha (± 100 people per hectare) 
is required to make frequent transit services feasible,11 while Maluleke and Luthuli12 ascertain that densities 
lower than 80du/ha (nett) are unable to support commuter rail. 

The table below13 sheds light on the linkage between a range of densities (measured in persons per hectare) 
and different features of residential environments. An optimum gross density range of between 150 and 
450 persons per hectare (approximately 30 to 90 du/ha) is suggested on the basis of the following:

 Certain characteristics do not occur above or below certain density thresholds14C h d b b l d h h ld 14

capital outlay on roads would be low;• 
there would be a significant need for open space and amenities in this environment;• 
modes of mobility would be cars as well as public transportation;• 
capital outlay in utilities would be low;• 
cost of internal access such as passages and stairs would be high, especially for densities higher than • 
260 persons per hectare; 
access to the ground would be limited;• 
lack of privacy and noise become problematic at densities as low as 60 persons per hectare; at higher • 
densities, serious consideration should be given to design of units and defensible space to optimise 
privacy and ensure ownership;
housing would be provided in a highly urban or inner-city environment;• 
entrances to dwelling units would probably front onto common ‘undefensible’ passages;• 
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the choice of housing would be high for densities up to 300 persons per hectare, but would decrease • 
for densities between 300–450 persons per hectare;
parking would be detached from units; and• 
the impact of cars on the environment would be significant.• 

  Four pillars of sustainability16

INFLUENCE ON DENSITY

Cultural perceptions• 
Zoning regulations• 
Planning & building standards• 
Housing demand• 
Location• 
Land cost• 
Building cost• 
Affordability to end users• 
Policy environment & policy • 
instruments
Building design, plot layout & plot size• 
Public transport system• 

DENSITY

INFLUENCED BY DENSITY
Cost of services• 
Provision & distribution of facilities • 
in terms of standards
Social dynamics (overcrowding, • 
social interaction, safety, health)
Creation of thresholds for public • 
transport
Creation of thresholds for local • 
economic development
Built form & housing layout• 

A summary of factors influencing density and implications of density

The demand for more efficient, sustainable and affordable urban environments where land is used more 
intensively, infrastructure and financial spending are applied more wisely, natural resources are used more 
sustainably and human resources are considered more carefully (especially resources available to the 
poorer inhabitants of the city), call for the importance of increased density to be recognised.

2. Understanding sustainable development
Sustainable development is defined by the World Commission on Environment and Development15 as:

Adriana Allen, an Argentinean scholar, argues that overall sustainable urban development is possible when 
five distinct spheres are sustainable.  These spheres are set out below:

Economic sustainability1.  – the local economy sustains itself without causing permanent damage to 
natural resources and without increasing the city’s ecological footprint.
Social sustainability2.  – policies and actions aim at improving quality of life, equitable access and 
distribution of rights over the use and appropriation of the natural and built environment.
Ecological sustainability3.  – the impact of urban production and consumption on the city-region and 

“…development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. It contains 
within it two key concepts: 

the concept of ‘needs’, in particular the • 
essential needs of the world’s poor, to which 
overriding priority should be given; and 
the idea of limitations imposed by the state • 
of technology and social organisations on the 
environment’s ability to meet present and 
future needs”.
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global carrying capacity is balanced.
Physical sustainability4.  – the capacity and aptitude of the urban built environment and technological 
structures to support human life and productive activities.
Political sustainability5.  – the quality of governance systems and frameworks guiding the relationship and 
actions of different actors among the preceding four dimensions. This includes the democratisation 
and participation of civil society in all areas of decision-making. 

Allen asserts that political sustainability is the link between the four other spheres of sustainability, 
and highlights the importance of having strong political support for processes formulating policies and 
programmes that advance sustainable development. Importantly, she includes global political economic 
factors and their local manifestations as major determinants of policy decisions, as subsequent actions are 
often beyond the decision-making power of bodies such as local governments. In this way, a rebalancing 
of power is necessary where democracy, participation and discourse are put into effect by the poor and 
‘powerless’ in decision-making processes. This model presents a politically informed approach to urban 
development in general and integration in particular.17

The five dimensions of urban sustainability according to Allen et al18
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Achieving sustainability in each sphere is challenging and has rarely been achieved in the South 
African development context, where trade offs are often made by decision-makers both consciously 
and unconsciously. Nonetheless, it is important to realise that in order for housing development 
to be sustainable in South Africa, it must address poverty and the disparities in society. Without 
achieving sustainability in these spheres, housing development is ultimately unsustainable. 

This book demonstrates that medium-density housing provides numerous opportunities to contribute 
to achieving sustainability if the right conditions are in place. It is critical for sustainable resource 
utilisation for productive, inclusive, redistributive and well-governed cities. Exploring these conditions 
is the motivation for the book.  The case studies reveal in different ways that working with this 
framework for sustainability results in higher levels of community cohesion, resident satisfaction and 
the long term sustainability of vibrant housing environments.
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3. The case for medium-density housing
Breaking New Ground (BNG), government’s sustainable human settlement plan, promotes densification and 
integration as key objectives to “integrate previously excluded groups into the city and the benefits it offers, and 
to ensure the development of integrated, functional and environmentally sustainable human settlements, towns and 
cities”.19 A mindful move towards low-rise medium-density housing that makes efficient use of land and 
resources is necessary.  With a commitment to meeting and understanding the needs of end users, planning 
and design will open up possibilities of accessibility, affordability, integration, efficiency, safety, privacy and 
community development. 

3.1 Urban sprawl
The most predominant form of urban development in South African cities is urban sprawl.  This manifests in the 
separation of activities and land uses, the suburban or township ethos, freestanding buildings surrounded by private 
space, inwardly-oriented neighbourhood units and the domination of the private motor car. Sprawl involves more 
than just low densities and is a complex and contested subject that ultimately deeply entrenches segregation. Some 
major disadvantages that result from low residential densities and low levels of compaction are:20 

where the market is thinly spread and thresholds are insufficient (as in sprawling cities) there are • 
detrimental effects on small-scale economic activities. Small businesses are likely to be dominated by 
larger enterprises that can afford higher rents; 
in sprawling systems, unit costs of social and other services are high, due to low levels of support per • 
facility, and the range and levels of commercial and social services are low, as are convenience and 
equity of access to them;
a lack of mix, diversity and overlap of activities resulting in inconvenience for urban dwellers;• 
access for pedestrians is particularly problematic. Public transportation is inconvenient, inefficient and • 
unaffordable, especially for the poor;
an increase in the rate of land consumption and environmental degradation; and• 
large plots are costly to maintain, and often become derelict and unsafe.• 

Rather than the creation of compact, vibrant human settlements that encompass a range of housing types 
and densities, and a variety of urban opportunities and activities, housing delivery in South Africa has 
been characterised by low density, sprawling settlements. However, this form of urban development is 
irreconcilable with the notion of sustainability and has been condemned recently due to its high social, 
economic and environmental costs, which are often hidden and are borne by the poor. 

The cost of providing adequate infrastructure, roads and services has become unaffordable and unsustainable 
for government.  The time and financial implications are severe for the large number of people located on 
the periphery of urban areas. These are are most often vulnerable groups such as the poor and women, who 
must travel long distances to access urban opportunities and employment. Urban sprawl is inappropriate 
in the face of growing environmental concerns, the shortage of land for development, changing household 
profiles and family composition and the shifting nature of employment environments. 

3.2 Land and property markets: excluding the poor
However, sprawl is not the only factor standing in the way of human settlements meeting the needs 
of all inhabitants. Growing concerns about the rapid formation of informal settlements, overcrowding 
in backyards and existing housing, segregation entrenched by suburbanisation and the inaccessibility of 
well-located land for the poor in general, make this shift towards more compact and dense settlements 
imperative. The struggle of access to land for the urban poor is a critical issue in post-apartheid South 
Africa. The operation of land and property markets excludes the poor and exacerbates existing inequalities 
and is in contravention of legislation that protects the right of the poor to adequate housing. Government 
needs to intervene in the land and property markets to ensure that they work for the poor and increase 
the provision of higher-density housing in strategic locations.
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3.3 Meaningful change in urban form and function
The provision of freestanding freehold houses cannot be sustained and there is a need for end-users 
and society in general to change attitudes towards medium-density (and particularly rental) housing 
environments.  Meaningful change is required in the form and function of urban environments. Attention 
must be paid to developing a stronger sense of community and to the needs of pedestrians, a mix of 
different income groups and land uses must be accommodated and consideration must be given to 
livelihood considerations and the eradication of poverty. 

A major challenge for a developing country like South Africa is to facilitate the redistribution of wealth 
in order to narrow the huge economic differences between rich and poor. Human settlement projects 
provide various opportunities to contribute to the economic and social empowerment of civil society 
and to bring about physical and social integration. Sustainable housing promotes the safety and dignity of 
residents and results in more vibrant human settlements which meet human and environmental needs. 

3.4 Community cohesion and ownership
People living in medium-density housing environments are a community by virtue of  sharing spaces, 
housing units in close proximity to each other, and are bound by these and other common factors. This is 
often a source of conflict, but if the necessary attention is afforded to design details, environments have the 
potential for high levels of community cohesion and ownership of the shared housing environment. 

It is therefore essential that government makes the necessary processes of participation and capacity 
building an inherent part of medium-density housing delivery, and further, that funding for these components 
becomes part of the housing subsidy. The majority of community representatives interviewed for the case 
studies emphasised the importance of providing community meeting spaces as well as office space for 
community leadership. They saw these as central to the functioning of the housing environment. Equally 
important is funding for the creation of dignified shared spaces that become important extensions (‘outdoor 
rooms’) of the already small units that accompany medium-density housing on well-located land. 

3.5 An integrated approach
This implies an integrated, multi-sectoral approach where co-operation between a range of non-government 
role players, the private sector and government departments is crucial in the creation of a milieu that serves 
the widest possible range of household and community needs. Such an approach, if participatory, is more likely 
to yield successful results relating to social, institutional, financial, economic, environmental and physical design 
issues. Sustainability, as defined by Allen, must form part of all medium-density housing provision. 

The development of higher-density housing should form part of an integrated approach to sustainable 
human settlement development. It should be pursued in a regulatory environment where the ‘triple-
bottom line’ and developmental local government are objectives for a city as a whole. 

Poverty is multi-dimensional and complex. A multi-sectoral, holistic approach to development needs is 
required to improve the social, economic and physical conditions of poor households and to further 
the agenda of sustainable development. Effective integrated urban development is underpinned by good 
inter-governmental relations, collaboration between key role players, and active civil society participation 
in urban processes, such as the formulation of municipal Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) and local 
economic development strategies. The availability of sufficient resources to provide a wide range of social 
and economic programmes, including the delivery of housing, infrastructure and facilities to address 
community needs, are vital components of the integrated approach. Housing policy should be expanded 
and the subsidy increased in all medium-density housing environments to make provision for social 
objectives such as recreation, social amenities and the needs of children and youth. Co-operation between 
the housing department and other government departments is crucial in this regard. Spatial integration 
rooted in access to facilities, amenities and urban opportunities is paramount. 
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The legacy of racial and economic inequality in South Africa makes it imperative to achieve integration 
between races and income groups. A mixed-income development is more likely to be sustainable than a 
project where poor people are doomed to ‘ghettoisation’. However, real integration of very disparate income 
groups is difficult to achieve. The distribution of affordable housing among higher-income housing, and the 
design of affordable housing that is visually indistinguishable from surrounding higher-income housing are 
important factors in reducing perceived negative impacts on property values as well as social security. 

3.6 A range of housing type and tenure alternatives
The provision of higher-density housing should form part of a mixed-use environment that encompasses 
a range of housing types and associated densities and tenure, as well as a variety of urban opportunities 
and activities. Higher-density housing provides the opportunity for higher levels of services, due to higher 
levels of support. The bottom line is that a range of land uses in close proximity to each other must be 
manifested in the planning and development of sustainable human settlements. Housing is not about the 
provision of a house alone, but also includes security of tenure for both rental and ownership housing. 
The promotion of alternatives to individual ownership is important as it allows for innovative designs 
(higher densities, communal spaces), while simultaneously providing some protection against downward 
raiding. Infill developments on small pockets of land (Springfield Terrace is located on an area smaller than 
a hectare) in existing areas present ideal opportunities for densification. ST  

Innovative use of different housing typologies opens up new ways of increasing densities in the form 
of infill housing in urban areas. The provision of innovative medium-density housing that is able to 
meet the wide range of resident needs and create a unique sense of place and belonging requires a 
shift to performance-based planning controls. These should aim to achieve urban design, environmental 
performance, social, affordability and safety objectives rather than numerical restrictions on setback, 
height, plot ratio and density. Moreover, a range of house types and tenure will encourage social equity, 
as people of different income levels can interact in an environment that provides equal opportunities. It 
will also allow residents to move up or down the housing ladder at different stages of their lives without 
having to relocate.

3.7 Good location 
Good location is a complex concept to define, but access to employment, transport and urban opportunities 
and facilities are useful indicators. Through efficient use of state and other well-located land (including infill 
housing in lower-density suburbs), and the use of value capture and tax mechanisms, government should 
ensure the provision of affordable higher-density housing on well-located land for households earning 
below R3,500 per month, including security of tenure in the form of both rental and ownership housing. 
Appropriate well-located sites in close proximity to transport, economic activities and services should be 
identified and ‘banked’ for the development of affordable medium-density housing. For the poor, location is 
often more important than housing quality as it directly impacts on the accessibility of urban opportunities 
and underpins social networks and livelihood strategies critical for survival. Greater social integration may 
also result from the location of low-income households on well-located land. 

3.8 Sustainable design
The design of higher-density housing should give due consideration to all components of sustainability. 
Decisions should be rooted as far as possible in ‘green’ design principles and human needs. They should 
recognise the importance of sustainable building and construction in terms of environmental impact, 
affordability, end-user satisfaction and settlement quality. Energy efficiency and environmental sustainability 
have been explicitly addressed in very few of the medium-density housing projects discussed in this book, 
but given growing resource constraints (water, energy, agricultural land) this needs to change. 

People are at the centre of sustainable development and therefore the pursuit of sustainability will only 
be successful if individuals, households or communities consciously choose to adopt the principles of 
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sustainable development as they manifest in medium-density housing opportunities. Ultimately, the 
construction sector will have to be completely transformed, from the materials used and how they are 
manufactured, to how development and the methods used to achieve it are viewed, and how end-users are 
engaged to commit to them. Developers, builders, architects and land-use planners should be involved, as 
should government, tenants and owners. Sustainability objectives will be achieved only if they are taken into 
account at all stages from design and construction to long-term use and eventual disposal and recycling.  

3.9 A sustainable livelihoods approach
Unemployment and the often low levels of income among residents of government-subsidised higher-
density housing necessitate the promotion of economic development and of opportunities to strengthen 
livelihoods as part of the planning and implementation of such developments. A livelihoods approach is 
based on understanding the way people make their living and recognises that there are differences within 
and between households in a given community. The approach enables implementing agents, together with 
the community, to design processes that take into consideration these differences in order for households 
to cope with risk and uncertainty. It recognises that households and livelihoods are constantly changing in 
response to shocks, stresses and seasonality. 

Successful poverty reduction strategies have to address a range of issues over time, but a holistic diagnosis 
achievable through the livelihoods framework allows for the identification of the most strategic interventions. 
Moreover, a participatory, livelihoods approach to developing higher-density housing provides a useful 
framework for monitoring the impacts of the development initiative. This can be measured through indicators of 
affordability levels, livelihood sustainability, identifying unintended consequences, as well as devising meaningful 
interventions. Local economic development linked to livelihood assessments is a central component in the 
quest for redistribution. Complementary activities, co-operation and partnerships between different spheres 
and departments of government, the private sector and civil society produce improved living conditions, 
integration and diverse economic activity, resulting in empowerment of lower-income households.

3.10 Social and human capital formation, leadership and resident 
participation
Positive linkages exist between social and human capital formation on one hand, and developmental 
outcomes on the other. Everyone involved in the development of medium-density housing must place 
the sustained development of social and human capital at the centre of project planning at every stage of 
the process. Mobilising resources on the basis of trust, common norms and constructive communication, 
together with the prioritisation of information sharing, skills training, learning and education, will help to 
form networks that increase community participation, empowerment and sustainability. 

The quality and extent of leadership and resident participation has a profound impact on the sustainability of 
a community or housing project. Part of the constitutional right to adequate housing is the right to participate 
in decision-making strategies and projects. Government and its agents should support the creation of active 
and knowledgeable leadership, so that poor communities can access their rights and resources. In this way,  
collective, ongoing participation in urban development policy formation and practice can be facilitated. 
To ensure sustainability, government and its partners should also have an informed understanding of and 
corresponding strategy to engage in a meaningful way with community needs and dynamics.   

Participation requires time and resources.  The provision of sufficient financial and human resources for 
meaningful and sustained community participation and capacity development should become part of 
government’s engagement strategy and subsidy housing delivery mechanism. This needs to be developed 
together with the formation of appropriate platforms to engage at the local level. This includes a people-
intensive engagement with communities in the planning and incremental phases of implementation 
(before, during and after), as well as intensive information sharing, education, capacity building and social 
capital formation. Social and human capital formation is at the root of sustainable communities – without 
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investment in people, investment in places and spaces is bound to be futile. Economic and environmental 
sustainability are underpinned by institutional, political and social sustainability factors, particularly strong 
and dependable, democratically elected leadership. This has proven to be a critical element of overall 
sustainability. The positive outcomes of community initiatives and projects, disputes, negotiation and 
decisions often depend on strong and reliable leadership.

3.11 Vulnerable groups
Vulnerable groups consist of a wide range of sub-groups with a variety of individual needs and are often 
at risk of poverty and destitution. The needs of women, often the caregivers of other vulnerable groups, 
are particularly important. Securing women’s access to adequate housing is about more than just supplying 
physical shelter – housing is a facilitative right that allows women to enjoy other rights and basic needs like 
water, sanitation, electricity, health care, schools, employment and economic opportunity. 

Government and implementing agents should consider the range of special needs of residents of medium-density 
projects and should develop integrated packages of services to address these needs in addition to housing. 
Design, organisational and institutional attention should be given to matters that concern them directly. 

A multi-sectoral human rights approach is required where public, private, community based and non-
government partnerships are able to co-operate effectively in meeting the needs of women, children, the 
elderly, the frail and disabled. A physical space such as a community centre in each higher-density housing 
development is paramount, as it will serve as the focal point of activities and initiatives that will meet the 
needs of everyone in the community.

3.12 Vibrant environments
There is no direct relationship between density and quality of housing. Consideration of and attention 
to a range of design and process factors relating to housing typology has the potential to enable vibrant 
and sustainable higher-density environments in well-located areas with high levels of resident satisfaction. 
Vibrant medium-density housing environments result from a range of higher-density housing typologies 
arranged carefully and creatively in relation to each other, public open spaces, the surrounding area and 
natural characteristics of the site. A range of different housing typologies and the creative application 
thereof should be used to achieve different densities and types of housing environments that meet the 
social, physical and economic needs of the greatest number of households. 

With smaller housing units and diminished private outdoor space, the importance of shared spaces 
becomes increasingly important.  Attention should be paid to those factors that help build a positive sense 
of place. These include:

landscaping and planting;• 
orientation of buildings; • 
environmentally sustainable technologies and practices; • 
urban design; • 
safety; and• 
contextual suitability.• 

Additional funding from government and an innovative approach to maximising limited resources will 
significantly alter the appearance and functioning of medium-density housing environments. This will lead 
to increasing levels of resident satisfaction. Some interventions require low financial investment but have 
major impacts.

3.13 Social housing and public rental housing
The success of settlements depends largely on the availability of a range of affordable housing options. The 
rental housing sector has the potential to contribute significantly towards urban renewal, restructuring of 
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the apartheid city, poverty alleviation and meeting critical housing needs, especially for people who work in 
well-located areas. However, government’s choice of rental instruments (such as social housing) does not 
currently meet the needs of the majority of the urban population. 

Social housing as it is currently operating in South Africa serves a small segment of the population, is not 
truly social, and is unaffordable to households with monthly incomes below R2,500. The social housing 
model should be revised to enable a significantly larger number of households to access affordable rental 
housing and to make social housing ‘social’. In addition, the re-introduction of public rental housing as an 
opportunity to provide well-located affordable housing for low-income households would fill a crucial gap 
currently existing in the housing continuum. 

Well-located, adequate, well-designed and well-managed public rental housing is an important collective 
asset that can be used by successive generations for sustainable human settlement advancement. Capacity 
should be built in local and provincial government to develop and manage a programme for public rental 
housing. In addition, government should encourage small-scale formal and informal landlords to provide 
adequate housing and provide the necessary regulatory frameworks, such as a landlord/tenant backyarder 
assistance programme.

Government policy calls for all spheres of government to ensure that housing development includes a wide 
range of tenure options and housing types. These include individual and collective home ownership as well as 
a range of rental options. Rental housing is the most widely used tenure option for medium-density housing 
and is especially suited to low-income households. Before deciding on tenure, government, implementing 
agents and households need to be aware of the advantages and disadvantages of different tenure options 
and of their applicability to particular community contexts and income levels. Importantly, residents need 
to understand their tenure type in order to exercise their rights and responsibilities, to take ‘ownership’ of 
their housing environment, and to avoid compromising the economic and social sustainability of their housing. 
Consumer education and capacity building of end-users in the language of their choice is vital.

3.14 Access to urban land 
The land and property market excludes the poor and exacerbates existing inequality. Government needs 
to intervene to make it work better for the poor. A number of mechanisms should be used to support the 
efforts of poor communities to access urban land. Government could enter into new fiscal relationships 
with its citizens aimed at capturing unearned increases in land value and directing urban land development 
for the common good of all citizens. This could be achieved through land value taxes, land banking and 
land pooling/readjustment, and other mechanisms. Appropriate use of these mechanisms could potentially 
increase the provision of medium-density housing in strategic locations.

3.15 Partnerships
The main lesson learned from the case studies with regard to enhancing capacity for appropriate housing 
delivery is the importance of partnerships between the state and other role players. Additional resources 
for housing and urban development need to be mobilised from as many sources as possible – the state, 
household savings, micro-loans, international donors, the private sector and others. With support from 
technical and social support organisations, communities themselves can be capacitated to play an important 
role in both delivery and sustainability of their housing environment. 

3.16 Affordability and forward planning
Affordability impacts on a wide range of factors and is in turn a function of a variety of dynamics, ultimately 
influencing overall sustainability of settlements and society. Affordability levels for the majority of the 
population are very low and render them dependent on state subsidised housing. Matching the tenure type, 
socio-economic profile and needs of target households with the housing product and overall settlement 
environment is an overriding factor in affordability. 
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Government must take responsibility for the performance of the entire housing market and should 
expedite and streamline housing development functions. Barriers and enablers influencing housing demand 
and supply in all sub-markets must be monitored and addressed. Mechanisms should be implemented to 
intervene in and rectify blockages that undermine a functioning market. 

In addition to ensuring that land, property and housing markets are functional, it is important to both 
apply existing instruments and devise innovative new instruments for effective spatial planning and land 
development, Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs), restructuring zones, zoning regulations, urban 
edge instruments and Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) should be focused on achieving spatial and 
social equity in land and property markets. This will involve developing pro-poor mechanisms for value 
capture from surplus values accruing from ‘boom conditions’ in the upper end of the land and property 
market. These mechanisms will promote densification, integration and the generation of resources for low-
income residential developments on well-located land. Government needs to explore both the ‘carrot’ of 
incentives and ‘stick’ of legislation in implementing inclusionary housing programmes. 

Social and human capacity development and resident participation are decisive factors in the provision of 
medium-density housing to reduce household vulnerability and ensure financial and economic sustainability. 
This will help realise the social, financial and economic asset value of housing. National government 
subsidies should include a financial component for capacity development of beneficiary communities, with 
an emphasis on livelihood considerations and local economic development. An integrated approach to 
housing and settlement development is key to affordability.

4. Characteristics of medium-density housing
The key guidelines in this book are based upon certain performance criteria, key principles, or urban qualities. 
“Beneath the underbrush of particular situations and special groups, we find some common ground – fundamental 
criteria shared by all human users.” This statement by Lynch and Hack21 illustrates that ideally an understanding 
should be sought of the specific end users of a particular environment, but that some generalisation about 
the interaction of people and place can be made. In order to remain desirable over many years, housing and 
urban environments must display timeless qualities that transcend the values of any particular generation or 
group of end users. The following table22 summarises the most significant qualities: 

Table 2: Performance measures for medium-density housing environments
Balance An over-arching quality that embraces all other qualities. • 

Encompasses the quality of ‘sense of place’ (“how we perceive an image • 
and feel”23), acknowledging natural, cultural, social, historical and spatial 
distinctiveness of a certain place or time.
Balance in the interaction between people is evident in the way in which • 
spaces, places, channels of movement and institutions contribute positively to 
the interactions between people.

Integration Integration of processes, institutional and urban management arrangements, • 
role players and stakeholders, various sectors, and physical aspects that 
contribute towards the creation of medium-density housing environments.
Different parts and elements must be integrated to ensure optimum • 
performance and satisfaction of needs.
Medium density allows for a greater range of opportunities and facilities to be • 
generated with increasing agglomeration.
In positively performing medium-density housing environments, poorer residents • 
have access to opportunities and facilities generated by the wealthy.
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Freedom Encourages and supports the highest degree of freedom for individuals to act • 
in a medium-density environment.
High degrees of freedom are achieved through provision of stimulating, complex • 
and diverse environments: medium-density housing units close to employment 
opportunities, adequate public facilities, safe and efficient public transportation, 
safe recreation areas and usable open space and meeting places.

Equity Enhances and promotes urban activities and processes of urban life.• 
Through affordable, well-located medium-density housing, low-income citizens • 
are also allowed easy access to urban opportunities.

Intensity, 
diversity and 
complexity

Densification and compaction are vital preconditions for high performance urban • 
environments that provide the necessary complexity, diversity and intensity.
Presenting diverse opportunities over a relatively short distance, with high • 
population thresholds created by medium-density housing to support urban 
activities and opportunities.
Urban dwellers are able to exercise real choice when they can choose to live • 
in high-intensity environments without completely sacrificing access to privacy, 
quiet and nature, or in lower-intensity environments without totally sacrificing 
access to the benefits of urbanity, that is, high levels of service, opportunity, 
convenience and interaction.

Densification 
and compaction Compact urban environments offer higher levels of support per facility, thereby • 

reducing unit costs of social and other services.
They offer greater range and higher levels of social and commercial services, with • 
more equitable and convenient access to them, particularly for pedestrians.
Public transportation is more viable in higher-density than in sprawling • 
environments.
Places of economic opportunity are more widespread, which benefits small • 
economic enterprises.
Greater diversification and specialisation occur, as agglomeration and scale • 
economies stimulate the generations of new economic opportunities.
In order to limit sprawl•  “people should have the freedom to choose between ranges 
of intensity, convenience and arcadianess, but only within limits defined by the good of 
the overall system. The critical issue in this regard is not maximum densities, but the 
achievement of minimum densities sufficient to support public transportation and 
basic services within a range defined by movement on foot. This restriction offers not 
less, but more freedom”.24

Community Community is a complex issue relating to a sense of identity and belonging.• 
There is no simple correlation between community and space/territory.• 
Primary places where interaction and communication occur are vital – they • 
affect processes of urban socialisation, people’s sense of identity and richness 
of urban experience.
All needs cannot be met at household level: communal spaces provide • 
experiences and opportunities. 
Supports social ties in medium-density housing environments.• 
Complex social and cultural fabric should find freedom of expression in the • 
built environment – not reflecting imposition of uniform values.
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Sustainability S• ustainable development encompasses interdependent and mutually reinforcing 
pillars – economic, social and environmental, physical and political.
It relates to balancing the need for economic and social development so that • 
society, its members and its economies are able to meet their needs and express 
their greatest potential in the present, while preserving biodiversity and natural 
ecosystems, and planning and acting to maintain these ideals in a very long term.25

It should be a central guiding principle of government and private institutions, • 
organisations and enterprises, as the declining state of the human environment 
and natural resources has negative implications for economic and social 
development.26 

Urban 
generation A medium-density environment sufficiently meets the needs of its inhabitants • 

if it generates and creates necessary pre-conditions for economic, social, 
cultural and recreational opportunities and facilities.
This is achieved through the agglomeration of people, and the way the urban • 
environment is structured.

Access Refers to both spatial and a-spatial aspects.• 
Spatially, access should be maximised through the availability of opportunities • 
and facilities within walking distance of medium-density housing or the vicinity 
of an efficient and co-ordinated public transportation system. 
A-spatial barriers (economic, social, political, regulatory, attitudinal and others) • 
need to be broken down to allow people to maximise the benefits provided 
by medium-density housing.
To ensure equity, existing opportunities and facilities (to sustain livelihoods, for • 
example) must be accessible to the majority (often the poorest) of the urban 
population.

Promotion 
of collective 
activities and 
contact

Places where formal and informal interaction and communication take place • 
usually offer the widest range of opportunities.  Attention should be given to 
the provision of these spaces in medium-density housing environments.
Emphasis should be placed on the collective activities and social networks • 
provided as part of medium-density developments as they impact significantly 
on residents’ quality of life. 

Individual need Pre-conditions to meet individual needs such as physical, social, psychological • 
and sensory needs must result in freedom of choice and action for residents 
to engage constructively in their housing environment.
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1. International context
Policies of the democratic government in South Africa were informed by international codes and practice 
as well as the needs of the people.

The international definition of the right to adequate housing is generally more comprehensive and detailed 
than the South African definition. Interpretations of the obligations imposed by the international right to 
adequate housing are thus important in determining the key components of a rights-based approach to 
housing. They can be a useful tool in arguing that a particular strategy meets the requirements of the right 
to adequate housing.1      

The right to adequate housing is protected by various international human rights policy instruments, such 
as covenants, conventions and declarations. Together these form the body of international law recognising 
housing rights.  In legal terms, the most powerful documents are conventions, covenants or charters. They are 
legally binding treaties for the countries that have ratified or acceded to them, and States Parties have clearly 
identifiable legal obligations to fulfill the particular housing rights provisions they contain. 

United Nations declarations (e.g. Habitat Agenda) are accorded less legal weight but are important political 
documents that represent the commitment of States towards a particular goal. 

The recommendations of UN treaty bodies are also important, as they are generally regarded as being 
authoritative interpretations of the treaties. 

Declarations and recommendations are generally documents of intent, but usually do not create legally binding 
obligations on the countries that have signed them, although a declaration may gain the force of binding law 
if it achieves the status of customary law. 

Resolutions are adopted by bodies consisting of governments (with the exception of the Sub-Commission on 
Protection and Promotion of Human Rights), and others, such as ‘individual experts’ rather than government 
representatives. Resolutions are generally not considered to be legally binding, except resolutions of the UN 
Security Council.2

The international human rights policy instruments state clearly that governments have obligations, including 
legal duties in terms of these instruments, to enable people to access shelter and to improve their living 
conditions. This implies that a government must create an enabling policy environment to eventually achieve 
the objective of providing adequate housing for all its citizens but does not mean that government must 
immediately provide the homeless with houses.3 

The most significant international policy instruments are listed below:4

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly;• 
was the first major international agreement on human rights, and is the motivation for all subsequent • 
human rights treaties and is widely regarded as having achieved the status of international customary 
law; and
specifically recognises housing rights in Article 25.• 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
(ICESCR) (1966) 

is the most significant articulation of the international right to adequate housing; and• 
has not yet been ratified by South Africa (for reasons that are unclear) but the fact that it was • 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
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signed (in 1994) indicates intent to ratify, and in terms of international law, government should not 
act contrary to it.

General Comments 
are official interpretations or elaborations on a specific right enumerated in an international • 
instrument; and 
General Comments Numbers 3, 4 and 7 are significant General Comments on the right to adequate • 
housing in the ICESCR.

Other international human rights treaties of the United Nations 
Those that establish committees of experts (‘treaty bodies’) to monitor their implementation • 
include:

the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women;• 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child;• 
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination;• 
the International Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.• 
the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members • 
of their Families includes a housing clause, but South Africa has not yet signed and it has not yet 
entered force.

Agenda 21 (1992) and Habitat Agenda (1996) 
are two significant United Nations declarations that impose certain obligations on governments in • 
terms of the right to adequate housing, although they have less legal weight than treaties; 
have been adopted by 171 countries, including South Africa; and • 
the Habitat Agenda contains over 100 commitments and 600 recommendations on human settle-• 
ments issues. 

Other United Nations recommendations on the right to adequate housing in terms of 
governments’ obligations

UN Commission on Human Settlements Resolution 14/6, ‘The Human Right to Adequate • 
Housing’ (1993);
United Nations Commission on Human Rights Resolution 1995/12 on the Right to Adequate • 
Housing (1995): ‘The Realisation of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: The Right to Adequate 
Housing’;  and
the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities resolution • 
1997/19 entitled ‘Women and the Right to Adequate Housing and to Land and Property’.

Regional human rights instruments
There are an increasing number of regional human rights instruments, such as the African Charter • 
on Human and People’s Rights (adopted in 1981 by the Organisation of African Unity),  which 
South Africa has ratified. While this document does not specifically mention housing, it is regarded 
as containing an implied right to housing.

2. South African context5

The following sections provides a cursory overview of the South African government’s response 
to the right to adequate housing. 

South Africa has a long history of colonisation and institutionalised racism, which resulted in great 
inequalities and racial divisions. The effects are still very much present today. Until 1996, there was no single 
housing market for South Africans and there were no coherent national housing and settlement policies. 
Housing therefore became a political rallying point during the struggle for liberation and majority rule, and 
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a top priority for the post-1994 government. Today, the housing crisis is an important dimension of the 
overall poverty problem in South Africa. Many people live in inadequate shelter and do not have access to 
basic services such as water and sanitation. Inadequate housing conditions lead to many health and social 
problems. Despite the delivery of about 1.8 million subsidised houses between 1994 and 2005, the number 
of families living in inadequate housing in urban areas grew rapidly during this period. 

The national housing vision includes the values of sustainability, viability, integration, equality, reconstruction, 
holistic development and good governance.6 Since 1994, the government’s advancement of the right to 
adequate housing and related policy shifts has been significant. Major inroads have been made into the 
complicated housing framework inherited from the previous government7 to meet the challenge of housing 
millions of homeless and inadequately housed citizens. Major policy shifts resonating with a rights-based 
approach emphasised co-ordination and policy alignment, improving the quality of the end product and 
urban environment increasing the delivery rate and the People’s Housing Process. Yet, housing rights as an 
organising principle for housing policies and programmes are not explicitly mentioned and the participation 
of citizens and civil society in housing-related decision-making is not emphasised. 

The most significant shortcomings are that:
inadequate quantitative progress has been made; • 
a lack of integrated development has resulted in unsustainable settlements; and  • 
there has been a shortage of programmes that address specific housing needs and specific vulnerable • 
groups.8   

In 2004, there was a major shift in housing policy with the introduction of the BNG plan, which focuses on 
the upgrading of informal settlements and the creation of sustainable human settlements. In practice, however, 
pilot projects, such as the Joe Slovo N2 Gateway Project (Phase 1) in Cape Town, show that delivery is still 
usually happening in a top-down non-participatory way that does not address the real needs of people. The 
first phase of this project involved the relocation of residents of the Joe Slovo informal settlement to the 
distant area of Delft and the building of blocks of flats in Joe Slovo. The rentals for these flats are unaffordable 
for most of the people who previously lived on the site. N2   The BNG strategy also introduced a new subsidy 
mechanism, the finance-linked individual subsidy. This was linked to housing loans from accredited lenders for 
borrowers in the R3,501–R7,000 monthly income range. The subsidy ranges from R3,369–R23,584 (2006), 
depending on income. The introduction of this programme has its roots in the Financial Sector Charter, which 
is a commitment by banks to extend their services to lower-income earners. Some banks have subsequently 
introduced affordable mortgage loan programmes aimed at this income group.

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act no. 108 of 1996)
Through its commitment to the Habitat Agenda (1996), South Africa is obliged to 

“ …Improve living and working conditions on an equitable and sustainable basis, so that everyone will have 
adequate shelter that is healthy, safe, secure, accessible, affordable, and that includes basic services, facilities 
and amenities and will enjoy freedom from discrimination in housing and legal security of tenure”.9

Section 26 of the Constitution states:
Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing.• 
The State must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve • 
the progressive realisation of this right.
No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court • 
made after considering the relevant circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary evictions.

This provision corresponds with the ICESCR and accordingly, ‘adequate housing’ is measured by: 
legal security of tenure; • 
the availability of services, materials, facilities and infrastructure; • 
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affordability; • 
habitability; • 
accessibility; and• 
location and cultural adequacy. • 

South Africa’s housing policy is consistent with this concept of housing. Constitutional Court rulings on 
housing rights (and the South African Human Rights Commission’s Reports on Economic and Social Rights) 
often refer to the General Comments of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 

The Grootboom Case

Residents of Wallacedene (Cape Town) lived in severe poverty in a waterlogged area without basic 
services such as water, sewerage or refuse removal. Many had been on the government’s waiting list 
for low-income housing but to no avail. In September 1998, faced with the prospect of remaining 
in intolerable conditions indefinitely, 900 people moved from Wallacedene onto adjacent, vacant, 
privately-owned land that had been earmarked for low-cost housing, called ‘New Rust’. 

The private landowner obtained an eviction order and on 18 May 1999 occupants’ shelters were bulldozed 
and burnt, and their possessions destroyed at the municipality’s expense.  The magistrate recommended 
that the community and the municipality negotiate the community’s temporary or permanent relocation 
to alternative land. Unable to move to their former sites in Wallacedene, they moved onto the 
Wallacedene sports field and erected temporary structures. Through their legal counsel, the community 
formally notified the municipality of the situation and demanded that it meet its constitutional obligation 
to provide temporary accommodation. 

In the absence of a satisfactory response from the municipality, the community launched an urgent 
application on 31 May 1999 in the Cape High Court under the name of ‘Irene Grootboom and 900 
others’. The community based their case on two constitutional provisions:

Section 26 of the Constitution provides that everyone has a right of access to adequate housing. 1. 
It obliges the State to take reasonable measures, within its available resources, to make sure that 
this right is realised progressively.
Section 28(1)(c) says that children have a right to shelter.2. 

Not satisfied with the ruling of the High Court, government appealed to the Constitutional Court 
where it was affirmed that national government bears the overall responsibility for ensuring that the 
state complies with its Section 26 obligations. It further found that:

the current housing programme fell short of the State’s obligation to provide relief to people in • 
desperate need, and that a reasonable part of the national housing budget should be devoted to 
providing such relief. If this was not done, the State’s housing programme could not be considered 
reasonable for the purposes of Section 26(2); and 
the State’s direct obligation would apply primarily when children were removed from their • 
families, orphaned or abandoned.

The Grootboom case confirmed that the State must respect and fulfil the realisation of socio-
economic rights as enshrined in the Constitution. The Constitutional Court recognised the close 
relationship between the right to equality and socio-economic rights, including housing rights.10 

Section 25 of the Constitution is also important in that it relates to property rights. It states that government 
“must take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources, to foster conditions which 
enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis”.11 The cases of Soobramoney vs. Minister of Health 
in 1997 (KwaZulu-Natal),12 the Grootboom judgment and other court rulings have, with the assistance of 
international recommendations, interpreted what this right means for the State. 
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The key principles are as follows: 
the State must establish comprehensive and coherent programmes capable of facilitating the realisation • 
of the right;
the measures adopted by the State must be ‘reasonable’ within their context and within the availability • 
of resources; 
the needs of the most vulnerable require special attention, and the State must • “devise, fund, implement 
and supervise measures to provide relief ” 13 to those in desperate need. In contrast to international 
interpretations of the obligations of the State, the South African courts have rejected the concept of 
an individual right to a minimum core entitlement, and have instead emphasised the collective right to 
a reasonable policy. 

2.1 Housing challenges
The housing crisis means that rapidly growing numbers of people are unable to access adequate housing. 
They are forced to live in poor conditions, with inadequate access to basic services, protection from the ele-
ments, living space and protection from arbitrary evictions. It is difficult to quantify the large housing backlog 
due to a lack of reliable statistics and lack of agreement on a suitable definition of inadequate housing.  At 
the time of South Africa’s first democratic elections in 1994, it was estimated that approximately 1.5 million 
families lived in inadequate housing conditions in urban areas.14 This figure included families living in shacks 
in informal settlements and the backyards of formal houses, sharing overcrowded formal houses and living 
in overcrowded hostels. Seven years later, in 2001, the number of families living in inadequate housing condi-
tions in urban areas had increased to 2.4 million (and this figure is believed to still be increasing).15 The rapid 
increase in informal settlements is a very visible manifestation of the increasing housing backlog. From 1996 
to 2001, the number of families living in shacks increased from 1.45 million to 1.84 million. This is an increase 
of 27%, which is far greater than the 10% increase in population over the same period.16   

The root of the housing problem lies in South Africa’s apartheid history. Apartheid was a model of social 
engineering that pervaded every level of existence and social fabric. Under apartheid, more than 80% of 
South Africans were denied land and housing rights. Apartheid laws controlled where people could live and 
resulted in large numbers of people having to live in unacceptable conditions in informal settlements, backyard 
shacks and hostels. Growing poverty and unemployment and increasing income inequality have increased 
these problems. The South African Cities Network’s 2004 State of the Cities Report17 was the first to analyse 
development trends in the nine cities and metros since 1994, in terms of the Habitat Agenda’s categories of 
demographics, productive cities, inclusive cities, sustainability and governance. The report confirmed that:

migration into the major cities had stabilised to 1970s rates;• 
the traditional economic sectors (primary, secondary and tertiary) were declining; • 
the apartheid spatial patterns of growth were being reinforced in cities, with hard class lines replacing • 
the racial structure;  
cities were more unequal than they were 10 years ago; and • 
capacity and institutional frameworks for managing growth and transformation were facing complex • 
challenges.

In terms of housing affordability, the Banking Council of South Africa estimated that only 20% of new households 
could afford mortgage loans to buy housing through the market, and only 22% of households had access to non-
mortgage finance (typically loans of less than R10,000). Up to 80% of new households were therefore unable 
to gain access to adequate housing on their own, and this proportion has continued to increase.18 Inadequate 
housing conditions have enormous implications for health and the quality of life. Inadequate access to water and 
sanitation are strongly linked to a variety of illnesses, especially diarrhoea, which is the leading cause of death in 
most areas for children aged one to five.19 Households storing water are 4.6 times more likely to have diarrhoea 
than those who do not have to store water.20 It is estimated that improving access to water and sanitation can 
reduce the number of cases of diarrhoea by up to 50%.21 There are also strong linkages between the prevalence 
of damp and respiratory diseases. Women are especially affected by inadequate housing as they are usually the 
homemakers and housing is the base for raising children and family life. Children are also severely affected, as 
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overcrowding and inadequate access to services can negate the effects of health and education programmes. 

In quantitative terms, delivery has been impressive since 1994 (see Table 3). However, this level of delivery 
has been insufficient to decrease the backlog.  An average of about 200,000 subsidised houses per year were 
delivered from 1996–2001. However, during this time the number of households living in shacks increased 
by about 400,000, i.e. by about 80,000 per year. This indicates that almost 300,000 new households per year 
are unable to access housing through the market. 

Reasons for these inadequate levels of housing delivery and the growing housing backlog are, among 
others, attributed to inadequate resources devoted to the housing problem, poor capacity in government 
departments and skills shortages. This is partially because of the government’s macro-economic policy, 
which has cut state expenditure in order to reduce the budget deficit. The housing budget is particularly 
vulnerable to cuts as over 90% of it typically comprises capital expenditure, whereas other budget lines, 
e.g. health and education, are over 95% operational expenditure (mainly salaries) and are consequently 
considerably more difficult to cut. 

As stated earlier, the Housing White Paper gave the National Housing Goal of increasing the housing budget 
to 5% of the total budget, in order to achieve a delivery rate of 350,000 houses a year (which was estimated 
to be necessary to reduce the housing backlog). In reality, housing expenditure has declined to below 2% of 
total government expenditure, and the housing delivery rate has decreased to less than 200,000 housing units 
per year (see Table 4). By comparison, the international average for developing countries is that about 2% of 
government expenditure is spent on housing and in many countries the proportion has been considerably 
higher – for example, the average proportion in South Asia has been more than 5%.22 

Table 3: Subsidised houses delivered per financial year 1994-200823 
Housing units 
completed & 
in process of 
completion

Eastern 
Cape

Free 
State

Gauteng 
Province

Kwa-
Zulu 
Natal

Limpopo 
Province Mpumalanga Northern 

Cape

North-
West 

Province

Western 
Cape

South 
Africa 

TOTAL

Accumulated 
total 1994 - 
1998/1999 63,393 48,434 185,333 149,126 49,750 47,595 13,821 60,631 103,730 721,813

1999/2000 20,345 7,177 45,384 28,997 12,401 4,808 2,600 12,944 26,916 161,572

2000/2001 34,021 16,088 38,547 28,547 20,996 16,457 4,148 14,109 17,730 190,643

2001/2002 10,816 7,005 46,723 14,379 16,667 14,584 2,588 13,885 16,634 143,281

2003/2003 58,662 9,155 24,344 24,485 14,953 21,649 6,056 23,784 20,500 203,588

2003/2004 27,119 16,746 49,034 33,668 15,810 21,232 3,787 10,484 15,735 193,615

2004/2005 37,524 16,447 66,738 36,734 16,514 18,000 3,598 10,037 11,756 217,348

2005/2006 19,825 20,536 59,310 35,872 10,112 14,986 8,667 35,515 11,310 216,133

2006/2007 16,526 19,662 77,044 38,290 23,609 10,651 3,880 46,972 34,585 271,219

2007/2008 12,684 12,482 90,886 34,471 18,970 16,569 8,686 19,945 34,157 248,850

Units 
completed & 
in process of 
completion: 
31 March 2008

300,915 173,732 683,343 424,569 199,782 186,531 57,831 248,306 293,053 2,568,062

There have also been problems with the quality of housing delivered. Evaluations of the impact of the 
Housing Subsidy Scheme have found that though it has contributed towards an overall general improvement 
in people’s lives (e.g. with regards to access to secure tenure and basic services), in general, the real needs 
of people have not been adequately met and beneficiaries are highly dissatisfied. The location of new 
housing projects, typically on the periphery of towns and cities where large amounts of cheap land are 
usually available, was also found to be a major problem due to the inaccessibility of employment and 
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urban opportunities. Equally troubling has been the lack of people-centred approaches, with low levels of 
community participation in most aspects of housing projects.

Table 4: National housing expenditure24

Year
Housing 

expenditure 
(millions of Rands)

National 
expenditure 

(millions of Rands)

Housing expenditure 
as % of national 

expenditure

Number of 
subsidised houses 

delivered
1997/98 4,520 189,947 2.4% 295,811
1998/99 3,748 201,416 1.9% 248,391
1999/00 3,494 214,750 1.6% 161,572
2000/01 3,329 233,934 1.4% 190,643
2001/02 3,721 262,905 1.4% 143,281
2002/03 4,218 291,529 1.4% 203,588
2003/04 4,560 331,685 1.4% 193,615
2004/05 4,808 368,904 1.3% 178,612
2005/06 5,256 404,654 1.3% -

Reasons for the inadequate quality of much of the subsidised housing have been:
a lack of government capacity for supporting housing delivery; • 
the severe constraints of the subsidy amount, which is insufficient for an adequately sized housing unit • 
on an adequately-located and -serviced piece of land; and
a lack of real support for people-driven housing processes.• 25

Evaluations have shown that projects where there has been real participation by the beneficiaries are more 
successful in providing good quality housing and better living environments than conventional top-down 
mass contractor-delivery of standardised units.26Although the People’s Housing Process (PHP) programme 
was introduced in 1998 to support people-driven housing processes, government staff generally lack the 
skills to work in a participatory, bottom-up way, and there has been insufficient funding available to support 
the facilitation of people-driven housing processes by NGOs.27 Since 1994, international donor finance 
has shifted away from the NGOs that support people-driven housing and development projects towards 
government bodies. These have generally not been effective in utilising donor funds.   

2.2 Economic context
South Africa has an estimated population of 46.7 million people (2005 estimate), of whom 79.3% are 
Black, 9.4% are White, 8.9% are Coloured and 2.5% are Indian.28 South Africa is characterised by great 
cultural diversity and enormous inequalities. Between 1991 and 2001, South Africa’s Gini-coefficient (which 
measures income inequality) increased from 0.68 to 0.77 (0 being absolute income equality and 1 being 
absolute income inequality).29 A survey on household expenditure by Statistics South Africa revealed that 
the country’s Gini-coefficient currently stands at 0.72. Without social grants the measure weakens to 
0.8.30South Africa is ranked as one of the ten most unequal countries in the world in terms of income. 
Income inequality has increased within all race groups (see Table 5).  

Table 5: Changes in Gini-coefficient in South Africa 1991–200131

Race group 1991 1996 2001
Black 0,62 0,66 0,72
White 0,46 0,50 0,60
Coloured 0,52 0,56 0,64
Asian 0,49 0,52 0,60
TOTAL 0,68 0,69 0,77
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South Africa has been experiencing modest economic growth, with real growth in Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) of 5.0% in 2005, up from 4.5% in 2004 and 3.0% in 2003.32 The economic growth over the past 
decade has, however, been accompanied by a decrease in formal sector employment. It is estimated that 
the number of formal sector jobs in South Africa decreased by 15% in the decade to 2000, and, despite 
fairly strong growth in the economy, decreased by 3% in the year 2000 alone.33 The 2001 Census showed 
an unemployment rate of 42%, up from 34% in 1996.34 

Poverty is an enormous problem. In 2002, 48.5% of the population lived below a national poverty line of 
R355 per adult (1995 prices), a slight decrease from 51.1% in 1995.35 Using this measure, 56% of Black, 36% 
of Coloureds, 15% of Indians and 7% of Whites can be classified as poor.36 The population living in extreme 
poverty, using the international poverty line of $1 per day, was 10.5% in 2002 (up from 9.4% in 1995).37

HIV/AIDS is expected to have a severe social and economic impact and the government has been much 
criticised for not responding effectively to this challenge. South Africa has a larger number of people with 
HIV/AIDS than any other country in the world and AIDS is believed to be the leading cause of death in 
South Africa. HIV/AIDS has resulted in average life expectancy in South Africa decreasing from 61.4 years 
in 1995 to 51.4 years in 2002.38

2.3 Social context
The last ten years have seen a complex and evolving policy framework and a related persistent restructuring 
of local government bodies. They have also seen a gradual decline and evolution of civil society in South Africa. 
Changes in macro-economic policy have meant that many social development initiatives are under-funded 
and have not had an optimal effect. 

Despite this, South Africa has a rich tradition of community-based organisations. Participation in stokvels 
(savings clubs), burial clubs, church associations and sports clubs help people to cope with everyday 
life. In the early 1980s, civic associations, i.e. organisations claiming to represent everybody in a specific 
geographical area, arose as a result of the apartheid government’s clampdown on Black political movements. 
Due to political parties such as the African National Congress being banned, civics were at the forefront of 
resistance against apartheid in the mid-1980s. In the early 1990s South Africa underwent major change and 
civics became increasingly involved in development projects, usually via community-based trusts. In 1992 
the South African National Civics Organisation (SANCO) was formed.

Many SANCO leaders became local government councillors in the 1995–1996 local government elections. 
This weakened the civic movement, which was already suffering as the spirit of voluntary involvement declined 
after the 1994 national election. Local government, which set up development forums and ward committees 
to facilitate participation in local government matters, has also increasingly marginalised the civic movement. 
The 1990s also saw the rapid growth of organisations such as the South African Homeless People’s Federation 
and other independent housing associations, which acted as community self-help organisations concerned 
with housing and development issues and which were not linked to the civic movement or political parties.  
There was also a rise of social movements opposed to particular State programmes, such as the Anti-Eviction 
Campaign, which campaigned against the eviction of people for non-payment of rates and service charges. 

The NGO sector has undergone great changes. Non-profit welfare and charity organisations have a long 
history in South Africa, but the real growth of the NGO movement occurred during the 1980s. Voluntary 
organisations were formed to support community groups in their struggle against the apartheid state and 
many of these subsequently obtained foreign funding, which was fairly accessible at the time.  

Since 1994, however, much foreign donor funding has been redirected from NGOs to the government.  
Government has often been inefficient in the use of funds for development, for example, in failing to 
spend over R1 billion set aside for employment creation initiatives and for being very slow and inefficient 
in channelling funds through the National Development Agency (NDA) and in allocating funds from the 
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national lottery. However, NGOs continue to play a major role in many government programmes and are 
able to address the needs of the very poor and pioneer innovative approaches where government bodies 
are unable to do so. The Department of Housing in its latest review of housing expenditure says: 

“ … In recent years, the number of NGOs that are active in the housing sector has declined, mostly as a result 
of declining levels of donor funding. In 2005, the Urban Sector Network was dissolved and many of its former 
affiliates have since been disbanded. This reduces institutional capacity in the sector and weakens housing 
delivery outcomes because of the absence of advocacy and community consultation capacity”.39 

2.4 Political context
In 2003, in a foreword to a comprehensive report published on the growing problem of urban slums 
worldwide, United Nations secretary-general Kofi Annan said: 

 “ … The locus of global poverty is moving to cities, a process now recognised as the urbanisation of poverty. 
Without concerted action on the part of the municipal authorities, national governments, civil society actors and 
the international community, the number of slum-dwellers is likely to increase in most developing countries”.40 

The report’s chief concern is that the world’s rural population has reached its peak and almost all further 
population growth will be absorbed by urban settlements. The sheer magnitude of the housing demand, 
particularly in cities and towns of the developing world, makes it difficult to set targets. The rates of 
urbanisation and pent-up demand often overshadow and even backlash against the gains made from slum 
improvements.41 This critical situation is recognised by the South African government, which is committed 
to the Millennium Development Agenda, Goals and Targets. 

Goal 7 is the most relevant of these goals as it relates to environmental sustainability, especially Target 11: 
by 2020, to have achieved significant improvements in the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers.42 However, 
despite the South African government’s acknowledgement of the pressure to deliver and to ‘accelerate 
delivery’, the approach taken by government towards meeting Millennium Development targets is often 
inconsistent with Millennium Development intentions, and the way in which these targets are pursued is 
further impacting on poverty. 

Service delivery protests across the country and the court case in Joe Slovo, Cape Town (related to 
government’s N2 Gateway project in Cape Town) represent a desperate call for appropriate solutions to 
our housing problems. Fourteen years into democracy, despite shifts in policy and vision, very little has 
changed for millions of households in need of adequate housing. Communities countrywide, anguish over 
inferior quality housing. They have lost patience with slow and/or non-delivery of housing and settlement-
related services, as well as with the lack of communication clarity from government. Although some 
protesting has become violent, the concerns of protestors are legitimate and need to be addressed. 

The scale of the problem is increasingly evident as informal settlements mushroom. The settlements 
themselves are continually growing and many reach densities significantly higher than the average low-
income housing development, with some reaching densities as high as 300 dwelling units per hectare. The 
proliferation of informal settlements testifies to the absence of a plausible and comprehensive plan to deal 
with the land and housing problem. It also illustrates that many people in backyards and overcrowded 
housing have lost faith in the government’s housing programme. More importantly, it speaks to the failure 
of the market-driven economy to provide for the most basic needs of the poor. 

The N2 Gateway Project, government’s most substantial attempt to tackle the problem head-on, was billed 
as a national pilot to demonstrate the new housing vision articulated in BNG. Initially, it was promised 
that the project would demonstrate co-operative governance between the State’s three spheres, employ 
a range of alternative typologies and fast-track delivery. The project has been riddled with technical and 
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political difficulties and, more recently, seems set to demonstrate some of the fundamental problems with 
housing delivery in South Africa. In 2005, DAG wrote: 

“ … The top-down approach in the N2 project undermines its overall sustainability… the casual, continued and 
increasing practice of excluding people from decision making about development processes that directly affect 
their lives is an obstacle that communities are unlikely to tolerate for much longer”. 

Whereas BNG makes an important shift towards upgrading informal settlements, the N2 Gateway 
project is a completely unsustainable approach to doing so. Relocating informal settlement dwellers to 
badly located housing developments in the name of ‘slum eradication’ does not address government’s 
objectives of building sustainable settlements. Nor does it address the Millennium Development Goals. 
This antediluvian approach to community participation works against Batho Pele principles and against the 
notion of a developmental local government. Moreover, it pits one poor household against another in the 
desperate battle to secure shelter. This compounds the pressures on the state to deliver and spurs the 
ongoing protests.43

The politics of housing and other areas of delivery has made politicians and officials averse to collaborative action, 
placing sustainable solutions further out of reach. The competitive nature of party politics and the tendency to 
use housing as a political football perverts the delivery process. Even within parties, individuals use housing 
delivery to leverage support bases and to secure their places within party ranks. This generates a low trust 
environment all round and gives rise to the ‘cloak and dagger’ shenanigans manifesting in the N2 project. 

Politicians need to look beyond a five-year horizon and commit to resolving the problem in a lasting way. 
Politicians need to be less self-congratulatory about massive capital investments that make little meaningful 
impact, and must sacrifice short-term gain for the long-term benefit of all.44 Meeting the future challenges 
of South Africa largely depends on how the three spheres of government and other important role players, 
such as civil society and the private sector, are able to work together to address problems and seize 
opportunities.

2.5 Policy response
The most pertinent policies concerning medium-density housing are discussed below. Broader policy and 
institutional contexts can be found in the Addendum.

2.5.1 The Department of Housing’s White Paper:  A New Housing Policy and Strategy for South 
Africa (1994)
The overall housing policy approach taken by government in 1994 responded to the housing crisis through 
the scale delivery of subsidised housing for low-income households. They delivered over two million houses, 
predominantly in the form of low residential density individual ownership RDP houses. These were typically 
a 30m² subsidised unit, usually one room with a toilet, on a 250m² plot, generally located on the periphery of 
towns and cities. This may have been due to the lack of legal access to land, shelter and property rights for 
the majority of South Africans under apartheid, and the perception that individual ownership was a way of 
rectifying injustices of the past.45 

From a numbers perspective, the success of the housing programme has been astonishing: to date, the 
Department of Housing has delivered more than two million subsidised houses, providing secure tenure 
for over six million people. However, there has been some criticism. 

Housing quality has been a main concern, together with the location and value of subsidised housing. New 
township developments have perpetuated rather than overcome apartheid spatial patterns and have been 
little more than expensive shelter, failing to provide beneficiaries with the financial asset that higher-income 
households realise in their housing. Despite policy intentions set out in the White Paper to develop more 
compact towns and cities, the delivery of medium-density housing for low-income households on well-
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located land (typically in the form of rental or sectional title tenure) has been limited since 1996, despite 
the introduction of the institutional housing subsidy. In a media briefing in September 2001 the national 
Minister of Housing declared that: 

“ … Within the 1,194 million houses that we have built to date, only 33,000 units were medium density. 100% 
of this stock has proved to be of better quality and the maintenance thereof has not proved to be difficult as 
the beneficiaries are also involved in the management of their structures”.46  

However, the demand for well-located affordable housing is increasing, fuelling a sense of impatience with 
government’s progress. This is evident in the proliferation of informal settlements and other informal 
living arrangements as the poor search for access to the city and the urban opportunities it provides.  The 
complex nature and scale of the housing crisis necessitates a sustainable solution that requires more than 
the simple provision of thousands of houses, based on the suburban model of freestanding residential 
dwellings, to rectify the enormous backlog. 

Low-density suburban sprawl in South Africa

An approach to housing delivery must take into account factors such as spatial and social segregation, a 
dysfunctional market, inequality, poverty, an absence of social and human capital formation, and a range of 
other problems.47 The National Housing Code cautions against an approach that is not integrated:

“ … Our response to this crisis must be innovative and diverse. If we respond only to the numbers that must be 
built, we risk replicating the distorted apartheid geography of the past. If we respond only to the dysfunctional 
market, we risk alienating households so impoverished that they are unable to access any market. And if we 
develop our houses as though the housing crisis is only about bricks and mortar, we risk wasting the enormous 
potential for gearing the massive reconstruction and development effort happening in our country”.48

Integration requires high level planning. However, urban development processes are not planned and consciously 
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used to achieve integration and resolve our housing woes. Dominant practice focuses on the physical delivery 
of houses, underpinned by a greenfields-type engineering-driven development practice, characterised by big 
delivery arrangements. Social and economic development programmes are added afterwards, if at all. 

This disjointed incremental experimentation prevents progressive and innovative improvements in human 
settlement development practices. In informal settlements, the priority should become the in situ upgrading 
of shelter and livelihood conditions of these established communities, rather than the eradication approach 
adopted merely to enhance the aesthetic appeal of our urban landscape. Broader strategic and integrated 
planning is also found wanting, as is innovation in addressing the questions of financial packaging, alternative 
design and capacity constraints. 

Careful forward planning which draws on international best practice and on the experiences of various local 
communities can generate viable well-informed solutions and cheaper, shorter learning curves. Inclusive 
city-wide visions and strategies that are politically led are needed to address inadequate housing within a 
broader framework of poverty alleviation, in order to create a city spatial structure and urban economy 
that equitably redistributes the benefits of economic growth to all communities, especially the poor. 

Recent discourse has shifted broadly from a housing supply emphasis to one that seeks to enhance the 
housing assets of low-income earners so that urban land markets work for the poor. The government 
may have accepted a markets framework in its poverty alleviation and reconstruction objectives; however, 
engagement with actors in the sector is needed, in order to develop a credible, coherent position around 
the cost of land, the persistence of informality, access to and availability of land to the poor, urban-rural 
linkages, legislative and regulatory issues, and the intention for sustainable human settlements. The nature, 
extent and variety of interventions may need to be more aggressively progressive and innovative if they are 
to speak to the need for a developmental state that is able to:

use land and other resources to influence pro-poor investments in the land, property and financial • 
markets; and
use innovative planning and land developments to influence urban socio-spatial and economic • 
restructuring.

Housing policy and practice in South Africa has recently shifted towards alternative tenure arrangements 
and more compact urban development, as put forward in BNG. Taking into account the shift in policy towards 
providing sustainable human settlements and achieving balanced growth and development across the country, 
it becomes apparent that a shift is needed in the implementation approach. This has implications for both 
institutional capabilities and capacity. Capacity and skills levels in government are currently at a deficit, impacting 
severely on implementation. 

2.5.2 Breaking New Ground: A Comprehensive Plan for the Development of Sustainable 
Human Settlements  (2004)
In September 2004 the BNG plan was approved by MinMEC, marking a turnaround in housing delivery 
countrywide. The strategy refocused policy attention on the development of sustainable human settle-
ments, as opposed to the delivery of subsidised housing units. BNG re-evaluated housing delivery and 
recommended bold changes to the traditional ways in which housing has been delivered: 

“ … The new human settlements plan reinforces the vision of the Department of Housing, to promote the 
achievement of a non-racial, integrated society through the development of sustainable settlements and quality 
housing”.49

The sustainable human settlements discourse, as articulated in BNG, is couched within the emerging 
international language for addressing global urbanisation, as encapsulated in the goals, principles and 
commitments set out in the Habitat Agenda and Global Plan of Action, endorsed by world governments 
for urban sustainability. It was also informed by the Millennium Development Goals, which has led to the 
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national housing minister’s goal of ‘eradicating informal settlements’ by 2014. The announcement of BNG 
provided the impetus for new thinking around developing sustainable human settlements through targeted 
investment in infrastructure and using revised housing instruments (such as social or medium-density 
housing). BNG proposes a shift from product uniformity to demand responsiveness: 

“ … The dominant production of single houses on single plots in distant locations with initially weak socio-
economic infrastructure is inflexible to local dynamics and changes in demand. The new human settlements plan 
moves away from the current commoditised focus on housing delivery towards more responsive mechanisms 
which address the multi-dimensional needs of sustainable human settlements”.50 

    The plan envisages a:

“… diversified range of support measures which are able to accommodate qualification and affordability 
variations, tenure preferences and investment priorities“ and recognises the need to “stimulate the supply 
of a more diverse set of housing environments and settlement types through greater choices of housing types, 
densities, location, tenure options, housing credit, and delivery routes”.51 

The plan offers additional housing instruments to supplement existing instruments, “to provide flexible 
solutions to demand-side needs”,52 and attempts greater levels of responsiveness to local circumstances. The 
plan is underpinned by an increased focus on the development of sustainable human settlements to aid 
housing delivery (emphasising planning and engagement), the quality of the housing product (both in terms 
of location and final housing form), as well as the long-term sustainability of the housing environment 
(leading to a focus on institutional capacity). BNG has the specific objectives of: 

accelerating the delivery of housing as a key strategy for poverty alleviation;• 
using the provision of housing as a major job creation strategy;• 
ensuring property can be accessed by all as an asset for wealth creation and empowerment;• 
leveraging growth in the economy;• 
combating crime, promoting social cohesion and improving quality of life for the poor;• 
supporting the functioning of the entire single residential property market to reduce duality within the • 
sector, by breaking the barriers between the first economy residential property boom and the second 
economy slump; and
using housing as an instrument for the development of sustainable human settlements, in support of • 
spatial restructuring.

Specific objectives put forward in BNG include, but are not limited to, the following five areas:
Promoting densification and integration:1.  The National Department of Housing in conjunction with 
the Department of Provincial and Local Government will investigate the development of suitable 
policy instruments and adjustments to promote densification. Aspects such as planning guidelines, 
property taxation, zoning, subdivision, land swaps and consolidation will be included in a draft 
densification policy. Measures to promote higher-density development include:

the promotion of higher-density in existing built areas, i.e. densification;a. 
promoting the development of large vacant sites within built urban areas, i.e. infill b. 
development; and
restricting the outward expansion of urban areas and forcing development inward, i.e. c. 
containment.

Residential permits will be introduced, aimed at facilitating income generation by obliging 
developers to either set aside units within residential developments for lower-income groups, or 
developing lower-income residential accommodation in adjacent areas. It is proposed that 20% 
of all residential development constitute low cost to affordable housing. 
Enhancing the location of new housing projects:  2. The location of housing projects has been criticised 
for reinforcing apartheid spatial settlement patterns. The plan acknowledges that the objective 
of spatial restructuring demands a more decisive intervention in land markets and envisages the 
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following interventions:
accessing well-located state-owned and parastatal land: an inter-governmental overall a. 
strategy to facilitate the release of well-located public land to municipalities will be 
developed. Public land and land held by parastatal organisations, where deemed suitable 
for housing purposes, is to be transferred to municipalities at no cost;
acquisition of well-located private land for housing development: land will be acquired by b. 
municipalities in line with municipal IDPs and spatial development frameworks. Private 
land will only be acquired where there is no appropriate state-owned land and does not 
exclude expropriation at market value as a final resort;
funding for land acquisition: the cost should not be borne by the poor, but should be c. 
treated as a broader social cost. Therefore, funding for the acquisition of land will no 
longer form part of the housing subsidy; and
fiscal incentives: the development of fiscal incentives to promote the densification of d. 
targeted areas and disincentives to sprawl, will be introduced in co-operation with local 
governments, the South African Revenue Services, Treasury and the Department of Local 
and Provincial Government.

Supporting urban renewal and inner city regeneration:3.  Housing plays an important role in resuscitating 
urban centres and exclusion areas, and municipalities are striving to prevent inner city housing from 
becoming unaffordable. The BNG plan will support incentives for the redevelopment of properties 
within inner city areas by encouraging social (medium-density) housing. They will increase effective 
demand by facilitating access to loan finance in the middle-income group (above the R3,500 per 
month income limit) as well as the reintroduction of demand-driven individual subsidies.                                                                                                                                      
Developing social and economic infrastructure:4.  The plan recognises the need to move away from a 
housing-only approach towards the more holistic development of human settlement. It proposes 
the following:

construction of social and economic infrastructure determined through a community a. 
profile and facilities audit, to ensure that facilities are appropriately targeted;
introduction of a new funding mechanism to fund the development of the primary social/b. 
community facilities; and
municipalities will be the primary implementation agencies, and responsible for the c. 
operational and maintenance costs. Facilities may be managed/operated by CBOs and 
NGOs.

Enhancing the housing product:5.  There is a need to develop more appropriate settlement designs 
and housing products and to ensure appropriate housing quality. BNG proposes the following:

the development of design guidelines for designers and regulators to achieve sustainable a. 
and environmentally efficient settlements; and
Changing the face of the stereotypical RDP houses and settlements through the promotion b. 
of alternative technology and design, including support and protection of indigenous 
knowledge systems.

More specifically, the social (medium-density) programme covering rental housing options and alternative 
tenure housing options such as housing co-operatives is one of four main programme thrusts proposed in 
BNG (see figure below).53 In June 2005, MINMEC approved A Social Housing Policy for South Africa in order to 
ensure alignment with the broader national strategy (see addendum on the policy context for details on the 
social housing policy). However, to date, delivery of a medium-density housing programme has been limited, 
especially in light of a non-functional medium-density rental-housing instrument able to provide for the needs 
of low-income households. (The Community Residential Units Programme has been introduced recently and 
is not yet operational.) This under-performance is mainly due to severe capacity constraints (institutional, 
and in terms of knowledge and human resources) in government departments, a non-commitment to the 
overall goals of sustainability, as well as political tension between and within spheres of government, despite 
the official obligation to advance inter-governmental relations.
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Broad programmatic thrusts of BNG54

Although the social/rental housing thrust of BNG concerns itself primarily with medium-density housing, 
the subject matter of the present research does not exclusively deal with housing as it pertains to the 
social housing programme. In fact, the research demonstrates some of the shortcomings of social housing 
in meeting current demand and highlights the need for medium-density (public rental) housing that is well 
located. Case studies contained in the resource book containing lessons regarding social housing include Carr 
Gardens, Newtown Urban Village, Stock Road Housing, and the N2 Gateway project. CG  NU  SR  N2

Section 4.8 provides insights into the social housing vs. public rental housing debate. The Missionvale, Samora 
Machel and Sakhasonke Village case studies demonstrate that medium-density housing can be delivered 
successfully using subsidies such as project-linked and individual subsidies generally associated with RDP 
housing delivery, alternative architectural typologies such as semi-detached and row housing, and other 
spatial, social and institutional preconditions. MV  SM  SV
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SECTION 4
GUIDELINES FOR SUSTAINABLE 

MEDIUM-DENSITY HOUSING
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According to Breaking New Ground the promotion of densification and integration are key objectives to 
“integrate previously excluded groups into the city and the benefits it offers, and to ensure the development 
of integrated, functional and environmentally sustainable human settlements, towns and cities”.1 The 
investigations of this book demonstrate the cohesive, interrelated nature of the pillars of sustainability 
upon which our human settlements rest: social, economic, ecological, physical, institutional and political. 
Understanding and responding appropriately to the sometimes subtle and sometimes obvious relationships 
between these precepts make for greater sustainability and community satisfaction. The guidelines in this 
book are underpinned and informed by lessons gleaned from the experiences of people living in higher-
density housing. They draw on international and local best practice, theoretical considerations and on 
DAG’s experiences in human settlement development and partnerships with local communities. 

The issues impacting on the overall sustainability of medium-density housing as established in the resource 
book are summarised in the figure below:

GUIDELINES FOR SUSTAINABLE 
MEDIUM-DENSITY HOUSING
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There are complex but logical linkages between density and location, with implications ranging from issues 
of affordability to urban performance such as equity, integration, freedom, access and sustainability.

1. Location
Ideally, land for housing should be located close to transport, employment and other urban opportunities. 
More specifically it should:

be within urban activity nodes or corridors;• 
be close to places of employment, including lower-density suburbs which provide low skilled • 
employment opportunities to domestic workers and gardeners;
if not in an activity node or corridor, ideally be within 10 minutes walk (i.e. 500m) of an existing public • 
transport route. Similarly, primary schools should be no more than 15 minutes walk away and high 
schools, clinics and libraries should be no more than 30 minutes walk away; and 
not be part of the open space system.• 

Delft, Cape Town: Living on the edge

Low-income communities (where the majority of households have monthly incomes below R3,500) located 
on the edge of the city due to the market economy are unacceptably far from places of employment; their 
residents have to endure long travelling times and unsafe conditions. This often results in high costs in both 
money and time, with dire consequences for family and social circumstances. Despite its location adjacent 
to a regional transport interchange, low-income households from the Stock Road project spend more than 
R600 per month on transport costs due to limited employment and commercial opportunities in the area. 
Moreover, government’s transport-related expenditure becomes unjustifiably high, with even higher costs 
to the environment. SR  

Conversely, the development of medium-density housing on strategically located land brings about maximum 
use of existing services and infrastructure, as well as providing opportunities for residential growth within 
urban areas. Of specific concern here are people employed in affluent areas as domestic workers, carers, 
childminders and gardeners, and in the hospitality industry.  The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
(CSIR) has developed a model for measuring and comparing the costs and benefits of different low-income 
settlement locations. It found that the needs and priorities of low-income households differ with regard to 
location in relation to job opportunities and the researchers warn against a ‘one size fits all’ approach. 

In the case of some of the settlements used to test the model, it was found that proximity to the city centre 
did not necessarily translate into lower transport costs for residents.2 In terms of proximity to employment 
opportunity, a significant finding was that in some instances it was more beneficial for residents to be 
located closer to middle and high-income neighbourhoods where they could access domestic employment, 
rather than closer to formal employment in the city centre.3 

Kloof Street, Cape Town: Living on an activity street

1.  GOOD LOCATION 
AND HIGHER DENSITIES
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Despite policies promoting integrated, sustainable 
settlement planning, low-income housing is still 
located on the periphery of our urban settlements. 
For the poor, location is often more important 
than housing quality as it directly impacts on the 
accessibility of urban opportunities and underpins 
social networks and livelihood strategies critical for 
survival. In response to this, BNG proposes measures 
to support higher-density development through:

promoting higher densities in existing built areas • 
(densification); 
encouraging the development of large vacant • 
sites within built urban areas (infill); and
restricting the outward expansion of urban • 
areas, thus forcing new development inward 
(containment). 

Nkosazana Kondleka, a domestic worker, has been living in 
her 9m² room for 10 years. She has no security of tenure 

and would benefit from affordable medium-density (public 
rental) housing close to her place of employment 

in Sea Point, Cape Town

The infill approach to urban development using medium-and higher-density housing on well-located, 
underused land within the existing urban fabric, as opposed to building on the urban periphery, makes 
a strong contribution to urban renewal and integration. However, it requires incisive interventions and 
strategies from government, such as making available well-located state-owned and parastatal land through 
inter-governmental co-operation, as well as the acquisition of well-located private land for affordable 
housing development. 

In the Springfield Terrace, Carr Gardens and Newtown Urban Village projects, relatively small pockets 
of inner-city state land were successfully developed to provide higher-density living for lower-income 
households. The acquisition, rehabilitation and conversion of vacant and dilapidated buildings in well-
located areas must form part of an approach to address the housing needs of low-income households. The 
Samora Machel project was built on small pockets of land owned by provincial government in an existing 
neighbourhood, while an old caravan park site adjacent to a major transport route and suburb served as 
the site for Sakhasonke Village. The National Urban Development Strategy suggests that restrictions will 
increasingly be placed upon the number and scale of future peripheral subsidised housing projects, while 
acknowledging funding constraints to the price of well-located land.4 ST CG NU SV SM

Springfield Terrace: Infill housing on a vacant site within 
the built urban area

RDP housing on the periphery 

“The real need is to increase accessibility and the way to do this is to reduce the need to travel: 
to bring about a more compact, integrated and diverse land use pattern.” 

Dewar and Uytenbogaardt, 1991:46. South African Cities: A Manifesto for Change. 
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Inner-city areas and particularly parcels of state-owned property in well-located areas are ideal locations 
for affordable medium-high-density housing. However, these remain unaffordable due to:

high land prices; • 
high costs of building conversion; • 
difficulty in accommodating low-income residents at scale; and • 
high service costs of the sophisticated infrastructure (e.g. lifts) associated with high-density • 
developments.5 

According to Isidima6, housing provision in appropriate locations needs to be linked to the ‘banking’ of 
suitably located land. A land fund must be created that can be used by municipalities to immediately 
purchase and ‘bank’ suitable land for housing that is aligned with the long-term land use plan. Another 
mechanism to fund land acquisition is the use of revenue via land taxation or through capturing revenue 
using internationally accepted methods. Acquisition of appropriate private property through land swaps, 
the allocation of land use rights and expropriation should also be considered. To complement transport 
subsidies, government should consider subsidising the purchase of land for housing. This could prove a 
cheaper option as it does not increase the burden on already heavily subsidised transport. It is important 
that government ensures sales of state land are aligned with the long-term land use plan. A percentage of 
the proceeds should be used to cross-subsidise lower-income housing elsewhere. The proceeds of such 
sales should be kept in a dedicated special account for funding lower-income housing.7 

Government must review and re-align legislative, policy and institutional frameworks to fast-track the 
availability and affordability of well-located land for sustainable human settlements. Information from the 
land and buildings register must be used to develop a rapid land-release programme by national, provincial 
and local governments, as well as parastatals.8 Similarly, the state should release strategic inner-city sites 
for housing purposes.9 BNG envisions the release of such land to municipalities; financing and guiding the 
acquisition of private land for housing purposes in line with municipal IDPs and Spatial Development 
Frameworks; and introducing fiscal incentives and disincentives to support the development of well-located 
land. It is unclear to what extent these proposals have been translated into the provision of higher-density 
housing on well-located land.

Guidelines
For the poor, location is often more important than housing quality as it directly impacts the • 
accessibility of urban opportunities and underpins social networks and livelihood strategies critical 
for survival. However, despite policies promoting integrated sustainable settlement planning, low-
income housing is still located on the periphery of urban areas, negatively impacting the poor’s 
accessibility to urban opportunities and incurring high monetary, time and social costs. 

The development of medium-density housing on well-located land brings about maximum use • 
of existing services and infrastructure and provides opportunities for residential growth within 
urban areas. Well-located housing should be promoted through densification, promoting higher 
densities in existing built urban areas, and restricting the outward expansion of urban areas, thus 
forcing new development inwards. 

Land for housing should be located close to transport, employment and other urban opportunities • 
and should be within urban activity nodes or corridors. It should be within 10 minutes walk (i.e. 
500m) of an existing effective public transport route. Similarly, primary schools should be no 
more than 15 minutes walk away and high schools, clinics and libraries should be no more than 30 
minutes walk away. Land for housing should not be part of the open space system.

Well-located state-owned (including parastatal) land should be made available for lower-income • 
housing and well-located private land must be acquired for this purpose as well. It is important that 
government urgently aligns legislative, policy and institutional frameworks to fast-track the availability 
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of well-located land for lower-income housing development, especially in inner-city areas.

The sale of state-owned land should be aligned with long-term land use plans and the proceeds of • 
sales or a percentage thereof should be used to cross-subsidise lower-income housing elsewhere. 
In addition, since there is already a heavy burden associated with subsidising transport, as an 
alternative government should subsidise the purchase of land.

Suitably located land must be ‘banked’ and funds should be set aside for the acquisition of land for • 
lower-income housing development. To facilitate land banking mechanisms such as land swaps, the 
allocation of land use rights and expropriation must be introduced.

Revenue streams such as land taxation and other methods should be initiated to create funds for • 
land acquisition or for lower-income housing development, and fiscal incentives and disincentives 
should be introduced to encourage the development of well-located land for lower-income 
housing development.

2. Density
Density pervades all components of the residential environment and has an array of implications for social, 
economic, environmental and strategic spheres that shape city structure and residential areas. Density 
should be used ‘rationally’ and ‘creatively’, and must be more than a static control mechanism or standard for 
calculating the number of community facilities required in a residential area.10 Density must be used to:

establish new development forms; • 
provide opportunities for a greater variety of residential development options; • 
make available building forms which create higher densities without necessarily increasing height (such • 
as low-rise medium-density housing); and 
formulate development strategies which go beyond transport needs. • 

As the table below illustrates, there are slight differences in understanding of the exact building densities 
that constitute low, medium and high density development.  Low density can generally be understood as 
referring to approximately 40 or less dwelling units per hectare (gross), medium density to approximately 
40–100 dwelling units per hectare (gross), and high density to around 100 or more dwelling units per 
hectare (gross) 11.

Table 6: Different densities
Country Source Low density Medium density High density Population density

South Africa Poulsen and Silverman 
(2004)

100 200–320 700 Population density 
In persons/ha

25 50–80 135 Building density 
In du/ha (gross)

South Africa Cape Town: Metropoli-
tan Spatial Development 
Framework (1996)

<160 160–400 >400 Population density 
In persons/ha

<40 40–100 >100 Building density 
In du/ha (gross)

United Kingdom Platt, Fawcett, de Cart-
eret (2004)

80 180 >320 Population density 
In persons/ha

20 45–80 >80 Building density 
In du/ha (gross)

South Africa Maluleke Luthuli and 
Associates (2007)

80–160 160–320 320–400 Population density 
In persons/ha

20–40 40-80 80–100 Building density 
In du/ha (gross)
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Internationally there are differences in how density and compaction are viewed and how policies have been 
applied based on diverse forms of urban development and patterns of growth. 

Table 7: Summary of comparative population densities of some large cities:12

by akbar1947 uploaded on 
11 September 2007

Amsterdam
58 persons per hectare

by DCvision2006 uploaded on 
28 June 2007

Hong Kong
293 persons per hectare

by Graig Grobler uploaded 
on 17 September 2007

London
56 persons per hectare

by kla4067 (Ron Reiring) uploaded 
on 20 October 2007

Los Angeles
20 persons per hectare

by Dey uploaded 
on 25 June 2005

Melbourne
16 persons per hectare

by benoist uploaded 
on 12 September 2006

Tokyo
105 persons per hectare

Photos: www.flicker.com

Physical, economic, social and political factors are linked to density in complex ways:13 
at a • physical level density affects housing layout, housing form, and city structure;
at an • economic level it affects land costs, transportation costs and the ability of governments, developers 
and residents to afford housing;
at the•  social level it has implications for levels of social interaction, community, privacy and security; 
and
at the • political level it is fundamental in the utilisation of land and energy resources and in housing 
policy.

In addition, density also has implications at the city level, where it is related to the spatial extent of the city, 
the distribution and provision of community facilities, the provision and capacity of services, the extent and 
type of public transport, road capacities, city form and city economics. 

It also has implications at the local or site level regarding house type, security, privacy, parking provision, 
developers’ costs, and social aspects such as lifestyle, stage in life cycle and height scale. Housing developments 
should not be so large that they alienate the people who live in them. Residents should be able to take 
responsibility for their environment, whether they are tenants or owner occupiers, and this is only possible 
when they live in developments or units which are appropriately scaled for this to be practicable. 

One of the main arguments for encouraging higher densities is the efficient provision and maintenance of 
infrastructure: low density means long infrastructure runs and therefore higher cost per consumer both 
for installation and operation.14 Maximisation of the subsidy amount by using medium-density lowered 
project costs significantly in the Weltevreden Valley, Sakhasonke and Missionvale projects. It resulted in 
units that are more spacious and in attention to detail not usually considered in the delivery of state-
subsidised housing. SM SV MV
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Increased densities do not necessarily mean the extensive construction of high-rise • 
buildings. Truly urban, ground-related, higher-density environments can be achieved through 
low-rise medium-density housing, including attached housing, cluster housing and two-, three- and 
four-storey walk-up housing typologies. It is possible to create environments related to these 
housing types that are humanly scaled, safe, and provide the necessary privacy to residents.

Densification should not be encouraged everywhere,•  but should be informed by an 
analysis of:

utility service capacities;• 
social dynamics; • 
impacts on existing developments and open space; and • 
vacant or under-used land. • 

Land policies of local authorities should inform the location of developments aimed at densification. 
To increase thresholds, new housing should be located around specific activity routes, around 
the intersection of transport routes, and around interchange points between different modes of 
transport. Similarly, vacant and under-used well-located land and inner city areas must be used to 
their full potential to transform the urban environment, and thus improve the social and economic 
situations of city dwellers.

Densification should not entirely prevent outward expansion of the city,•  but should 
decelerate its growth while improving existing performance.

Densification should not be imposed on existing areas with under- and unused land. • 
Instead, policies should enable people to realise the economic benefits of densification. Potential 
for conflict occurs in cases where densification results in outsiders entering existing communities 
or where existing communities experience tension due to overcrowding. A solution would be to 
develop land parcels within existing communities for residents already living there in overcrowded 
conditions. 15

Sprawling, low-density environments are unable to create thresholds that are high enough (typically 
minimum densities of 50 du/ha) to support efficient and viable public transportation and local economic 
development. Unsustainable sprawling settlement patterns are unaffordable to the majority of the South 
African population and entrench the use of the private car, increasing levels of air pollution and consuming 
fossil fuels. 

The single biggest source of greenhouse gases is the transport sector and these emissions can be 
significantly reduced by planning and building in such a way that travel is reduced. Housing located close to 
employment, services and public transport implies a departure from conventional notions about the form 
of the built environment: building at higher densities will be preferable to lower densities and mixed land 
uses will be preferred to single-use zoning.16 

Public transportation channels or corridors should be reinforced by higher-density housing located along 
corridors served by reliable and frequent public transport, where high degrees of activity mix in the form 
of public facilities, social services and private sector activities are present. Medium-density housing with 
access to public transport creates housing opportunities with lower parking requirements. Viable forms of 
public transport are more easily achievable in compact systems, and changing the mode of transport from 
private to public is a key sustainable energy intervention.17 

Higher-density housing should coincide with points of greatest accessibility such as transportation nodes/
interchanges.18 All the case study projects in this publication are located within one kilometre of public 
transport routes or interchanges. However, due to its high levels of urban performance, land along transport 
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corridors and around transport nodes is relatively 
expensive. A co-ordinated approach that spans 
government departments and spheres is needed 
to access well-located state land in proximity to 
activity corridors.

BNG endorses the strong contribution that 
medium-density housing can make to urban renewal 
interventions. Well-located areas, such as inner-city 
areas near to high activity zones, are especially 
suitable for higher-density housing.  In these areas, 
measures should be put in place by municipalities to 
protect the character of the area and to maintain 
affordability levels for residents. Social and co-

Urban fragmentation and low-density urban sprawl

operative housing such as the Newtown and Carr Gardens projects, as well as subsidised higher-density 
housing such as Springfield Terrace and Sakhasonke Village, are good examples of the positive contribution 
of higher-density housing on valuable land. ST CG NU SV WH . Employment generation is affected by 
compactness and specialisation. Thus, greater economic diversification and specialisation occur in areas 
where relatively large local markets exist. Levels of social and commercial service are significantly higher 
and convenience and equity of access is greater in compact environments. 

2.1 The ‘compact city’
Higher-density housing environments can potentially function positively with a wide range of community 
facilities that overlap and support each other. The ‘compact city model’ encourages urban densification and 
intensification, mixed-use development, public transportation, containment of urban growth and attention 
to urban design. 

Compaction is necessary in South Africa because19:
It facilitates movement on foot•  – compaction provides for urban environments that operate 
efficiently for pedestrians.
It promotes effective and efficient public transport • – the low-density sprawling nature of cities 
undermines the viability of large capacity fixed-line movement modes (trains, for example).
It encourages employment generation • – small businesses thrive in environments where local 
markets are intensive, diverse and specialised.

Despite its merits the compact city model has been criticised, especially on the grounds of whether it is 
acceptable to the public and whether it is feasible to implement.20  Although the  majority of households 
may prefer a single dwelling on a single plot, this approach results in sprawl which is unsustainable at the 
city and regional levels. Ultimately, it should not be supported by government funding of infrastructure 
since it results in traffic congestion, air pollution and the loss of rural and primeval land. 

Valid reasons for compaction can be found in environmental, social, economic, political and cultural 
considerations. In countries such as South Africa with extremely high levels of inequality, compaction should 
be an imperative towards more balanced, equitable and pro-poor settlements. However, affordable higher-
density housing on well-located land for lower income earners, especially in the form of rental housing, 
is not currently being developed at scale by government. Government’s Community Residential Units 
Programme has the potential to introduce affordable medium-density public rental housing opportunities 
to low-income households in locations previously inaccessible to them. 

Compelling questions are being raised about the acceptability, feasibility and complexity of the compact 
city as a mechanism for advancing urban sustainability. Williams et al21 state that an urban context consists 
of a range of urban potentials. Compaction should be used as one way of achieving sustainable urban form. 
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The design of urban environments, especially at neighbourhood scale, is an important consideration for 
creating successful and attractive higher-density urban environments, where urban design is able to address 
the complex relationships between urban form, function and sustainability. Arbury found that an important 
indicator of a city’s sustainability lies in the pattern of density across a city; support for local services and 
facilities is dependent upon high residential densities rather than on a uniformly high density across a city. 
An important aspect of the compact city is: 

“ …the development of higher-density development along public corridors or the creation of high-density 
‘nodes’ or sub-centres, which concentrate traffic flows sufficiently to encourage public transport provision”.22 

An example of this is the City of Tshwane’s Compaction and Densification Strategy,23 which, in line with 
the principles of ‘smart growth’, provided for density diversity and a range of densification efforts around 
strategic locations in the city.  Four general density zones within the municipal area were identified that 
can be applied to areas with varying characteristics and density:

Concentration Zones Linear Zones

Suburban Densifiction Zones Low Density Zones

 
Pre-requisites for the restructuring of these zones are identified:

Conceptual image demonstrating linkages between density zones24

Functional linkage to and distance from • 
opportunity (node, station, economic area 
and surrounding land use)
Location and prominence within the city• 
Desired or planned character of the area• 
Accessibility • 
Socio-economic characteristics:• 

Lifestyle• 
Household size• 
Level of urbanisation• 

Special attributes (e.g. historical, cultural or • 
aesthetical heritage)
Existing infrastructure• 
Long term prospect• 
Current level of public transport• 
Site characteristics• 
Environmental consideration• 
Land availability and costs vs. opportunities • 
for redevelopment

Research by the CSIR Building and Construction Technology,25 as well as the CSIR and the University of 
Pretoria26 presents empirical evidence to challenge the widely held view that costs increase with distance 
from the centre to the periphery and decrease with increasing density, and that higher livelihood benefits 
accrue from locations closer to the central city. Because of historic land-use patterns, the incremental 
nature of infrastructure investment, and the impact of non-locality related factors, bulk infrastructure, 
services and land costs do not simply decrease with increasing density and decreasing distance from 
central areas. 
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Due to additional demand placed on the system as a whole, total infrastructure costs increase as density 
increases, while per capita costs decrease with increasing densities for some cost items but not for all (e.g. 
electricity per capita costs increase with increasing density). It was found that for all services considered, it 
could be more costly to develop the more central areas because of existing space capacity and environmental 
and land use conditions. The way in which these conditions influence infrastructure costs proved to be 
unrelated to distance from central areas. 

The locality cost study showed that more centrally located low-income housing areas do not necessarily 
perform better in terms of lower servicing costs and creating more sustainable livelihoods. The more 
peripheral case study area was shown to perform better in terms of lower crime levels, natural capital, 
impact on surrounding land uses, and bulk water and sanitation provision costs. The more centrally located 
area performed better in terms of access to formal work opportunities and opportunities for informal 
employment activities.27 Household location and travel expenditure are not simple functions of distance from 
central areas but are influenced by proximity to other development nodes, the pricing practices of transport 
providers and household lifestyle choices.28 There is insufficient evidence in the literature to conclude that 
densification is the cost effective alternative in all situations and under all conditions. Moreover, owing to 
varying local circumstances related to different locations, conclusions relating to urban form should not be 
generalised or transferred to any other study area and the use of “simple dichotomies such as ‘central’ versus 
‘peripheral’ are perhaps less useful in the context of the multi-nodal, expanding South African city”.29 

Policy recommendations based on the studies relating to sprawl and densification are that:
Development should be promoted in areas of existing spare infrastructure capacity and where • 
infrastructure would be relatively less expensive to provide (avoiding slopes of greater than 12 degrees, 
highly intensive land use and areas of dolomite). 
Municipalities should charge the real cost of services in order to recover the real bulk infrastructure • 
cost of development. Private developers should pay local authorities the total costs for services 
provision should they develop in areas that are not cost effective in this respect. Levying of services 
contributions in local authorities is often on an averaged basis, encouraging sprawl: peripheral land 
costs are usually less and infrastructure costs high, yet services cost to developers and consumers is 
the same as infill development in a more central location where land costs are higher. By levying real 
costs, development would occur where it makes economic sense and, as a result, reduce the negative 
impacts of sprawl.30 

The compact city is a complex concept linked to an increase in density as well as a variety of densities 
across the urban area. 

Density should be context-specific and depends on a range of factors:31

land availability and costs•  – at points of high accessibility and visibility where land is scarce, higher 
densities would be required;
location and transport•  – public transport should be reinforced by providing higher densities in 
localities with high levels of access;
social context and household size•  – acceptability of densities are highly influenced by household 
size and lifestyle;
cultural acceptance•  – despite general preference, a wide range of housing types should be explored; 
and
environmental considerations•  – carrying capacity of environmentally sensitive land may necessitate 
lower gross densities and higher net densities.

Mix of urban uses is another important aspect of compact cities. Mixed-use refers to a shift away from 
dormitory suburbs and office parks, thus reducing travel times when commercial and other urban activities 
are in close proximity to residential areas. It supports pedestrian traffic as social equity is improved through 
increased accessibility and activity density. Mixed-use neighbourhoods display a combination of commercial, 
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social and business uses, a range of house types and sizes and a diversity of people. The stigma attached 
to high-density environments and the perception of resultant slums and ghettos is reduced through the 
mix and variety of housing options, urban opportunities and incomes. Integrating higher-density housing 
and public transport directly affects the sustainability of communities and access to employment. Sprawling 
settlements incur huge cost burdens on the poor as well as on the country’s economy in the form of public 
transport subsidies. 

In 1999 the government provided a subsidy of R4,000 per annum for every bus commuter and R1,000 for 
every train commuter travelling 30km to work. A commuter living 5km from work requires no subsidy.32 
Passenger transit services and pedestrian improvements are most cost effective within a mixed-use 
environment. Therefore, intricate linkages exist between density, location and levels of accessibility. 

Mixed-use development brings about economic, social and environmental benefits:33

promotes small home-based enterprises, making livelihoods creation possible for women and the • 
disabled;
brings about agglomeration benefits that increase economic efficiency and productivity;• 
encourages small enterprises that would not survive in a rental environment or businesses that • 
operate only when demand exists;
reduces transport costs and relieves overload on transport infrastructure;• 
impacts on equity as it is beneficial to pedestrians and people reliant on public transport;• 
reduces crime rates in certain parts of the city that would otherwise be deserted at night;• 
promotes multi-functional use of public services and facility sharing, which reduces costs;• 
maximises the use of existing social and utility infrastructures;• 
revenue bases for local authorities are higher for mixed-use areas than for residential only areas;• 
reduces the cost of public infrastructure and services provision such as roads, municipal services, • 
policing and social facilities; and
increases liveability, neighbourhood interaction and community cohesion.• 

A significant degree of integration promotes convenience for users. Facilities should be easily accessible, 
preferably within reasonable walking distance, and their nature should be determined over time as 
different communities have different priorities. Social facilities should be provided at significant places 
where they are accessible and can be shared between different communities. Community facilities should 
be provided in such a way that a range of uses can be accommodated. It is in communities with a lack of 
private resources that the importance of public facilities becomes apparent.34 The case studies revealed 
that general household satisfaction and perceived improvement of quality of life for residents depended on 
access to community and social facilities. The following guidelines for community facilities should apply in 
well-functioning urban environments:35

Table 8: Guidelines for community facilities

Facility Approximate
 threshold

Maximum 
range

Approximate 
size

Maximum 
walking  time

Crèche/small multi-
purpose facility 300 DUs 300m <0,1 ha 5 minutes

Primary school 500 DUs 700m 0,7–1,4 ha 15 minutes

Secondary school 1,500 DUs 1,400m 1,4–2,6 ha 30 minutes

Community centre 
(hall/library/clinic) 3,000 DUs 1,400m 0,1–0,5 ha 30 minutes

Sportsfields 1 per 2 primary schools + 1 per secondary school (1 sportsfield = 0,65 Ha)
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As each site suggests its own optimum density, maximum density can only be determined during the site 
planning process. Pre-establishing density for housing environments is at best an approximation, but by 
drawing upon precedent and best practice examples, considering household type, and by assessing the 
surrounding situation, a density range can be established.36 Important practical considerations are that 
density levels must be environmentally and culturally appropriate and acceptable. The degree to which 
these regulations and standards are adhered to will define the density outcome of the urban environment. 
They include:37

total number of occupants per dwelling; • 
total area of the dwellings;• 
legislation regulating plot coverage; • 
floor area ratio (FAR); and  • 
total space allocated for vehicles.• 

Higher-density housing in a mixed use urban environment

The layouts in Missionvale, Samora Machel, Sakhasonke 
Village, Stock Road and N2 Gateway (Phase 1) 
employed various measures to maximise the number 
of units. In particular, narrow roads presumed low 
vehicle ownership but communal parking areas were 
provided. N2SM SVMV ST . Parking encroaches 
on recreational and green areas in Carr Gardens, 
N2 Gateway (Phase 1), Newtown Housing Co-
operative and Springfield Terrace, especially where 
there is no clear distinction in use. STCG NUN2 . With increases in density, parking increases to the 
point where open space is seriously reduced.  Reducing open space and limiting density are feasible 
alternatives to providing parking. 

A layout must achieve an efficient and balanced trade-off between the private and public domains. It is 
therefore important to attain a balance between public and private areas when planning and designing 
interior and exterior spaces. Density and efficiency are a factor of the size of the site and the amount of 
land used for residential and public spaces and facilities, as much as of the layout. The achievable density 
will depend on the percentage of land used for residential and public spaces, playgrounds, public facilities 
and recreational spaces.

2.2 Medium-density low-rise housing
High-rise buildings are commonly associated with higher densities but careful study reveals that higher-
density housing does not imply high-rise housing38 – similar densities can be achieved in three to four-storey 
walk-ups as in high-rise tower blocks. In the Ville Radieuse (The Radiant City), Le Corbusier recommends 
structures of 15 stories and projects a density of 1,000 persons per hectare. In the Organisation of 
American States publication Normas Minimas de Urbanizacion y Servicios Publicos (Minimum Standards of 
Urban Design and Public Services39), the Colombian architect German Samper Gnecco develops a low-
rise, high-density prototype that also reaches a density of 1,000 persons per hectare but at one and two 
stories only. Peter Land, in his publication Economic garden houses: High density development: design, planning, 
landscape, high-density development, develops a range of inventive low-rise, high-density schemes, each with 
extensive private outdoor patio space, which reach densities of up to 600 persons per hectare. These 
results are achieved with only one to two storeys with parking adjacent to each unit.40 

Similarly, high quality housing does not imply low-density housing – sprawling RDP housing on the 
periphery provides fewer opportunities than medium-rise flats near the inner-city. At a certain density, 
design is an important determinant of the success of a development. The arrangement, views, location, 
sequence, infrastructure and service provision, open space quality, environmental conditions, and benefits 
of agglomeration potentially allow a higher-density environment to function better than a poorly designed 
low-density development, thus directly influencing the quality of housing. 
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Government policy in the United Kingdom stipulates densities for new homes of 30–50 dwellings per 
hectare. This figure is higher in urban areas with good public transport links. It is possible to build family 
houses with gardens at 70 dwellings per hectare. This is not high density, as desirable parts of London, such 
as Kensington and Chelsea, have in excess of 150 dwellings per hectare and parts of Barcelona and Paris 
have around 400. The quality of a development has little to do with density and is largely a matter of design 
and sensitivity to context.41 

Higher-density housing developments offer many benefits, such as: 42

shared services; • 
greater support for facilities;• 
reduced costs; • 
greater land and resource efficiency; • 
a greater sense of place;• 
better human scale; and • 
they support larger dwelling units than the one-house-one-plot approach.•  

In Missionvale a double-storey fourplex or quad house was the largest and most financially efficient 
structure at 56m², built with the R15,000 subsidy, compared with a freestanding house of 30m² for the 
same subsidy amount. Higher-density units in Samora Machel were twice the size (30–32m²) of those on 
the normal single residential sites of previous subsidy projects in the area. The house type designed for 
Sakhasonke Village considered the optimal way of creating maximum possible floor space relative to cost 
by using building materials in their most standard, un-customised form to minimise waste. Grouping units 
as duplexes or triplexes (46.2m²) meant cost saving due to shared party walls and shared services. Three-
metre walkways were provided between rows of sites. SM SVMV

2.3 ‘EcoDensity’
Authorities in Vancouver, Canada, are convinced that density is ecologically responsible and must be actively 
promoted. The ‘EcoDensity’ initiative promotes high-quality densification as a way to reduce the city’s 
ecological footprint. Different tools are being developed to manage and measure personal and collective 
actions in support of a world where human demand does not exceed what nature can supply. 

The ecological footprint is a resource management tool that measures how much land and water area a human 
population requires to produce the resources it consumes and to absorb its wastes under prevailing technology. 
ecological footprint accounts allow governments to track a city or region’s demand on natural capital and 
compare this with the amount of natural capital actually available. By measuring the ecological footprint of a 
population overshoot can be assessed, aiding the management of ecological assets more carefully. 

South Africa’s ecological footprint43

Using the increasingly popular quantative measurement known as ‘ecological 
foot printing’, it has been estimated that South Africa’s footprint is 4.02 hectares 
per person.  

‘Foot printing’ is an accounting tool that measures how much biologically 
productive land is required to support the living standards of an individual, a city 
or a country.  This includes the land required to produce the physical resources 
consumed, absorb the wastes generated, and sequester CO2 emissions associated 
with energy demand.  

Using the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) estimate the that global ‘fair share’ is 
1.8 hectares per person if we are all to live within the carrying capacity of the 
planet’s ecosystems, this means that we would need two planets if everyone lived 
like the average South African.  This, however, masks gross inequalities.  A recent 
study of Cape Town found that the footprint of Cape Town’s middle class suburbs 
is 5 – 6 planets (similar to the United States average which is 5.2 planets), and the 
footprint of the poor suburbs is 0.5 to 1 planet (similar to China and India).

Bioproductive Land

Bioproductive Sea

Energy LandBuild Land

Biodiversity

The Ecological Footprint, 200544

© BFF 2005
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Today, humanity’s ecological footprint is over 23% too large for the planet to regenerate. According to the 
inventor of the concept, Prof William Rees, some of the largest components of the ecological footprint 
are personal transportation and the construction, maintenance and operation of buildings. Rees compared 
three forms of city housing: the single-family house, the three-story walk-up, and the high-rise building, and 
explored how each example affects personal transportation requirements, capacity for public transit and 
the energy required to build and maintain a household. He found that “moving from single-family to either 
three-storey walk-up or high-rise resulted in a 40 per cent reduction in that part of the ecological footprint of the 
household that was related to housing and transportation”.45

Todes46 contests that the prospects for compaction are shaped by forces such as old policies and institutional 
arrangements that need to be transformed to meet new challenges. She believes that the attitude of local 
planning authorities (and therefore political will in support of compaction), as well as market forces, the 
functioning of the urban land market and government’s laissez-faire way of dealing with them, NIMBYism 
and lifestyle preferences all militate against an “integrative and urbanist version of compaction”.47 

In light of this, government should be cognisant of the following:
use of government land for mixed-use higher-density development that serves the public good;• 
creation of pedestrian friendly and safe mixed-use environments; • 
provision of efficient and integrated public transport systems; • 
changes to zoning schemes in order to permit and promote compact, higher-density, mixed-use • 
and cluster development;
flexibility in municipal infrastructure and service provision standards regarding building setbacks, • 
street widths, parking requirements, single-use zoning; and
delays with building approvals and negotiating time impact on development costs – officials should • 
aim to minimise the duration of the processing of development applications.

In the absence of good urban management, Acioly and Davidson argue that density is likely to increase in 
locations where there are high levels of accessibility to employment, services and infrastructure. These areas 
are also characterised by high land prices. In the absence of alternatives for land and housing, population 
density will naturally tend to rise through informal increases in either built density or in the occupancy 
rates of existing buildings. Market distortions, legal frameworks and private sector mobilisation in the real 
estate market will dictate the extent to which this will occur. 

Countries view the efficient use of land as a limited resource in different ways. Differences are particularly 
stark between market and planned economies. 

In market economies, density is predominantly influenced by the market, occasionally with some state 
regulation and control. The broader social costs, such as the unaffordability of higher-density housing on 
well-located land and subsequent poor access to urban opportunities and facilities, are not taken into 
account. 

On the other hand, planned economies rigidly apply density standards such as square metres per inhabitant, 
resulting in adverse urban environments. 

 “Density outcomes must be economically efficient and reinforce sustainable human development but must be 
culturally acceptable as well. Density should be the result of a design process through which the designer must 
deal dynamically with standards, plot and dwelling sizes, housing typology, spatial planning, cultural acceptability 
and environmental suitability. It should not be the unilateral result of a cost analysis and financial exercise 
aiming at the optimisation of infrastructure, services and land.” 

Acioly and Davidson, 1996:12
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Guidelines
The way in which location and density manifest in urban environments profoundly impacts the • 
form and function of cities. 

Low density generally refers to 40 or less dwellings per hectare (gross), medium density to 40-100 • 
dwellings per hectare (gross) and high density to 100 or more dwellings per hectare (gross). 

Sprawling low-density environments are unable to create thresholds high enough (typically • 
minimum densities of 50 du/ha) to support efficient and viable public transportation and local 
economic development initiatives. Urban sprawl is unsustainable and results in traffic congestion, 
air pollution and the loss of rural and primeval land. Further, the travel costs associated with 
sprawl make this form of urban environment unaffordable to the majority of the population.  

There is a need for compaction in South African settlements as it promotes movement on foot, • 
supports efficient public transport, encourages employment generation and reduces travel time 
and cost. Therefore, densities should be increased along activity corridors served by reliable and 
frequent public transport, and employment opportunities and services within walking distance 
from  housing developments. Higher-density housing close to public transport, services and 
employment can significantly contribute to the reduction of green house gas emissions due to the 
reduced use of motorised transport. The promotion of high-quality densification is a responsible 
way to significantly reduce an urban area’s ecological footprint. A family that moves from a single-
family dwelling to a high-rise or three-storey walk up results in a 40% reduction in the part of the 
ecological footprint relating to housing and transportation.   

Increased densities do not necessarily mean the extensive construction of high-rise buildings, but • 
rather higher density environments can be achieved through low-rise medium density housing 
including attached housing, cluster housing and two-, three-, and four-storey walk up housing. A 
standard for density must be used to establish new development forms, provide opportunities for 
a greater variety of residential development options, make available building forms that promote 
low-rise medium density housing and formulate development strategies that go beyond transport 
needs.

The provision of higher-density housing should be part of a mixed-use environment that • 
encompasses a range of housing types and a variety of social, business and commercial uses and 
opportunities.  The promotion of a compact city model, such as this, creates an environment in 
which levels of social and commercial service are significantly higher and convenience and equity 
of access are greater.

Changes in planning legislation, ordinances and zoning schemes, and the land and housing markets • 
should be actively pursued to encourage higher-density mixed-use developments that promote 
compact urban areas and meet a range of needs. The absence of good urban management and 
alternatives to the high prices for land and housing will result in informality and vulnerability.
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The form, nature and content of modern urban environments are shaped by a complex set of social, political 
and economic factors and human values. Understanding these is one of the most important functions of urban 
planning where the needs of individual users or citizens have to be balanced not only against the sustainability 
of the natural environment,  but also against private sector objectives and wider community interests. The 
neo-liberal, free-market approach to urban development undertaken in South Africa obstructs the creation 
of high quality urban environments as it does not adequately address this complexity. This failure relates 
especially to policies that address the wider socio-economic dimensions of sustainability and integration 
principles, particularly those of ecological integrity, equity and participation in decision-making.1

The case studies presented in this book demonstrate that development is multi-dimensional and 
complex, and that a multi-sectoral, integrated approach is required to improve the social, economic 
and physical conditions of poor households, and to further the agenda of sustainable development. 
An integrated approach to development aims to address all aspects of poverty. 

Table 9: Dimensions of poverty2

Income Absence of fair, stable wages; living below stipulated minimum income; no access to credit.

Environmental
Lack of safe, secure and stable living arrangements; located where access to physical 
infrastructure including municipal services is either limited, costly or denied; constrained or no 
access to natural resources.

Social
Limited or no access to social infrastructure, including education and training and participation 
in decision making processes; limited or no access to indirect income e.g. social support 
grants.

Combination Several of the above dynamics could combine with others to render a household poor. 

Poverty eradication relies on wide-ranging interventions, which are responsive to a range of dynamics, creating 
opportunities for partnerships between stakeholders. Poor households are important stakeholders and their 
livelihood strategies need to be considered in planning interventions.3 Livelihoods assessments are valuable 
tools towards an integrated and holistic understanding of the development challenges of a particular community, 
and towards establishing suitable development interventions. Households moving into or living in medium-
density housing form a community by virtue of physical proximity and functional interrelatedness. This presents 
ideal opportunities for skills development and local economic development opportunities. 

Sakhasonke Village and Carr Gardens reveal the importance of an integrated approach to development, 
where stakeholders realised that the provision of housing and infrastructure alone would be insufficient 
to meaningfully improve the lives of lower-income households. The community initiatives, programmes and 
activities undertaken in partnership with organisations and other communities are key components of the 
projects’ success. CGSV

Critical to sustainable development is an integrated approach where collaboration between the key 
actors involved in urban development is encouraged and enabled. These actors include:

government (with good intergovernmental relations and alignment between national, provincial and • 
local government initiatives and spending); 
interest groups (community-based organisations, environmentalists, cultural heritage groups, • 
economic development agencies);  
broader stakeholders (citizens, business), professionals (planners, architects); • 
the development industry (property, land and construction sectors); and • 
the formation of public/private partnerships.• 4 SVST NU SMCG

2.  AN INTEGRATED 
APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT
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An integrated and sustainable human settlement6 

Interactions between these actors, within the contexts in which they operate, shape the highly political 
process of planning and development. In this sense, planning is considered as an important process: 

“ … which both reflect[s] and [has] the potential to shape the building of relations and discourses, the social 
and intellectual capital, through which links are made between networks to address matters of shared concerns 
at the level of neighbourhood, towns and urban regions”.5 

Sustainable and integrated settlements cannot be achieved without the active participation and co-operation 
of all role players in the urban arena; it is especially reliant on community participation and effective and 
efficient co-operation between all spheres of government. The provision of higher-density housing on 
strategically well-located land presents ideal opportunities for achieving integrated development goals and 
creating sustainable and integrated settlements that enable access to:

employment and commercial opportunities; • 
places of urban opportunity and entertainment; • 
education facilities and primary health care; • 
access to public transportation and pedestrian friendly environments; and • 
environmentally friendly and energy efficient buildings that are conducive to the health of their • 
inhabitants. 

Integrated settlements support the building of cohesive communities and enhance the quality of life of 
households. Integrated settlements should include a mix of housing typologies and tenures, incomes and 
social and age groups that enable social inclusion. By combining a mix of incomes, a variety of housing 
options and good facility standards, the stigma attached to higher-density environments can be mitigated. 

However, urban integration is not a ‘magical end-state’ that will be achieved easily. It must be regarded as a 
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prospect to move towards through purposeful actions that produce increasingly more equitable results.7 

In a democratic dispensation, where grassroots participation is the order of the day, the achievement of 
integration is rooted in the rights and protection of the interests of marginalised communities. 
 

Financial 
capital 

(savings and 
credit, income 
generation)

Physical
capital 

(infrastructure, 
shelter)

Natural
capital 

(environmental 
impact)

Social
capital 

(group formation)

Human
capital 

(skills training)

An integrated approach to development, based on the Integrated Urban Housing Development Project in Kenya and India8

In terms of Section 9(1) of the National Housing Act, Act 107 of 1997, municipalities are obliged, as 
part of the process of integrated development planning, to take all reasonable and necessary steps 
to ensure that inhabitants have access to adequate housing on a progressive basis, by setting housing 
delivery goals, identifying suitable land for housing development and planning, facilitating, initiating and 
co-ordinating housing development in their area of jurisdiction. 

In terms of the revised procedures established in Chapter 3 of Part 3 of the National Housing Code, 
municipalities are responsible for identifying land suitable for housing development and for making 
applications for housing subsidies. Central to this process is the development of a multi-year Municipal 
Housing Plan as part of an approved Integrated Development Plan (IDP). However, despite these policy 
imperatives, South African cities are still fragmented, segregated and unequal. Pieterse delineates five 
reasons why it has been so difficult to shift the patterns of fragmentation and inequality in South African 
cities.These include: 

the protracted restructuring of local government;• 
confusion generated by the contradictory implications of sectoral policy initiatives;• 
political pressure to achieve quantitative targets;• 
the lack of understanding and engagement with urban economic processes and actors; and • 
the adoption of a consensual model to the politics of urban development policy frameworks and • 
implementation9.  

Pieterse further states that consensus politics, policies and decisions are guided by the consensus reached 
between diverse groups rather than by values and principles of the ruling party or the majority. This is 
sometimes thought of as a win-win situation, but it can create losers as it changes priorities and in South 
Africa, the priorities have shifted away from the needs of the poor.  This model assumes that diverse 
stakeholders (e.g. rich and poor) will be able to find agreement through deliberation on, for example, the 
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necessity of making cities that are spatially and socio-economically integrated, free of discrimination and 
segregation. Since such consensus has not been reached our cities continue to be segregated and lack 
integration with the poorest citizens paying the highest price.  As long as the contradictions  between 
competing classes and competing interests are not acknowledged and addressed, consensus politics will 
limit the impact on government policy.  Without sound and integrated planning and management, and the 
provision of financially and socially sustainable housing, cities will become sources of severe social, health, 
environmental and economic problems.

Local government plays a critical role in achieving urban integration through the way it uses its resources 
and power to determine the urban system. The case studies present different perspectives of the role 
government has played (especially local government) in either enabling or impeding development and 
implementation of medium-density projects. 

Perhaps the most striking example of government’s role in frustrating overall sustainability is the Stock Road 
project. SR .  An urban system that functions optimally in terms of meeting the needs of the poor invariably has 
to embrace a multi-sectoral approach and commit to positive impacts at various scales, but especially at the 
local level. It is critical that Integrated Development Plans (IDPs) display an understanding of politics, political 
accountability frameworks and institutional effectiveness. Municipalities are obliged to formulate IDPs through 
participatory democratic processes and incorporate political agreements about which urban challenges and 
needs are most urgent and how best to address them; this, in the context of limited resources and competing 
needs, and the necessity to realise citizens’ socio-economic rights, especially those of the vulnerable and 
marginalised.10 Theoretically, IDPs provide an ideal platform to advance greater urban integration. But the 
way in which numerous poor communities have to confront the symptoms of fragmentation are physical 
manifestations of the sectoral approach of local government departments. According to Pieterse:

“ … (t)he power of the IDP is that it reflects the sum-total of sectoral and multi-sectoral strategies and 
more importantly, the argument for how these strategies address the priorities of the city, as defined through 
participatory democratic processes. Of course, if the democratic institutions and forums are weak it is highly 
unlikely that the IDP will indeed be a force for realising urban integration. What this implies is that the 
champions of radical democracy and social justice in civil society and the state need to hold a comprehensive 
understanding of the various elements that comprise urban integration (…) and how they need to be related 
and aligned in the specific circumstances of the city where they find themselves. Thereafter the trick is to ensure 
that the IDP priorities, which inform the allocation of resources, are consistent with their understanding”.11 

Pieterse summarises dimensions of urban integration policies as follows, but states that these categories 
are not “iron-clad”:12

Table 10: Dimensions of urban integration policies
Sectoral Multi-sectoral Spatial Political-institutional

Housing and land• 
Infrastructure: water, • 
sewerage, electricity
Health• 
Education• 
Transport• 
Community services: • 
libraries, parks, open 
spaces, recreational 
and civic spaces
Economic • 
development

Agenda 21 • 
(environmental)
Local economic • 
development (LED)
HIV/AIDS• 
Service delivery • 
strategy
Spatial planning • 
framework
Social development • 
planning framework
Poverty reduction • 
strategy 
(Area based plans)• 

Compact city model • 
(sustainability focus)
Planning and spatial • 
design models on: 
nodes, corridors, urban 
edges and open space 
systems
Strategic planning: • 
linking scales of land-
use planning with 
sectoral planning

Integrated • 
development plan 
(IDP)
City development • 
strategy (CDS)
Municipal partnership • 
framework
Human resource • 
development strategy
Work process re-• 
engineering (including 
IT)
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National and provincial government are increasingly realising the importance of local government as a 
logical point of co-ordination and an essential means for the implementation of policies and programmes. 
It is important that national and provincial departments engage municipalities on the content of their 
IDPs. BNG calls for increased inter-and intra-governmental co-ordination. Three specific interventions are 
proposed in this regard:13

Integrated development and budget planning1.  – Integrated development planning instruments, provincial 
housing development plans and the national housing development plan must be consolidated and 
simplified, where necessary, to promote integrated delivery, coordinated funding prioritisation 
(including the Municipal Infrastructure Grant) and target delivery to meet the unique sets of challenges 
faced by municipalities and provinces.
Intergovernmental co-ordination 2. – Greater co-operation and information sharing between the National 
Department of Housing and municipal government is needed, particularly the nine metropolitan local 
governments, especially with regard to the accreditation of municipalities. 
Bilateral co-operation 3. – In the short term, the current co-operation between the Provincial Department 
of Local Government and Housing, the Social Cluster partner departments and other spheres of 
government, particularly municipalities, needs to be deepened. 

The participation of national and provincial sector departments in municipal IDP reviews is a cornerstone 
of integrated planning. Municipalities are dependent on information about sector expenditure plans that 
have costs for municipalities or require technical assistance from departments. In practice, however, 
participation has been weak:14 

 
“The underlying principle of integrated development planning across spheres is that it must be a dialogue 
between spheres. National priorities are influenced and shaped by the articulation by communities of their 
needs through the municipal integrated planning process. A cabinet Lekgotla in July 2001 resolved that national 
and provincial government should plan and budget around local needs as a matter of principle. In December 
2001 the PCC articulated this principle as follows: in a system of state-wide planning, municipal integrated 
development plans (IDPs) must serve as the basis for aligning the policies, planning and budgeting of all three 
spheres. IDPs are thus seen as an intergovernmental planning instrument for the whole of government.”

According to Isidima, the Western Cape Sustainable Human Settlement Strategy, the main factors enabling 
integration of a range of programmes in integrated projects are, firstly, the availability of linked funding for 
a range of interventions in different sectors, and, secondly, co-operation between a range of stakeholders. 
This co-operation includes the involvement of more than one sphere of government, a number of different 
line departments, various NGOs and a relatively inter-disciplinary style of project management. 

Integrated development is very resource-intensive and requires both high levels of technical expertise and 
high levels of co-ordination with other actors in the process. The institutional arrangements for managing 
integrated development projects are crucial. There is a range of models, such as the independent agency 
model, used by the Cato Manor Development Association in the Cato Manor Development Project in 
Durban; there is also the inter-sectoral team located within government, such as the unit managing the 
Alexandra Urban Renewal Project in Johannesburg. Sakhasonke Village, Carr Gardens and the Newtown 
Housing Co-operative all display high levels of co-operation between various stakeholders, not only from 
an implementation point of view, but also post-occupation in the form of capacity development support. 

NUSV CG WH . On a smaller scale, projects such as Sakhasonke Village have attempted an integrated 
approach that addresses the needs of the community, based on an understanding of livelihoods within that 
specific community. This bottom-up approach to integrated development is intensive and requires the co-
ordination of a range of role players. High levels of empowerment of beneficiaries are necessary as a wider 
range of issues than just housing need to be addressed. 
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Rust15 aptly states that: 

“ … an acceptance of a wider housing definition might also suggest that the housing responsibility for the 
country falls more broadly within the ambit of a number of departments, and not just housing, for instance, 
the active participation of the National Treasury might be considered in matters relating to the performance of 
the housing market. The active participation of the Department of Trade and Industry might be considered in 
matters relating to the performance and engagement of the construction industry. These issues should be given 
greater attention at a Cabinet level to ensure that the breadth of the housing environment is given attention 
by the State”. 

The current practice of housing investment being considered primarily within a particular department’s 
budget should be discouraged.  A wider analysis of the public finance effects is required, which includes 
different levels of government, particularly provincial and local, as well as different departments.16 Isidima 
emphasises the need for the alignment of plans and policies between all spheres and sectors of government. 

Central at the activity level is the implementation of the housing chapters in the IDPs. These chapters need 
to be informed by spatial and land use planning, to determine matters such as residential densities and 
locations of higher-density development. Better use should be made of IDPs to improve understanding of 
the nature of the needs, to introduce housing instruments that fit community profiles and for monitoring 
and evaluation. 
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Guidelines
The development of higher-density housing should form part of an integrated approach to • 
sustainable human settlement development. 

Poverty is multi-dimensional and complex, and a multi-sectoral and integrated approach is • 
required to address its social, economic and physical impacts on poor households. The provision of 
housing and infrastructure alone are insufficient to improve the lives of lower-income households 
meaningfully. Community initiatives, programmes and activities undertaken in partnership with 
organisations, other communities and government are key components in an integrated approach 
to the development of sustainable human settlements.

Integrated settlements, containing a mix of housing typologies and tenures, incomes and social • 
and age groups that enable social inclusion, should be promoted in order to remove the stigma 
associated with higher-density housing environments.  

High-quality inter-governmental relations, collaboration and partnerships between different • 
role players, especially local government, as well as active civil society participation in processes 
such as the formulation of municipal IDPs and participatory budgeting, should underpin effective 
integrated urban development. 

The bottom-up approach to integrated development is very resource-intensive and requires • 
both high levels of technical expertise and high levels of co-ordination with all role-players in 
the process. The housing responsibility for the country falls within the ambit of a number of 
government departments, and not just housing. Institutional arrangements for managing integrated 
development projects are therefore critical, and the empowerment of beneficiaries should be 
promoted.
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This section draws mainly on general findings based on the case studies and is to a lesser extent 
based on theoretical considerations pertaining to affordability. It should be read in conjunction 
with the case studies.

When applied to housing, affordability generally refers to the ability to purchase goods or a service on a 
sustained basis (including consideration of both the initial capital costs and the cost of ongoing maintenance 
and operation) without compromising other demands on financial resources. It also refers to the ability 
of the public sector and institutions responsible for the management of housing developments to provide 
facilities and maintenance of services on an on-going basis within their budgetary limitations. Although it is not 
possible to accurately model the wide range of factors affecting housing affordability,1 together with security 
of tenure and livelihood considerations, affordability is a central focus of the economic and social sustainability 
pillars. It is a multi-faceted and complex crosscutting issue that impacts on and is impacted upon by a wide 
range of factors, ultimately influencing overall sustainability of neighbourhoods, settlements and cities. These 
issues range from design and infrastructure, planning regulations, density, location, community participation 
and social capital formation, to institutional arrangements, tenure and partnerships. 

Central to housing affordability is the issue of poverty, especially in a developing country like South Africa. 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (No.108 of 1996) creates an imperative to provide 
housing for the poor; it states:2

 
“1.   Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing.
 2.   The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve 

the progressive realisation of this right.
 3.   No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court made 

after considering all the relevant circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary evictions.”

Adebayo and Adebayo3 fittingly summarise constraints in improving housing for the lowest income 
groups:

“Affordability is at the heart of households’ efforts to improve their housing situation. It has been widely 
recognised that employment, income generation and access to housing are highly interrelated. In South Africa, 
the poor’s incomes have continued to be too meagre or unstable to permit commitment of scarce resources to 
housing. This scenario becomes more manifest in situations of poor health perpetrated by incidences of AIDS, 
tuberculosis, malaria, etc, and in addition, other illnesses caused or exacerbated by the poors’ living environments, 
all of which impact profoundly upon household economies due to increased health expenditure. Improvement 
of housing then becomes well nigh impossible, affecting directly the performance of housing policy. Further, 
the configuration of housing, spatial organization and grouping has been inappropriately translated into the 
built environment, resulting in a lack of interrelationship between the people and socio-cultural and economic 
aspects, and creating rigid, monotonous housing environments.”

Adebayo A and P Adebayo 2000:1

Affordability is thus an important criterion for the delivery of housing, with far-reaching implications in the 
planning and implementation of public sector housing initiatives. To achieve the above, there are three main 
sources of finance for housing, which, when combined, create potential affordability for at least a minimum 
standard house; these sources are: 4

state subsidies in the form of capital contributions towards the cost of a defined minimum standard • 
of accommodation; 
a range of commercially available credit products; and • 
household contributions in the form of monetary or personal investment in managing or building • 
accommodation. 

3.  AFFORDABILITY OF 
HOUSING AND SERVICES
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Adequate means to pay for all monthly housing-related costs and be able to sustain its livelihood are also 
needed. The sale of subsidised freestanding units (so-called ‘matchboxes’, ‘uno’s’ or ‘izinyawo’s’) found on 
the periphery of many South African cities or towns is a well-known phenomenon, often motivated by 
unaffordability, the need for surplus income and dissatisfaction with the overall housing environment. 

Beneficiary households (owners) do not know the value of their housing units and therefore do not 
recognise it and the overall housing environment as an asset. If they knew the value of their units, they 
would be less likely to sell or to rent for less than market value. 

1. Household income
Household income is the first issue that determines a household’s affordability level. N2SR .  According 
to research by the Housing Finance Resource Programme,5 the South African housing market can be 
divided into eight (non-static) ‘sub-markets’. These are defined by the ways in which different income 
groups are able or unable to combine subsidies, credit and their own contributions to afford housing. The 
figure below captures the proportion of South African households each sub-market represents and sets 
out general levels of housing affordability: 

Housing demand sub-markets in South Africa6

The figure illustrates that approximately 79% of all households fall into the fully-subsidised housing market 
(household incomes of less than R3,500 per month), 11% earn between R3,500 and R7,500, while 38% earn 
no wage income. According to Rust, current housing supply across the entire housing market is inadequate 
and is unlikely to support the affordability thresholds of many of the ‘sub-markets’.7 

Housing affordability is therefore very low, with approximately 90% of the population unable to afford 
housing costing more than R190,000 and as much as 63% of the population being dependent on the 
state subsidy. The model suggests that affordability is influenced by the availability of the housing subsidy 
and housing finance, as well as the availability of housing stock to purchase. The most important issue 
contributing to the housing situation in South Africa is that the housing market does not perform as a 
single market with a range of housing options available to all income levels. 
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2. Monitoring the entire housing market
The primary, secondary and informal markets are linked, with dynamics in one market affecting the others. 
The implementation of the subsidy constrained the development of the secondary market, undermining 
the potential of low-cost housing as an asset. Competition in the low-cost housing finance market is 
critical, especially through the development of savings products and second and third tier institutions to 
fill market gaps.8 

Rust recommends that government accepts responsibility for the performance of the entire housing 
market and expedites and streamlines housing development functions, in higher-income developments 
as well. She argues that the entire market is relevant to government’s goal of addressing the needs of the 
poor. Supply constraints and increased demand lead to continually increasing property prices, which also 
occur at the lower end of the market, thus further excluding the poor.9 In this regard, barriers and enablers 
influencing housing demand and supply in all sub-markets must be monitored and addressed. Government 
should rectify blockages that undermine a functioning market.  Attention inevitably then needs to be drawn 
to the importance of government intervention in housing and land markets to achieve desirable outcomes. 
Biermann10 points out that if cost is not a central part of the densification argument, the gap will not 
be breached between policy objectives for integration through densification and the reality of sprawling 
peripheral developments. 

Government subsidisation of infrastructure and facilities and a contribution to providing a basic housing 
unit are essential, but all spheres of government need a keen understanding of the socio-economic profile 
of the target market of their policies and frameworks. For households with low, irregular or unstable 
incomes, adequate housing needs to be affordable and short-term cost benefits should not outweigh low-
term costs – a free house does not necessarily imply a product that is affordable in the longer term. 

3. An integrated approach to affordable housing 
The main intention of the Samora Machel housing project was to provide a serviced site and a simple, 
small, formal ‘starter’ house of minimum 27m² that would be easily extendable afterwards by beneficiaries 
as resources permitted. Due to very low monthly household incomes and a reported lack of space on the 
site, only 15% of interviewed households made improvements to their housing and only 10% added an 
additional room. SM

Key to household affordability is an integrated approach to human settlement development where 
access to urban opportunities, public transport, education and health, sustainable livelihood activities 
and other essential life-enhancing elements are accessible to the household, without incurring 
unreasonably high costs. 

Johannesburg Housing Company (JHC) emphasised the importance of the triple bottom-line in housing 
provision: attention to the main issues that affect sustainability, namely environmental, social (institutional) 
and financial issues. If these three are balanced, long-term project operating and running costs are lowered. 
The company argues that housing institutions should balance parallel concerns of social responsibility 
and long-term financial sustainability; they should also invest in the social and economic empowerment of 
tenants through various training and support programmes. Human settlement projects should contribute 
to both the economic and social empowerment of lower income households. CG

In her presentation Supporting the housing asset triangle: South Africa’s real housing challenge11 Rust asserts 
that 86% of South African households cannot afford the mortgage repayments for a R200,000 house, and 
that 53% of households in the Financial Sector Charter target market are ineligible for mortgage finance, 
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with a further 20% being too poor. She unpacks the value of housing as social, financial and economic 
assets. A house as a social asset is a free place to stay, a social safety net and an important component in 
building citizenship. As an economic asset, housing provides an income to small-scale landlords (generating 
R421 million per month) and supports home based enterprises (generating approximately R476 million 
per month). However, over time, housing has the potential to become a financial asset, and if the entirety 
of the housing asset triangle is realised, housing, and not just title, can alleviate poverty. 

4. Participation, capacity development and institutional 
arrangement 

Resident participation, capacity development and institutional arrangement are at the heart of financial 
and economic sustainability. The majority of the case studies confirmed that ongoing, regular and 
clear communication between developer or managing institution and the community, and capacity 
development of residents are at the root of avoiding misunderstandings and unmet expectations, 
especially regarding financial information. Housing is about more than access to a housing unit – 
housing institutions, management bodies and government should collaborate with legitimate community 
leadership structures and initiate and support community development programmes and projects to 
enable social capital formation. Johannesburg Housing Company emphasises how important it is for 
the housing provider to understand tenants’ needs in order to develop what the market requires. 

The Carr Gardens and Sakhasonke Village projects demonstrate how partnerships with NGOs, government 
and the private sector that address livelihoods issues through initiatives such as community gardening, HIV/
AIDS programmes and support activities around homework and sport encourage residents to value their 
housing environment in its totality, thereby increasing its social and economic asset value.  SVCG

Active and trained tenant committees and housing supervisors in each JHC building ensure customer 
satisfaction and communication between residents and the company. Through capacity development, 
residents are made aware of and understand their tenure rights and responsibilities. 

The financial sustainability of the Newtown Housing Co-operative was jeopardised because members were 
unclear about the terms of the loan and their responsibility in repaying it. It is important that co-operative 
members understand that after the loan has been paid off, they are still obliged to pay monthly service 
charges towards the running of the co-operative. A third of members did not know that their tenure was 
co-operative ownership. This had serious implications for the co-operative’s financial and institutional 
sustainability. NU

The residents’ long-term empowerment in understanding and exercising their housing rights and 
responsibilities has been a challenge for the co-operative and COPE. The project illustrated the importance 
of a savings club to demonstrate members’ ability to pay monthly charges and ensure that they have 
the required equity. COPE staff asserted that a lack of financial sustainability had to do with members 
prioritising household expenditure, as well as ‘a way of living’ – tenants tended to buy luxury goods instead 
of paying their service charges. Ongoing training and capacity development have proven to be effective 
in helping residents prioritise payment for housing and contribute actively in their immediate housing 
environment. Risk management strategies devised by COPE make provision for times of hardship. NU  

Research by the Social Housing Foundation on six hostel redevelopments12 confirms that the better 
residents are organised and capacitated, the greater the positive effect on the hostel’s transformation, 
especially if a well-functioning resident organisation is present early in the planning stages. Sustainability 
issues such as crime prevention, rent collection and resident behaviour are affected positively by a well-
organised, democratically elected and transparent resident’s committee with sufficient skills and knowledge. 
Interestingly, crime and non-payment of rent threatened sustainability in the two case studies where resident 
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organisation was the weakest. Institutional management should be the responsibility of appropriately skilled 
individuals with a commitment to service excellence, whether body corporate, management institution 
or project committee. The provision of a leadership-training programme for committee members and 
community leaders is as important as resident and consumer education. Strong and informed leadership 
plays an important role in ensuring sustainable communities and strengthens the capacity of leaders or 
community based organsiations to use management systems effectively. STSVCG  

The chairperson of the best performing body corporate of the Springfield Terrace project ascribes its 
financial sustainability to close and diligent management of income and expenditure, transparency, 
commitment to the community and unity and trust among members. Related to this is management’s 
ability to respond to problems in a timely manner.   Active community participation in the initial stages of 
the project supports the achievement of design elements that meet end-user requirements, making the 
housing more acceptable and saleable, and often prevents costly changes and additions later. In the Vitas 
project, lack of resident control and community participation and development were seen to be central 
to the development’s failure. Sakhasonke Village is an example where leadership which is responsive to 
community needs can play a significant role through local economic development initiatives, skills training 
and other community initiatives that affect sustainability. ST SV VI

Through capacity development and participation, residents become aware of the benefits of living in 
medium-density housing on well-located land, such as lower monthly transport costs, access to urban 
opportunities and facilities, and increased safety and security, in spite of higher monthly rentals.

Matching the tenure type, paying ability, affordability levels (socio-economic profile) and needs of target 
households with the housing product and overall settlement environment is an overriding factor when 
it comes to affordability. Jackson13 recommends that research in urban economics, especially consumer 
preference and demand analysis, will assist policy makers in longer-term decisions. Equally important, 
the type of tenure must be appropriate to the income of residents; residents earning below R2,500 per 
month (approximately 70% of the South African population) are unable to afford social rental housing. 

Arrangements such as instalment sale and sectional title are inappropriate in the absence of substantial 
capacity development, especially given misunderstandings with regard to savings, instalment amounts and the 
functioning of bodies corporate. Government needs to prioritise the provision of well-located public rental 
housing in order to keep rentals as low as possible. It is evident that the housing provided to residents of 
the Stock Road and N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project was inappropriate for the affordability levels of the target 
market. According to the Cape Town Community Housing Company’s (CTCHC) profile, they targeted the 
‘gap market’ earning between R3,500 and R7,500 per month. However, to qualify for the institutional subsidy, 
beneficiaries have to earn less than R3,500. This is contradictory and has serious implications for affordability 
and the sustainability of the project. It is unclear why the company continued to provide social housing for 
beneficiaries who cannot afford it. Two-thirds of households interviewed had monthly incomes below R2,500 
per month, with only 17.5% earning more than that, which is the affordability benchmark for institutional 
housing. This corresponded with the 17.5% of residents who thought that it was affordable to live in the 
units. With 80% of interviewed households headed by single persons, receiving pensions and/or social welfare 
grants, other forms of social, public rental or RDP housing would have been more appropriate. In addition, 
the high monthly transport and housing maintenance costs makes living in these units unaffordable for the 
tenants. High expenditure related to the installation of a ceiling, internal plastering and painting by beneficiaries 
themselves made it difficult for them to keep their properties in good condition.  The instalment sale purchase 
was unsuitable, especially given the lack of clear communication, community capacity development and 
participation and consequent misunderstandings with regard to savings and instalment amounts. Due to the 
low literacy levels of tenants and the language barrier, contracts, concepts and scale models were particularly 
difficult to understand and required significantly more guidance from the CTCHC. The introduction of the 
affordability programme by the CTCHC was an innovative way of dealing with the problem of high monthly 
instalments, but affordability levels should have been established prior to the recruitment of beneficiaries. 
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Although the ‘affordability programme’ offered the beneficiaries a once-off reduction on the amounts due 
on their houses and their repayment amounts were reduced, the period of repayment was significantly 
extended, effectively making their houses more expensive in the long term. N2SR

5. Local economic development and a livelihood approach 
to development
In the Sakhasonke Village community, unemployment is high and income and literacy levels are low. The 
livelihood approach to development took the form of business and other training and trading space for 
micro enterprises, a community centre provided as part of the project, training in home-based care and a 
food garden. Supplementing household income and reducing household vulnerability is paramount to the 
development of sustainable human settlements. Livelihood assessments should be undertaken when there 
is an identified community. Sub-letting becomes an economic necessity in cases where households cannot 
afford monthly payments, with overcrowding posing serious health and safety risks in many cases. SV

Local economic development opportunities and entrepreneurship should be supported and promoted in 
projects through the involvement of residents in the sub-contracting of the project’s cleaning, maintenance, 
refuse removal and gardening services. Both Sakhasonke Village and Newtown Housing Co-operative 
successfully employ residents in this way. The co-operative responsible for maintaining the verges and 
grass of communal areas and of individual households in Sakhasonke demonstrates concerted community 
efforts to simultaneously create employment and invest in their housing environment, supporting overall 
sustainability. SV  NU  

The lack of any concurrent programmes of local economic development has contributed to the failure of 
Vitas in the Philippines, while employment opportunities for residents have not improved through their 
relocation. In Missionvale, ‘social reconstruction’ and social sustainability were hardly achieved due to the 
absence of sustained and significant social and human capital formation post-implementation, coupled with 
an absence of strong community leadership structures. Skills transfer and creation of jobs as envisaged 
initially did not translate into a substantial improvement of livelihoods in the area. The inaccessibility of 
formal commercial opportunities and unemployment levels of nearly 40% meant that the incorporation of 
informal trading space and support for micro enterprises should have received attention in the design of 
this low-cost housing project. 

Support of local economic development initiatives is essential and a livelihoods approach to development 
would have been a useful tool to ascertain the level and type of assistance and intervention needed. 
MV VI

6. Location
Locating medium-density housing close to public transport nodes/corridors, employment and other 
urban and social opportunities minimises time and monetary cost and increases the attractiveness of the 
housing option, thereby providing an incentive for households for the financial upkeep of their housing. 
Sakhasonke Village is on relatively well-located land in close proximity to an informal settlement and a 
‘middle class’ suburb, integrating the poor with the existing urban environment. This contributes to the 
overall satisfaction of residents who, unlike many recipients of subsidised housing on the outskirts of urban 
areas, do not report experiencing a feeling of ‘being trapped in space’ or ‘left on their own’. 

The Springfield Terrace project demonstrated how, through stimulating development on a well-located 
parcel of land, lower-income households could afford to increase their choice of housing and have access 
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to the full range of urban opportunities. Mechanisms to achieve this included increased densities that 
decreased the unit cost of land; direct subsidies of interest and redemption rates; and government’s 
contribution of land at nominal value. The benefits of developing on government land, coupled with the 
cost advantage of higher housing density were evident in the larger top-structures being provided in the 
Missionvale project. ST SV MV  

7. Supportive, timeous planning and delivery
A supportive planning environment is vital for the sustainability and restructuring of South African cities 
and society. Unfortunately, development time and costs are often increased by municipal inefficiencies and 
their failure to perform standard tasks. Municipal processes and negotiations related to housing should be 
expedited and streamlined. Inefficient procedures for rezoning, building plans and subdivision influence the 
viability of projects, while delays in transferring title deeds undermine the secondary housing market. 

The Springfield Terrace and Stock Road projects both demonstrated how local authority delays in approval 
processes and procedures incurred excessively high costs. Just under two years lapsed between plan 
submission and approval for Springfield Terrace, with escalation on the cost items of the final contract, while 
Stock Road residents were not yet in possession of title deeds four years after completion of the project. 
The Stock Road project illustrates how financial sustainability is severely affected by social, institutional and 
technical sustainability problems and irregularities, especially relating to government and housing institutions. 
SR VIST

8. Density, cost effectiveness and incentives
In a document entitled Facts about affordable and high-density housing14 the authors posit that the maxim 
“high-density housing is affordable housing and affordable housing is high-density housing” is a myth. The fact is 
that not all higher-density housing is affordable to low-income families. However, the myth expresses an 
essential truth that more units per hectare imply lower land costs per unit, if local governments allow 
additional concessions, programmes and significant density bonuses. 

Sakhasonke Village Walmer:
Medium-density option 337 house

Sakhasonke Village Walmer:
Low-density option 126 house

S kh k Vill W l
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Waverley Council (Australia) offered a density bonus to developers who provided affordable housing as 
part of their private residential development.  A 34.5% bonus to floor space ratio was provided in return 
for one one-bedroom unit to be included and to remain as affordable housing in perpetuity; and another 
with its rent capped for five years. Title for the former was transferred to the council, while title for 
the latter remains with the developer or private owner. The title and rental capping benefit was valued 
at 51% of the bonus so that the value of the bonus was shared equally between the developer and the 
community. The affordable housing was managed by a community housing association; a mutually beneficial 
arrangement for council, developer and community.15 

Metroplan Town and Regional Planners, responsible for the planning, design and project management of 
both the Missionvale and Sakhasonke projects, developed a comparative analysis between low-density and 
medium-density scenarios for the development of Sakhasonke Village which clearly demonstrates the cost-
effectiveness of the medium-density housing option.16 SV MV

Table 11:  Vital statistics: Comparison between low- and medium-density scenarios 
Low-density scenario Medium-density scenario

Area of settlement (m²) 4,4900 4,4900

Residential area (nett) 27,185 24,629

Number of units 126 337

Average erf size (m²) 216 73

Gross density 28 75

Nett density 46 137

Average unit area 40 46

Coverage 19 31

Population potential at five persons per 
household

630 1,685

Table 12: Project costs - Sakhasonke Village
Low density Medium density Savings

Professional fees 1,000.00 1,000.00 0% Saving

Land cost/erf (R3.00/M²) 687.00 219.00 68% Saving on land cost

Services 8,000.00 6,000.00 25% Saving on services

Top structure 18,400.00 19,222.00

               Area of structure 40.00 46.00 13% Increase in floor area

               Building cost/m 460.00 420.00 9% Saving on building cost

Cost other 1,500.00 1,500.00 0% Saving

              TOTAL 29,587.00 27,941.00

              PHP subsidy 26,662.00 27,941.00

              Shortfall 2,925.00 0.00

Low density house should be 34m²
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Table 13: Building costs - Sakhasonke Village
40m² 46m² Cost difference

Material Concrete slab 3,946.00 2,368.00

Wooden deck and 
staircase

0.00 2,551.00

Labour Concrete slab 1,083.00 650.00

Wooden deck and 
staircase

0.00 500.00

TOTAL 5, 029.00 6,069.00 -1,040

Rate 125.73 126.44

Material External plaster 341.00 352.00

Labour External plaster 585.00 603.00

TOTAL 926 955.00 -29.00

Table 14: Cumulative savings - Sakhasonke Village
Services 2, 000.00

Top structure 1,730.00

TOTAL 3,730.00

In the case of Sakhasonke Village, the use of a relatively small portion of land was maximised through 
higher-density housing. The fundamental consideration for the development was increased dwelling unit 
density in order to reduce land and service cost, to maximise the number of dwelling units provided 
and increase house size, creating a dignified and compact urban environment that contributed to 
integration and the responsible use of a scarce resource. 

Metroplan summarises the advantages and disadvantages resulting from the comparison between low- and 
higher-density housing in the following table:17

Table 15: Comparison between low- and higher-density housing
Low density Medium density

Extension of home Possible up to average 60m² and more Limited to a maximum of 24m²

Vehicle on site Possible in all cases Possible in limited cases

Initial house size 35m² 46m²

Surveillance/security Single storey – poor surveillance and 
security

Double storey – good surveillance and 
security

Sense of public space Poor Better potential

Maintenance of public areas More costly Less costly

Infrastructural costs Less cost effective More cost effective

Design issues Requires less design input Requires more design input

Contribution to urban sprawl More Less

Locational advantage Fewer persons closer to employment More persons closer to employment

Walking distance to schools etc. Poor Good

Public transport viability/sustainability Low population concentrations – poor 
viability and sustainability

High population concentrations – viable 
and sustainable

Effect on bulk services Poor pro rata sharing Better pro rata sharing

Subsidy utilisation Less efficient More efficient

Sense of place Difficult to create Easier to create

City integration potential Poor Good 

Consistency with overall planning policy Poor Good
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Single storey semi-detached house, 40m²Double storey semi-detached house, 46m²

According to Acioly and Davidson,18 one of the main arguments for encouraging higher densities is the 
efficient provision and maintenance of infrastructure. Low-density leads to long infrastructure runs and 
therefore higher costs per consumer for both installation and operation. Experiences with shallow sewerage 
in northeast Brazil demonstrate relationships between population density and optimal costs in the cost of 
sewerage networks. Evaluations of the system showed a noticeable reduction in costs per household as 
density increased. At densities above 160 persons/ha, annual cost per household falls below US$4819.  

High population density means a high level of business access, both to employees and to markets. Higher 
accessibility for workers and enterprises means more competition and productivity, with less energy and 
time consumption. However, if an increase in density is unplanned or badly managed, it could lead to 
overload of infrastructure, resulting in poor functioning and inefficiencies. 

‘Internal’ services for higher-density developments are often more expensive than for lower density 
developments as they have to accommodate greater loads. However, the sharing of costs between more 
residents results in lower service costs. 

Behrens and Watson20 illustrate the effect of increasing gross residential densities on the capital cost of 
service provision. For almost all services the capital costs decrease as density increases, especially at gross 
residential densities of 50 du/ha. In Latin American countries, densities of 60–120 du/ha (approximately 
300–600 people per hectare) generate the cheapest per capita infrastructure costs, while still creating an 
acceptable housing environment. Infrastructure costs per capita at a density of 75 people per ha (± 20 
du/ha) are more than three times higher than densities at 300 people per hectare (±75 du/ha).21 When 
comparing different types of public lighting, the relative cost (capital, maintenance and energy) per erf for 
housing at 111 du/ha is reduced by approximately a third of that for housing environments of 36 du/ha.22 
High density generally allows for more efficient provision of infrastructure as the network lengths per unit 
served decrease and more people have access to public services.23

9. Partnerships
JHC serves as one of the most successful examples of partnership formation in financing social housing. 
Partners in the largest social housing project in the country included Absa Bank, the National Housing 
Finance Corporation, the Gauteng Partnership Fund, Anglo American Corporation, AngloGold Ashanti 
and ApexHi, as well as the Gauteng Department of Housing. The experimental Missionvale project 
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demonstrated how the formation of a partnership between public and private key stakeholders and the 
community contributed to the introduction of innovative planning, engineering and housing standards and 
methods of project implementation. Moreover, interaction between housing components such as planning, 
engineering, land registration and financing saved costs. Economies of scale took effect, with more money 
available for the housing structure and a reduction in building costs. On the other hand, the N2 Gateway 
(Phase 1) stands as an example of the breakdown in partnerships. 

Adequate funding emanating from multiple sources for development, including significant contributions 
from government, coupled with adequately capacitated and trained residents ensured the sustainability of 
the Washington Heights project. The GMSA Foundation and its partners initiated the Sakhasonke Village 
and Missionvale projects to promote innovative housing developments using the government subsidy. 
The success of Sakhasonke Village is rooted in further partnerships between the community, Metroplan, 
government, tertiary education institutions, NGOs and other organisations. 

Springfield Terrace demonstrated the important role the local authority plays in mobilising private sector 
capital.  The partnership demonstrated how even a relatively small consolidation of public and private land 
could be used to extend the impact of a housing project. 
 
Financial partnerships again proved vital in the case of Newtown Housing Co-operative where nearly 75% 
of total costs were covered by additional funding to the national government subsidy. In Gauteng, initiatives 
such as the Gauteng Partnership Fund are a strategic response to the funding shortcomings experienced 
by the social housing sector. They attract private sector finance by enabling social housing institutions 
to obtain financing on favourable terms for people in the low and middle-income market. The scheme 
provides banks and other financial institutions with a form of security that will make it easier to facilitate 
financial assistance for projects in the low- to middle-income bracket, leveraging funding and joint venture 
agreements24. NUCG WHN2 SVMV

Strong partnerships between the public, private and non-profit sectors have enormous potential to 
provide housing that is affordable to the end user, especially if the roles and responsibilities of the 
respective parties are set out clearly.

10. Innovative cross-subsidisation
According to the Urban Sector Network,25 there is little clarity on how to cross-subsidise. The general 
belief is that there should be cross-subsidisation from rich to poor. They suggest that cross-subsidisation 
in the form of commercial premises on the ground floor of residential buildings or elsewhere on the 
premises is more successful in subsidising the monthly payments of residents. Another option would be 
that where a project owns several buildings, some cross-subsidise others. 

JHC stated that additional income generated by a new project contributes to the financial sustainability 
of the company. Large buildings are more sustainable than small ones and new builds are more stable 
than refurbished buildings: this analysis by JHC led to increased levels of cross-subsidisation of units and 
informed a framework for the financial integrity of all new developments. 

The Springfield Terrace project demonstrated that cross-subsidisation has to occur over a large area 
(rather than within relatively small housing schemes) or between different uses in order to successfully use 
more expensive non-subsidised housing to cross-subsidise lower income households. Cross-subsidisation 
in the project failed largely due to deep-rooted class attitudes. 

Apart from providing access to services, amenities and transport, one of the foremost success factors of 
the Vashi project is that sustainability was achieved through a diversity of low- and middle-income earners 
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living together. This was successful because the right conditions were in place, including:
well-functioning and democratic co-operative boards; • 
good social planning from the outset; • 
the provision of a range of services and amenities such as an association office; and • 
access to economic opportunities. • 

Not only does cross-subsidisation make it possible for the inclusion of housing for low-income households, 
but it also prevents the creation of low- and middle-income ‘ghettos’. STCG VA

11. Sustainable, energy-efficient technologies
A key obstacle towards more sustainable housing is the rejection of alternative technologies despite major 
cost savings to the homeowner. Low awareness of the benefits of energy and water-efficiency measures 
result in the technology not being implemented by government and developers, or being removed by 
residents as has happened in the All Africa Games Village.26 It makes environmental and financial sense 
for housing to be energy efficient. Energy efficient and environmentally sustainable technologies such as 
recycling of water, energy efficient appliances and fittings such as aerated taps, dual flush toilets and solar 
water heating have been proven to reduce monthly costs in the long term, as shown in the Moshoeshoe 
project in Sol Plaatjie Municipality and the Lynedoch EcoVillage outside Stellenbosch. 

The winning design in a competition to design affordable eco-housing in Adelaide, Australia was based on 
criteria for medium-density inner-city housing and environmental sustainability. It achieved a 90% energy 
saving through solar power and portable evaporative coolers and 63% water saving through storage of grey 
water and rainwater for toilet flushing, landscape watering and car washing. Simple materials and building 
methods like earth walling, lightweight timber framing and corrugated steel reduced the overall cost.27

Promotion of green technologies should be prioritised in all medium-density housing projects, but 
should be accompanied by information, training and homeowner education. Partnerships between 
government and the private sector are particularly crucial as financial constraints make innovation 
generally unattainable. Energy costs typically form 20–40% of low-income households’ monthly 
expenditure and it is important that the design of the housing reduces energy costs by installing 
ceilings, positioning windows correctly, having appropriate roof overhangs and insulating.

12. Housing quality and urban design
Housing quality and design are determining factors in financial sustainability – higher quality housing 
is cheaper to maintain. 

Sakhasonke Village residents agreed not to allow the extension of units with informal material such as 
corrugated iron, but only formal brick and mortar structures, attesting to the ‘ownership’ that community 
members have taken of the project. In the case of Missionvale, higher-density living would have been 
perceived less negatively had physical structures been more solid and of higher quality, and had it incurred 
fewer maintenance costs from already-poor residents. The Stock Road example is perhaps most illustrative 
of the social tension and financial burden of poor housing quality. If possible, scope should be permitted in 
the design and layout to enable residents to make additions to their homes when they have the financial 
means to do so.

The Sakhasonke Village project confirmed that it is possible to create dignified physical environments for 
very low-income earners with the government housing subsidy by applying deliberate and careful cost cutting 
mechanisms and acquiring additional funding. Attempts to create a positive sense of place and to improve 
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the quality of the environment and of communal open space were successful compared with the sterile 
environments of conventional RDP housing developments implemented with the same subsidy amounts. 

In Samora Machel, general amendment of service standards and several measures to lower project costs were 
successful to different degrees and contributed to maximising the capital subsidy for the delivery of bigger 
starter units of up to 32m². A cost effective layout that reduced civil engineering costs was achieved through 
shorter plot frontages, sharing of water and sewerage connections, grouping of units and the pedestrian 
network and reduced road widths. Wider roads tend to increase the cost of plots, while the standard of 
roads and their dimensions have a major impact on the costs of land development. Wider roads increase the 
percentage of land allocated for public use and diminish the opportunities for subdivision of land for private 
use. The impact of the costs of the road network in the total project cost should always be minimised. The 
width of roads must reflect the estimated density of pedestrian, private vehicle and public transport traffic.  
However, no community representative structure was formed post-implementation due to the fact that 
the tenure was individual ownership. Continuation of some kind of community representative forum could 
have benefited residents, for instance through collective savings (‘stokvel’) to undertake maintenance, 
extend their units or maintain the trees. Satisfaction levels with community participation were low. In very 
poor communities, social and human capital formation on a sustained basis is particularly important. In 
order to maximise the benefits it is imperative that after the implementation of the projects investments 
in community and people development continue, especially regarding their savings and financial investment 
in their housing environment. The lack of community cohesion was manifested in the lack of maintenance 
of the communal space and the increase in social problems after completion of the project. The community, 
on the other hand, felt that government was not pro-active in providing the required support and direction 
after the project was completed. Government should seriously consider adding a capacity development 
component to the subsidy, both in terms of financial and human resources. SMSRSV MV

Reducing development costs can be achieved by:28

shortening the length and width of roads as they make up the main infrastructure expenditure. Shorter • 
roadways also reduce future maintenance cost;
narrowing building widths as this reduces the length of road required;• 
providing parking detached from the unit to reduce the length of roadway necessary to serve the total • 
development;
eliminating roadway curbs by draining the road to the centre, making it less costly to construct;• 
eliminating drainage structures by replacing curbs and gutters with wide flat swales where possible;• 
providing single pavements;• 
locating blocks of units along contours to avoid retaining walls on sloping sites;• 
increasing dwelling unit density to offset high land costs;• 
locating higher-density units near the development entrance in mixed developments to minimise the • 
length of roadway and utilities;
building for present needs and leaving room for expansion;• 
constructing row and townhouses in even modules of four, six and eight units in one building and on • 
one level: the greater the number of units on one level, the lower construction costs will be as utility 
services can be reduced or combined;
arranging utilities back to back or stacking utilities such as bathrooms over kitchens; • 
eliminating variations, as long straight walls with no jogs or staggering are the least expensive to build, • 
while corners add to costs;
using modular or factory assembled units;• 
eliminating ambiguous open space by incorporating it into adjacent private gardens;• 
avoiding retaining walls and steps by using banks and ramps instead;• 
using gravel or compacted fines for parking areas or walkways. These are cheaper than asphalt and • 
concrete but require more maintenance; and
retaining existing vegetation, which can sometimes reduce costs. • 
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Soundproofing between units should not be minimised as privacy is essential at higher densities. Similarly, 
tree planting should not be reduced to save costs.29
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Guidelines
Affordability is a complex issue that affects, and is affected by, a range of factors that ultimately • 
influence the overall sustainability of settlements and society. 

Affordability levels for the majority of the population are very low and render them dependent • 
on state subsidised housing. Matching the tenure type, affordability levels (socio-economic profile) 
and needs of target households with the housing product and overall settlement environment is 
an overriding factor in affordability. 

Key to affordability is an integrated approach to housing and settlement development where • 
access to urban opportunities, public transport, education and health, sustainable livelihood 
activities and other essential life-enhancing elements are accessible to the household, without 
incurring unreasonably high costs. 

Resident participation, capacity development and institutional arrangement are decisive factors in • 
reducing household vulnerability and ensuring financial and economic sustainability in the provision 
of medium-density housing. To realise the social, financial and economic asset value of housing, 
national government subsidies should include a financial component for capacity development 
with an emphasis on livelihood considerations and local economic development. Residents’ long-
term empowerment in understanding and exercising their housing rights and responsibilities is 
critical in ensuring sustainability.

Government subsidisation of infrastructure and facilities and a contribution to providing a basic • 
housing unit are essential, but all spheres of government need a keen understanding of the socio-
economic profile of the target market of their policies and frameworks. For households with 
low, irregular or unstable incomes, adequate housing needs to be affordable and short-term cost 
benefits should not outweigh low-term costs – a free house does not necessarily imply a product 
that is affordable in the longer term. 

Local economic development opportunities should be promoted through settlement development, • 
as supplementing household income and reducing household vulnerability is essential to supporting 
the household and community livelihood strategies.

It makes environmental and financial sense for housing to be energy efficient. Energy efficient and • 
environmentally sustainable technologies such as recycling of water, energy efficient appliances 
and fittings such as aerated taps, dual flush toilets and solar water heating have been proven to 
reduce monthly costs in the long term and should be applied in order to sustain affordability.

The most important issue contributing to the current housing situation is that the South African • 
housing market does not perform as a single market with a range of housing options available 
to all income levels. The primary, secondary and informal housing markets are linked and it is 
therefore imperative that government accepts responsibility for the performance of the entire 
housing market and expedites housing development. Current housing supply across the entire 
housing market is inadequate and unlikely to support the affordability thresholds of many of the 
sub-markets. Barriers and enablers influencing housing demand and supply in all sub-markets must 
be monitored and addressed and mechanisms (such as value capture) should be implemented to 
rectify blockages that undermine a functioning market. 
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“Like slavery and apartheid, poverty is not natural. It is man-made and can be overcome and eradicated by 
the actions of human beings.” 

Nelson Mandela, ‘Make Poverty History’ Rally, London, 2005.

Aliber1 defines poverty as “the inability of households, perhaps lack of opportunity, to better their circumstances 
over time or to sustain themselves through difficult times”. Although many changes have occurred in South 
Africa since 1994, poverty is still rife and many households struggle to obtain the bare minimum to sustain 
themselves. An adult earning less than R354 per month is considered to live below the national poverty 
line. According to the 2001 Census figures, approximately 16% of those between 15 and 65 years old who 
are employed earn below R400 per month. 

Poverty is not only about income and assets but also about health, life expectancy, diet, education, security, 
access to vital resources and other living standards. It is a vicious cycle that affects every part of a person, 
socially, economically, politically, psychologically, culturally and environmentally. 

The sustainable livelihoods approach is complex and often misunderstood. However, it is invaluable in 
informing development and project planning at different scales, and in strengthening and monitoring the 
effectiveness of development initiatives, especially in communities at risk. The ‘livelihoods framework’ 
is a tool for understanding how households draw on capabilities and assets to develop livelihood 
strategies made up of a range of activities. It defines and categorises the different types of assets and 
entitlements which households have access to, examines the different factors in the local and wider 
environment that influence household livelihood security and studies the connections between the 
local or micro situation and actors, institutions and processes active in the wider world. 

The case studies demonstrate the importance of the participatory or appreciative approach, wherein 
communities are actively involved in the development and upholding of their housing environments. Special 
reference is made to the Sakhasonke Village and Carr Gardens projects, as well as some of the bodies 
corporate of Springfield Terrace. STSV CG  

Working with a framework requires an understanding of its different elements and the connections 
between them. However, because people view the world differently and their theories about the relations 
between things differ, frameworks are continually contested, adapted and refined.2 

MULTIPLE
LIVEHOOD

STRATEGIES

Activities
Reproductive• 
Productive• 

Process• 

Assets
Social• 

Material• 

Capabilities
Skills• 

Knowledge• 
Attitude• 

The household triangle3

4.  A SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS 
APPROACH
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In the early 1990s, Chambers and Conway built on research and ideas put forward by the World 
Commission on Environment and Development and developed a definition of livelihoods and the factors 
that contribute to their sustainability. Their definition was modified by DFID (UK Department for 
International Development) in 1999 and is now being widely used:4

“A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (including both material and social resources) and activities 
required for a means of living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and recover from shocks 
and stresses and maintain and enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future, whilst not 
undermining the natural resource base.”

Every household has a variety of capabilities and assets. Household livelihood security is often affected by 
the ability to diversify livelihood sources. The more diverse a household’s livelihoods strategies are, the 
bigger its capability and asset base and the more secure it is. The smaller a household’s asset base is, the 
more vulnerable it is likely to be. Its ability to cope with, and recover from, shocks like retrenchment and 
stresses like inflation is reduced. 

Sustainable livelihoods theory defines assets as follows: 
Natural (environmental) capital1.  – natural resources such as land, water, wildlife, biodiversity and 
environmental resources.
Physical capital2.  – basic infrastructure including water, sanitation, energy, transport, communications, 
housing and the means and equipment of production.
Human capital3.  – health, knowledge, skills, information, and the ability to labour.
Social capital4.  – social resources such as relationships of trust, membership of groups, networks, and 
access to wider institutions.
Financial capital5.  – financial resources including regular remittances or pensions, savings, and supplies of credit.

Human capital – electrical training of 
community members

Natural capital – Community garden in 
Freedom Park

Social capital – Freedom Park AGM

McLeod proposes the addition of two new assets: institutional knowledge and institutional or political capital. 
Other livelihoods definitions put people more at the centre, with added focus on issues of ownership, 
access and decision-making, such as the one below:5

“People’s capacity to generate and maintain their means of living, enhances their well-being and that of 
future generations. These capacities are contingent upon the availability and accessibility of options which are 
ecological, economic and political and which are predicated on equity, ownership of resources and participatory 
decision making.”

A livelihoods approach to development includes assessment criteria and indicators of livelihood sustainability 
and ways to monitor progress towards more sustainable development. It is also able to assist in identifying 
strategies to reduce disaster risk and promote livelihood security. Most importantly, the livelihoods 
framework emphasises understanding the household, how households differ from one another, and how 
they relate to each other (inter and intra-household relations). It facilitates an understanding of different 
ideas about well-being and different levels of vulnerability and resilience. Household livelihood strategies 
involve allocating roles and deciding who does which type of work, how household income is spent, who 
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is prioritised for education, and so on. The household is a bargaining space where household members 
negotiate important decisions that affect their livelihoods. The livelihoods framework explores the power, 
control and influence that different members of the household (based for instance on gender and age 
considerations) have over the assets, activities and capabilities of the household. It also interrogates how 
livelihood shocks and stresses affect power and control inside the household.  A household’s livelihood 
options are enhanced or restricted by factors in the external environment and it is important to monitor 
the changing external environment to understand the pressures and opportunities that inform household 
livelihood strategies. 

A generic livelihoods assessment planning cycle from De Satgé 2002a

The livelihoods framework therefore, helps to: 
identify (and value) what people are already doing to cope with risk and uncertainty;• 
make the connections between factors that constrain or enhance their livelihoods, and policies and • 
institutions in the wider environment; and
identify measures that can strengthen assets, enhance capabilities and reduce vulnerability.• 

It is important that housing is integrated with the surrounding area to improve access to opportunities – 
physically, functionally and institutionally. For example, spaces for small economic activities can be provided 
through flexible design of dwelling units or by units especially built for trading purposes. However, business 
activities should not cause disturbance to other residents or health and safety hazards. 

Sustainable livelihoods considerations during planning and implementation may result in a range of 
positive by-products such as higher levels of community cohesion and household satisfaction, lower levels 
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of poverty (income, social and environmental poverty), as well as higher levels of ‘custodianship’ of the 
immediate housing environment. Unfortunately, the contrary is likely to result in adverse conditions with 
significant implications for sustainability on household, community and city-wide levels, as is demonstrated 
by the Stock Road, Weltevreden Valley and Missionvale projects. SMSR MV  Ultimately, the livelihoods 
framework shows key links between household and local situations, and the policies and programmes at 
various levels, which can either provide opportunities for people or make their situations worse.

Policies, institutions and processes (at a household, national and even international level) determine 
options for livelihood strategies6 as well as access to decision-making bodies and external sources of 
influence. Organisations, in both the public and private sectors, decide and implement policies, legislation 
and regulations and undertake activities that affect the livelihoods of urban poor people.

Majale7 suggests that most regulatory frameworks in the urban South are incongruous with the realities of 
poor communities and are a major impediment to the achievement of sustainable livelihoods. This is largely 
due to the excessively high standards and complex, time-consuming procedures conforming to official 
requirements. The effect of inappropriate regulatory frameworks is especially constraining to home-based 
enterprises (HBEs), which comprise all entrepreneurial activities that take place in the home, regardless 
of their scale. The use of residential space for HBEs is widespread, although often unapproved by planning 
authorities. HBEs are expected to fulfil regulations pertaining to not only housing but also employment. The 
former tend to focus on space standards for different room types, construction, ventilation, daylighting and 
fire prevention. Regulatory constraints on HBEs perpetuate the informality of employment opportunities 
open to poor men and women in urban areas, discourage asset accumulation and access to credit and 
increase the vulnerability of workers. Research into how low-income households initiate extensions to 
existing dwellings and how they use space for HBEs clearly demonstrates the difference between the 
intentions of policy-makers and designers and the needs and priorities of the occupants. The case studies 
prove that changes made to housing by occupants that contravene current regulations do not necessarily 
constitute rampant disorder but rather “a shifting of the boundaries of acceptability in a people-ward direction”8 
which strengthens livelihoods and reduces vulnerability. SMSR MVST SV  

The sustainable livelihoods approach offers both a conceptual and programming framework for sustainable 
poverty reduction. Unlike more traditional approaches that tackle poverty by identifying and addressing 
the needs of poor people, the sustainable livelihoods approach seeks to improve their lives by building on 
their assets.9 
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Guidelines
The ‘livelihoods framework’ is a tool for understanding how households draw on capabilities and • 
assets to develop livelihood strategies made up of a range of activities. It defines and categorises 
the different types of assets and entitlements which households have access to, examines the 
different factors in the local and wider environment that influence household livelihood security 
and studies the connections between the local or micro situation and actors, institutions and 
processes active in the wider world. Unlike more traditional approaches that tackle poverty by 
identifying and addressing the needs of poor people, the sustainable livelihoods approach seeks to 
improve their lives by building on their assets.

Higher-density housing delivered through an integrated approach complements the promotion • 
of economic development and opportunities for sustainable livelihoods. A livelihoods approach 
enables implementing agents and communities to design processes that take into consideration 
diversity and vulnerability and recognises that households and livelihoods are constantly changing 
in response to shocks, stresses and seasonality. 

Most regulatory frameworks are incongruous with the realities of poor communities and are • 
a major impediment to the achievement of sustainable livelihoods. This is largely due to the 
excessively high standards and complex, time-consuming procedures conforming to official 
requirements.

Successful poverty reduction strategies have to address a range of issues over time, while a • 
holistic diagnosis achievable through the livelihoods framework allows for the identification of the 
most strategic interventions. 

A participatory, livelihoods approach to developing higher-density housing provides a useful • 
framework for monitoring the effects of the development initiative, providing indicators of livelihood 
sustainability, identifying unintended consequences, and devising meaningful interventions. 

The livelihoods framework assists in identifying (and valuing) what people are already doing to • 
cope with risk and uncertainty; makes the connections between factors that constrain or enhance 
their livelihoods, and policies and institutions in the wider environment; and identifies measures 
that can strengthen assets, enhance capabilities and reduce vulnerability.
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Poor people in South Africa vote and play their part in civic structures and forums, but get little in return 
for their participation in democracy. Despite being ocassionally ‘consulted’ about their needs, the voices of 
poor urban residents seldom reach policy-makers. For instance, IDP processes lack credibility and budget 
priorities tend to be set by more powerful actors like government structures and business.1

 
The case studies documented in this book that best met the needs of residents displayed higher levels 
of participation by residents and higher levels of leadership. Examples are Sakhasonke Village (design, 
implementation and community projects), Newtown Housing Co-operative (leadership, maintenance, 
community projects), Carr Gardens (community activities) and Washington Heights (project initiation, 
design and construction, leadership). NU WHSV CG . However, in projects such as the N2 Gateway 
(Phase1) and Stock Road, flawed assumptions about the needs of the beneficiaries resulted in conflict 
between stakeholders and dissatisfaction with the housing environment. N2 VISR  

In cases where there was meaningful participation, the participation processes were time consuming and 
intensive and there was considerable capacity building of committee members and beneficiaries through 
workshops and training courses. Access to information and leadership skills are necessary to facilitate 
informed and collective participation in urban development policy formation and practice and to develop 
strong leaders. It is notable that in most cases the capacity building of beneficiaries and facilitation of the 
participation process is not implemented by the state, but by outside agencies.

These case studies demonstrate the fundamental impact that citizenship, resident participation and 
leadership have on the sustainability of a community or housing project. In rental housing projects such 
as Carr Gardens, residents conveyed the need for some community institutional arrangement and the 
N2 Gateway - Joe Slovo (Phase 1) makes obvious the important role of residents’ bodies or committees. 

SVST N2NU WH VA . Community participation should thus be considered an essential element of any 
sustainable development project.

Strong leadership and community cohesion contribute significantly to communities’ sense of ownership 
of the housing environment. The case studies demonstrate that all components of sustainability are 
affected by a community’s ability to organise itself and participate actively in its housing environment. 
The effect of a lack of continued active participation is clearly manifested in different aspects of the 
projects. VISR N2  

Members of the Rainbow Housing Co-operative for 
domestic workers in Cape Town marched to parliament on 
17 May 2007 to hand over a memorandum regarding their 

housing needs to the national Minister of Housing

MM bb ff thh RR i bb HH i CC ti ff

Community participation processes in development 
projects should incorporate, as much as possible, the 
development of skills and abilities which will increase 
the sustainability of the community and strengthen 
citizenry; these should include enhancing: 

understanding of the concepts of development • 
and leadership;
skills such as financial management, meeting • 
procedures, facilitation and communication;
understanding of rights-based approaches to • 
development, advocacy and lobbying, gender, 
diversity and conflict management; and 
leadership development for the multiplica-• 
tion of community-centred development 
projects.

5. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION 
AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
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The collective efforts and commitment of the body corporate of one of Springfield Terrace’s sectional title 
blocks stand as an excellent example of community members taking responsibility for, and contributing 
positively to, the improvement of their housing situation. Similarly, members of Sakhasonke Village are 
actively involved in most aspects of life in their village in an effort to meet the widest range of community 
needs. SVST . On the other hand, the absence of leadership and community cohesion in Missionvale and 
Weltevreden Valley is more than just physically visible in the project areas. SM VIMV

Many NGOs can partner communities to offer leadership development but resources for this have become 
increasingly scarce.  As a crucial component of successful medium-density housing delivery, government 
will have to invest the resources for leadership development within beneficiary communities.

The aim of most development programmes (such as the delivery of housing or the implementation of 
community projects) is to bring about change. However, not all development works towards the benefit 
of communities or leads to effective and sustainable change. Developers are often market driven and look 
at development as a strategic intervention through which they can make a profit. In many cases, when they 
consult with communities, they create expectations of communities benefiting if they enter into partnership 
with them. However, these communities, such as Stock Road and N2 Gateway (Phase 1), often find themselves 
disillusioned. SR N2  

A community will only take ownership of a community project if they are consulted regularly and are 
able to participate in decision-making. This type of leadership is referred to as collective leadership and is a 
process whereby leadership is not provided by one person alone but by a group of people, for example, a 
democratically elected committee. 

Community leaders in a preparatory workshop with DAG 
for the public meeting on the Annual Report of the 

Provincial Department of Local Government and Housing

Rainbow Housing Co-operative for domestic workers make 
their rights public (Photo Ismail Pandy)

The goals of participatory, just and sustainable development can only be achieved through a process of 
empowerment in which the community actively participates. Community development is not a once-off 
project, but a learning experience for the community, which helps them to develop a deeper understanding 
of their world and the world around them. Through participatory development processes they are able to:

d• iscuss, analyse and reflect on their situation and needs; 
make informed decisions; and • 
develop self confidence and self esteem to challenge the status quo and to follow through with thei• r 
plans even when obstacles are identified. 

Empowerment does not happen simply as a result of community involvement in making decisions. There 
are many examples where communities were not allowed to fully participate in the development process. 
In such examples the community’s perspective or desires were set aside and the community voice was 
effectively ignored. In other examples, promises made to communities never materialised. VISR N2
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The empowerment process also does not mean that it is only through participation that communities can 
achieve power. Rogers2 describes the empowerment process as people gaining an understanding of and 
control over social, economic and/or political forces in order to improve their standing in society. The 
effectiveness of change and community development depends on the participation of the community in 
their own development process and how they use their newly learned skills, knowledge and values. Rogers3 
further argues:

“ … the aim of development is to help all people to enhance their contribution by identifying, developing and 
harnessing their potential. In this way, peripheral groups can be legitimated to society as a whole, the invisible can be 
seen, the voiceless can be heard to speak for themselves; those who feel negatively about themselves can begin to 
see their positive contribution to the welfare of themselves and others. And this becomes a continuous process: for 
as the individuals or groups develop the ability and the confidence to see and to use more fully their own power, the 
process of development becomes self- generating”. 

Advantages of community participation include the following:
communities take ownership of their own development;• 
communities voice their own needs, aspirations and wishes;• 
achievement of • “self reliance, freedom of action and thinking, decision-making and executions”;4

communities realise that their knowledge and thinking are important;• 
communities understand and exercise their rights and responsibilities as citizens;• 
communities realise the power of collective action;• 
community struggles help people to identify and sympathise with others experiencing similar • 
problems; and
communities act, utilising their power to improve their living conditions.• 

Participants in DAG’s Community Leadership Course

Notwithstanding its benefits, critical community 
participation may cause the delivery process to 
take longer than where the community is only 
consulted. Sometimes time available for community 
participation is tempered by the interests of 
those funding development interventions, who 
may prescribe that delivery occurs quickly, leaving 
no time for thorough community participation 
processes.  Regardless, in developing medium-density 
housing it is important to realise that development 
projects or initiatives will only have legitimacy if there 
is a thorough consultation and participation process 
with all stakeholders in the community and if the 

community feels that it can trust the change agent.  Participation has to be a golden thread running through the 
entire delivery project cycle to ensure ongoing legitimacy within the community.

The presence of strong social ties in a community enables community members to manage risk and 
vulnerability. Social capital positively influences co-operation between government, communities and NGOs 
and promotes participation in policy making and government processes. Clubs, community organisations, 
associations, as well as strong relations among neighbours and families, are indicators of social capital. A large 
number of groups and organisations in a community increase that community’s welfare. For example, these 
factors were present in Carr Gardens and Sakhasonke where residents also displayed relatively high levels of 
satisfaction with the overall housing environment. SV CG  

The concentration of these types of networks within a community is referred to as bonding. However, 
bonding can also have negative effects, such as restrictions on individual freedom, a demand for conformity 
and restrictions in human capital accumulation.  The horizontal networks that develop between communities 
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is referred to as bridging. In adition, social capital also refers to links on a vertical level. This linking or scaling 
relates to networks among communities, government, the private sector and other social role players. Linking 
communities with these groups (and vice versa) has the potential to facilitate access to formal structures and 
to connect them with institutions. An intermediary such as an NGO is often needed to facilitate the building 
of networks between heterogeneous structures. High levels of bonding and bridging achieve a favourable 
combination of strong intra-community ties combined with strong extra-community linkages, which result 
in social opportunity.5 Importantly, the ability of a group or community to act collectively depends on 
opportunities created by the existing institutional framework (‘good governance’). 

Current South African research and literature on the subject of social capital formation is inadequate. 
However, the importance of developing social capital lies at the core of the shift from provision of housing 
alone to the development of sustainable human settlements. The Social Capital Formation Strategy is 
one of the eight pillars of iKapa Elihlumayo, the Growth and Development Strategy of the Western Cape 
Provincial Government, which envisions shared growth and ‘a home for all’. Their definition states that:6 

 “Social capital is referred to as the institutions, relationships, norms and networks that shape the quality and 
quantity of society’s social interactions and enables collective action.”

The social capital approach is people-centred and considers networks, addresses issues of building trust 
and co-operation, and investigates the interaction between stakeholders, individuals, organisations and 
institutions, and their potential for collective action to mobilise resources. 

The concept of social capital is, however, widely criticised by academics, mainly because of the many definitions 
of the concept. In a review of several definitions, Gomulia derived the following working definition:7

”Social capital is the capacity of networks to mobilise resources to obtain beneficial outcomes for individuals. 
These networks are built between individuals and they are able to mobilise resources if individuals have 
developed the following common features in relating to one another. Firstly, the most important feature is trust, 
secondly, individuals must have instantiated common norms (reciprocity, solidarity, honesty, mutual support) and 
thirdly, they need to communicate frequently with each other. Depending on the level of trust and the norms 
that mobilise networks, the relationship between the network actors and the desired beneficial outcomes vary. 
Networks are the key term in defining social capital because social capital can only become tangible through 
these networks.” 

On the subject of social capital and participation, the Western Cape’s Social Capital Formation Strategy 
stated: “ … the country’s Constitution establishes the participatory nature of our democracy.  This participation needs 
to extend beyond periodic voting for representatives”.8 It further states that participation should include:9

“ … government working together with different actors within civil society to deliver services and generally 
ensure the population’s well-being. Accepting this approach will mean that government departments cannot 
continue doing ‘business as usual’. Government needs to see civil society as people who can help them achieve 
their mission, rather than an obstacle or interferers… Government also needs to abandon any idea that it 
‘knows best’ and instead work with and build on the strengths and knowledge of communities”. 

The Strategy states that strengthening social capital will not in itself directly lead to job creation, but 
will help to ensure that communities in which unemployment rates are high do not suffer to the same 
extent as they would otherwise. It will also create a more conducive environment for investment and 
employment creation. This in turn may help to address the unemployment problem. The Social Capital 
Formation Strategy foresees implementing programmes that support the formation of social capital by the 
Department of Provincial and Local Government. These will include five initiatives that:

Aim to build social capital through developing integrated human settlements where the focus shifts from 1. 
quantity to considering the quality of the neighbourhood. This includes consideration of how geographic 
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location and provision of opportunities for 
social interaction contribute to creating quality 
human settlements. Quality concerns include 
design issues such as safe access to toilet 
facilities (especially for women), the relationship 
of the house door to the neighbourhood, and 
the possible multi-functionality of the house 
(running a spaza shop, crèche, hairdressing salon, 
sewing business, etc.).
Promote mixed-use neighbourhoods  to 2. 
ensure that areas are people friendly and safe 
at night. To promote bridging and linking capital, 
provincial government will encourage mixed-
income neighbourhoods, and neighbourhoods 
where newer immigrants and those who have Urban design workshop with Freedom Park community leaders 

lived longer in the province can learn to live and work together.
Give security of tenure and rights to inheritance of the housing unit/dwelling, and a range of options 3. 
such as affordable rental housing. Tenure security for women and children is threatened under 
customary law if a spouse dies. The Department of Provincial and Local Government is committed to 
distributing templates for wills and title deeds to protect parties. 
Recognise the impact of the process of creation of housing on end-user communities. Partnerships 4. 
such as the People’s Housing Process will continue.  The delivery is sometimes slower, but there is 
higher buy-in and empowerment. The creation of more unique and interesting neighbourhoods than 
contractor-built neighbourhoods will be aimed for. 
Promote higher-density settlements closer to opportunities and services, which will undermine 5. 
racial segregation. The location of housing projects is conducive to urban sprawl and environmentally 
unsustainable, and promotes poverty for those far from economic opportunities and social amenities. 

Positive developmental outcomes originate in networks that mobilise resources, such as economic assets 
in the form of income and employment, as well as assets such as information, personal support, political 
participation and enforcement of rights. Moreover, individuals with better living conditions are likely to 
have more resources to connect with other people and organisations. Woolcock10 put this pertinently:

“Living on the margins of existence, the social capital of the poor is the one asset they can potentially draw 
upon to help negotiate their way through an unpredictable and unforgiving world. As Dordick astutely notes, 
the very poor have ‘something left to lose,’ namely each other. While much of the discourse surrounding poor 
people and poor economies is one of deficits, a virtue of the social capital perspective is that it allow theorists, 
policy makers and practitioners to take an approach that recognises the assets of poor communities.” 

Utilising community assets: bricklaying by community members in Netreg, Cape TownU ili i i b i kl i b i b i N C T
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Guidelines
The ‘social capital’ formation approach is people-centered and considers networks, addresses issues • 
of building trust and co-operation, and investigates the interaction between stakeholders, individuals, 
organisations and institutions, and their potential for collective action to mobilise resources. 

There are positive linkages between social capital formation and developmental outcomes: projects • 
that best meet the needs of residents display higher levels of participation by residents and higher 
levels of leadership. Therefore, the importance of developing social capital lies at the core of the 
shift from provision of housing alone to the development of sustainable human settlements. The 
quality and extent of leadership, citizenship and resident participation has a profound impact on the 
sustainability of a community or human settlement project. 

All stakeholders involved in the development of higher-density housing must place the ongoing • 
development of social capital and community participation at the centre of project planning processes 
– before, during and after implementation. 

Participatory development processes empower communities by enabling them to discuss, analyse • 
and reflect on their situation and needs, make informed decisions and develop self-confidence and 
self-esteem to challenge the status quo and to follow through with their plans even when obstacles 
are identified.  

The formation and support of active and knowledgeable leadership from within poor communities and • 
the facilitation of collective participation in urban development policy formation and practice should be 
supported by government and its implementing agents. 

The ability of individuals and groups to mobilise resources on the basis of trust, common norms and • 
constructive communication, together with the prioritisation of information sharing, skills training, 
learning and education, will contribute to the formation of networks that increase community 
participation, empowerment and sustainability. 

Social capital positively influences co-operation between government, communities and NGOs • 
and promotes participation in policy-making and government processes. The provision of sufficient 
financial and human resources for meaningful and sustained community participation and leadership 
and capacity development should become part of government’s engagement strategy and delivery 
mechanism alongside the formation of appropriate platforms to engage at the local level. 

Notwithstanding its benefits, critical community participation and capacity development may cause • 
the delivery process to take longer than where the community is merely consulted. The development 
of medium-density housing projects and initiatives will only gain legitimacy if there is a thorough 
participation process with all stakeholders in the community and if the community feels that it can 
trust the change agent.  
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6. Meeting needs of vulnerable people
Special needs housing should not be equated with traditional family housing as defined in the subsidy 
Housing Code. Special needs housing is a facility providing safe and secure accommodation with support 
facilities and services.1 The resource book on higher-density housing does not investigate special needs 
housing per se. Rather, based on the case studies and current literature,2 proposals that are mindful of the 
need to consider housing – and in this instance, higher-density housing – for people with special needs 
should form part of a larger welfare package in an integrated and inter-sectoral approach.  Higher-density 
housing lends itself well to catering for the needs of vulnerable people.

Vulnerable groups or people with special needs are not a homogeneous group.  Each sub-group and individual 
within sub-groups has a variety of needs. People with special needs who fall within the lowest income brackets 
are especially at risk of poverty and destitution3 as they can least afford private services and facilities. Definitions 
of vulnerable groups vary.  According to Wicht4 vulnerable groups are created by many factors such as:

 rapid urbanisation;• 
 high unemployment levels;• 
 increasing levels of poverty;• 
 marginal opportunities or support for sustainable livelihoods;• 
 cultures of violence and gangsterism; and• 
 high substance abuse.• 

These result in the loss of dignity, humanity and self-respect, and the consequent lack of a social safety net 
to provide support and services. As global socio-economic conditions worsen, greater numbers of citizens 
will fall into the category of vulnerable groups. It is important to consider the needs of vulnerable groups in 
the planning and implementation of development processes and projects. Special needs groups considered 
in this book include people living with HIV/AIDS, the elderly, people with physical disabilities, children and 
youth (orphans and child-headed households), the unemployed and women. 

A range of special needs exists in any prospective project and appropriate approaches are needed to 
address them. Inter-sectoral responses whereby housing, welfare and other partners work together 
are required. Policies and resources should not be allocated to meeting only the shelter needs of 
people with special needs if their other needs are more urgent, or if their other needs result in people 
being unable to retain the shelter once it is provided. 

BNG does not provide details on special needs housing. Moreover, a coherent policy has not yet been 
formulated nationally, and current housing policy does not provide mechanisms for organisations to access 
subsidies for special needs housing.5 This is in spite of the South African Constitution’s Bill of Rights that 
seeks to preserve and enhance human dignity and substantive equality. 

So far, the provincial governments of Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape have attempted to 
formulate, to varying degrees, policies relating to special needs housing; additionally, the Social Housing 
Foundation launched a Special Needs Housing Forum in October 2005 to address the huge gap in the 
special needs housing sector. 

Generally, the case studies make provision for residents with physical disabilities and the elderly to access 
ground floor or single-storey units. Ramps for wheelchairs and corridors wide enough for wheelchair 
access were provided for the physically disabled in Carr Gardens and Newtown Housing Co-operative, 
while an additional subsidy was accessed for the provision of wheelchair ramps and bath grab rails in some 
single-storey units in Stock Road. People with special needs were allocated ground floor units in the N2 
Gateway (Phase 1). Involvement of the elderly is encouraged in Sakhasonke Village’s food garden and the 
HIV/AIDS project. Often women’s child-care, domestic and care-giving responsibilities prevent them from 

6. MEETING THE NEEDS 
OF VULNERABLE PEOPLE
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securing employment. The Sakhasonke Village project responded to this by providing a day-care facility at 
the community centre for the children of working mothers. SVCG SR N2NU

1.  Women
Inequality in South African cities is unacceptably high, displaying measures similar to some of the world’s 
most unequal societies as indicated by Gini-coefficients. Most importantly, women bear the burden of 
poverty and inequality, with significant implications for their housing rights. The insecurity of their economic 
circumstances makes it more difficult for women to access adequate housing.6 Data has revealed that 
women constitute a large portion of the new migrants to the city as they move from rural to urban areas 
in search of employment and a better life. 

Several factors impede women’s access to housing including their specific economic conditions and social 
factors such as:

the continued dominance of patriarchal practices;• 
customary and religious laws;• 
domestic violence; and • 
HIV/AIDS.• 7 

A time-spent study by Budlender in 20018 found that women aged ten years and above spend an average of 216 
minutes a day on unpaid housework, compared with men, who spend an average of 83 minutes on the same 
tasks. This reduces opportunities for women to undertake paid work, negatively impacts on their chances for 
mobility in the workplace and increases their need to engage in survivalist economic activities or transactional 
relationships. When women are able to find employment, it is usually unskilled, low-paid and informal. 

In 2001, two out of five employed women worked in unskilled jobs and one out of five employed 
women earned R200 or less per month, compared with only 9% of employed men.9 JHC’s Community 
Development department identifies income-earning opportunities and skills needs and arranges training 
programmes accordingly for unemployed residents of their buildings. These include beadwork and a three-
month certified training programme in early childhood development to help tenants set up childcare 
facilities at their buildings or elsewhere in the city. The garden project, HIV/AIDS support centre, skills and 
business training at Sakhasonke contribute to the empowerment of the destitute and unemployed. In the 
Sakhasonke Village project women contractors were specifically invited to participate in the construction 
process. Specific tasks were reserved for them, such as painting and paving. SV

Despite women’s pivotal role in the housing environment, the case studies found that little design attention, 
if any, was given to their special needs. There were only a few examples of security considerations. Carr 
Gardens improved security and safety through burglar proofing, 24-hour security and general lighting in the 
form of light fittings fixed against buildings. Newtown Housing Co-operative installed strategically placed 
lighting (although this has regular maintenance problems). For households to control the public space better, 
the number of households sharing a staircase was reduced to no more than six in Newtown and to three in 
Springfield Terrace. Site layout and building design considerations such as courtyard configurations improve 
surveillance and increase safety for women and children in Sakhasonke Village, N2 Gateway (Phase1), 
Newtown Housing Co-operative, Missionvale and Samora Machel. SMST MVSVCG N2NU VA  

2. People affected by HIV and AIDS
The Department of Housing’s HIV/AIDS Framework Document10 emphasises that in responding to the impacts of 
HIV/AIDS on housing and human settlements, interventions must be based within a human rights framework, 
and should be considered holistically and not perceived as a medical concern only. 
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The City of Cape Town’s HIV/AIDS/TB Multi-Sectoral Strategy acknowledges that “HIV/AIDS is not only a human 
tragedy, but a development dilemma as well”11, and that many of the most significant HIV/AIDS interventions 
are most effectively undertaken at local levels as it is at this level that individuals, households, communities, 
organisations and businesses typically experience the effects of the disease most directly. This highlights the 
role and response of local authorities in terms of their mandate, given that as structures of government, they 
are closest to citizens and are providers of key developmental services. The report contends that the most 
important challenge for municipalities is to shift paradigms from considering HIV/AIDS as primarily:12

“ … a health and behavioural concern, to recognising how poverty, gender inequality, joblessness, lack of food 
security, inadequate shelter and lack of basic services, income inequality, despondency and lack of future 
prospects, amongst others, conspire to make people more vulnerable to HIV infection and less able to cope 
with the consequences of HIV/AIDS”. 

The Department of Housing anticipates that HIV/AIDS will have the following impact on housing demand 
and housing policy:13

On the basis of statistics and projections for HIV/AIDS deaths, it can be assumed that there will be a • 
decrease in the demand for housing. Nevertheless, factors such as the use of anti-retroviral medication 
to prolong patients’ lives, stabilisation of the rate of infection and the fact that not all members of a 
particular household are infected, indicate that the reduction in demand will not be substantial. Other 
aspects impacting on housing demand are the incidence of child-headed households and the increase of 
extended family structures such as grandparents caring for relatives and orphans living with HIV/AIDS.
Medical expenses and loss of income are likely to influence the affordability of housing. They reduce • 
the ability of households and communities to pay for services, as well as their ability to pay the R2,479 
needed, in most instances, to access the housing subsidy scheme. 
The vulnerability of women and children will increase as they are especially susceptible to HIV infection • 
and are often displaced from their homes by ruthless relatives or evicted due to their inability to pay. 
Tenuous tenure situations occur when approved subsidy beneficiaries die before taking registered • 
ownership of their properties, impacting negatively on housing development processes and the 
security of their households.
The lack of co-ordination in the housing finance•  sector between lenders and insurers with regard to the 
impact of HIV/AIDS impedes the ability of households to access additional finance and consequently 
motivates a dependence on the housing subsidy. 
High insurance premiums will increase the cost of long-term credit.• 
Numerous provincial governments may have to reconsider their focus on the People’s Housing • 
Process and institutional supply systems. The report states:  “HIV/AIDS will aggravate the current capacity 
constraints of delivery agents and will hinder implementation and delivery of housing.” 

According to Pillay et al “women are disproportionately affected by HIV/AIDS due to their biological disposition 
which renders them more susceptible to contracting the virus and women are also the majority of caregivers to 
people living with HIV/AIDS as well as children orphaned through the disease”.14 Other studies show that those 
who are informally employed hesitate to seek treatment due to high opportunity costs. It is likely that 
this impact will grow worse in future. The HIV/AIDS epidemic also impacts negatively on women’s housing 
rights. Ill-health or time spent caring for others diminishes their chances of securing employment and 
the financial resources to access housing. The Department of Housing’s HIV/AIDS Framework Document15 
emphasises that interventions must be based within a human rights framework and should be considered 
holistically and not merely as a medical concern. 

Only two of the case studies considered interventions pertaining to, and support for, residents of their projects 
who were affected by HIV/AIDS.  Awareness campaigns, community events and information pamphlets on 
HIV/AIDS, as well as condom cans in the Carr Gardens project, form part of the JHC community development 
programme to strengthen communities and enhance social values. Domestic violence is also addressed. 
Individual counselling and advice on these and other social concerns also receive attention. CG  
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An important component of the Sakhasonke Village project was the inclusion of a strategy addressing 
the needs of people living with HIV/AIDS and their families and preventive measures around contracting 
the virus. A food garden project is linked to the HIV/AIDS project and aims to assist residents with fresh, 
inexpensive vegetables, targeting those living with HIV/AIDS, TB and other health risks. SV

There are some creative alternatives to meeting the needs of vulnerable groups. A co-housing scheme 
to accommodate households without productive adults, especially for households where the lives of 
breadwinners have been claimed by HIV/AIDS, was designed by architect and associate professor, Rodney 
Harber. Co-housing combines a range of ages and household types in dwellings with shared facilities such as 
kitchens, bathrooms, diningrooms, workshops and other facilities, which create a ‘pseudo extended family’ as 
opposed to an institution.16 The approach encourages a community-based response and in this way, people 
moving into co-housing are able to maintain their existing social ties and benefit from an extended ‘family’ and 
social support network. The design consists of very small units backing onto a communal space with limited 
access, to create a sense of security for households consisting mainly of AIDS orphans and pensioners.17 
Whiteside18 argues that freestanding subsidy houses are “entirely inappropriate for sustainability and survival” 
when it comes to meeting the needs of vulnerable groups and people with special needs. Such a co-housing 
format could be creatively incorporated into higher-density environments.

3. Children
According to the University of Cape Town’s Children’s Institute19 home ownership should theoretically 
provide some financial security and enable the transfer of property, which is a family asset, from one 
generation to another. However, the law of succession and the passing of title deeds where children who 
are already living in subsidy housing lose their parents has only recently been addressed. 

The Children’s Institute identified two possible areas of need for child-headed households: firstly, attention 
to mechanisms to enable children’s access to housing if they do not have caregivers; and secondly, assistance 
with the maintenance of housing. 

Ultimately, planning should anticipate the increased need for facilities for children such as schools, clin-
ics, libraries, sporting facilities, transport routes and safe open spaces and the imperative of developing 
child-friendly cities. Children will benefit if housing is located within reasonable distance from other 
services. In addition, there should be safe places where children can play and youth can socialise. The 
prevention of conflict between cars and pedestrians, especially children, needs to receive special design 
considerations in higher-density housing projects. 

The needs of mothers and children living in Sakhasonke Village are met through the provision of a crèche 
and central play areas. Craft work activities, screen-printing and sporting facilities in the surrounding area 
contribute to youth development. A crèche also forms an important part of Carr Gardens and the youth 
have access to facilities in the area. Stock Road has a netball/basketball court but no designated or grassed 
play areas for children, while in Samora Machel, play areas with equipment were provided as part of semi-
private spaces, using the contingency funds which were still available on completion of the project. The N2 
Gateway (Phase 1) project paid detailed attention to play areas for children, but neglected the functioning 
and location of the crèche. SMCG SR N2  SV

The design of a dwelling is also important from a child’s perspective as space and privacy may decrease the 
likelihood of domestic violence, abuse and the spread of disease. Residents of case study projects such as 
Missionvale, Samora Machel and Sakhasonke Village where housing units mostly consist of one bedroom or 
two bedrooms divided by a partition raised concerns about the lack of privacy and space. Parents felt that 
they generally do not have privacy from children in terms of their intimate relationship. SMMV SV
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4. People with disabilities
A range of disability provisions form part of the 
existing housing code. The Special Needs Housing 
Forum recommends that ideally, housing projects 
should accommodate beneficiaries with special 
disability needs and equip their units with the 
appropriate facilities. This usually does not occur to 
the extent that it could. 

Ways of meeting the needs of vulnerable groups 
living in higher-density housing include:

setting aside units in new housing projects for • 
group foster families to cope with the increasing 
number of orphans;20

A disabled community member participates in the Public 
Hearing at the Provincial Legislature

locating higher-density housing close to transport adapted to the needs of people with disability or illness;• 
ensuring warm, ventilated and dry units, especially for the elderly and people living with HIV/AIDS;• 
incorporating a community daycare centre, eliminating the need for institutionalisation and freeing • 
family members to continue employment. The community centre could also function as a space for 
home-based care workers to increase their effectiveness.21 Ideally it should encompass initiatives 
aimed at developing social and human capital such as information, learning and literacy, training, health, 
child care, youth, livelihood and trading activities;
providing access to capacity and resources such as a range of social support services, support • 
organisations and financial resources like government funding, grants and donor funding;
securing the assets of remaining spouses/partners and family, especially of child-headed households. • 
Matters such as transfer of property and holding houses in trust for the children for a designated time 
should receive attention;22

establishing partnerships to ensure that the limited resources and skills available are used effectively • 
and efficiently, and to address the wide range of needs between public sectors, within and across tiers 
of government, and between the public and private spheres;23

utilsing a livelihoods approach including employment creation strategies, community gardening • 
initiatives, soup kitchens and feeding programmes, such as at the Sakhasonke Village project;
utilising additional subsidies (like the backyard subsidy) to enable households to finance the building of • 
additional rooms or services to households that foster children or care for the sick;24

ensuring that vulnerable groups participate as far as possible in strategies created to address their • 
needs in order to maximise support; and
making alterations applicable to each category of special needs, such as proper lighting in public areas • 
to increase safety for women and children, incorporating wheelchair ramps, bathroom grab rails and 
wide corridors for wheelchairs and allocating ground floor and single-storey accommodation to the 
elderly and disabled.
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Guidelines
There is a wide variety of needs among vulnerable groups, and people with special needs who fall • 
within the lowest income brackets are especially at risk of poverty and destitution. As the number 
of vulnerable persons grows because of socio-economic conditions, it is becoming increasingly 
important to consider their needs in planning and implementation of development processes and 
projects. 

However, a coherent special needs housing policy has not yet been formulated nationally, and • 
current housing policy does not provide mechanisms for organisations to access subsidies for 
special needs housing

Government and implementing agents should take into consideration the range of special needs • 
of residents and should develop appropriate approaches and subsidies to address them, with 
housing forming one part of an integrated package of services.

Multi-sectoral approaches should be adopted based on a human rights framework, where public, • 
private, community-based and non-government partnerships are able to co-operate effectively. 
Policies and resources should not be allocated to meeting only the shelter needs of people with 
special needs if their other needs are more urgent, or if their other needs result in people being 
unable to retain the shelter once it is provided.

The provision of a community and care centre as part of every higher-density housing development • 
is paramount as the focal point of activities and initiatives to help meet the needs of every person 
in the community, especially those with special needs such as women, children, people affected by 
HIV/AIDS, the elderly and disabled.
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7.  Appropriate tenure options
Before the advent of democracy in South Africa, the majority of the population faced the possibility of 
removal and relocation based on racially motivated legislation. Since 1994, all South Africans have acquired 
the right to purchase land rights (freehold) and register ownership of land and property. However, despite 
political changes many citizens still do not have security of tenure, one of the most important components 
of adequate housing. Lack of tenure security leads to:

loss of physical capital and sense of security; • 
damage of social and informal networks for employment and safety nets; and • 
inability to use the house as a resource when other sources of income are reduced.• 1

According to the United Nations Housing Rights Programme the realisation process of the ‘right to 
housing’ comprises:2

“ … packages of policies and practices rather than a single (ultimately unenforceable) right. Such packages 
include: ensuring secure tenure, preventing illegal and mass evictions, removing all forms of discrimination, and 
promoting participation, gender equity and freedom of information, especially with respect to land markets”.

The Housing White Paper (1997) affirms that for a large proportion of the population, lack of security of 
tenure is one of the “salient features and causes of the housing crisis in South Africa” (Section 3.2.2) and that 
“security of tenure is a key cornerstone of government’s approach towards providing housing to people in need” 
(Section 5.3.3). According to the supreme housing law in South Africa, the Housing Act (No.107 of 1997), 
all citizens of the country will, on a progressive basis, have access to “permanent residential structures with 
secure tenure” (1.vi(a)) and national, provincial and local spheres of government must ensure that housing 
development “provides as wide a choice of housing and tenure options as is reasonably possible” (2.1.c.i). 

Although legislation (including the subsidy policy) allows for a variety of tenure options, government’s 
housing policy concentrated on individual ownership by ‘conventional’ households (excluding single 
persons, single-headed families and so on).  This, despite the fact that a large proportion of the population 
makes use of rental accommodation and consists of a wide range of household types. 

 “To be adequate to encourage or even permit development, security of tenure need not amount to ownership, 
nor need it last all the time. A lessee has security for the time of the lease and, for as long as the lessee complies 
with its conditions the law will give complete protection even against the owner of the land [or building].”3

The tenure forms in the higher-density case studies included: 
social rental housing (Carr Gardens and N2 Gateway (Phase 1), Washington Heights); • 
co-operative housing, which is a form of social housing (Newtown Urban Village, Vashi); • 
instalment sale, with eventual ownership (Stock Road); • 
sectional title (Springfield Terrace); and • 
individual ownership (Samora Machel, Missionvale, Sakhasonke Village, Vitas). • 

VASM WHVINUMVCG SVSTSR N2

One of the most prominent findings is that not all households are knowledgeable about their tenure. As 
demonstrated in the case studies, this has serious implications for the way they exercise their rights and 
responsibilities regarding their housing arrangement. Another important factor is the appropriateness of 
the tenure to the income of the household (social housing versus public rental housing). These factors 
influence the way in which a household or community takes ‘ownership’of its housing environment.

Project-linked subsidies were originally harnessed to deliver freestanding starter units, commonly refered to as 
‘RDP housing’, resulting in unsustainable, new low-density peripheral settlements. In these ‘RDP housing’ projects 
poor people were ‘trapped in space’, often unable to afford the responsibilities associated with ownership. 

7.  APPROPRIATE 
TENURE OPTIONS
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Subsequently, government was obliged to divert its attention to alternative housing and tenure options, such as 
rental tenure through institutional subsidies, for medium- to higher-density housing projects. The institutional 
subsidy mechanism generally applies to medium- to higher-density and social housing, and is specifically targeted 
at institutions that provide tenure arrangements other than immediate ownership to subsidise  beneficiaries. 
These could include tenure arrangements such as rental, instalment sale, shareblock or co-operative tenure. The 
mechanism provides a subsidy per beneficiary household (currently in the amount of R36,505) to institutions 
that provide housing for those beneficiaries. With the introduction of the social housing policy for South Africa 
(approved in June 2005), other finance mechanisms and grants are applicable to social housing.

The appropriateness and implications of the various tenure arrangements are discussed 
briefly below.4
 

1. Ownership (freehold) SM VIMV SVSR

Ownership is the right to alienate property (i.e. to sell it or leave it to one’s heirs).  The underlying principles 
are that the owner cannot be deprived of his/her property and that the owner is entitled to recover the 
property from any person who retains possession of it without his/her consent. This is the most secure 
form of tenure (for the individual owner) where formal transfer procedures have been followed. Section 25 
of the Constitution protects the right of property owners. Expropriation of property by the government 
can only occur if it is in the public interest and if compensation is made.

Advantages:
most legally secure form of tenure (for the person in whose name the property is registered);• 
can leave the property to one’s heirs or sell the property;• 
can use as collateral for loans; • 
can make improvements to the property; and• 
essential for incremental housing.• 

Disadvantages:
ongoing costs (associated with rates, maintenance, capital upgrades, etc.) can be high for a low-income • 
household;
complex and expensive transfer procedures, as a result of which properties are sometimes sold • 
informally or handed down from parent to child without the legal processes being followed;
private individual ownership is a very misunderstood tenure option and as it is a highly individualised • 
form of tenure there is usually little scope for engaging with the implications of ownership (compared 
with Sectional Title or communal ownership);
usually results in ‘one house on a plot’ and encourages urban sprawl; and • 
individual ownership is not necessarily a secure tenure option for other members of the household, as • 
they do not necessarily have any tenure rights. However, this can potentially be solved by registering 
ownership of the property in the name of more than one adult member of the household; other use 
rights, such as those of a long-term tenant, can also be registered on a title deed.

Because of a pressing need to accommodate more households on smaller parcels of land while using the 
project-linked subsidy, which implies individual ownership, the Missionvale, Samora Machel and Sakhasonke 
Village projects experimented with medium-density typologies. 

2. Sectional Title ST

The Sectional Titles Act of 1986 provides for the division of buildings, e.g. blocks of flats, into sections and 
common property and for the acquisition of separate ownership in sections, together with joint ownership 
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of the common property. Under Sectional Title, the person becomes the separate owner of a particular 
unit and joint owner of the common property. All the joint owners together form the Body Corporate.
A Body Corporate, consisting of all owners of units, is set up for every sectional title scheme (other 
institutions, such as a Section 21 company, can also be used). Voting usually happens according to the 
size of the unit owned. The Body Corporate is responsible for the repair, upkeep, control, management 
and administration of the common property and for the payment of rates, taxes, service charges, and 
insurance premiums. The Body Corporate elects a Board of Trustees to be responsible for the upkeep of 
the common property and to collect and manage the money that owners pay for maintenance. The Body 
Corporate can also hire employees, buy and sell units, and so on.

Sectional Title offers most of the advantages of private ownership but there is the risk of the Body 
Corporate going bankrupt, which could result in individual owners losing ownership of their units. The 
Body Corporate can also restrict the owner’s rights in various ways, e.g. by limiting the number of people 
who can stay in a unit or by having to approve any major alterations to the unit.

Sectional Title is the only way to provide ownership of individual units in a block of flats. It is not 
ideally suited to the poor with the limits of the current housing subsidy scheme, as it does not facilitate 
incremental housing (which means that a completed unit will have to be provided upfront). Additionally, 
a monthly levy to cover operating costs will usually need to be paid over and above rates, service 
charges and loan repayments. Sectional Title can be particularly risky, because Bodies Corporate are 
usually voluntary associations and are loosely regulated. Institutional subsidy projects can be converted 
to Sectional Title after four years. However, the Research Report for the Development of a Medium-density 
Housing Programme for the National Department of Housing5 states unequivocally that sectional title is 
“an unsuitable option for the medium-density housing programme for reasons related to cost, financial and 
other risks to the beneficiary and the state, and onerous compliance and management issues”. The Springfield 
Terrace case study testifies to the difficulties and complexities of this type of tenure. However, the 
project also demonstrates how, through the commitment of a few Bodies Corporate, sectional title is 
able to provide security of tenure.

3. Communal ownership
Communal ownership can take a variety of forms. In all cases, the property is jointly owned. Members/ 
shareholders have rights to occupy specific units based on their membership or because they are share-
holders of the institution, as defined in the Use Agreement. Members/shareholders may be able to sell their 
rights, but there may be restrictions about to whom the rights may be sold. It is more secure than rental 
but not as secure as ownership as there is a risk of non-payment by other members or of bad management. 
Members/shareholders may lose all rights to the property if the institution goes bankrupt.

Advantages:
communal ownership can greatly facilitate strong social and economic support networks, which • 
are particularly important for people with low incomes. There is a strong tradition of co-operative 
societies in South Africa, e.g. stokvels (savings clubs) and burial societies;
owners can leave the rights to heirs or sell the rights, with the approval of the institution; and• 
it enables high-density, multi-storey housing and lower bulk infrastructure costs per unit.• 

Disadvantages:
risk of mismanagement of institution or of non-payment by some members;• 
individuals usually cannot use their share in the property as collateral; • 
can be more expensive as there may be additional administrative costs; and• 
a low-income communal tenure institution would probably require ongoing local government support • 
in order to be sustainable.
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The two types of communal ownership discussed here are co-operatives and communal property 
associations.

3.1 Co-operatives VANU

Co-operatives are widely used internationally as a vehicle for the communal ownership of affordable 
housing. They generally follow the basic principles of the International Co-operative Alliance, the most 
important of which is ‘one member, one vote’. In a co-operative, all residents are members/shareholders 
(the ‘shares’ can be nominal amounts of money) and jointly own the property. Members elect a Board 
of Directors to manage the co-operative. Each household has one vote in the General Meetings to take 
major decisions about the co-operative. Members have rights to occupy specific units, as defined in ‘use 
agreements’. Co-operatives are more secure than rental but not as secure as individual ownership, as there 
is a risk of non-payment by some members or of bad management. 

The ‘trading co-operative’ is the only one of three types of co-operative that can be used for medium-
density housing, according to the Research Report for the Development of a Medium-density Housing Programme 
for the National Department of Housing.6 The report states that co-   operatives are relatively less suitable for 
medium-density housing because:

the legal compliance requirements in respect of co-operatives are more onerous;• 
a dormant co-operative can be struck off the register of co-operatives;• 
the style and substance of the activities of a co-operative’s Board of Directors are essentially identical • 
to boards of company directors, with similar onerous duties, responsibilities and liabilities;
conflicts of interest arise where the identities of owners, property managers and tenants become • 
merged and render the co-operative vulnerable; and
members may lose all rights to the property if the institution goes bankrupt.• 

An advantage of co-operatives is that communal ownership can facilitate strong social and economic 
support networks. 

The Social Housing Foundation received support from the National Department of Housing and the 
Parliamentary Portfolio Committee for Housing to continue to grow the co-operative housing movement, 
because of the Foundation’s institutional knowledge and capacity. However, if housing co-operatives are 
to grow and be sustainable, more emphasis needs to be given to the capacitation of the organisation or 
building of the organisation. Municipalities, provincial departments of housing and their regional offices, as 
well as sector role players, must be capacitated to ensure continued support of co-operatives.7 

3.2 Communal Property Associations 
Communal Property Associations (CPAs) are similar to co-operatives. The Communal Property 
Associations Act, No. 28 of 1996 regulates CPAs, which are legal entities set up to own and manage 
immovable property in common on behalf of communities in terms of written constitutions. CPAs can 
take a variety of institutional forms, for example Section 21 companies, trusts or voluntary associations, but 
their constitutions have to follow the set of principles in the Act and have to be registered.

CPAs are intended for disadvantaged communities that have had land donated, sold or transferred to them, 
and that have the approval of the Minister of Land Affairs. The original purpose of the CPA Act was to pro-
vide a statutory vehicle to enable beneficiaries of South Africa’s land reform programme to access land on 
a communal basis8 and it was intended for use with predefined, homogenous communities in rural areas. 
CPAs have therefore seldom been used in urban areas. In addition, banks are reluctant to lend to CPAs, as 
membership of a CPA is sometimes perceived as being less of a real right than, for instance, membership 
of a co-operative. CPAs are basically voluntary associations but are registered and regulated, which can 
be an advantage. It may be easier to get funding for such a body, for example. CPAs need to have defined 
beneficiaries at the inception of the project.
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Issues to be addressed in the constitutions of Communal Property Associations include: 
identity of the community; • 
qualifications for membership; • 
classes of membership and rights of different classes;• 
rights of members to use of the property; • 
whether membership is based on individuals or families; • 
grounds and procedures for terminating membership (and what happens to that member’s rights and • 
property), whether members may sell their rights and to whom, what happens to members rights on 
their death; 
details of the committee and the general meeting and annual general meeting; and• 
disciplinary matters. • 

The Director-General of Land Affairs has certain powers to monitor and intervene in the affairs of CPAs. 
Some of the principles that the constitutions of Communal Property Associations require are:

fair and inclusive decision-making processes – membership can only be terminated on reasonable • 
grounds after a fair hearing;
equality of membership – the creation of different classes of membership must be based on equitable • 
criteria; and 
democratic process – all members must have equal rights.• 

4. Leasehold/rental CG VIN2 WH

Internationally, rental is the predominant form of tenure in most cities. Accommodation can be rented 
from: 

public authorities;• 
housing institutions/associations (social housing);• 
large-scale private-sector landlords; and• 
small-scale landlords.• 

Rental housing is especially suited to low-income households as it facilitates labour mobility, which can 
be an important survival strategy. Despite it being one of the less secure forms of tenure in purely legal 
terms (in South Africa, lease agreements are terminable on one month’s notice), rental tenure is widely 
regarded as the most appropriate form of tenure for medium- to higher-density housing. Some of the main 
advantages of rental housing are:9

a clear distinction of roles between landlord and tenant;• 
legal compliance issues are simple relative to other forms of tenure;• 
a dispute resolution forum exists in the form of the Rental Housing Tribunal to deal with disputes • 
between landlords and tenants;
it affords government the option of retaining ownership of its housing stock provided through the • 
provision of institutional housing subsidies; and
in a context of high unemployment, rental allows tenants to move with relative ease from place to • 
place in search of work or career development opportunities and enhances labour mobility.

According to Adebayo10 the provision of rental housing in inner-city areas needs to be pursued in South 
Africa:

“Bringing people close to the city is widely recognised as a positive move, not only on account of its ability to 
open up opportunities for the poor, but also because of the potential to utilise already existing infrastructure, 
and to use costly land optimally. Some people have however had the misconception that compactness, bringing 
the poor into the inner city residential areas, has the potential to turn the city into urban slums. European 
cities have proved that there is no basis for this argument. Towards this end, some of the vacant buildings 
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in the city could be converted to rental accommodation. Further, there should be a change in the existing 
building composition in the inner city, and offices, commercial and other buildings should incorporate residential 
accommodation alongside business, recreational and social activities as a way to reintegrate the city.”

Currently, the only subsidy mechanism that includes rental housing for low-income earners is the recently 
introduced Community Residential Units Programme (replacing the National Hostel Re-development Pro-
gramme). Miloon Kothari, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of 
the right to an adequate standard of living and on the right to non-discrimination in this context, under-
took a mission to South Africa in April 2007 at the invitation of the government. In his report on the visit, 
he expressed unease at the high consumer debt in South Africa and stated that the International Monetary 
Fund estimated that South Africa’s real estate prices had increased by 200% between 1997 and 2005. He 
raised concerns about the critical shortage of public rental housing stock for low-income households and 
affirmed that market driven price increases are leading to a shortage of accessible and affordable rental 
housing. He recommended that: 11

“ … all possible measures be taken in order to ensure equal opportunities in access to housing. There is an 
urgent need to restructure the availability of rental housing for low-income groups, to guarantee security of 
tenure for tenants and to formulate a specific national policy for groups with specific housing requirements 
(special housing needs)”.

In terms of the institutional subsidy regulations, the tenure form can be either:
rental;• 
rent-to-buy: tenants obtain individual ownership of units after renting for a certain period, usually • 
a minimum of four years. During the rental period, tenants can accumulate savings built into their 
monthly charges that will be deducted from the purchase price. If a tenant leaves their unit before 
taking transfer, they are entitled to a repayment of any accumulated savings; or
installment sale (payment of purchase price plus market related interest through monthly installments • 
over a minimum of four years). In terms of the Alienation of Land Act of 1981, transfer of the property 
can only take place once the full purchase price has been paid. 

5. Informal tenure 
Informal tenure is where people do not have any formal security of tenure. Residents of informal settlements 
and households living in backyards do have certain rights in terms of legislation. The Prevention of Illegal 
Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act, No. 19 of 1998 prescribes the procedures to be 
followed in evicting unlawful occupiers of land. The court needs to take the rights and needs of the 
elderly, children, disabled people and women-headed households into account. In addition, where unlawful 
occupiers have occupied the land for more than six months, alternative land needs to be made available 
for relocation. 

Where an informal settlement is being upgraded and has been declared a land development area in terms 
of the Development Facilitation Act, any person who has been in peaceful and undisturbed occupation of 
that land for a continuous period of not less than five years is deemed to have certain rights to the land 
(‘beneficial occupation’).

The Extension of Security of Tenure Act, No. 62 of 1997 applies in rural areas and in agricultural areas 
within urban areas. In terms of this Act, people who occupy land with the consent of the owner or person 
in charge (including people who have ‘continuously and openly’ occupied private land for three years) have 
certain tenure rights. Someone who has lived on a piece of land for 10 years and has reached the age of 
60 cannot be evicted.
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Guidelines
Security of tenure is one of the most important components of adequate housing. Many South • 
African citizens still do not have security of tenure, despite having acquired the right to purchase 
land rights (freehold) and register ownership of land and property. This results in their loss of 
physical capital and sense of security, damage of social and informal networks for employment 
and safety nets and their inability to use the house as a resource when other sources of income 
are reduced.  

Although legislation (including the subsidy policy) allows for a variety of tenure options, • 
government’s housing policy is largely concentrated on individual ownership by ‘conventional’ 
households (excluding single persons, single-headed families and so on) - this, despite the fact that 
a large proportion of the population makes use of rental accommodation and consists of a wide 
range of household types. 

Tenure choices must be guided by the advantages and disadvantages of various tenure forms and • 
its applicability to particular community contexts and income levels. 

It is essential that tenants become knowledgeable of their tenure types in order to exercise • 
their rights and responsibilities and to take ‘ownership’ of their housing environment. In this 
regard, community capacity development by government and its agents, as well as NGOs and 
CBOs, is imperative as part of the housing delivery process. Another important factor is the 
appropriateness of the tenure to the income of the household (social housing versus public rental 
housing). These factors influence the way in which a household or community takes ‘ownership 
’of its housing environment.

Rental is the most widely used tenure option for medium-density housing and is especially suited • 
to low-income households. The provision of affordable rental housing (public rental) in inner-city 
areas needs to be pursued in South Africa for households with monthly incomes below R2,500.
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8.  The choice between social housing and public rental 
housing 

Central to the National Department of Housing’s strategy is the development of social housing through 
accredited social housing institutions. Both the Stock Road and N2 Gateway (Phase 1) case studies illustrate 
however that social housing, in its present form, is not affordable for the majority of low-income urban citizens 
in need of housing. SR N2 . Moreover, there are no other state subsidised rental options providing well-located 
housing to the urban poor (except insignificant numbers of transitional and communal housing options). In 
the long run the recently introduced Community Residential Units Programme will expand the rental options 
available but the current absence of a public rental housing instrument for low-income households is evident in 
the struggles of many organised groups including the Rainbow Housing Co-operative. 

Rainbow Housing Co-operative

The Rainbow Housing initiative started in 1996 when urban dwellers, generally earning monthly 
incomes below R3,500, working and living within or around the Atlantic Seaboard area in Cape Town, 
organised themselves into a housing co-operative based on the members’ need for adequate housing 
with security of tenure. The group’s 300 members mainly include domestic workers, chauffeurs, child 
minders, caregivers, restaurant and hotel staff, security guards, and care takers. The Co-operative’s 
lobby efforts and engagements with a wide range of stakeholders, including national, provincial and 
local government departments, over 12 years testifies to the efforts of this group of poor people to 
assert their right to adequate housing. Based on the needs and affordability levels of the cooperative, 
they approached all three levels of government to cooperate in providing them access to well-located 
land and/or buildings; security of tenure in the form of public rental housing or cooperative housing 
(a form of social housing); and institutional, financial, management, capacity building and facilitation 
assistance.  Despite their unrelenting efforts, no concrete results have been achieved to date. Over the 
past twelve years, officials and politicians have cited the following reasons for the lack of progress in 
addressing the co-operative’s housing needs:

lack of staff and human resources in (especially local) government• 
difficulty within the existing housing financing framework to deliver well-located social housing for • 
households with incomes less than R3,000 per month
lack of provision of well-located public rental housing• 
lack of political will to accommodate low-income households in well-located areas• 
difficulty to access well-located land and high costs of developing affordable housing that is well-located• 
lack of inter-governmental cooperation• 
lack of willingness to explore creative solutions to access existing buildings or vacant State land • 
that are well-located 

The experience of the Rainbow Co-operative is 
hardly surprising, given that the operation of the land 
and property market excludes the majority of South 
Africans from accessing adequate housing. This is 
because the unregulated market prices land beyond 
the reach of the poor and even the lower middle class 
population. This limits the capacity of the majority of 
South Africa’s population to access housing freely in 
the market, creating a dependence on the State to 
supply housing. This reality has contributed significantly 
to growth in the numbers of people living in informal 
settlements and in overcrowded housing. Within this 
context the provision of affordable medium-density 
public rental housing for low-income households in 
well-located areas is of critical importance.

8.  THE CHOICE BETWEEN SOCIAL 
AND PUBLIC RENTAL HOUSING

Well-located land in Sea Point is unaffordable to 
domestic workers (Photo Ismail Pandy)
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1. Social housing
In the new social housing policy for South Africa, social housing is defined as:1 

 “ … a rental or co-operative housing option for low-income persons at a level of scale and built form which 
requires institutionalised management and which is provided by accredited social housing institutions or in 
accredited social housing projects in designated restructuring zones”.

The definition relates to the overall intentions of the Social (Medium-density) Housing Programme. 
Consistent with the Social Housing Policy for South Africa: Towards an enabling environment for social housing 
development,2 the Social Housing Programme (a form of rental housing) has two primary objectives:3

To address structural, economic, social and spatial dysfunctionalities thereby contributing to govern-1. 
ment’s vision of an economically empowered, non-racial, and integrated society living in sustainable 
human settlements.
To improve and contribute to the overall functioning of the housing sector and in particular the rental 2. 
sub-component, especially insofar as social housing is able to contribute to widening the range of 
housing options available to the poor.

The programme recognises the need for institutional mechanisms “to hold rental housing as a public asset 
over a period of time, for the benefit of a range of income groups”.4 Low-income persons are broadly defined 
in the policy as: 5

 “… those whose household income is below R7,500 per month. Income mix prescriptions for individual 
projects will specify desired percentages of participants for different income categories within this broad band 
and ensure a good spread across the range R1,500– R7,500”. 

Social housing will receive significant resources in future, according to the new social housing policy. 
However, the amount and level of critical debate on the sector are arguably disproportionate to the 
impact this sector is having, and will most likely continue to have, on South Africa’s housing environment.6 
DAG therefore argues that, due to its limitations, complexities, and the difficulty of delivering at scale, 
social housing should be viewed as one of a range of housing instruments aimed at meeting the needs of 
a specific group of citizens (i.e. the gap market – monthly household incomes of broadly R3,500–R7,500), 
and contributing to the overall functioning of the housing sector. 

Social housing cannot be seen as the panacea for housing the poor. The social housing policy justifies 
the magnitude of grants envisaged in terms of the role that social housing will play in the restructuring 
of South African society, although only approximately 18% of those between the ages of 15 and 65 who 
are employed earn R3,201–R7,500.7 Currently the funding instruments for the facilitation of institutional 
housing by government are the institutional subsidy, the Community Residential Units Programme and a 
‘Fast Tracking Programme’ for Transitional Housing.8 

The new social housing policy identifies five types of grants that will be applied in restructuring zones.9 
These are well-located strategic areas identified for the location of social housing which will attempt to 
contribute to spatial, social and economic restructuring. The grants are: 

Social Housing Restructuring Capital Grant.1. 
Staff Gear-Up Grant.2. 
Project Acquisition and Feasibility Grant.3. 
Pre-accreditation Support Grant.4. 
General Capacity Building Grants.5. 
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Of the five, the first is by far the most important because it involves a very significant direct contribution 
to the capital costs of implementing a social housing project. The policy states that it is important from a 
guidelines perspective to stress that: “the primary policy objective of the social housing programme is restructuring, 
not mass delivery”.10 Capacity building and capital grants will only be available in designated restructuring 
zones, while outside these zones the institutional subsidy may be used for rental development. Subsidies in 
the form of capital grants in restructuring zones may be as much as three times higher than institutional 
subsidies. 

The social housing policy contends that one of the most significant policy shifts is from thinking about 
housing in relation to individuals and individual housing units, to thinking in terms of projects. Appropriate 
targeting will be a pre-condition for the award of a project grant (subsidy). Each project will be required 
to specify a range of housing projects targeted at income groups appropriate to the context and to the 
restructuring aims of the social housing policy. Rents would be set on the basis of the rental that people 
in the sub-market could pay (as a proportion of income). The difference between rental revenues and the 
cost of providing the units will be subsidised via the grant, which will be calculated with reference to the 
project as a whole rather than to particular unit types. However, the units earmarked for the very poor 
will attract proportionately more subsidy than those meant for low-income people.

According to the social housing policy, eligibility for the capital grant will be based on requirements in 
respect of the nature of the social housing institution and its location, or the accreditation of a suitable 
project. To qualify for the capital grant on every unit, at least 30% of units in a project must contribute 
to deep down-market reach, with maximum rentals no higher than R2,500. Here the deep down-market 
refers to rents falling between the lowest possible rental, which is operating cost per unit assumed to be 
R500 per month and implying an income of R1,500 per month. However, according to calculations done 
by the Support Programme for Social Housing in April 2006,11 a minimum of R2,400 household monthly 
income is required to be able to pay for rents and services. 

This means that social housing is not about the provision of affordable (rental) housing for the very poor, 
except for transitional, special needs and communal housing, of which limited stock is produced. The 
Madulamoho Social Housing Institution and other institutions focusing specifically on transitional and 
communal housing are able to provide accommodation (generally including rooms with shared facilities) 
in the inner city of Johannesburg to people in the lower income market who earn less than R3,500 per 
month. In some communities, unrealistic expectations were created by the prospect of access to social 
housing. 

Therefore, in the South African context, the term ‘social’ housing is ‘social’ insofar as it uses government 
subsidies for households earning between R2,500 and R7,500, but not in the sense that it is housing 
intended for the very poor (households earning below R2,400). According to a UN-Habitat publication 
on rental housing,  South African social housing projects such as Carr Gardens “do not cater for the 
really poor” and “Johannesburg Housing Company is hardly a typical social housing foundation insofar as it 
was established with a R40 million capital grant from the European Union. Other social housing foundations 
will not have this windfall capital to rely on”.12

This highlights the absence of an appropriate housing instrument to provide adequate, affordable and well-
located housing to millions of poor households. The UN document concludes by remarking that South 
Africa’s policy is “rather traditional insofar as it relies on subsidies to social housing foundations. It is also based on 
some rather questionable practical and financial assumptions”.13 

According to the social housing policy the primary dimension of restructuring is to address spatial constraints 
relative to to economic opportunity and revitalisation. Social housing should be used strategically, either 
to open up areas which have major economic opportunities and from which poor people have been 
excluded, or to protect poor people from being displaced from areas with economic opportunity (e.g. 
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inner cities experiencing a revival of property values and where rents are escalating). With regard to new 
housing construction and conversions, at current subsidy levels social housing institutions are failing to 
achieve returns on capital sufficient to match inflation.14 Yet, despite its problems, the social housing model 
in its current form is especially suitable for inner-city renewal targeted at beneficiaries earning more than 
R2,500 per month. However, this does not solve the housing dilemma of those earning monthly salaries 
below R2,500 who work in well-located areas, neither does it provide for additional funding of institutional 
housing outside restructuring zones. 

2. Rental housing demand
Demand for rental housing is not only a function of income, but also of the availability of infrastructure, 
easy access to places of work, and an array of other factors.15 In the Western Cape the impact of migration 
on population growth is relevant as the province experiences a net gain from in-migration. The Provincial 
Housing Plan16 comments that migration is influenced by the package of opportunities provided by the 
place: relatively improved access to services together with economic opportunities can trigger a pull 
factor which is exacerbated by the push factor of a lack of these services in the rural areas. The migration 
patterns combined with the age/sex ratio point to the likelihood of an increase in the number of the poor 
in the city.17 In addition, high numbers of inadequately housed backyard dwellers and overcrowding of 
formal dwellings increase rental demand. 

It is expected that the aggregate total and effective demand for social housing will increase. The Social 
Housing Foundation18 has noted the following observations regarding rental demand:

rental housing offers high levels of locational flexibility and provides an initial step into the urban • 
market;
the poor struggle to access the limited rental opportunities in good locations that are provided by • 
the formal market; and
a range of rental options that cater for the specific needs of the poor are required as part of any • 
housing strategy.

Research for the Social Housing Foundation19 states that the demand for affordable rental housing was estimated 
at 1.8 million in 2001. The total demand for a variety of rental housing types is expected to grow at around 5% 
until 2011, or to approximately 93,467 units. Gardner20 argues that the rental-housing sector is possibly the 
second most efficient housing market (after the high-income primary market) in South Africa, despite the policy 
vacuum. However, in international terms, the local rental sector is relatively underdeveloped.

Table 16: National rental types, number of households and providers21

Type of rental Number of households Providers

Formal rental 0,76 million Small landlords• 
Property managers/owners/developers• 

Informal rental 0,75 million Backyard renters• 
Slum landlords• 

Company 0,10 million

Informal settlements 0,81 million

Non-profit sector Approximately 35,000 units• 83 SHIs (30 housing co-operatives, 43 SHIs, 
10 transitional)

Public sector Existing flats and houses • 
(approximately 300,000 units)
Existing public hostels • 
(approximately 156 with 279,333 
residents)

Municipalities
No new supply anticipated• 
Three options:• 

Transfer• 
Retain• 
Demolish and rebuild• 
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Table 17: National demand progression for rental units (Viruly 2004)22

Province 2001 % Growth 2006 % Growth 2011

Eastern Cape 162,924 2,86% 2,80%

Free State 111,920 3,87% 3,77%

Gauteng 654,486 7,21% 7,01%

KwaZulu-Natal 344,020 5,73% 5,43%

Limpopo 53,161 5,49% 5,29%

Mpumalanga 100,642 5,23% 4,93%

Northern Cape 30,347 6,05% 5,81%

North-West 128,517 3,17% 2,99%

Western Cape 232,406 4,17% 3,98%

TOTAL 1,818,423 5,23% 5,14%

The type of rental units as per different income groups in 2001 is set out in the table below:23

Table 18:  Type of rental units in South Africa
Type of rental housing R0–R800

(%)
R80 –R3,200

(%)
R3,201– R6,400

(%)
TOTAL

(%)

House or brick structure on separate stand 
or yard

50,24 44,76 41,67 44,17

Traditional dwelling/hut/structure made of 
traditional materials 1,84 3,23 6,51 4,51

Flat in block of flats 25,63 14,85 11,46 14,90

Town/cluster/semi-detached house (simplex, 
duplex, triplex) 5,55 2,74 1,95 2,80

House/flat/room in back yard 8,16 10,98 8,13 9,28

Informal dwelling / shack in back yard 3,55 11,97 13,41 11,39

Informal dwelling / shack NOT in back yard 2,21 7,95 13,32 9,53

Room/flatlet not in back yard but on shared 
property

2,45 3,15 3,20 3,07

Caravan or tent 0,35 0,34 0,31 0,33

Private ship/boat 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,03

In the table above formal rental is classified as a ‘house or brick structure on separate stand or yard’, ‘flat in 
block of flats’, ‘town/cluster/semi-detached house (simplex, duplex, triplex)’. In the R0–R800 income group 
81.42% of households have access to formal rental housing, with 62.35% and 59.64% in the R801–R3,200 
and R3,201–R6,400 categories respectively. This suggests that the majority of households in all three 
income groups who rent, are renting in a house or brick structure on a separate stand or yard. The fact 
that flats are only the fourth highest housing type in the R3,200–R6,400 income group may be indicative 
of the limited supply of affordable rental flats for this income group.

The following table from the Viruly report provides projections on the demand for different types of rental 
housing in South Africa for the period 2001–2011. According to their projections, the expected national 
demand for formal rental accommodation is to be just over 80,000 units per annum (highlighted in grey 
in the following table) and just over 400,000 in total for the next five years (highlighted in blue). To meet 
demand, the total number of units for the lower- to middle-income rental market needs to increase by 
133,746 units per annum and by 668,731 units over the next five years.
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Table 19: Projections: Demand for different types of rental housing in South Africa
Type of rental housing 2001–2006                              2006–2011

5 Years /Annum 5 Years /Annum

House or brick structure on separate stand or yard 224,510 44,902  281,739 56,348

Traditional dwelling/ hut/structure made of traditional 
materials

21,849 4,370 26,797 5,359

Flat in block of flats 81,012 16,202 103,021 20,604

Town/cluster/semi-detached house (simplex, duplex, triplex) 14,630 2,926 18,410 3,682

House/flat/room in back-yard 53,613 10,723 69,425 13,885

Informal dwelling/shack in back yard 64,457 12,891 83,248 16,650

Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard 49,493 9,899 62,212 12,442

Room/flatlet not in balck yard but on shared property 16,889 3,378 21,536 4,307

Caravan or tent 1,692 338 2,093 419

Private ship / boat 206 41 250 50

TOTAL 528,351 105,670 668,731 133,746

Between 30% and 36%24 of South African households live in rented accommodation, which reflects the emphasis 
on ownership tenure in recent housing policy. This is lower than international trends in developing countries.25 
Formal rental supply is increasing in South Africa, but not in the affordable rental sector where there is a lack 
of public rental stock.26 Formal housing options available to households earning R800–R3,500 per month are 
declining together with the rate of subsidised housing delivery. Increasing unemployment, declining household 
incomes and the impact of HIV/AIDS suggest that households will be able to afford less, thus limiting their 
housing options and, in all probability, this will impel them to informal settlements, increasing the informalisation 
of housing in South Africa’s cities. Nationally, rental supply (for urban households) appears as follows:

Spread of housing and tenure 
by income – South African 

urban households27
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The majority of households in the worst housing conditions are very poor. It would be inappropriate to 
accommodate them in minimum standard ownership housing for a number of reasons: 

their choice of tenure (rental vs ownership) - at the moment very few formal subsidised rental • 
options are available. Households may want to rent in a specific area, but because of limited choice it 
is impossible;
their ability to afford owned accommodation;• 
the ability to access the newly subsidised stock - housing is insufficient; and • 
the suitability of the accommodation in relation to their household size.• 28 

According to research by Shisaka29 using the October Household Survey (1999) and the Labour Force 
Survey (2005) there is a 4% decline in the proportion of households in rental accommodation, from 31% 
in 1999 to 27% in 2005. From the diagram above it is clear that there are households living in informal 
settlements and in informal rental accommodation who earn up to R7,000 per month. The table below 
depicts the (national) monthly wage income according to the September 2004 Labour Force Survey. These 
figures provide an indication of levels of affordability. 

Table 20: National monthly wage income: 2004 
No wage income 38%

R1–R2499 35%

R2500–R7499 17% (approximate gap market)

R7500+ 10%

In terms of housing affordability, more than 70% of the South African population is unable to afford 
social housing. In general, households earning below R2,500 per month end up in informal settlements, 
backyard accommodation or RDP housing. Only 17% of the population could potentially benefit from 
social housing. Although social housing presents opportunities for social integration and restructuring, its 
major shortcoming is that it does not make a significant contribution to meeting housing demand. In the 
absence of gearing social housing to scale, there are certain misgivings about its ability to truly contribute 
to social integration and restructuring.

3. Rental housing supply
Currently, limited formal rental opportunities are being developed for households unable to pay more than 
R1,900 per month (i.e. with monthly incomes of roughly R7,500 per month). Even with the social housing 
sector targeting this segment of the market (the so-called ‘gap market’), supply will not meet demand. 
Households who cannot afford to pay rentals of more than R1,500 per month (i.e. with incomes of less than 
R6,000 per month) have virtually no formal rental housing choices other than renting in overcrowded units.

At present, there are no authoritative figures specifying the supply of rental housing in the country. 
However, research, reviews and surveys undertaken provide an indication of the situation. The National 
Department of Housing reports the delivery of just over 34,000 institutional housing units between 1996 
and December 2005 across the country. In the absence of official figures, a Trafalgar report30 shows that the 
inner cities of Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, Pretoria, Port Elizabeth and East London accommodate 
approximately 400,000 people. Of these, the majority are in rental accommodation, more often than not 
poorly maintained. A review of the rental housing sector undertaken by Sigodi Marah Martin and Matthew 
Nell and Associates in 200131 indicated that the delivery of formal rental housing was on the decline. 

Similarly, research for Finmark Trust by Shisaka and the CSIR in 200632 showed that the rental sector had 
decreased in size in respect of the overall housing sector (from 31% in 1999 to 27%, or 3.5 million households, in 
2005). [In spite of this, they found that the number of households living in rented accommodation had increased 
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by approximately 100,000 households from 1999–2005. Notwithstanding this, the total number of households 
occupying formal rental units decreased by about 100,000 in the same period, while informal household rental 
(i.e. backyard dwellings) and other forms of rental increased. Furthermore, Shisaka found that the mean income 
of households in formal rental accommodation declined in real terms from R3,200 per month in 1999 to R3,100 
(in 1999 Rands) in 2005. Incomes of households renting backyard dwellings also declined in real terms from 
a mean of R1,500 to R1,400 (in 1999 Rands). The following table depicts these findings.33 The 1999 October 
Household Survey (OHS) and the 2005 Labour Force Survey (LFS) statistics were used.

Table 21: Growth in the rental housing sector from 1999 to 2005
OHS 1999 LFS 2005

Formal rental

No. of households (hh) (millions) 1,6 1,5

% 15 12

Mean hh income (R) 3,200 4,100 (3,100 in 1999 Rands)

Household rental

No. hh (millions) 1,0 1,1

% 9 9

Mean hh income (R) 1,500 1,800 (1,400 in 1999 Rands)

Other

No. hh (millions) 0,8 0,9

% 7 7

Mean hh income (R) 1,500 2,200 (1,700 in 1999 Rands)

The figure opposite34 illustrates the inadequate 
supply of public and private rental housing. Limited 
opportunities are being developed that target 
households earning below R7,500, especially for 
those earning below R3,500. Current supply does 
not meet demand and annual household growth; 
neither does it support affordability thresholds of 
different sub-markets. 

It is clear that the demand for rental accom-
modation will grow whatever government does. 
However, the kind of rental housing that will be 
supplied can be improved by more informed 
government action. Moreover, the potential of 
the rental sector to contribute towards urban 
renewal, restructuring of the apartheid city, and 
poverty alleviation is increasingly recognised.35 
However, the rental instruments that are 
currently available do not meet the needs of 
the majority of the urban population and do not 
contribute sufficiently to the provision of access 
to affordable adequate housing. 

It is clear that there is a demand for a different form 
of subsidised rental housing. Adequate, dignified, 
well-planned and managed public rental housing is 
generally underestimated as a collective asset that 
can be used by successive generations for sustainable 
human settlement advancement. To achieve this, it is 
important that government and its partners expand Public and private rental housing supplyP bli d i l h i l
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and revise their rental housing instruments, as rental housing remains a popular form of housing for low-, 
middle- and high-income earners in both the developed and developing world. 

To address the range of different needs a greater differentiation of housing instruments is necessary, 
including the provision of public rental housing.  The Community Residential Units Programme was recently 
introduced by government (December 2006) with the objective of: 

 “… assist[ing] low-income persons and households earning below R3,500 per month, who are not able to 
be accommodated in the formal private rental and social housing market. The Programme seeks to bridge the 
divide between social housing and lower markets which posed a significant problem”.36  The outcomes of this 
Programme will be assessed in the future. 

Notwithstanding the gains government has made in delivery of housing subsidies to the poor, it is assumed 
that the increase in value of those houses delivered to date has not been proportional to the rate of 
inflation. An alternative and more differentiated approach is required to create an improved quality of life 
for all and a more sustainable foundation for the poor.37
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Guidelines
The operation of the land and property market excludes the majority of South Africans from • 
accessing adequate housing due to an unregulated market pricing land beyond the reach of the 
poor and even the lower middle class population. This limits the capacity of the majority of South 
Africa’s population to access housing freely in the market, creating a dependence on the State 
to supply housing and contributing significantly to growth in the numbers of people living in 
informal settlements and in overcrowded housing. This highlights the absence of an appropriate 
housing instrument to provide adequate, affordable and well-located housing to millions of poor 
households.

The rental housing sector has the potential to contribute significantly towards meeting critical • 
housing needs, urban renewal, restructuring of the apartheid city, and poverty alleviation, especially 
for people who work in well-located areas. However, government’s current choice of rental 
instrument (social housing) does not meet the needs of the majority of the urban population 
and does not contribute sufficiently and significantly to the provision of affordable and adequate 
rental housing. 

Social housing as it is currently operating in South Africa serves a small segment of the population, • 
is not truly social, and is unaffordable to households with monthly incomes below R2,500. The 
social housing model should be revised to enable a significantly larger number of households to 
access affordable rental housing and to make social housing ‘social’. The 30%/70% deep down-
market split in social housing projects should be attained in all social housing projects. 

The re-introduction of public rental housing as an opportunity to provide well-located high quality • 
affordable housing for low-income households would fill a crucial gap in the housing continuum. 
Well-located, adequate, well-planned and managed public rental housing is an important collective 
asset and housing instrument that can be used by successive generations for sustainable human 
settlement advancement. 

Capacity should be developed in local and provincial government to implement and manage a • 
programme for public rental housing.

Government should provide the necessary regulatory frameworks and encourage small-scale • 
formal and informal landlords to provide adequate housing.
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9.  A range of housing typologies
Contrary to popular belief, ‘housing’ does not only refer to a house as a physical structure, but encompasses 
all the different elements that constitute a human settlement. Urban environments that display high quality 
private space, communal space and access to facilities, contribute positively to the living conditions of 
residents. The physical, social, psychological and cultural environments contribute to the creation of a 
‘sense of place’. A high quality urban environment brings about a positive sense of place, which in turn 
contributes to high levels of resident satisfaction, ownership and identity.1 Building and site design, in 
particular, contribute significantly to the ‘sense of place’ and quality of a housing development.2 More 
specifically, building costs, service provision and service costs, the nature of the unit, the configuration of 
the open space system and residents’ perception of and satisfaction with their housing environment, are 
all determined by housing typology.

According to Kevin Lynch, the basic texture of a city is determined by the predominant type and mix of its 
residential buildings. He summarises the models in a matrix pitting building height against ground coverage:3

Table 22: Building height and ground coverage determining city texture

Ground coverage Building height

High
(over 6 storeys)

Moderate
(3-6 storeys)

Low
(1-2 storeys)

High (over 50%) - Dense walk-ups Courtyard housing

Moderate (10-50%) High slabs Ground-access walk-ups Attached houses

Low (under 10%) Towers in the green - Free standing housing

Housing typologies discussed in this book include row-housing and semi-detached housing, three- 
to four-storey walk-ups, courtyard housing, flats, single room accommodation and cluster housing. 
These typologies are also illustrated in the eleven case studies. 

A combination of typologies used in the same development for different income groups and household 
configurations enable residential environments to offer choice and diversity. The promotion of mixed use, 
which includes social facilities and trading space for small or micro-enterprises, as is the case in Sakhasonke 
Village, can help create vibrant housing environments and support residents’ livelihood activities, and 
enhance their general well-being. 

When making decisions about the choice and appropriateness of different housing typologies, 
consideration must be given to the availability and cost of land, the socio-economic profile of end-
users, the urban context and natural systems.  Architectural, urban design and planning solutions 
that are not based on adequate knowledge about the end-users’ expectations, needs and values may 
have unintended consequences that are contrary to the intentions of planners and designers.4 Family 
separation was an insidious by-product of apartheid spatial planning and design. It is therefore imperative 
that design facilitates family life as this is critical to socio-spatial transformation in South Africa. The 
importance of co-operation between experts in fields such as economics, the built environment, 
ecology, sociology and psychology become apparent in the attempt to provide sustainable housing.

Untermann and Small5 emphasise the importance of planners’ and designers’ understanding and knowledge of 
the house analysis and design components as part of the overall process. They organise this into four parts:

9.  A RANGE OF HOUSING TYPOLOGIES
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Determinants of house quality and suitability – natural characteristics of the site such as 1. 
view, water, physiography, vegetation; and artificial factors including buildings, utilities, 
services and roads, as well as building materials and construction methods, directly 
influence the quality and suitability of the dwelling unit. In addition, an understanding of 
the socio-cultural background of users is important, but housing must satisfy the following 
human needs: 

Territory – to make the most of definition of space, ground orientation of units should be maximised a. 
through outdoor space for as many units as possible. Intrusions onto visual, auditory and olfactory 
senses are often difficult to control, but should be minimised through creative design;
Orientation – design attention should be paid to both sun insolation (absorption of the sun’s thermal b. 
energy) and insulation (suppression of the sun’s thermal energy), as well as day-lighting to capture 
optimum daylight. Sensitive responses are required to make the most of air movement or prevailing 
wind conditions and views;
Privacy – in medium-density housing, privacy is mainly created by floors and ceilings, sound-proof party c. 
walls, fences, shrubbery etc. Internal privacy is attained by constructing rooms with doors and windows 
that cannot be looked into, while external privacy is more difficult to create;
Identity –the primary factor in housing and settlement form is socio-cultural, where households seek d. 
identity through selection of distinguishing factors such as house style. In this regard, a combination 
and range of housing typologies become important;
Convenience – the degree of physical ease experienced in carrying out household activities needs e. 
consideration although it is quite subjective;
Accessibility – the degree of accessibility must be carefully adjusted to the needs of the intended f. 
user group and certain areas should be inaccessible to children;
Safety – the way dwelling units are sited and the size, configuration and access of open space can g. 
determine its level of safety. The unit must be able to withstand natural forces and be reasonably 
fire-proof.

Identification of household type2.  – identification of household type (single, couple, etc), 
socio-cultural and economic background, physical condition of household members is 
important. Household type will affect household activity and space requirements.
Identification of house type3.  – there are several basic types of medium-density housing. To 
respond appropriately to community, environmental, economic and institutional needs, 
designers and planners should be familiar with both the opportunities and constraints 
of each house type. Creative typology combinations and sitings of buildings have the 
potential to overcome many stigmas and shortcomings of higher-density living.
Correlation of household/house type4.  – without a description of the individual household, 
a match with the house type cannot be made accurately. Scenarios of different user 
profiles/household types should be sketched to determine the response of the housing 
environment to the human needs of territory, privacy, etc. mentioned above.

The quality of life of the household is greatly affected by spatial arrangements such as unit type, unit plan, 
layout of sites/buildings and open spaces. Tension is created when these spatial arrangements enforce or 
imply ways of living contrary to households’ expectations, role behaviour and values. In their landmark 
publication Housing as if People Mattered, Clare Cooper Marcus and Wendy Sarkissian6 state that the 
success of higher-density housing depends more on how the spaces between buildings are treated than 
on the interior design of units. De Jonge found a preference in housing environments for territories that 
are marked, that have clear boundaries and that make visual contact possible with the surrounding areas. 
The motives seem to be the need for some degree of protection, combined with a desire to receive visual 
information about the surrounding environment. The way a territory is organised and maintained may 
acquire symbolic value and become a form of self-expression. A number of fundamental processes are 
characteristic of the household’s interactions with the use of space:7
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care of children;• 
socialisation of the individual;• 
sexual life and intimacy;• 
orientation in time, space and society;• 
expression of status, ways of life and ideals; and• 
creative activities and recreation.• 

Most of these require relative privacy, combined with some measure of contact with the outside world. 
There should thus be privacy, but also channels of communication with other persons and groups, different 
types of facilities and other urban opportunities. However, the ability to regulate communication with the 
outside world is critical to the functioning of the household: “The dwelling should function as a filter with 
regard to influences from outside with relative isolation in the home being regarded as a necessary condition for 
participation in community life”.8 

In the behaviours and spatial arrangements for privacy, two levels can be distinguished: isolation of the 
family and its members from the outside world and mutual isolation for subgroups and individuals within 
the family. Both have implications for the layout of the unit. Within the house, space is structured in areas 
ranging from public (living room) to private (bedrooms). Between these areas, certain social and physical 
barriers are usually created requiring that certain conditions be fulfilled before crossing a barrier, such as 
knocking on the door before entering. Some plans, e.g., where the entrance to the bathroom is through the 
bedroom (Newtown Housing Co-operative), run counter to the desire to maintain privacy and to separate 
incompatible activities, which result in tension and dissatisfaction. NU

Housing requirements, to a certain extent, are determined by a household’s structure. The number, age, gender 
and mutual relations of the members of the family influence the need for space units (number of rooms in the 
dwelling). The presence or absence of children also influences the preference for house type, as flats may be a 
more appealing choice for households with no or few children than for those with several children or senior 
family members. The demand for a freestanding house with yard space is felt more intensively when children 
are younger and more numerous. With increasing family size, the need for housing space increases but not 
proportionately, so that the average number of rooms per person decreases with increasing household size.9

1. Overview of housing typologies
The following overview of higher-density housing typologies should be read in conjunction with the section 
on design. The discussion excludes high-density multi-storey blocks, as well as detached single dwellings. It 
is by no means a comprehensive study of house types or a prescription of how to correctly design higher-
density housing. It does, however, provide some broad considerations that need to be taken into account 
when contemplating, conceptualising and developing higher-density housing. 

Each housing typology has special requirements for site planning and a large body of literature exists 
on urban environment design. Eminent architectural and urban design studies that could be consulted 
include:

Clare Cooper Marcus and Wendy Sarkissian • Housing as if People Mattered (1988); 
Charles Correa The • New Landscape (1989);
Jane Jacobs • The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1993); 
David Lynch’s books • Good City Form (1984),  The Image of the City (1960) and Site Planning (1984); 
Oscar Newman • Defensible Space (1972); and 
Untermann and Small’s • Site Planning for Cluster Housing. (1977).

Unless otherwise indicated, the information in the tables below is broadly based on research by Poulsen 
and Silverman10 and informed by the case studies in this resource book.
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There are four main categories of housing form:11 
Detached1.  or freestanding housing (a low-density typology not investigated in this research). 
Attached2.  housing where each unit is joined side by side or one above the other, with a separate 
outdoor entrance and often a private outdoor space.
Apartments/flats3.  where several dwelling units share a common (usually indoor) access and area 
enclosed by a common structural envelope.
Hybrid housing4.  where two or more forms are mixed.

Combining flats with row houses12  Combining town houses with row houses13

1.1 Attached housing
1.1.1 Row housing (terrace housing) SMMV SV  and semi-detached housing SMSR MV SV

Well-known terraced row housing in Donkin Street, Nelson Mandela Bay

These typologies refer to attached units and individual land ownership.  Semi-detached units consist of two 
units (layouts are often mirror images) built next to each other and sharing a party wall on one side only. 
Open space consists of front and rear areas, as well as one side of each unit. Row housing constitutes of a 
(usually uniform) continuous row of housing where internal side walls are shared and is the most accepted 
medium density attached housing form. It can be terraced up or down a hill to enhance the view or to 
provide good orientation, allowing terraces on the roof of the unit below. Terrace housing can achieve the 
highest densities. Town houses are similar to row houses, but parking is provided within the unit, whereas 
row and semi-detached units usually accommodate on-site parking. Row houses are located either parallel 
or perpendicular to the street and the number of possible arrangements is large. 
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Untermann and Small14 state that four units in a row is the minimum in terms of cost efficiency, while 
more than ten units is too long. During the 19th century high-density housing in and around most of South 
Africa’s settlements was provided in the form of largely semi-detached, row and double-storey units, often 
with commercial and retail uses on the ground floor and street level, creating a vibrant and pedestrian-
friendly urban environment.15 

An example of terrace housing16

An important cultural consideration in the South African context is extended families.17 Accordingly, it 
is common for residents of semi-detached units who have backyard renters (often family members) to 
complain that the only access to the backyard is through the house. Housing subsidy policy should take 
into consideration the existence of extended families rather than encourage the splitting of extended 
families into smaller units. However, cultural appropriateness is not static and relates to the underlying 
processes in the design and production of housing.18 

Table 23: Row housing (terrace housing) / semi-detached housing
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Units configured as simplexes • 
or duplexes, adjacent to each 
other or stacked to heights 
of 2 to 4 storeys 
Suitable for smaller scale • 
infill projects and general 
densification by sub-dividing 
existing properties or adding 
units to existing property
Design and layout to • 
create adequate private 
ground floor yard space for 
individual units

Efficient use of land through high • 
density low-rise construction
A range of densities can be achieved • 
depending on the urban context
Shorter service runs than those for • 
free-standing houses
Compact and inexpensive relative • 
to other types, yet providing direct 
access, parking, unit identity, private 
open space and relatively high levels 
of privacy19

Potential for shared walls to reduce • 
exposure to elements and reduce 
construction costs
No interior spaces that are public • 
or that have to be shared with other 
residents or neighbours
Direct access from each unit to the • 
street and/or communal area
Conservation of space while providing • 
desirable amenities, but requires 
careful consideration in layout to 
assure successful circulation and entry
Choice of location can support viable • 
public transport systems
Walkable neighbourhoods result • 
from pedestrian scale and density of 
development 
Cost reduction techniques of mass • 
housing are applicable

Limited use of plot area for • 
extension or planting
Access to backyard of • 
row house only possible 
through the main unit 
– problematic where 
backyard dwelling is rented 
out on the plot
Lower levels of privacy and • 
higher sensitivities to noise 
from neighbours caused by 
shared walls 
 Users fear that personal • 
identity may be lost in a 
row housing complex
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1.1.2 Maisonettes VA

Maisonettes are small blocks of flats with four, six or eight units per block and are a standard type of 
higher-density low-rise typology able to achieve a maximum vertical stacking of units. Upper units are 
reached by a common outdoor gallery at the second- or third-floor level. However, these corridors can 
pose security problems.20 Maisonettes provide excellent opportunities for introducing small numbers of 
higher-density housing developments into existing low-density suburbs where small pockets of land are 
available. This type of housing could provide a new way of developing well-located housing for domestic 
workers and their families, using employer contributions to augment funding.

Maisonettes21

Table 24: Maisonettes
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Units configured as simplexes, • 
duplexes, adjacent to or 
stacked above each other to 
height of 2 to 3 storeys
Suitable for new build social  • 
housing and public rental 
housing projects and smaller 
scale infill projects
Design and layout to contribute • 
to positive communal and 
shared spaces 
Common facilities include • 
gardens, play areas, parking, 
roads, drying yards, laundry

Efficient use of land through • 
high density low-rise 
construction
Direct access of ground floor • 
units to the street and/or 
communal area
Sense of responsibility and • 
custodianship of communal 
areas created by limited 
number of residents 
Public interior spaces such as • 
landings and staircases shared 
amongst few households 

Loss of ground orientation for • 
upper units
Safety and protection from • 
the weather compromised by 
external access to upper units
Lower levels of privacy and • 
higher sensitivities to noise 
from neighbours caused by 
shared walls 

1.1.3 Courtyard housing
Courtyard housing is one of the oldest housing forms, dating back at least 2000 years.22 Courtyard housing 
consists of attached units arranged around open spaces, forming courtyards. The semi-public courtyard 
space provides a sense of safety and privacy. Front doors typically open onto the courtyard and rear doors 
may open onto alleys. It can also consist of a number of units grouped around a courtyard or individual 
rooms with shared facilities around a courtyard. This form of housing, considered to have “a future as well 
as a past,”23  is receiving renewed attention as a higher-density housing typology. Morris Newman suggests 
that courtyard housing, as “an attractive alternative to the standard developer formula” for higher-density 
multi-family housing, presents opportunities to “bring density to existing pleasant neighbourhoods”.24 
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Table 25: Courtyard housing
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Units configured as simplexes, • 
duplexes, adjacent to each other 
or stacked to heights between 1 
and 4 storeys
Suitable for new build social, • 
public rental, communal and 
transitional housing
Effective design of buildings and • 
layout contribute to potentially 
high levels of privacy and 
significant outdoor space as an 
extension of the indoor space26

Efficient use of land through • 
high density low-rise 
construction
Suitable for the adaptation of • 
hostels
Effective in densification of • 
individual plots in low density 
areas
Provision of safe outdoor • 
courtyard areas, especially for 
children
Courtyard shared by defined • 
group of residents creates 
ownership and responsibility of 
communal space
If planted and greened, • 
courtyards form micro-
climates able to moderate 
climatic extremes and provide 
manageable green space with 
limited water resources27

Cross-ventilation and sunlight • 
maximised for all units through 
strategic placing of windows 
vis-à-vis courtyards28

Relatively inexpensive and • 
applicable to warm, dry, sunny 
climate29

Cost reduction techniques of • 
mass housing applicable

Generally restricted to not • 
more than 2 storeys due 
to sunlight requirement to 
penetrate courtyards
Lower levels of privacy and • 
higher sensitivities to noise from 
neighbours caused by shared 
walls and communal spaces

Multi-storey courtyard housing25
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1.2 Apartments/Flats
1.2.1 Three- to four-storey walk-up buildings NUST CG N2

Three- to four-storey walk-up buildings are often used to configure the medium to higher-density low-rise 
scale of urban housing. The four storey limit was established by a number of determinants, of which stairs 
is the most decisive. Units are usually accessed via staircases with more than one unit sharing a landing. 
This typology is considered the least expensive form of medium-density housing.30 Climbing three flights of 
stairs is considered the maximum for healthy adults and excessive for children and the elderly. Behavioural 
studies have also found that residents become disengaged from the land when buildings exceed three to four 
storeys and this causes problems such as anonymity, indifference, fear for safety, loneliness, lack of community 
interest and insensitivity toward natural processes in general. Other determinants to the four-storey limit 
include construction according to conventional building systems while meeting structural and fire safety 
requirements, as well as unit cost comparing favourably with low- and high-density housing.31 According to 
Lynch,32 this type of housing is “a good basic model for apartment living” and can economically use central city 
land, while providing many of the characteristics of scale and access acceptable to residents. 

Table 26:  Three- to four-storey walk-ups
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Units configured as simplexes, • 
duplexes, adjacent to or stacked 
above each other 
Suitable for new build higher • 
density housing projects and 
smaller scale infill projects
Design and layout to create  a • 
sense of identity and ownership 
of communal areas
Common facilities include • 
gardens, play areas, parking, 
roads, drying yards, laundry

Efficient use of land through • 
high-density low-rise 
construction
Direct access from ground • 
floor units to the street and/or 
communal area
Can be broken down in scale • 
– few units share common 
stairway and common 
courtyard
Suitable for the adaptation of • 
hostels33

Establishment of sufficient • 
density for economies of scale 
to support local shops,  services 
and viable public transport 
systems34

Cost reduction techniques of • 
mass housing applicable

Loss of ground orientation for • 
upper units
Sharing of public interior • 
spaces such as landings and 
staircases amongst residents or 
neighbours
Risk of outdoor ground space • 
being consumed by motor 
vehicles as densities are 
maximised35

Lack of sufficient community • 
ownership and proper 
management and maintenance 
could lead to communal areas 
becoming neglected and 
dangerous  
Complicated design and • 
construction techniques result 
in higher construction costs
Lower levels of privacy and • 
higher sensitivities to noise from 
neighbours caused by shared 
walls and communal spaces

Walk-up buildings were a popular typology for public 
rental housing in South Africa. These ‘council owned 
housing estates’ established during the apartheid 
years to accommodate people displaced during the 
forced removals of the 1960s and 1970s36 afforded 
little or no attention to urban design, landscaping or 
operational considerations of these environments, 
rendering them unsafe and user unfriendly. Issues 
such as shared washing lines and no clear delineation 
of space generated conflict between neighbours and 
the physical environment contributed to a variety 
of socio-economic problems, resulting in strong 
negative perceptions about walk-ups amongst the 
general public in South Africa. Manenberg, Cape Town: 

Apartheid-era council owned housing estates
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An award-winning urban regeneration design concept to address the physical environment problems that 
contribute to poor socio-economic conditions in such public rental estates, was produced by Inhabit 
Architecture and Design Consultants, using rental stock in Lavender Hill on the Cape Flats. The design 
addressed a range of issues relating to the location which are endemic to three- and four-storey public 
rental housing across the country; this includes the following:37

courts are randomly placed with large expanses of undefined, poor-quality public open spaces in between, • 
resulting in a lack of cohesive urban structure. These open spaces are out of scale, do not relate to the 
housing units and therefore lack ownership, which results in undesirable spaces conducive to crime. The 
lack of ownership reduces opportunities for individual self-expression – a principle that would promote 
variety, even in identical buildings;
separation of private, public, pedestrian and vehicular use functions • restrains opportunities for an 
incremental process to occur in the built environment;
courts allow pedestrian through-traffic•  resulting in tenants having no threshold space between their 
private units and the public domain. Natural surveillance and a sense of security are thus compromised;
sense of place and identity are compromised • due to repetition, uniformity and monotony of the built 
fabric and the poor quality open space;
roads do not relate to buildings, are located behind buildings and are intended for vehicular use only• ; this 
results in unsafe back alleys with little surveillance;
overcrowding in public rental units and the high demand to rent backyard dwellings from ground floor • 
tenants indicate an urgent need for additional housing provision;
the • court layout allows little opportunity for individual economic opportunities and initiatives, while the 
overall environment attracts little economic growth and investment from external sources; and
there is a•  lack of recreational, social and cultural facilities and the existing municipal and commercial 
facilities do not relate to the housing units or the community.

 Lavender Hill: Existing situation38 Lavender Hill: Typical existing court layout39

Inhabit identified opportunities for an overall spatial 
intervention that would address the inadequacies of 
the current physical environment and restore a sense 
of dignity to such communities. They suggest that: 

to achieve a series of private, semi-private, semi-• 
public and public spaces, infill housing should enclose 
the courts and create safe semi-public courtyards. 
Minor alterations to existing courts will allow 
existing backyards to become front entrances, 
allowing a semi-private interface between the 
private housing unit and the public street. Spaces 
between this threshold and the street can be used 
for communal parking or playing area; Proposed urban regeneration of Lavender Hill with infill housing40
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all streets become pedestrianised• , while other public spaces are differentiated with levels using either 
hard or soft treatment.  A ring road is used to accommodate faster traffic; 
identity will be achieved where the•  open spaces become quality public spaces with distinct character. 
New infill housing will break the monotonous character of existing courts, together with minor 
changes to existing courts, such as balconies; and
the relationship between road and housing units•  (especially on the ground floor) would better 
accommodate home enterprises. Commercial nodes and corridors will therefore attract outside 
investment.

Lavender Hill: proposed scenario41

• 
1.2.2 Flats VIWH

High-density flats consist of high-rise buildings exceeding three storeys, using either the hydraulic elevator 
that has an upward limit of six storeys, or the electric elevator that accommodates up to 30 storeys. 
All units share common interior areas such as corridors, stairs and elevators. The outside grounds are 
dissociated from individual units and are shared by all residents. 

Table 27: Flats
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Units configured as high • 
rise buildings exceeding 3 
storeys
Suitable for new build • 
social  housing and public 
rental housing projects, 
and general densification, 
especially in inner-city 
areas
Design and layout to • 
contribute to positive 
communal space instilling a 
sense of ownership, safety, 
readability and identity
Common facilities include • 
gardens, play areas, parking, 
roads, drying yards, laundry
Usually well-located• 

Efficient use of land • 
through high density high-
rise construction
Direct access of ground • 
floor units to the street 
and/or communal area
Could potentially • 
be refurbished and 
revitalised
Establishment of sufficient • 
density for economies 
of scale to support local 
shops,  services and 
viable public transport 
systems

Loss of ground orientation for upper units• 
Provision of private rental accommodation • 
on a commercial profit driven basis
Sharing of public interior spaces such as • 
landings and staircases amongst residents 
or neighbours
Risk of outdoor ground space being • 
consumed by motor vehicles as densities 
are maximised
Lack of sufficient community ownership • 
and proper management and maintenance 
could lead to communal areas becoming 
neglected and dangerous  
Complicated design and construction • 
techniques result in higher construction 
costs
Public rental flats built as part of council • 
housing schemes are mostly in low income 
areas removed from urban opportunities
Lower levels of privacy and higher • 
sensitivities to noise from neighbours 
caused by shared walls and communal 
spaces
Fear of users that personal identity may be • 
lost in high-rise buildings
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1.3 Hybrid/Cluster housing
This refers to a group of units arranged around a communal space, taking a variety of configurations. 
According to Untermann, cluster housing is “the most fundamental and enduring form of human settlement” 

and “by its very nature, cluster housing suggests a greater sense of community than suburban-type single family 
housing, as demonstrated when the two are contrasted: cluster versus linear, compact versus sprawl, public versus 
private, pedestrian versus auto, community versus individual”.42 He gives the following basic types of cluster 
housing: row and terrace houses, town houses, flats, maisonettes and courtyard houses. Row houses and 
walk-ups can easily be combined on the same site as they are of similar scale and appeal to different groups, 
thereby broadening the occupant mix. Cluster housing can also be achieved through densification in low-
density, single dwelling areas by adding granny flats, student apartments or formal backyard dwellings.43 

The use of cluster housing in creating sub-clusters to define 
cluster form and cluster open space44

Two conceptual cluster arrangements are demonstrated - around an entrance court and 
around a garden/green open space46

Different dwelling types are combined to create an intimate 
scale, surveillance, variety and individuality45
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Table 28:  Cluster housing
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

A range of house types • 
configured in a variety of ways
Suitable for new build social  • 
housing and public rental 
housing projects, as well as 
general densification
Layout forms a defensible • 
enclosure that provides a 
reasonable degree of privacy, 
private outdoor space and 
ground orientation at higher 
densities47

Common facilities could • 
include gardens, play areas, 
parking, roads, drying yards, 
laundry

Efficient use of land through • 
high-density low-rise 
construction
Combination of different • 
typologies create a mix of units 
and affordability levels within 
the same development
Suitable for the adaptation of • 
hostels
Provision of safe outdoor areas, • 
especially for children
Achievement of social • 
benefits by aggregating shared 
open space and organising 
a hierarchy of private, semi-
private and public spaces48

Cost reduction techniques of • 
mass housing can be applied49

Quality of management and • 
environment is dependent on 
body corporate
Lack of sufficient community • 
ownership and proper 
management and maintenance 
could lead to communal areas 
becoming neglected and 
dangerous  
Lower levels of privacy and • 
higher sensitivities to noise 
from neighbours caused by 
shared walls and communal 
spaces

1.4 Other
1.4.1 Rooms CG

Various rooms are available for rental. Government and some private companies provide dormitory-type 
accommodation in the form of hostels, while private formal boarding houses, rooms for rent in private 
homes and backyard shacks for rental are available. NGOs provide communal and transitional housing. It is 
estimated that as much as a third of the population live in single-room accommodation and there is a high 
demand for this form of accommodation.50

Table 29: Rooms
Some general considerations Some advantages Some disadvantages

Institutional - transitional housing/
communal housing/ hostels:

Configured as individual rooms • 
with shared facilities
Design to create  a sense • 
of identity and manageable 
number of units

Provision of generally • 
affordable housing to migrants 
and people requiring minimal 
accommodation in urban areas, 
earning below R1500/month

Negative image and associated • 
with overcrowding
Some hostel developments • 
not humanly scaled and 
unmanageable
Shared walls cause lower • 
levels of privacy and higher 
sensitivities to noise from 
neighbours

Privately developed rooms:

Provided by private sector • 
in absence of government 
mechanism
Utilisation of converted office • 
blocks and warehouses
Granny flats and backyard • 
rooms referred to as ‘backyard, 
household or informal rental’

Filling gap in housing market • 
currently not addressed by 
housing initiatives
Provision of affordable rental • 
accommodation (as little as 
R100/month) for urban poor 
with access to basic services
Accommodation of extended • 
families and good social 
networks 
Possibility of incremental • 
development
More effective use of • 
infrastructure due to increased 
densities 
Generally well-located• 
Provision of income in the • 
form of rent to home-owner 

Often rented illegally• 
Infrastructure per plot often • 
inadequate due to high 
densities
Often inadequate light and • 
ventilation and use of unsafe 
building materials
Tenants at risk of exploitation • 
by landlords
Minimum standards and • 
town planning and building 
regulations not always taken 
into account
Shared walls cause lower • 
levels of privacy and higher 
sensitivities to noise from 
neighbours
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Particular housing typologies produce particular densities. Each house type has an appropriate density 
within a sizeable range of densities. Lynch and Hack51 assert that three factors are used to determine the 
density associated with a particular house type: 

parking (how to store the automobile – and how many to store); • 
the amount of private and communal open space; and • 
the privacy distances between facing windows. • 

As a general guide, they provide some typical densities for the different unit types. They state that any 
house type can be built at lower densities than shown below, but economically as well as in terms of 
maintaining community facility thresholds, it may be difficult to justify figures that are much lower. 

Table 30: Lynch and Hack: proposed thresholds for different housing typologies52

Housing typology Floor Area Ratio (F.A.R.) Net density

Single family Up to 0,2 Up to 20 

Row houses 0,5 40-60

Stacked townhouses 0,8 60-100

Three storey walk-ups 1,0 100-115

Six storey elevator apartments 1,4 160-190

Thirteen storey elevator apartments 1,8 215-240

Similarly, Maluleke Luthuli and Associates53 propose the following net densities for South African cities:

Table 31:  Thresholds proposed for different housing typologies in South Africa
Housing typology Net density Plot size

Single 10-20 du/ha 400-800m²

Semi-detached 20-30 du/ha 300-500m²

Row housing 30-60 du/ha 150-300m²

Walk-ups 60-80 du/ha n/a

Flats 80-100 du/ha n/a

According to Senior, the following housing typologies are recommended for densities of 150–450 persons 
per hectare (approximately 40–100 dwelling units per hectare):

courtyard housing (single or double storey attached units); • 
row housing;• 
three to four-storey walk-ups; and• 
flats of up to six storeys.• 

Typical apartheid-era hostel accommodation: 
Physical manifestation of discrimination and economic exploitation

‘Hostels to homes’: Redevelopment of public sector 
hostels to create sustainable humane living conditions
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There is sufficient usable vacant land in most built-up urban and suburban areas in South Africa to provide 
for small groups of higher-density units. This would render unnecessary the relocation of significant numbers 
of informal settlement dwellers to peripheral, low-cost, low-density housing areas. Most of this land will 
not require major additional infrastructure and large savings on energy, transportation, agricultural land 
and service costs will be incurred. More importantly, social integration will result, as will affording poorer 
citizens improved access to urban opportunities. 

Springfield Terrace, with a gross density of 257 du/ha, was built on only 8,083m² (less than a hectare), 
providing good quality inner-city housing to 133 sectional title owners. It is an outstanding example of 
infill housing on a relatively small piece of land. ST CG SVNU . However, those who favour class or racial 
segregation may oppose such developments citing the loss of public open space, increased population 
and traffic volumes as objections. Social and economic motives, political will and a commitment from 
local government to give expression to their Integrated Development Planning goals will strengthen the 
acceptability of higher-density infill housing. 
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Guidelines
Typology•  per se does not determine the quality of the environment, but a package of preconditions 
(such as scale, organisation, quality, arrangement of communal open spaces and institutional and 
community management), underlie safe and sustainable higher-density environments.

There is no direct relationship between density and quality of housing. Consideration of and • 
attention to a range of design and process factors relating to housing typology has the potential 
to enable vibrant and sustainable higher-density environments in well-located areas.

The quality of life of the household is greatly affected by spatial arrangements such as unit type, unit • 
plan, layout of sites/buildings and open spaces. Tension is created when these spatial arrangements 
enforce or imply ways of living contrary to households’ expectations, role behaviour and values. 
The success of higher-density housing depends more on how the spaces between buildings are 
treated than on the interior design of units. A preference exists in housing environments for 
territories that are marked, that have clear boundaries and that make visual contact possible with 
the surrounding areas.

When making decisions about the choice and appropriateness of different housing typologies, • 
consideration must be given to the availability and cost of land, the socio-economic profile 
of end-users, the urban context and natural systems. Architectural, urban design and planning 
solutions that are not based on adequate knowledge about the end-users’ expectations, needs 
and values may have unintended consequences that are contrary to the intentions of planners 
and designers.

The creative use of different housing typologies opens up new possibilities of increasing • 
densities in the form of infill housing in urban areas. A range of different housing typologies 
and the creative application thereof should be used to achieve different densities and types of 
housing environments that aim to meet the social, economic and environmental needs of as many 
households as possible. 

A combination of typologies used in the same development for different income groups and • 
household configurations enable residential environments to offer choice and diversity, especially 
relating to sustaining local economic development. The promotion of mixed-use, which includes 
social facilities and trading space for small or micro-enterprises can help create vibrant housing 
environments and support residents’ livelihood activities, and enhance their general well-being. 
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“The largest 17 cities in South Africa account for approximately 50% of total national energy consumption. 
Cities are an important focus area for achieving national energy targets for renewable energy and energy 
efficiency. They are also key players in national economic development and social welfare in support of the 
Millennium Development Goals. Energy is a key driver of development and poverty alleviation.” 

From www.sustainable.org.za/cities Sustainable energy for cities website

The process of developing and managing human settlements and the built environment is vital to the 
achievement of  general sustainability objectives, of which some include:

cutting greenhouse gas emissions;• 
reducing pollution; • 
conserving resources; • 
building cohesive and inclusive communities; and • 
building a prosperous and secure economy. • 

The most cost-effective way to develop and maintain a high-quality housing stock in the long term is to 
incorporate principles of sustainability into all parts of the housing development process.

“The construction industry is responsible for around 40% of all resource consumption and 40% of all waste 
production (including greenhouse gas emissions) and it is therefore referred to as the “40 per cent” industry. 
It accounts for one sixth of total global freshwater consumption as well as, directly or indirectly, consuming 30-
40% of total global energy. It generates huge wastes, accounting for between 30-40% of total waste generation. 
This becomes even more significant with the inclusion of demolition wastes. It is further responsible for 20-
30% of all greenhouse gas emissions. The biggest contributors are the materials that form the basis of modern 
construction – cement production is, after the burning of fossil fuels, the biggest anthropogenic contributor to 
greenhouse gas emissions, while steel is one of the most energy-intensive materials. The manufacturing and 
final use of both these materials is also very water-intensive. Other environmental problems associated with 
this industry (through manufacturing of materials or actual construction processes) relate to loss of arable land, 
release of toxins into the biosphere, deforestation, and noise and dust pollution.” 

CSIR-Boutek and CIB (2001): Agenda 21 for Sustainable Construction in Developing Countries: 

First discussion document. Reference No BOU/C336

The figure below contextualises sustainable construction as a component of sustainable development. 
Careful consideration should be given to all these components when developing higher-density housing.

Contextualising sustainable building1

Sustainable construction

Urban sustainability

Sustainable development

Sustainable building

10. GOOD DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION
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Sustainable building•  is about the process of creating buildings. Addressing energy and water 
conservation, re-using and recycling of components and materials, targeted job creation, use of local 
resources, as well as gender equality, are some sustainability objectives which could be identified. In 
contrast, biophysical unsustainability is characterised by severe environmental impacts at any point 
in the project cycle and cradle-to-grave cycle of materials and components, including inefficient land 
use. 
Sustainable construction•  includes using energy-saving methods and alternative forms of energy in 
developing infrastructure such as roads and bridges. Actions supporting sustainable construction are 
required, such as the generation and use of clean technologies and using local resources with minimal 
negative impacts on the natural environment.2

Urban sustainability•  is the broader process of creating human settlements and includes issues such 
as governance. Sustainable urbanisation implies the growth and harmonious development of the city 
within the natural environment, where habitat conditions provide optimum living conditions and equal 
opportunities for men and women. This includes more environmentally sound houses and infrastructure 
and development of new technologies that involve low financial cost and low environmental impact. 

Housing in particular can make a significant contribution to sustainability because it:
consumes large amounts of resources in its construction, maintenance and use;• 
is a fixed asset with a long life; and• 
is central to quality of life and has implications beyond housing, affecting transport, health, • 
employment and community.

In South Africa there is however a general lack of knowledge of green building products, technologies, 
services and design for resource efficiency among most housing stakeholders, including government and 
non-government, profit-motivated and non-profit role players as well as tenants and owners. The South 
African Property Owners’ Association recently established a Green Building Council for South Africa to 
promote environmentally sustainable practices in the commercial and industrial property industry.3Napier 
and Mulenga4 remark that: 

“… ideas such as design for energy efficiency, passive solar design, water efficiency measures, demand-side 
management, the use of renewable construction materials, sound solid waste management and good location, 
have usually been sacrificed in the drive to try and meet the large and ever growing need for housing in South 
Africa. In attempting to reduce the huge urban housing backlog, the mechanisms to fund housing favour the 
production of large quantities of houses rather than providing space to enable attention to detail or quality”. 

The impacts of current settlement design norms –such as single houses on large plots with full-pressure 
water supply, water borne sewerage, grid electricity and inadequate insulation – militate against demand-
side management or resource efficiency. 

From a national overview of recent urban housing projects which incorporated innovative elements, 
Napier et al5 found no single model that paved the way to innovation. The water, sanitation, solid waste, 
energy and construction technologies which were the focus of the study manifested in a variety of ways, 
more easily describe as ‘pathways’ by Marvin.6The study also found that innovation or a departure from the 
norm was not equivalent to appropriateness. A limited government subsidy produced a very standardised 
and non-innovative housing product in most cases, especially when delivered by developers. These houses 
are generally neither environmentally efficient nor appropriate. Innovations to improve resource efficiency 
are usually a-typical in the majority of new housing developments.7 Attempts at innovation are laudable 
in that the current public sector context and prevailing attitudes on the part of developers and design 
professionals are not usually conducive to it.8 
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The process that leads to good decisions on sustainable settlements seems to depend upon:9

a sound set of criteria for decision making around sustainable development for all agents involved;• 
supportive local authorities (although unsupportive local authorities can, in some cases, be • 
circumvented);
supportive utility companies that are prepared to support the interests of residents;• 
professional design teams who are open to innovation and which apply new ideas in an • 
appropriate manner, firmly grounded in the reality of sustainable livelihoods;
an enabling policy environment in the form of appropriate legislation, regulations and by-laws;• 
flexible and responsive modus operandi of the standards-making and regulating bodies;• 
dynamic and creative leadership by the agency that leads or is powerful in the decision-making • 
process; and
a commitment to consumer education and ongoing awareness-creation by relevant • 
stakeholders.

Understanding the energy and environmental implications of different layout plans, service options, house 
designs and implementation approaches is crucial in the quest for sustainable housing environments. The 
case studies discussed in the resource book generally did not demonstrate high levels of environmentally 
sustainable design and technologies, but in almost all the projects, some degree of consideration was given 
to environmental design elements. 

Moshoeshoe Eco Village

The Moshoeshoe Eco Village in the Galeshewe Township near Kimberley was developed as a pilot 
project by the Sol Plaatjie Municipality.  A number of alternative or eco-technologies make the project 
one of a few low-cost housing projects countrywide that incorporated affordable environmental 
innovations into the 13 units of the medium-density housing scheme. Substantial savings on electricity 
bills resulted from the use of various alternative energy sources:10

energy-efficient and cost-effective renewable energy through the installation of solar water • 
heaters and photovoltaics with a back-up instantaneous gas water heater system; 
gas stoves in all units;• 
energy-efficient light bulbs and appliances;• 
electricity is only used for lighting and appliances such as refrigerators;• 
an innovative urine-diversion toilet system to address water conservation and efficiency;• 
a dual-type alternative dry-sanitation system which recycles black and grey wastewater through • 
a filtration process; and
sand-filtered grey wastewater is diverted to a collection pond and re-used for irrigation.• 

According to the project review by the Social 
Housing Focus Trust,12 a key lesson learnt 
is frank and open discussion of residents’ 
acceptance of certain environmental aspects of 
the project, particularly the sanitation systems. 
Communicating benefits to the community, 
especially financial savings, will help them accept 
alternative technologies. Furthermore, capital 
investment related to innovative environmental 
projects is usually very expensive, but has to be 
considered over the long term where significant 

Each unit is fitted with solar water geysers 
and gas for heating and cooking11

savings will be realised.  This pilot project will be monitored to generate findings on the cost of green 
developments versus the cost of conventional buildings, taking into account that additional funding or 
donor finance was required for solar panels.
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Recognising the importance of sustainable building and construction as part of urban sustainability in terms 
of environmental impact, affordability, end-user satisfaction and settlement quality, recommendations in this 
section are rooted in ‘green’ design principles. People are at the centre of sustainable development and 
therefore sustainability will largely depend on each individual or community’s conscious choice to adopt 
or reject the principles on which it is based. It is clear that the culture of housing development needs to 
change its focus to sustainability. Ultimately, the construction sector will have to be completely reinvented, 
from the materials used and how they are manufactured, to how development and the methods used to 
achieve it are viewed.13 Developers (housing associations or for-profit companies), builders, architects, 
land-use planners, as well as the tenants and owners, should be involved. Sustainability objectives will 
be achieved only if they are taken into account from design through construction to long term use and 
eventual disposal and recycling. 

The housing project cycle – fitting in the key energy issues in planning housing projects14

The following sections provide an overview of considerations before, during and after concept 
development and implementation of higher-density housing projects. With attention to planning, urban 
design and architectural considerations, higher-density housing environments can become attractive and 
pleasant spaces. Porta and Renne15 emphasise the following factors contributing to the sustainability of 
communities:

accessibility;• 
land use diversity;• 
public/private realm;• 
natural surveillance;• 
permeability/street connectivity;• 
employment density;• 
number of buildings; and • 
number of plots.• 

A summary checklist is provided on pages 169 to 171.
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1. The site and buildings
As discussed above, the effectiveness of layout and appropriateness of housing typology are important as 
they establish land use and infrastructure supply, relating to both higher-density dwellings on single plots (e.g. 
row housing) and multi-unit buildings (multi-storey walk-up buildings). However, the availability of existing 
(bulk) infrastructure such as water, sanitation and stormwater, electricity, telephone, roads and others, 
is decisive for site development from both economic and environmental points of view. Infrastructure 
costs and public utilities will depend on the optimisation of the layout solution and the percentage of 
land allocated for residential use, public space, semi-public spaces and the level and standard of services. 

VASM NUMVSV CGST  

The layout must enhance an efficient and balanced trade-off between the private and public areas. If 
infrastructure is available directly to a site, the costs of development may be significantly minimised and this 
relates to the disadvantages of building on the urban periphery. Therefore, issues relating to the design of 
the site that should be considered from the inception include town planning, urban design, architecture and 
landscaping considerations. The case studies presented in this resource book provide examples of good 
practice regarding these other considerations. 

According to Acioly and Davidson16 optimising the layout solution, the percentage of land allocated for 
different uses and the levels and standard of services, will influence the costs of infrastructure and public 
utilities. Where land for public use is extensive, there will be less for other purposes, putting a heavier 
burden on public and community sectors in terms of higher service costs with public utilities, longer 
distances to be covered by foot and infrastructure networks, maintenance costs, taxation and so on. 

Hillier17 found that the design and layout of buildings and spaces can have more impact than the density itself. 
He showed that if, in high-density inner-city high-rise housing in London, the spatial layout of the settlement 
constrains natural movement, there will never be sufficient people to generate the sense that the space is 
well used, regardless of the density. Layouts must result in an efficient and balanced trade-off between the 
private and public domain, considering that sustainable housing development depends on the layout solution 
providing optimal land use and infrastructure distribution. This strongly relates to the concept of ‘defensible 
space’ and is illustrated in the public rental estates provided by the apartheid government.

1.1 The site 
Smaller plot sizes imply higher residential densities, which, in turn, imply higher thresholds to support 
public transportation and other services, as well as economic opportunities, increasing accessibility and 
exposure and reducing costs. Plot size is very important, as the size, width, length or depth and shapes of 
plots, plot coverage regulations and the dimensions of roads will significantly affect eventual density and 
efficient use of land and infrastructure. These considerations pertain to the provision of higher-density 
typologies (such as row and semi-detached housing) on separate plots. Plot size is determined by the 
cultures of cities and varies from country to country, which makes it very difficult to compare densities. 
Plot sizes in South Africa are reducing and are influenced by cultural and social needs, affordability, land 
availability and economic service runs.18 When determining plot size and shape for higher-density housing 
on separate plots, affordability limits and land prices have to be considered, together with cultural practices 
and local values.19 SM MVSV

Typical plot sizes for low income housing varies between 100m² and 150m² but must provide for the space, 
ventilation and day-lighting needs of an average size household. A 100m² plot is large enough to provide 
for activities such as extensions to the dwelling unit, vegetable and flower gardens with trees, a washing 
line and an outside sitting area.20 In the past, the ideal size of a site in a low-income residential area would 
have been 200–240m², with a street frontage half the depth of the plot. The 1:2 proportions of the site 
proved to be inefficient to infrastructural services and movement systems. According to the European 
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Commission, a 1:3 proportion is recommended, allowing more connection points per water and sanitation 
line.21 In the case of Sakhasonke, average plot size was 73m² with an average (semi-detached) unit area of 
46m² (coverage of 31%). This still allows residents to extend their units and have space for gardening.

It is essential that houses be located on plots in a way that allows for future extension, especially for low-
income residents as they accumulate savings over time to extend their dwellings. SV . Problems relating to 
small plot size can be surmounted by providing pleasant and well-planned public areas and humanly-scaled 
streets. Location of houses in terms of the street is important in creating an enclosed, defensible space. 
Placing houses close to the street edge creates a formal edge and a sense of place. SMMVSV

To reduce infrastructure costs, plot frontages should be kept to a minimum, but should not be less than 
six or seven metres.22 At very low densities, service runs are too long and at very high densities, services 
may become complex and pass through a cost threshold. Where possible, a range of plot sizes should be 
provided to allow for variations of income, household composition and tenure types.  Acioly and Davidson23 
recommend that narrow plots only be used in extreme situations because of climatic impacts and cultural 
acceptance. Narrow plots should be linked to row-housing development, high plot coverage in case of short 
depth and vertical developments. Land use conditions proposed as part of the Development Facilitation 
Regulations specified a permissible coverage of 60% for residential plots and 70% for commercial and 
community facilities.24 Attached and semi-detached houses make better use of plots, as there is no wasted 
space on the sides of the dwelling and the back yard is protected from the view of the street. 

Relationship between house and walkway/street25

Attached housing: sequence of space from 
semi-private space (front yard), moving 

through private interior space to private 
exterior (back yard) space26
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Caminos and Goethert27 and Turner28 recommend the following percentages result in optimal settlement 
layouts, based on various cases:

Table 32: Optimal settlement layouts
Land use Caminos & Goethert Turner

Public land (roads, public open spaces)  20-25% 20%

Semi-public land (schools, specialised institutions) 15-18%  20%

Private land (plots for housing, commerce and other uses) 55-62% 60%

1.2 Housing units and buildings
Adequate housing has to provide adequate space in terms of health and privacy for occupants. Overcrowding can 
lead to health, social and mental problems, particularly for children and women. In low-income areas, household 
sizes vary from one to more than ten people, but a median size is five persons. Research has shown that there 
is a link between overcrowding and respiratory infections such as bronchitis and tonsillitis in children aged one 
to three, due to the increased risk of pathogen transmission.29 There is also a strong link between overcrowding 
and psychological distress.30 Indisputably, extremely high densities result in poor health conditions, although it is 
complex to distinguish what is caused by density and what is caused by poverty.31

An acceptable standard for low-income areas in developing countries is 4–6m² of built dwelling per person. 
Thus, 20–30m² could be considered an adequate minimum size for a core house.32 The Association of Mortgage 
Lenders specifies that foundations and slabs for incremental housing must have a minimum size of 40m², with 
a walled and roofed area with a minimum size of 20m². The Uniform Building Code of the International 
Association of Building Officials and the Mantag (Minimum Agrément Norms and Technical Advisory Guide) 
guidelines specify that at least one room in every dwelling must have a minimum area of 11m².33 

The United Nations, International Union of Family Organisations and International Federation for Housing 
and Town Planning recommends an ideal minimum size as a three-roomed, 38m² house for a family of two, 
and a five-roomed, 62m² house for a family of six.34 Low-income families cannot usually afford a house of 
this size and have to take an incremental approach to housing, starting with a core house. 

Focus groups undertaken in informal settlements by BESG (the Built Environment Support Group) confirm that 
a two-roomed core house that can be extended is an acceptable form of housing. Flats need to be of an adequate 
size from the outset, ranging from 30m² for one person to 85m² for a household of six persons. Smaller sizes can 
be adequate for rooming-house accommodation where cooking and ablution facilities are shared.35

The physical structure or envelope of a dwelling must comply with the following criteria:36

1.2.1 Thermal acceptability
Energy principles should be used in the design and layout of new housing developments. There is a link 
between detrimental living conditions such as poor solar orientation, location, unsatisfactory design of 
housing and poor human health. An adequate dwelling must thus provide a comfortable thermal environment. 
The high cost of artificial heating causes low-income households to rely on the thermal performance of 
their units to provide a healthy and comfortable indoor living environment.

‘Passive thermal design’ refers to design that takes account of factors such as the sun, wind, rain, topography 
and seasonal changes. Housing should respond to the local climate. Each climate zone in South Africa has 
different requirements for buildings and settlements to meet the needs of its inhabitants.37 Comfortable 
temperatures range from 16–32°C, with an optimum temperature of 21–22°C. The following factors 
should be taken into account:

thick walls and insulation (ceilings) can improve the performance of a dwelling by preventing rapid • 
heat loss and gain;
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an insulated ceiling can reduce maximum indoor • 
temperature by up to 5°C in summer and in 
areas with cold winters, ceilings can reduce the 
heating required for thermal comfort by 50%;38  

SM MV

a wide roof overhang on the sun side cuts out • 
high summer sun, but allows in low winter 
sun;39 
buildings should be staggered so that they do • 
not shade each other;
to benefit optimally from passive thermal design, • 
houses should be north-facing with most of 
the windows located on the north side of the 
building. A study determined that north-facing 
dwellings were comfortable 28% of the time in 
winter, which dropped to only 11% for those 
facing west. Ideally, a maximum variation of 15° 
from north-south, east-west is acceptable;40 
rooms that are used as living rooms should be • 
on the north side to receive natural light and 
warmth; and 

Heat resistance gained by ceiling and insulation material42

a compact unit plan will reduce the loss of heat as it exposes as little wall area as possible to the • 
outside. Compact units are square rather than rectangular, attached rather than separate and double 
or multi-storey rather than single storey.41

1.2.2 Adequate protection from damp
Rain penetration, rising damp and condensation cause moist indoor conditions, which contribute to 
respiratory diseases, rheumatism and arthritis and encourage house dust mites and the growth of moulds 
and fungi.43 Dampness can be prevented by ensuring sufficient roof overhang to protect walls from rain 
penetration. A damp-proof membrane beneath the floor slab and damp-proof coursing in the walls are 
necessary to prevent rising damp, while good ventilation promotes dry indoor conditions. All the projects 
researched in the Southern Cape Coastal Condensation area that were built with the government subsidy, 
namely Missionvale, Sakhasonke, Samora Machel and Stock Road, displayed high levels of damp and rain 
penetration. SMMVSV SR . Cement blocks (single skin) are generally used in low-cost housing. The 
single-skin wall coupled with a lack of technical understanding and supervision does not sufficiently prevent 
damp penetration. 

The National Housing Standards44 require the introduction of lime into the mortar mix (1 volume cement 
x 1 volume unhydrated lime x 6 volumes of sand) to decrease external water penetration, as lime expands 
and fills up cracks when in contact with water. This would not require any additional costs but does 
improve efficiency. A foolproof method to mitigate water penetration is the construction of a double-skin 
wall, or making use of alternative building methods including timber-frame housing, the Aruba 2000 Building 
System or the Ecobeam System.45 The latter resists water penetration as sand in the bags functions as a 
filter, allowing water to filter down to the dampcourse and exit the wall to the outside. These interventions 
would require an increase in the subsidy, but the long-term benefits of thermal stability, a healthy indoor 
environment and prevention of damage to the building due to dampness would far outweigh the short-
term costs. 

The Aruba Construction System46 has high thermal and acoustic insulation and is water resistant. It is a fast, 
environmentally friendly, cost-effective building system (with savings of up to 25% in overheads and labour). 
It suits local conditions, complies with all statutory requirements and facilitates the use of unskilled labour.
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1.2.3  Adequate ventilation and lighting
Ventilation is necessary for physical and psychological health and for thermal reasons. Fixed ventilation in the 
form of air bricks or openings under the eaves, or openable windows, will provide sufficient fresh air and 
remove indoor pollutants. Openable window space of 5% (1:20) is an international standard for minimum 
ventilation requirements for habitable rooms and can also provide adequate lighting if the windows are 
suitably positioned. Window placement is more important than the size of openings.  At least two windows in 
different walls of the habitable space of dwellings should be provided to allow for cross-ventilation. Windows 
are also crucial for providing light during the day. The lack of adequate daylight can impede activities such as 
reading and cooking. Most importantly, direct sunlight “has favourable psycho-physiological effects on both thermal 
comfort and biological activity of the body and also has bacterial effect. Daylight gives occupants a feeling of direct 
contact with the outside world, an important factor for mental social well-being”.48

1.2.4 Noise 
Noise from neighbouring units or communal areas is often a source of great frustration and a source of 
conflict between neighbours. In the case studies people generally complain that noise from their neighbours 
affects their quality of life. Culture, personality, experience and expectations impact on acceptable limits 
of sound. Recognising the subjective factors related to noise would help to determine when others are 
creating noise unfairly and how to respond. 

Generally, residents and households living in higher-density housing should be mindful of the impact of the 
noise they create on their neighbours and their neighbourhood. Minimising noise transfer and informing 
neighbours when there is a particular need to generate noise, such as a party, contribute to a healthy 
living experience with reduced stress. Outdoor noise reduction factors to be considered in the design 
of higher-density housing include sufficient distance from the source (usually the street/traffic and active 
outdoor areas), soft landscaped and planted surfaces that will absorb sound, erection of barriers to reduce 
transmission of noise and avoiding the arrangement of buildings in long rows or around hard surfaced 
courtyards.49 Interior noise reduction techniques are generally more costly as they require thick, shared 
walls and sound-absorbent materials.  Appropriate design for noise includes:

the use of solid dividing fins between balconies; • 
avoiding hard floor surfaces above ceilings without sound insulation;• 
using solid core doors; • 
keeping pedestrian and vehicle thoroughfares away from bedrooms and living rooms; • 
avoiding placing windows and doors of neighbouring units opposite or adjacent to one another;• 
paying attention to elements like floor and ceiling plates and installation of services such as plumbing; • 
and
using composite construction methods which combine light and heavy mass materials.• 50 

An Ecobeam System house being constructed 
in Tafelsig, Mitchells Plain

Interlocking Aruba Construction System building blocks result in 
a wall that allows no water penetration and provides thermal and 

acoustic insulation47
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1.3 Open space
With increased densities and reduced availability of private space, the issue of semi-private, semi-public 
and community open spaces becomes particularly important. Adequate provision of open space is 
more often than not the decisive factor in the success or failure of higher-density developments. Spaces 
which accommodate individual and collective human activities are referred to as indoor and outdoor 
‘non-unit’ spaces of different character, determined by the grouping of units in different types of building 
configurations,51 or as ‘social outdoor rooms of urban settlements’ and should be guided by factors that 
impact on their performance:52

multi-functionality•  – public spaces must as far as possible fulfil a variety of functions;
scale•  – spaces must be humanly scaled and are affected by the height of abutting buildings;
clarity of role and definition•  – space should be easily readable and a clear distinction should exist 
between private and public areas;
enclosure•  – urban spaces must be clearly defined and have a sense of closure, giving special attention 
to defining the edges; and
comfort•  – the quality of the space is influenced by the enjoyment it provides of and protection from, 
the natural elements.

Attractive, safe and adequately sized public open spaces are 
defined by buildings

Parking space should not be lumped in one place but spread 
across the site in small parcels53

Social scientists challenge the widely accepted myth that higher-density and affordable housing increases 
crime and assert that the design and use of public spaces has a far more significant effect on crime than 
density or income levels. There is no relationship between population or housing density and violent 
crime rates; when residents’ incomes are taken into account, the effect of density on non-violent crime 
decreases to non-significance.  The design and use of public spaces and particularly the sense of ownership 
and control that residents have over these areas has a far more significant effect on crime than density 
or income levels.54 In neighbourhoods where there is a shortage of employment opportunities, social 
and community facilities, disinvestment and a general lack of urban opportunities, crime levels tend to 
be higher. 

A household’s claim to territory diminishes proportionately as the number of households sharing it 
increases; the more people who share a territory, the less each individual experiences rights to it and the 
more difficult it is for residents to identify it as their own or to determine the activity taking place within it. 
In higher-density housing developments, communal open space is only used if there is a sense of ownership, 
enclosure and safety. Areas shared by multiple families are often more neglected than those shared by 
fewer families. Ideally, small open spaces for recreation or outdoor production should be allocated to and 
controlled by small groups of residents. It is easier for outsiders to enter areas shared by 50 units, than areas 
shared by 10, for instance.  Anonymity can easily be maintained in larger areas as it is difficult to distinguish 
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between residents, their guests and intruders, thus compromising safety. Therefore, the fewer units sharing 
an area (interior or exterior), the safer it is and the easier it is to reach an informal understanding with 
other residents as to what constitutes acceptable usage.55 

Buildings with identical densities but different designs impact 
differently on the housing quality57

Newman states that what is true for site design 
is also true for building design. As with site design, 
different building designs with identical densities 
and coverage can contribute significantly to the 
quality of a housing development. The same building 
envelope can be designed in numerous ways to 
create different results, as illustrated in the figure 
opposite for a three-storey walk-up. The smaller 
number of units sharing an entry and landing in the 
lower configuration gives residents better control 
over public spaces, as intruders can be identified 
immediately and acceptable behaviour can be 
established among residents.56 

In the following example, the effects of three 
different building types on residents’ ability to exert 
control over the areas surrounding their housing 
units are examined.58 The table depicts the same four-block area, but using a different building typology, 
resulting in different densities. Note that densities used in the example are rather low.

Table 33: Effects of different building types
Housing typology

Design component Row house Three storey walk-up High-rise super block

Density 7 du/ha (18 du/acre) 15 du/ha (36 du/acre) 20 du/ha (50 du/acre)

Indoor areas Private Private Public — lobby, stairs, 
elevators, corridors

Front yards Semi-private Semi-private -

Back yards Private Back yards of ground 
floor units are private

-

Ground surrounding units All grounds except streets 
and sidewalk are assigned 
to individual units

Semi-private — remainder 
of court accessible to 
all residents, but not to 
outsiders

Public — accessible • 
to all
Residents do not feel • 
responsible for grounds

Lawns and parking Semi-private lawns abut 
sidewalk and car is parked 
on curb, making sidewalk 
a semi-public area

Semi-private Public

Entry to streets Private — one unit per 
entry

Semi-private — entry 
shared by six units

Building entries do not • 
face street
Entry shared by 50 • 
families

Proximity of units to street Maximum set-back of • 
6m from street
Units situated close • 
to street incorporates 
sidewalk into residents’ 
sphere of influence

Maximum set-back of • 
6m from street
Units situated close • 
to street incorporates 
sidewalk into residents’ 
sphere of influence but 
not as manifestly due to 
six units sharing a lawn

No association with • 
street and sidewalks
Distant from units• 
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Semi-detached houses, row houses (town houses), cluster and courtyard housing have no public interior 
spaces that are not controlled by the households. The essential difference between these typologies is the 
density that can be attained. The figure below demonstrates the nature of spaces in and around them.59

Depicted in the figure below, the three- to four-storey walk-up building introduces circulation areas within 
the building that are shared by more than one family. The number of families sharing these areas depends 
on how entrances, stairs and corridors are distributed. The figure depicts two units per floor sharing 
a common landing. The grounds surrounding the building are considered public, but there must be a 
transition between private and public space. 

The nature and space in and around different housing typologies60

The nature of shared and communal spaces relating to walk-up flats61

The high-rise building illustrated consists of 195 units sharing interior areas. Thirteen households on each 
floor share the same semi-public or public spaces, which are accessible from two sets of stairs and two 
elevators. The outside grounds are entirely disassociated from the individual units and are shared by all 
195 households. 

Private

Semiprivate

Semipublic

Public

All interior spaces are within the private domain of the family• 
All grounds around the private unit are for the private use of the family• 
There is a direct abutment between private grounds and the sidewalk• 
The domain of the house encompasses the street• 

FREESTANDING HOUSE SEMI-DETACHED HOUSES ROW HOUSES

Private

Semiprivate

Semipublic

Public

Private space is within the apartment • 
unit only
The interior lobby, stairs and corridor are • 
semiprivate
Grounds can be designated for one family • 
but are usually shared by all the families 
in the building
Only a small number of families (three to • 
six) share the interior circulation areas 
and grounds
The street is within the sphere of • 
influence of the dwellings

GARDEN APARTMENTS
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Buildings and public spaces in lower-income higher-
density areas are often not humanly scaled and are 
unsafe and unpleasant spaces that do not promote 
positive social interaction. These developments are 
generally in much worse condition than middle-
income developments, because the latter have funds 
for security, maintenance and maintenance staff to 
maintain communal areas. Often these disagreeable 
spaces detract from the quality of housing and the 
general public environment. 

Humanly scaled and landscaped communal spaces – N2 
Gateway (Joe Slovo) project

Left and right: Similar densities but different building and site 
design resulting in diverse quality of environment64

It is important that maintenance and responsible use of communal open spaces are set out unambiguously 
from the outset. Community efforts and organisation demonstrated in the case studies are evidence of 
the positive role residents can play in the maintenance and upkeep of their housing. Participation increases 
residents’ sense of ownership of the housing environment, resulting in greater care, maintenance and 
vigilance. Layout and organisation of public space can make an environment more, or less, secure. Key 
techniques are surveillance and giving local residents a sense of territorial responsibility.63 The physical 
layout should allow residents to control the areas around their units such as streets, grounds outside their 
buildings, lobbies, corridors and stairways. Design 
of the units and of semi-private spaces such as the 
stairs, corridors and areas abutting the building need 
to be mindful of safety and security considerations, 
noise, disabled persons and moving of furniture. 
Appropriately designed housing and landscaping 
could be used to provide scale and definition to 
these spaces, while increasing surveillance through 
units overlooking a central courtyard and providing 
protection against the elements. SMNUSV N2

The illustration opposite compares the site design 
of a three-storey walk-up development (right) and a 
high-rise development (left), both at a density of 16 

The nature of shared and communal spaces relating to high-rise flats62The nature of shared and communal spaces relating to high-rise flattssss6666222

Private

Semiprivate

Public

Private space exists only within the • 
apartment units 
The interior circulation areas and the • 
grounds are public
There is no association between the • 
building and street

HIGH-RISE FLATS

The nature of shared and communal spaces relating to high-rise flats62
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du/hectare and one parking space per unit. Because the walk-up building is positioned close to the street, 
entries, play areas and parking are brought within the sphere of influence of residents. Each entry serves only 
six families, as opposed to the high-rise buildings where 60 families share a common entry.  The walk-up building 
creates a better quality environment, mainly due to site and building design, allowing residents a greater sense of 
ownership and control over their immediate environment.  According to Newman65, the walk-up development 
has a ground coverage of 37% versus the 24% of the high-rise, but “municipalities that wish to reap the benefits of 
walk-up versus high-rise buildings must learn to be flexible with their floor-area-ratio requirements to ensure that they are 
not depriving residents of a better housing option in order to get more open ground space that has little purpose”. 

Table 34: Site design comparison between high-rise and three storey walk-ups
Housing typology

Design component High-rise Three storey walk-up

Density 16 du/ha (40 du/acre) 16 du/ha (40 du/acre)

Ground coverage of buildings 24% 37%

Parking 1 parking per unit• 
Parking bays designed as continuous • 
strip along street, thus disassociating 
buildings from street

1parking per unit• 
Buildings and entries juxtaposed with • 
interior or city streets and parking

Building entrance All entries facing interior grounds of • 
development
60 families sharing entry• 

E• ach entry faces street
6 f• amilies sharing entry

Play and sitting areas Anonymous, public area Provided near entry to each walk-up, 
thus extending sphere of influence into 
street

Distance of unit from street Set back from street Short distance from street

Hard open space, which consists of surfaced or compacted outdoor spaces and green space, consisting of 
trees, lawns and vegetation, can be private or communal space.  A hard space system including roads, pedestrian 
pathways and public spaces is a very important part of an environment that meets the needs of its inhabitants. 
It must provide opportunities for community interaction and small-scale economic activities, areas for children 
to play, space for walking or exercise, as well as for sitting and relaxing.  Attractive, well-lit pedestrian paths 
should be provided where possible and pedestrian traffic should always be prioritised over vehicular traffic. 
Traffic calming measures should be used where needed.66 Streets abutting high-density housing developments 
used by private motor vehicles must be humanly scaled and be part of the communal living space of the resident 
community. The use of speed humps can keep speeds to a minimum (usually 30-40km/hr).

Communal areas should be consciously and 
mindfully designed, leaving no ambiguous spaces 
between buildings and between buildings and site 
boundaries. Lynch and Hack found that when 
outdoor spaces shrink to 3.5x4.5m (±16m²) they 
are hardly used. 

The case studies highlighted the need to subdivide 
and assign communal areas, separating different 
activities for different resident groups in the 
projects. Sizes, features and locations of open space 
areas for children are based on the organised games 
considered appropriate for different age groups.67 

Undefined open space becomes unused open space

Children younger than five need simple, flexible spaces that are easily supervised, while older children 
require level, hard-surfaced areas for specialised activities.68 It is also important to distribute smaller play 
areas throughout the project, serving small clusters of units/households as opposed to concentrating them 
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in one big area.69 Play space for younger children should be separated from that of teenagers and especially 
from motor vehicle circulation areas. Lynch and Hack70 recommend that the socialising of adolescents 
occur “at arm’s length from adults”, preferably in a setting consisting of a centre for teenagers, a place for 
small business enterprise or an active recreation area accommodating ball games. Sitting areas for adults 
(the elderly) should be provided overlooking play areas for children. Communal areas which cut across the 
age groups and encourage social contact include community gardens, washing line yards, areas for picnic or 
braais and other facilities. However, separation of use areas and definition of space can be done by planting, 
paving, curbing, landscaping, trellising, retaining walls and outdoor equipment. Well-functioning open spaces 
are enclosed by buildings, trees, or colonnades. 

Trees and vegetation are often sparse or absent in high-density, low-income areas and more so in new 
housing developments. Initial caring for and watering of trees and vegetation is particularly difficult, but the 
greening of residential areas is extremely important:73trees and plants improve the ‘sense of place’ of an 
area and provide enclosure along routes and around public spaces;

vegetation provides shade and shelter from the elements and contributes to an improved micro-• 
climate;
vegetation captures dust and pollutants and can purify the air;• 
vegetation can absorb water, improve drainage and reduce stormwater runoff;• 
vegetation can reduce erosion by up to 50% and can be used to stabilise steep slopes;• 
a fruit and vegetable garden of 25m² can provide about 40% of a family of five’s vegetable needs; and• 
indigenous, deciduous trees can shade the north side of the unit in summer and allow for exposure • 
to the sun in winter.

Management of these undertakings, especially a communal vegetable garden, is important.  The case studies 
also highlight the importance of access to meeting places and offices for community groups and leaders, 
after school facilities, safe and sheltered washing line areas, refuse collection and braai areas.

1.4 Designing for safety
Because of funding issues, affordable higher-density housing developments do not usually have 24-hour security 
personnel. Coupled with low resident ownership, communal areas become the places where crime is most 
prevalent in public housing developments. The graph below demonstrates the relationship between the increase 
in crime and increased building height and shows that crime is mostly located within public areas.74

Culemborg, Netherlands: Play space for younger children 
is enclosed by buildings and trees and separated from that 

of teenagers and motor vehicle circulation areas. Definition 
of space is created here through the use of planting, paving, 

landscaping and outdoor equipment71

Culemborg, Netherlands: Sizes, features and locations of open 
space areas for children are based on the organised games 
considered appropriate to the different age groups. Older 
children require level, hard-surfaced areas for specialised 

activities such as ball games. Sitting area for adults is provided 
overlooking the play area72
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According to Newman, the physical factors that correlate most strongly with crime rates are, in order of 
importance: 

Height of buildings (which correlates with the number of apartments sharing the entry to a building). 1. 
Size of the housing project (number of dwelling units). 2. 
Number of other publicly assisted housing projects in the area. 3. 

This supports the importance of incorporating affordable housing in well located and mixed-use areas, 
preferably aiming to achieve mixed-income residents. The physical form of the residential environment is 
shown to play an important role in reducing crime and in helping residents to control behaviour in their 
housing environments. Complex and anonymous housing environments make it difficult for a code of 
behaviour to be established among residents.

Research conducted by the CSIR into the relationship between crime and spatial planning, urban and 
architectural design and the use and management of the physical environment suggests that if the 
environment is planned, designed and managed appropriately, certain types of crimes can be reduced.76 

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) “aims to reduce the causes of and opportunities 
for, criminal events and address the fear of crime by applying sound planning, design and management principles 
to the built environment”.77

However, numerous factors influence the type of crime that occurs, as well as where and when it occurs 
and therefore it is necessary that planning and design principles work together with other crime prevention 
approaches. Based on international studies and guided by the local context, the CSIR78 identified five 
principles that are critical to establishing how the physical environment either reduces or increases the 
opportunities for crime, and which support the creation of well performing living environments in general. 
They are:

surveillance and visibility; • 
territoriality; • 
access and escape routes; • 
image and aesthetics; and • 
target hardening. • 

In interior 
public space

On ousite 
grounds

Inside
apartments

Total
30.0 

Total
41.0
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68.0 
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16.55.3

14.5

16.2

37.3
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(3 floors)

Mid-rises
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Location of crime in walk-ups and high-rises75
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1. Surveillance and visibility —  Passive surveillance is the casual observance of public and private areas by 
users or residents during the course of their normal activities.  Active surveillance refers to surveillance 
by police or other agents whose particular function is to ‘police’ an area. Passive surveillance is often 
referred to as the presence of ‘protective eyes’ or ‘eyes on the street’. The extent of visual contact that 
people have with a space, together with the degree of their being visible to others, determines the 
extent to which they can intervene and whether the users feel safe. This depends on a range of factors 
that include windows, doors and other openings, the distances between buildings, the sizes of the public 
spaces, vacancy rates as well as the extent, degree and type of use to which the space is put. The zoning 
of land and how buildings are used become important in determining whether passive surveillance is 
taking place. 

Visibility is the degree to which an environment is made visible by elements such as lighting and 
uninterrupted lines of sight. Surveillance improves with good visibility. Dark or twisting streets, alleys, 
entrances and doorways can act as hide-outs for potential offenders and increase fears of crime. The 
design and positioning of lighting and the way roads and paths are laid out can prevent many of these 
problems and make both the physical environments and the users visible to others. 

2. Territoriality — is a sense of ownership of one’s living or working environments. Territoriality and 
people’s sense of ownership are encouraged when residents identify with the space and where the 
space and its configuration are legible to them. A sense of ownership and responsibility improves the 
likelihood of passive observers intervening, and spaces should be designed and managed in ways that 
encourage owners/users to take responsibility for their use and maintenance. Territoriality can be 
increased through clearly defining public and private spaces, using the human scale, limiting unused open 
space and so on. 

3. Access and escape routes — Certain types of criminal events and sites are deliberately chosen for 
their easy access to escape routes. Similarly, the availability of access and escape routes add to the safety 
of potential victims. Areas of refuge, such as vacant land where people can hide and which have clear 
routes of escape from a crime, are obvious hide-outs for offenders and houses or neighbourhoods 
near or adjacent to vacant land are often the targets of repeated burglaries. The layout of transport 
routes and the juxtaposition of different types of space influence the ease of access and escape. Clear 
signposting of streets, buildings and exit routes are important ways of assisting potential victims. 

4. Image and aesthetics — The image projected by a building or a public area has been clearly linked 
to levels of crime and particularly to the fear of crime. This link is often referred to as ‘crime and 
grime’. Urban decay and its resultant degradation make people using these areas feel unsafe. Often this 
reduces the number of users, which could exacerbate the crime problem. Good design and effective 
management of spaces in the city are necessary to prevent precincts from becoming actual or perceived 
crime ‘hot spots’. Vacant land that is not maintained and unoccupied buildings can both contribute to 
decay, as do litter and the breakdown of services. The image of spaces can be improved by ensuring 
human scale in design, using attractive colours or materials, providing adequate lighting and designing for 
high levels of activity. 

5. Target hardening — reduces the attractiveness or vulnerability of potential targets by, for instance, the 
physical strengthening of building facades or boundary walls. Walls around houses and burglar bars on 
windows are the most common examples of this principle. Target hardening is often the first solution 
that occurs to residents and designers because it often physically reduces opportunities for crime. 
However, the common mistake is that in so doing, other principles are violated. If target hardening of 
buildings obstructs lines of sight or provides havens that cannot be surveyed, the hardening is unlikely 
to be an effective crime prevention tool.  Another form of target hardening that is becoming more 
prevalent in South Africa is the closing off of streets and neighbourhoods. However, this form of control 
has many adverse consequences that need to be considered and weighed up against possible benefits. 
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Some examples of CPTED initiatives cited by the CSIR include:
reducing the opportunities for crime through well-planned pedestrian routes, appropriately designed • 
informal trading areas, mixed-use and extended hours of use of facilities;
limiting the potential danger posed by reducing and managing open spaces and vacant land;• 
providing appropriate lighting in parks, along streets and pedestrian routes;• 
providing adequate infrastructure and facilities such as roads and telecommunication to improve • 
interaction between communities and the police; and
managing the built environment efficiently, for example replacing light bulbs timeously, trimming trees • 
and vegetation when and where required, collecting refuse regularly etc.

The role of planning and design professionals may include:
developing and implementing design and urban planning guidelines aimed at reducing crime;• 
designing retrospective improvement to physical environments in support of crime prevention;• 
ensuring that building regulations are compatible with the principles of CPTED;• 
promoting performance zoning in support of crime prevention and applying a flexible approach to • 
zoning standards, such as reducing large areas of vacant land by identifying appropriate land uses;
ensuring context-specific design and management of the built environment to reduce crime;• 
contributing to the planning and implementation of integrated crime prevention strategies, especially • 
regarding aspects related to the physical environment; and
assisting with the development of appropriate by-laws.• 

2. Infrastructure and service provision
infrastructural services must be appropriate for the local cultural, social and environmental conditions and 
must be affordable. The provision of appropriate services increases the general quality of life, reduces risks to 
health and sustains the balance of human settlements with the natural environment. According to Sowman 
and Urquhart,79 the golden rule for service provision is to reduce both inputs (such as installing a shower 
instead of a bath) and outputs (such as saving water as a result of installation of aerated taps), which will 
keep costs down and reduce damage to the natural environment. The type of service to be provided must be 
carefully considered as inappropriate services provision could result in increased costs for residents and the 
local authority. Sakhasonke Village provides an example of cost-effective and appropriate services provision 
for higher-density housing. Water, electricity and sewerage were routed along roads in front of the houses in 
one trench and houses were as close to the roads as possible. Technology such as solar electricity, recycling 
of water and sanitation systems that use little or no water should be used where possible. SV

The Department of Housing’s Norms and Standards for Permanent Residential Structures specify the 
minimum level of services as a yard standpipe for water supply, a ventilated improved pit (VIP) latrine 
toilet for sanitation and a graded earth or gravel road with lined open stormwater channels. Internal flush 
toilets are the norm for higher-density housing developments and require waterborne sewerage or some 
form of environmentally friendly waterless on-site sanitation. The White Paper on Water and Sanitation 
promises access to a minimum of 25 litres of clean water per day per person.  An in-house water supply 
is preferable, as households storing water are almost five times more likely to have diarrhoea than those 
who do not have to store water. 

Increased dwelling unit and population densities put pressure on physical infrastructure such as roads 
and transport, sewerage, water and stormwater, electricity and others. Despite upgrading of existing 
infrastructure, Burchell and Mukherji80 prove that this cost will be less than housing the same number of 
people in low-density greenfield developments. Poulsen and Silverman81 state that increased densities allow 
for more points per line, which improves efficiency, while settlements on the periphery require new bulk 
service connections, with enormous cost implications. 
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PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE SERVICE PROVISION

Different types of services•  – contemplate the viability and suitability of different services. Educate 
residents about advantages and disadvantages of options in order for them to make informed 
decisions.
Affordability•  – initial and ongoing costs must be affordable for residents and government.
Flexibility•  – consider the changing ability of residents to pay when planning for upgrading and 
expansion
Impact on the natural environment•  – this must be kept to a minimum. Consider the reciprocal 
impact of services and geology, soil, slope, drainage, climate, vegetation and animal life.
Appropriate technology•  – technology must be appropriate to social needs and capabilities of 
residents to maintain services.
Services are interrelated•  – consider the installation of services in an integrated way.

Sowman M and P Urquhart 1998

From the outset, developers and government should recognise that the relationship between 
sustainability and housing provision is two-way: incorporating principles of sustainability into housing 
design, development, maintenance and refurbishment will not only make a significant contribution to the 
achievement of general sustainability objectives, but will also provide important advances in the quality, 
durability and cost effectiveness of housing, increasing resident satisfaction and ownership of the entire 
housing environment.82 Sustainable service provision necessitates the involvement, education and training 
of residents or communities in the entire service provision process as they will ultimately take ownership 
of and maintain and manage the services themselves.

 An energy efficient house will save money, be healthy and safe for 
residents and the environment and use the best fuel for different uses83
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2.1 Energy
Often subsidy beneficiaries cannot afford operational and maintenance costs after moving into their units. 
By using sustainable energy options, monthly costs can be significantly reduced, especially over the long 
term. Furthermore, sustainable energy options are generally healthier and safer. Education and training about 
sustainability should take place prior to occupation of units and thereafter on an ongoing basis. Training and 
accountability need to be supported by community leaders, support organisations and other stakeholders such 
as government. Each unit should be supplied with separate water and electricity meters. Users, developers 
and government need to be educated on the importance of return on investment with ecological and social 
costs. The lack of understanding and awareness among property developers and owners of the merits and 
benefits of sustainable building is still a major obstacle to the creation of sustainable built environments.84 

Table 35: Sustainable energy options for the home
Sustainable energy options85

Cooking Hotboxes and solar cookers are very affordable and easy to use.• 
Gas rings and electric hot plates are good choices i.t.o. affordability, health and safety. • 
Biogas production (the capture of gas produced by decomposting biomass and/sewage) is • 
an affordable alternative for electricity used for cooking.

Lighting Electric lighting is the best option, especially if Compact Fluorescent Light bulbs (CFLs) or • 
Low Energy Diodes (LEDs) are used – they use ¼ the energy and last eight times longer than 
incandescent bulbs.

Heating the home Building an energy efficient unit giving attention to factors such as installation of ceiling, • 
wall insulation, window size, etc.
Shared walls in attached housing cuts building costs and saves energy. • 
Gas heaters in a thermally efficient house are a safe and healthy option, but electric bar • 
heaters are effective and more affordable. 
Avoid air-condi• tioning appliances. 

Heating water Domestic water heating consumes a third of total domestic power used. The primary • 
water heater should be a vertical pressurised heater rather than a combination heater. 
Shorter pipe runs save energy.
Local heating devices such as instantaneous water heaters have single pipe runs and are • 
good solutions to long pipe runs to remote supply points, saving water and  energy
Solar water heaters (photovoltaics) can pay for themselves in 2-5 years through • 
electricity savings – they could save households as much as 70% of their normal 
electricity costs. 

Fridges Electric CFC-free and better insulated fridges are recommended. • 
Paraffin fridges are slightly cheaper than gas fridges, but have more health and safety risks.• 

Media appliances Grid electricity, as solar panels are still too expensive in the absence of rebates and • 
grants to make this a cost-effective option in affordable housing developments. 
Sol• ar or wind-up radios.

Lighting public 
areas

Energy conservation in the public areas can be further enhanced by the use of Low • 
Energy Diodes (LEDs) powered by solar panels. 

Ward86 proposes a cost-benefit analysis as a useful 
tool to measure the viability of different energy 
efficiency measures and interventions, by doing a 
cost comparison. The Energy and Development 
Research Centre at the University of Cape Town 
analysed the costs and benefits of different energy 
efficiency approaches and technologies for typical 
low-cost housing, including shared walls in row 
housing, ceilings, roof and wall insulation, windows 
and partitions. All costs (such as initial capital outlay, 
replacement and operating costs) were added 
up and deducted from all the benefits (energy 
savings and avoided costs of emissions). The study Attached housing retains more heat than freestanding units87
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demonstrated how these low-cost measures contribute to avoiding direct emissions of greenhouse gases. 
Ceilings, wall insulation and window size showed positive national economic benefit in typical low-cost 
housing. Building cost and energy savings related to shared walls were even more significant in row housing, 
while solar water heaters proved to be an attractive intervention. 

2.2 Water
An in-house water supply is regarded as the minimum adequate level of water supply in urban areas. A 
semi-pressure water supply system is cheaper than a conventional full-pressure water supply, in which 
water is supplied directly to taps inside the dwelling. High water pressure causes a greater degree of 
leakages and tap washers and toilet cistern ball valves have to be replaced more often. In the semi-pressure 
water supply system, water is supplied to a tank in the roof, from where it runs down pipes and out of 
taps by gravitational force. Durban Metro Water successfully uses this form of on-site water supply for 
low-income housing projects.  The consumption for multiple-tap house connections is typically 150 litres 
per capita per day, with the highest consumption for flush toilets and baths. Water consumption can be 
reduced through dual-flush toilet cisterns and low-flush toilet suites, low-flow rate showerheads and water 
conserving taps. Despite its excessive use of water, waterborne sewerage remains the most accepted form 
of sanitation as it is regarded as being convenient, clean, safe and healthy. Water usage can be minimised 
by using low-flush toilet suites – these use 4,5 litres instead of the nine litres that is the norm.88 Piped 
water and sewerage systems are important components of urban form and inform the configuration of 
plots, site (or building) layout and the design of movement routes, as they function as servitudes for these 
services.89 Relatively straight movement channels, increased densities and location of buildings close to the 
plot boundary abutting the street will promote more sustainable sanitation systems.

2.3 Recycling
Water conservation and management strategies for higher-density housing should include recycling of grey 
water (rainwater harvesting or bathwater recapture) to be used in toilet flushing (reducing potable water 
consumption by at least 40% per dwelling unit) and in landscaping (reducing potable water consumption 
by up to 60%), if the local code allows for it. Stormwater run-off should be minimised using permeable 

Community clean-up campaign in Freedom ParkC i l i i F d P k

(or minimal) paving, grassed surfaces and retention 
systems.90 Consumer education and owner/tenant 
accountability are paramount in ensuring that water 
is used responsibly.

It is essential that well-functioning solid waste 
management systems are in place in high-density 
areas. This will help reduce health risks, prevent 
damage to the natural environment, promote 
employment creation and prevent unregulated 
dumping. Operation and maintenance of waste 
management systems are usually the responsibility 
of the local authority. NUSV   However, community-
based recycling projects have the potential to 
create employment and minimise waste disposal. All 
households should be required to separate their 
refuse into separate containers for organic waste, plastic, glass, paper and cans. Compost from kitchen 
waste can be successfully recycled in the community garden. The separated refuse could be managed by 
a resident entrepreneur and sold to recyclers. Partnerships between local authorities and communities 
have also proven to be effective where communities collect and transport household waste to a local 
dumping site. Waste management systems need to be practical, affordable and acceptable to the resident 
community.91 
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3. Sustainable material use
Developers and contractors involved in higher-density housing should source their building materials from 
environmentally responsible manufacturers and suppliers and preferably buy from local suppliers.92Materials 
with low embodied energy (the energy used in making and transporting the materials) should be used, as 
the balance shifts in multi-storey buildings due to the greater percentage of steel and concrete. Building 
materials should be especially durable and easy to maintain and all waste should be recycled. At the end 
of a building’s life, recycling and re-use will reduce the need for quarrying and other source activities and 
the amount of landfill required on demolition. There are large sustainability gains to be made in terms of 
resource consumption and environmental impact through better practice. This includes refurbishment of 
existing buildings as well as greater use of recycled and re-used materials.93

 
Table 36: Energy content of building materials (embodied energy)94

Material Kilojoules per kilogram

Metal Steel 20

Steel - recycled 3,6 - 5,5

Aluminium by hydro-electricity 75

Aluminium by coal-fired power 167

Aluminium - recycled 4,7

Zinc 46 - 52

Plastic Polythene 138

Polypropylene 145

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 103

Polystyrene 45

Other Cement 13

Glass 14 - 18

Tiles 4

Clay brick 4

Cranberry Commons Co-housing best practice project in the Greater Vancouver Regional District is a 
ground-oriented higher-density housing project (approximately 117 du/ha) that includes environmental 
sustainability features. Self-contained individual housing units are centred around extensive shared facilities 
including a communal kitchen and dining area, lounge, children’s play spaces, office, meeting room, guest 
room, library and workshop. Environmental sustainability is incorporated into most design aspects of the 
project. Most notable in terms of sustainable material is the use of high volume fly-ash concrete, which cuts 
the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production of cement by up to 50%. Ten per cent of the 
wood used was reclaimed lumber.95 

4. Summary of key development considerations 
A checklist is a valuable tool during the planning and implementation phases of medium-density housing 
developments to confirm that the basic requirements of intended users and the environment are met. 
Criteria should be based on national, provincial and local building codes and regulations, but also best 
practice examples in design, sustainability and community participation. Checklists should not be used 
rigidly and are often not exhaustive. The summary table below was compiled by drawing on the case 
studies, literature reviewed and DAG’s experience. As far as possible, products such as paints, flooring and 
other materials should be selected on the basis of their environmental credentials. 
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Table 37:  Checklist of key development considerations
Consideration Application

General Active community participation during all phases• 
Density characteristics and building typology should be appropriately scaled in terms • 
of existing buildings and integrated into the surrounding area
Social sustainability of higher density housing environments are optimised when a mix • 
of income groups form part of the same development
The needs of vulnerable groups must be taken into account regarding design and • 
process considerations
Building and space design, layout, orientation, material use, building finishes, should • 
consider the influence of natural elements such as rain, wind, sun, topography 
especially regarding heating and cooling

Site planning Undertake a comprehensive site planning analysis considering all elements impacting • 
on the housing environment
Local climatic conditions should be taken into account from the initial planning stages • 
Layout should respond to individual, household, community, environmental and • 
financial considerations
Orientation of plots as far as possible to maximise passive solar design• 
Design streets as narrow as possible to save on infrastructure cost and to • 
accommodate the pedestrian

Buildings and 
dwelling units 

BUILDINGS:
Buildings should be as close to and continuous along the street as possible with • 
clearly defined but soft space transitions through the use of verandahs, low fencing, 
paving, planting etc 
Avoid shading of buildings, especially the northern side, by neighbouring buildings • 
during the day
Provide units in clusters instead of rows • 
Construct several small buildings instead of a few large ones• 
Low maintenance exterior finishes • 
Roof overhangs to shade window in summer and allow sun penetration in winter• 

UNITS:
Free-standing units provide the largest area for heat loss and are therefore the least • 
energy efficient
Multiple-household units sharing walls, floors and ceilings provide effective insulation• 
Dwelling units must meet minimum unit size requirements• 
Interior communal spaces must proportionately increase as the number of bedrooms • 
increase
Units should be configured in the form of a square to minimise area exposed to the outside• 
Units and most frequently used rooms oriented north. Adequate exposure of most • 
windows, north-facing walls, roofs to sunlight
Dwelling units should be well insulated to maximise energy efficiency• 
Units must be clearly and visibly numbered• 

Open space and 
communal facilities

Create public/private hierarchy of spaces• 
Recreational spaces provided for different groups • 
Locate play areas for children away from motor vehicle traffic and visible and • 
accessible from the maximum number of dwelling units for safety
Facilities and amenities (e.g. offices, meeting places, trading areas, learning spaces) • 
should be responsive to end user needs, provided on-site or on adjacent property
Provide commercial opportunities on ground floor level • 
Safe and screened area for washing lines• 
Provide on-street or small parking areas instead of large desolate parking lots• 

Planting and 
Landscaping

Developers and contractors should preserve top-soil on site to enable planting initiatives• 
Planting of grass, ground-covers and shrubs helps prevent soil erosion and • 
management of run-off, and acts as natural grey water filter
Indigenous, deciduous trees should be planted to shade the north side (walls and • 
windows) of the unit in summer and allow for exposure to the sun in winter to 
improve energy efficiency of units
Use drought resistant plants• 
Use grey water and rainwater harvesting and low water use (drip irrigation) systems • 
Developers and government should encourage and support productive gardening • 
(based on permaculture principles) which provide aesthetic relief, contribute to health 
and wellbeing of residents, and contribute to sustainable livelihoods
Provide seating opportunities in communal areas• 
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Energy Appropriate energy sources and appliances should be incorporated and form part of • 
community capacity building initiatives

Water Plumbing design and layout and design of buildings/units to coincide to encourage • 
water efficient plumbing – provide for short pipe runs from the water heater to the 
supply point
Optimum pipe sizing is critical to the performance of water saving devices• 
Reduce water pressure to an optimum level in line with the specifications for the • 
devices used in the plumbing system
Use dual flush / low volume toilet system• 
Shower heads usually deliver flow rates in excess of 16 litres/min. Install shower • 
heads with flow rates of 4.5 litres/min which is adequate  
Install low flow taps with spray nozzle or aerator / flow controller or metering taps • 
with predetermined quantity release

Recycling Significant water savings through grey water use and rainwater harvesting for • 
secondary purposes such as garden irrigation and toilet flushing
Use leaves of trees, grass cuttings and organic household waste to produce compost • 
for the communal garden and landscaped areas

Sustainable material 
use

Use exterior roofing insulation materials with high reflective and poor conductive • 
properties
Install a ceiling to regulate interior temperature• 
Insulate walls using panelling or other systems• 

Retrofitting Replace with energy efficient products, appliances and fixtures• 
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Guidelines
The way in which housing, and higher-density housing in particular, is delivered and managed can • 
make a significant contribution to sustainability because it consumes large amounts of resources 
in its construction, maintenance and use; is a fixed asset with a long life; is central to quality of life 
and has implications beyond housing, affecting transport, health, employment and community.

The design of higher-density housing should give due consideration to all components of • 
sustainability, including social, institutional, environmental, physical and economic factors. Decisions 
should be rooted as far as possible, in ‘green’ design principles and in human needs. 

People are at the centre of sustainable development and therefore success will largely depend on • 
each individual, household and community’s conscious choice to adopt or reject the principles of 
sustainable development. 

There is a need for a change of culture around sustainable housing development. Ultimately, • 
the construction sector will have to be reinvented, from the materials used and how they are 
manufactured, to how development and the methods used to achieve it are viewed and how end-
users are engaged to commit to them. Developers, builders, architects, planners, urban designers 
as well as government, tenants and owners should be involved. 

The impacts of current settlement design norms (such as single houses on large plots with full-• 
pressure water supply, water borne sewerage, grid electricity and inadequate insulation) militate 
against demand-side management, resource efficiency and sustainability. 

Understanding the energy and environmental implications of different layout plans, service options, • 
house designs and implementation approaches is crucial in the quest for sustainable housing 
environments.

Sustainability objectives will be achieved only if they are taken into account at all stages from • 
design through construction to long-term use and eventual disposal and recycling, with active 
community commitment, education and participation. 
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Despite the protection of housing rights in the South African Constitution and Bill of Rights, the 
land and property markets exclude the poor and exacerbate existing inequalities.  As a result the 
struggle to access land for the urban poor has become a critical issue in post-apartheid South Africa. 
It takes place in the context of increasing urbanisation as city economies grow rapidly and greater 
numbers of people move to the cities in search of better economic and livelihoods opportunities. It 
is approximated that the urban population on the African continent will increase from 39% in 2003 to 
54% in 2030, with the most significant growth in urbanisation occurring in sub-Saharan Africa.2  

A wide range of complex factors impact on the 
availability of well-located urban land for low 
income housing. Significant amongst these are:3 

The legacy of apartheid and colonialism• , which 
resulted in large-scale land dispossession of 
Black people through legislation such as the 
1913 Land Act No.27, the 1936 Trust and 
Land Act No. 18 and the Group Areas Act. 
The • “hegemony of a market-driven development 
paradigm”,4 which implies that the market 
becomes the central tool for the delivery 
of goods and services and is based on the 
principles of supply and demand. Usually only 
those who are in a position to pay the highest 
price for goods and services are able to fully 

participate in the market. This, according to Greenberg, means that “markets are skewed towards 
meeting the desires of those with resources, able to pay for commodities”.5

The gradual decline and evolution of civil society•  in South Africa over the past decade, with many 
community leaders becoming local government councillors in the 1995-1996 local government 
elections.  This weakened the civic movement which was already suffering under a decline in the 
spirit of voluntary involvement post the 1994 national election. The civic movement has also been 
increasingly marginalised by local government, who began setting up development forums and ward 
committees to facilitate participation in local government matters.

Brown-Luthango6 explores a number of mechanisms (such as land value tax, land banking and land pooling/
land readjustment) which have been used in different countries to make urban land accessible; many of 
these require that government intervenes in the land and property market .

Land values increase when changes in land-use 
regulations take place (for example through 
rezoning), infrastructure is provided to a parcel 
of land and through population growth creating 
a demand for land. Increases in land value often 
result from government actions and not from the 
efforts of individual landowners who nonetheless 
usually benefit from the increased value. 

Government’s creative use of mechanisms to 
capture unearned (increased) land value can 
provide additional resources, which can help the 
state meet its constitutional obligations. These Land and property markets exclude the poor

11. CAPTURING OF LAND VALUES1

Lavender Hill: Proliferation of informal settlements due to 
shortage of affordable formal housing on well-located land
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value capture mechanisms can also assist in addressing unfair land market practices like speculation, bringing 
more land into the market and thereby reducing the price of land to more realistic levels. Well-located land 
would thus become more easily accessible making the provision of affordable higher-density housing on 
well-located land possible. Some of the value capture mechanisms examined include:

1. Land value tax
A land value tax is a tax on the value of land and excludes the value of the building or improvements on the 
land. A land value tax could be a site value rating, which is a tax on the value of the land only (used mostly in 
relation to urban land) and excluding the value of buildings and improvements. Alternatively land value tax 
could be a form of composite rating, also referred to as the two-rate system. This system allows for the value 
of the land to be taxed at a higher rate than the value of the buildings or improvements, sometimes up to five 
times more. The land value tax has many advantages over a property tax that taxes both the value of the land 
and the building (flat rate system). In considering its advantages Solomon7 points out that land value tax:

is adequate, fair, neutral and economical;• 
intensifies land use;• 
returns the value of government investment in local amenities to government;• 
discourages vacant possession for speculative purposes;• 
discourages urban sprawl by bringing unused land into the market;• 
encourages access by bringing the price of land to more affordable levels; and• 
dampens price escalation while activating the market. • 

 Density,  public transport and value capture in Hong Kong

Hong Kong is renowned for the successful integration of rail transit investments and urban development, 
resulting in especially high densities and benefits of agglomeration. Land prices near railway stations are 
generally higher than elsewhere due to the high premium placed on access to fast, efficient and reliable 
public transport services – more than 90% of all motorised trips in this world class city are by public 
transport. The railway played a crucial role in serving broader urban planning objectives in shaping the city. 
In 2002, approximately 41% of Hong Kong’s population lived within 500m of a station. The city presents a 
best-practice example of the value capture principle, where land-value increases created by rail investments 
are used to finance infrastructure investments through its ‘Rail + Property’ (R+P) development programme, 
driven by Hong Kong’s rail operator, the Metropolitan Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC). 

MTRC does not receive cash subsidies from the Hong Kong government but instead receives an 
in-kind contribution in the form of a land grant, which provides the company exclusive development 
rights for land above and adjacent to its stations. The government of Hong Kong enjoys huge financial 
returns without having to advance any cash to MTRC. Through this programme, Hong Kong boasts a 
public transport system that uses property development as a tool for generating revenues that cover 
the costs of constructing railway improvements and provide net profits. MTRC captures the benefits 
of location through land leases and sales to private interests. MTRC therefore capitalises on the real-
estate development potential of its stations. Apart from direct financial benefits, indirect benefits such 
as higher ridership through increased densities, reduced sprawl, air pollution, energy consumption and 
other social returns have increased. 

The development of Maritime Square (see photo) is an example where R+P resulted in a mixed-
use project with seamless integration between the railway station, shopping centre and high-density 
residential units above the station. MTRC was granted 50-year development rights by government for 
the site and then sold the rights at a considerable premium to underwrite the costs of building the 
station and portions of the airport line. The project came about due to the assessment of opportunities 
for physical integration at the master planning stage.
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R+P projects do not only consist of high-
rise development. The types of land use 
environments and density profiles that 
characterise R+P projects include:

high-rise, predominantly office uses on • 
small sites;
high-rise, predominantly residential uses • 
on small sites;
medium-density, predominantly housing • 
projects on medium sized plots;
predominantly residential uses on large • 
sites with comparatively low plot ratios; 
and
mixed-use consisting of housing, offices, • 
retail, hotels and other uses on large sites 
with medium plot ratios.

The authors conclude that given rapid urbanisation, “it is imperative that the most sustainable form of urbanism 
– the linkage of land use and public transport – be aggressively pursued” (p31) and propose that Hong Kong’s 
R+P programme is the best model available for sustainably financing transit and building cities.

Cervero, R and J Murakami 2008

A land-based taxation system, such as a site value tax or a two-rate/composite rating system has the potential 
to induce more land-intensive uses by shifting the tax burden away from buildings and improvements and 
onto land/site value. For example, Gihring8 argues that a higher tax burden on land would discourage 
speculation in vacant, underused, centrally located land parcels. This would encourage greater infill 
development and a “greater recentralisation of urban development” thereby reducing urban sprawl and 
bringing about greater “land use efficiency”. This can be achieved through “compact urban form, establishing 
ordered relationships among the places devoted to utilitarian functions such as work, shopping, recreation and 
socialising and at the same time maximising their compatibility, maximising accessibility (by designing a balanced 
transport system and reducing distances between origins and destinations) and minimising energy consumption”.9 
By removing the tax burden from buildings/improvements and placing it on land, a land based tax system 
would encourage compact or “vertical development”.10 

Dunkley11 argues that a land value tax would bring more land into the market by taking away the speculative 
and opportunity value12 of land, retaining only its economic value. This would make it easier for government 
to acquire land and could make well-located land more accessible for low-income housing. This view is 
supported by Meakin13 who argues that taxing undeveloped land at the same rate as developed land will 
reduce land prices more quickly: 

“ … and will create far more opportunities for affordable housing and other property in SA’s cities. The 
average house in South Africa is worth around R1 million and the average undeveloped residential plot about 
R380,000. Tax the bare land at the R1 million [rate] and you will halve its value. Increasing land taxes further 
so that they can replace VAT or PAYE would altogether eliminate land entry costs. Instead, annual land use 
charges like rates and taxes would make raw land free while supplementing the traditional tax take”.

Until the introduction of the New Property Rates Act in 2004, municipalities in South Africa had a choice 
of using a flat rate system, a composite rate system, or a site value system to collect property taxes. 
Research by Dunkley14 posits that from 1951–1984, a majority of municipalities in South Africa chose the 
site value tax. During this period, the towns that raised revenue from site value increased from 36 to 98 
while the towns on flat rating declined from 187 to 61. Even more astounding is that, in terms of growth 
in the value of improvements, the cities on site value rating experienced aggregate growth of 413%, those 

Maritime Square
Tierra Verde, Tsing Yi Station 

by Baycrest. Panoramio/Google Earth. 
Uploaded November 2008.
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on the composite rating showed growth of 282% and those on the flat rate showed the lowest growth 
rate of 189%.15 Of all the major cities in South Africa, only Cape Town and Port Elizabeth still preferred 
the flat rate and their percentage growth on improvements was low compared with the average for the 
whole of South Africa and particularly with those cities on site-value rating.16 

The government has made a systematic effort since 1994 to restructure the property tax and the new 
Property Rates Act has done away with land value taxation. Yet, despite the introduction of the new 
Property Rates Act in 2004, which extends the property tax to agricultural land, municipalities are either 
not taxing agricultural land or in cases where they are, the tax is based on an outdated 1939 law. This law 
favours owners of large tracts of land and disadvantages smaller farms because the tax rate charged for 
small farms is 100 times higher per hectare than for larger farms. This encourages land consolidations 
and land speculation, because “it makes the cost of holding on to unused or underused land very low and raises 
the attractiveness of agricultural land as an asset”.17 Renewed calls for the introduction of land value taxes, 
especially in developing countries that are facing similar development challenges, have been made.18 

2. Land value increment taxation
Land value increment taxation is a tax on the increase in land value brought about by public actions such 
as the provision of infrastructure and services. This is the purest form of Henry George’s ideas and the 
best form of value capture. It has been used in a number of countries with significant success as a way 
to capture unearned land value as revenue and to limit speculation. The Taiwanese government managed 
to raise 20% of total tax revenue through the land value increment tax in 1995, although this decreased 
to 13.5% in 1998 because of a slow-down in the market. In Singapore the government introduced a 
‘development charge’ which is similar to a land value increment tax, taxing land owners at a rate of 50% 
when changes in zoning rights result in an increase in land value.19 South Korea introduced the land value 
increment tax as a tool to discourage speculation, by levying a tax of 50% for the sale of land resold 
within two years after it was purchased. This followed a parliamentary inquiry, which revealed that total 
increases in unearned urban land values were roughly equal to the total of earned wages in the same 
year.20 Colombia also introduced a land value increment tax called the Participacion en Plusvalias (PP). The 
PP was enacted in 1997 and aimed to recover part of the increased land values resulting from the use of 
land use regulations in the following instances:

“Changing the designation of rural land into land for urban or suburban development• 
Modification of zoning or other land use regulations• 
Modification of regulations that permit greater building density”.• 21 

The law allows municipalities to capture 30–50% of land value increments, with the maximum set at 50% 
in order not to discourage developers from participating. The introduction of a land value increment tax 
is also currently under consideration in Australia in light of their recent property boom.22 

3. Land banking
Land banking refers to a process in which government acquires land in advance, which can be used 
for future housing projects or infrastructure developments. Land banking has been used successfully in 
Sweden, the Netherlands, Singapore and Malaysia.23 Some of the advantages of land banking are that it:

“allows the purchase of land, relatively cheaply, for public purposes; • 
provides a tool to influence the pattern of development in accordance to overall planning objectives;• 
can also be used to control the land market;• 
can be used to prevent land speculation; and to• 
recapture some of the betterment created in connection with rural-urban land development”• .24
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For land banking programmes to be successful, it needs careful planning with very clear aims and objectives. 
Without this it has unintended consequences such as increased land prices. This occurred in New Delhi, 
where instead of regulating land prices, the introduction of a land bank actually resulted in an increase in 
land values.  According to the UN ESCAP the municipal government should have the necessary capacity 
“to make informed decisions on where, when and how much land to release as well as for what purpose and at 
what price. It is important to realise that considerable manpower and qualified expertise is required for a land 
bank to be efficient”.25

4. Land pooling/readjustment
Land pooling is also known as urban land consolidation, land readjustment, land re-plotting and land 
redistribution. It involves the pooling of a number of small plots of land into a larger plot. The municipality 
then provides infrastructure and services to this plot and subdivides the plot again. The municipality deducts 
the cost of providing the infrastructure and services from the sale of some of the plots, which means that 
the original owners get smaller plots, but are provided with infrastructure and services.26This scheme has 
been successfully applied in Japan, the Republic of Korea, Taiwan and in cities in Australia and Canada. It is 
usually applied when there is a plan for the conversion of agricultural land into urban land. The success 
of a land pooling project depends on good management and financial viability. Both land pooling and land 
banking largely depend on the availability of highly skilled municipal officers with excellent negotiating skills 
to negotiate successfully with private land owners, and sufficient financial resources. 

5. Full public ownership of land
This is a value capture instrument through which government retains ownership of land, but leases only 
the right to develop, use or transfer land to private investors. This is a significant source of revenue for 
Hong Kong and Singapore. 

6. Right of pre-emption
Right of pre-emption is a strategy in which government pre-empts land transactions by buying the land 
or reserving the right of first choice to buy the land. Although not very successful in terms of capturing 
value, it can decrease levels of speculation as was the case in Japan, Thailand and Indonesia.27

7. Land price freezing
Land price freezing is a value capture mechanism whereby government freezes the price of land in certain 
‘overheated’ areas, particularly those close to major public investments to control land price increases. In 
Korea, although not successful in capturing value, it did make land speculation less profitable. Land price 
freezing was introduced with more success in France where land price freezes in ‘deferred development 
zones’ made possible the construction of major new towns around Paris in the 1970s.28

8. Planning and zoning instruments
The state’s efforts cannot however, only be directed at collecting more money. To re-shape the urban 
landscape and make our cities more inclusive and sustainable, planning and zoning instruments need to be 
used creatively and strategically to alter the spatial arrangements of the apartheid city: 
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8.1 Development and zoning levies
Siochrú29 uses the telecommunications industry as an example to explain instruments like a development 
or a zoning levy. He argues that in the telecommunications industry, users are typically required to pay 
three different charges: a connection charge, a rental charge and a use charge. A development levy is 
similar to a connection charge as it is based on the cost of being connected to roads, water, drainage waste 
and other infrastructure.  According to Siochrú, “it is the connectivity to public services and amenities which 
comprises most of the value of land”.30 A zoning levy, according to Siochrú’s analogy, would be similar to a 
rental charge and is levied as a payment for the specific use of a parcel of land. Development and zoning 
levies should be charged at a progressive rate; rural areas, for example, which are poorly serviced, should 
have lower levies than areas in towns and cities, which are well serviced. Income from development and 
zoning levies could be pooled in a central government fund and be redistributed by central government 
to “redress imbalances in revenue between wealthy and poorer authorities”.31 However, this may result in the 
control of the local authority being diminished. 

The United Kingdom (UK) is currently investigating implementing a similar development gains levy, which 
it refers to as the Planning Gain Supplement (PGS). Property market data in the UK showed that the 
value of land increases simply because planning permission has been granted.32 The PGS is aimed at 
financing sustainable community development through infrastructure and service provision, specifically 
the provision of more affordable housing, and is expected to come into effect in 2008. It will be levied 
on land once a developer has been granted permission to develop it. The government is also considering 
allowing developers to claim the PGS as a business expense for tax purposes. Another proposal is to 
charge those developers who fail to comply and pay the PGS interest and penalties.33 A criticism of the 
PGS is that it could discourage developers from investing in land development, which could freeze the 
land market and lead to an increase in land prices.34 This does not necessarily have to be the case if 
development levies are set at a rate that realistically reflects the benefit for the developer of connection 
to infrastructure and services. 

8.2 Incentive zoning
Traditionally, zoning provisions stipulate a property owner’s rights in terms of the use and development 
of a particular parcel of land. Zoning has the potential to create value for a particular owner, depending 
on the specific usage of the land allowed. Although zoning in the colonial and apartheid periods was 
used as a vehicle for reproducing exclusion under the guise of protecting property rights, more flexible 
zoning can in future be applied to direct and influence the development of land in a specific way. It can, 
for example, be used by government as a means of producing higher densities and discouraging wasteful 
layouts, thereby creating more compact settlements.35 

Incentive zoning is defined by Murphy and Stinson36 as “a development in land use regulation that encourages 
the creation of certain amenities and land use designs that a community wishes to promote”. Incentive zoning is a 
tool used in many US cities to obtain certain benefits for the community from a specific development, such 
as affordable housing, open spaces/parks or day care facilities. Developers are offered zoning incentives, 
such as a density bonus, for example, which would allow more residential units “or a greater building floor 
area than is otherwise permitted under the zoning ordinance”.37 The density bonus creates a win-win situation 
for both the developer and the local authority as the developer can realise greater profits due to more 
intensive use of the property and it encourages density and more effective use of space, and provides 
the community with amenities. In the US, incentive zoning has been legislated in a number of cities and 
has received very little opposition in terms of the legitimacy of the regulatory tool being challenged in a 
court of law. Incentive zoning could be very effective in the South African context, especially considering 
the exceptionally high rate of property development that major cities like Cape Town and Johannesburg 
have experienced over the last few years. 

The current context requires that zoning be used as a regulatory tool, which can be applied in creative 
ways. Specific areas around viable transport routes, for example, could be zoned for affordable, medium-
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density housing developments. Developers wishing to obtain zoning rights for construction of a shopping 
mall or other commercial property in the area could then obtain a rebate on a zoning levy in exchange 
for building a certain quota of affordable, medium-density housing. Government is constantly spending 
money on infrastructure such as roads and railways. According to the South African Railways Planning 
report, construction of a railway line currently costs the government up to R30 million per km and takes 
up to four years to plan.38 Government should use the tools at its disposal to plan very carefully for the 
use of land around the construction of such infrastructure to make it more equitable and allow the poor 
greater access to the city. 

8.3 Exactions 
Another planning and regulatory tool, similar in some ways to a development levy, is exactions. The 
difference between the two is that an exaction can take the form of a levy or ‘payments in kind’. Exactions 
are tools used in the US, in particular, to encourage developers to contribute towards the social costs of 
development. Exactions are defined as ‘conditions or financial obligations imposed on developers to aid 
the local government in providing public services’ and can take several forms, such as impact fees levied 
on developers, financing of infrastructure improvements and land donations.39 Exactions are contributions 
or payments which a developer must make to the local authority in exchange for obtaining a development 
permit. In San Francisco, impact fees from downtown commercial development are used for public transit 
improvements, low- and moderate-income housing and child care. The city of Irvine uses impact fees for 
traffic improvements while Fresno uses impact fees to pay for fire stations, overpasses, railroad crossings 
and traffic signals required by new growth.40 Exactions have grown in popularity as a mechanism used 
by local authorities to force developers to consider the impact that their developments have on the 
community and to compensate the community. 

Exactions can be used in the following ways to create more vibrant and sustainable higher density 
settlements:

Infrastructure costs•  – a local authority can enact specific legislation which makes the provision of 
certain infrastructure, e.g. roads, parks, schools or other services, mandatory before a new development 
is approved.41

Affordable housing•  – local authorities can require that the developer construct a certain percentage 
of affordable housing units as part of a new development (also referred to as inclusionary housing or 
inclusionary zoning) or that developers pay money into a housing fund.42South Africa has already seen 
the development of similar initiatives. One is the Blythedale Coastal resort on the KwaZulu Natal north 
coast, which is a 1000 hectare luxury development. The development includes 1 200 housing units. The 
developer, the éLan Group, agreed that 20% of the units would be reserved for affordable, subsidised 
housing. These units will be between 30m2 and 80m2 in size and will cost R30,000–R250,000.43 Owners 
of these housing units will have access to the same amenities and services as their affluent neighbours. 
This kind of development should be encouraged and should be made mandatory through legislation 
where necessary, rather than just dependant on the goodwill of individual developers. 
Community benefits•  – local authorities could also negotiate with developers to source local labour only 
from the community and pay a living wage, thereby ensuring that some of the benefits of development 
are redistributed to the broader community.44 

8.4 Inclusionary housing
Inclusionary housing is also referred to as inclusionary zoning or mixed-income housing. Mixed-income housing 
refers to housing developments that integrate a range of income groups either within the same building or in 
the same development.45 Inclusionary housing occurs when a city planning ordinance requires that a certain 
percentage (usually 20%) of new residential development be set aside for occupancy by families of very low, low, 
and moderate income levels.46 The two main objectives for introducing an inclusionary housing programme are 
to increase the local supply of affordable housing and to counter segregationist urban planning policies, to create 
more integrated and inclusive neighbourhoods.47 This is achieved by bringing together a mix of income groups, 
which in many instances also translates into a mix of different racial groups.
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In the US and Canada, inclusionary housing contributes to the overall goal of regulating and managing 
urban land development. In these cases it forms part of attempts by local authorities to:

capture increases in land value created by government interventions like the provision of infrastructure • 
and services or through re-zoning;
encourage developers to contribute to the cost of development because this places greater demands • 
on local government in terms of the provision of infrastructure and services; and
manage urban development. • 

After the Housing Indaba in 2005, the National Department of Housing embarked on a process to draft a 
national, inclusionary housing policy for South Africa. To date this has still not been finalised as government 
and the private sector, represented by the South African Property Owners Association (Sapoa), are 
undecided on the form that such a policy should take. Property developers have, in principle, pledged 
their support for government’s intention to draw up legislation to implement an inclusionary housing 
programme. However, according to Neil Gopal, the head of Sapoa, “the industry was not worried about the 
proposed legislation for inclusionary housing, but was still trying to persuade Minister Sisulu on incentives rather 
than penalties”.48 In April 2007 the CEO of Sapoa again indicated the association’s preference for a “voluntary, 
proactive deal-driven approach” rather than the alternative proposed by the draft national inclusionary 
housing policy, which is a “compulsory but incentivised (CIS) approach”.49 A number of case studies from 
the US, however, show that mandatory inclusionary housing programmes are more effective in providing 
housing for low-income families than voluntary programmes.

The literature on mixed-income or inclusionary housing often argues that the rationale for mixing individuals 
from different income groups in one residential development is that it has specific social spin-offs. Firstly, 
it results in a ‘de-concentration of poverty’.50‘Concentration of poverty’ is used to describe a situation in 
which large numbers of poor people are located in specific areas with very little opportunity to move into 
areas that are more affluent. This concentration of poverty has very severe social costs. According to the 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation:

“ … research studies from both the United States and the United Kingdom indicate that concentrated poverty 
limits opportunities for people above and beyond their own personal circumstances as it reduces local private 
sector activity, limits local job networks and employment ambitions, exerts downward pressure on school quality, 
stimulates high levels of crime and disorder and exacerbates health inequalities”.51 

Housing is about more than just shelter and determines an individual’s access to other services and 
infrastructure like schools, clinics, job opportunities and shops. As such, the location of housing “defines 
the geography of opportunity”.52 Inclusionary housing has the potential to address negative social factors by 
putting low-income families closer to economic opportunities, thereby: 

“ … reducing the mismatch between available jobs and housing supply and locating low-income households closer 
to work opportunities, which also has positive spin-offs for the economy. However, low-income families spend the 
greatest proportion of their income on housing and transport.  According to the State of the Cities Report53 very 
poor households in South Africa’s major cities spend up to 58% of their income on housing and transport and 
poor households spend 23% of their income on transport alone. Providing affordable housing to low and moderate 
income families closer to their places of work will ensure that they have more disposable income which they can 
use to pay for goods and services which in turn will stimulate local economic development. Others argue that living 
in mixed-income communities gives young children access to better schools and to positive role-models. Studies 
done in several American cities and districts show that ‘the difference between a poor child’s attending a school 
where 80% of classmates are also poor and that child’s attending a school where 80% of classmates are middle-
class, would on average be a 13 to 15 percentile improvement in the child’s test scores’.”54

These positive socio-economic spin-offs can however only be achieved if the inclusionary housing 
programme is specifically designed to facilitate the access of low-income households to improved social 
services and economic opportunity. 
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The Joseph Rowntree Foundation argues that mixed-income developments “should proceed from areas of 
market strength, nearby employment, amenities and infrastructure”. This sentiment is shared by South African 
property economist Francois Viruly, who argues that building inclusionary housing near infrastructure 
such as parks, clinics and schools will eventually determine the success of such developments.55 If not, 
inclusionary housing will not result in any positive benefits for low-income families and will not even achieve 
any meaningful integration between different income groups. While an inclusionary housing programme 
will not deliver affordable housing at the scale required to eradicate the huge housing backlog, it has the 
potential to play a role in addressing the after-effects of apartheid’s spatial planning, which are still evident in 
racially and income-segregated communities and in the enormous spatial and socio-economic inequalities 
between these communities.56  The provision of affordable higher-density housing on well-located land has 
significant potential as a housing typology for the delivery of inclusionary housing.
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Guidelines
The land and property markets exclude the poor and exacerbate existing inequalities. In the • 
context of increasing urbanisation as city economies grow rapidly and greater numbers of people 
move to the cities in search of better economic and livelihoods opportunities, the struggle to 
access land for the urban poor has become a critical issue in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Government’s creative use of mechanisms to capture unearned (increased) land value can provide • 
additional resources, which can help it meet its constitutional obligations in maximising its ability 
to restructure physical and social environments. These value capture mechanisms can also assist 
in addressing unfair land market practices like speculation, bringing more well-located land into 
the market and thereby reducing the price of land to more realistic levels. This would encourage 
greater infill development, thereby reducing urban sprawl and bringing about greater land use 
efficiency through compact urban form, and minimising energy consumption.

Appropriate use of a range of value capture mechanisms (such as land value tax, land banking, land • 
pooling/land readjustment, public ownership of land, land price freezing) will increase the availability 
or affordability of land for lower income housing development, making it easier for government 
to acquire land; discourage urban sprawl by bringing unused land that could be densified into the 
market; and support the provision of higher-density housing in strategic locations such as in the 
vicinity of public transport interchanges. 

The State’s efforts cannot however, only be directed at collecting more money. To re-shape the • 
urban landscape and make our cities more inclusive, compact and sustainable, planning and zoning 
instruments need to be used creatively and strategically to alter the spatial arrangements of 
the apartheid city. This includes development and zoning levies, incentive zoning in the form of 
density bonuses, exactions to contribute to higher-density housing development, and inclusionary 
or mixed-income housing

In directing urban land development for the common good, well-located land would become more • 
easily accessible, making the provision of affordable higher-density housing on well-located land 
possible.
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The majority of South Africans were denied 
human rights and essential livelihood resources 
for hundreds of years, especially under apartheid. 
Since 1994 the country’s first democratically 
elected government has approved numerous laws 
and policies, established development programmes, 
and ratified international treaties to ensure the 
realisation of basic human rights, as defined in the 
South African Constitution. The ability to access 
resources is closely linked to an individual’s or a 
community’s capacity to assert their rights. However, 
it is clear that a constitutional promise of rights does 
not automatically translate into real change or an 
improvement in livelihoods, particularly among the 
poor and marginalised sectors of the population. 
This is partly because realising rights requires that 
citizens understand their rights, participate in the 
development and implementation of laws and policy, 
and hold their elected representatives accountable. 

In the competition for resources, the poor are 
often passive role-players and are up against 
powerful economic, social, environmental, political 
and bureaucratic interests. As a consequence they 
often do not receive an equal share and struggle 
to meet their basic needs. DAG therefore aims to 
strengthen the voices of the poor in an effort to 

VOICES OF THE PEOPLE: 
CASE STUDIES OF 

MEDIUM-DENSITY HOUSING

ensure a more equitable resource distribution.1 

In this regard, the case studies discussed look 
at the extent and implications of community 
participation in the development and imple-
mentation processes of higher-density housing 
projects. They explore prospects of approaching 
the future delivery of higher-density housing in a 
more participatory,  inclusive manner. This is so 
that communities are empowered both during 
and after housing delivery processes to take 
‘ownership’ of the sustainability of their housing 
environments, livelihoods and community 
capacity development initiatives. 

This approach aims to equip poor citizens 
with the appropriate tools and knowledge to 
effectively claim and defend their rights, so 
that they are better able to participate in the 
development and implementation of pro-poor 
public policy. Further, an active awareness and 
suitable response by officials and developers 
to the requirements of achieving sustainability 
are some of the overriding factors in the quest 
for processes and products that best meet the 
long-term needs of the poor. 

1. Overview
Table 38: Overview of case studies

Project Location Tenure Date of interviews 
with residents 

Springfield Terrace Cape Town (South Africa) Sectional title (rental 
and ownership)

February 2005

Carr Gardens Johannesburg (South Africa) Social rental April 2005

Newtown Housing Cooperative Johannesburg (South Africa) Cooperative housing February 2005

Stock Road Cape Town (South Africa) Installment sale 
(eventual individual 

ownership)

March 2005

Missionvale Nelson Mandela Metro 
(South Africa)

Individual ownership November 2004

Samora Machel Cape Town (South Africa) Individual ownership November 2004

Sakhasonke Village Nelson Mandela Metro 
(South Africa)

Individual ownership March 2007

N2 Gateway – Joe Slovo (Phase1) Cape Town (South Africa) Social rental January 2008

Washington Heights Mutual 
Housing Association

New York (USA) Rental

Vashi Navi Mumbai (India) Cooperative housing

Vitas Housing Project Manila, Tondo (Philippines) Rental and ownership
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The importance of sustainable human settlements 
and the role of higher-density housing in achieving 
good urban quality became more pronounced in 
South Africa with the introduction in 2004 of the 
Breaking New Ground Plan: A Comprehensive Plan for the 
Development of Sustainable Human Settlements (BNG). 

The eight local and three international case 
studies presented below illustrate the medium 
to higher-density housing typology as an 
important tool to achieve sustainability. They 
also instruct through identifying factors that 
challenge sustainability. More often than not 
housing provision and implementation take 
place without active community participation, 
capacity development, consumer education, 
and an understanding of community dynamics 
by government and implementing agents. The 
most important value of these case studies lies 
in the insights and experiences of residents 
living in higher-density environments. Although 
they are not an exhaustive list of higher-density 
housing projects, they cover a range of tenure 
and typology types.  They by no means attempt 
to be definitive or to provide solutions. 

Information on international best practice examples 
of sustainable higher-density housing was particularly 
difficult to obtain.  The three international case studies 
thus do not necessarily demonstrate best practice, 
but do offer valuable lessons. Information was mainly 
obtained through the World Wide Web and personal 
and electronic mail communication with international 
NGOs, academics and government officials.

The research findings drew on data from over 320 
interviews, of which 280 were with households in 
higher density housing projects across South Africa. 
Collection of primary data such as information on the 
background and history of the local projects as well 
as information on communities, developers, project 
managers, consultants, NGOs and CBOs was mainly 
obtained through personal and telephonic interviews 
and field observation at site visits. Secondary data 
was mainly obtained from media articles and reports, 
other published research, government documents, as 
well as library and archive documentation. 

The questionnaires used for conducting interviews 
with residents, community representatives and 
project managers/developers were largely based 
on those used for the Public Service Commission’s 
Report on the Evaluation of the National Housing 
Subsidy Scheme in 2003, with minor adaptations.

Forty households from each of the eight local 
projects in Johannesburg, Cape Town and the Nelson 
Mandela Metro were interviewed. The interviews 
were conducted over a protracted period from 
November 2004 to March 2008. Household 
income and expenditure, rentals and other financial 
information are generally reflected as at the time of 
the interviews and have not been updated to reflect 
current figures, unless indicated otherwise.

The process of interviewing residents from the eight 
local projects started with obtaining permission from 
community leaders and/or representative bodies/
committees. The DAG researcher then requested 
community representatives to recommend three 
or four members of the community with previous 
experience in conducting surveys/questionnaires, or 
who had high levels of literacy, to conduct interviews 
with households by means of the questionnaires. 
Training and assisting community members to 
conduct the survey was part of DAG’s commitment 
to pro-poor and participatory urban development 
and to develop capacity and assist people to expand 
and make use of opportunities available to them. The 
interviewers were trained by the DAG researcher 
and guided through the week-long interview process. 
Each one typically conducted ten interviews.

A stratified sample was obtained for each case study 
project by dividing the households into subgroups 
according to various homogeneous characteristics, 
which in this case were the unit types (e.g. one, two 
or three bedroom units). For each case study, 40 
households from the subgroups were then selected 
for interviewing through systematic sampling. 

Responses from households interviewed are 
captured in green boxes in the case studies 
discussed next.
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Date of project completion 1992.

Project type A demonstration project representing an innovative attempt to introduce a new form of urban 
development, the Springfield Terrace project was essentially “about the rediscovery of the 
tradition of urban housing”.2 It is seen as the first non-racial inner city infill project in South 
Africa with the objective of providing well-located high-density housing for the lower income 
market. The development challenged established notions and standards held by authorities.3

Location District Six in the Cape Town city bowl. The site is bounded by the Eastern Boulevard freeway 
on the west and south sides, Chapel Street to the north and Nelson Street to the east. 

Municipality Cape Town City Council.

Province Western Cape Province.

Developer Planned and developed by Headstart Developments, established in 1989 as a not-for-profit 
housing utility company.

Project partnerships Headstart Development, Cape Town City Council and the affected community.

Project size 133 sectional title units arranged in nine separate blocks.

Tenure type Individual ownership.

Density Gross residential density of approximately 165 dwelling units per hectare.
Net residential density of approximately 257 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Government housing subsidies and private sector funding.

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
In the late 1980s South Africa experienced a se-
vere economic recession, with a negative national 
economic growth rate, inflation rates of 16–18%, 
government spending being slashed, interest rates 
rising to 19% and high retrenchment rates in the 
construction sector. Private sector financial insti-
tutions were increasingly reluctant to invest in the 
low-income housing sector largely due to a percep-
tion of high risk that deepened as the housing issue 
became increasingly politicised. Politically, it was a 
period of rapid transformation, with the National-
ist Government’s hold on power waning, yet with 
many of the major legislative bases of apartheid, 
such as the Group Areas Act, still in place. The is-

sue of land was a strategic factor in entrenching 
statutory and non-statutory racial separation and 
subjugation. The most strategically located and pro-
ductive land was under white ownership, with the 
poorest people located on the urban periphery of 
low-density sprawling settlements. Large portions 
of land owned by central, provincial and local gov-
ernment in towns and cities presented opportuni-
ties as an instrument of great strategic significance 
for restructuring South African settlements.4 

This was the climate in which the Springfield 
Terrace project was initiated as a demonstration 
project representing an innovative attempt to 
introduce a new form of urban development. 
It won a merit award from the South African 
Institute of Architects, with many of the urban 
objectives Headstart sought to demonstrate 
having become part of post-1994 public policy. 
Springfield Terrace is regarded as the first non-
racial inner city infill project in South Africa with 
the objective of providing well-located higher 
density housing for the lower income market, using 
national government housing subsidies. It was a 
complex project involving the disposal of public 
open space, land consolidation, road closures, 
demolition, rezoning and building plan approvals. 
The development challenged established notions 
and standards held by authorities. Waivers from the 
statutory requirements were negotiated with the 
Cape Town City Council and included matters such 
as the density of 165 dwelling units per hectare, 
which exceeded the norm, parking requirements, 

1. SPRINGFIELD TERRACE

Location of Springfield Terrace in close proximity 
to Cape Town CBD

ST
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the redefinition of road and public open space and 
the requirements of municipal services. 

“Springfield Terrace successfully challenged and 
overcame a number of sacred cows concerning 
public housing in South Africa. Among these were 
the assumption that public housing had to be 
bare-land projects, of necessity far from city cen-
tres, public amenities, transport routes, sufficient in 
number and uniform in size and shape in order to 
achieve economies of scale. Another preconception 
that Springfield Terrace smashed was that sectional 
title ownership was beyond people who were other 
than white.”5

1.2 Headstart6

During the apartheid era housing subsidies were 
administered on a racial basis by the three national 
housing departments, and could be mobilised by 
private developers or by local authorities. By the 
mid 1980s local government in Cape Town was by 
and large not providing housing due to ideological 
clashes with the House of Representatives, which 
was then the largest provider of land and housing 
for ‘Coloured’ occupation. 

Headstart was established in 1989 as a not-for-
profit housing utility company by a consortium of 
large national corporations to challenge the Group 
Areas Act and as part of their social responsibility 
programmes. More specifically, it acted as a vehicle 
to implement a proposal made by BPSA and 18 
other South African companies to facilitate the 
reconstruction of District Six in Cape Town. The 
utility company was financed by grants and low 
interest loans from corporate partners such as BP. 
The project’s objective was not profit, but nor was 
quality compromised. Headstart was a separate 
legal entity with its own board of directors, with 
members of the boards of participating companies. 
The partnership for Springfield Terrace consisted 
of Headstart Development, the Cape Town City 
Council and the community, which included 
residents from surrounding areas and of 20 cottages 
in Roger, Shepard, Pontac, Queen and Springfield 
Terrace streets that were earmarked for demolition. 
Headstart Development acted as the developer of 
the project, but viewed its role as that of catalyst 
and facilitator, not as developer.7 

The main conditions attached to the partnership 
offer included that the area should be racially open 

in a form acceptable to the broader community, 
that the community and local government should 
participate, and that private sector donors would 
participate on a non-profit basis. Headstart aimed 
to achieve three advantages from the partnership:8

access to strategically-located, publicly-owned 1. 
land at written-down prices;
co-operation over planning approvals, since 2. 
the innovative nature of the project required 
substantial departures and concessions in 
terms of planning and building regulations; and
co-operation over paying for the public space, 3. 
which played an important part in the design of 
the project.

The  advantage of the partnership from the perspective 
of the local authority was that it enabled the Council 
to play a role in the mobilisation of private sector 
capital toward the improvement of well-located land 
for lower income households, which was an issue 
that was high on its political agenda.

The objectives of the Springfield Terrace project 
included:9

producing a high-density, low rise complex that • 
would allow street space to be used as social 
space, as well as consider movement space for 
vehicles;
providing an example of an appropriate form of • 
inner city housing;
providing inner city accommodation for lower • 
middle-income households regardless of race;
providing housing that would encourage a social • 
mix through a range of unit sizes and forms; 
providing a range of price structures, • 
demonstrating how cross-subsidisation systems 
can be used to lower entry prices for lower-
income households;
mobilising a full range of existing national • 
housing subsidies;
re-housing existing tenants in the new • 
development as owners to provide them with 
alternative assistance; 
making full use of, and revitalizing, existing • 
community facilities by increasing local 
thresholds;
achieving lower serviced land prices by • 
capitalising on historical investments in utility 
services; and
encouraging upgrading in the surrounding area • 
without promoting gentrification and non-
voluntary displacement.
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Many of the urban objectives Headstart sought to 
demonstrate became part of post-1994 public policy.

1.3 Springfield Terrace project 
history10

The issue of land assembly was a precondition for 
the project to proceed.  Two land parcels with a 
total area of 8,083m² (0,8083 ha) were consolidated 
to constitute the project area. The biggest one was 
6,523m² of residual land from an expropriation for 
the construction of the Eastern Boulevard freeway. It 
was donated by the City Council at a nominal price 
of R5,000 as its contribution to the partnership. The 
remainder of the land covered 1,515 m² and was 
bought on the open market. It consisted of vacant 
plots and dilapidated cottages which were home 
to the 20 tenant households who were eventually 
housed in the new Springfield Terrace Project. 

were granted. The situation further degenerated 
due to the City’s reluctance to present the proposal 
for submission until the House of Representatives 
agreed to provide bridging finance. 

Most importantly, the scheme challenged many 
of the generally accepted tenets of government 
departments and experienced problems with 
regard to fragmentation of line-functions. Although 
officials in the planning department were excited 
about the project, their colleagues in departments 
such as roads, traffic, fire, cleansing, and others, 
tried to maximise the operation of their own 
sphere of competence rather than optimise the 
scheme as a whole. The lack of clarity about duties 
and maintenance also resulted in confusion and 
delays in the approval process. The negative impact 
of delays included a drastic increase in overall 
development costs through the holding cost of land, 
rapidly escalating prices of building materials and 
sharply increasing interest rates. This caused further 
uncertainties, contributing to further delays.

1.4 Project location
The site is bounded by the Eastern Boulevard freeway 
on the west and south sides, Chapel Street to the 
north and Nelson Street to the east. It is adjacent 
to District Six, an area that was cleared under 
apartheid in terms of the Slums Act, but motivated 
by the Group Areas Act, and perhaps the most well-
known manifestation of separate development. As 
such, the Springfield Terrace project was the first 
non-racial inner-city housing project consciously 
targeted at the lower end of the housing market.12 
One of its most important objectives was to 
demonstrate compaction of inner city areas and 
as a result it is located within the existing urban 
fabric on exceptionally well-located but underused 
land. It demonstrated how a relatively small but 
well-located parcel of land that is publicly owned 
can result in a highly liveable environment through 
the implementation of medium-density housing. The 
project contributed to higher population density 
thresholds which, in turn, ensure higher levels of 
support for social and commercial facilities. 

The project is extremely well situated in terms of 
employment opportunities, as it is within walking 
distance of the central business district (CBD) and 
commercial areas such as Salt River and Woodstock, 
which implies considerable savings in transport 
costs. Community representatives reported that 

Major land parcels1111

KEY
1. Eastern Boulevard 
2. Existing stock: demolished
3. Public land parcels
4. Private land parcels

Nineteen and a half months elapsed after sketch 
plans were submitted before their final approval. A 
reason for the delay was that the local authority 
refused to proceed with the rezoning application of 
the assembled piece of land until the decision on the 
disposal of public open spaces was finalised. This was 
compounded by a requirement that the Provincial 
Administration approve the site’s change in status 
from public open space to subdivided land before 
the land could be successfully rezoned. The process 
became even more cumbersome as submission 
could only be made to the Provincial Administration 
after the City had made a recommendation. Building 
plans could not be scrutinised until zoning waivers 
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most residents of Springfield Terrace are employed 
in the CBD and vicinity, such as at Groote Schuur 
Hospital. Springfield Terrace is close to public 
transportation such as rail, bus and minibus-taxi 
routes, and approximately 500m from Sir Lowry 
Road, which is a main activity route connecting the 
Cape Town CBD, Salt River and Woodstock. 

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
The project was a crisis reaction to the threat of a 
large number of people being evicted. A mandate to 
implement the project as a matter of urgency was 
obtained from the broader community which sur-
rounded the site.  A community consultative com-
mittee was established and close contact was main-
tained throughout the planning and design phases.13 

The project was aimed at three segments of the 
housing market. Buyers in two of these would 
qualify for different forms of state subsidy. Thus, a 
third of the units were aimed at households earning 
less than R3,500 per month who qualified for state 
income-related subsidies on interest rates. Another 
third was targeted at households earning less than 
R5,000 per month, who qualified for a state first-
time home-ownership subsidy. Those in the final 
third were to be drawn from the open market, the 
aim being to sell these units for the highest possible 
price and use the profits generated to subsidise the 
entry price for the lowest level and to improve the 
public spatial environment.14 Beneficiaries consisted 
of the 20 resident tenant households of the existing 
cottages, people from surrounding areas and those 
who responded to advertisements about the 
project. Beneficiaries had to stay for at least five 
years before they could sell their units.

2.2 Beneficiary profile

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit 

Generally there was only one household • 
per unit (90%), while 7.5% of units were 
occupied by two households, and 2.5% by 
three households, with a median of 3.5 
persons per unit. 
Interviewed households consisted of the • 
following household types: couple (10%), 

couple and children (35%), couple and 
extended family (2.5%), couple with children 
and extended family (2.5%), couple with 
children, extended family and non-relative 
(2.5%), and couple and non-relative (2.5%). 
Single woman households accounted for 
12.5% of interviewed households, single 
woman with children for 15%, single 
woman and extended family for 2.5%, and 
single woman with children and extended 
family for 7.5%. Only 2.5% of households 
comprised single men.
Interviewed households had a mean of • 
0.92 children per household.  
40% of households interviewed were • 
headed by single persons.
Women-headed households accounted for • 
37.5% of households. 

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household income.

45% of household heads were formally • 
employed, and 17.5% were informally 
employed. 10% of those who were fit and 
able were unemployed, while unemployed 
household heads who were not fit and able 
accounted for 7.5%. Pensioners accounted 
for 17.5% of household heads. 
Income sources: 50% from formal • 
employment, 22.5% from informal 
employment, 17.5% from pensions, 7.5% 
from social welfare grants, 5% from rental 
and formal employment, and 2.5% from 
formal employment, informal employment 
and insurance payments.
20% of households were not willing to • 
answer the question about their monthly 
incomes. 22.5% reported an income of over 
R3,501 per month and 12.5% reported 
incomes between R2 501 and R3 500. 15% 
earned between R1,501 and R2,500 per 
month, while 30% had monthly incomes 
below R1,500. The median income was 
R2,000 per month. 

2.3 Management/institutional 
structure
Headstart’s task was to innovate and experiment, and 
it was never conceived as a long-term administrator. 
Headstart exited the project after its completion. 
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Agreements were entered into with management 
agents such as Lewis-Trafalgar and Seeff to act for 
the nine sectional title blocks. After some time the 
body corporate went into arrears, with seven of the 
nine blocks in arrears with the local authority. The 
body corporate was of the opinion that Trafalgar 
Property Management was not managing the 
project properly and sustainably, and in 2000, five 
blocks terminated their contracts with Trafalgar and 
resorted to forming individual bodies corporate for 
each block.15 As at August 2007, four blocks were 
managed by Trafalgar, one by another agent and 
four by autonomous bodies corporate consisting of 
section owners. The bodies corporate are the only 
groups or associations formed since the project 
was completed. Those of the four blocks managed 
by section owners elected a minimum of seven 
trustees with specific decision-making roles as 
specified in the Sectional Title Act. 

There is a difference in the maintenance of the 
different blocks in Springfield Terrace by different 
bodies corporate. Due to section owners having 
certain obligations in respect of maintenance 
and financial management, and being collectively 
responsible for payment, currently it is only blocks 
E2, D and C that are functioning well. Block E2 is the 
best functioning block and assisted with improving 
the management of blocks D and C. Since 2000, 
only one tenant was evicted from block E2.16 

The first residents went through a training and 
capacity development process, but subsequent 
renters were not subjected to any form of training, 
resulting in them not understanding sectional title. 
According to the social facilitator who worked 
with Headstart, sectional title is a very complex and 
sophisticated form of tenure, and not appropriate 

for lower income communities.17 She further 
emphasised that the success of the bodies corporate 
depends heavily on their having one co-ordinator. 

Community representatives posed the following 
reasons for the disfunctionalism of some of the 
bodies corporate:

enmity among trustees;• 
opportunism  of trustees (such as mismanage-• 
ment of finances); and
a lack of commitment to decisions made at • 
meetings.

A large number of units are occupied by section 
owners, whereas the rest consist of tenants who 
rent from section owners and are managed by 
property management agents (a ratio of 3:1 for 
households owning in the sample used in the 
current research). According to the community 
representative, the majority of owners are still 
servicing their bonds, with around 20 owners 
having paid off their bonds.

The chairperson of block E2, who is primarily 
responsible for the financial management of the 
block, indicated in an interview that levies consisted 
of municipal rates, water charges, a charge for refuse 
removal (although cleaning happens haphazardly) 
and insurance, and was charged according to the 
block’s bulk consumption. Levies were determined 
by the trustees of the bodies corporate and 
calculated in accordance with the participation 
quota for each unit and were therefore different 
for each block. Levies are subject to a 10% annual 
increase. The bodies corporate have the power to 
expropriate section owners if levy payments are in 
arrears. Since the introduction of the new Municipal 
Property Rates Act (No. 6 of 2004), rates have 
been removed from the bulk account and are the 
responsibility of each section owner (charged on 
a separate account). The chairperson declared that 
it is a burden now that individual section owners 
have to queue at the civic centre to pay their 
rates accounts, instead of one person paying one 
account for the entire block. Moreover, he stated 
that the benefit of bulk was not realised vis-à-vis the 
new rates system, and that the total for the new 
account, without rates, amounts to over R200 more 
than the previous account including rates, as water 
and sewerage charges have increased drastically the 
past year.  He made the following comparison:

Blocks E2 and D: Evidence of owners’ commitment and 
cooperation
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Table 39: Comparison of bulk accounts
Bulk account 

including rates (R) 
June 2006

Bulk account 
excluding rates (R) 

July 2007

Rates 808.31 -

Refuse 77.54 54.06

Sewerage 356.93 863.26

Water 390.94 754.40

VAT 115.56 234.05

TOTAL 1633.72 1905.77

Levies for block E2 from August 2000 up to the 
interview in August 2005 were as follows:

Table 40: Levies for block E2
Unit Owners Participation quota18 (%) Levy (R)

1 7,8825 275.89

2 8,0371 281.30

3 8,0371 281.30

4 7,8825 275.89

5 8,0371 281.30

6 8,0371 281.30

7 7,8825 275.89

8 8,0371 281.30

9 8,0371 281.30

10 (bachelor) 4,0186 140.56

11 6,0278 210.97

12 8,0371 281.30

13 (3 bedroom) 10,0464 351.62

100,000 3,500.00

The above levies are affordable to all 13 unit owners. 
The monthly payment of the body corporate of block 
E2 to the local authority is approximately R2,000. 
Therefore, a profit of more than R1,000 per month 
is applied to attend to maintenance and arrears. In 
one instance, the body corporate was even able to 
provide one of the original resident tenants with a 
small loan to purchase her unit. The body corporate 
also intends to buy a unit in their block to rent out 
at R1,500 per month to keep levies affordable. In 
that way the body corporate can even contribute 
to funeral expenses of their members.

Mr Faiq Rabin, chairperson of block E2 body 
corporate, informed the researcher in August 2007 
that the levy for block E2 had been increased by 
10% since the interview in 2005. He reported that 

blocks which are managed by management agents 
such as Trafalgar have levies of more than double 
the amounts of those managed by section owners.
The table below sets out the 2007 situation with 
regard to management and performance of the nine 
blocks in Springfield Terrace:19

Table 41: Performance of blocks

Management 
of block

No. 
of 

units
Performance

Block A:
Body 
corporate

24 - Not functioning well
- Water and electricity from 
the local authority to blocks A 
and C cut off in 2001. The body 
corporate was in arrears but 
managed to reduce arrears from 
R90,000 to R17,000 in 2005. 
Their full account had not been 
settled at the time of writing
- Rules not applied by members

Block B:
Trafalgar

13 Not functioning well

Block C:
Body 
corporate

18 - Functioning well owing to 
assistance from block E2’s body 
corporate for several years
- Water and electricity cut off in 
2001. The body corporate was 
still in arrears in 2005 due to 
interest charges, but has since 
settled its account and replaced 
the building’s roof

Block D:
Body 
corporate

16 - Functioning well. No longer 
managed by Trafalgar. Now have 
their own body corporate. 
With the assistance of block 
E2, trustees work well together

Block E1:
Trafalgar

13 - Not functioning well. 
Owners ‘do not stand 
together’

Block E2:
Body 
corporate

13 - Functioning very well
-Trustees are cooperating and 
working as a team to take 
responsibility for their housing

Block F:
Trafalgar

4 Not functioning well

Block G: 
Trafalgar

8 - Not functioning well
- Due to financial 
mismanagement by trustees, 
block G decided to be 
managed by Trafalgar since the 
interview in 2005. Generally, 
the situation has improved but 
levies are high

Block H:
Management 
agent

24 - “Chaotic”
- Over four years the block 
switched from a management 
agent, to body corporate and 
back to a management agent
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4• 5% of interviewed households were 
certain that a representative body was set 
up. 2.5% reported that no committee was 
set up, while 50% declared that they did not 
know whether a community representative 
body/organization was set up. 
When respondents were asked whether • 
members of their household were involved 
in the housing project, 7.5% indicated 
involvement as committee members, 2.5% 
were employed on the project, 2.5% were 
involved in the selection of trust members, 
7.5% attended community meetings, and 
2.5% were representing the committee at 
meetings.
Only 32.5% of respondents were satisfied • 
with the community participation 
processes in their project. Their satisfaction 
was based on the fact that ‘our block’s 
problems go to the head of the body 
corporate’, their block was not in arrears, 
buildings were maintained and ‘they are 
around when we have problems’. 52.5% 
expressed dissatisfaction. Reasons given 
included the fact that not all residents 
were involved, that residents were not 
consulted, complaints were not attended 
to, residents did not respect each other 
and gossiped, ‘residents don’t know the 
sectional title law’, ‘the body corporate 
doesn’t stand together and doesn’t speak 
with one voice’, the community as a whole 
did not work together and ‘everybody 
does his own thing’.

2.5 Amenities and facilities
The public spaces as a design element received 
considerable attention and consideration, 
contributing significantly to the quality of the 
housing environment. 

Units were designed to surround and define spaces 
which were envisioned to become important social 
resources. Social spaces were to ensure different 
degrees of privacy and to effectively extend the 
living space of the individual housing units, in order 
to establish a sense of ownership of external 
spaces. However, the community did not seem to 
agree completely with the success of achieving well 
functioning ‘outdoor rooms’ as cars dominate the 
communal area which also serves as play space for 
children. 

The Rabins have taken charge of the social and economic 
sustainability of their housing environment

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and role of NGOs/
CBOs
In the late 1980s several precincts were identified 
as having potential for redevelopment in Salt River/
Woodstock. To encourage public participation, 
an exhibition outlining the aims of the initiative 
and ways in which people could be assisted was 
designed and displayed in a communication centre 
in Woodstock. The technical team gave frequent 
presentations to interested groups of people. Large 
grassroots interest was expressed. Surveys were 
undertaken by Headstart and meetings were held 
with the affected community regarding physical 
design and allocation of sites. Beneficiaries attended 
workshops and meetings where layout plans and a 
model of the project were presented, on the basis of 
which units were selected.  A video on understanding 
the sectional title tenure applicable to the project 
was specifically made for the Springfield Terrace 
community as an educational tool. Six residents’ 
committee members were democratically elected 
at a community meeting at the inception of the 
project attended by existing and new tenants. This 
committee was disbanded when construction 
started.20 Since the project’s completion, resident 
participation mainly occurs through the bodies 
corporate.

The levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the roles of CBOs and 
household members in the project, and respondents’ 
satisfaction with the participation process. 
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Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space in their 
project area.

Just more than half of interviewed households • 
(52.5%) used the communal open space. 
47.5% of those who did not, said that the area 
was dirty, ‘not sociable’, that only residents 
with cars used the open space or that there 
was no communal open space.
The majority (70%) expressed satisfaction • 
with the landscaping (trees, plants, paving, 
footpaths). Of the 27.5% who were not 
satisfied, most focused on the need for 
more trees, but also the fact that ‘leaves are 
not swept away and they lift the paving’.
70% felt that the communal open space is • 
unsuitable for children to play as there is no 
designated play space or grassed areas, and cars 
take up most of the space. It is unsafe due to 
speeding cars and ‘cars driving up and down.
75% considered the lighting for the • 
communal area to be adequate.
All households (100%) were satisfied with the • 
frequency of household refuse collection.

‘Theatre in the District’.  Their activities include 
sport, recreation and arts, and form part of 
their liaison with schools in the area such as 
Chapel Street Primary, which is attended by 
children living in Springfield Terrace. 
The Marion Institute, about 200m from the • 
project, used to offer tutoring in karate and 
drama and held games evenings. Presently, it 
only offers piano lessons. Reasons offered for 
this related to poor management.
The Haven night shelter, which is about 50m • 
from Springfield Terrace.
Cowley House Trauma Counselling Centre is • 
about 100m from the project.
There is a crèche within a kilometre of the • 
project, but problems regarding under-qualified 
teachers and nepotism were reported.
The nearest police station is about 3km away in • 
Buitenkant Street. 

Children playing ball games in a public space with hard 
surfaces, but residents expressed a need for grassed areas and 

separation of recreation and parking areas

Community and social facilities in the area include:
A clinic about 500m away.• 
Primary and secondary schools within • 
500m-1km. 
Community centres: the Rahmaniyeh Institute • 
and a Muslim community centre within 
500m-1km, and St. Phillips church. The hall 
at St. Phillips is currently being used by the 
Community Arts Project which initiated the 

The Rahmaniyeh Institute (blue): 
within walking distance of the project

No community facilities were provided within the 
project itself. Community representatives reported 
this as problematic, and mentioned the need for: 

An office from which trustees could conduct • 
their business related to the management of 
the sectional title;
Braai facilities, a lawn area and washing lines. • 
(The trustees of block E2 (the best performing 
block) were planning to set up a committee 
including members of all nine blocks, whose 
purpose would be to start creating unity among 
community members and to try to raise funds 
to provide and maintain braai facilities and a 
lawn in the public open space area);
A properly functioning and active community • 
centre; and
Computer facilities.• 
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Respondents were asked about their satisfaction 
with access to various types of facilities. 

Satisfaction levels were generally high: access 
to transport (97.5% of households), clinics 
(97.5%), crèches (100%), primary schools 
(100%), high schools (100%) and the police 
(92.5%), sporting facilities (80%), and libraries 
(90%). Access to playgrounds ranked lowest on 
the list with 72.5% of households satisfied.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
The project does not provide employment 
opportunities or opportunities for people to set 
up small businesses from their homes or elsewhere 
on the premises, as it was argued that residents live 
in close proximity to their places of employment 
and the project has exceptional access to urban 
opportunities. However, community representatives 
and residents expressed a need for space for 
informal trading to accommodate tuck shops, fruit 
and vegetable sellers, grocery and electricity outlets. 

Ten residents were operating informal commercial 
activities from their homes. Small businesses that 
were set up in residential units included tuck shops, 
a video outlet, a bakery and a leather workshop. 
The possibility of setting up stalls in containers was 
being investigated by community representatives.

80% believed that provision for small business 
activities was inadequate. Responses included 
that sectional title did not allow for business, 
that flats were too small and there was 
no space to store stock. 95% stated that 
their housing units were not used for small 
business activities, while the 5% who used 
their units for business stated a video shop 
and a construction business. 

2.7 Social problems in project area
Community representatives reported that the most 
significant problem, which impacted on all others, 
was that of internal divisions and the fact that the 
community does not function effectively as a whole. 
In general, tenants were reluctant to participate in 
community activities. It was also reported that the 
original tenants did not readily accept newcomers. 
Drugs, alcohol abuse, physical abuse, unemployment 
and illnesses such as HIV/AIDS and TB were 
reportedly the main social problems. Community 
representatives said all of these had increased since 
the project was initiated.

Respondents were asked about the main social 
problems in their project area and whether these 
had increased or decreased since the project was 
initiated.

Only 12.5% of households interviewed • 
reported no social problems. 47.5% felt 
that crime was a problem – 35% felt that 
it had increased since the project was 
initiated, while 12.5% felt the opposite. 25% 
felt that alcohol abuse had increased, with 
2.5% feeling that it had decreased. Half of 
the households interviewed (50%) viewed 
drug abuse as a serious social problem 
that had increased, and only 5% believed 
it had decreased since they moved into 
the project. 10% felt that physical abuse 
increased, while only 2.5% felt that it had 
diminished. Other social problems people 
felt had increased included gangsterism 
(7.5%), unemployment (5%), illness (2.5%), 
general road safety (2.5%), no play area for 
children (2.5.%), problems with neighbours 
(2.5%), loitering (2.5%) and damage to 
property (2.5%).

Residents have established a night watch consisting of 
community members who patrol the project area.

Leather workshop in what was formerly the back yard of a unit

Households were asked whether the housing 
project made adequate provision for small business 
activities, and whether their housing unit was used 
for business purposes.
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Respondents were asked about safety and security 
in their project area and in their housing unit.

Most households interviewed (85%) stated • 
that they were friends with people living in 
the housing development.
72% felt that their neighbours would come • 
to their rescue if they should be in physical 
danger.
90% felt that it was safe for them to walk • 
around in the housing development at night 
or during the evenings. Respondents who 
felt that it was unsafe during the evenings 
or at night (7.5%) mentioned that there 
were “lots of gangs in the area”. 
Almost all respondents (97.5%) reported • 
that it was safe to walk around during the 
day. Areas considered unsafe were behind 
the blocks and especially blocks A and H, 
on the corner of Roger Street, where the 
communal space is, as “lots of strangers 
enter the project”.  
90% of interviewed households felt safe • 
inside their units.

3. Project design, 
implementation & output
3.1 Capacity development and use 
of local labour
With regard to the selection of contractors and 
labourers, the project went the normal tender route. 
No enhancement of local skills and training were 
provided as no local labour or local contractors 
were involved in the project. According to the 
quantity surveyor on the project, the nature of 
inner-city building made self-building impossible.21

3.2 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs

Women • – None. 
Children and youth•  – None.
The elderly•  - None.
HIV/AIDS•  - None.
The unemployed • – None.
Disabled • - The tender for the project advertised 
extensively for disabled people to enter into 
partnerships with formal contractors. No tenders 
of that nature were received. For economic and 
logistical reasons associated with mobilising 

state subsidies, the project was undertaken as a 
totality using one main builder.22

Households were asked whether any members of 
the household were disabled and if changes were 
made to the house to accommodate the disability.
Only 2.5% of households interviewed had 
members with a walking disability. No changes 
to the house were necessary to accommodate 
the disability.

3.3 Nature of units provided
A wide range of 28 permutations of house types 
(in terms of size and footprint) was designed to 
mobilise national housing subsidies, achieve a 
broad demographic and income mix, and provide 
a wide choice to fit various types of families. Units 
ranged from 26m² bedsitters to two and three 
bedroom units of 73m².  Maxi-bricks, and not 
clay bricks, were used, and the footprints of units 
were based on the brick size. Building with larger 
bricks sped up the building process.23 Units are 
structured vertically in nine three and four storey 
blocks in a variety of combinations, for example 
duplex on simplex, duplex on duplex, to provide 
a range of accommodation in each of the blocks, 
and organised around, and defining, a number of 
public spaces.24 As such, bigger units could cross-
subsidise smaller ones. 

A limit of four storeys was settled on due to both 
social reasons and the requirement of a structural 
frame for taller buildings. Smaller units were 
located on the ground floor to provide access 
to the public open space. Attention to defensible 
space ensured that there was no gallery access 
and that no more than three families shared any 
staircase.25

Table 42:  The range of units26

No. of 
bedrooms

Size range 
(m²)

Number of 
units Price (R)

3 67–73 28 96,000

2 50–64 43 75,000

1 30–43 34 65,000

Bed-sitter 26–36 28 45,000

The use of materials was informed by a concern to 
reduce capital costs and keep ongoing maintenance 
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Building sign post positions – ground plan27

Section and floor plans of a typical three storey block28S i d fl l f i l h bl k28k
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Three storey block consisting of a variety of unit typesTh bl k i i f i f i

Floor plan: 34m² one bedroom unit on ground3030

Floor plan: 51m² two bedroom duplex unit on
 levels two and three

costs as low as possible. High quality materials 
and infrastructure were used and within budget 
constraints, particular attention was given to certain 
architectural elements to achieve different effects 
on both the larger and smaller scale:29

Units were structured vertically in a variety of • 
combinations to provide a range of accommodation 
types, and therefore a social mix;
Units are attached horizontally into a series of • 
blocks to use land efficiently;
Blocks were oriented east-west so that all units • 
receive morning or afternoon sun and the building 
protects the main public spaces from wind;
The blocks were consciously used to give scale • 
and enclosure to the spaces which were made 
not as streets but as social spaces or urban living 
rooms. The surfaced spaces accommodated 
both cars and people;
Units were concentrated around access points, • 
with the minimum number of units served by 
each stairway to enhance a sense of security. The 
access points were accentuated by pulling them 
into the public space to prevent the blocks from 
becoming monolithic in feel, and accentuating 
their social function as places of outdoor seating.
The pitched roof gives the fourth floor the appearance • 
of an attic, reducing the perception of height;
A self-coloured rough cast plaster projecting • 
from the plane of the wall in contrast with 

the unplastered painted blockwork of the rest 
of the façade unifies the public facades of the 
blocks and creates a larger scale; and
The corner of each block is formed by a • 
freestanding structural pier with the splayed 
corner window behind it. This brings about an 
unbroken transition from one public space to 
another and apart from practical reasons, it 
provides “some three dimensional articulation 
to the façade at the junction between units”.31 
In the interior, the tall corner windows were 
meant to allow light to flood the room and to 
allow for larger wall space, creating a sense of 
interior spaciousness. Although functional and 
sensible, these non-standard windows were 
more expensive as they created a lot of ends, and 
were more time-consuming when building.32 
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3.5 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
The main public spaces and walkways have a 
comfortable scale and feel and are protected from 
wind. The height perception is controlled, thereby 
limiting the impact of the development on the 
surrounding neighbourhood. Existing street space 
was incorporated into the design of the project. 
This ensured that the project became part of the 
neighbouring living environment, and not forced 
into the existing urban fabric as a disconnected and 
separate public housing development.33

Significant consideration was given to the design of 
the public urban space in creating safe but functional 
‘outdoor rooms’ for residents. These spaces were 
carefully designed to ensure different degrees of 
privacy, and to effectively extend the living space of 
the individual housing units. Through this treatment, 
the designers endeavoured to establish a sense 
of ownership of external spaces. Roll-over curbs, 
planting and the use of specific architectural and 
urban design elements contributed towards creating 
a sense of place.34 In the words of the architects:35

“The walls of the housing blocks enclose public, 
urban space between them. These are seen as urban 
living rooms, as non-specific public social spaces 
that are surfaced and planted to accommodate 
both cars and people. Entrance staircases to the 
dwelling spill into this space to extend their social 
function and to express the connection of the upper 
levels to the ground level.” 

Splayed corner and rough cast plaster

3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
High-density housing was used rather than the small-
house-large-plot approach. An attempt was made to 
maximise the number of north facing units. Blocks that 
were not north facing were orientated east/west to 
allow all units to receive sun during some part of the 
day. This orientation of blocks also provides the spaces 
between them with protection from prevailing winds. 
Space constraints meant geysers were installed 
under kitchen sinks and using sit showers.

Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating, water supply 
and sanitation. Households were asked whether 
they have been informed about energy and water 
saving technology such as aerated taps, dual flush 
toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

37.5% of respondents reported problems • 
with dampness in bathrooms and kitchens 
and other walls, especially during the rainy 
season. Only 12.5% experienced problems 
heating their units. 87.5% stated that they 
have sufficient natural light. Satisfaction 
levels concerning water supply (97.5%) and 
sanitation/toilet (87.5%) were high. 
97.5% said they had not been informed • 
about energy and water saving technology. Springfield Terrace – spatial quality36
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Seamless transition between old and new

Washing lines in backyards next to the highway remain unused 
due to the risk of theft

No designated safe areas for washing

People on upper floors, especially, do not have 
direct access to communal areas;
Space for washing lines – the pulleys of the • 
Naples-type rotating washing lines that were 
initially attached to the back of the residential 
buildings malfunctioned quite soon after 
installation. No formal areas are provided for 
washing lines;
Some residents sit on the communal staircases • 
and smoke dagga. Regulation of this behaviour 
is fairly difficult in a communally owned 
environment;
Maintenance of communal areas is problematic, • 
as not all residents take responsibility to keep 
the area clean; and
A freestanding formal house provides enough yard • 
space to accommodate extensions such as extra 
rooms and setting up a business from home.

3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
Community representatives believed that most 
residents would prefer a freestanding formal house 
for reasons including: 

Privacy – no disturbance due to noise coming • 
from neighbours;
Access to a private yard, garden and braai area. • 

Although the designers’ intention was to provide high 
quality public spaces, residents find it problematic that 
no clear distinction exists between spaces for cars 
and spaces for people. Community representatives 
complained, for instance, about a section owner 
whose eight taxis were parked in the communal 
open space (which also doubles as parking).

The Naples rotating washing lines were attached 
to the back of buildings to minimize risks of theft 
associated with communal washing line areas.37 
However, the Naples concept was unsuccessful and 
subsequently no designated safe space was provided 
for washing lines. Community representatives 
reported washing being stolen from backyards of 
ground floor units located next to the highway, as 
well as from make-shift lines in the project area.
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Households were asked what type of house would be 
their first choice and to provide reasons, and what the 
form of tenure of their current accommodation was.

The first choice of 75% was a freestanding • 
formal house. Privacy, no disturbance from 
neighbours, access to yard space, a garden, 
space for children to play, safety and security, 
and access to a garage were reasons given. 

2.5% of respondents gave semi-detached • 
double storey housing as their first 
choice “because it’s big and spacious”.
2.5% chose semi-detached single storey • 
housing as there is “too much trouble 
in a block”. 
2.5% preferred double storey row housing.• 
15% opted for single storey row housing: • 
“I would like a house with a back yard” 
and “children have space to play”.

The tenure of 25% of interviewed households • 
was rental, while 75% was ownership. 25% 
answered that their current accommodation 
was rental. Of the  remaining 75% of house-
holds who were owners, 2.5% replied that it 
was rent to buy, 12.5% installment sale, 55% 
co-operative ownership and 2.5% communal 
property association. 

3.7 Comments on house types 
offered
Community representatives reported that the 
community was approached by a representative from 
BP who stated that it was interested in building semi-
detached and freestanding housing units. However, 
as consultation progressed, they were eventually 
offered flats. There was discontent about this change, 
as well as the higher prices of units. In spite of this, 
they felt that the range of unit types was good and 
represented a wide enough variety. It was felt that 
bedrooms and kitchens were not big enough.38 The 
community representative remarked that fittings 
such as doors and taps were not of the highest quality, 
and that the developers made it clear to residents 
that residents could replace them with better quality 
fittings at a later stage. There was dissatisfaction 
about the quality of the bitumen roof which had to 
be replaced due to problems with leakage.

Households were asked about their housing options 
and to comment on the housing and house type 
offered. They were asked about their perception of 
the market value of their unit. Importantly, they were 
asked whether it was affordable to live in the unit.

When asked whether they had a choice • 
of housing, only 17.5% replied that they 
did, while 50% felt they had no choice. 
Comments on the house types yielded 
37.5% negative comments and 7.5% positive 
comments. The most frequent negative 
comments centered on units being too 
small, that residents expected freestanding 
units and that the quality of the buildings 
was not good.
12.5% did not know the market value of • 
their unit. 5% considered their units to 
be worth between R20,001 and R30,000 
with 7.5% valuing their units at R40,001 to 
R50,000. 72.5% of respondents correctly 
estimated the market value to be in excess 
of R50,000.
Respondents were asked what monthly • 
rental they thought they could get if 
they owned the flat. 7.5% thought rentals 
between R601 and R900 were acceptable, 
30% opted for rentals between R900 and 
R1,200 while 37.5% considered rentals 
between R1,201 and R1,500 reasonable. 
10% thought that rentals of more than 
R1,500 per month were appropriate.
65% regarded living in Springfield Terrace as • 
affordable: “I can still have other expenses 
after paying my levy”. Only 30% felt that it was 
not affordable to live there: “I’m a single parent 
and struggle to keep up with rent”, “I have a 
child still studying and must pay towards her 
fees”, and “I do not work a full week”.

3.8 Household satisfaction 
with housing unit and housing 
environment

Households were asked questions about their 
satisfaction with various aspects of their unit and 
their environment. 

67.5% were satisfied with the area/neighbour-
hood in which they lived: transport, work and 
the city are close by, and they get along well 
with neighbours. The 32.5% who were not 
satisfied complained about noise, drug and al-
cohol related incidents, gangsterism and a lack 
of community cohesion.  Just more than half 
(55%) replied that they were happy with the 
size of their units, while 45% felt that units, and 
particularly kitchens, were too small. 60% felt 
that they had enough privacy in their homes as 
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children and parents have separate bedrooms 
and “I feel free to do what I want”. However, 
40% of respondents were dissatisfied, stating 
that “residents are always in the yard and pass 
the front door”, “residents can see into your 
house from outside”, and “children and parents 
have no privacy”. 47.5% were not bothered 
by noise from neighbours when they were in 
their flats, while 52.5% found it intrusive.

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
Residents’ quality of life had definitely improved 
according to a community representative. Those 
who formerly lived in the cottages on site had had 
no inside toilets, hot water or decent bathrooms 
and had had serious problems with leaking roofs.

Respondents were asked whether their quality of 
life had improved. They were also asked how their 
quality of life compared with that of people living in 
a free-standing RDP house.

75% felt that their quality of life had • 
improved since moving into Springfield 
Terrace, while 22.5% felt that it had not. 
Reasons given for improved quality of life 
included “being close to everything”, the 
fact that it is peaceful and quiet, “far better 
than Mitchells Plan and Manenberg”, bigger 
and better than previous accommodation, 
and “I’m not staying with other people”. 
Those who felt that their quality of life had 
not improved referred to crime, lack of 
freedom, space and privacy.
45% felt that their quality of life was better • 
than that of people living in freestanding 
RDP houses. Motivations included:

“Building construction is much better here.”
“Their houses are even smaller.”
“We are close to town.”
“My standard of living is better.”

27.5% believed it was better to live in an • 
RDP house:

“They have freedom and privacy – here 
you cannot do anything you like.” 
“A freestanding house has more 
facilities.”
“There is no playground for children.”
“It is too small here.”

17.5% had not yet seen RDP housing, while • 
7.5% stated that “your quality of life depends on 
what you make of it in spite of where you live”.

3.10 Complaints about units
Community representatives said the frequency 
and incidence of complaints about the units 
was high. These complaints were not attended 
to (bodies corporate or managing agents are 
responsible for outside maintenance). Complaints 
generally included:

Leaking roofs and taps;• 
Rattling window frames;• 
Doors not closing securely and faulty door • 
Handles; and
The need for washing lines.• 

Other complaints related to the units’ small internal 
space. This is particularly problematic as residents 
feel that the communal open space area is unsafe 
for children and not adequate, and therefore not a 
functional extension of the unit. 

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints and if complaints were attended to.

47.5% did not have complaints, while 52.5% 
did: units were too small, there was no space 
to hang washing, “designed incorrectly, there 
should have been a backyard and bachelor 
flats should have been on the top”, doors 
were of inferior quality, windows rattled, and 
there were poor quality floors and tiles. The 
majority of households (87.5%) indicated that 
no organisation/body had asked if there were 
any complaints. 2.5% did not know whether an 
organisation/body enquired about complaints. 
7.5% stated that an organisation/body 
enquired about complaints and mentioned 
pamphlets from the local authority. 

3.11 Additions and improvements 
made to original unit by tenants
Although no additions and extensions to buildings 
are allowed, some owners have added formal 
structures to the back of their units. These additions 
infringe on the common property.

Households were asked about improvements 
they had made to their housing. Questions were 
asked about the types of improvements, their cost, 
sources of finance, by whom improvements were 
done, problems with improvements, and intended 
additions/improvements.

70% had made improvements that included • 
floor covering (32.5%), replacement of 
roofing (10%) and gutters (2.5%), replace-
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3.12 Problems with the project 
manager/developer/government
The community representative reported that the 
most significant problems with the developer 
concerned the price of units for the 20 resident 
tenants, who all earned below R3,500 per month 
at the time.39 The final prices were allegedly higher 
than what was initially stated. In 1990 a community 

representative approached the ANC on behalf of 
the 20 resident tenants about the unaffordability 
of units. They were assured that they “can rent as 
long as they want”. Community members were 
despondent about high unit prices, as they felt 
that the project was funded by several companies 
including Corobrick and BPSA. The 20 resident 
tenants were consequently offered two choices:

A lump sum of R10,000 to obtain housing 1. 
elsewhere. Five opted for this.
An option to rent. The remaining 17 chose 2. 
rental as some of them are seasonal workers. 
Nine of the 17 have since been evicted due to 
rental arrears and drug related incidents.

In 2003 NewHco informed the remaining eight 
resident tenants, who were still renting, that they 
were obligated to buy their units within a year. 
The purchase price per unit was fixed at R30,000. 
Tenants also qualified for a subsidy of R25,800. 
Seven of the eight tenants bought their units and 
registration had been completed. The only person 
unable to afford her unit was a pensioner.

Several problems were experienced with the local 
authority since the inception of the project. Springfield 
Terrace was the first example of the local authority 
entering into a partnership with a private sector non-
profit organisation. The City Council was inclined 
to distance itself from the relationship, especially 
when publicity flared up around District Six. Council 
attendance at management meetings declined over 
time due to the failure to attract a strong political 
champion. In addition, government housing authorities 
had limited experience and negative perceptions 
of higher-density housing. An example of this was 
that the main public spaces and courts had to be 
enlarged because the department concerned with 
refuse removal insisted that refuse trucks must be 
able to turn around unhindered in the courts. A weak 
partnership based on distrust degenerated even more 
due to, firstly, a lack of clarity about the roles and 
responsibilities of both parties involved; and secondly, 
a series of functional breakdowns. Confusion arose 
as to who should finance the public spaces around 
the housing scheme. Headstart argued that the 
quality public spaces impact positively on the entire 
community, not just on participating households. The 
local authority should therefore be responsible for 
both capital and maintenance costs recovered from 
public taxes rather than from buyers through the 
purchase price. The local authority’s position was 

Irregular formal additions to buildings

ment of the front door (5%), new windows 
(10%), installation of a telephone (40%), 
fencing of ground floor (2.5%), burglar bars 
and safety gates (22.5%) and planting of 
flower and vegetable gardens (5%). 32.5% 
made other improvements such as built-
in cupboards, building a bulkheads arch, 
petitioning for an additional bedroom, 
dividing a room, skimming of walls and 
cementing the floor in the yard.
Savings was the financial instrument used • 
most frequently for improvements (60%), 
while 6% used loans and monetary gifts. 
20% of improvements were done by • 
a builder/contractor, while household 
members themselves were responsible for 
improvements in 26% of the cases. 23% 
of improvements (telephone installations) 
were done by Telkom.
45% of those who made improvements • 
reported no problems. 5% reported 
problems with the builder, 10% with 
money, 17.5% with lack of space and 22.5% 
reported other problems.
52% of households intend to make • 
additions/improvements to their units in 
future, while the rest do not plan anything.
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that the costs should be built into the units’ prices. 
This was counterproductive to the aim of providing 
better locations for lower-income households. The 
dispute led to delays and increases in holding costs. 
Eventually, Headstart absorbed capital costs of 
approximately R500,000 to plant and pave the public 
spaces. These costs were not passed on to end-users, 
but added to the budget overruns.40

The quantity surveyor mentioned an unsuccessful 
attempt to negotiate lower rates with the local authority 
on the basis that higher density housing increases the 
rates base. However, in 2004 all households received 
correspondence from the Valuation Board regarding 
rates and all the blocks submitted objections. A rates 
rebate was eventually approved. According to the 
community representative the local authority was 
generally not effective in assisting with problems. With 
regard to rates, responsibility was shifted from one 
official to the next. 

3.13 Secondary housing market
None of the seven original tenants (who became 
owners) had sold their units. However, most of 
the low-income residents (below R3,500 per 
month) who were generally employed as cleaners 
(for instance at Groote Schuur Hospital) and as 
domestic workers, have lost their units since the 
inception of the project.

In block H, the worst performing block, units were 
continuously being sold. Most owners did not 
live there and received rental. According to the 
chairperson of block E2, on average three units per 
block were sold annually. He was often approached 
by estate agents enquiring about sales. 

It was reported that approximately 30% of residents 
had tenants in their units. Cases of overcrowding were 
reported where as many as 20 people occupied a one-
bedroom unit, despite the code of conduct limiting the 
number of occupants for such units to four persons. 
Overcrowding impacted negatively on the water 
account and created tension among community 
members, as water levies were charged according to 
the size of the unit and not the number of occupants. 
The social facilitator stated that the problem with 
the secondary market was that new residents do 
not understand the implications and responsibilities 
involved in sectional title, impacting negatively on the 
sustainability and functioning of the bodies corporate.

4. Project finance41

BPSA was the prime source of finance, loaning (at no 
interest) approximately R7.342 million bridging finance 
to Headstart for the Springfield Terrace project. The 
contract was awarded to Slingsby & De Jager at an 
adjusted budget of R8,620,500. Significantly, the local 
authority and other public sector agencies donated 
6,523m² of previously public open space for a nominal 
cost of R5,000, the full value of which was passed 
on to the purchasers. This equated to a donation 
of some R950,000 or 13.5% of the final cost of the 
project. The remaining 1,515 m² of land was bought 
on the open market for R147/m2. The building rate 
was R700/m2. The major unanticipated costs were 
conduits for telephone installations (R50,000) and 
unanticipated variable ground conditions requiring 
piling and the importation of clean fill (R50,000). 
A spring (hence the name ‘Springfield Terrace’) is 
located in the western portion of the development 
and caused problems with ground conditions. Filling 
under some buildings had to be done after excavating, 
which incurred high costs and also caused delays.

Despite persistent lobbying the City Council 
refused to carry the costs of re-surfacing roads and 
pavements, main drainage and water runs and planting, 
all of which were considered the responsibility of 
the local authority on non-profit housing schemes. 
In relation to these costs (R550,000), Headstart 
operated as a ‘benign authority’ and absorbed them, 
without passing them onto the purchaser. 

There was a three month over-run (at an estimated 
cost of R100,000), which could be attributed to 
delays caused by the City Council in providing 
municipal services in a sequence that suited their 
own requirements as opposed to suiting the timing 
of the project.

Subsidies
Two forms of subsidy were operative:42

1. Formula 4 of 1987 – This scheme was aimed 
at assisting households at the bottom end of the 
housing market – defined as heads of households 
earning less than R1,200 per month – to gain access 
to secure serviced land and some superstructure. 
Interest and redemption payments were calculated 
on a sliding scale as a percentage of actual 
income. Maximum prices for new and existing 
accommodation against which the subsidy could be 
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mobilised were similarly linked to income. 

Table 43: Simplified structure of the 
Formula 4 of 1987 subsidy system

Size of 
repayment
Loan (R)

Income 
Group

(R)

Median 
percent 

of income

Median 
amount

(R)
   1,000 – 10,000 0 – 50 3 0.75

11,000 – 19,500 51 – 450 8 26.13

20,000 – 30,000 451 – 800 20 125.00

30,500 – 35,000 801 – 1,200 33 266.75

35,000+ 1,151 – 1,200 41 481.73

The loan-redemption period was 30 years and 
subsidies were available regardless of whether the 
form of tenure was ownership or rental.

2. The First Time Homeowners’ Scheme – In terms of 
this scheme, the level of assistance was based on one 
third of interest rates (between 16% and 18% at the 
time) on building costs of R40,000, which increased 
to R45,000 in difficult geo-technical conditions. An 
overall price package limit of R65,000 was fixed 
for a period of five years, with interest calculated 
over five years but paid over seven. Combined 
husband and wife incomes could be considered 
in determining the level of the loan but the total 
income could not exceed R3,500 per month.

Bridging finance was obtained for five years 
from the housing department of the House of 
Representatives at an annual rate of 11.25%, 
compared with the prevailing commercial rate of 
16–18%. It was applicable to those portions of 
the housing section catering for households that 
qualified for the Formula 4 subsidy.

A central issue was keeping the costs of housing 
units under limits – R35,000 in the case of Schedule 
4 subsidies and R65,000 in terms of the First Time 
Homeowners’ Scheme. Although units were sold 
for R70,000, BPSA contributed half to the units 
of existing residents, reducing the purchase price 
to R35,000. In addition, the Formula 4 subsidy of 
R25,800 applied, further reducing the price to 
R9,200. Beneficiaries had to pay an additional 
amount of R7,000 regardless of typology. However, 
community representatives reported that they 
did not know what it was for, and felt that they 
ultimately paid more than the R30,000 sale price 
for their units. 

In terms of the costing, the most efficient typology 
was the three storey building, as the roof and 
foundations did not require reinforcement. 
Higher priced units were not affordable, and 
therefore the project aimed to demonstrate how 
cross-subsidisation could lower the entry price 
of housing for low-income tenants. The cross-
subsidisation amount was in the region of R5,000 
per unit. 

Respondents were asked about the subsidy amount 
received, the total cost of their unit, and about 
additional savings, loans or any other money added 
to the subsidies. 

50% of households interviewed who were • 
recipients of subsidies did not know how 
much their subsidy was. 42% were not 
beneficiaries of a housing subsidy.
20% replied that the total cost of their units • 
ranged between R10,001 and R30,000, 
17.5% between R40,001 and R60,000, and 
22.5% between R60,001 and R80,000. 15% 
were of the opinion that their units cost 
more than R80,000. 
20% paid a contribution from their savings • 
to the housing subsidy, while 22.5% of 
households did not. 57.5% did not know 
whether or not they did.
Concerning the means of saving this • 
money, 17.5% used a bank account, 7.5% 
saved through a savings club, and 75% used 
other means. 

5. Service provision
5.1 Non-payment of services
At the time of the interview in 2005 water-borne 
sewerage, refuse removal, water and rates were 
included in the levy payable to the managing agent 
(Trafalgar) or the bodies corporate, who were in 
turn responsible to the local authority. Three blocks 
were in arrears. As described above, subject to the 
new Municipal Property Rates Act, rates payments 
are made by individual households.

Ignorance and skewed priorities were identified as 
the main reasons for non-payment. The community 
representative remarked that some people would 
spend money on brand name clothing and electronic 
equipment rather than paying for services.
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Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if none were made, 
to state the reason. They also had to state their 
monthly expenditure on other energy sources (e.g. 
gas or paraffin) and on transport.

All households interviewed reported that 
they were paying their levies, with 77.5% 
paying more than R201. All also stated that 
they pay for electricity. Only 7.5% had monthly 
expenditures on other energy sources. Only 
20% of households spent more than R201 
per month on transport.  Medians for paying 
households were: R250 for levy, R175 for 
electricity and R200 for transport.

5.2 Problems with service delivery 
infrastructure maintenance
Boxes for refuse were built on the outside of units 
in the public open space area. In that way, refuse 
could be picked up individually. However, community 
representatives reported that the big refuse bins 
provided nowadays by the local authority did not fit 
into the boxes which were instead used for storage 
by residents or as sleeping places for vagrants. In 
addition, not enough refuse bins for the communal 
area were provided by the municipality.

“The common property shall be owned by owners of 
sections jointly in undivided shares proportionate to 
the quotas of their respective sections as specified 
on the relevant sectional plan.”

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

Tenants did not fully comprehend Sectional • 
Title tenure and therefore did not understand 
their rights and responsibilities. Even trustees of 
some bodies corporate were not interested in 
reading the Sectional Titles Act.
There was a lack of community unity. Internal • 
divisions impacted on the ability of different blocks 
to learn from each other and to make concerted 
efforts to improve the communal area.
The fact that individuals did not take respon-• 
sibility for their own budgets. Tenants needed 
to prioritise their obligations towards the body 
corporate/ managing agent. 
Gangsterism was prevalent, leading to overcrowd-• 
ing, non-payment of levies,  anti-social behaviour in 
communal areas, noise and security threats.

Residents:
General complaints included: 

No playground for children, not enough • 
trees, and inadequate washing lines.
No controlled entrance - access for anyone • 
to the project, impacting on safety.
Inadequate parking space.• 
Built too close to the freeway.• 
Low levels of maintenance.• 
Drug and alcohol related problems.• 
“Bad elements hanging around”.• 
Noise.• 
“It should not have been sectional title be-• 
cause some people still do not understand 
what it is all about”; and
Doors facing each other.• 

6.2 Success of the project in 
providing adequate housing to those 
in need
Community representative 
The project was very well located and close to 
amenities and economic opportunities, both in the 
CBD and the Salt River/Woodstock area. The project 

Built-in boxes (green) too small for municipal bins

The chairperson of the body corporate of block E2 
declared that there was still ambiguity about the 
ownership of the common property, as the local 
authority claimed to own the land. However, the 
land was donated by the City Council as mentioned 
above. The body corporate intended to liaise with 
a conveyancer to verify ownership. Despite claim-
ing ownership of the common property, the local 
authority did not maintain the communal area. It is 
responsible for street lighting in the communal area, 
but reportedly takes unacceptably long to attend to 
problems. The Sectional Titles Act, 1986 Part 3.16.1 
on ownership of common property states that:
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was not suitable for very low-income earners. The 
lack of privacy, together with limited internal space 
and reduced use of the communal area because of 
cars, were significant factors militating against the 
project’s success.

Developer 
“Low-rise high-density housing such as Spring-• 
field Terrace uses land efficiently and opens up 
the opportunity of housing greater densities of 
people close to the city, to transport and to 
work opportunities. Today Springfield Terrace 
houses some four hundred people in comfort 
where previously sixty lived in squalor. The 
project stands as a proud demonstration of a 
way forward for South African cities”. 43

“Born out of considerable adversity, Springfield • 
Terrace offers us positive lessons in place-making, 
in the way it creates a cohesive enclosed public 
environment for the benefit of its inhabitants, 
in the unit choices and quality it provides (…) 
it is very carefully considered, with composed 
architecture that takes us away from all the 
dreary precedents of public housing. It draws 
from its surroundings positively and equally, so 
contributing to them”.44

Residents:
 “It’s the cheapest place in town.”
“Close to the CBD, schools and public 
transport, compact, convenient and central.”
“Neighbours are close and the community 
is very helpful.”
“Better than the Cape Flats.”
“In our old homes we did not have inside 
toilets, bathrooms and hot water.”
“I like the style, the area and the view – 
you would pay a lot elsewhere.”
“If you live in block H there are no good 
points.”

General comments at the end of the questionnaire 
are varied but focused mainly on low levels of 
maintenance, difficulties around sectional title and 
the quality of the open space:

“If you want to build, please do not use 
sectional title.”
“Make provision for people who would like 
to have a business from home.”
“It will be a great community if everybody 
stood together to make the community a 
better place.”

“We pay rates but the building has not 
been painted for four years.”
“Flats are too small if you have a family.”
“They used cheap material on the whole; 
the reality of the project is not what was 
planned.”

Comments were also received about interior 
and exterior wall finishing, cracks, maintenance 
of the communal open space and inadequate 
washing lines.

7. Learnings and lessons 
from Springfield Terrace
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

One of the project’s innovations was • the 
infill approach to urban development 
– accommodating new housing on well-
located but under-used land within the 
existing urban fabric. It was a deliberate 
attempt to pilot a new urban philosophy for 
South Africa to demonstrate how new growth 
could be used to reconstruct and restructure 
sprawling, fragmented cities, to make them 
more efficient, viable, convenient and liveable.43 
The project showed how • people with 
moderate incomes can be housed in well-
located parts of the city.
It set straight the notion that lower-income • 
households are prejudiced against living in 
higher density walk-up housing units.
The efficiency of the urban land market was • 
improved as it restarted a land market on a 
parcel of land which had been effectively 
removed from supply. It significantly 
increased choice, especially for lower-income 
households. 
It • increased choice and created well 
located housing options which previously 
had not existed for lower-income households 
in a working class area. This was achieved 
through: 

increased densities, which decreased the • 
unit cost of land;
writing down the cost of publicly-owned • 
land, benefiting end-users;
direct subsidies on interest and • 
redemption rates.
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It • challenged established notions and 
standards held by authorities. Waivers from 
the statutory requirements were negotiated 
with the City Council and included matters 
such as the density of 165 dwelling units per 
hectare, which exceeded the norm; parking 
requirements; the redefinition of road and 
public open space; and the requirements of 
municipal services.
Factors impacting negatively on project imple-• 
mentation related to the planning environ-
ment and included a fragmented and conflicting 
legislative and institutional framework. Failure 
to set up an inter-departmental team within the 
local authority laid bare the fragmentation of 
line functions and lack of integration between 
departments, the fact that the planning practice 
reinforced sprawl, ‘NIMBYism’, and bureaucratic 
procedures and delays.46 
The • elapsed time between submission 
and approval of plans was just under two 
years, with cost escalations making up the 
final contract over that period of R650,000. 
This was excessive, especially in non-profit 
housing schemes where the intention is to keep 
the cost of housing as low as possible. Delays 
were caused both internally and by the local 
authority. There were two problems in terms of 
Council procedures. The first was structural and 
related to line functions. Decisions concerning 
housing projects involve different departments 
with different agendas, each seeking to optimise 
the issue with which it is involved. Technical 
optimisation, however, frequently conflicts 
with social and spatial and technical issues. In 
complex projects that seek to marry social, 
spatial and technical issues, compromises and 
trade-offs are necessary: the best schemes will 
by definition not optimise any one element but 
all will operate satisfactorily, perhaps with some 
adjustments. Headstart declared that there was 
no collective forum where these trade-offs could 
be made, or where a common philosophy or 
total argument could be generated with which 
to place the elements in perspective. Objections 
by one department lead to a reworking of the 
scheme which then necessitated starting the 
entire process of review again. The second 
problem was the linearity in the approval 
process. It is, for example, necessary to grant 
rezoning before the approval of building plans 
can be initiated. The zoning procedures were 

the main problem in this regard. Once officials 
are broadly satisfied about the intentions 
and major impacts of a scheme, simultaneous 
approvals (such as building approvals) should 
be encouraged while details are resolved. In 
addition, approvals were too detailed in relation 
to zonings, and should have focused more on 
issues of public health and safety, and not issues 
of detail.46

Limited experience and negative • 
perceptions of medium-density housing 
by authorities and residents alike impacted 
negatively on the implementation and 
sustainability of the project.
According to Headstart, • the range of unit 
types provided was too great. Despite 
the intention to promote a wide social mix, 
it became apparent that if the income range 
is too large, class issues, which operate to the 
detriment of the scheme at large, can result.48

The prospects of • downward raiding 
potentially raised by the creation of an 
attractive living environment for low-income 
households in a strategic location have largely 
been nullified by class issues affecting the 
broader area.
Smaller units were located on the ground floor • 
to provide access to the public open space. 
However, residents felt that larger units 
suited to the needs of households with 
children should be located on the ground 
floor.
No more than three families share a staircase – • 
this contributes to safety and privacy.
The more collective parts of buildings, • 
particularly the stairs, were surfaced with low-
cost materials to reduce costs, but soon showed 
signs of wear and tear. This impacted negatively 
on the general environmental quality. The use 
from the outset of harder wearing but 
more expensive materials (such as tiling) 
would have been cheaper. 
Detailed attention given to certain • 
architectural elements to achieve different 
effects on both the larger and smaller scale 
contributed to making what could have been 
a sterile and unimaginative public housing  
environment, an aesthetically pleasing and 
interesting urban experience (see section on 
nature of units provided).
Although one of the most important design • 
considerations was the quality and nature of 
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the communal open space, residents were 
dissatisfied that there is no separation of 
space used by cars and for recreation. This 
conflict contributes negatively to residents’ 
general perception of the quality of their 
environment. 
Despite the project’s proximity to commercial • 
opportunities, the need for some trading 
space for micro enterprises in the 
project was expressed by both community 
representatives and residents. 

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

There was a challenge of providing affordable • 
housing to tenants within the low-income 
bracket, together with security of tenure. A 
serious problem was the lack of institutional 
support. Initially, the project intended to 
provide various types of tenure. Analyses had 
revealed that there was considerable demand 
for rental in the inner city. It was also assumed 
that subsidized rental housing would be cheaper. 
On the other hand, the quality of finishes 
for rental accommodation would have to be 
reasonably high from the outset and would 
increase the costs per unit of space. If units 
were to be affordable, they would therefore 
have to be very small and would be beyond 
the qualifying limits for subsidies, rendering 
them unaffordable to low-income households. 
An attempt to overcome this difficulty was 
the possibility of providing rooms sharing 
communal facilities. However, there was no 
non-governmental agency with the capacity to 
administer and maintain rentals in the inner city 
on an on-going basis and the rental option was 
discarded.49

Due to several (external) factors beyond • 
the control of Headstart, final unit prices 
were allegedly higher than what was 
initially communicated. Residents are still 
discontented about this. Continual and 
clear communication between developer 
and community is paramount to 
avoid misunderstandings and unmet 
expectations, especially regarding finance 
issues.
It is imperative that • residents fully compre-
hend their rights and responsibilities 
regarding their tenure.  Due to the complexity 

of understanding sectional title ownership, 
ongoing training and capacity development will 
contribute to residents prioritising payment 
for housing and contributing actively to their 
immediate housing environment.
Bodies corporate should be run by people • 
with appropriate skills. If not, it may negatively 
affect the profitability and sustainability of the 
investment. Maintenance and responding to 
complaints should be prioritised by the body 
corporate. In addition, if a body corporate is 
heavily indebted to the local authority, services 
to the complex can be cut off.
The chairperson of block E2, the best • 
performing block, ascribes the success 
of its body corporate to close and 
diligent management of income and 
expenditure, coupled with transparency 
and commitment to the community. 
Unity and trust among the members 
are paramount, and it is important that 
members realise that their neighbours are 
negatively affected due to their non-payment or 
non-participation.  
According to block E2, • the body corporate 
has to be resolute in its collection of levies. 
Tenants who are in arrears are approached by the 
body corporate (who is aware of the paying regimes 
of their co-section owners). The body corporate 
then offer a defaulting tenant two options:

Co-operate with the body corporate • 
and negotiate an arrangement to pay 
off debt. The body corporate does not 
charge 15% interest on arrears (as is the 
case for Trafalgar), as it is a non-profit 
organisation.
In cases of non-cooperation tenants can • 
be handed over for eviction.

The chairperson of block E2 argued that the • 
benefits of sectional title include the following:

savings on bulk purchase of hardware • 
such as paint;
maintenance is easy;• 
savings on rates calculated in bulk;• 
profit when section owners sell; and• 
if rental is very low, sectional title is more • 
affordable in the long term.

Smaller bodies corporate are easier to • 
manage, as was particularly demonstrated by 
the success of block E2’s decision to manage 
itself, as well as blocks D and C who were assisted 
by the body corporate of E2. Despite the fact 
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that sectional title is deemed to be a complex 
form of tenure, it presents opportunities for 
residents to take control of their own housing, 
especially with the presence of transparent and 
strong leadership and section owners willing to 
cooperate.
The project’s social facilitator emphasised the • 
importance of the developers not withdrawing 
too soon in terms of management – had the 
developers assisted for longer, the original 
buyers would have still been resident in 
the project. Ongoing capacity building 
and empowerment of residents and 
management was highlighted as extremely 
important. 
On the whole there are low levels of social • 
cohesion and community participation. Residents 
of blocks whose bodies corporate did not function 
well report the lowest levels of satisfaction. The 
formation of community groups around 
shared purposes (such as social problems) 
or activities would contribute to the community 
functioning in unity.

7.3 Partnerships
The project demonstrated • the important 
role of the local authority in mobilising 
private sector capital toward improving 
well-located land for lower-income households.
Weak partnerships between the public • 
and private sectors impacted negatively 
on clarity about roles and responsibilities. 
It was the first time that the local authority 
had entered into a partnership with a private 
sector non-profit organisation in the area of 
land and housing, and some politicians were 
sceptical about possible outcomes. There was 
also a degree of suspicion about the motives 
of the financial backers – some felt that if large 
businesses were involved, the ‘non-profit’ label 
was a front. The absence of sound partnerships 
led to several functional breakdowns, and there 
was a lack of clarity about different roles and 
responsibilities.49 
However, the • partnership increased the 
supply of urban land for housing purposes. It 
demonstrated how consolidating public and 
private land could be used to extend the 
impact of housing projects and showed the 
potential value of under-used small parcels of 
publicly owned  land, especially those in strategic 
locations, which could not otherwise be used. 

Despite initial suspicion from officials and • 
politicians, the partnership provided the 
basis for a more productive relationship 
between the public and private sectors, 
and drew attention to the need for greater 
coordination between private and public 
sectors. Since 1992, several projects have been 
based on the Springfield Terrace example, with 
the urban development principles of Headstart 
having been accepted as policy by many local 
authorities.
The attempt to use more expensive non-• 
subsidised housing to cross-subsidise lower-
income households was unsuccessful. Cross-
subsidisation will have to occur over a 
much larger area or between different 
uses, rather than within relatively small housing 
schemes. It failed largely because of deeply 
rooted class attitudes. Many prospective buyers 
of the more expensive units were put off by the 
lower-income status of the surrounding areas.

Headstart documented the following lessons:
Continuous liaison with all actively inter-• 
ested persons and groups and a sense of 
mutual respect must be maintained, especially 
in a volatile political climate. An openness 
regarding information is essential.
It is necessary to • be clear what the political 
agendas are of different ‘opposition’ groups, 
and what the communities’ and people’s 
interests are. 
Information provided and meetings or-• 
ganized must be responsive to interests and 
questions dealing with development and housing 
issues. These are important and may well go 
beyond the specifics of a particular project.
Community workers ‘indigenous’ to the • 
culture and values of the communities 
are essential. There must be a willingness to 
work within the times when people are available. 
‘Status’ representatives of a developer (such as 
architects, planners, administrators, consultants, 
etc.) who maintain frequent and helpful contact 
with the community are likewise an essential 
element of success and validate the interest and 
commitment of the developer.
Community input assists in achieving • 
design elements that more fully meet 
consumer requirements and thereby make 
the housing more acceptable and saleable. 
Frequently this will forestall costly changes 
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and additions later in the construction process. 
Community input should be authentic and 
implemented at the earliest stages of conception 
and design.
The • close working together of architects, 
planners, builders, and on-site foremen/
crew leaders with community workers 
will significantly facilitate work and forestall 
and/or minimize many problems.
In a deteriorated community area the resources • 
available and quality of community life must be 
carefully assessed and a strategic plan for 
upgrading and improvement should be 
developed.
As far as possible • a plan should be developed 
with appropriate agencies to meet the 
social service, support and assistance needs 
of any residents or tenants. The provision of 

direct services by the developer can become 
a bottomless pit and should be avoided, but in 
the absence of social service resources it will be 
necessary to make provision for these services. 
Future developments in a similar context should • 
provide for a clear plan for security that 
includes the residents, police and developer-
financed security arrangements as may be 
appropriate.
The • inclusion of residents in the project 
community with a prior history of 
dependency, alcoholism, illegal activities 
such as drug dealing, prostitution and 
shebeens, should be avoided. In close-
quarter living arrangements, disputes often 
arise about issues such as the compatibility of 
tenants and compliance with the rules on noise 
and social activities. 
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2. CARR GARDENS
Date of project completion Phase 3 – 2003.

Project type Carr Gardens is a new-build social rental housing project.

Location On the western edge of the Johannesburg CBD within walking distance of the Newtown cultural 
precinct, on a narrow strip of land along the eastern side of High Street Burghersdorp.

Municipality City of Johannesburg.

Province Gauteng Province.

Developer Developed and managed by Johannesburg Housing Company (JHC), a Section 21 company.

Project partnerships JHC, National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC), Gauteng Provincial Department of Housing, 
City of Johannesburg.

Project size 217 flats and 14 rooms with shared kitchen and ablution facilities.

Tenure type Social rental.

Density Gross residential density is approximately 80 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Institutional housing subsidies and JHC finance.

1. Project overview 
1.1 Background 
In 2000, the Gauteng Provincial Government 
launched Blue IQ, a multibillion Rand initiative 
aimed at contributing to the regeneration and 
transformation of the inner city of Johannesburg. 
This strategy was complemented by inner city 
housing developments such as the Carr Gardens 
social housing development1 and the Newtown 
Urban Village NU , both in Newtown. These housing 
developments located adjacent to each other and 
near the Johannesburg CBD area are exceptionally 
well located in terms of employment and economic 
opportunities in Fordsburg (one of Johannesburg’s 
first working class and socially and racially mixed 
suburbs). Carr Gardens is opposite the Oriental 
Plaza, across from the active trading area of Bree 
Street, and close to the Market complex. Both 
Newtown Urban Village project and Carr Gardens 
were built on land owned by the Gauteng Provincial 
Government on a site previously occupied by an 

informal settlement. Newtown’s history as the hub 
of exchange and the original centre of Johannesburg 
contributed to it being identified as a mixed use 
key focus area. It offers ideal opportunities for the 
provision of housing, given its accessibility to public  
rail and taxi transport nodes, public and social 
facilities, as well as employment opportunities.                

1.2 Johannesburg Housing Company2

The Johannesburg Housing Company (JHC) was 
established in 1995 to deliver affordable rental 
housing at scale in the inner and near city areas 
of Johannesburg.  As a pioneer in the field of 
social housing, JHC introduced an alternative to 
the predominant focus on home ownership and 
developed innovative solutions to the housing needs 
of low and moderate-income families. According to 
the CEO, subsidised rentals (for households earning 
below R3,500 per month and who qualified for the 
institutional housing subsidy) are approximately 20% 
lower than unsubsidised rentals. Social rental is typically 
approximately 25% lower than commercial rental as 
profits are not maximised, and JHC has an average 
return on investment of around 12%.3 It is registered 
as a Section 21 company with all income earned being 
invested in further housing developments in the city. 
It is a founder member of the National Association of 
Social Housing Organisations (NASHO), comprising 
17 members and nine associate members from 
around South Africa who manage or own some 
20,000 social housing units. Since its inception, JHC 
has invested in new buildings, refurbishment projects 
and conversion of existing buildings. Breaking the 
financial red line in the inner city counts as one of its 
major contributions to the turn around of this area.  
According to the company’s 2006 Annual Report, its 

CG
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total portfolio comprises 2,651 units in 21 buildings, 
providing homes for more than 8,000 people across 
Johannesburg and adding more than 8% to the 
housing stock of the inner city. In its 10-year history 
JHC has not had arrears or vacancy levels above 5%, 
confirming that its range of rental housing option is 
meeting a definite need in the market. Arrears on 
rent in June 2006 were around 0.0019% of total rent 
billings for the JHC Group (in 2005 it stood at 0.034% 
for the JHC Company) and vacancy levels for the year 
averaged 1.6%. Currently their occupancy stands at 
98% and arrears at 3%. JHC was the recipient of the 
2006 UN Habitat Award, an international award for 
innovative and sustainable housing solutions.

Best practice guidelines for social housing 
that JHC strives to demonstrate in the Carr 
Gardens project are:4

affordability/value for money for target • 
beneficiaries;
meeting the needs of the resident • 
community;
creation of a safe and secure environment• 
building community;• 
sustaining social well-being; • 
integration with the urban context;• 
forward planning;• 
community involvement;• 
appropriate responses to the physical and • 
functional environment;
appropriate densities;• 
quality of design;• 
quality of construction;• 
quality of aesthetics; and• 
robustness of materials and fittings.• 

Perspective view of the converted police station to rental rooms and a crèche

Phase 2: Crèche in old police stationPhPhase 22: C èCrè hche i in l oldd p liolice tstatition

1.3 Project history
Phase 1 adjacent to Carr Street started in 2000 and 
was completed in 2001. It consisted of a total of 
145 units of which 109 received subsidies. Phase 2 
was the conversion of the old police station and cell 
block dating back to 1922 into a crèche and rental 
rooms with shared facilities. During the apartheid 
period, detainees were held without trial in these 
buildings. Subsidies for 45 units were approved. Phase 
3 is on High Road. It started in November 2002, was 
completed in July 2003 and consisted of 72 units. 
In terms of delays in project approval and 
implementation, the developer expects delays in 
dealings with government and therefore is pro-active 
in obtaining subsidy payments (‘draw-downs’) from 
the Gauteng Provincial Government. No significant 
delays were experienced, though there were some 
delays with subsidy approvals and funding approval 
from the NHFC. In terms of the project status all 
units planned were completed and all units applying 
for a subsidy were completed.6
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Part of the site layout plan for Carr Gardens  showing phases 1,2 and 35
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2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
Prospective tenants must be employed and are 
accommodated on a ‘first come, first served’ basis. 
Eligibility of the 154 beneficiaries who qualified for 
the government subsidies was based on the selection 
criteria of the National Housing Subsidy Scheme. 
JHC processed and submitted all subsidy applications. 
Beneficiaries had to have a lease agreement with JHC 
to be able to qualify for the subsidy. The remaining 
63 tenants did not qualify for the subsidy and applied 
through normal rental procedures.   

2.2 Beneficiary profile
According to the 2006 JHC Customer Service Survey 
of all the company’s buildings, 53% of households 
are single people sharing or living alone and 24% are 
nuclear families. Couples, married or living together 
without children or other dependants, make up 16.4%, 
with the remaining 6.6% consisting of other types of 
households. Employed adults account for 82.4%, while 
6.8% of adults are students. The average age of adults 
living in JHC buildings is around 30 years, indicating the 
need for rental accommodation for young adults.

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit.

Generally there was only one household • 
per unit (87.5%), while 10% of units were 
occupied by two households, and 2.5% by 
three households, with a median of three 
persons per unit. 
There was a wide range of household types: • 
single men (10%), single men and extended 
families (2.5%), couples (17.5%, of which 2.5% 
was headed by a woman), and couples with 
children and extended family (2.5%). Couples 
and extended family accounted for 7.5% 
of households. Nuclear family households, 
consisting of parents and children, represented 
only 15% of households interviewed. 15% 
were headed by single women, 12.5% by 
single women with children, 10% by single 
women with extended family, another 10% 
by single women with children and extended 
family, and 2.5% by single women with non-
relatives.
Households had a mean of 0.55 children • 
per household.  

57.5% of households interviewed were • 
headed by single persons.
Women-headed households accounted for • 
52.5% of households.  

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household income.

72.5% of household heads were formally • 
employed. 20% had informal employment. 
Only 7.5% of those household heads who 
were fit and able were unemployed. No 
pensioners were interviewed.
75% of household members had formal • 
employment. 20% were informally 
employed. Only 5% of interviewed 
households received income through 
employment and rental, i.e. through 
subletting. No households depended on 
government grants.
More than half of the households (52.5%) • 
reported a monthly income of more than 
R3, 501 per month. 25% reported incomes 
between R2,501 and R3,500. Only 15% 
earned less than R1,500 per month. The 
median income was R4,000 per month.

2.3 Management/institutional structure
Management of the project is undertaken by the 
JHC. At the beginning of the project, residents 
democratically elected a resident committee. 
Community representatives reported that the 
committee was an asset to the project, but that it has 
since disbanded. They feel it would be beneficial to 
have a committee again. For instance, the committee 
collected money towards tenants’ funeral costs and 
conducted memorial services in the communal open 
space. Volunteers in the project are continuing this 
tradition. Residents participate in the Makhulong a 
Matala programme events.7 See 2.4 below.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
The committee liaised closely with the housing 
supervisor. The housing supervisor/caretaker 
(who lives in Carr Gardens) is an important link 
between the tenants and the JHC. Authority and 
responsibility are vested in the supervisor, who 
is a physical point of reference, and one of the 
most important factors that sustains the ‘code of 
conduct’. The housing supervisor summarised his 
task as “looking after my children (the tenants), 
tending to maintenance with immediate effect or 
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within 24 hours, and seeing that the company gets 
its money from the tenants”. Tenants record their 
complaints in a book kept at the project gate, which 
the housing supervisor checks every morning. He 
tries to attend to problems immediately or contacts 
service providers so that tenants do not have a 
reason not to pay their rentals. Such supervisors 
play a very important role in both the social and 
economic sustainability of the JHC’s social rental 
housing projects. They are trained to interface with 
tenants, ensure customer satisfaction, administer 
rent and ensure buildings are well managed and 
maintained, within budget. Supervisors of all the 
JHC buildings meet every Wednesday to share and 
learn from each other.8  

The housing supervisor reported that tenants are 
seldom evicted, but that ‘lock outs’ take place on 
a monthly basis. ‘Lock outs’ are enforced if tenants 
fail to pay their rent on time (illegal lock out and 
‘constructive eviction’ are now criminal offences 
under the Rental Housing Amendment Act, 2007). 
Rent is due on the first day of every month. Failure 
to pay on time prompts an arrears letter on the 
fifth day of the month from JHC, which is placed 
under their doors by the housing supervisor and 
allows a grace period of two days to respond. If 
they still fail to pay, the housing supervisor locks 
their units on the tenth day of the month. Tenants 
who then pay their arrear rentals pay an additional 
R100 to ‘unlock’ their units, plus a R35 penalty for 
late payment. According to the housing supervisor, 
in most cases tenants find the money within a day. 
If they pay before the end of the month, the JHC 
reinstates their lease. Some months there are no 
‘lock outs’, but there are usually more after holiday 
periods when tenants have not budgeted for extra 
expenditure. 

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and the role of 
NGOs/CBOs
Due to the nature of rental housing, tenants were not 
involved in the physical design and implementation 
of the project but their participation is facilitated 
through Makhulong a Matala, the development arm 
of JHC (see details below).

The levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the roles of CBOs and 
household members in the project, and respondents’ 
satisfaction with the participation process. 

Although a resident committee was elected • 
at the project’s beginning, only 10% of 
residents were certain that a representative 
body was set up. 25% reported that no 
committee was set up, while 52% declared 
they did not know whether a committee 
was elected for the project. 
10% of household members were involved • 
as committee members, 2.5% were trained, 
5% were involved in the selection of 
committee members and 32.5% attended 
community meetings. 
Only 32.5% of respondents were satisfied • 
with the community participation 
processes, feeling that the housing 
supervisor and facilitators keep residents 
informed. 65% expressed dissatisfaction, 
for reasons including the current absence 
of a committee, a lack of communication 
between residents and the JHC, and a lack 
of opportunity for participation.

Social and financial sustainability is integral to JHC’s 
approach.  This is evident in the important role that 
housing supervisors play. All housing supervisors 
completed a basic maintenance training programme, 
enabling them to identify and remedy problems so 
that outside service providers do not have to be 
called in for every small task. They are equipped to 
assess and diagnose maintenance problems correctly, 
monitor work done by outside contractors, and sign 
off on maintenance jobs and costs. The benefits of 
boosting in-house maintenance capacity are evident in 
reduced costs, more efficient maintenance procedures 
and improved cost and quality controls on outsourced 
service providers. Where services such as cleaning and 
security are outsourced, service delivery is monitored 
against the service level agreements.

Carr Garden’s housing supervisor, 
Mr Mohammad Shona
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Makhulong a Matala9 is a non-profit wholly owned 
subsidiary of JHC that focuses on community 
development through ‘asset building’, include 
physical assets (such as savings, home ownership and 
pensions), and non-physical assets (such as life skills, 
education and training). It runs homework centres 
in five buildings, offering an after-school homework 
assistance programme to school learners who live 
in JHC buildings, with each centre having its own 
library. JHC liaises with the Johannesburg College 
of Education whose third and fourth year teacher 
students oversee the homework programme in 
consultation with the Gauteng Department of 
Education and the learners’ daytime teachers. 
Parent committees have been formed. A Children’s 
Day in early 2004 included games, life skills learning 
activities, invited speakers, a puppet show about the 
rights of children and a drama celebrating the tenth 
anniversary of freedom and democracy.

Makhulong a Matala also supports crèches in five 
buildings, administers the JHC Soccer League for 14 
buildings, and supports nine teams that make up the 
JHC Netball League. Carr Gardens have organized 
themselves into a soccer team that plays against 
other inner city league members. The leading teams 
play off at the annual JHC Inter-Building Sports Day. 

Tenants in different buildings have different needs and 
deal with a range of social issues.  With the support 
of the community development facilitators in each 
building, the aim of Makhulong a Matala is to understand 
and address tenants’ particular concerns. Among the 
range of community activities for JHC tenants were a 
cultural day in Fordsburg towards the end of 2003 to 
share unique aspects of their different cultures such 
as food, music, dance and dress and to celebrate the Public telephones in communal areaP bli l h i l

cultural diversity of the Johannesburg inner city, as well 
as an awareness and commemoration event on World 
Aids Day in December 2005.

In addition, JHC’s Community Development is 
responsible for tenant induction training, which is 
ongoing as new tenants move into JHC buildings. 
JHC also offers family financial management training 
for tenants and was the first residential landlord to 
introduce a hardship assistance programme in 2003. 
JHC and the community liaise with POWA (People 
Opposing Women Abuse), the police and groups 
involved in youth training.

2.5 Amenities and facilities
Community facilities planned for/provided with the 
project include the following:

Crèche•  - The old police station was converted 
into a crèche that caters only for pre-
schoolers. The facility has been outsourced 
to service providers, and is only available to 
paying pre-schoolers.
Offices of the housing supervisor • - The old 
police station also houses the office and 
will ultimately be used for the after school 
homework programme.
Playground•  - A playground with play equipment 
is located at the project’s entrance. However, 
the play area was significantly reduced to 
make provision for more parking.
Public telephones•  - These are provided at 
easily accessible locations. The buildings also 
feature television and telephone connection 
sockets, as well as intercom security facilities 
and access controls.

Outsourced maintenance service providers
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Community facilities in the project and surrounding 
area include: 

Clinic • – ±1km - Community representatives did 
not consider this too far to walk. 
Schools•  – Several primary and secondary schools 
are located in the vicinity of the project.
Sports fields•  – 1-5 km -  Sports facilities of 
schools in the Mayfair area are used by tenants.
Police station•  - ±1km - Within walking distance in 
the central city area.
Library•  – Within walking distance but not adequate.

Tenants were asked about their satisfaction with 
access to various types of facilities. 

Respondents were generally satisfied with 
access to transport (100%), clinics (100%), 
crèches (95%), primary schools (95%), high 
schools (70%) and the police (85%). There 
was considerably less satisfaction with access 
to sporting facilities (30%), playgrounds (20%) 
and libraries (50%).

Problems with existing social facilities, and facilities 
still needed, include:

a playground for children as most of the open space • 
provided for this purpose is used for parking;
the fact that children of school-going age are not • 
allowed to use the crèche is seen as problematic;
a community gathering place or hall is needed;• 
a venue for the after-school homework pro-• 
gramme is needed; and
the need for some trading space immediately • 
outside the gates of the project was mentioned. 
Community representatives feel that trading space 
should not be allowed inside the project, as this 
would compromise security and peacefulness.

In terms of public transportation the project is 
very well located. Public transport into and out 
of the city by bus and taxi is located on Bree and 
Burghersdorp Streets, with Carr Street servicing a 
main taxi route to the Newtown taxi terminus. The 
Braamfontein railway station located to the north 
of the site is within a 10-minute walking distance to 
the entrance of the housing complex. 
 

Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space.

More than half of households interviewed • 
(52.5%) do not use the communal open 
space. Most replied that there is no 
communal space, or it is invaded by cars, 
that only residents in ground floor units 
are able to freely access it, or that residents 
are not allowed to use it. 
The majority (87.5%) expressed satisfaction • 
with the landscaping (trees, plants, paving, 
footpaths, and so on). Of the 12.5% 
not satisfied with landscaping, the most 
comments focused on the lack of trees to 
provide shade.
An overwhelming majority of households • 
(92.5%) felt that the communal open 
space is not suitable for children to 
play because of cars parking there. The 
only area with play equipment has been 
converted for parking. 
Most respondents (77.5%) considered the • 
communal area’s lighting to be adequate.
Almost all households (85%) were satisfied • 
with the frequency of refuse collection.

Playground or parking?
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2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
The Carr Gardens project does not provide 
employment opportunities to its residents and no 
small businesses have been set up in the project, as this 
is not allowed by the JHC. Community representatives 
expressed a need for spaza shops as shops nearby 
reportedly close early and open late.  The need for 
a space for vegetable sellers and hairdressers was 
expressed. However, some felt that commercial 
activities should not be allowed as it would cause 
increased pedestrian traffic which compromise safety 
and raise the risk of tenants operating shebeens and 
taverns from their homes. The erection of a limited 
number of stalls immediately outside the project gate 
area was recommended. Community representatives 
felt that the local economy benefited from patronage 
by Carr Gardens residents.

Residents were asked whether the project makes 
adequate provision for small business activities, 
and whether their housing unit is used for business 
purposes.

Nearly all respondents (95%) stated that • 
their units were not used for small business 
activities. 
Of the 97% who reported that the housing • 
project did not make provision for such 
activities, some said that JHC did not 
allow business activities on the premises 
or that there was no need as the area is 
surrounded by businesses, while some 
felt that there was a need to have small 
businesses selling cold drinks, fruit and 
vegetables and hairdressing services. Some 
feared that shebeens/taverns would open if 
small businesses were allowed.

2.7 Social problems 

Respondents were asked what the main social 
problems in their project area were, and whether 
these problems had increased or decreased since 
the project was initiated.

70% of households interviewed reported 
no social problems. 22% felt that crime was 
a problem – 10% felt it has increased since 
the project began. 12.5% felt that it has 
decreased. Only 2.5% reported that racism 
was problematic.

According to community representatives, drinking 

in the communal open space and on balconies 
posed problems, especially over week-ends. The 
caretaker played an important role in dealing with 
such incidents. Mention was made of some racial 
tension in the past. Approximately 90% of tenants 
were Black and about 10% were Indian. However, 
the situation had improved markedly since the 
employment of the housing supervisor who dealt 
with such situations with discretion.

Respondents were asked about the safety and security 
in their project area, and in their housing unit.

Most households interviewed (82.5%) • 
stated that they are friends with people 
living in the housing development.
90% felt that their neighbours would come • 
to their rescue if they should be in physical 
danger.
90% felt it was safe to walk around at night • 
or in the evenings. Respondents who felt it 
was unsafe (10%), expressed fears of being 
mugged or robbed. Almost all respondents 
(97.5%) felt it was safe to walk around in the 
day. The only areas considered unsafe within 
the development were those where there 
are conflicts between cars and children.
97.5% reported that they felt safe in their • 
homes.

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
3.1 Capacity development and use of 
local labour
JHC has created numerous jobs in the construc-
tion industry at all levels, as well as opening up op-
portunities for entrepreneurial service providers 
in the fields of building management and mainte-
nance. JHC’s Community Development division/
department facilitates training in building skills and 
trades for groups of otherwise unskilled workers 
at JHC’s construction sites. Though contracts for 
JHC projects do not go on open tender, JHC does 
invite tenders and at least 33% of the value of the 
work has to go to BEE companies. In 2004 48% of 
contractors used by JHC were previously disadvan-
taged individuals (PDIs) to whom R2.5 million was 
paid.  Approximately 82% of JHC’s building manage-
ment costs (for services such as cleaning and secu-
rity), are paid to PDI contractors. Local suppliers 
were used in the Carr Gardens project.10
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3.2 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs

Women•  - Special attention was given to women’s 
security and safety needs in the form of burglar 
proofing, 24-hour security and light fittings fixed 
against buildings.
Children and youth•  - A crèche and play area 
were provided and there are several facilities in 
the surrounding area for youth, such as sports 
grounds and libraries.
The elderly • - As tenants have to be employed and 
25% of their salary is required to go towards 
housing, the project does not cater for pensioners, 
unless they rent rooms. 
The disabled•  – Ramps and wide corridors provide 
wheelchair access.

Households were asked whether any household mem-
bers were disabled and if changes to accommodate 
the disability were made to the house.

Only 2.5% of households interviewed had • 
members with a walking disability. No changes 
were required to be made to the house to 
accommodate the disability.

People living with HIV/AIDS•  - Awareness campaigns, 
community events and information pamphlets on 
HIV/AIDS, as well as condom cans in the project 
form part of the JHC community development 
programme to strengthen communities and 
enhance social values. Domestic violence is also 
addressed. A referral system for those seeking 
individual counselling and advice on these and 
other social concerns has also been established.
The unemployed•  – The Community Develop-
ment department identifies income-earning 
opportunities and skills needs for those who 
are unemployed. Skills training programmes are 
arranged accordingly. These include activities such 
as making beadwork and three-month certification 
training in early childhood development to help 
tenants set up childcare facilities at their buildings 
or elsewhere in the city.

3.3 Nature of units provided
Carr Gardens is built of face brick, with concrete 
roof tiles and balconies. 
The project was implemented in three phases:

Phase 1:•  building 145 one- and two-bedroom 
units. All of these are carpeted and tiled, and 
have balconies, as well as access to communal 
drying areas. Garden units have access to private 

Phase 2: Rental rooms with shared facilities

Phase 1: Face brick buildings surrounding inner courtyards

Phase 3: Infill building
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Floor plans11: Phase 3 – Two bedroom units, type B, 50m²

Floor plans12: Phase 3 – Two bedroom units, types C and D, respectively 47.8m² and 48.5m²

garden space, while other units either overlook 
the courtyards or the streets. No additions to 
units are allowed. 
Phase 2: • 14 rooms with shared kitchen and 
ablution facilities, as well as a crèche, were 
built. 
Phase 3: • was in the form of infill building, which 
comprised 12 one-bedroom units (33,5m²) 
and 60 two-bedroom units (ranging from 58m² 
duplex units to 50m² units). The blocks vary from 
six units designed around a single staircase over 
three storeys to 16 units designed around a single 
staircase over four stories. The two top levels 
of these blocks consist of two-bedroom duplex 
apartments, with the fourth storey constructed 
with a light weight timber floor, so as not to impact 

on the structural capabilities of the standard 
230mm load-bearing brickwork walls.

Important information is made available to prospec-
tive tenants regarding rent:

rent does not include charges for utility services • 
like electricity, water, refuse removal sewerage;
rent increases every year on the 1 March. Utilities • 
charges from the city council may increase at 
different times;
new tenants must pay a deposit of two months’ • 
rent, as well as stamp duty and lease fees;
rent must be paid in advance, i.e. by the first day • 
of that month; and
tenants who do not qualify for subsidised rent will • 
pay at least 20% more. 
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3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
Carr Gardens uses several of JHC’s initiatives to 
reduce energy consumption and improve environ-
mental sustainability:

high-density housing, rather than the small-• 
house-large-plot approach; 
north-orientation for as many units as possible • 
to incorporate environmental sustainability into 
the layout; 
the provision of green areas and retention of • 
existing trees in High Road;
energy efficiency measures, including the provision • 
of geyser blankets to improve insulation; 
ripple relay devices which turn off geysers • 
during peak demand periods thereby saving 
tenants peak electricity rates;
load-shedding devices which turn geysers off • 
when the stove is on; and
the setting of all geyser thermostats at 55° for • 
efficient electricity consumption.

The monetary savings resulting from the above 
initiatives were unfortunately not available at the 
time the research was conducted.

Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation. Households were 
asked whether they were informed about energy 
and water saving technology such as aerated taps, 
dual flush toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

32.5% of respondents reported problems • 
with dampness inside their units, especially 
in bathrooms as there are no air ventilators. 
35% experienced problems heating their unit. 
Nearly all respondents (92.5%) have enough 
natural light in their units. Satisfaction levels 
related to water supply and sanitation/toilet 
was high: 70% and 77.5% respectively. The 
most frequent complaints concerning water 
supply were that water runs very slowly, and 
that there is often only a sufficient supply of 
hot water for one bath. Complaints about 
sanitation ranged from blocked toilets 
to leaks, and the fact that the toilet and 
bathroom should be separate.
75% said they had not been informed • 
about energy and water saving technology. 
The remaining 25% were informed by the 
JHC caretaker about the geyser blanket.

Table 44: Basic monthly rentals in 2005 and 200713

Unit
Subsidised rent (R)

(2005)
Un-subsidised rent (R) 

(2005)
Subsidised rent (R)

(2007)
Un-subsidised 
rent (R) (2007)

Room A 452.76 562.76 575.57 715.41

Room B 540.76 661.76 687.44 841.27

Room C 601.26 738.76 764.36 939.15

Room D 969.76 1,180.96 1,029.23 1,131.03

Room E 898.26 1,090.76 1,141.93 1,386.64

1 Bedroom 1,145.76 1,514.26 1,456.57 1,925.03

1 Bedroom 37m² 1,217.26 1,475.76 1,547.46 1,897.47

2 Bedroom (no info on m²) 1,343.76 1,756.26 1,708.27 2,232.68

2 Bedroom 44m² 1,277.76 1,552.76 1,624.37 1,973.97

2 Bedroom 47m² 1,393.26 1,684.76 1,771.21 2,141.77

2 Bedroom 48m² 1,404.26 1,701.26 1,785.19 2,164.72

2 Bedroom 55m² 1,640.76 1,981.76

2 Bedroom 56m² 1,651.76 1,992.76 2,099.82 2,533.32

2 Bedroom 57m² 1,673.76 2,025.76

2 Bedroom 60m² 1,772.76 2,141.26

PHASE 3

1 Bedroom 1,155.00 1,386.00 1,468.32 1,761.95

2 Bedroom 1,419.00 1,702.80 1,803.93 2,164.72

2 Bedroom (medium) 1,534.50 1,842.50 1,950.27 2,342.31

Loft - 1,980.00 - 2,517.10
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An important pilot project was the solar energy 
system installed in 2005 at JHC’s Smitshof building, 
which has 118 flats.  This is a first for the residential 
housing sector. The solar system provides all the 
energy required to heat water, which is stored in 
insulated tanks. Other measures that are used in 
JHC buildings include the use of energy-efficient 
light bulbs and day-night sensors which turn off 
various lights during the day.

Sense of place created by height and quality of buildings and landscaping

Respondents were asked what type of house would 
be their first choice and why, and what the form of 
tenure of their current accommodation was.

First choice for an overwhelming 70% of • 
respondents was a freestanding formal 
house. The need for privacy, being able to 
plant a garden, and having adequate space 
for children to play, were the most general 
reasons supporting this choice. Other 
reasons included a sense of ownership and 
freedom to act, being able to keep pets, 
and not having to take neighbours into 
consideration. One respondent remarked 
that “there is a future in a house, because 
in a flat you rent for so many years and 
benefit nothing at the end”. 
15% of respondents chose double storey • 
row housing as a first choice for reasons 
including the aesthetic value of this type 
of housing, its offer of a high standard of 
living and its ability to accommodate larger 
families.
Only 7.5% chose flats. Those who did felt • 
safer living among other people, relying 
on neighbours for safety and security, and 
mentioned the benefit of being centrally 
located in terms of urban opportunities.
2.5% preferred semi-detached double storey • 
housing. The reason provided for this choice 
was straightforward: “it boosts status”.
When asked about the tenure form of their • 
current accommodation, 97.5% affirmed 
that it was rental, while 2.5% thought that 
it was rent-to-buy.

Retaining trees in High Road

3.5 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
The positioning of the buildings along the street 
edge responds appropriately to the street as public 
space, defining the site boundaries and enclosing and 
defining the private space for its inhabitants.14 Three 
storey buildings create an urban environment that is 
humanly scaled. Well defined defensible spaces with 
natural surveillance of spaces are complemented 
by well maintained gardens, lawns and walkways. 
However, cars dominate the communal space, 
undermining the good quality open space and 
encroaching on the play area for children.

3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
Community representatives felt that people who 
are living permanently in Johannesburg would 
prefer to stay in formal houses as they would have 
more space, enjoy more privacy and have security 
of tenure. People who are single, who are in the city 
for work purposes only, and who want to live in a 
very safe and secure environment, would choose to 
live in social rental housing such as Carr Gardens. 
The down-side is that access to a garden is limited, 
unless living on the ground floor.
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3.7 Comments on house types offered
Community representatives felt that, in general, the 
units were good and that a wide variety of designs 
was provided. However, units were thought to be 
somewhat small for the amount of rental charged, 
with the kitchens and bathrooms of some units being 
especially small. Tiles and carpets were deemed to 
be of inferior quality.

Households were asked about their housing options 
and to comment on the housing and house types 
offered. They were asked about the market value 
of their housing unit. Importantly, they were asked 
whether living there was affordable.

62.5% felt they had no choice in housing • 
options, while 37.5% felt that they did. 
Comments on the house types yielded 
40% negative comments and 27.5% positive 
comments. The most frequent negative 
comments were that the units were too 
small, and that there was not a wide enough 
variety of unit types (no three bedroom 
units, for example). Positive comments 
included the cleanliness and safety of the 
environment, the short-term suitability of 
the accommodation, and the unit sizes being 
adequate for small families.
40% of respondents did not know what • 
the market value of their housing unit was, 
and 42.5% did not answer the question. 
Only 2.5% of those who answered this 
question felt that the value of their housing 
unit was less than R5,000, while 12.5% felt 
the units were worth between R40,000 
and R50,000. One respondent (2.5%) felt 
the value was more than R50,000. The 
actual top structure cost per unit was 
approximately R81,000 for phase 1 and 
R117,000 for phase 3.
Respondents were asked how much they • 
thought they could rent out the unit for 
if they owned the flat. 12.5% thought 
rentals of less than R600 per month were 
acceptable, 30% opted for rentals between 
R600 and R900, and 45% thought R900 
to R1,200 per month was feasible. Only 
12.5% felt that R1,200 to R1,500 could be 
charged. 
Only 17.5% thought that it was affordable • 
to live in social rental housing units, with an 
overwhelming 80% saying it was unaffordable. 

Most felt that rents were too high in relation 
to unit size and found it difficult to save money 
and honour other financial responsibilities such 
as installments, education, and daily necessities. 
Some believed the housing was intended for 
low-income earners, and in these terms was 
too expensive.

The average tenancy period in JHC buildings is 18 
months.15 The main reasons tenants leave are either 
because they have lost jobs and income and so 
move to accommodation with lower rentals, or they 
move into their own homes. Home ownership is a 
widespread aspiration. Renting is seen as a stepping-
stone rather than a long-term solution, mainly because 
it does not present the same investment value as home 
ownership. However, home ownership remains out of 
reach for many people living in the city.

3.8 Household satisfaction with 
housing unit and housing environment

Households were asked about their satisfaction 
with various aspects of their unit and their 
housing environment. 

85% of respondents were satisfied with their 
area/neighbourhood. Less than half (40%) 
replied that they were happy with the size of 
their units, while 57% felt that units, especially 
bedrooms, were too small. The majority (80%) 
felt that they have enough privacy as they 
have separate bedrooms, are able to lock 
their doors and have neighbours that respect 
their privacy. However, 20% were dissatisfied 
as most household activities take place in 
a confined space. 60% said that noise from 
neighbours does not bother them when they 
are in their flat, while 35% found it intrusive. 

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
Community representatives believed that most 
residents’ quality of life had improved since moving 
into Carr Gardens – they perceived themselves to 
be of “higher status”. They also have running water 
and feel very safe and secure.

Respondents were asked whether their quality of 
life had improved since moving into the housing unit 
and how it compared with that of people living in 
free-standing RDP houses.
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70% felt that their quality of life had • 
improved since moving into Carr Gardens. 
Reasons given included being closer 
to employment, transport, community 
facilities and services; safety and security; 
no overcrowding; privacy, peace and quiet. 
Those who felt that their quality of life 
had not improved mentioned high rentals, 
leaving them with little or no money at 
the end of the month for other financial 
commitments.
77.5% felt that their quality of life was better • 
than that of people living in freestanding 
RDP houses: 

“They don’t have facilities that we have 
and I am near to work and transport.”
“My flat is built better and of higher quality.”
“The project is well-organised.”
“My property is safe, even if I am not 
here. I have privacy.”

22.5% felt it was better to live in an RDP house:• 
“You own the RDP house and you are 
not paying for the rest of your life.” 
“You can extend, and slaughter a cow 
and they won’t call the SPCA.”
“A RDP house is not making you poor 
– JHC make people poor, as they are 
after the profit.”

when buses drive past, as well as when neighbours 
open or close windows or doors;
units are sometimes infested with cockroaches • 
and ants, and tenants have to pay the service 
providers called in to fumigate; and  
after five years, the Phase 1 building needs • 
painting.

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints and if complaints were attended to.

55% did not have complaints about their 
housing units, while 45% did. Complaints 
included leaks in the roof, the need for interior 
re-painting, bedrooms that are too small, the 
need for built-in cupboards, plugs positioned 
awkwardly and a problem with cockroaches. 
The majority of households (52.5%) said 
that no organisation/body had asked if there 
were any complaints, while 27.5% did not 
know whether one had. 20% stated that 
an organisation/body had enquired about 
complaints, mentioning the JHC housing 
supervisor, the welfare, and Makhulong a 
Matala. Of this 20%, 12.5% reported that 
complaints were attended to, 5% stated that 
no action was taken and 2.5% did not know 
whether complaints were addressed. 

3.11 Problems with the project 
manager/developer
Community representatives reported that: 

rentals should not be increased drastically • 
every year;
most tenants are not sure whether they qualify • 
for a government subsidy and if so, for how 
much. In addition, tenants do not know that 
they are eligible for a government subsidy 
when their units have already received an 
institutional subsidy. They feel that the JHC 
should have a workshop with tenants to explain 
the confusion around subsidies;
there have been complaints about incorrect • 
electricity metering and reading; and
although security in Carr Gardens is quite good, • 
it needs to be even stricter.

3.12 Secondary housing market
Although not permitted to do so by their rental 
agreement with the JHC, community representatives 
reported that about ten tenants are subletting. The 
reason given is that tenants need to augment their 
income as rentals are too high.

Interior of a two bedroom unit in Phase 1

3.10 Complaints about units
The caretaker and maintenance contractors attend 
to problems and complaints, which have to be 
rectified within seven days.
Community representatives reported that the most 
frequent complaints are that:

units are too small and monthly rentals too high;• 
units on the Burgersdorp Street side “rattle” • 
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4. Project finance16

No grant funding was used for the development 
of Carr Gardens, and JHC used its own funds for 
Phase 1. Of the 145 units, 109 received institutional 
subsidies. The use of hollow core flooring resulted in 
a shortening of the contract period and the flooring 
operation could effectively be taken off the critical 
path as floors were erected as soon as brickwork 
was to level. Brickwork on the next level continued 
the day after the erection of the hollow core floors. 
In this way, speedy construction facilitated speedy 
occupation and a low interest bill for the development 
finance.17 The interest charges are one of the major 
cost items in a project of this nature.

In Phase 2 the NHFC provided a loan of R7,478,680, 
while building costs amounted to R18,700,000. For 
Phase 3 a 100% loan from the NHFC was used 
to construct 72 units (of which 45 were subsidised 
by government’s institutional housing subsidy). The 
loan was repayable in instalments of approximately 
R110,000 per month including interest and was 
secured by a R7,5 million mortgage bond over the 
property plus 20% interest in favour of the NHFC, 
together with a cession of debtors of the relevant 
building. Nonetheless, bridging finance from JHC was 
used because the NHFC was slow and the drawdown 
started. Subsidies for Phase 3 totalled R2,982,524.

The total subsidy amount for the project was 
R17,712,063, excluding the additional amounts 
obtained for adverse geotechnical conditions. 
Furthermore, land was provided by the Provincial 
Government on the basis of a land availability 
agreement.

Apart from the benefits resulting from higher 
densities, shared walls and unbroken roof structures, 
the benefits of economies of scale, and the energy-
efficiency measures mentioned above, project costs 
were also lowered by the installation of ‘Geza Easy 
Fit’ bathroom fibre glass units by Modular Plumbing 
Units cc.: These pre-manufactured bath, basin and 
toilet units with geysers resulted in savings on 
plumbing and sanitary fittings. 

Respondents were asked to provide details about 
the subsidy amount recived

(According to JHC, 154 (that is 71%) of 
the 217 units, received subsidies). 57.5% of 
subsidy recipients did not know the subsidy 
amount. None of the respondents could 
provide the subsidy amount for which 
they qualified. Community representatives 
reported residents’ concerns about not being 
well informed about the subsidy. 42.5% of 
households interviewed were not beneficiaries 
of the institutional housing subsidy.

Table 45: Budget allocation18

Item
Phase 1 *

Total cost (R)
Phase 3 

Total cost (R)

Land 
(including VAT)

493,200.00 240,500.00

Professional Fees
1,202,985.00

(10% of total)
805,980.00

(10% of total)

Top structure cost per unit
80,738.00 117,069.00

Land cost per m² 
(including VAT)

84

Land cost per bulk m² 
(built area)

86

Building cost per square meter
1,675.00 1,750.00

Total property capital outlay 
10,173 036.00 8,428,985.00

*for 126 units
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5. Service provision
The City of Johannesburg maintains services such 
as roads, water and sewer mains.

5.1 Non-payment for services
According to the caretaker, water and electricity 
cut-offs due to non-payment occur every month. 
Reasons given for non-payment of municipal 
services and monthly rentals included:

female tenants who rely on partners to provide • 
money for rental purposes, may receive this 
too late;
salaries have simply not kept up with the rental • 
increases; and
some tenants prioritise luxury items such as • 
cars and electronic equipment, at the expense 
of their monthly rentals.

Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if no payment was made, 
to state the reason. Households also had to state 
their monthly expenditure on other energy sources 
(e.g. gas or paraffin) and transport.

97.5% of households interviewed reported • 
that they are paying for water and rates 
(sewerage and refuse removal) itemized 
on their monthly rental account. All 
households stated that they were paying 
for electricity. Nearly all (97.5%) spend no 
money on other energy sources, with only 
2.5% spending between R150 and R200. 
Medians were R82.50 for rates, R50 for • 
water, R150.50 for electricity, and R400 for 
transport.

5.2 Problems with service delivery/
infrastructure maintenance
The inefficiency of the local government was 
reported to be a major stumbling block. Negligence 
from the council’s side caused serious problems 
with water pressure, and failure to remove rubble 
after construction resulted in conflict. In addition, 
tenants were sent incorrect accounts and incorrect 
electricity meter readings also occurred.

6. Post implementation
At the end of 2004, the Marketing and Communi-
cations Department commissioned the JHC’s first 
independent customer satisfaction survey in the 

form of in-depth interviews with tenants and a series 
of focus group discussions. The survey investigated 
tenants’ perception of the company and evaluated 
its frontline services, and highlighted positives and 
negatives. Key benefits cited by tenants included the 
location of buildings (close to work, schools shops 
and transport), cleanliness of buildings, effective 
security, as well as mutual respect among tenants. On 
the other hand, tenants acknowledged that there is 
not the same degree of neighbourliness and sense of 
community as in the townships.

7. Concluding comments
7.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

The project was initially presented as a housing • 
solution for low-income households, but now 
the accommodation is unaffordable for the poor. 
It was felt that rentals are high and that it makes 
more financial sense to make down-payments 
on a house than it does to rent a flat.
There is confusion among some residents on • 
whether their tenure is rent-to-buy or rental, 
especially those who have been there since the 
project’s inception. 
Tenants feel they are not always treated as • 
customers; JHC does not always “take you 
seriously regarding complaints”. It was felt that 
tenants’ good payment track-record should be 
considered when tenants are ‘locked out’ for 
late or non-payments.

Project manager
On finance and funding:

e• ven with subsidies, little of the development 
costs are covered;

Notice board on rental payments
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the income band of R3,500 has to change as • 
building costs quadrupled since;
grant money and other subsidy money • 
should be available; and
other stakeholders, such as national and • 
provincial housing departments, should 
invest in projects and contribute equity. A 
successful example of this is the Gauteng 
Partnership Fund’s investment of pure 
equity in the JHC’s Brickfields project. 
Severe under-spending of funding in local 
government departments has been reported. 
Bulk contributions on, for instance, water, 
electricity and street lighting, should be 
made by local governments.

The JHC identified the biggest risk in the • 
provision of social rental housing as the City of 
Johannesburg.
The social housing sector as a whole was • 
regarded as problematic in terms of competency, 
capacity, resources, and so on. Capacity 
building is paramount. The European Union 
has provided millions for capacity building (for 
example, assisting in information technology, 
setting up of offices, and developing policies 
and strategies regarding asset preservation 
and procedures). 

Residents:
The majority of complaints focused on the 
issue of affordability and the size of housing 
units: “It is supposed to be called social housing, 
but the rent we are paying is too much for 
such a small place”. In addition, it was felt that 
it was “unfair” to have annual rent increases. 
Other complaints included lack of play space 
and play equipment for children; noise levels 
that are too high, especially at night; the need 
for car ports and parking for visitors; and 
problems around maintenance.

7.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
Community representatives
The project is definitely successful in this regard 
and most of the original tenants who moved into 
the project, are still here. The location of the 
project results in huge savings on transport costs. 
One of the most important aspects is that the 
project provides a safe environment for women 
and children. Meetings and workshops by the JHC 
resulted in most tenants having reached a point 
where they understand their responsibilities.  

Project manager
There is a 100% occupation rate. In terms of all the 
JHC projects, the June 2004–July 2005 vacancy rate 
is 1,1% of a total of 1,762 units. The JHC aspires to 
a vacancy rate of not more than 5%.

Residents:
The benefits listed included bringing people 
closer to employment, transport and 
economic opportunities; being able to enjoy 
living in the city; being in close proximity 
to the CBD; providing shelter for people 
in need; providing a secure, safe and clean 
environment; bringing the Black and Muslim 
communities together; being able to get 
assistance with problems; communication 
between landlord and tenants; and having 
peace of mind.  

General comments at the end of the ques-
tionnaire by and large focused on “exorbitant” 
monthly rentals and  “unneces-sary” annual 
rent increases.  A question was also raised by 
at least three respondents about the JHC’s 
“promise” to sell the units to tenants after five 
years. Some respondents expressed a need 
for built-in cupboards in the bedrooms and 
kitchens, as well as for general painting and 
maintenance of the units. The concern about 
adequate and safe play areas for children was 
reiterated.

8. Learnings and lessons 
from Carr Gardens
8.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

Location•  – Medium-density social housing 
should be close to public transport nodes/
corridors, employment and other urban 
opportunities in order to minimise time and 
monetary costs; if not in an activity node or 
corridor, it should ideally be within 10 minutes’ 
walk (i.e. 500m) of an existing public transport 
route. Similarly, primary schools should be 
no more than 15 minutes walk away and high 
schools, clinics and libraries no more than 30 
minutes walk away.  
Design considerations•  – As far as possible, 
design with the end users. Otherwise, 
maximise participation throughout the process 
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– concepts, contracts and models are difficult 
to understand.
Give special design consideration to shared • 
spaces in medium-density housing, based 
on best practice medium-density projects. 
Examples are safe, surveilled areas for children 
to play, avoidance of dangerous unused areas 
and so on. Design units based on the socio-
economic profile of end-users.
Maximise internal space as much as pos-• 
sible, especially separate bedrooms for parents 
and children.
Provide the widest range of unit types•  in 
a development.
Use good quality building materials • – This 
will contribute to creating a sense of dignity 
and to lower long-term maintenance cost.
Give attention to detail•  such as washing 
lines, post boxes, location and size of windows.
Buildings should be well managed, safe • 
and secure. 

8.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

Knowledge of benefits of well-located • 
housing – Not all residents realised the benefits 
of living on extremely well-located land close to 
the CBD of one of Africa’s most vibrant cities, 
as they complained about high monthly rentals. 
It is very important that residents of medium-
density housing on such land are made aware 
of the trade-offs and benefits: smaller units, 
no garden, higher monthly rentals, but lower 
monthly transport costs, benefits of urbanity, 
access to opportunities and facilities, and a safe 
and secure living environment.
Kno• wledge of tenure – Ensure that residents 
understand their tenure type by having 
ongoing workshops and information sessions 
in order for them to exercise their rights and 
responsibilities.
The type of tenure or housing solution • 
must be appropriate to residents’ income 
– Residents earning below R2,500 per month 
cannot afford social housing. Housing for 
people at the lower end of the market who 
cannot afford current social housing entry-level 
rents (or sustain annual increases), even with 
subsidies from government, should be provided 
through maximising cross-subsidisation to keep 

rents as low as possible.
Democratically elected community • 
representative body – A democratically 
elected resident representative body and 
the appointment of a housing supervisor are 
essential structures between the project 
manager (Social Housing Institution) and 
residents to support open and honest 
communication, and to encourage resident 
participation.
Active community participation•  – This 
should be part of every aspect of the project 
as far as possible, with clear and regular lines of 
communication. Household satisfaction depends 
on residents’ previous living conditions, levels 
of participation, household size and age and the 
range of choices offered by the development. 
During 2004 the JHC conducted their first 
independent customer service survey. The 
results gave a better understanding of where 
the company is succeeding and where there 
are criticisms of its performance.
Social capital formation•  – It is essential that 
social housing institutions/project managers 
initiate and support community development 
programmes and projects. Also important is 
to encourage partnerships with the NGO, 
government and private sectors. Capacity building 
and social capital formation need to take place 
on a sustained basis, based on household and 
community needs.
Needs of special groups • – Incorporate these 
in the design. Such groups include the elderly, 
the disabled, women and children. Take special 
note of conflict between play areas for children 
and parking for cars.
Health of the social housing institution • – 
According to the CEO, JHC’s view on building 
social and physical assets begins within the 
company with their Board of Directors and their 
investment in their staff, and extends to their 
relationship with their tenants, other stakeholders 
including government, funders, financial and 
business institutions, professionals, contractors 
and service providers. The professionalisation 
of staff, clear career paths for employees 
and opportunities for personal growth and 
development are key focus areas, which underpin 
the social and financial sustainability of the 
company and the way it conducts its business. 
Focus groups of tenants, building manag-• 
ers and service providers are brought in by 
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JHC before renovations or new construction 
to consider the design of new apartments. The 
result has been larger internal spaces, more 
robust materials, higher-quality flooring and 
external face-brick construction and balconies. 
Experts have commented that JHC develop-
ments are equal to what is being provided in 
more expensive locations in Johannesburg’s 
northern suburbs.

8.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

JHC works on a market-based demand • 
policy – Extensive research is done before 
buildings are acquired. The JHC has always 
insisted that building costs are covered by 
rentals. Each unit pays an administration fee 
which covers the JHC’s overheads. Systems 
are put in place for regular maintenance, 
inspections and reports. These lead to financial 
sustainability.19

Other factors contributing to financial • 
sustainability include additional income 
generated by new projects, concerted drives 
to reduce arrears, containment of expenditure 
by improved procedural efficiencies and 
developing maintenance skills in-house, as well 
as head office costs that have been maintained 
on a level with the previous year.20

According to JHC’s financial department the 
following considerations, among others, impact on 
the sustainability of social rental housing:

social housing cannot be managed on an ad hoc  • 
basis; 
income must exceed operational costs and • 
must be carefully balanced;
a strict set of accounts must be run on every • 
development, recording everything; 
ratios must be monitored closely, for example • 
the cost: income ratio; 
the social housing institution must understand • 
the needs of the tenants in order to develop 
what the market wants;
management must be skilled, well resourced • 
and have sufficient capacity; 
social housing institutions must benefit from • 
economies of scale (need sufficient numbers of 
units) so that employees and departments are 
spread out; and
government should increase the institutional • 
subsidy because building costs have increased. 

As dynamics differ from one province to the 
next (for example, building costs are higher 
in the Western Cape and Gauteng than in the 
Eastern Cape), this can be done on a province 
by province basis.

8.4 Environmental sustainability
Higher-density environments present ideal 
opportunities to promote energy efficient 
and environmentally sustainable technologies 
on a large scale, both in terms of reducing 
monthly costs for residents and reducing costs to 
the environment.  The promotion of green practices 
should be prioritised in all medium-density 
projects and accompanied by information and 
training. 

8.5 Partnerships
The • Community Development depart-
ment of JHC plays a central role in rendering 
support to other departments in the JHC:

To • Credit Control: Community Development 
tries to find out why tenants are unable 
to pay. Depending on the type of problem, 
they might make a recommendation that a 
tenant moves to a smaller unit.
To • Leasing:  Tenant education sessions are 
arranged by Community Development.
To • Building Management:  Where problems 
around social issues are not resolved, 
the matter is referred to Community 
Development.
To • New Developments: They are especially 
crucial in negotiations with tenants when 
buildings are renovated.

JHC demonstrates the importance of • 
financial partnerships. In mid-2000 JHC 
made a significant breakthrough in securing an 
R11 million loan from ABSA on the back of a 
commitment from New York bankers, JP Morgan 
Chase, to subsidise the interest on a formal 
South African bank loan. USAID also offered a 
guarantee for the commercial loan. This was the 
first commercial loan granted to a social housing 
organisation in South Africa since the banking 
sector had redlined the CBD in the 1990s.  It 
was followed in 2003 by both debt and equity 
investments by commercial institutions into the 
pioneering Brickfields development in Newtown. 
Between them Absa Bank, the National Housing 
Finance Corporation, the Gauteng Partnership 
Fund, Anglo American Corporation, AngloGold 
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Ashanti and ApexHi, as well as the Gauteng 
Department of Housing, invested a total of R121 
million in the largest social housing complex in 
the country.
Since 2001 the financial planning process • 
has changed from focusing on budgets 
to focusing on ratios. “Any JHC building 
supervisor or office administrator can quote 
target and actual ratios, and as a rule, JHC 
has aimed to keep arrears and vacancy levels 
below 5%, and an average cost: income ratio 
of 40%”.21 
Large buildings are more sustainable • 
than small buildings, and new builds are 
more stable than refurbished buildings. 
This analysis led to increased levels of 
cross-subsidisation of units and informed a 
framework for the financial integrity of all new 
developments.

In brief, JHC regards the following factors as 
contributing to their success:

The importance of the • triple bottom-
line: The three components that impact in 
sustainability are environmental, social and 
financial issues. If these are balanced, project 
operating and running costs are lowered on the 
long term. Housing institutions should balance 
their parallel concerns of social responsibility 
and long-term financial sustainability, and invest 
in the social and economic empowerment of 
tenants through various training programmes 
and organised events.  
Management systems and a sophisticated•  
IT infrastructure ensure effective operational 
and financial control in property development 
and property management. The most appropriate 
financial management technology systems must 
be used.  The importance has also been learned 
of keeping systems constant and avoiding 
changes without due consultation. When 
tenants have agreed to a system of billings and 
payments, for example, they are not willing to 
change it easily. The consistency in management 
and operating systems is a stabilising factor 
supporting responsible governance in inner city 
buildings. JHC learned to favour stability over 
complexity.

Housing • supervisors/care-takers are trained 
to interface with tenants, ensure customer 
satisfaction, administer rent and ensure build-
ings are well managed and maintained, within 
budget. 
Tenant committees•  in each building facilitate 
tenant liaison and tenant participation in 
building management, community development 
initiatives and training programmes.
Low levels of vacancies and arrears, • 
consistently below 5%, and low tenant turnover 
rates, testify to the market’s satisfaction with 
the accommodation options and services 
provided by JHC.
Community development• , through tenant 
committees, training programmes, life skills 
counselling and other community activities, are 
core to JHC’s approach. It is the rebuilding of 
a sense of community, founded on a culture of 
trust, that supports the regeneration of the 
inner city and its vitality and prosperity over 
the long term
Staff training and empowerment • are 
priorities. All staff have the opportunity to 
develop their skills through training and 
exposure to social housing projects and 
organisations internationally.
Building professionals and contractors • 
operate as partners with JHC in its 
development projects. Through these 
partnerships JHC has established a core of 
consultants and contractors who are dedicated 
to producing housing that is increasingly cost 
efficient, that meets the company’s construction 
standards, offers tenants value for money, and is 
responsive to the needs of the market.
Construction site training • is provided by 
JHC in SAQA-accredited programmes that 
range from adult basic education, across various 
artisan skills, to construction management.  
Annually between 500 and 700 builders, artisans 
and unskilled labourers are trained on JHC’s 
building sites.
More than 200 • small businesses are 
contracted to JHC as service providers to 
undertake various property management and 
maintenance functions. Of these, 29% are Black-
owned while women own 13%.
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Date of project completion 2001

Project type The Newtown Urban Village was the first housing project in Gauteng to be registered under 
the Co-operatives Act of 1981 (Act no. 91 of 1981).  

Location In the vicinity of the Johannesburg CBD within walking distance of the Newtown cultural 
precinct adjacent to the Carr Gardens project.

Municipality City of Johannesburg.

Province Gauteng Province.

Developer Developed and managed by Cope Housing Association (COPE), a non-profit organisation 
liquidated in 2005.

Project partnerships COPE and Federation of Co-operative Housing Associations in Norway (NBBL), the 
Gauteng Housing Department for subsidies, the Social Housing Institutions Development 
Fund (SHIDF) for the provision of a long-term loan, National Urban and Reconstruction 
and Housing Agency( NURCHA) and the Home Loan Guarantee Company (HLGC) as 
guarantors, and Grinaker Housing.

Project size 351 units arranged in six three-storey walk-up buildings.

Tenure type Co-operative housing.

Density Gross residential density of approximately 192 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Institutional housing subsidy, co-operative members’ equity contribution, long term NHFC 
loan.

3. NEWTOWN URBAN VILLAGE

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
After a land invasion, this 1.8232 hectare site was 
made available for development in 1997 by the 
Department of Housing and Land Affairs in terms 
of a Land Availability Agreement between them and 
Grinaker Housing. Following extensive negotiation 
between COPE, Grinaker and the Gauteng Provincial 
Government, a development agreement was signed 
at the end of July 1999.  MHCD Architects & Urban 
Designers in association with Grinaker Housing 
developed a ‘turn-key’ project for COPE, as well as for 
(JHC’s) Carr Gardens social rental housing project 
on the same land.  Construction of Newtown Urban 
Village (NUV) and Carr Gardens started in October 
that year. Construction continued in phases and the 
first 72 residents moved into NUV units at the end 
of February 2000. In April 2001 construction of all 
351 units was officially completed. 

1.2 COPE Housing Association1

COPE was a non-profit organisation formed in 1989 
and the first social housing institution to initiate 
co-operative housing in Gauteng. It developed and 
managed social housing, with a vision to be the 
leader in providing innovative co-operative housing 
products and services. However, in September 2005 
COPE, the first company to pioneer Continuous 
Housing Cooperatives in South Africa, went into 
liquidation. Its 2005–2006 Annual Report states 
that despite “vigorous efforts to create an enabling 
environment, the capacity and knowledge of key 
stakeholders around housing co-operatives is still 
inadequate to support, at scale, the development of 
housing co-operatives in South Africa”.2

During its active years as a social housing institution 
COPE built up a co-operative membership of 3,000 
units in order to reach a level of sustainability. It 
therefore shifted from being a general NGO to 
becoming a professional housing services provider 
in the non-profit sector.  A major factor in this 
change was the establishment of the COPE Housing  
Trust, a bridging finance mechanism that was 
funded with Norwegian donor funding and worked 
towards strengthening the co-operative model as 
a housing solution for South Africa. This involved 
not only developing housing based on co-operative 
principles, but also working in partnership with 
other organisations to develop the appropriate 
legal, financial and regulatory frameworks necessary 
for co-operative housing to become viable.

The Newtown Urban Village

NU
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For many years, COPE worked in partnership with 
overseas organisations such as the NBBL and Rooftops 
Canada through hosting interns and cooperants 
(members of a cooperative).  COPE’s partnership with 
NBBL involved funding assistance, the development 
of the COPE Housing Trust which provided bridging 
finance to COPE’s projects, and the provision of 
technical assistance.  Through these partnerships, and 
links with other organisations, COPE’s model for co-
operative housing benefited from the experiences and 
strategies adopted by their overseas partners, adapted 
to a South African context. 

The COPE model was based on the Norwegian 
co-operative model according to the following 
principles:

co-operative housing societies or associations • 
are based on membership and are open to all;
individuals are members of a local co-operative • 
society, which, in turn, is a member of, or 
affiliated to, an umbrella organisation (in the 
case of Norway, the NBBL). The co-operative 
society builds housing units and allocates these 
to their members.  When finished, the units are 
organised in housing co-operatives, which are 
owned jointly by their members; and
housing co-operatives are managed by their • 
members (owner-tenants) through democratic 
decision-making processes and members 
contribute toward the financial upkeep of the 
co-operative.

The Norwegian model could not be exactly repli-
cated in South Africa as there were problems with 
the nature of the existing co-operative legislation, 
which related to agricultural co-operatives. Legal 
infrastructure to support housing co-operatives 
had to be initiated and COPE employed an attorney 
to draft a set of statutes, based on the Norwegian 
model, to be used for Newtown.

COPE developed co-operative housing (greenfield 
and refurbishment) and provided housing manage-
ment services to housing co-operatives and 
co-operative-like institutions. It functioned as a 
secondary trading co-operative, the main function of 
which is to provide support services to primary co-
operatives.  The latter are made up of individuals who 
join as members. COPE also provided services to its 
affiliated co-operatives in the form of development 
and marketing, and management services, as set out in 
the Property Management Agreement. Development 
and marketing services included:

performing all managerial and accounting • 
functions and providing secretarial services to 
the housing co-operatives;
preparing development plans and undertaking • 
feasibility studies;
negotiating and preparing all necessary legal • 
agreements;
appointing professionals and consultants;• 
preparing funding applications and obtaining • 
municipal approvals;
monitoring budgets and cash flows;• 
project management;• 
recruiting residents/members for the housing • 
co-operatives; and
training future members regarding their rights • 
and obligations in a co-operative.

Management services included:
collection of monthly charges;• 
paying all necessary accounts on behalf of the • 
co-operatives;
providing bookkeeping services and financial • 
reports;
preparing annual budget proposals;• 
submitting tax returns;• 
ensuring the buildings are adequately insured;• 
providing management support to the co-• 
operatives’ boards of directors;
arranging Annual General Meetings of • 
members;
facilitating the implementation of maintenance • 
programmes; and
regular training and education for boards and • 
members.

1.3 Newtown Housing 
Co-operative project history
Newtown Housing Co-operative (NHC) was 
registered as a primary trading co-operative. The 
original relationship between COPE and NHC 
was set out in the Management Agreement which 
covered the time before and during construction 
of the project. Once construction was officially 
completed on 1 April 2001, this agreement ceased 
to be effective and the new relationship between 
COPE and NHC set out in the Property Management 
Agreement came into effect from that date.3  

A housing co-operative works on the basis of 
providing affordable ownership of housing for its 
members. Credit and reference checks are carried 
out on all prospective members. They are required 
to attend information and training sessions before 
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they can become members and have to demonstrate 
that they understand the concept of housing co-
operatives and are sure that they want to be part of 
such an organisation before considering membership. 
Their membership gives them a share in the housing 
co-operative and they share the costs of financing 
and managing the co-operative. They have a right 
to live in housing owned by the co-operative and 
sign a Use Agreement with it. This makes them 
part owners and part tenants of the co-operative. 
Each household has the right to vote at the Annual 
General Meeting and other special meetings of 
members and to elect a board of directors to run 
the legal, financial and management affairs of the co-
operative on behalf of its members. 

The advantages of participating in the collective 
model are:4

the institution raises finance on behalf of • 
members;
costs are shared by all members;• 
affordability can be maintained for a long time;• 
democratic control; and• 
there is an exit repayment when leaving the • 
scheme after an agreed period.

The Newtown project’s goals and objectives were:
affordable ownership to people who would not • 
normally be able to access a housing loan on 
their own;
long-term security of tenure;• 
control by residents over their housing • 
environment;
a return on their investment when they leave • 
the co-operative;
community empowerment through the election • 
of community leaders and democratic decision 
making;
employment creation through the employment • 
of members to take part in some of the activities 
undertaken by the co-operative; and
long-term sustainability through efficient • 
management.

No delays were experienced in approval for the 
project as there was a Land Availability Agreement. 
The only delay was in land transfer in obtaining the 
required certificate (Regulation 28) as land belonged 
to the province. Institutional subsidies are allocated 
to housing co-operatives for units and not to the 
individual beneficiaries. This system is not used by 
the Deeds Office or the provincial government and, 
together with a lack of communication between 

the developers and the provincial government, did 
cause delays.

1.4 Project location
Both the Newtown and Carr Gardens projects 
are strategically and well-located in Newtown, 
Johannesburg, which is an area that falls under the 
urban renewal strategy of the City of Johannesburg 
and the Gauteng Province. Land was zoned for 
residential use and the provincial administration 
called for tenders to develop the land. Both projects 
were well-supported on a political level. 

The grouping of different social housing projects into 
a housing precinct or improvement district brings 
about certain benefits such as the sharing of services 
and amenities (e.g. crèches) and leveraging improved 
service provision from local government.5

No employment opportunities are provided inside 
the project itself as it is well located in terms of 
employment and trade opportunities. However, 
some units are used for informal trade.  The project 
provides accommodation to some people who 
were already working in the area, and are able to 
walk to work, impacting positively on productivity 
as well as time and monetary savings.

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
The project was advertised through the media, 
pamphlets and word of mouth. Interested people 
entered their names on a waiting list at COPE’s 
office and a ‘first come, first served’ system was 
used. According to a study by the Institute for 
Applied Social Science, previous living conditions of 
most beneficiaries were mostly in urban/peri-urban 
areas:6

in rental accommodation in formally-built high • 
rise flats e.g. in Hillbrow (44.2%), in someone 
else’s house (10.4%) or backyard (9.1%), or in 
an informal shelter; and
in overcrowded conditions, often with health • 
hazards, although all had access to running water, 
while the majority had electricity (96.0%).

In the same study, reasons for moving stated by 
the majority (34.8%) were “to improve my housing 
condition”, while others wanted to be close to work 
(13.7%), or felt that rents were too high in their 
existing dwelling (11.3%).  A smaller proportion 
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moved for safety/security reasons (8.2%), to be with 
other family members (7.6%), because they were 
evicted (6.7%), or for other reasons. The majority 
had no alternative housing option apart from this 
development (86.9%). 

COPE’s marketing officer explained the co-
operative housing tenure and qualifying criteria 
and, if an individual was interested, assisted 
with subsidy application. COPE presented pre-
allocation workshops.  All beneficiaries had monthly 
household incomes below R3,500 and qualified for 
the institutional subsidy of R16,000.7

2.2 Beneficiary profile
The initial participating households had to earn 
less than R3,500 per month and the lowest income 
was around R2,200. However, by the time of the 
interview in 2005 some households were earning 
up to R6,500 per month. The average age was 26 
or 27. Woman-headed households numbered 208 
(59.26%) and 143 households (40.74%) were headed 
by men.8 Types of employment ranged from hawking 
to working as shop assistants, garage attendants, 
domestic workers, child minders, teachers and 
nurses. Community representatives reported that 
most residents worked in the Johannesburg CBD. 
According to a board member, the project displayed 
a good social mix.9 

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit 

In 92.5% of the cases, only one household • 
occupied the unit.  No respondents reported 
units of more than three households.  There 
was an average of two persons per unit, no 
household had more than six persons and 
75% had three persons or fewer.
Household types consisting of single • 
women with children contributed to 32.5% 
of households, while couples with children 
made up 25%. 15% consisted of single 
women and 10% were single men. The 
remaining 17.5% of households included 
a couple and extended family, a couple 
with children and extended family, a single 
woman and extended family and a single 
woman with children and extended family. 
Interviewed households had a mean of • 
1.12 children each.  
67.5% of households interviewed were • 
headed by single persons.

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household income.

75% of household heads were formally • 
employed, with 12.5% having informal 
employment. Only 5% of those who were 
fit and able were unemployed. 2.5% of 
household heads were not fit or were 
disabled, and unemployed, while another 
2.5% were pensioners.
82.5% had formal employment and 15% • 
were informally employed. 10% received 
an income through social grants as well 
as formal and informal employment. 2.5% 
received an income from pensions. 5% 
were dependent on formal employment 
and rental, i.e. through sub-letting.
5% earned less than R1,500 per month, while • 
7.5% earned between R1,501 and R2,500. 
37.5% earned between R2,501 and R3,500 
per month, and nearly half of the households 
interviewed (42.5%), reported a monthly 
income of more than R3,501 per month. 
Therefore, 80% of interviewed households 
earned more than R2,500 per month. The 
median income was R3,500 per month.

2.3 Management/institutional 
structure
The housing co-operative consists of:10

531 members;• 
Six members on the Board of Directors;• 
Three standing committees: • 

Security committee – Community Policing • 
Forum (CPF) sub-committee representa-
tive reporting to Johannesburg Central 
Police Station); 
Maintenance – The security and mainte-• 
nance committees sub-contract to service 
providers; 
Sport and Environment – This committee • 
encompasses a youth programme, a skills 
development programme, an HIV/AIDS 
programme and a women’s group.

Staff, e.g. a liaison officer/caretaker, security; and• 
COPE Housing Association.• 

The structure of the co-operative is based on the 
following principles:11 

COPE develops co-operatives and each co-• 
operative is a member of COPE. Each co-
operative has full ownership of its assets, i.e. 
their buildings.
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COPE is a member-based organisation.  Interest-• 
ed people go onto a waiting list and so become 
members of the co-operative. Members pay an 
annual subscription fee and receive information 
about COPE and its projects.
When a project is completed, members on the • 
waiting list are able to apply for a unit if they are 
still eligible and in a position to make a deposit 
and an equity payment. Should members leave 
the co-operative, they are theoretically entitled 
to an exit payment consisting of the equity plus 
the escalated value of the unit.
Individuals are members of the co-operative • 
and sign a use agreement with the co-operative. 
This allows them ‘ownership’ of the unit (equity 
within the co-operative, as the co-operative is 
a collective owner) on condition that they pay 
their monthly charges. In this way, members are 
regarded as owner-tenants.
A board, elected by members, deals with day to • 
day issues and liaises with COPE. The co-operative 
has a property management agreement with 
COPE, which is binding until the loan is repaid.  

In an update interview in August 2007,12 DAG 
was informed that the Newtown Housing Co-
operative was managed by Trafalgar subsequent to 
the liquidation of COPE, but the board resolved to 
change service providers and Nedcor Properties 
are currently functioning as the management agent. 
A healthy relationship exists between the members, 
the board and the service provider. The board is still 
active and regular meetings take place. However, a 
group of co-operative members, the ‘concerned 
residents’, refuse to make further payments as they 
argue that after five years they should be owners. 
However, co-operative members are required to 
pay a service charge in perpetuity after the co-
operative has paid off its loan. This misunderstanding 
(and possibly other community dynamics unknown 
to the researcher) is causing division among the 
members. Reportedly, the standing committees 
are not particularly active at present and minimal 
capacity development is taking place.

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and the role of 
NGOs/CBOs

Beneficiaries were not involved in the • 
development and physical design process, but 
once they became members of the co-operative, 
they were required to actively participate in 

governance and decision-making through the 
co-operative board structure. The co-operative 
is a legal entity formed as part of the project 
and owns the housing stock; residents become 
joint owners by being co-operative members 
(the number of members of the co-op is equal 
to the number of units).
A board of directors and a committee form part of • 
the structure of the co-operative. The committee 
is elected by members/residents at an AGM, where 
people are elected by majority vote.
The board appointed a community liaison • 
officer to liaise between the co-operative and 
COPE.
COPE organised ongoing workshops to • 
introduce potential residents to the co-
operative model.
Results of the study by the Institute for Applied • 
Social Science to a set of questions with re-
sponses ‘agree’, ‘disagree’ or ‘unsure’ are set 
out below:13

50.0% agreed that the appointment of • 
the board was “democratic/fair”. 28.0% 
disagreed;
67.1% agreed that members have an oppor-• 
tunity to ask questions and discuss concerns 
with the board. 20.4% disagreed; and
69.8% agreed that documents/reports from • 
COPE and the board are available to read. 
16.8% disagreed.

According to community representatives most 
co-operative members did not know who 
was on the board of directors.  The first board 
was democratically elected at an AGM at the 
inception of the project. Elected members have 
to be residents of the project and should not be 
in arrears. The first board stepped down due to 
conflict and irregularities. With the election of the 
second one in mid-2004, members were divided, 
with 50% not voting. Community representatives 
expressed their concern that COPE recognised 
the legitimacy of a board thus elected. In general, 
it was reported that the board did not function 
well, and therefore did not deliver, that about 10% 
of members were not on a good footing with the 
board, and that approximately a third of members 
are new to the project.  No AGM was convened 
since the board elections in 2004.  According to 
a former COPE staff member, the former board 
under the chairmanship of Zacharia Matsele is still 
active.14
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Levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the roles of CBOs and 
household members in the project, and respondents’ 
satisfaction with the participation process. 

Only 47.5% of residents were certain • 
that there was a board and a committee. 
20% were certain that there was no 
representative body, while 30% did not 
know of any such body. 
5% of household members were involved • 
in the selection of committee members 
and 40% attended community meetings. 
Only 30% were satisfied with the • 
community participation processes. 
62.5% were dissatisfied with it: most 
responses included issues around lack of 
communication, lack of information on 
how co-operatives operate, reluctance of 
members to attend meetings, and that it 
is a “mind-your-own-business” community. 
One resident reported that she still had 
to learn more about the project, while 
another stated that “we (members) have 
no idea how we can help”.

COPE, in partnership with the Home Loan Guarantee 
Company, trained end-users around collective 
ownership, selecting applicants who intended living 
in a co-operative. This training was conducted 
over approximately seven hours, costing R66 per 
person (subsidised). Board members and members 
of the co-operative participated in a training 
programme provided by COPE throughout the 
project’s development that covered issues such as 
members’ rights and obligations. Strategic planning 
sessions were held by COPE with the board 
wherein indicators were set up to evaluate the 
process. Before every AGM, financial statements 
were explained and people were trained in groups 
of 20 to 50 participants.15 However, community 
representatives stated that COPE was reluctant 
to disclose financial information to the board 
and to members.  According to the Fafo study,16 
respondents indicated that they had attended the 
following workshops organised by COPE:17 

an information workshop: 85.1%;• 
a subsidy and use agreement workshop: 80.5%;• 
an allocation meeting: 75.6%;• 
a pre-occupation housing workshop: 73.8%;• 
 “HC (Housing Co-operative) meetings and • 
other activities”: 58.8%; and 
50.6% stated that “members know or under-• 

stand the co-operative model’, and 62.8% that 
“members know their rights and obligations in 
the co -operative”.

The COPE housing officer believed that beneficiaries 
themselves do not always attend workshops, but 
send a child or someone else to attend on their 
behalf.  The result is inevitably that the members do 
not understand the workings of a co-operative.

It is evident that the training provided for benefici-
aries and board members was not sufficient, 
especially with regard to legal and financial processes. 
At the time of the present research, new training 
structures and benchmarks were being developed 
by COPE to overcome problems that emerge 
from beneficiaries who did not understand the co-
operative model. Support from Rooftops Canada 
had been invaluable, without which the financial 
impact of additional training would have been more 
or less R8,000 per unit, adding roughly 10-12% on 
top of the development costs per unit.18

Fundraising attempts were initiated by COPE to 
support community development and community 
needs.  The youth projects also did fundraising for 
their cause. COPE News was a quarterly publication 
distributed free to all members of the housing co-
operatives managed by COPE, and also to other 
players in the social housing sector. It covered issues of 
interest to the members, changes to the staff at COPE, 
and usually an article containing information on topics 
such as how to save electricity, what monthly charges 
are used for and how to control spending with a budget.  
Members were encouraged to submit contributions 
to the newsletter and it proved to be an effective tool 
for communicating with the membership. 

COPE played a significant role in this pioneering 
project.  Its functions included the legal establishment 
of the NHC, resident recruitment and management, 
maintenance support, financial support, training/
education and marketing. It developed, managed 
and maintained the residential units on behalf of 
the NHC, by means of a property management 
agreement. At the time of the present research, 
the NHC was a formal CBO that owned, managed 
and maintained the complex, contracting COPE 
to do tenant administration and repairs. Through 
the provision of bridging finance the Urban Sector 
Network (USN) and COPE Housing Trust were 
essential to the project’s development. 
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Three sub-committees have emerged since 
the completion of the project. The Sport and 
Environment Committee’s programmes focused on 
sport, skills development and HIV/AIDS, especially 
relating to youth. It was initiated in 2001 and 
sponsored by COPE’s Norwegian partners. At 
the time of the research, around 80 young people 
between nine and 24 years old were involved 
in it. Activities such as cleaning of the housing 
area (especially cleaning up after week-ends) and 
running a recycling project contributed to their 
involvement in their immediate environment. The 
facilitator reported that unfortunately parents did 
not sufficiently encourage their children to take part 
in the programme. Women Talk, a support group for 
women, was formed.19 

Wits Technikon•  is about 2km away; and
the • Newtown Cultural Precinct, with its theatres, 
museums, library, computer centre, music 
studios and other facilities, is about 1,5km from 
the project.

The project does not have a formal meeting hall. 
Community meetings are held in a public open space 
and board meetings take place in a flat. Negotiations 
were underway to make use of a community hall 
about 1,5km from the project.

According to COPE, there were inadequate 
community facilities to support residents, such as a 
community hall and a library. Facilities still needed 
included:

play equipment for children;• 
an office for the co-operative and the • 
caretaker;
taps in the communal area for washing cars; and• 
carports.• 

The skip: Graffiti by the Sport and Environment  Committee’s youth 

2.5 Amenities and facilities
There are no facilities in the project area itself but 
there are a number immediately adjacent to the 
project (± 500m away):

shops (e.g. spaza shops, informal stalls, mini-• 
markets);
a pre-school/crèche;• 
a doctor’s surgery;• 
a children’s playground in Carr Gardens;• 
a sports field; and• 
a taxi rank and bus stops.• 

Most other facilities are accessible, from 1–5km away:
there is a • clinic about a kilometre away; 
several • primary and secondary schools are close by;
sports fields • – the facilities of schools in the 
Mayfair area are used by tenants;
Brixton • police station is nearby; 
there is a small • library in the vicinity; 
the Milpark • Hospital and the Garden City Clinic 
are both about 2km from the project;

Open space where community meetings take place, but no 
formal venue for community meetings

Respondents were asked about their satisfaction 
with access to various types of facilities. 

Satisfaction levels with access were high: 
More than 90% of interviewed households 
considered access to transport, clinics, 
crèches, the library, primary and high schools 
and the police as very good. Facilities such as 
sporting facilities (77.5%) and playgrounds 
(70%) were less accessible.

In terms of public transportation the project is very 
well located. Bus and taxi routes are on Bree Street 
to the south and Carr Street to the north, which 
services a main taxi route to the Newtown taxi 
terminus. The Braamfontein railway station to the 
north of the site is a 10-minute walk (±100m) from 
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the entrance of the housing complex. The adjacent 
Bree and Burghersdorp Streets (±40m) are major 
bus and taxi routes. 

Although a few residents have planted gardens, the 
majority have not taken ownership of the communal 
area. 

Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space in their 
project area.

Almost all residents (92.5%) were satisfied • 
with the communal area: “Everyone is 
welcome to use it”.
85% expressed satisfaction with the • 
landscaping (trees, plants, paving, footpaths, 
and so on).
67.5% felt that the communal open space • 
was suitable for children to play. The 
rest were concerned that there was no 
dedicated play area for children, that “the 
roadway makes it unsafe for kids” and that 
most space is used as parking bays.
90% considered the lighting for the • 
communal area to be adequate.
Only 60% were satisfied with the frequency • 
of household refuse collection.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
In terms of maintenance:20

Lepro Cleaning Services is responsible for • 
cleaning the yard and steps, cutting grass and 
maintaining the garden. Members of the co-
operative are employed by Lepro;
the maintenance officer is a resident in the • 
project, but functions as a private contractor;
the caretaker supervises the maintenance • 
system; and
residents are responsible for taking their • 
household refuse to a central point in each 
block from which Lepro removes it to the skip 
area, where a paid member of the co-operative 
takes responsibility for the skip.

No space is available for trading inside the project. 
Community representatives were of the opinion 
that although the project is very well located, 
there is a need for small businesses in the project 
(e.g. spaza shops that sell vegetables, sweets, soft 

drinks), especially to benefit unemployed household 
members. Some residents used their units for 
informal trade, a (disabled) resident ran a crèche and 
another sold vegetables from her vegetable garden. 
One resident tried to set up a motor mechanic 
business in the driveway, but was stopped by COPE.  
They recommended that spaces for trading be 
located at the gate/entrance of the project to avoid 
compromising privacy and security. Though the co-
operative’s statute does not allow for businesses, 
small businesses are permitted but not encouraged 
as they attract outsiders, which may affect security.

The project was not initially well received in the 
neighbourhood, but since then local businesses have 
benefited from increased trade and the upliftment 
of the area. Community representatives believed 
that the project had a high positive impact on local 
businesses. An estimated 80% of residents support 
local businesses. However, the project’s impact with 
regard to increased pressure on social amenities 
such as schools, social services, service delivery and 
housing, have not been established, but the inference 
was that this has been a problem.21

Residents were asked whether the project makes 
adequate provision for small business activities 
and whether their housing unit is used for such 
purposes.

97.5% said that their units were not used 
for small business activities. 97.5% reported 
that the project did not make provision for 
such activities and only 7.5% felt that there 
is such a need. Tenants commented that 
they “stay next to a shopping centre and 
businesses. There is no need for business 
activities inside the complex”.

2.7 Social problems in project area
Community representatives said that drug abuse 
(such as dagga and pills) had increased since the 
inception of the project, especially among the youth, 
but were declining again as a result of the youth 
programme. Spousal abuse had decreased, possibly 
due to easy access to a family counselling project in 
Braamfontein. Housebreaking decreased as a result 
of night patrols by the security guards. The presence 
of the Community Policing Forum also contributed 
positively to the safety and security situation in the 
complex.
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Respondents were asked about the main social 
problems in their project area and whether these had 
increased or decreased since the project was initiated.

35% of households interviewed reported 
no social problems. 45% felt that crime 
was a problem. 7.5% felt that crime had 
increased since the project was initiated, 
while 37.5% felt that it had decreased. Drug 
abuse was reported by 20% as a problem 
and they all felt that it increased. 37.5% felt 
that spousal abuse was a social problem, 
but of them 32.5% felt that it had decreased 
since the inception of the project. Illness 
was reported by 35%, while 25% of that 
number felt that it had decreased.

Community representatives felt that the security 
sub-contractors were not strict enough in terms 
of access. 

3. Project design, 
implementation and output

3.1 Capacity development and 
use of local labour
Grinaker appointed C.O.B.O. as the main building 
contractors and emerging contractors were used 
as sub-contractors. It is not known whether local 
labour was used – Grinaker may have employed 
locals from the area. Building material was sourced 
locally. No problems were experienced with 
contractors but at one stage COPE could not pay 
the contractors due to the delay in land transfer. 
COPE negotiated with the NHFC for part of the 
loan while the land transfer was being resolved. 

3.2 Incorporation of groups 
with special needs
Gauteng’s Housing Policy states that 15% of units 
should be available for people with special needs. 
No units have been specifically adapted for special 
needs, except that at a later stage the design of one 
unit was modified for a disabled woman by means 
of a wheelchair ramp.

Women – • Lighting was provided for the communal 
areas, but residents reported safety and security 
concerns regarding this. Globes in the public 
areas were not replaced. Design responses to 
safety include the security controlled entrance 
to the project, positioning of washing lines in 
the centre of courtyards and the location of not 
more than six units using a staircase. The quality 
of life surveys conducted by COPE and Rooftops 
Canada indicated divergent views between males 
and females on issues such as the value of outdoor 
space versus parking, which could be problematic 
as the majority of board members were male.22 

Security entrance to Newtown  Urban Village

Respondents were asked about safety and security 
in the project area and in their housing unit.

95% stated that they were friends with • 
people living in the development.
87.5% felt that their neighbours would • 
come to their rescue if they should be in 
physical danger.
97.5% felt that it was safe to walk around in • 
the development at night or in the evenings, 
as well as during the day. Areas considered 
unsafe were those outside the communal 
areas, near the skip, at the back of the flats 
where it is dark, and “at corners between 
two flats hidden from the view”.
 97.5% reported that they felt safe in their • 
homes as they have “24 hours security in the 
complex”. 

Washing line and seating in central courtyard
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Children playing in courtyard

Three storey walk-up building around a courtyard

were used for wall construction, with internal 
and external plastering and painting which was, 
according to COPE, an aesthetic choice rather 
than a financial one. Only units on the top floors 
have ceilings. Individual high pressure water 
and full metered electricity connections were 
provided.  Additions to units (such as extra 
rooms) are not allowed.

The disabled –•  Wheelchair ramp was provided.

Households were asked whether any members 
were disabled and if changes were made to the 
house to accommodate the disability.

7.5% of households interviewed had members 
with a walking disability. A doorway ramp was 
provided to accommodate this. A tenant with 
a walking disability complained that the toilet 
was not designed for a disabled person. One 
interviewee reported a hearing disability. 
No changes were made, for example a light 
indicating a doorbell ringing.

3.3 Nature of units provided23

Table 46: Unit details

Unit size No. of 
units

No. of 
bedrooms

Monthly 
charges (R)

Studio               
30,4m²

3 0 700

One bedroom  
30,7m² 

126 1 710

One bedroom   
33,0m²

1 730

Two bedroom   
45,0m²

222 2 835

Two bedroom   
45,9m²

2 840

Two bedroom   
46,4m²

2 845

Two bedroom   
48,3m²

2 850

The project consists of six three-storey walk-up 
buildings built around a series of courtyards and 
green spaces. Concrete bricks (e.g. maxi blocks) 

Floor plan24: One-bedroom units, first/second floor, 33m2

Floor plan: Two-bedroom studio apartment, first/second floor, 
46.4m² unit and 30.4m². 

The elderly –  • Accommodated on ground floors.
Children and youth – • Courtyards are shielded 
from cars.
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Extract from site layout plan showing location of buildings around courtyards
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3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
In terms of design, it is only the provision of higher-
density housing, the orientation of buildings and the 
grouping of buildings around grassed courtyards 
that relate to environmental sustainability. Roof 
overhangs were cut back to save on costs. Land-
scaping was done by Trees for Africa.  A recycling 
project was operated by the Sport and Environ-
ment Programme for youth.

Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation. They were asked 
whether they had been informed about energy and 
water saving technology such as aerated taps, dual 
flush toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

22.5% of respondents reported problems • 
with dampness inside their units due to the 
absence of ventilators. Some complained 
about water leakage from damaged walls, 
taps and the geyser. Only 35% experienced 
problems heating their unit. 92.5% said 
they have enough natural light in their 
units. Satisfaction levels related to water 
supply and sanitation/toilet were high: 
92.5% for both. 
92.5% said they had not been informed • 
about energy- and water-saving technology. 
The 5% of tenants who reported that they 
had been informed gave the governing 
body of the co-operative and the City 
of Johannesburg Water Department as 
informants.

3.5 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
The clustering of buildings around a central 
courtyard improves surveillance and ownership 
of the communal space. Three-storey, human-
scale buildings, pathways between buildings and 
landscaping (trees and grass) create a positive sense 
of place. The innovative combination of seating 
and washing lines contribute to the quality and 
functionality of the communal open space. Some 
communal areas are not well used by tenants and 
it seemed as if they have not taken ‘ownership’ of 
the space (for instance by gardening). Cars tend 
to dominate some of the open spaces and impact 
negatively on safe play areas for children. The project 
interfaces well with the adjacent Carr Gardens 
project and the surrounding streets.

3.6 Choice of housing type 
and knowledge of tenure
Community representatives felt that some tenants 
would prefer a formal house, while others would 
choose to live in a flat as they do now. Noise, lack 
of privacy, restricted movement, inconsiderate 
neighbours and not being able to have a garden 
were factors against living in a higher-density 
environment. For various reasons members viewed 
their tenure as rental, according to community 
representatives. This had serious implications for 
their role in decision-making with regard to the 
business of the co-operative. Non-participation, 
apathy, and the dubious role of the board impacted 
negatively on the overall functioning and social and 
economic sustainability of the project.

Respondents were asked what type of house would 
be their first choice and why, and what the form of 
tenure of their current accommodation was.

67.5% gave a freestanding formal house • 
as their first choice. Reasons included 
the desire to plant a garden; the need to 
extend the unit due to the demands on 
space of an extending family; and “because 
I want sole ownership”. Privacy and space 
were the most common reasons. 
Flats were the choice of only 27.5%. • 
Most of those who chose this option 
were motivated by the issue of “safety in 
numbers” – they felt  that safety and security 
were improved “because it accommodates 
more people around you”.
67.5% affirmed that the tenure of their • 
current accommodation was co-operative 
ownership. However, 15% said it was 
rental and 7.5% that it was rent-to-buy. 
2.5% believed their current tenure was 
instalment sale.

Humanly scaled space between buildings
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they owned the flat, 37.5% thought rentals 
(service charges) of less than R900 were 
acceptable. Of these respondents, 17.5% 
opted for rentals between R301 and R600 
and 20% for between R601 and R900. 30% 
of respondents put reasonable rentals at 
between R901 and R1,200 while 22.5% 
thought R1,201–R1,500 was suitable. Only 
2.5% felt that monthly rentals of more than 
R1,500 could be charged. 
92.5% of respondents thought that it was • 
affordable to live in co-operative housing. 
Only 2.5% deemed it to be too expensive.

3.7 Comments on house types offered
Beneficiaries could choose between one- and two-
bedroom units, or studio apartments, with different 
rentals. The units were designed in accordance with 
the criteria for social housing as outlined by the 
various role-players and experts in the social housing 
environment. Community representatives felt that 
the house types offered catered for most residents’ 
needs. Bedrooms are separate, but one has to pass 
through the bedroom to get to the bathroom of a 
one-bedroom unit. The one-bedroom units are not 
suitable for a family.

Households were asked about their housing options, 
to comment on the housing and house type offered 
and what they perceived to be the market value of 
their unit. Importantly, they were asked whether it 
was affordable to live in the unit.

When asked whether they had a choice of • 
what type of housing to live in, 50% replied 
that they did not, while 42.5% felt that 
they did. House types that tenants could 
choose from were: studio apartments and 
different sized one- and two-bedroom 
units. These types elicited 37.5% positive 
comments, focusing mainly on affordability. 
Depending on the household size, the units 
were regarded as “nice and spacious”. Most 
of the 27.5% negative comments were 
precisely the opposite: “Too small for my 
family”. Some also stemmed from tenants 
not receiving the unit they applied for (for 
example, receiving a one-bedroom unit 
when a two-bedroom unit was applied for) 
or that it was not in the block they wanted. 
20% of respondents did not know what • 
the perceived value of their housing unit 
was, and 2.5% of respondents did not 
answer the question. 22% valued their 
units at between R20,000 and R50,000, 
while 52.5% estimated it to be worth 
more than R50,000. It is alarming that only 
approximately half of the co-operative 
members realised the value of their 
properties. (As the total building cost per 
unit was R64,223 in 2000, the value of the 
units should be significantly higher by 2005, 
especially given the location of the project 
in the Newtown precinct).
When asked how much they thought they • 
could rent out their unit for per month if 

Back of one bedroom units and parking

3.8 Household satisfaction with 
housing unit and housing environment

Surveyed households were asked about their 
satisfaction with their housing unit and their housing 
environment. 

92.5% were satisfied with the area/• 
neighbourhood in which they lived: “It is 
central and convenient” and “it works well 
for people who don’t have cars”. Good 
maintenance, safety and security also 
played key roles in satisfaction levels. 
75% were happy with the size of their • 
units. Complaints regarding size came from 
households with children. The majority 
of respondents (85%) felt that they had  
enough privacy as parents and children 
had separate bedrooms and “everyone 
is minding their own business”. However, 
12.5% of respondents were dissatisfied, 
stating that “when somebody is staying 
above or next door, you can hear when 
they move things”. Complaints relating 
to the one-bedroom units with en suite 
bathroom were that “people pass through 
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my bedroom when they go to the toilet”.
60% were not bothered by noise from • 
neighbours while 32.5% considered it 
intrusive. 

Another reason mentioned by a few was 
“having your own space”.
82.5% felt that their quality of life was better • 
than that of people living in a freestanding 
RDP house. Motivations included:

“Having all facilities at your disposal.” 
“They (people in RDP houses) are too 
far from a lot of things; they have to pay 
more for transport.”
“Here it is better than RDP because 
you find trees, parking and security. 
There they just put you in the open 
space with nothing.”
“My lifestyle changed from poor to 
semi–rich.”
“We are in the city and close to school 
and work.”

Only 12.5% believed it was better to live in • 
an RDP house:

“The RDP house is better because you 
don’t have to pay now and then.”
“There is privacy.”
“Here isn’t enough space for kids to 
play”.

3.10 Complaints 
According to COPE, less than 10% of members 
complained about their units:25 

the biggest problem was fungi in bathrooms as • 
a result of condensation; 
complaints were also received over unit size – • 
some tenants moved to Troyeville Co -operative 

where there are bigger units;
problems related to maintenance such as faulty • 
geysers, broken doors and lights not working 
were regular complaints.  It was stated that 
some problems were caused by negligence of the 
members. COPE had a maintenance officer who 
inspected the premises; and
complaints were also received about board • 
members as well as incorrect procedures relating 
to tenders for service providers. Project officers 
and the board of directors were responsible to 
ensure that correct procedures were followed.

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints and if their complaints were attended to.

70% had no complaints, while 27.5% did. 
Complaints included bad ventilation, problems 
with electricity, cracked walls, need for interior 
re-painting, noise from neighbours and units 
being too small. The majority of households 

Two bedroom unit: Mr. Cele – a happy owner-tenant in his open 
plan kitchen and living area

Safe and secure environment close to the CBD

Community representatives reported that most 
residents formerly lived in Hillbrow or the 
townships, and that it is more secure and central in 
Newtown.  Another positive aspect is that “there is 
also no landlord interfering”. 

Respondents were asked whether their quality of 
life had improved since moving into the housing unit 
and how it compared with that of people living in a 
free-standing RDP house.

97.5% felt that their quality of life had • 
improved and none felt that it had not. 
Safety and security, and peace and quiet 
were the main reasons given for increased 
quality of life, followed closely by issues 
of affordability (i.e. transport costs) and 
good location: “Affordable rent and savings 
on transport, and very close to work”. 

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
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(65%) indicated that no organization/body 
had asked if there were any complaints, 17.5% 
of respondents did not know whether one 
had, and 15% said that one had done so. These 
bodies were the donors, City of Johannesburg 
Housing Department, and an organisation 
from Pretoria undertaking research. Of the 
15% who complained, 10% reported that the 
complaints had been attended to. Only 2.5% 
stated that no action was taken to address 
the complaints.

Residents logged complaints on a sheet provided at 
the security checkpoint. The maintenance committee 
representative would attend to the problem or, 
alternatively, contact subcontractors. Community 
representatives26 mentioned the following problems:

no airbricks;• 
cracks in walls (especially block F);• 
general building maintenance: The building • 
materials (paint and plaster, etc) require short- 
to medium-term attention. High arrears levels 
worsened the situation, as there was little or no 
money available for maintenance. Over time this 
problem will become even greater as maintenance 
problems become costlier to resolve;
buildings are not of high enough quality, • 
impacting on the maintenance;
leaking pipes between walls;• 
leaking roofs;• 
faulty geysers;• 
there were no carports, despite the need for • 
covered parking;
insufficient parking bays, leading to public open • 
space being used for parking and resulting 
conflict between children’s play needs, sporting 
activities and cars; 
speed bumps were needed as cars drive at high • 
speeds, resulting in two children being knocked 
over by reckless drivers in  2004;
residents using fire hoses to wash cars; and• 
the lack of community and social space within the • 
project, which was one of the biggest complaints.

3.11 Problems with the project 
manager/developer
The relationship between COPE and the NHC was 
not without complications.  According to community 
representatives, a co-operative is supposed to 
be governed by residents: for people, by people. 
However, they felt that COPE asserted too much 
power and had a top-down management style. 

COPE should have allowed the co-operative to run 
its own project and not overruled it. The staff turn-
over at COPE’s office resulted in the co-operative 
having to deal with new faces all the time.

They felt very strongly that evicting people did not 
solve any problems. COPE did not recover their 
losses, and should have been more creative in finding 
ways to recover their money and should have been 
stricter about late payments, for instance, by locking 
flats or electricity boxes. It was reported that some 
non-paying members who were evicted bought a 
house and car immediately after their eviction.

In the Fafo study, in response to the statement: “The 
board is responding quickly and effectively to residents’ 
complaints and suggestions”, 33.8% agreed and 47.9% 
disagreed. However, only 2.1% regarded the board as 
the body responsible for making decisions around the 
management of the buildings; rather, 82.3% named 
COPE. 40.1% had rated their relationship with the 
board as “very good/excellent” or “good” compared 
with 44.5% for their relationship with COPE.

3.12 Secondary housing market
Although sub-letting is not allowed under the Co-
operatives Act, community representatives estimated 
that 5% of residents do sub-let their units. Rentals 
for subletting were usually in the region of R1,200 
per month per unit, as the member had to make a 
profit (± R400). Illegal occupants therefore pay much 
more. On application, a member had to stipulate 
beneficiaries for future transfer of his/her property. 
If this is not done, it is regarded as sub-letting. Five 
members had transferred their ownership to family 
members. In a co-operative model, members cannot 
sell their units to anyone as members have equity 
shares in the co-operative. On exit, members are 
entitled to an exit payment consisting of the equity 
plus a valuation of escalated value of the unit.

4. Project finance27

The development of the project was financed 
through government’s institutional housing subsidy 
(30%), an equity contribution from members of the 
co-operative (4%), and a long-term loan (bridging 
finance) from the NHFC (66%) that was to be paid 
off over 20 years. Monthly charges (rentals) were used 
for repayment of the NHFC loan plus contributions 
to a ‘levy fund’ that provided for insurances, building 
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maintenance and repairs and services such as security 
and garden maintenance, as well as the payment of a 
property management fee to COPE (COPE did not 
seek a return on the asset value). Repayment of the 
loan was jeopardised due to co-operative members’ 
non-payment or irregular payment. Community 
representatives reported that members did not have 
clarity on the term of payment – whether it was 20 
years or five years. They emphasised the importance 
of tenants knowing for how long they would pay rent. 

The loan, the subsidy and the equity were used for the 
construction of the project.  After the loan is paid off, 
co-operative members only pay for services. According 
to COPE’s credit controller, the interest rate of the 
NHFC loan was reduced by ringfencing old debt and 
paying it off monthly. In doing so, COPE managed to 
reduce the interest rate from 17% to 11%.

The total subsidy amount approved for the 351 
units was R5,616,000 (R16,000 per unit). An 
additional amount of R842,400 was approved as 
15% for geotechnical conditions, to total R18,400 
per unit or a grand total of R6,458,400.  The average 
unit price ranged was between R60,000 and 
R65,000. Development costs excluded the input 
of additional funding, such as for capacity building 
and training. According to COPE there were no 
problems experienced with subsidy payments. 

Table 47: Budget allocation28

Item Total 
project (R) Per unit (R)

Land 1,227,942 3,498

Project management, 
administration, 
professional fees

2,049,987 5,840

Infrastructure, services, 
top structure 15,532,013 44,251

Bridging finance cost 
and interest 628,000 1,790

Additional work, e.g. 
carpets, landscaping 3,104,305 8,844

TOTAL 22,542,247 64,223

Respondents were asked to give details about the 
subsidy amount received.

30% of households interviewed who were 
recipients of the subsidy, did not know how 
much their subsidy was. 67% of respondents 
could provide the subsidy amount they 
qualified for. 

COPE used a consolidated billing system that billed 
for monthly charges, water and electricity. This allowed 
for monitoring of bulk consumption and members’ 
arrear payments. However, when members failed to 
pay their monthly charges, they were also not paying 
service charges, putting a financial burden on COPE.  
The Credit Control department was responsible for 
collecting monthly service charges. Members were 
contacted in writing and telephonically when defaults 
were detected. In cases of non-payment, members 
were handed over to debt collectors, and eventually 
for evictions. In 2003 95 members were evicted 
through an order from the High Court.  The financial 
model used by COPE resulted in very affordable 
and competitive monthly charges, but due to rising 
construction costs, it was fairly difficult to replicate 
this kind of development.29 The NHC Business Plan 
(1999) set out the risk analysis for the co-operative 
as follows:

External risks 
high interest rates and development costs;• 
delays in approving development finance by • 
financial institutions;
local residents opposing the development; • 
and
delays in approval of subsidies.• 

Internal risks
monthly charges default; and• 
no quick replacement of members leaving • 
the scheme.

According to COPE staff, there were no increases in 
service charges. For instance, residents paid a fixed 
amount for electricity that did not keep up with 
increases. At the time of conducting the interview, 
COPE believed that the lowest rent should be 
R900 per month, but it was in fact in the region of 
R700 per month. The COPE Housing Association 
had a deficit of R1.5 million. This happened despite 
the fact that the board had the power to affect 
increases. The situation enhanced the importance 
of a stable, empowered and sufficiently capacitated 
board. COPE recommended that representatives 
from the NHFC, COPE, the provincial government 
and co-operative members serve on the board. 

Members saved through COPE’S savings club. These 
were formed for future residents of COPE housing 
projects who wanted to save for the equity they had 
to pay before occupying a unit. Prospective members 
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paid a deposit, which included an electricity deposit 
(R2,200 for one-bedroom units; R2,500 for two-
bedroom units) and their first monthly charges, 
excluding electricity (R710–R730 for one-bedroom 
units; R835–R850 for two-bedroom units). This 
covered the capital and operating costs. The COPE 
savings clubs had a separate constitution with 
founding members and an executive committee. The 
committee had an agreement with COPE Housing 
Association to manage the club. The purpose of the 
club was to:

demonstrate members’ ability to pay monthly • 
charges; and
ensure that members had the required equity • 
before moving into a housing unit.

COPE Housing Association managed the club by: 
making sure that all deposit slips were properly • 
filed;
obtaining monthly statements from the bank to • 
determine how much had been deposited and 
any interest accrued and the bank charges paid;
providing quarterly financial statements to the • 
members; and
keeping a register which indicated the amounts • 
paid by each member.

5. Service provision
The City of Johannesburg maintains services such as 
roads, water and sewer mains.  Water and electricity 
are included in the monthly charges.

5.1 Non-payment of services
Charges for the NHC were relatively low but 
despite this, non-payment levels were as high as 
24%. High arrears levels impacted negatively on 
the sustainability of the model. Reasons for non-
payment included the following:30

A misunderstanding of the subsidy allocations • 
resulting in an attitude of entitlement – An 
institutional subsidy is awarded to the housing 
institution based on the qualification of an 
individual beneficiary, and not to the individual, 
as in the case of the RDP type housing model. 
There was a misconception among some 
members that the unit was rightfully theirs and 
they should not pay any monthly charges.
Non-payment by board members – • Co-
operative members followed the example 
of board members who did not pay monthly 

charges but against whom no action was 
taken. Consequently, members in arrears 
were prevented from serving on the board by 
enforcing certain co-operative agreements.
Financial difficulties of co-operative members•  
– Home-ownership brings about additional 
financial responsibilities that may be problematic 
to some households. Yet, there appeared to 
be a tendency to prioritise other payments 
(such as hire purchase accounts for furniture) 
above monthly charges. This indicates that the 
repossession of items holds a more immediate 
threat than failure to pay for accommodation. 
Genuine hardship as a result of unemployment 
or ill health poses serious problems to social 
housing institutions.
Lengthy period of carrying out eviction procedures • 
– Certain members exploit this. A clear 
eviction procedure in line with legislation (the 
Prevention of Illegal Eviction Act) is necessary 
to ensure that the eviction is carried out.

COPE, as the developer of the project, was 
responsible for accessing subsidies and securing the 
NHFC loan on behalf of the co-operative. However, 
the co-operative was responsible for servicing the 
loan, and full ownership of the co-operative would 
not be passed to the members until the loan had 
been paid in full – there was a binding clause that 
the agreement could not be terminated (until the 
loans had been paid off) without written agreement 
from the funders of the project. At some stage, 
many members, including board members, were in 
arrears. Problems with the property management 
agreements and structuring of the board made 
evictions difficult as they could not take place 
without a written resolution from the board. This 
weakness in the co-operative’s statutes prevented 
COPE from managing defaults and evictions. 
Consequently, the relevant agreements have been 
amended, allowing evictions to be carried out 
without reference to the board.

According to a board member, there had not been 
any service cut-offs, but in 2003, approximately 90 
members were evicted en masse due to non-payment.  
Although they were financially in a position to pay 
their service charges, they demanded even lower 
charges. The resulting legal battle with COPE caused 
division in the community. In November 2004, 60 
members were meant to be evicted, but 33 made 
overdue payments. At the time of the interviews for 
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the present research, 27 members still remained to 
be evicted, with three members owing more than 
R5,000. The board had the last word on evictions, 
but was generally too generous.

Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if no payment was made, 
to state the reason. Households also had to state 
their monthly expenditure on other energy sources 
(e.g. gas or paraffin) and on transport.

All households reported that they were • 
paying for water and electricity – water was 
included in the monthly service charge and 
electricity was metered. Households paid 
R50, R75 or R100 for water, depending on 
their unit size, and rentals were between 
R500 and R1,000 (see service charge 
breakdown above). 
No household interviewed spent money • 
on other energy sources. 12.5% had no 
transport expenditure as most of them 
worked in the vicinity. However, 45% did 
not answer this question: it is possible 
that the percentage of tenants with no 
transport expenditure could be more. 30% 
spent between R201and R400 per month 
on transport, with only 5% spending up to 
R200 and 7.5% spending between R401 
and R600. Medians for paying households 
were: R75 for rates and water and R300 
for transport. Insufficient information was 
obtained for spending on electricity and 
no households reported expenditure on 
other energy sources.

5.2 Problems with service delivery/
infrastructure maintenance
Problems included:

the refuse skip is not always cleaned regularly;• 
stormwater drainage is inefficient as ponding • 
occurs on driveways and next to units’ doors, 
and heavy rains lead to water penetrating units. 
A civil engineer assisted in grading/levelling the 
site; 
sewerage pipes running underneath units burst, • 
causing sewerage to leak into ground floor 
units; 
water and sewerage pipes were exposed and were • 
sometimes unwittingly damaged by children;
electricity meters did not function well,  • 
resulting in incorrect meter readings and 
residents paying flat rates. Residents did not 

know where their electricity meters were;
incorrect connection of stoves to electricity • 
outlets were remedied by organising an 
electrician on standby to educate residents; and
sewer blockages occurred through residents’ • 
ignorance, highlighting the importance of 
consumer/home owner education.

5.3 Post implementation
COPE continued capacity building, education and 
training sessions with co-operative members and 
the board. The institute for Applied Social Sciences 
surveyed members of the NHC as part of their 
Survey Among Residents in the Housing Co-operatives 
in Johannesburg. 

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

Repayment of the bond. Most members did not • 
understand the significance of the co-operative 
paying off the bond. It is important that all 
members are aware of the implications of them 
not paying their monthly service charges. They 
felt that COPE should have been much stricter 
in terms of non-paying members.
Miscommunication between the co-operative • 
and COPE.  Monthly meetings did not take place 
on a regular basis – only when problems arose 
that needed to be addressed immediately.
The development did not adequately cater for • 
the needs of children. There was a need for play 
equipment. The fact that parking encroaches 
onto the public open space and play areas for 
children, and therefore creates conflict, is a 
matter of concern.
COPE did not always pay contractors on time.• 
Security needed to be enforced more strictly.• 

Project manager
The size of the complex (351 units) was deemed • 
to be too big. This resulted in a concentrated 
high risk profile, for example if something went 
wrong in the retail industry in Newtown, the 
project would be affected substantially.  A more 
diverse member base was needed. However, 
this was not feasible for this project as it was 
open to people employed in Newtown.
Inadequate community facilities to support • 
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residents. The local authority lacks capacity and 
is thus giving priority to deliver infrastructure 
e.g. bulk sewer upgrades rather than social 
facilities e.g. libraries.
Getting the NHFC loan was a challenge, which • 
they met.
The default rate and breaking of house rules • 
affected everyone in the project negatively.
The board of directors had hidden agendas.• 

Residents:
The majority of complaints centred on • 
an adequate play area and equipment 
for children. Secondly, concerns were 
raised with regard to the low levels of 
participation by residents and the fact that 
“there is no unity in the community”. 
The need was expressed for “better • 
communication between us and our service 
providers”. Related to this is the issue of 
members’ understanding of tenure and the 
related responsibility with regard to payment: 
clarity was needed “about the payment of 
the bond” and “whether the payment is five 
years”. One member remarked that “I have 
been here for five years and I still have no 
clarity about my bond”, while another was 
concerned that “when you die they take 
your kids out of the house”.
No significant comments were received • 
about maintenance and quality of the 
buildings, except that buildings are due for a 
re-paint “because it doesn’t look good now”.

6.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
Community representatives
The project was able to accommodate a large number 
of people who did not have adequate housing and 
who were not able to afford a bond. It was affordable 
compared with other flats in the area and in the CBD. 
People should only have the right to complain if they 
paid their monthly service charges.  The project offered 
capacity building opportunities for residents. 

Project manager
This was the first housing co-operative to be registered 
officially in South Africa. It was based on the belief that 
residents are in the best position to make decisions 
about their housing and that they can benefit by 
sharing the cost of financing and management without 
requiring a large financial outlay. 

Co-operative housing provides many benefits, 
including:12

offering affordable ownership to people who • 
otherwise would not be able to access housing 
loans on their own;
secure, long-term tenure, with the right of • 
inheritance so units can be transferred to a 
member’s nominated relatives; and
upon leaving the co-operative members are • 
entitled to an exit repayment after a determined 
period.

Residents:
Affordability: “Pay less rent than other • 
places”; “less rent and a flat rate for water 
and electricity”; “nice and cheap”.
Maintenance: “Neat inside and outside”; • 
“maintained and cleaned by the cleaning 
company”.
Good location: “It is next to town and • 
entertainment areas and it accommodates 
a lot of people”; “transport is always 
available”; “easy access to shops, schools 
and bus stop”.
Safety: “We have 24 hours security”; “our • 
kids can play wherever they like”; “there is 
peace of mind; especially at night”.

In general respondents felt that “more such 
projects should be put into place to assist those 
who cannot afford to have their own properties 
or buy”, but that “government should assist 
more with the rental problem”. “It is a good 
project for lower-income people.”

7. Learnings and lessons 
from Newton Urban Village
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

Good location of housing for lower-• 
income households plays a significant role 
in the sustainability of the overall housing 
environment. Less time and money are 
spent on travelling, breadwinners are close 
to employment opportunities and other 
household members have access to amenities.
Safety and security, peace and quiet, • 
affordability and good location were 
the most significant factors contributing 
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to respondents’ perception of the project 
improving their quality of life.
Nearly all tenants thought that it was • 
affordable to live in the co-operative. This 
correlates with the fact that 8% of tenants 
have monthly incomes above R2,500. Another 
contributing factor may also be the fact that 
service charges are below their supposed 
levels. 
As long as members are able to sustain their • 
monthly charges, the co-operative housing 
option provides members with long-term 
security of tenure.
Access to facilities inside the project,•  
such as a meeting hall, dedicated play area 
and equipment for children, as well as issues 
such as regular refuse collection and lighting 
of communal areas, play an important role in 
social cohesion and satisfaction with the overall 
housing environment.
The use of • low maintenance building 
materials saves costs over the longer 
term, especially in the case of cost flows for 
maintenance due to arrears or financial difficulty 
of the co-operative; for instance, during times 
of hardship the NHC could not paint buildings.
Men and women have different needs and • 
perceptions in terms of safety and security. 
Proportional female representation on 
the board is important in terms of decision 
making and addressing gender-specific problems 
effectively and equitably. Strict security 
measures make residents feel at ease.
Residents felt that there was • no need for 
space for small businesses as the project 
is located close to commercial opportunities. 
Community representatives felt that if such 
facilities were to be provided, they should be 
located outside the gate area and not inside 
the project to avoid compromising security and 
tenants’ privacy.

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

Only half of the tenants more or less • 
knew what their housing units were 
worth. This has implications for the way in 
which tenants maintain their units and regard 
their overall living environment.
Members of the co-operative are required to • 
actively participate in governance and 

decision-making through the co-operative 
board structure to jointly and democratically 
control the property. Members understanding 
and exercising their rights and responsibilities 
are crucial to the sustainability of the co-
operative. Non-participation, indifference and 
uncertainty about roles and responsibilities are 
problematic.
Co-operative members should understand the • 
extent of the benefit for members leaving 
the co-operative: they are theoretically 
entitled to an exit payment consisting of the 
equity plus a valuation of the escalated value 
of the unit. It is not the same as selling the 
unit – they have ‘ownership’ of the unit (equity 
within the co-operative, as the co-operative is 
a collective owner) on condition they pay their 
monthly charges. In this way, members are 
regarded as owner-tenants.
Levels of • community participation were 
relatively low in the NHC, with nearly two-
thirds of respondents dissatisfied with the 
community participation processes. Effective 
communication by management and the board, 
sustained information on the functioning of a co-
operative, and regular attendance of meetings and 
workshops by members underlie sustainability.
The board of directors has to be democratically • 
elected and its members must be exemplary 
members of the co-operative in order to 
uphold the board’s integrity. 
Education and capacity building of • 
government officials with regard to the 
functioning of a co-operative are extremely 
important. According to the housing officer 
at COPE, they should have electronic and 
easy access to the Deeds Office. The housing 
association should not pay to make use of 
the Deeds Office’s services. The Deeds Office 
uses a system where subsidies are allocated to 
individuals. Institutional subsidies are allocated 
to units. This caused delays. Access to the 
provincial government’s system would also 
cut out a lot of red-tape. Furthermore, the 
Housing Code does not allow COPE to do an 
ITC check – co-operative housing is different 
from RDP housing and this should be allowed.
Grouping of different social housing • 
projects into a housing precinct brings 
about benefits such as sharing of facilities 
and services and leveraging improved service 
delivery from government.
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The • impact of higher-density housing 
projects with regard to increased 
pressure on service delivery and social 
facilities such as schools and clinics has to be 
taken into account when planning these types 
of developments.
Freestanding formal housing was the • 
house type of choice of two-thirds of 
residents. Factors contributing most strongly 
to this choice were issues of privacy and space 
while those who preferred medium-density 
housing options were motivated by higher 
levels of safety and security. 
There is a need for clarity among co-operative • 
members about the terms and importance of 
repayment of the loan: their non-payment 
or irregular payment jeopardised the financial 
sustainability of the project. It is critical that 
members understand that after the loan has 
been paid off, they are still obliged to pay 
monthly service charges towards the 
running of the co-operative.
It is of key importance that members attend • 
training and information sessions and 
that prospective co-operative members 
demonstrate they understand the concept 
of housing co-operatives. New co-
operative members should know exactly 
how the co-operative functions – ongoing 
training is therefore essential for both new and 
longstanding residents.  A third of co-operative 
members did not know that their tenure was 
co-operative ownership. This had serious 
implications, especially for the co-operative’s 
economic and institutional sustainability. The 
long-term empowerment of the residents in 
understanding and exercising their rights and 
responsibilities with regard to housing has been 
a challenge for the co-operative and COPE. 
The project illustrated the • importance of a 
savings club to demonstrate members’ ability 
to pay monthly charges and to ensure that they 
had the required equity.  Co-operative members 
must prioritise their payment of monthly 
service charges for their housing. COPE 
staff asserted that economic sustainability had 
to do with co-operative members prioritising 
household expenditure, as well as “a way of 
living” – tenants tended to buy luxury goods 
instead of paying their service charges. Some 
of the issues impacting negatively on the 
sustainability of the project included:

members not wanting to take responsibility, • 
but “wanting things for free: “People want 
to be pitied – for some it is a gravy train. 
They do not want to understand the 
model. They want a sense of ownership, but 
don’t want to do anything for themselves. 
Some people should rather apply for RDP 
housing”;
power struggles between members; and • 
taking on members who cannot afford the • 
monthly charges. Co-operative housing is 
only affordable to people who earn more 
than R2,500 per month if not more than 
30% of gross monthly income should be 
spent on housing. The banking sector 
should also be involved in terms of lending 
to prospective members.

At the time of the research, COPE could only • 
liaise with residents through the board of 
directors as COPE was not a member of the 
board. This caused problems in COPE’s liaison 
with the co-operative because the board 
had experienced irregularity in membership. 
According to COPE’s credit controller, COPE, 
the NHFC, the Provincial Administration 
and co-operative members must have 
representation on the board. This would 
have allowed COPE, for instance, to have more 
authority to supervise monthly increases. 
Property management agreements and 
structuring of the board are crucial. It appeared 
that the challenge in COPE’s relationship with 
the co-operative was to find a balance between 
too much and too little management. 
After the liquidation of COPE Housing • 
Association, the Social Housing Foundation put 
forward the following lessons:31

the continuous housing co-operative model • 
requires high start-up costs and ongoing 
income for management services provided 
by the housing management company; 
both capital costs (development costs) • 
and operational costs (monthly charges) 
must make funding provision for training 
and capacity development to ensure 
sustainability; and 
for the most part people do not join a • 
housing co-operative to be part of a co-
operative grouping, but to access housing 
units as individuals.
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7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

Local economic development oppor-• 
tunities were created: co-operative members 
sub-contracted to do the project’s cleaning, 
maintenance and refuse removal. 
Although government subsidies were accessed • 
and costs were reduced through high-density 
planning, the development would not have 
been possible without access to additional 
funding – nearly 75% of total costs.

7.4 Environmental sustainability
The absence of energy saving and 
environmentally sustainable technologies 
and design is conspicuous.  Energy and water 
saving technology and information did not rank 
on the list of priorities.  However, the youth group 
initiated a recycling project.

7.5 Partnerships
COPE demonstrated the • importance of 
partnerships (both financial and otherwise) 
with organisations such as the Federation of 
Co-operative Housing Associations in Norway, 
Rooftops Canada and others, to develop 
appropriate legal, financial and regulatory 
frameworks, as well as sourcing the funding and 
technical assistance necessary for co-operative 
housing to become viable. COPE Trust, a 
bridging finance mechanism, was funded with 
Norwegian donor funding.

COPE contributed significantly to the • 
development of a South African co-
operative model based on international best 
practice and assistance.
Risk management strategies•  devised by 
COPE included:

negotiations with the financial institution • 
for reasonable interest rates;
an agreement with the developer/• 
contractor on feasible costs of product;
meetings and agreements with financial • 
institutions to speed up approvals;
a presentation to community organisations/• 
structures about the project;
an advertising and promotion campaign;• 
adding a percentage onto the monthly • 
charges to take account of vacancies; 
providing guarantees for defaults through • 
relevant institutions; and
COPE providing the development and • 
property management services.

COPE budgeted • 5% for vacancy and 
defaults, and a hardship cover for a reprieve 
on payments for members in real difficulty has 
been included in the monthly charge structure. 
COPE used a • consolidated billing system 
for monthly charges, water and electricity. It 
allowed for monitoring of bulk consumption and 
members’ arrear payments. However, should 
members have failed to pay their monthly 
charges, they would also not be paying service 
charges, putting a financial burden on COPE.
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Date of project completion 2002

Project type Cape Town Community Housing Company (CTCHC) projects were part of a programme to 
provide an alternative to RDP housing for aspiring home-owners whose combined household 
income situates them in the ‘gap market’.1 The CTCHC introduced higher, more appropriate urban 
densities and innovative urban design and architectural configurations. Stock Road is a greenfield 
development with no identified local community.

Location In the Philippi East area of the Cape Flats, adjacent to the Joe Gqabi regional transport 
interchange.

Municipality City of Cape Town.

Province Western Cape Province.

Developer Developed and managed by the CTCHC, a special-purpose vehicle and current social housing 
institution partner of the City of Cape Town (the City) that builds, manages and maintains housing 
in a housing association.

Project partnerships The CTCHC was initiated by the City, which is a 50% shareholder in it.

Project size 605 semi-detached double and single storey units and free-standing units.

Tenure type Individual ownership (instalment sale).

Density Gross residential density of approximately 64 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Institutional subsidy, top-up funding from the City, an NHFC loan and end-user finance

4. STOCK ROAD

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
The Stock Road project is part of the CTCHC’s 
housing programme in Mitchells Plain, Hanover Park, 
Gugulethu, Philippi and Heideveld. The controversial 
CTCHC was established by the City and the 
National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC) 
in 1999 as a special-purpose vehicle for delivery of 
affordable housing. The CTCHC was established 
as a private company, not a Section 21 company 
or a municipal entity. The board of directors are 
nominated by either the City or the NHFC. Several 
City officials, such as the City Manager and the 
Director of Housing, were obliged to be directors 
of the CTCHC, causing severe conflicts of interest 
and blurring the line between the public and private 
sphere.2 Currently, the CTCHC is one of the City’s 
three institutional partners in social housing. 

The CTCHC encouraged people to join the housing 
association as they would be enabled to:3

buy and live in affordable housing;• 
have the opportunity to live harmoniously • 
in a community because there are rules and 
regulations to make sure that everyone is 
treated equally and fairly; and
have the opportunity of becoming homeowners.• 

The CTCHC stated the ‘golden rules’ of living in a 
housing association as follows:4

be neighbourly;• 
make your house safe;• 
look after your environment;• 
be considerate of others;• 
respect your neighbour’s right to privacy;• 
pay for your services;• 
be proud of your home; and• 
build your housing association into a good role • 
model in your society.

As a 50% shareholder in the company, the City supplied 
start-up capital and made land available, giving first 
option to the CTCHC on all vacant land it owned. 
Upfront approval of 3,600 institutional subsidies for 
the overall programme was eventually obtained for 
CTCHC from the Western Cape Provincial Housing 
Board, but due to budget cuts for the Western Cape, 
the City’s Special Operating Account was initially 
used to fund the CTCHC in lieu of the awaited 
provincial subsidies. Institutional subsidies for all 605 
units constructed in the Stock Road project were 

SR
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approved and the payout took approximately eight 
months. Construction started in September 2000 and 
was completed in January 2002. Beneficiaries were 
required to make an additional monthly contribution 
(instalment) over a four- or five-year period over and 
above the subsidy whereafter beneficiaries would 
receive transfer of ownership. 

However, the project was ridden with irregularities 
from both the side of government (local and provincial) 
and the CTCHC regarding planning and other approval 
procedures (LUPO, zoning, subdivision, environmental 
legislation, etc.). The CTCHC entered into legally 
binding contracts with the City, the Western Cape 
provincial government and the beneficiaries, but “failed 
to adhere to many of these prescribed processes, 
seemingly often with the knowledge of both the 
City and the Provincial authorities”.5 For instance, 
a formally constituted land availability agreement 
between the City and the CTCHC to set targets, 
timeframes, responsibilities and other guidelines 
regarding the transfer of land from the City to the 
CTCHC was never concluded. Until as recent as mid- 
2006, the CTCHC had failed to transfer ownership 
to beneficiaries who had paid their instalments in full, 
mainly due to the fact that ownership of the land on 
which the project is located had not been transferred 
to the CTCHC by the City. 

Furthermore, it is a pre-requisite that the institution 
applying for a subsidy be the owner of the land on 
which a proposed project is to be developed, but 
no stipulation regarding ownership of the land 
was made in the subsidy agreements entered into 
between the Provincial Housing Development 
Board (PHDB) and the CTCHC. 

The National Housing Code stipulates that com-
pleted houses may only be occupied if the municipal 
building inspectors have issued Certificates of 
Occupation, which are normally also a precondition 
for the release of institutional subsidy funding to 
a developer. However, these certificates were not 
issued. 

To make matters worse, the CTCHC houses were 
not built in terms of Housing Code conditions, also 
circumventing many prescribed national building 
regulations, and both the City and the CTCHC were 
aware of this at the time. The City refused to approve 
the building plans and therefore did not schedule 
the prescribed site visits by building inspectors and 

thus never inspected the CTCHC houses at the 
specified stages during the building process. This 
led to the contractors working unchecked, often 
using sub-standard building materials and ignoring 
nationally legislated building standards.6

By  August 2007, the relationship between the CTCHC, 
the City and the beneficiaries was still complex. A 
great deal of the responsibility lies with the CTCHC 
and the City especially against the backdrop of political 
change and bureaucratic re-structuring. In addition, 
the provincial government also failed to set rigorous 
subsidy conditions for the CTCHC. The real victims 
are the beneficiaries who are expected to adhere to 
their obligations in terms of the (several) contracts 
that they have signed with CTCHC, despite the fact 
that neither the CTCHC nor the City have delivered 
on many of their obligations to the beneficiaries7. 

1.2 Project history
Tenants of the CTCHC projects have had a long 
battle with the CTCHC and the City, which has 
received wide media coverage. Contentious issues 
include the amounts of their monthly instalments, 
the fact that they had no title deeds or approved 
plans more than four years after completion of the 
project, and the poor quality of the units. Official 
engineering reports by Liebenberg & Stander 
confirmed that houses were materially defective:9 

CTCHC residents’ battle continues: 
Cape Times, August 22, 20078
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walls did not comply with the National • 
Building Regulations as they were constructed 
of substandard concrete blocks and were 
unplastered;
paint did not conform to the necessary quality • 
standards;
internal walls were not keyed into external • 
walls, but against them;
gable walls were unsupported;• 
no lintels had been provided over doorways or • 
windows, resulting in cracks;
roofs were neither properly fixed on nor • 
sufficiently strapped into walls, which could 
result in them being blown off by strong winds, 
particularly in Cape Town;
problems were experienced with rising damp;• 
window and door frames were not the hot • 
dipped galvanized window frames required by 
National Building Regulations, and displayed 
evidence of corrosion; and
staircases were not safe for domestic use.  • 

“WILL YOUR INSTALMENT BE THE SAME AS 
YOUR SAVINGS AMOUNT?
If you choose a 40sq meter house you will have 
to save a minimum of R50.00 per month for six 
months. The instalment you will pay when you take 
occupation will be more than R50.00 per month. 
The instalment you pay is based on the size and 
cost of the house at the time you move in. The 
savings amount you are paying now will be less 
than what your instalment will be, this is because 
you are now paying for rent somewhere else. When 
you work out your affordability you must do the 
budget exercise using the instalment amount and 
not what you are saving now.”

Beneficiaries asserted that the costs of units were 
not communicated to them and felt that they were 
entitled to withhold payment in terms of common 
law due to the fact that the CTCHC was in breach 
of their contract regarding misleading marketing and 
the delivery of defective housing.10 In addition, the 
fact that houses had no roof certificates as required 
by legislation, occupation certificates as required by 
the statutes or approved plans by the local authority, 
meant the houses could not be transferred into a 
beneficiary’s name.  Tenants also alleged that the 
semi-detached double-storey houses which were 
handed over to them were not the same as the free-
standing show houses they viewed.  In an interview 
for the present research, a representative of the 
CTCHC remarked that the purpose of the show 
house was to give an indication of the size of units, 
and not to show the actual house.11

Tenants of Stock Road formed a committee to 
contest the structural and maintenance issues as well 
as the contracts. They organised a rent boycott that 
lasted for around two years. Consequently, tenants 
of the Stock Road project appointed an attorney to 
pursue the matter on their behalf, who suggested 
that a trust fund be formed so that tenants could 
pay their monthly trust funds into it. Tenants paid 
the amounts originally agreed upon of between R50 
and R350 into the trust pending the settlement. 
However, the tenants were defrauded by the 
attorney, and following an urgent application brought 
by the Cape Law Society to the Cape High Court, he 
was disbarred in May 2004.12 The CTCHC advised 
those affected by the lawyer’s actions, especially 
those with legal actions pending against them and 
who had not yet responded to their newsletters, to 

Shoddy workmanship

Additionally, tenants claimed that the original 
monthly instalments agreed upon in 1999 were R350 
for a three-bedroom unit (executive) with geyser, 
ceilings and electrical fittings, R250 for a standard 
three-bedroom unit, R150 for two bedrooms and 
R50 for a one-bedroom unit. However, the 23-page 
contract they signed before occupation, (which 
most did not seem to have understood properly), 
stipulated monthly instalments in schedules to the 
sales agreement of as much as R790 for a three-
bedroom unit. The following quote from the 
training manual dated 8 November 2000, stated 
that instalments would be more than the savings 
amounts:
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see the CTCHC Client Contact Centres.13 Tenants 
were informed by the Cape Law Society that they 
were entitled to dispute their liability for payment of 
fees for work done by the attorney, and could claim 
monies back which were being held in trust. Most 
beneficiaries did so successfully.

However, Stock Road tenants feared evictions 
following the sudden disappearance of their lawyer. 
In 2003 five beneficiaries were evicted. Eight were 
arrested during July/August 2004, but the case 
was withdrawn. Tenants of the CTCHC sued the 
company. In August 2004 the CTCHC entered into 
a Memorandum of Understanding with the Stock 
Road Committee about specific issues related to the 
management and administration of the development. 
In November 2004 community representatives of 
the affected communities met with the Ministry 
of Local Government and Housing. Subsequent 
meetings were arranged with all stakeholders (such 
as the CTCHC, the NHFC and the City). The Legal 
Resources Centre agreed to engage with the Municipal 
Manager and advised tenants to resume payment of 
the initial amounts agreed upon. Beneficiaries were 
also supported by COSATU. The ANC demanded 
that evictions be stopped, court orders withdrawn 
and that the UniCity intervene immediately. 

Later in November 2004, some tenants of the 
villages built by the CTCHC, including Stock Road 
tenants, marched to Parliament and handed over 
a memorandum to the National Housing Minister, 
Lindiwe Sisulu. The march was the result of high 
levels of frustration around the housing crisis. Issues 
at hand were the poor quality of the housing (which 
tenants believed was the result of cost minimisation 
by the CTCHC that entailed cheap labour and cheap 
materials), and “poor management” by the CTCHC. 
The tenants viewed the latter as exploitative, as poor 
people had to pay up to R790 per month for four 
years as opposed to the original amount of R350 per 
month over the same time period. 

Tenants felt that the project was initiated as a means 
to alleviate the housing need of the poor, but that 
it had not succeeded in doing this. The majority of 
beneficiaries were households headed by single 
people, pensioners, disabled people, and domestic 
workers, who were unable to afford their instalment 
payments. Nor had houses been approved by the 
Department of Housing or the City, meaning that 
there were no approved plans available to tenants – 

this despite the fact that the project was completed 
over two years earlier.14 The CTCHC agreed to 
take responsibility and bear the costs for structural 
defects confirmed by a qualified engineer, as well as 
latent defects related to plumbing work confirmed by 
their technical staff. It consented to the reoccupation 
of houses by evicted tenants and agreed that their 
instalment purchase agreements be reinstated on 
certain conditions, one of which was that they enter 
into an ‘affordability programme’ which included a 
reduction on the balance owing and a longer period 
of payment, reducing the urgency for the transfer of 
land (see Project Finance later in this case study for 
details). Community representatives alleged that not 
everything the community requested was included 
in the agreement.15 Nevertheless, roughly 85% of 
tenants started paying according to the affordability 
programme and signed new agreements, while some 
still paid the original amounts.16 

The City and the NHFC made funds available to 
rectify problems associated with the CTCHC 
by means of a remedial programme based on 
the Southern Cape Coastal Condensation Area 
criteria. Project committees were set up for the 
different villages consisting of a ward councillor, 
four nominated members who were tenants in the 
housing project, a project facilitator who was an 
official of the City, a representative of the CTCHC 
and a representative of the project managers. The 
remedial plan comprised the external skin plastering 
of houses to protect them from water penetration, 
external painting, the replacement of hardwood 
doors, installation of gutters and down pipes, replacing 
of cracked roof tiles, replacement of facia and barge 
boards, repair of geysers that were reported faulty, 
and the modification and renovation of all defective 
windows. The remedial work started in the latter half 
of 2004 and was completed at the beginning of 2005. 
Payment and management problems were reported 
by community representatives, as well as complaints 
regarding the employment of untrained tenants to 
undertake remedial work, compromising the quality 
of work.17

A CTCHC newsletter circulated to tenants in February 
2005 stated that a number of clients were in arrears 
with their payments and the CTCHC was instituting 
legal action against them, which would lead to eviction. 
These tenants included defaulting clients who did not 
join the affordability programme, and those who joined 
but failed to meet their contractual commitments.
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It was reported that in December 2006 the City 
decided to sell certain of its shareholdings in the 
CTCHC to ensure legal compliance with the 
provisions of the Municipal Finance Management Act. 
However, the City is not completely withdrawing 
from the CTCHC, but will continue to operate as a 
service provider to the company for “social housing 
development and administration”.18

To defray the huge cost that would be incurred 
to the CTCHC of purchasing all the land at once, 
the City agreed to transfer properties individually 
as soon as each beneficiary paid in full, i.e. The 
CTCHC would pay for the erven one at a time.19 
A CTCHC social facilitator reported in August 
2007 that “simultaneous transfers” were taking 
place.  Twenty-nine transfers had been lodged at the 
Deeds Office, of which 26 were registered. Twenty-
two beneficiaries had received title deeds. 

The CTCHC has refined and improved the screening 
process for potential beneficiaries: new applicants are 
still placed in the R3,500 income bracket in order 
to qualify for the institutional housing subsidy, are 
required to have a clear ITC record and must have 
a disposable monthly income of at least R1,500 (after 

debt and rent deductions).20 However, the CTCHC 
claim in their company profile that their client base is 
drawn from the ‘gap market’ where household income 
is roughly between R3,500 and R7,500 per month.21 
This has serious implications for affordability. 

According to the CTCHC, stricter financial measures 
are necessary as its debt will not be written off by 
government. Therefore, evictions of non-paying clients 
would be effected by the end of September 2007.22 
Furthermore, based on an engineering forensic 
audit completed by the NHBRC at the beginning 
of 2007, the CTCHC instituted a new ‘rectification 
programme’ ‘to bring all houses up to standard’.23 
Each housing unit was investigated and beneficiaries 
were encouraged to report construction (not 
maintenance) defects. Forensic investigation reports 
for each unit are logged on the NHBRC website. 
The Premier of the Western Cape prioritised the 
programme and the provincial government agreed 
to make funding available to rectify defects in the 
nine CTCHC projects. The NHBRC reported that 
it would cost about R20 million to repair units with 
major defects in eight projects and about R15 million 
for those with minor defects. The total of R35 million 
is nearly twice the amount that was spent on the 
original construction and excluded R10 million already 
spent by the City on the ‘remedial programme’.24 
The CTCHC went out to tender in August 2007 to 
appoint contractors for the rectification.

1.3 Project location
The total project area is approximately 9.5 hectares, 
with an average plot size per unit of 120m². The site 
is relatively well located and falls within the Philippi 
Focus Area of the Wetton-Lansdowne-Philippi 
Corridor initiated in 1996 by the Department of 
Transport as a pilot project for the implementation of 
the Metropolitan Spatial Development Framework. 

The project itself does not provide any employment 
opportunities or opportunities for people to set 
up small businesses from their homes or elsewhere 
on the premises. It is not close to employment 
and economic opportunities. The adjacent Joe 
Gqabi regional transport interchange provides 
limited employment opportunities to tenants, as 
does the recently opened fresh produce market. 
Community representatives reported that few 
formal employment opportunities exist in the 
“township”. The Philippi East industrial area is 

Repairing defects through the remedial programme
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battling disinvestment and business is reluctant to 
locate there due to high crime levels. According 
to the community representative, it is extremely 
difficult to obtain a loan from a commercial bank to 
set up a business as the area has been red-lined. A 
dire shortage of formal employment opportunities 
compels tenants to seek employment as far away 
as Camps Bay, Sea Point and Simon’s Town. This 
situation incurs unacceptably high transport 
costs and time spent commuting. The project is 
relatively well located in terms of proximity to the 
Cape Town International Airport and the airport’s 
industrial area.  

overcrowded formal housing and informal 
settlements. Most had regular incomes as they were 
able to save sufficiently regularly to participate in 
the savings scheme.  

2.2 Beneficiary profile
Beneficiaries are mostly employed as domestic 
workers in hotels and restaurants and as factory 
shop workers (mostly in food and clothing) in the 
Cape metropolitan area.  All earned below R3,500 
per month at the time of application.  Approximately a 
third benefit from government grants or pensions. 

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit.

There was generally only one household • 
per unit (92.5%), while 5% of units were 
occupied by two households, and there 
was a median of four persons per unit. 
The survey revealed a wide range of • 
household types. Nuclear family households, 
consisting of parents and children, 
represented 30% of those interviewed, 
while 5% consisted of couples only. Couples 
and extended family made up 2.5%, while 
couples with children, extended family and 
non-relatives accounted for 2.5%. 20% of 
households were headed by single women 
with children, 20% by single women with 
children and extended family, another 2.5% 
by single women with extended family, 
2.5% by single women with non-relatives, 
and 2.5% by single women alone. The 
remainder of households comprised single 
men (2.5%) and single men with non-
relatives (2.5%).
Interviewed households had a mean of • 
1.75 children per household.  
52.5% of households interviewed were • 
headed by single persons, with women-
headed households accounting for 47.5%.  

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household income.

40% of household heads were formally • 
employed and 15% had informal employment. 
A quarter (25%) of household heads who 
were fit and able, were unemployed. Only 
2.5% were not fit/disabled and unemployed. 
15% of household heads interviewed were 
pensioners.

Regional transport interchange and train station 
adjacent to the project

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
Tenants from the former City of Cape Town area 
who qualified for the government institutional 
subsidy were eligible to join a savings scheme to 
qualify for CTCHC housing, not discriminating 
against those who had not previously held a bank 
account or those with no formal credit rating. This 
was done to establish whether aspirant beneficiaries 
would be able to pay towards their housing in a 
regimented way and to avoid non-payment in future. 
The CTCHC allocated the houses they built based 
on savings amounts and savings records. Applicants 
were then eligible to be put on the waiting list, after 
which they could take occupation of a house.

The majority of the tenants previously lived in 
areas such as Gugulethu, Nyanga, Mitchell’s Plain 
and Hanover Park. They were living in all manner 
of accommodation including backyard dwellings, 
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40% of households obtained their monthly • 
income through formal employment and 
22.5% from informal employment. 32.5% 
received pensions and/or social welfare 
grants, while 5% of households received 
income through rental. 2.5% stated other 
sources of income.
Three quarters of households interviewed • 
(75%), reported a monthly income below 
R2,500 per month, with 10% reporting 
incomes between R2,501 and R3,500. Only 
7.5% of households earned more than 
R3,501 per month. 2.5% of households 
interviewed reported no regular income. 
The households interviewed had a median 
income of R1,560 per month. 

2.3 Management/institutional structure
The project was developed and is managed by 
the CTCHC. In terms of the institutional subsidy 
framework, the Stock Road Tenants Committee 
was formed to represent tenants. However, 
this committee did not function well and a new 
committee was appointed at the beginning of 
2005 due to financial irregularities concerning the 
remedial programme. It had representation on a 
development forum consisting of the committees of 
all the CTCHC’s housing projects. This forum was 
intended to meet regularly with the management of 
the CTCHC, which did not happen.

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and role of NGOs/CBOs
The project design was done before allocation. 
Beneficiaries’ involvement started prior to the savings 
process, where they had to specify whether they 
wanted a one-, two-, or three-bedroom unit, which 
also determined the savings amount. After the six 
months savings period, beneficiaries were shown a 
map from which they had to choose a plot. It was 
reported that some beneficiaries did not get the 
houses they specified.25

The levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the role of CBOS in the 
project, the role of members of the household and 
respondents’ satisfaction with the participation 
process. 

Only 30% of residents were certain that • 
a representative body/committee was set 
up, while 50% were certain there was no 
committee. 15% did not know whether a 

committee was elected for the project. 
When respondents were asked whether • 
members of the household were involved in 
the housing project, 27.5% were employed 
on the project, 5% were involved in the 
selection of committee members, and 40% 
attended community meetings. 
Only 32.5% of respondents were satisfied • 
with the community participation 
processes. Residents felt that the CTCHC 
should have involved beneficiaries of the 
Stock Road housing project from the 
start – even in building the houses – and 
not employed people staying outside the 
area. They felt that they had insufficient 
opportunities for participation. However, 
respondents felt positive about residents’ 
involvement in the remedial programme. 
There was a general feeling that the 
CTCHC “does not want anything, only 
money” and that there was a lack of 
communication between the CTCHC 
and the tenants. Division between tenants 
was pointed out, as well as racial tension 
between Black and Coloured tenants.

In November 2000 a three-hour education pro-
gramme/workshop was held by the CTCHC and 
the Home Loan Guarantee Company for all tenants 
and their families. Tenants received certificates 
from the CTCHC confirming their attendance. The 
training was focused on homeownership – rights, 
responsibilities, affordability, instalments, repairs 
and maintenance, and other issues.26 According 
to community representatives, beneficiaries were 
misinformed and did not understand everything. 
Workshops were conducted in English. According 
to a letter from the CTCHC, a workshop was held 
on 9 June 2001 at Athlone Civic Centre about the 
contract document signed by the beneficiaries. 
However, tenants reported that they saw the 
contract for the first time when they had to sign.

The community representative reported that 
SANCO was involved when the house plans were 
approved. The Community Policing Forum emerged 
since the completion of the project and is active 
in the community. In spite of this, it was reported 
that people are “lazy” to commit themselves. A 
netball team was formed, but is not functioning at 
present, while a youth group and women’s club are 
still active.
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sometimes takes up to a month to repair street 
lights after faults have been reported. The 
community representative expressed a need 
for flood lighting in the area.
Railway line • – The project is adjacent to a railway 
line and an overgrown area on the other side of 
the line. However, no fencing or walling has been 
constructed between the housing and railway 
line. This is a major safety issue with regard to 
children and also because of intruders coming 
from the overgrown area. Problems have been 
reported with snakes entering houses from the 
overgrown area.
Sand between houses and on pavements • 
contributes to sterile and windswept public 
spaces. Sand is also blown into houses.

Tenants were also asked about their satisfaction 
with access to various types of facilities.

There was general satisfaction with access 
to transport (87.5%), clinics (75%), the police 
(95%), and the library (97.5%). There was 
considerably less satisfaction with access 
to sporting facilities (22.5%), playgrounds 
(27.5%), crèches (35%), high schools (27.5%) 
and primary schools (12.5%).

According to the developer, the community still 
needs recreational facilities such as sports fields, play 
lots, public telephones and a post office. Community 
representatives listed the following needs:

A general clinic that provides services for people • 
other than pregnant women and children.
More crèches – four informal crèches are • 
run from private homes in the project – and 
formalisation and training of staff.
A playground and play equipment for children. • 
Sports fields and gym equipment for the • 
youth.
Speed humps to slow down cars that drive at • 
high speeds, posing a danger to children who 
use the street as their primary play area.
Better road signs and street names.• 
An electricity outlet where tenants can • 
purchase prepaid electricity.
Tenants do not have access to private Telkom • 
landlines or public telephones. A letter from 
Telkom regarding a resident’s application for a 
landline in 2002, states that “the infrastructure 
in the area is not sufficient to add any additional 
services and expansion of the network is not 
envisaged in the foreseeable future”.

The netball field is the only social amenity 
provided in the project

2.5 Amenities and facilities
Other than a park with one netball/basketball 
field, no community facilities were provided or are 
planned for the project. 

Hospital•  – The nearest hospital is approximately 
3 km away in Mitchells Plain.
Clinic•  – ±500m.
Police station•  –  ±500m.
Library•  – ±500m.
Train station, transport interchange•  – The Joe 
Gqabi regional transport interchange, consisting 
of a bus and taxi interchange as well as the 
Stock Road passenger train station borders 
the project.
Hall and sports facilities • – A hall built as part 
of the 2004 Olympic bid is located ±300m 
from the project.  The hall is currently used 
as a school (Vuyiseka) and the hall and sports 
facilities can be booked by tenants.
Schools•  – Primary and high schools are located 
in the wider local area.

Problems with facilities include the following:
Clinic•  – Although the clinic is within walking 
distance, it only provides services for children 
and family planning.
Park•  – Play equipment provided for children is 
vandalised and more netball/basketball fields 
are needed. The park area should be fenced off 
and proper lighting should be provided.
Ambulance service•  – The majority of tenants are 
not members of a medical aid scheme and have 
to rely on ambulance services that take time to 
reach the area.
Street lighting • – Street lights are powered 
by Eskom but are often out of order. Eskom 
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Traffic lights at the crossing of Stock Road and • 
Phumlani streets. Tenants frequently use this 
dangerous crossing to access the clinic, library 
and police station. (Traffic lights have been 
installed since the interviews were conducted.) 

Respondents were asked to comment on the use and 
quality of communal open space in their project area. 

77.5% reported that they used the • 
communal open space. Most of those who 
did not replied that “there is no communal 
space to make use of”.  
Just more than half of households (55.5%) • 
expressed satisfaction with the landscaping 
(trees, paving, and so on). Of the 20% not 
satisfied with it, the majority of comments 
focused on the lack of trees and paving. 
Residents also complained about sand on 
the pavements.
More than half of the respondents (52.5%) • 
felt that the communal open space is 
not suitable for children to play. Reasons 
were that the park is used by adults (and 
gangsters) who litter it with broken bottles 
and other refuse, that the equipment is 
inadequate and vandalised; the space is 
too small and too close to the entrance 
road where it is exposed to fast cars, and 
that no security measures have been put in 
place to safeguard the children. 
67.5% of respondents considered the lighting • 
for the communal area to be inadequate.
All households interviewed were satisfied • 
with the collection of refuse once a week.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
According to the Standard Terms and Conditions, the 
property may be used for residential purposes only. 
Beneficiaries have to apply for permission to run spaza 
shops, etc. The CTCHC tries to prevent activities such 
as panel beating. The project does not offer space for 
setting up small businesses, but a need for such space 
was identified, such as for spaza shops and stalls for the 
sale of food and clothing. Existing small businesses in the 
project included hair salons, sewing, shoe repairs and 
electrical repairs. A few home owners had extended their 
homes to accommodate a spaza shop, but this invariably 
caused problems between neighbours because of 
ambiguity over erf boundaries. Original plans indicating 
site boundaries were not available to beneficiaries until 
the end of 2006. Shebeens operate in the area but are 

obliged to close at 9pm – this is patrolled by the SAPS 
and the Community Police Forum.

No LED or job creation initiatives are planned for 
this project. All commercial activities taking place in 
the project are informal.

According to community representatives, the project 
had no real impact on the local economy. Tenants do 
most of their shopping at wholesalers in the Philippi East 
industrial area, at Shoprite on the Investec site (2km 
away), at the Promenade shopping centre in Mitchell’s 
Plain and in the Mitchell’s Plain CBD. The majority of 
people employed by the project were outsiders and so 
the project itself did not significantly benefit locals.

Residents were asked whether the project provided 
adequately for small business activities and whether 
their unit was used for such purposes.

Most (95%) responded that their units were 
not used for small business activities. Of the 
87.5% who reported that the housing project 
did not make adequate provision for small 
business activities, 88.6% felt that there was 
not enough space in the units or elsewhere 
in the project. 5.7% felt that it was not safe to 
put up small businesses in the area.

Corner house becomes corner shop

2.7 Social problems
According to community representatives, the 
problems mentioned below have all increased since 
the inception of the project:

crime in general, as well as specific crimes • 
such as housebreakings, robberies (including in 
broad daylight), and car theft;
sale of stolen goods;• 
unemployment;• 
respiratory illnesses exacerbated by the poor • 
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quality of construction; 
drug and alcohol abuse and some instances of • 
sexual abuse of teenagers by foreigners; and
division among tenants caused by dissatisfaction • 
with rental amounts, with some tenants paying 
rent while others support the rent boycott.

Respondents were asked what the main social 
problems in their project area are, and whether 
these problems have increased or decreased since 
the project was initiated.

62.5% of households interviewed reported 
that crime was a problem. Other social 
problems included illness (12.5%), house 
and car break-ins (10%), unemployment 
(7.5%), drugs (5%), abuse (5%) and problems 
caused by unclear site boundaries (2.5%). 
All respondents were of the opinion that 
all social problems had increased since the 
project was initiated.

Respondents were asked about safety and security in 
their project area, as well as in their housing unit.

Almost all households (95%) stated that • 
they were friends with people living in the 
housing development.
95% felt that their neighbours would come • 
to their rescue if they should be in physical 
danger.
82.5% of respondents felt that it was • 
unsafe for them to walk around in the 
development at night, mainly because of 
inadequate lighting (especially between 
houses), the fact that shebeens closed 
very late at night, that residents had been 
stabbed and mugged at night, and that the 
crime rate in the area was generally high. 
82.5% felt that it would be safe to walk • 
around during the day, although there 
were certain times during the day when 
“tsotsies” and youngsters loiter. 
Only 57.5% reported that they felt safe in • 
their homes. Respondents said that not 
even burglar bars would keep criminals out 
of their homes. Regular shoot-outs  took 
place in the alleys between houses, especially 
over weekends. Areas considered unsafe 
were footpaths and spaces between houses, 
all areas where lighting was not working, 
communal areas, and areas near shebeens, 
the transport interchange, the station, the 
railway line and the informal settlement.

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
3.1 Capacity development and use 
of local labour
Project beneficiaries were not specifically selected 
to be employed on the project, as the majority 
did not live in the area, but volunteers from Stock 
Road and surrounding areas were introduced to 
the main contractors by the Community Liaison 
Officer (CLO). The main contractor,. Peninsula 
Construction, was identified by public tender and 
divided the labour into eight teams, five of which 
were composed of local labour and functioned 
as sub-contractors who, in turn, employed local 
labour to assist them.  The five leaders of the 
sub-contracting teams were paid by Peninsula 
Construction. The remaining three teams were 
the company’s permanent employees. Eight teams 
undertook digging, eight teams mixed concrete, 
eight teams were responsible for compacting, 
and so on. A total of 350 local labourers were 
employed on the project, made up of about 100 
women and 250 men. The contractor reported that 
women delivered better quality work and were 
more reliable. No formal training was provided, 
but the five emerging sub-contractor teams were 
trained on the job by the main contractor’s three 
experienced teams.27

The contractor reported several problems with 
the use of local labour and described it as a “red-
herring” as it did not really empower local people, 
with supervision costs becoming very high. In 
addition, problems between the CTCHC and the 
community made it difficult to sign off the units. 
The contractor reported a slow start-up (including 
minor building work that had to be demolished and 
rebuilt) and problems caused by the inexperience 
of local people, but this did not cause major 
delays. The creation of employment opportunities 
and skills acquisition were positive factors. The 
contractor reported that it was unfortunate that 
local labour who delivered good quality work could 
not be employed on other projects that the main 
contractor undertook, as new labour needed to 
be recruited in those new areas. Problems were 
experienced with the CLO’s demand that local 
labourers whom he had recruited had to pay him 
a certain percentage of their wages. No materials 
suppliers were used from the local area.
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The developer reported that no problems were 
experienced with the contractors for this project. 
The community representative shared this view but 
indicated problems with the CTCHC.

A committee was set up to supervise the remedial 
programme.  Volunteers from the community 
submitted their names to the committee to 
participate in the programme.  However, it was 
reported that they did not undergo any training 
before enrolling in the programme and because of 
this, community representatives were concerned 
that the CTCHC would accuse the community of 
delivering inferior quality work.

3.2 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs

Women – • No special consideration was given 
to women, despite 47.5% of households being 
headed by women. 
Children – • A netball/basketball field was provided 
but no designated or grassed play areas with 
play equipment were provided for children.
The elderly – • None. 
HIV/AIDS affected people –•  None.
The destitute –•  None.
Disabled people –•  The additional subsidy for 
disabled persons was accessed for ramps and 
bath grab rails in some single-storey houses.

Households were asked whether any members of 
the household were disabled and if changes were 
made to the house to accommodate this.

Only 2.5% of households interviewed 
had members with a walking disability. 
No changes were required to be made to 
accommodate the disability.

3.3 Nature of units provided
Semi-detached double- and single-storey units, as 
well as some free-standing houses were provided. 
Units were allocated according to beneficiaries’ 
savings records and the monthly amount saved. This 
was also used as a queuing mechanism.  The one-, 
two- and three-bedroom houses are of concrete 
block construction, plastered and painted externally, 
with ceiling, geyser and electricity fittings being 
optional. The plot sizes range from 100m2 to 150m2 

and unit sizes from 24m2 to 64m2. The breakdown 
of units follows:28

Table 48: Unit details

Unit type

No. of 
units 
pro-
vided

Size

Monthly 
savings 
instal-
ments 
(R)

Monthly 
instal-
ments* 
(R)

Standard: Bach-
elor unit 
excluding cei-
lings and electri-
cal fittings

18 ±24m² 50 158.38

Executive: Basic 
unit + 1 room
including cei-
lings, geyser and 
electrical fittings

18 ±40m² 100 264.51

Standard: Basic 
unit + 2 rooms
excluding cei-
lings and electri-
cal fittings

31 ±52m² 150 378.90

Executive: Basic 
unit + 2 rooms
including cei-
lings, geyser and 
electrical fittings

31 462.71

Standard: Basic 
unit + 3 rooms
excluding cei-
lings and electri-
cal fittings

263 ±64m² 250 544.29

Executive: Basic 
unit + 3 rooms
including cei-
lings, geyser and 
electrical fittings 

262 ±64m² 350 697.32

*Excluding a R92 levy

3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
The City required a minimum gross residential 
density of 65du/ha – higher-density housing, rather 
than the small-house-large-plot approach was 
implemented. No asbestos was used. Solar panels 
were considered initially, but the idea was rejected 
because of community resistance and the need to 
import the technology.29

,

,

Variety of house types
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Households were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation. They were asked 
whether they were informed about energy and 
water saving technology such as aerated taps, dual 
flush toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

97.5% of respondents reported problems with • 
dampness inside their units, especially because 
of rain penetrating through walls and windows 
and because of doors not shutting properly. 
Bathrooms and kitchens did not have air brick 
ventilators. Geysers and pipes often leaked. 
72.5% experienced problems heating their unit 
but the majority (87.5%) had enough natural 
light in their units.  Satisfaction levels related to 
water supply was high (75%), but 62.5% were 
not satisfied with the toilet/sanitation system. 
The most frequent complaints concerning 
sanitation were about broken and leaking 
pipes, plastic toilet seats, leaking or blocked 
toilets, and water coming up in the bath and 
basin when flushing as the basin, sink and bath 
are connected to the sewerage outlet.
97.5% said they had not been informed about • 
energy- and water-saving technology. 

3.5 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
The design and layout of the project is innovative, 
with a mix of double-storey and single-storey semi-
detached houses. Overall, the creation of a sense of 
place was taken into account in the design in order 
to deviate from the ‘township look’. The project’s 
scale relates to the pedestrian, with a reduction in 
road reserves and pedestrian-orientated reserve 
widths. However, a lack of funds for landscaping has 
resulted in the project having a sterile appearance. 

3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
Community representatives said that initially, 
beneficiaries were not given the choice of double-
storey houses, but eventually about half the houses 
were in fact double storey. Beneficiaries were very 
discontented with this as they preferred single-
storey dwellings. It was also claimed that the houses 
built were different from the ones for which they 
signed contracts. Community representatives 
felt very strongly that the CTCHC made empty 
promises, as tenants had to install ceilings, plastering 
and electricity on their own. 

One community representative believed that most 
tenants would prefer a freestanding formal house. 
This would enable them to have a bigger yard, a 
garage, plant a garden and not be subjected to the 
noise generated by neighbours. Another felt that 
most people would prefer living in a semi-detached 
house, provided households had access to a private 
backyard with clearly specified boundaries. At the 
time of the interview tenants were fighting over 
ownership of open space and plot boundaries. 

Unplastered interiorScale of the units and roads relate to the pedestrian
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Respondents were asked what type of house would be 
their first choice and to provide reasons, and what the 
form of tenure of their current accommodation was.

The majority (80%) opted for a • 
freestanding formal house as a first choice. 
The most general reasons for this were 
about yard space that was adequate for 
planting gardens and making extensions 
to the existing structure, and about 
having more privacy from neighbours and 
strangers. Other reasons ranged from 
having protected play space in the yard for 
children, and having more internal space, to 
difficulty in double-storey units, especially 
for the aged. One respondent felt that a 
freestanding formal house would provide 
more space for cultural rituals such as 
slaughtering of animals.
Semi-detached single-storey housing was • 
the first choice of 12.5%. The main reason 
given was that it provides adequate internal 
space for a big family. 
Double-storey row housing was the choice • 
of only 2.5% and a further 2.5% chose 
other types of housing.
When asked about the tenure form of • 
their current accommodation, 67.5% said 
that it was instalment sale, while 15% said 
that it was rent to buy, and another 15% 
that it was rental. 

3.7 Comments on house types offered

Households were asked about their housing options 
and to comment on the housing and house type offered. 
They were asked what they perceived the market value 
of their housing unit to be. Importantly, they were asked 
whether it was affordable to live in the unit.

When asked whether they had options • 
around housing, 72.5% replied that they 
did, while 25% of respondents felt that 
they had no choice. More than half of 
households (55%) commented negatively 
on the project’s housing while 17.5% 
had positive comments. The majority of 
complaints centred on poor construction 
and maintenance problems: unsafe double-
storey floor slabs, leaking roofs, pipes 
and taps, draughts coming in through the 
windows and doors, no plastering and low 
quality fittings. Some were unhappy because 
the unit they were allocated was not the 

one they chose, while others were not 
in favour of the semi-detached typology.  
Positive comments were not specific, except 
that “we are satisfied with what we have”.  
One respondent did make reference to the 
adequate size of the units.
When asked about the perceived value of • 
their units, 32.5% estimated the value of their 
housing units as being between R10,000 and 
R20,000, and another 32.5% considered it 
to be in excess of R50,000. 17.5% thought 
their units were worth between R20,000 
and R30,000 and a further 7.5% thought it 
was between R40,000 and R50,000. 5% did 
not know. According to the CTCHC, the 
secondary market value of almost all the units 
is in the region of R52,000.
Respondents were asked what rental they • 
could charge if they owned the flat. 40% 
thought less than R600 was acceptable, 
20% thought between R600 and R900, and 
20% thought that a rental of R900–R1,200 
per month was feasible. Only 7.5% felt that 
R1,200–R1,500 could be charged, while 2.5% 
thought that over R1,500 was affordable.
Only 17.5% of respondents thought that it was • 
affordable to live in their units. A significant 
80% felt that it was not affordable. Most felt 
that rentals were too high in relation to the 
quality of the unit, and that the additional 
required maintenance and repairs, such as 
plastering and painting, installation of a ceiling, 
electricity, plumbing and floor fittings, put 
enormous pressure on residents. 

3.8 Household satisfaction with 
housing unit and housing environment

Households were asked about their satisfaction 
with various aspects of their housing unit and their 
housing environment.

65% were satisfied with their area/
neighbourhood. Positive factors mentioned 
included being close to the police station, 
Joe Gqabi transport interchange and train 
station, and getting along well with neighbours. 
Negative remarks centred around the project’s 
location “close to Lower Crossroads and its 
criminals”, being far from facilities and schools, 
and being far from employment opportunities 
which incurred high transport costs. 70% of 
respondents were happy with the size of their 
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units, while 27.5% felt they were too small for 
families. 67.5% felt they did not have enough 
privacy in their homes, stating that it was a 
problem to share a wall, and that windows of 
adjacent units were too close to each other. 
70% replied that noise coming from neighbours 
bothered them when they were in their homes. 
Residents complained about being able to hear 
neighbours’ conversations and hearing them 
using their stairs, especially early in the morning 
and late at night.

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
One community representative answered the 
question about whether the quality of life had 
improved since moving into the unit with an 
emphatic “no”. During the rainy season water 
infiltrated the houses through the roofs, windows, 
underneath doors and even through walls. No 
airbrick ventilators were provided, resulting in 
dampness and respiratory illnesses. The community 
representative remarked that “at least my shack 
wasn’t leaking”. Beneficiaries spent large sums of 
money improving their units, as they received them 
without inside plastering. Windows and doors did 
not close tightly, resulting in very dusty interiors. 
Noise from neighbours was particularly disruptive. 
Another community representative remarked 
that the quality of life for people formerly housed 
in informal settlements had improved. The 
uncertainty with regard to erf boundaries was a 
source of great tension. The use of driveways by 
some tenants encroached on the yard space of 
their neighbours.

Respondents were asked whether their quality of life 
had improved since moving into the housing unit. They 
were also asked how their quality of life compared to 
that of people living in a free-standing RDP house.

55% of respondents felt that their quality • 
of life had improved since moving to Stock 
Road. Most of these responses came from 
people who previously lived in backyard 
accommodation, informal settlements, rooms 
or over-crowded conditions. Security of 
tenure: “at least I have a place to call my own”, 
access to water and electricity, adequate space 
and separate rooms for children, were other 
reasons given for positive responses. 
However, 42.5% felt that their quality of life • 
had not improved, mentioning high stress 

levels and trauma relating to constant threats 
of eviction and the unaffordability of monthly 
instalments in addition to maintenance, health 
problems as a result of dampness  and units 
being poorly built.

3.10 Complaints about units
Findings of a report by Liebenberg & Stander 
Consulting Engineers and project managers were 
tabled at a UniCity portfolio committee meeting in 
March 2002 that was probing “the biggest housing 
scandal in the history of the city”.30 The report said the 
houses had not met South African Bureau of Standards 
requirements or regulations contained in UniCity 
bylaws. There were also problems with electricity 
installation and staircases. A tenant was seriously 
injured when the staircase in her unit collapsed. No 
occupancy certificates were issued before the houses 
were handed over to their owners. 

Hazardous staircase

The developer reported that the serious complaints 
were about affordability (±70% of complaints) and quality 
issues (±25%). Other complaints were about structuring 
monthly payments in relation to the actual construction 
costs.  A lack of transparency and insufficient information 
seemed to be the main cause of the complaints.31

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints about the unit and if the complaints 
were attended to.

The majority of surveyed households (80%) 
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had complaints, such as poor overall structural 
quality, poor quality of materials used,  
cracked walls, rusty door and window frames, 
and doors and windows not closing properly, 
unplastered and damp walls, all kind of leaks,  
dangerous staircases, poor ventilation and no 
outside drains. A large number of households 
(62.5%) indicated that no organisation/body 
had asked if there were any complaints, while 
12% of respondents did not know whether 
one had done so. 20% reported enquiries 
about complaints, mentioning consulting 
engineers, a CTCHC representative and 
people doing remedial work. Of the 20%, 
12.5% reported that the complaints had 
been attended to, 7.5% stated that no action 
was taken and 2.5% did not know whether 
complaints had been attended to.

3.11 Additions and improvements 
made to original unit by tenants

planted a garden, while 25% made other 
improvements such as plastering and 
painting.
The financial instrument used most • 
frequently was a loan (33%). 28% of 
improvements were made using savings, 18% 
using other instruments such as salaries, and 
4% using money or employers’ gifts. 
The majority of improvements (60%) were • 
done by a builder/contractor, while household 
members themselves were responsible for 
improvements in only 9% of the cases. 19% of 
improvements were done by “others” such 
as community members, or handymen. 
The main problem respondents faced in • 
making improvements, was lack of money 
(62.5%). 2.5% reported builder problems, 
2.5% lack of space on site, and 2.5% 
reported “other” problems. 10% reported 
no problems making improvements. 20% 
made no improvements.
77.5% intended to make improvements to • 
their units. The most significant of these 
included putting up a fence or boundary wall 
“to make a yard”, replacing window frames 
and doors because of water penetration 
and draughts, installing a ceiling, putting in 
flooring, plastering and painting, putting in 
air brick ventilators, replacing fittings such 
as piping, tubing, taps, baths, basins, and 
toilets “because they are cheap”.

3.12 Problems with the project 
manager/developer/government
Community representatives declared that 
the community felt severely traumatised due 
to the problems raised above and that there 
was no point in tenants paying for a product 
with which they were dissatisfied. At the time 
of the interview (March 2005), community 
representatives estimated levels of non-payment 
at between 50% and 70%.  In addition, problems 
were experienced with wrong keys being handed 
over and appointments for handovers not being 
honoured by the developer. Electric wiring was 
done subsequent to beneficiaries occupying their 
units, and electricity boxes were installed more 
than a week after occupation.

A summary of investigations undertaken by a City 
task team confirmed the following problems:32 

poorly constructed houses;• 

Irregular extension of unit

Households were asked about the type of 
improvements they had made, their costs and 
sources of finance, by whom the improvements 
were done, problems with improvements, and 
intended additions/improvements. Note that the 
CTCHC does not allow beneficiaries to add any 
rooms to their units.

77.5% of households interviewed had • 
made improvements, the most common 
being floor covering (60%), installation of 
air brick ventilators (45%), and burglar bars 
and safety gates (75%). Only 5% had put 
up a fence, possibly due to the confusion 
about erf boundaries. Only 2.5% had 
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inadequate monitoring of construction quality; • 
no prior approval;• 
poor attention to design detail in plans;• 
a lack of attention to technical details;• 
misleading or inadequate marketing by the • 
CTCHC;
inordinately disproportional monthly payments; and• 
community frustration when dealing with the • 
CTCHC in their attempts to resolve issues.

The community representatives reported that 
several problems were experienced with the City. 
Beneficiaries did not have title deeds and subdivision 
plans. According to the City’s Land Information 
System, the plots were vacant as houses have not 
been registered. Beneficiaries were thus unable to 
obtain plans, receive municipal services accounts, 
distinguish erf boundaries or erect boundary walls. 
According to the City’s Building Management branch, 
the construction of substandard houses without 
approved building plans created many problems as 
the building inspectors did not inspect foundations 
and as a result could not insist on sound construction 
techniques, examine compliance with accepted 
building standards and regulations, obtain engineers 
completion certificates, nor issue satisfactory 
completions certificates of the building.33

3.13 Secondary housing market
According to community representatives, up to 
50% of residents were renting out their houses or 
were subletting rooms to cover their monthly costs. 
Beneficiaries were not in possession of title deeds and 
were therefore unable to sell their units. However, 
some did sign affidavits at the local police station 
declaring ownership in order to sell their units. The 
renting out of entire units is illegal and there had been 
cases where residents were warned that they risked 
losing their units for this reason. In one case, a unit was 
structurally damaged to accommodate 18 tenants. The 
subletting of rooms is legal and does occur, according 
to the CTCHC, with residents charging up to R350 
per room per month. The CTCHC recognised that 
this was an economic necessity. 

4. Project finance34

The institutional subsidy was obtained for all 605 
units, with the total value inclusive of an additional 
15% totalling R11.1 million (R18,400 per unit). 
Additional finance included a R5,000 top-up for 

each unit from City, a loan from the NHFC and 
end-user finance of R6,000 to R25,000 per unit 
from Gateway Home Loans, to be repaid by the 
beneficiary to the CTCHC (in general, the CTCHC 
has an average loan of R19,000 per unit). Interest 
charged was at the rate of 21% for five years, with 
transfer to ownership after this time (for future 
projects they are extending this period to eight 
years). The monthly loan repayment for a 64 m2 
unit is R698.14 per month (a loan of R25,806.20 at 
21% interest repaid over five years). The CTCHC 
also had a R200,000 grant from the Social Housing 
Foundation (ultimately from USAID) for capacity 
building.  Additional funding for institutional subsidy 
projects was obtained from the NHFC to provide 
houses in excess of 24m2. The CMIP grant was 
not obtained for Stock Road. The CTCHC had to 
provide bridging finance for the bulk and connector 
infrastructure. Land was obtained from the local 
authority at R8/m².

The table below, (obtained from CTCHC) shows the 
breakdown of the total budget for CTCHC projects:

Table 49: Total budget for CTCHC 
projects
Land 2%

Project management, administration and 
professional fees

5%

Infrastructure and services 16%

Top structure 73%

Other 4%

Respondents were asked to provide details about 
the subsidy received, the total cost of their unit, and 
additional savings, loans or any other money added 
to the subsidies. In Stock Road, beneficiaries have 
to pay monthly instalments towards capital costs 
and levies are included in these payments. 

All households were recipients of the • 
subsidy. 92.5% knew how much their subsidy 
amounts were and only 5% did not know 
what subsidy amount they qualified for.
45% of respondents replied that the total • 
cost of their units ranged between R40,000 
and R50,000, while 27% said it was between 
R30,000 and R40,000. 7.5% thought that 
their units cost between R20,000 and 
R30,000 and only 2.5% said it was between 
R50,000 and R60,000. Of the households 
interviewed, 15% did not know. 
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The majority (90%) said that they paid a • 
savings contribution to the housing subsidy, 
while 7.5% of households were not aware 
of this.
37.5% saved this money through a savings • 
club, 27.5% used a bank account and 32.5% 
used other means of saving. 

4.1 Measures to lower project costs 
included:

a single-skin brick with water-resistant paint;• 
pan-handle plots, meaning more plots could be • 
fitted in to keep service costs down; and
as the project was in the Eskom supply area, the • 
CTCHC was able to make significant savings 
by having overhead cables (in the CTCHC’s 
other projects in the City electrical supply area, 
underground cabling has to be used as the City 
does not allow overhead cabling).

Beneficiaries were required to have saved through 
GEMS (a loan institution) for at least six months before 
being allocated a unit, depending on the size of the unit 
they could afford. These deposits were made at local 
authority offices closest to applicants. Applicants had 
to open a new savings account at commercial banks 
such as People’s Bank and Standard Bank. This savings 
amount was ceded to the CTCHC when the instalment 
sale agreement was signed, as a form of deposit.  After 
occupation of the house, tenants were required to 
pay monthly instalments (inclusive of community 
service charges) for a minimum of 48 months using 
an Easypay card. The savings amounts were less than 
the instalments as beneficiaries were paying rent 
somewhere else. Once all payments were made and all 
obligations met, the house would then be transferred 
into the beneficiary’s name. Savings amounts with 
interest would be returned to beneficiaries on transfer 
(after four years), provided their instalment payments 
had been made. The CTCHC conceded that GEMS 
produced a document that could have created the 
impression that instalment amounts would remain the 
same as the savings amounts. This misunderstanding 
created great problems.

At a meeting with tenants’ committees on 9 June 
200135 it was agreed that beneficiaries experiencing 
difficulties with maintaining their monthly 
instalments would contact the CTCHC office in 
their individual capacity to discuss their financial 
problems and that where possible, management 
would structure suitable repayment methods and 
solutions based on the individual’s need (the so-

called ‘affordability programme’). It was also noted 
that all tenants had signed contracts outlining their 
financial commitments to the CTCHC, and that 
due to the CTCHC’s financial obligations to its 
funders, no outstanding rent could be written off. 
Furthermore, the CTCHC stated that they followed 
their credit policy guidelines strictly and steps would 
be instituted to bring outstanding accounts up to 
date. Failure to comply with these guidelines would 
lead to possible evictions for non-payment.

Basic principles of the affordability programme were 
explained to the community using the following 
presentation:36

Three factors will bring down your monthly 
payment:

An affordability grant1. 
Lower fixed interest rates2. 
An extended term agreed upon by yourself 3. 
and the CTCHC. This will be done through 
the following 5 steps:
Using your ‘Statement and Tax Invoice’, 4. 
calculate the “Total Owed” amount by 
adding the Loan Balance Outstanding and 
the Total Amount Outstanding: Eg. R15,772 
+ R20,498 = R36,270
Calculate the “Affordability Grant”.  5. 

Affordability Grant will vary according to Purchase Price of House

Calculate “Restructured Balance”: Eg. Total 6. 
owed:  R36,270 - R7,350 = R28,920 
Agree on extended term: the beneficiary 7. 
and the CTCHC will agree on an extension 
of the payment term to ensure that the 
payment is affordable.
Calculate the New Monthly Payment: 8. 
The total monthly payment will be calculated on 
the:
Restructured Balance  R28,920
Over Extended Term    R119 months
At reduced interest rate 12.2%
Plus Levy    R92
OLD PAYMENT    R790.14
NEW PAYMENT  R500.00 
           (-37% decrease)
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Beneficiaries should note that if the Total 
Owed is less than the Affordability Grant, then 
the CTCHC will give you Home Improvement 
Vouchers for the balance.

 Eg. Affordability Grant R7,350 
 Total Owed  R4,550
 Balance (Vouchers) R2,800

The CTCHC would hold the title to the beneficiaries’ 
homes for 48 months, and in terms of the original 
agreement between the City and the CTCHC, the 
repayment of the rates and service charges had to 
be guaranteed and paid for by the CTCHC until 
such time as the beneficiaries received ownership. 
However, the report by Liebenberg & Stander 
suggests that the City may have been acting ultra vires 
in allowing the CTCHC to collect rates and taxes 
without complying with the legal requirements of first 
obtaining approved building plans and Certificates of 
Occupancy. 

In terms of the new agreement drawn up between the 
City and the CTCHC in October 2004 the CTCHC 
remains officially empowered to collect rates and 
taxes from the beneficiaries until ownership has been 
transferred to the beneficiaries, whereafter these will 
become payable directly to the City.

Tenants pay for water (billed by the local authority) 
and electricity (via prepaid meters) separately. 
However, non-payment for water was high, as tenants 
claimed not to have received accounts for water from 
the municipality because house addresses were non-
existent – the entire housing area was not registered 
and therefore unavailable on the Geographic 
Information System. In some instances tenants made 
account inquiries at the City to pay outstanding 
accounts for water.39 However, in 2006 a researcher, 
Patricia Zweig, obtained current digital information 
from the City’s database and loaded it into a mapping 
programme. She states in her investigation of the 
CTCHC that this exercise illustrated the kind of 
chaos the City’s records are in.40

Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if no payment was made, 
to state the reason. They also had to state their 
monthly expenditure on other energy sources (e.g. 
gas or paraffin) and on transport.

Levies are the same for all households, • 
namely R92. Of the households surveyed, 
only 42.5% paid levies and 40% of 
households interviewed reported that they 
were paying for water. During interviews 
with community representatives, it was 
reported that residents did not receive 
water accounts from the local authority. 
Nearly all households (97.5%) stated that 
they were paying for electricity. 45% of 
households interviewed spent money on 

5. Service provision
The CTCHC usually pays for all the infrastructure 
costs in its projects and then recovers this from the 
City.  The City is responsible for maintaining services 
such as roads, water and sewer and stormwater 
mains.

5.1 Non-payment for services
The developer regarded the question about non-
payment for services as a very confidential one.37 
Summonses have been issued,  but the City’s Corporate 
Finance Department was instructed not to go ahead 
with disconnections, as a result of negotiations 
between the City and the CTCHC. There had been 
no cut-offs of services due to non-payment. 

According to Zweig38 the formal process of 
township establishment enables the City to collect 
rates. The opening of the township registers triggers 
the commencement of rates and services levies 
that become due to the City. However, the failure 
of the City to transfer ownership of the underlying 
erven to the CTCHC or to register the subdivided 
erven at the Deeds Office has meant that township 
registers for these areas have not yet been opened. 
It is therefore not clear how the rates and services 
levies for these ‘unregistered’ areas were triggered. 
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other energy sources. 70% of households 
had expenditures related to transport: 45% 
spent up to R200 per month, 15% spent 
between R401 and R600, while 7.5% spent 
more than R600 per month.
Medians for paying households were: • 
R92 for levies, R100 for water, R180 for 
electricity, R58 for other energy costs, and 
R200 for transport.

5.2 Problems with service delivery/
infrastructure maintenance
It was reported that the City was generally slow 
in attending to problems. It did the necessary 
maintenance, but in some cases existing sewers were 
overloaded and blocked drains were neglected for 
over a year. Houses are located close to the main 
sewer and problems were experienced with health 
and odour when blockages occurred, affecting the 
entire housing project.41 The CTCHC reported that 
an attempt was made to install mid-block sewers, but 
the City did not accept the proposal. The CTCHC 
eventually installed its own sewage pumps. Water 
meters are 0,5 metres high and often get knocked 
over by cars. It was alleged that the municipality did 
not respond promptly to reports of damaged water 
meters, resulting in large amounts of water leakage. 
Tenants requested the installation of flat meters. In 
some instances, electric kiosks were located close 
to houses, posing safety risks. 

after project’s completion was problematic: tenants 
did not have approved layout plans, and therefore 
problems arose relating to erf boundaries. The fact 
that tenants had to pay monthly instalments and 
pay for maintenance (such as putting in floors and 
inside painting) mitigated against the housing being 
affordable. Most structural problems were left to 
the tenants to fix. Beneficiaries did not receive 
freestanding houses as was initially negotiated, and 
expectations were created by the CTCHC without 
it “exactly explaining what was happening”. The 
situation was made worse by poor services rendered. 
Beneficiaries who refused to pay for a substandard 
product and who felt strongly that they had been 
defrauded, were threatened with evictions.

Water meter in the way

Public, private or my neighbour’s land? 
Uncertainty over erf boundaries

Refuse was usually removed once a week, but 
sometimes irregularly. Verges and public spaces 
(including watering of trees) were not maintained 
by the local authority. 

6. Concluding comments

6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives felt that beneficiaries’ 
inability to obtain title deeds more than four years 

The contractor mentioned prevailing conditions in 
the area such as crime and gangster activities. He 
reported that in some cases concrete in foundations 
was stolen. The use of local labour with insufficient 
levels of training and related quality issues caused 
problems. Sub-contractors cut corners by using 
products not specified. 

The developer asserted that there was a problem with 
quality issues which involved the remedial programme: 
beneficiaries could not afford the maintenance to 
repair normal wear and tear on their units, and 
expected the CTCHC to take responsibility for it.  
This problem could have been solved by education 
and design.  Furthermore, despite the affordability 
and remedial programmes, there was still a culture 
of non-payment and non-cooperation in general. 
There was complete resistance to evictions if the 
tenants were unemployed. If tenants were evicted, 
the community moved the evicted household back 
into the unit. Beneficiaries were not screened 
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properly at the inception of the process and this led 
to the units being unaffordable to some. The absence 
of a formally elected or mandated committee or 
governing body negatively affected communication 
and participation. There was no proper control over 
illegal activities.

Residents:
The majority of complaints from 
households focused on the poor quality 
and structure of the units: “the company 
employed unprofessional people who 
built poor quality houses”; inadequate 
foundations; cheap fittings and material; bad 
workmanship; high additional maintenance 
costs; and dangerous staircases. Other 
complaints included: small yards; houses not 
built according to the show house which 
was a single storey free-standing house; 
monthly instalments being unaffordable in 
relation to the quality of the housing; no 
access to landline telephones; no outside 
drains and taps; poor communication 
between residents and the CTCHC; and 
poor service from the company.

6.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
One community representative felt that the project had 
failed to provide adequate housing to those in need. The 
other affirmed that a house is a life-time investment, 
and that people had been given the opportunity to 
stand on their own and take responsibility. People 
were looking forward to having their own homes 
which gave them a new life – some people were living 
in backyard accommodation, overcrowded areas and 
informal settlements. In spite of this, beneficiaries 
were hugely disappointed by the quality of housing, 
repayment arrangements and relationship with the 
developers. This situation caused distress to residents.

Project Manager
The CTCHC believed that beneficiaries got value 
for their money, considering the end-product. Also, 
units with a total cost of approximately R33,000 were 
selling for up to R52,000 at the time of the interview 
– according to the CTCHC this gave an indication of a 
successful secondary market.  However, they admitted 
that the income limit of tenants should be increased 
so that there can be greater risk diversification.

The CTCHC indicated the following positive 

aspects of the project: the idea of providing 
housing for the poor; security of tenure; access 
to water, electricity, sanitation; good relations and 
communication among neighbours; bedrooms 
separated by walls; “beautiful”, colourful external 
appearance of the units; providing a decent home 
for children; adequate size of units; that it is a formal 
house and not informal accommodation; the racial 
mix and meeting of different cultures.

Residents:
The greater part of the concluding 
comments concentrated on issues of 
affordability and quality. It was felt that the 
financial burden placed on the poor was 
too heavy. Respondents felt that, in general, 
the project would have been “a good idea”, 
had the quality and construction of houses 
and relationship with the CTCHC been 
better. They felt very strongly that houses 
should not be built that need renovation 
at a later stage. One respondent remarked 
that “we know that there is not enough 
land to build big houses for the poor, but 
government must make a plan to build 
a good quality, safe house for the future 
generation”. Respondents felt that the 
CTCHC did not fulfil the promises they 
made at the beginning of the project.

7. Learnings and lessons 
from Stock Road

7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

The project’s • location close to the police station, 
transport interchange and library contributed to 
tenants’ satisfaction with their neighbourhood, 
but safety concerns acted against this.  The 
project is well-located in terms of its vicinity to 
the Cape Town International Airport and the Joe 
Gqabi regional transport interchange. Despite 
this, limited local employment and commercial 
opportunities in the area demand travelling 
long distances across the metropole, leading to 
transport costs that are disproportionately 
high (up to R600 per month) relative 
to low household incomes. The lack of a 
vibrant local economy necessitates support, 
especially from government, for local economic 
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development. A need for designated trading 
space was expressed to augment incomes.
Lowering project costs•  by compromising on 
construction quality, such as using a single skin 
brick, and general lack of attention to technical 
and design details, do not contribute to creating 
a sense of dignity and compromises long-term 
maintenance.
Sub-contractors should be sufficiently • 
trained and closely monitored and 
supervised in order to avoid negative 
impacts on the construction quality. The main 
contractor described the use of local labour as 
a “red herring” as it does not really empower 
local people. Untrained tenants were even 
employed to undertake remedial work, again 
compromising quality. The importance of a 
strict and fair Community Liaison Officer 
was emphasized.
More than two-thirds of residents were happy • 
with the size of their units.
The general well-being of tenants should • 
be a priority of the housing institution, 
for instance housing-related problems included 
health problems because of dampness and 
stress. 
Compliance with building standards and • 
regulations is imperative in the provision of 
adequate housing, especially by government 
and its partners. The quality of institutional 
housing is expected to be of higher standard 
than, for instance, RDP housing, especially when 
beneficiaries are paying instalments. The sub-
standard quality of the housing provided was 
confirmed by official reports. The fast-tracking 
of developments is desirable, on condition that 
on-site supervision and inspection are rigorously 
executed.
Only 32.5% of residents had • knowledge of 
the value of their units. Due to structural 
and physical faults, maintenance problems, poor 
quality building material, location in an under-
developed area, and the absence of constructive 
community participation processes, tenants 
did not experience the benefits of living in a 
formal housing environment and perceived their 
housing to be inferior and of lower value than 
its actual value. 

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

Community participation and capacity • 
development processes by the CTCHC 
were grossly inadequate. Numerous problems 
would have been avoided had the company 
prioritised their tenants’ social capital 
formation. Respondents were not satisfied 
with the community participation processes 
and communication between tenants and the 
CTCHC due to a lack of transparency and 
insufficient information. Tenants wanted the 
CTCHC to explain to them “exactly what 
was happening”. It is important to maximise 
participation and capacity development 
throughout the process as concepts, contracts 
and models are difficult to understand.
Community leadership was weak and • no 
development of leadership capacity was 
instituted by the CTCHC, leading to a break-
down in both trust and sense of community.
NGOs or CBOs•  could have been involved 
in the project to address issues affecting 
communities, including issues around the youth, 
gender, substance abuse and the environment. 
A livelihoods assessment would have identified 
specific areas of intervention.
Generally the housing environment was • 
perceived by tenants to be unsafe, even when 
inside their houses. Yard space, landscaping 
(especially the provision of trees), and play 
areas for children also play a significant role 
in residents’ perception of the quality of 
their housing environment. 
A livelihoods assessment would have • 
provided a clear indication of affordability 
levels and household needs. This should 
have been undertaken prior to tenants signing 
the contract with CTCHC to understand 
households’ capabilities, economic activities 
and tangible and intangible resources/assets, as 
well as their vulnerability context. 
Tenants claimed that the • instalment amounts 
agreed upon initially between them and the 
CTCHC (the savings amount) were less than 
the amount they were required to pay after 
occupation.  However, the training manual stated 
clearly that the instalment would be more than 
the savings amount, and that it would increase 
from year to year. A possible explanation for 
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this confusion might have been the language 
barrier (the language for workshops and 
documentation was English), tenants’ literacy 
levels, and the absence of ongoing workshops 
and effective communication by the CTCHC. 
A representative from the CTCHC confirmed 
that the workshop that was held was too big – 
one-on-one information sessions would more 
adequately inform beneficiaries of an intricate 
arrangement such as instalment sale.
The housing institution should ensure • 
that all tenants are clear about the 
nature of their tenure in order for them 
to honour their rights and responsibilities – 
only 67.5% of interviewed households knew 
that their agreement with the CTCHC was an 
instalment sale arrangement.
The • instalment sale purchase seemed 
to have been inappropriate, especially given 
misunderstandings with regard to savings and 
instalment amounts. 
Accounts, correspondence, contracts, • 
memoranda of understanding, newsletters and 
information conveyed should be in the home 
language of the tenants.
Formal agreements and procedures•  
should be dealt with timeously and efficiently: 
more than four years after the project’s 
completion tenants still had no title deeds. 
Local authorities should minimise • 
delays and avoid irregularities in approval 
processes and procedures and ensure that 
well constructed and technically acceptable 
products are delivered. 
The CTCHC’s failure to attend to issues•  
such as erecting a wall/fence between the 
housing and the railway line demonstrated 
the lack of communication and break-down of 
an efficient relationship between the housing 
institution and its tenants. 

7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

It is evident that the housing provided • 
was financially inappropriate for the 
target market. The CTCHC targets those 
earning between R3,500 and R7,500 per month. 
However, to qualify for the institutional subsidy 
beneficiaries have to earn below R3,500 monthly.  
This is clearly contradictory and has serious 
implications for the project’s affordability and 

sustainability. It is unclear why the CTCHC 
persists in providing social housing for those 
who cannot afford the costs associated with 
it. Two-thirds of households interviewed had 
monthly incomes below R2,500 per month, 
with only 17.5% earning more than that, which 
is the affordability benchmark for institutional 
housing. This corresponded with the 17.5% 
who thought that it was affordable to live in 
the units. With 80% of interviewed households 
being headed by single persons, receiving 
pension and/or social welfare grants, other 
forms of social housing, public rental housing or 
RDP housing would have been more affordable. 
80% of interviewed households deemed it 
unaffordable to live in the units. Moreover, the 
fact that tenants had high monthly transport 
and housing maintenance costs made living in 
these units even more unaffordable. The cost 
of ceiling installation and internal plastering and 
painting, which were borne by beneficiaries, 
made it difficult for them to keep their 
properties in good condition. 
The • affordability programme was an 
innovative way of dealing with the problem of 
unaffordably high monthly instalments. However, 
affordability levels should have been established 
prior to the recruitment of beneficiaries. Zweig 
is of the opinion that although the affordability 
programme offered beneficiaries a once-off 
reduction on the amounts due on their houses 
and a reduction in their repayment amounts, 
the period of repayment was significantly 
extended, effectively making their houses more 
expensive in the long term.
Misleading or inadequate marketing•  
leading to expectations that could not be met 
by both tenants and the housing institution 
compromised the project’s social and economic 
sustainability. Show houses or models used 
should reflect the actual housing that will be 
provided.
Sub-letting,•  which could lead to overcrowding, 
became an economic necessity in consequence 
of monthly payments being unaffordable. 

7.4 Environmental sustainability
No energy and water saving technology was 
used in the project and an opportunity to save on 
these costs was missed. Environmentally sustainable 
practices and technology should be encouraged and 
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maximised in medium-density projects, benefiting 
from bulk usage. 

7.5 Partnerships
The local authority’s maintenance of municipal • 
services was sub-standard, leaving the commu-
nity disgruntled and frustrated, while the level 
of follow-up by the CTCHC on complaints 
was unacceptably low. Rapid response to 
complaints and maintenance problems 
promotes tenants’ confidence that they are 
valued.
The CTCHC should have adhered to • 
the same officially legislated government 
procedures, rules and regulations governing 
the development of housing applicable to 
other private companies. An ambivalent 
relationship between government and its 
special purpose vehicles and other forms 

of partnerships should be avoided. Clear 
contractual arrangements and procedures 
should be put in place at the outset and strictly 
adhered to.
Particularly • low levels of accountability are 
evident from both government and the 
CTCHC. Remaining questions include: what 
are the legal implications of the CTCHC’s 
failure to take ownership of the land, to follow 
due process and to adhere to the terms of the 
instalment sale agreements for beneficiaries 
faced with the threat of evictions? Who is 
responsible for the costs for the double land 
transfer and conveyancing costs at this late 
stage? How is the City, or the CTCHC acting 
on its behalf, able to collect rates and taxes 
from townships where registers have not yet 
even been opened and the individual erven 
are still unregistered at the Deeds Office? 42
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5. MISSIONVALE
Date of project completion 2002.

Project type This pilot project was started to demonstrate that more sustainable environments 
can be developed through the use of higher-density housing typologies using only 
the government subsidy for households earning less than R1,500 per month.

Location In the vicinity of an industrial area on the northern outskirts of the Nelson 
Mandela Metro area (Port Elizabeth).

Municipality Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality.

Province Eastern Cape Province.

Developer The Delta Foundation and Metroplan.

Project partnerships The Delta Foundation, (now GM Foundation) Port Elizabeth Municipality 
(now the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality), Metroplan Town and 
Regional Planners, the Department of Housing and Local Government, the Co-
operative Housing Foundation, the Institute for Building Research and Support 
(PE Technikon), the Missionvale Community Forum, the Urban Services Group 
(USG), and the Missionvale Housing Development Trust (MHDT).

Project size 493 housing units in the form of free-standing, single- and double-storey semi-
detached and single- and double-storey row units, and single- and double-storey 
fourplex (quad) units in a greenfield development.

Tenure type Individual ownership (freehold).

Density Gross residential density of approximately 48 dwelling units per hectare.
Net residential density of approximately 88 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Project-linked subsidy, donor funding from the Delta Foundation, other donor 
funding and variance allowance.

1. Project overview
1.1 Background1

During 1996, the Delta Foundation, in partnership 
with Metroplan Town and Regional Planners 
(hereafter Metroplan), embarked on a project in Port 
Elizabeth to address the housing needs of families 
living in abject poverty, particularly those at the 
lowest end of the socio-economic scale. Missionvale,  
an informal settlement of approximately 2,500 
desperately poor families served by a few communal 
water taps and bucket sanitation, and with no roads 
or stormwater drainage system, was selected.   The 
average monthly income in Missionvale informal 
settlement was R500 per household.2  The project 

was structured for families earning less than R1,500 
per month, making them eligible for a R15,000 
government housing subsidy, and had to be conducive 
to the social reconstruction of an extremely poor 
and socially fragmented recipient community. The 
area had already been zoned by the municipality, with 
a layout plan for low-income housing. However, a 
more innovative housing project was initiated by the 
Delta Foundation and Metroplan – one that sought 
ways of producing innovative planning, engineering 
and housing standards and methods of project 
implementation that would be acceptable to both 
the beneficiary community and the local authority. 
Stipulations for the project were that:

innovations embodied in the project were to • 
encourage changes in attitudes, and stimulate a 
new vision towards housing development;
all new ideas had to be approved by the local • 
authority and the Missionvale community;
the cost of each house, including land and • 
services, could not exceed the government’s 
housing subsidy scheme, the objective being 
to maximise the subsidy by creating the 
largest possible under-roof floor area through 
the collective use of financial resources and 
shared servicing and walling in a high-density 
residential situation;
the development had to lead to the creation of • 
jobs and transfer of skills;

MV
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the development not only had to be conducive • 
to the social reconstruction of the Missionvale 
community, but also had to be sustainable in 
the long term;  and
the project should not be a ‘once off ’, but • 
one that could be replicated in the rest of the 
country.

The diagrams below demonstrate the theoretical 
basis for the Missionvale Community Housing 
Initiative:5

The success of the project required the community’s 
acceptance of the concept of medium-density living, 
trading off exterior yard space and privacy to enjoy 
maximum interior space, but remaining within the 
R15,000 subsidy. It resulted in an increase in the 
balance of the subsidy (residual amount) which 
could be used for the top structure. Smaller houses 
therefore occupy larger erven and larger houses 
occupy smaller erven. In other words, this relates 
to residential density where smaller erven (higher 
residential density) results in lower servicing costs 
and larger residual amounts and larger houses. As 
a result, a variety of housing types can be made 
available to bring about a range of residential 

Aerial view of Missionvale Township3

densities. The incorporation of double-storey units 
not only means less ground floor coverage, but 
more compact development which is beneficial for 
lower engineering costs.
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Typical individual use of R15,000 subsidy
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Collective use of R15,000 subsidy:  four beneficiary families

Collective use of R15,000 subsidy: two beneficiary families
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1.2 Missionvale project history
This greenfield project with an identified local com-
munity was implemented as a result of a partnership 
between the Delta Foundation6, Port Elizabeth 
Municipality (now the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
Municipality), Metroplan, the Department of Housing 
and Local Government, the Co-operative Housing 
Foundation, the Institute for Building Research and 
Support (PE Technikon), the Missionvale Community 
Forum, the USG and the Missionvale Housing 
Development Trust (MHDT). The trust consisted 
mostly of the beneficiary community and acted as 
the developer.

The application for the project-linked subsidy 
totalling R8,487,000 (at R15,000 per household) 
was approved in 1997, approximately three to four 
months after submission. Construction started 
soon afterwards, and 439 units were completed 
during 1999 on a project area of 10.34 hectares. 
Beneficiaries have full individual ownership with 
each household having received a title deed. The 
Missionvale project received a runner up President’s 
Award for community initiated projects.

1.3 Project location
Missionvale is on the northern outskirts of Nelson 
Mandela Metro and approximately 5km from the 
nearest formal commercial opportunities, which 
are inaccessible except by public transportation. An 
industrial area with factories such as Delta motors, 

Dulux, Stellenbosch bottling and Teneco Exhausts is 
about 2km from the project. Employment is also 
found in the public service (regional offices), and at 
the harbour, which is approximately 10km away (the 
site of the planned Kouga container development). 
The project is close to a primary school, potential 
employment, bulk services, existing road systems 
and public transport routes, and within walking 
distance of the taxi pick-up point in Bethelsdorp 
Road bordering the project area. In terms of access 
to urban opportunities, it is about 15km from the 
Nelson Mandela Metro central business district. 

The reason for site selection was therefore not based 
on good location, but on the premise that the land 
was located close to the existing community – poor 
people eligible for government housing subsidies. The 
nearest commercial and shopping opportunities are in 
Algoa Park, a small business development about 3km 
from Missionvale. Small businesses occur in the area 
in the form of spaza shops, taverns and shoe repair 
undertakings that operate from private homes. The 
project does not offer opportunities for the creation 
or support of small business in the form of designated 
trading areas. A need for support of small businesses 
such as welding, carpentry, sewing, hair salons and 
a soup kitchen, was pointed out by community 
representatives. They felt that the project itself made 
no impact on the local economy. The project manager 
agreed that R8 million was pumped into the area, but 
with little spin-offs post-implementation.7

Proposed subdivision of Missionvale Extension8P d bdi i i f Mi i l E i 8
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2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries9

Metroplan and the USG devised a strategy to select 
beneficiaries, all of whom were living in informal 
housing.  A series of workshops was held to make 
it known to the community that 493 houses were 
to be built if there was a suitable response to the 
concept. At these workshops, the nature of the 
houses and the Provincial Housing Board’s (PHB’s) 
selection eligibility criteria were conveyed. As most 
applicants met these criteria, community structures 
developed additional criteria to narrow down 
the recipient group. Criteria included the level of 
poverty, size of the family and duration of residence 
in Missionvale: recipients had to have lived in 
Missionvale for at least five years, with a record of 
being ‘good citizens’ over this period. 

Prospective recipients then had the opportunity 
to scrutinize the 39 sample houses in November 
and December 1997 and January 1998. They were 
requested to respond to future house designs and to 
comment on the preferred method of construction. A 
list of 800 families was compiled for the 493 houses. 
Prospective recipients were then sorted into two 
groups based on the five-year cut-off date. The ‘more 
than five years’ group was further sorted in descending 
order using family size and household income as 
criteria. Priority was given to families earning less than 
R800 per month. A list of families was drawn up, in 
priority order. If a family dropped out, the next family 
on the reserve list moved up. Those at the top of the 
final list had the largest households and the smallest 
incomes in descending order, with a cut-off line at the 
493rd household on the list. Beyond this point, any 
‘drop outs’ from those within the 493 group would be 
taken up by the 494th household and beyond.

The final list was circulated among community 
structures to verify information given by prospective 
recipients. Next, under the guidance of the USG, a 
team of five Missionvale residents (all women) was 
formed who notified those on the list to attend 
house selection workshops (50 recipients at a time) 
on a given day and to fill in the necessary application 
forms. At each selection workshop, recipients 
were reminded of the criteria and processes and 
were briefed on the purpose of the workshop – 
i.e. the selection of a house from one of the eight 

varieties available, and also to choose a position 
(street address/erf number). Recipients were 
required to choose between a double- or single-
storey units, depending on their needs. Younger and 
larger families typically found double storey units 
more suitable, while recipients older than 50 years 
generally selected single-storey units. 

Each recipient drew a number randomly from a 
hat. Those whose numbers were called first had 
the widest choice of house types. A small colour-
coded card showing the house chosen was issued 
and those who chose the same house type were 
grouped together.  This gave them an opportunity 
to choose their neighbours. 

The final choice was the position within the new 
settlement. This was done with each group who 
had chosen the same house type. All houses were 
colour coded and names were given to each house 
type to reduce possible administration errors. The 
receipt for the notification workshop was then used 
on which to write the erf number of the chosen 
house and was retained by the recipient as proof 
of address.  A register was compiled to monitor the 
progress of erf allocation.

Thereafter the beneficiaries were assisted by 
trained volunteers from the community to fill in 
the PHB application forms and to put together the 
necessary documentation. After the documentation 
was signed by the beneficiary, the legal registration 
process commenced.

2.2 Beneficiary profile

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit.

In 97.5% of the cases, there was only one • 
household per unit, while 2.5% of units 
were occupied by two households, with a 
median of four persons per unit.
The survey revealed a wide range of • 
household types. Nuclear family households  
represented 35% of those interviewed. 
Couples with extended family made up 
5%, while couples with children and non-
relatives accounted for 2.5%. 10% of 
households were headed by single women, 
27.5% by single women with children, 
2.5% by single women with children and 
extended families, and another 5% by 
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single women with extended families. The 
remainder comprised single men (5%), 
single men and extended families (5%), and 
single men with children and extended 
families (2.5%).
Interviewed households had a mean of • 
1.15 children per household. 
57.5% of households interviewed were • 
headed by single persons, with women-
headed households accounting for 75% of 
households. 

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household incomes.

20% of household heads were formally • 
employed, with 12.5% having informal 
employment. 40% who were fit and able, 
were unemployed. 15% who were not 
fit/disabled were unemployed. 7.5% of 
household heads were pensioners.
25% of adults in the households interviewed • 
were formally employed, 15% had informal 
employment and 17.5% received pension, 
with 37.5% dependent on social welfare 
grants. Only 2.5% stated that they received 
a monthly income through rentals. Another 
2.5% stated other sources of income, such 
as the sale of water to neighbours. 67.5% 
of households said that they received an 
income through insurance payments.
15% of households reported no regular income. • 
Just more than half of households interviewed 
(55%), reported a monthly income of R1–R800 
per month, with 15% reporting R801–R1,500. 
Only 5% of households earned between 
R1,501 and R2,500 per month, another 5% 
earned between R2,501 and R3,500, and a 
further 5% had a monthly income of more 
than R3,501. The median income was R775 
per month. 

2.3 Management/institutional structure
The first two phases of the project were administered 
and financed by the Delta Foundation. Metroplan, 
which performed the role of project co-ordinator, 
generated the idea, developed the concept and 
implemented and managed the pilot and the final 
phases. The Delta Foundation was prevented from 
being a developer in terms of its Deed of Trust, 
hence the Missionvale Housing Development Trust 

was set up as a non-profit legal body to administer 
the project. It consisted of prominent members 
of the recipient community, Delta Foundation and 
the USG. The trust was involved in administrative 
issues, including draw-down of the subsidy, land 
registration, and control over building material. The 
process was streamlined through computisation.10

According to Metroplan, higher residential densities 
made the formation of civic committees necessary 
and viable. The idea was to set up committee 
structures with the specific purpose of focusing on 
the practical issues of everyday life. Fourteen precinct 
committees consisting of approximately 35 families 
each were identified and a representative was elected 
for each group. The aim was that representatives 
would co-ordinate regular meetings and provide a 
linkage to higher political authority, in particular the 
ward councillor for the area. This linkage with the 
local authority was significant, as it was envisaged 
that the committee would perform minor municipal 
management functions such as organisation of basic 
civic affairs including refuse collection, unblocking 
drains, planting and watering of trees, advice on house 
extensions, assistance in the collection of rates and 
service charges, and a general creation of pride in 
the environment. The committee’s other activities 
included community policing and security, health care 
information and education and initiating savings clubs 
(stokvels) for home improvements. 

Street committees were set up for each area, but 
due to internal power issues and self-enrichment of 
committee members, they proved to be unsuccessful. 
Community leadership is still not strong. 
  
2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and the role of 
NGOs/CBOs
Beneficiary families were invited to attend 
workshops involving 50–60 applicants at a time. The 
purpose of the gatherings was to:

choose the preferred type of house from the • 
eight options on offer. (Elderly, smaller families 
were encouraged to select a single-storey unit, 
while younger, larger families were urged to 
choose from the larger double-storey houses); 
select house position and, if feasible, neighbours; • 
and
obtain the required documentation from each • 
applicant for completion of subsidy application 
forms.
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Beneficiaries were involved in the following aspects 
of the project:11

Physical design•  – Beneficiaries were not directly 
involved in the layout, planning and design of 
houses, but only scrutinised plans and designs 
at workshops. Surrounding communities were 
displeased with not being consulted.
Allocation of sites•  – Beneficiaries were able to 
choose their own sites. However, problems 
and conflict arose, especially around the 
inability of some beneficiaries to choose their 
neighbours. Community representatives stated 
that bribery of committee members was a 
problem. Community representatives reported 
that problems between neighbours arose due to 
incompatibilities. 
Selection of community members to work on the • 
project – Meetings were held with the community 
where people volunteered for training and 
were eventually employed on the project. 
Problems with payment occurred as reportedly 
not everyone was fully remunerated.
Selection of community representatives•  – 
Community representatives were democratically 
elected at a general meeting.  No problems were 
experienced.

The levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the roles of CBOs and 
household members in the project, and respondents’ 
satisfaction with the participation process. 

Only 7.5% of interviewed households • 
were certain that a representative body/
committee was set up, 22.5% were certain 
that none was, and 62.5% declared that 
they did not know whether or not one 
was set up. 
Only 12.5% of household members were • 
involved in the selection of committee 
members, while 30% attended community 
meetings. 
The most widely held opinion (72.5%) • 
was that community participation was 
inadequate. Respondents argued that 
the project was run by the trust, that 
unfairness and corruption were rife and 
that no repairs had been made to housing 
units. Only 10% were satisfied with the 
community participation processes. 

As mentioned, the USG was involved especially 
with providing assistance in establishing non-profit 

organisations in the community while a CBO, the 
Missionvale Housing Development Trust, acted as 
the developer of the project.

A health committee was formed at the project’s 
inception and is still active. It functions as a ‘one-
stop-shop’ and deals with issues relating to:

HIV/AIDS counselling;• 
funeral needs;• 
distribution of food parcels;• 
safety and security;• 
baking projects; and• 
assistance with grant applications, electricity • 
and rates.

Adult basic education and training courses and 
sewing activities were conducted from the Catholic 
Community Centre.

The community representative stated that there 
was a lack of co-operation whenever activities were 
initiated, and residents were normally reluctant 
to volunteer.  The Trust did not meet any longer, 
despite the fact that there were project issues that 
had to be dealt with.

2.5 Amenities and facilities
The project is not very well located in terms of 
access to urban opportunities. Few residents travel 
to the city centre, despite the lack of opportunities 
in the project vicinity. 

Community facilities in the project and surrounding 
areas included:

Clinic•  – 1km. Community representatives consid-
ered this too far in terms of walking distance.
Crèche • – located in a house in the project area 
bought for the purpose by the MHDT. 
Primary school • – 1 km.
The Khanye Training Centre • – 0,5 km.
Spaza shops•  in private houses in the project area. 
An empty container was available in the area • 
which the community planned to convert into 
a police station.
A school for the blind•  is situated adjacent to the 
project area from where the health committee 
functions.

There is a general lack of social facilities in the project 
area. Facilities in adjacent areas are only accessible by 
public transportation, which is costly for the majority 
of residents who are unemployed. Problems related 
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to existing facilities include the following:12

The crèche•  experiences problems with security 
and management, as the crèche committee 
does not meet any longer. The Community 
Chest paid R667 per month to support the 
crèche, apparently for the feeding scheme.  A 
member of the crèche committee stated that 
he was unaware of this money, and queried that 
it was paid to the MHDT given that the Trust 
was no longer an officially operating body.
The Catholic Community Centre•  is within walking 
distance but may only be used for religious 
gatherings and on payment of a fee of R100.  A 
need was therefore expressed for a hall or meeting 
place in Missionvale for community meetings.
The soccer field,•  about a kilometre from the project, 
is in disrepair.

Tenants were also asked about their satisfaction 
with access to various types of facilities.

Satisfaction with access to transport was 
high (97.5%), as it was for access to crèches 
(97.5%), clinics (77.5%) and primary schools 
(75%). Lower levels of satisfaction were 
expressed for access to the police (52.5%), 
playgrounds (52.5%), and sporting facilities 
(47.5%). Access to the library was very low 
at 32.5%, while no households considered 
access to high schools as satisfactory. 

Community representatives pointed out that the 
community was in need of more facilities:

a police station, given problems around, for • 
example, a rape in one tavern;
a library;• 
play areas for children;• 
a high school;• 
a swimming pool;• 
informal trading space in the project area;• 
formal commercial facilities such as shops and • 
supermarkets; and 
post office boxes.• 

Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space.

85% reported that they used the communal • 
open space. 
Half of the households that were interviewed • 
(47.5%) expressed satisfaction with the 
landscaping (trees, paving etc). The 50% 
who were not satisfied mentioned a lack of 
pavements, footpaths and paving, plants and 

trees not being looked after, and a general 
lack of landscaping and maintenance.
75% considered the communal open space • 
suitable for children to play. 
95% of respondents deemed the lighting • 
for the communal area as adequate.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
There are no future plans for job creation or LED.

Respondents were asked whether the housing 
project made adequate provision for small business 
activities and whether their housing unit was used 
for such purposes.

No interviewed households stated that their 
housing units were used for small business 
activities, but interviews with community 
representatives revealed that some residents 
operate spaza shops, taverns and shoe repairs 
shops from their homes. 90% reported that 
the housing project did not make adequate 
provision for small business activities. 15% of 
this 90% felt that houses were too small to set 
up small businesses.  Only 12.5% felt that there 
was no need to set up small businesses in the 
area, as “RDP is not for business”. 

2.7 Social problems 
The following social problems were noted by 
community representatives:

alcoholism and drug problems had increased • 
since the project was initiated;
problems related to the youth had increased as • 
there was a lack of facilities, especially for sport 
and recreation;
gangsterism; • 
tuberculosis; and• 
one tavern had to be closed down as there • 
were allegations of a rape associated with it.

On the positive side, unemployment had decreased 
as residents were taking greater responsibility. 

Respondents were asked about the main social 
problems in their area, and whether these problems 
have increased or decreased since the project was 
initiated.
The most frequently mentioned problems 
were illness (42.5%), abuse (37.5%), crime 
(32.5%), taverns and shebeens (32.5%), child 
abuse (27.5%), and HIV/AIDS (17.5%). Others 
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included break-ins (12.5%), robbery and theft 
(12.5%), dagga and drug abuse (7.5%), rape 
(7.5%), and abuse of women (2.5%). 32.5% of 
residents said that the problems related to 
taverns and shebeens have increased since the 
inception of the project, while the percentages 
for other social problems are: break-ins (12.5%), 
HIV/AIDS (12.5%), illness (7.5%), robbery and 
theft (7.5%), as well as dagga and drug abuse 
(5%). Increases in child abuse, crime, abuse, 
rape, and abuse of women were reported by 
2.5%. Residents reported decreases in social 
problems as follows: illness (35%), abuse (35%), 
crime (30%), child abuse (25%), robbery and 
theft (5%), HIV/AIDS (5%), rape (5%), dagga and 
drug abuse (2.5%). No households interviewed 
believed that there were no social problems in 
the project area.

Respondents were asked about safety and security 
in their project area and their housing unit.

77.5% of interviewees said that they are • 
friends with people living in the develop-
ment.
75% felt that their neighbours would come to • 
their rescue should they be in physical danger.
52.5% felt it was unsafe to walk around at • 
night, while 47.5% felt it was safe. The main 
reason for residents feeling unsafe at night was 
the fear of being robbed, raped or murdered 
by gangsters and tavern patrons. Areas 
considered unsafe were the vicinity of taverns, 
dark areas behind houses, areas with bushes, 
Corsa Street, Khanya Centre, Londwabo 
Centre, Seedat’s and Boesak’s Ground. 
82.5% felt that it would be safe to walk • 
around during the day, while 82.5% 
reported feeling safe in their homes. 

3. Project design, 
implementation and 
output13

The first phase (21 units) was built using self-help, 
assisted self-help and contractor-built construction 
methods. The most significant outcome of the initial 
stage was the size of the resultant housing structure: 
the self-help group generally provided approximately 
19% more floor area than the contractor group. 

Supervision was a major problem, and it was decided 
not to pursue the self-help option.

The second phase (18 units) made use of the 
services of a small emerging contractor under the 
guidance of the Institute for Building Research and 
Support of the Port Elizabeth Technikon. This was 
used as a forerunner to decide on the delivery 
system for the scale phase of the project, as well as 
to give the recipient community an opportunity to 
view the housing types and comment on the designs 
and the method of delivery. During workshops 
about the method of delivery, it was deliberated 
that the overwhelming choice was for a system that 
ensured the use of people from Missionvale in the 
construction of their homes, preferably on a paid 
basis – in other words, not necessarily the recipient 
of the house, but under the guidance of a competent 
individual, preferably a small emerging contractor 
from the area. Concern was also expressed that 
the double-storey units would be unsuitable for 
the aged and infirm. The layout was consequently 
amended to accommodate more single-storey units, 
which accounted for 30% of the total project.

3.1 Capacity development and use 
of local labour14

In line with the Delta Foundation’s community 
development objectives, houses were built by emerging 
contractors and labour was recruited primarily from 
Missionvale. Local builders’ skills were enhanced through 
training and employment on the project. Practical 
training was provided over a two-month period by the 
nearby East Cape Training Centre and paid through 
a grant from the Departments of Education and 
Public Works. Brick/block-laying, carpentry, plumbing, 
painting, plastering and decorating were taught. This 
government-sponsored training lasted an average 
of seven weeks, after which building teams were 
formed, each under an emerging contractor. A total 
of 192 local emerging contractors were used as sub-
contractors and general labour. A dispute resolution 
committee was set up to handle labour problems. 
Two hundred and fifteen beneficiaries and residents 
from adjacent areas underwent skills training: 35 
women and 180 men were trained. Emerging builders 
were encouraged to assist recipients in self-help and 
contractor-development housing construction. Both 
men and women built the houses, and women mixed 
concrete.  Women who went on training gravitated 
to painting and finishes, while one contractor was a 
woman. 
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Building teams were placed under the management, 
guidance and control of the Institute of Building 
Research and Support (part of the PE Technikon’s 
Building and Civil Engineering faculty), who assisted 
small builders with advice, counselling and training 
towards becoming fully-fledged contractors. Apart 
from training, the Institute’s main tasks were:

management of building operations;• 
quality control;• 
control of stock and material through a material • 
store;
placing and verification of orders; and• 
payment of contractors.• 

The original 39 pilot houses set the building standard 
and contractors had to at least match the quality of 
these units. The site was divided into 14 precincts, 
with the aim of establishing individual community 
structures of more or less 35 families each. 

Management provided by Khanya College was ongoing 
over the course of a year. Students studying Business 
Management joined the project (one of whom was 

there full time) to give demonstrations and practice 
on issues such as quality control. 

Community representatives commented that it was 
positive that there were people who completed the full 
training and were employed on the project. However, 
some could not complete the training as they were 
formally employed and could not afford to forfeit their 
salaries during the training. Bad workmanship meant 
some units had problems such as cracked walls and 
windows falling out and community representatives 
reported difficulties in getting hold of the project 
manager to resolve these issues. 

3.2 Nature of units provided15

Eight different units were designed, given the proven 
cost advantages of joining units, sharing of walls and 
the better ratios of perimeter walls to floor areas. The 
different housing designs ranged from free-standing, 
single- and double-storey semi-detached and single- and 
double-storey row units, to single- and double-storey 
fourplex (quad) units. Approximately 30% were single-
storey units while 70% were double-storey units.

50m² double-storey row housing – six units

38m² single-storey row housing – four units

50m² double-storey row housing – four units 56m² double-storey fourplex house

36m² single-storey semi-detached 48m² double-storey semi-detached

30m² free-standing single-storey36m² single-storey semi-detached

Typical floor plans and elevations16
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The more units (floor area) that could be combined 
into one structure, the more efficient the ratio of 
the perimeter wall to the floor area, which had 
a significant impact on cost per unit. It therefore 
made sense from a cost benefit viewpoint, to design 
a structure accommodating four houses in as square 
a format as possible.

Ratio of perimeter wall to floor area: Theoretical basis18 Ratio of perimeter wall to floor area: The Missionvale application19

The largest and most financially efficient structure in 
the project was therefore a fourplex double-storey 
building with a total floor area of 224m² and a total 
floor area of 56m² per unit (with a ground floor area 
of 28m² per unit). The two figures below respectively 
illustrate the theoretical basis and Missionvale 
application for the perimeter wall to floor area ratios.

Facts and figures on the full range of housing17
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steel door frames were used. The upper floors of 
the double-story units were covered with 19mm 
timber shutterply supported by pine joists. Staircases, 
handrails and balustrades were also made from pine 
and left unpainted. Special raft foundations had to 
be used for some units because of their location 
on steep ground underlain by expansive clays. 
This posed a number of technical challenges to 
the planning of the area at high-density. The roof 
cover was ‘aluzinc’ corrugated roof sheeting, with 
the edges of the sheets bent over at the eaves and 
securely nailed at the ends of each purlin rafter. 

All houses were cold water plumbed and provided 
with a porcelain toilet and stainless-steel kitchen 
sink. Provision was made in the floor planning for 
the inclusion of a bath and wash hand basin by 
the beneficiary. Shared street connections were 
provided for the plumbing and drainage of two 
individual bathrooms. Energy supply consisted of a 
full metered electricity connection.

All roads were given a ‘Hyson Cell’ concrete 
surface, 2–3m in width. Narrow roads were 
provided,  presuming a low vehicle ownership by the 
beneficiary community. Open spaces were designed 
for a park and play areas for children.

Plot sizes ranged from 100–240m² (with a typical 
erf size of 120 m²), with top structure sizes between 
40m² and 56m² (and a typical size of 48m²). 

3.3 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs

Women – • None.
Children, youth –• An area of the project was 
identified as a playground, but negotiations 
with the municipality to provide equipment did 
not seem to yield anything.
Elderly – • Provision of an option of single-storey 
buildings and the identification of a pension 
payout point.
Disabled – • Provision of an option of single-storey 
buildings and surfaced roads with concrete.

Households were asked whether any members 
were disabled and if changes were made to the 
house to accommodate the disability.

Only 2.5% of households interviewed 
had members with a walking disability. No 
changes were required to accommodate it.

Mr. Caesar in front of his 56m² double-storey fourplex unit

The smallest unit built was a freestanding house of 
30m² on a 240m² erf.  The table below illustrates 
the contrasting design efficiencies between a 
conventional one-house-one-plot design and the 
Missionvale higher-density initiative:

Supposing the construction of a wall using 
concrete blocks costs R150/m, then the walls 
of a 30m² unit will cost R3,300 (R110/m²). 
The 225m² unit consisting of 4x56m² units 
will cost R9,000 for the walls (R40/m²). Adding 
the internal walls to divide into four units, the 
costs will increase to R13,000 (R60/m²), which 
is nearly half that of the single unit. This means 
that a single 56m² two-storey unit would cost 
R3,375 – nearly the same as a 30m² single 
storey unit – but with 26m² extra floor space. 

Concrete blocks of 140mm were used for exterior 
walls and 90mm blocks for interior walls. Interior 
walls were not painted, but exterior walls were 
slush-bagged and finished with one coat of moisture 
resistant paint on the outside only.  Standardised 
pine window frames and doors, painted with 
external quality varnish, were installed and painted 

Double-storey row housing with some space on the plot to 
extend to the side
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3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
High-density housing was the approach chosen, 
rather than the small-house-large-plot approach. 
Cost was a limiting factor in design considerations, 
e.g. some units have an orientation problem (facing 
south-east), although the climate is not severe. 

Floor plans, elevations and section of the double-storey fourplex house20

The crèche collected used materials such as boxes 
to make recycled furniture. 

An attempt was made to plant trees but most have not 
survived and existing trees have not been preserved. 
Dumping on empty spaces in the project area 
happens on a regular basis with only occasional 
solid waste removal by the local authority.

Floor plans, elevations and section of the semi-detached double storey unit21
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Narrow roads and double storey units create a human-scale 
environment

Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation.  Households were 
asked whether they have been informed about 
energy and water saving technology such as 
aerated taps, dual flush toilet cisterns, recycling of 
water, etc.

80% reported problems with dampness • 
inside their units, especially due to rain 
penetrating unplastered exterior walls, 
through windows and doors that do not 
shut properly, as well as through the roof 
and ceiling. 52.5% experienced problems 
heating their unit. The majority (85%) said 
that they have enough natural light in their 
units. Satisfaction levels related to water 
supply were relatively high at 62.5%, though 
slightly fewer respondents (57.5%) were 
satisfied with the toilet/sanitation system. 
The most frequent complaints concerning 
sanitation were that only one internal tap 
per unit was provided, and that households 
have to pay too much for water.
None of the households interviewed were • 
informed about energy and water saving 
technology. 

3.5 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
Plots range from 80m² to 240m², and houses are 
as close to the road reserve as possible, allowing 
short service runs to road-based service utilities 
(as opposed to mid-block positioning), as well as 
expansion to the back of the erf. Future expansions 
of units will inevitably be towards the back, 
maintaining the façade of the buildings.

The use of double-storey units brought about 
streetscapes that were visually and spatially more 
pleasing.  In addition, precincts were more pedestrian-
oriented, improving the safety of children playing 
under the surveillance of adults in the adjacent 
houses. Most of the precincts contained public areas 
which were intended as meeting places for adults 
and play areas for children. 

3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
According to community representatives the lack 
of privacy and disturbance by neighbours, especially 
in the form of noise, made a freestanding house the 
preferred choice. With the bigger-house-smaller-
plot scenario, community representatives observed 
that only a small space would be left on the plot 
for gardening if extensions were made to the 
house. The reduction of privacy as a result of the 
use of the party wall was an initial concern of the 
community, but the housing floor area to erf area 
trade-off were received positively.

Respondents were asked what type of house would 
be their first choice and why, and what the form of 
tenure of their current accommodation was.

87.5% of respondents had a preference • 
for freestanding formal housing. The most 
important reasons given were that yards 
are safe spaces for children to play, there 
is more space and privacy and less conflict 
with other residents with regard to the 
use of space. Without a yard, respondents 
mentioned that their surveillance is 
impaired, there is limited or no opportunity 
for extensions to the unit, and they are 
more exposed to the noise generated 
by neighbours and do not have to be as 
cautious about disturbing neighbours with 
their own household noise, especially over 
weekends. There was also a conviction that 
freestanding units are bigger, while “upstairs 
houses” are small. 
Only 2.5% mentioned living in a block of flats • 
as their first choice, while 10% opted for 
double-storey row housing as a first choice. 
The most prominent reasons for this were 
that double-storey row housing caters for 
bigger families, as it provided more space.
When asked about the tenure form of • 
their current accommodation, 92.5% said 
that it was co-operative ownership. 
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3.7 Comments on house types 
offered
Community representatives expressed the commu-
nity’s general satisfaction with the wide range of 
house types offered. However, though project 
managers were reportedly informed by the 
beneficiaries that they did not prefer row housing 
consisting of six units, building of the units was not 
discontinued. 

Households were asked about their housing options 
and to comment on the housing and house type 
offered. They were asked what they thought the 
market value of their unit was and whether it was 
affordable to live in the unit.

92.5% replied that they had a choice of • 
housing option, 35% commented negatively 
on the house type offered and only 2.5% 
made positive comments; 42% remained 
neutral on the subject. Comments on the 
housing type offered mainly focused on the 
units being too small. General complaints 
were largely directed at the poor 
construction and included issues such as 
cracked walls, poorly fitted windows that 
fell out or were not secure, unplastered 
walls that allowed rain to penetrate and 
wind and rain penetrating the house.
When asked about the perceived market • 
value of their units, 12.5% estimated the 
value at R5,000, 50% felt it was between 
R5,000 and R10,000, and 25% put it 
between R10,000 and R20,000. 12.5% 
did not know the value of their housing 
units. These results indicate that only 
about 25% of residents have an accurate 
perception of the value of their units. The 
general dissatisfaction with the housing 
provided supports this finding. Remarks 
from residents included: “The house is 
worthless”, and “it was built at the cheapest 
possible price”. 
97.5% thought they could only rent their • 
units out for less than R300 per month. 
67.5% thought that it was affordable to • 
live in their units. Replacing window panes, 
ceilings and carpets due to damage caused 
by the weather, repairing broken doors 
and waterproofing/plastering walls made it 
unaffordable for 32.5% of respondents to live 
in the housing provided. 

3.8 Household satisfaction 
with housing unit and housing 
environment

Households were asked about their satisfaction 
with various aspects of their housing unit and their 
housing environment.

75% were satisfied with their area/neigh-
bourhood. Positive comments included that 
residents have known each other for a long 
time and are friends with their neighbours, 
people are friendly, the area is safe and quiet 
and there is adequate space on the plots. 
Negative comments mainly related to noise 
and crime in the area. 50% of respondents 
were not satisfied with the size of their units, 
with the overwhelming majority of negative 
comments referring to lack of indoor space, 
especially the fact that children do not have 
separate rooms. 72.5% felt that they did not 
have enough privacy, stating that parents have 
no privacy from children,  as “everybody 
sleeps in one room” and therefore “sex is 
hampered, we are scared the children will 
hear”. Residents also felt strongly that it was 
a problem to share a wall with neighbours 
because “everybody knows what’s happening 
in your house”. 82% felt that noise coming 
from neighbours bothered them when they 
were in their homes, or that they were 
concerned that neighbours were privy to 
their household conversations and noises. 

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
Community representatives confirmed that 
residents’ quality of life had improved, but almost all 
houses are leaking.

Respondents were asked whether their quality of 
life had improved since moving into their unit  and 
how their quality of life compared with that of 
people living in free-standing RDP houses.

55% of respondents felt that their quality • 
of life had improved since moving to 
Missionvale. Most respondents felt that 
it was much better than living in a muddy 
area in a shack – they now have access 
to water, electricity and sanitation. 42.5% 
of households felt that their quality of life 
had not improved, with the majority of the 
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Cracks around standardised pine window frames

complaints about construction and weather 
proofing. Specific complaints were about 
furniture being damaged by rain, the high 
costs of repairs, sand entering through 
the roof, and health problems related to 
dampness. The quality of residents’ lives was 
also compromised by activities associated 
with taverns. 
52.5% felt that their quality of life was • 
not better than that of people living in 
freestanding RDP houses, for the following 
reasons, among others: 
“They have privacy and their own space 
and yards”;
“They have more space to extend”;
“The house is too small and too close to 
my neighbours”;
 “My neighbour makes a lot of noise”;
“They do not have complaints about the 
walls cracking and leaking when it rains”;and 
“Stand-alone houses allow you to see 
everything around you”.
Only 45% felt their quality of life was better • 
than that of people living in RDP houses:
“The upstairs houses are bigger than the 
freestanding houses”;
“I like to stay with neighbours”; and
“I have more space”.

not attended to. Community representatives felt 
that the developer/project manager was obliged 
to attend to these problems as it was financially 
difficult for beneficiaries to do so.

A 48m² double storey semi-detached unit

3.10 Complaints about units
Additional complaints from community repre-
sentatives and from observations included:

poor ventilation due to positioning of windows;• 
incomplete air vents from the toilets; • 
a lack of gutters;• 
dampness of walls;• 
rusting external doors and windows;• 
cracks around doors and windows and cracking • 
walls; and
platform on clay deteriorating.• 

These and other problems mentioned above were 

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints about the housing unit and if the 
complaints were attended to.

An overwhelming majority of surveyed 
households (95%) had complaints, most 
concerned windows and doors that were 
either not closing properly, were loose or were 
defective. Complaints about cracked and leaking 
walls and roofs were frequent, as were complaints 
about units being too small. A considerable 
number of households (87.5%) indicated that 
no organisation/body had enquired if there 
were complaints about the units, while 7.5% of 
respondents did not know whether such a body 
had done so. Only 5% reported enquiries about 
complaints, (mentioning ANC members), but no 
instances of subsequent action on complaints 
were reported.

3.11 Additions and improvements 
made to original unit by tenants

Households were asked about improvements they 
had made to their housing, including the type of 
improvements, their cost, finance sources, by whom 
they were done, and problems with improvements 
and intended additions/improvements.

95% of households interviewed had made • 
improvements to their units, the most 
frequent being the addition of floor covering 
(50%), erecting fences (45%), replacing front 
doors (22.5%), planting flower gardens 
(10%), and replacing windows (7.5%). 5% 
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made safety improvements and another 5% 
installed telephones, while 2.5% replaced 
their roofing. Only 2.5% planted vegetable 
gardens. Other types of improvements were 
done by 7.5% of households.
Savings were most frequently used to • 
finance improvements (41%). 13% used 
loans, 10% used employers’ gifts, 5% used 
monetary gifts and 2% used other sources 
of finance.
The majority of improvements (46%) • 
were done by a household member, while 
builders/contractors were responsible for 
improvements in only 11% of the cases. 
Only 2% of improvements were done by  
“others”, such as community members from 
the community, handymen or helpers. 
22.5% added rooms to their units, of which • 
20% added one room and 2.5% added two 
rooms. 77.5% did not add any rooms.
Lack of money (60%) was the foremost • 
problem respondents faced in making 
improvements to their housing. Builder 
problems and lack of space were not 
perceived as problematic to those who 
made improvements. 12.5% reported no 
problems making improvements.
72.5% of households intended to make • 
improvements to their units in future. The 
most significant included plastering walls, 
repairing and replacing windows and doors, 
erecting boundary fences, adding extensions 
to the unit and installing ceilings.

bookkeeping and the funds” was not happening. 
In response, project managers invited community 
representatives to scrutinise the books, but this did not 
take place.  According to community representatives, 
access to the offices is difficult, and when they go 
there “the person responsible is away or not in, and 
will not go to the project area to explain”.

Additional complaints included:
three units were incomplete;• 
two toilets had not been installed; and• 
internal roads were inadequate. The project • 
manager clarified that the roads were not 
designed to hold heavy traffic, yet the municipality 
demanded that roads be built prior to houses. 
Project trucks subsequently damaged the roads.

Community representatives reported that the 
community did not have many dealings with the 
local authority. They complained that the local 
authority did not deliver accounts (as there were 
no post boxes), but then cut off water for non-
payment. Refuse was collected irregularly.

An informal extension

Lack of community ownership: dumping and refuse in open spaces

3.12 Problems with the project 
manager/developer/government
The community felt that the project managers 
were unwilling to respond to problems, stating that 
“they made a profit” and that “transparency of the 

3.13 Secondary housing market
According to community representatives eight 
beneficiaries had sold their homes. The majority 
moved back to informal housing in order to obtain 
cash. A concern was raised about beneficiaries not 
always understanding that they would not be eligible 
for a housing subsidy again once they had sold their 
subsidised house.  The majority of houses sold were 
the double-storey fourplex (quad) houses, which 
sold for R10,000. Other houses were sold for 
approximately R8,000. House swapping because of 
size was a bigger problem.

About 20 households had backyard rooms/shacks. 
It was not clear whether they were rented out or 
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Table 51: Actual cost break-downs for the six house types23

House size m² 30 36 40 48 52 56

House type Free-
standing

Single 
story 
semi-
detached

Single 
storey 
row house 
- four units 

Double 
storey 
semi-
detached

Double 
storey 
row house 
- four units

Quad 
house      
- four units

Erf size m² 240 150 140 130 120 110

Number of units – 493 Per erf Per erf Per erf Per erf Per erf Per erf Per erf

Professional fees (R) 1,380 1,380 1,380 1,380 1,380 1,380 1,380

Land cost (R) 240 150 140 130 120 110 148

Service installation (R) 5,518 4,358 4,080 2,628 2,538 2,400 3,587

Top structure (R) 9,600 10,850 11,138 12,600 12,700 12,848 11,623

Finance charges (R) 137 137 137 137 137 137 137

TOTAL (R) 16,875 16,875 16,875 16,875 16,875 16,875 16,875

Building rate R/m² 320 301 278 263 244 229 273

used by the households. Some beneficiaries reportedly rented out the whole space, and moved back to 
informal settlements, or rented out the shacks that they left behind in the informal settlements.

4. Project finance
No beneficiary savings were used as the project linked subsidy of R15,000 did not require any savings 
contributions. Additional finance included an amount of 15% variance provided for special foundations 
because of the slope and expansive clay conditions, 5% variance for densities in excess of 40du/ha (Eastern 
Cape only), donor funding from the Delta Foundation (R800,000), and funding of R100,000 from the 
Bremen Partnership Award, among others.

Table 50: Budget allocation – average amount for the main cost centres22

Item Total project (R) Per unit (R) %

Land 72,964 148 1

Professional fees (town planning, land surveying, engineering conveyancing, 
project management, sales and administration) 680,340 1,380 8

Infrastructure, services (roads and stormwater, water, sewers) 1,768,494 3,587 21

Top structure 5,730,036 11,623 69

Landscaping

Other

Finance charges 67,541 137 1

TOTAL 8,319,375 16,875 100

The financial outlay of R8,319,375 was administered by the Missionvale Housing Development Trust. Labour 
costs were R72.92/m2 and building costs were R249.48/m2. The comparison between service installation and 
top structure costs for the various house types and density levels (erf size), is of particular significance, as it 
reflects the significant size difference between the two extremes.
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There was a general understanding among recipients 
of the trade-off aspect of the project, that is, larger 
houses on smaller sites and smaller houses on 
larger sites for the same subsidy amount. 

The following table depicts the apportionment of 
the subsidy (land, services and top structure) for a 
freestanding single-storey unit and a double-storey 
quad house. It reveals up to a 33.75% increase in the 
residual amount for the top structure between the 
two options.24 

Table 52:  Apportionment of the subsidy
Freestanding single 

storey unit
Double storey 

quad unit

House area
30m² %

House 
area
56m²

%

Land and 
service (R)  7,275 43 4,075 24

Top 
structure (R) 9,600 57 12,800 76

TOTAL 16,875 100 16,875 100

Respondents were asked to provide details about 
the subsidy amount received. Households were not 
required to add savings, loans or any other money 
to their subsidies. 

All households interviewed were recipients of • 
the individual subsidy. 72.5% knew how much 
their subsidy amounts were, while a quarter 
(27.5%) of respondents could not provide the 
subsidy amount they qualified for. 
Despite the fact that all households received • 
the individual subsidy, 90% of respondents 
did not know the total cost of their housing 
unit. One household estimated the cost of 
their house at between R0 and R10,000. 

Measures to lower project costs included alternative 
methods of planning and development, such as:25

reduction of erf sizes together with higher • 
densities;
sharing services such as sewerage connection • 
(though water connections and meters were 
provided on an individual basis due to rigidity 
in municipal standards);
constructing semi-detached houses with shared • 
walls, unbroken roof structures and so on;
services such as water, electricity and sewerage • 
were routed along roads in front of the houses, 
and houses were as close to the roads as 

possible – a cost-effective method of running 
services in one trench; and
the small area occupied by the double storey • 
units  minimised the cost of steel and concrete 
and offered an opportunity for more effective 
terracing on steeper slopes as the steps are 
shorter than in the larger-dimensioned single-
storey units.

Residential density had a significant impact on serv-
ice engineering costs, and, together with the savings 
from shared sewer connections, made it possible 
to provide (within budget), concrete surfaces on all 
roads, making use of ‘Hyson cells’. The provision of 
narrower street fronts deviated from the accepted 
municipal geometric standards. According to 
Metroplan, “lesser standards” are different but not 
necessarily inferior.26

5. Service provision
The local authority is responsible for maintenance 
of services such as roads, water and sewer mains.

Every two houses share a sewer connection. Al-
though this could be increased to four units, the local 
authority was not in favour of this arrangement.27 
Domestic plumbing provided for a single stack 
serving two units, one gulley for every connection 
(i.e.  for every two houses), and a rodding eye where 
the distance to the street connection exceeded five 
metres.   All services were road-based as opposed 
to mid-block based. Water connections and meters 
were provided on an individual basis. Services were 
installed by a large contractor, using local labour 
where possible. Time constraints meant a more 
labour intensive approach could not be used28.

The project experienced problems with water 
drainage/collection, particularly as the ground is 
mostly clay. Storm water collection seemed only 
evident in the Phase 2 area of the project where 
the last 243 houses were built.

5.1 Non-payment for services
According to community representatives fewer than 
5% of residents did not pay for services; however, 
this is contradicted by the residents themselves. 
Some residents received an indigent subsidy and 
so were exempted from paying for services.  High 
levels of unemployment were given as the primary 
reason for non-payment.
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Electricity is prepaid. • 
Water usage was subsidised so residents only • 
paid for usage exceeding six kiloliters per 
month. However, cut-offs for non-payment 
occurred on a regular basis and those affected 
collected water from neighbours.
It was argued that services were not paid • 
because there were no post boxes and so 
residents did not receive accounts – this 
problem was attributed to the local authority. 
With the swapping of houses, accounts went to • 
the wrong people.
Masakhane ‘collapsed’ so it might have been a • 
political decision that some residents did not pay.

Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if no payment was made, 
to state the reason. Households also had to state 
their monthly expenditure on other energy sources 
(e.g. gas or paraffin) and on transport..

Of the households surveyed, only 27.5% • 
reported that they were paying for rates 
and services. 62.5% said they were not 
paying.
70% of households interviewed said they • 
always paid for water and 2.5% said they 
sometimes did. Unemployment was one 
reason for not paying but a reason given 
more frequently was that residents did not 
receive accounts. Virtually all households 
interviewed (90%) stated that they were 
paying for electricity as each unit was 
fitted with a prepaid electricity meter. 
Insufficient information was received for 
expenditure on both other energy sources 
and transport.
Medians for paying households were: • 
R15 for rates, R50 for water, R100 for 
electricity. 

5.2 Problems with service delivery/
infrastructure maintenance
As mentioned, no post boxes resulted in residents 
not receiving mail (although the streets were 
named and houses numbered). Other problems 
with services included:

poor quality pipes, which were damaged;• 
damaged meters were not repaired;• 
stormwater drainage problems;• 
blocked drains; and• 
refuse collection was infrequent and late in the • 
day – by then dogs had already damaged bags.

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representative

Lack of communication between the project • 
manager and community, for example,  after 
implementation project managers did not 
attend meetings when they were asked to and 
would not attend to problems.
Money allocated to the trust account was not • 
being accounted for, for example, money given 
by the Community Chest to the crèche for a 
feeding scheme did not go directly to the crèche 
through the crèche committee but into the trust 
account (apparently as they have bookkeeping 
facilities) – yet the trust was not meeting any 
more, while the crèche committee was.
People were unemployed and therefore could • 
not repair their houses, so maintenance was a 
problem. Sometimes money (e.g. from social 
grants) was spent on repairing structural 
problems. Roads had not been maintained by 
the municipality.

Project manager
maintenance and monitoring;• 
the gap in community leadership; and• 
social pathology in the project area.• 

Residents
They felt very strongly about the following 
issues: inferior or “cheap” material was used 
to construct the houses; “they built the houses 
in a rush”; there were problems with the 
management of the project; houses were not 
plastered; houses should have been bigger; 
maintenance and repair complaints were 
not attended to by the developer; there was 
discontent with problems relating to doors, 
windows, stairs and cracked walls.

6.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
Community representative
Although beneficiaries previously lived in inadequate 
informal housing, problems around maintenance and 
finances compromise the success of the project in 
providing formal housing. Residents were not particularly 
pleased living in higher-density housing. Walls were not 
soundproof and there was a lack of privacy.
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Project manager
Metroplan argued that the project represented • 
a breakthrough in sub-economic housing 
development through high-density housing, 
which can be replicated anywhere in South 
Africa.29 With innovative planning, engineering 
and housing standards, housing was provided 
“which is acceptable to both the recipient 
communities and the local authorities without 
exceeding the state subsidy”.30 
 “In less than two years, 493 families have moved • 
from squalid shacks to brick homes – complete 
with indoor water and sanitation.  And it hasn’t 
cost them a cent!”

Residents
the ability to choose your house and • 
neighbours; 
the houses were free; • 
living in a “cement house is better than • 
living in squatter camp”; 
the project created some employment • 
and beneficiaries received training that 
contributed to them finding employment 
subsequently; and 
the advantages of having access to • 
electricity, water and sanitation. 

Concluding comments focused mainly on 
issues relating to the quality of the units. With 
regard to maintenance, most residents feel 
that “the builders must come back and fix the 
problems and repair the damages”. In general, 
respondents were of the opinion that “they had 
to build better houses for us as the houses give 
us many problems”. 

7. Learnings and lessons 
from Missionvale
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

The Missionvale project was built on • 
municipal-owned land, and therefore the 
advantage of high residential density on costs, 
where they are needed the most, i.e. the top 
structure, was even more significant when the 
land cost was higher than R1/m², as was the 
case in Missionvale.
The most significant contribution of the • 

Missionvale project was the innovative move 
away from the land-extensive one-house-
one-plot provision of subsidised housing. 
The opportunity to provide significantly larger 
under-roof floor areas to a larger number of 
households using the government housing 
subsidy was in itself a radical departure from 
conventional RDP housing provision. Moreover, 
the use of a variety of higher-density housing 
typologies maximising the use of shared walling 
and services, combined with departures from 
standardised service provision (such as reduced 
road width) started to open up possibilities for 
the creation of more compact settlements. A 
double-storey fourplex or quad house was the 
largest and most financially efficient structure 
with the R15,000 subsidy at 56m², compared 
with a freestanding house of 30m². 
However, the double-storey fourplex units • 
were also the majority of houses being sold (for 
approximately R10,000). Generally, very low 
levels of privacy inside homes were reported, 
especially for fourplex units, both from an intra- 
and inter-household perspective. Disturbance 
by neighbours and parents’ lack of privacy from 
children were emphasised by residents.
Despite the innovative nature of the project, • 
only 45% of respondents were of the 
opinion that their quality of life was better 
than that of people living in RDP housing. 
It is clear that quality of life is not only gauged in 
terms of the size of the unit, but also by factors 
such as quality of the physical structure, privacy, 
outdoor space available, quality of communal 
space, and community cohesion. Housing quality 
and design are determining factors in long term 
sustainability – higher quality housing would be 
cheaper to maintain.
The project is not well located in terms • 
of urban opportunities. Some amenities 
and potential employment exist in the area, 
but for a community with very low levels of 
income, travelling to high schools, commercial 
opportunities and recreation facilities incurs 
exceptionally high and unaffordable costs.
Low-quality play areas for children • 
and limited recreation facilities and 
opportunities for the youth are serious 
issues that require special attention. 
These considerations radically impact on 
residents’ satisfaction with their overall housing 
environment.
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Unfortunately, a wide-ranging positive • 
change in attitude towards higher-density 
living seemed not to have taken place. 
The community’s acceptance of the concept of 
medium-density living, trading-off exterior yard 
space and privacy to create maximum interior 
space, was only accepted by some members of 
the community. Perhaps higher-density living 
would have been perceived less negatively 
had physical structures been more solid and 
of higher quality, and had they incurred less 
maintenance costs. 
The town planning layout was based on the • 
concept of precincts consisting of 35 
families grouped around a street to form 
the basis of a social and organisational 
structure to do basic management of municipal 
services and other civic affairs. However, this 
potentially useful design intervention was 
unsuccessful, possibly because of the absence of 
continued capacity and leadership development 
and social and human capital investment. 
The overall success of the project from • 
the community’s perspective was perhaps 
summarised best in the words of the 
community representative who asserted that 
although beneficiaries previously lived in 
inadequate informal housing, problems 
around maintenance, finances and 
management compromise the success of 
the project in providing formal housing. 

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

Local community members received • 
extensive training and were involved 
in the construction of housing units. 
However, quality was compromised due to bad 
workmanship. Serious and wide-ranging 
complaints were heard about the 
inferior quality of the units. Slush-bagging 
of the exteriors with one coat of moisture 
resistant paint only, together with standardised 
pine window frames and doors, caused high 
levels of dissatisfaction with the units because 
of resultant damp problems. Health risks 
associated with dampness exacerbated the 
problem. Only 55% of interviewed households 
felt that their quality of life had improved since 
moving into the unit, mainly because of their 
access to water, electricity and sanitation. 

Residents regarded maintenance of housing 
units as the project manager’s responsibility, 
while the project manager argued that 
residents had to take responsibility and did 
not undertake remedial measures. Due to 
low levels of household income, maintenance 
problems became unmanageable over time. 
Communication between project 
managers and the community broke down 
post-implementation.
Metroplan ascribed some of the success of the • 
project to the loyal and firm store manager 
and recommended that beneficiaries should 
not be appointed in that position.
An astounding 92.5% of interviewed • 
households stated that their tenure was co-
operative ownership, whereas all beneficiaries 
have individual ownership. It is not clear why 
beneficiaries answered in this way. However, it 
is important for beneficiaries to be clear 
about their rights and responsibilities 
in terms of tenure in order for them to 
embrace their housing environment.
A thorough and democratic selection process • 
of beneficiaries with high levels of community 
involvement was followed. A number of 
beneficiaries were also able to choose their 
neighbours. Choosing neighbours is a very 
important social issue and impacts greatly on 
the social sustainability of any project.  Residents 
who were unable to choose their neighbours 
initially and who subsequently experienced 
problems with neighbours experienced low 
levels of ownership and satisfaction with 
their housing environment. Dissatisfaction 
with neighbours caused some beneficiaries to 
informally swap units. 
Setting up the Missionvale Housing • 
Development Trust to administer the 
project presented the opportunity for 
community empowerment and active 
participation. However, at the time of 
the interview the status of the MHDT was 
unclear, causing problems with clarity on 
which body was making decisions. Unresolved 
issues (e.g. on maintenance) were highlighted, 
and problems of communication developed 
between the present decision-making body 
and community members. For example, it was 
stated that USG were approached to assist 
in establishing a CBM (Community Based 
Maintenance) programme but community 
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representatives indicated they did not know 
about this. There were also allegations of 
money being received, being held in the Trust 
Account, but not being spent transparently or 
accounted for. Community participation 
levels were therefore reported to be 
very low. According to Metroplan a general 
absence of a residents’ committee exacerbated 
the social and physical predicament of the 
community. Social problems are difficult to 
address and interventions are ineffective 
without strong community structures in place. 
A central meeting place, especially offices for 
the committee, should be incorporated in 
the design of the project.
Representatives from USG reported that • 
leadership issues in the community (in fact, 
the absence of leaders) impact negatively 
on the community’s sustainability and 
prosperity. The pervasiveness of a so called 
‘hand-out’ mentality makes the functioning of 
CBOs particularly difficult, with community 
participation levels being exceptionally low. 
According to USG, partnerships with local 
schools to incentivise children to initiate 
projects such as backyard gardening and 
recycling in their community have the potential 
to break the cycle of ‘non-ownership’ of the 
housing environment, starting with the youth.

7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

The • absence of sustained and significant 
social and human capital formation 
after implementation, coupled with 
an absence of strong community 
leadership structures, meant that ‘social 
reconstruction’ and social sustainability 
were hardly achieved. Skills transfer and 
creation of jobs as envisaged initially had not 
translated into substantial improvement of 
livelihoods in the area.
Due to the inaccessibility of formal commercial • 
opportunities and unemployment levels of 
nearly 40%, the incorporation of informal 
trading spaces and support for micro 
enterprises should have received attention 

in the design of this low-cost housing project. 
Support of local economic development 
initiatives is essential, and a livelihoods 
approach to development would have been a 
useful tool to ascertain the level and type of 
assistance and intervention. 

7.4 Environmental sustainability
Environmental considerations did not rank high • 
on the priority list. Residents complained about 
paying too much for water, yet there were no 
water-saving technologies or methods.  To foster 
ownership of the environment, environmental 
and home ownership education on a 
continual basis should form an integral part 
of any housing project. In their absence, despite 
dissatisfaction with the landscaping and their 
housing environment, the community has not 
undertaken any interventions.
Only a quarter of interviewed households had • 
a fairly accurate notion of the estimated market 
value of their housing units. The quality of 
the housing units and the overall housing 
environment negatively influences the 
way in which residents attribute value 
to their house as an asset, resulting in 
beneficiaries selling their houses for less than 
the subsidy amount.

7.5 Partnerships
This experimental project demonstrated the • 
formation of a partnership between public 
and private key stakeholders and the 
community, which contributed to innovative 
planning, engineering and housing standards and 
methods of project implementation. Moreover, 
interaction between planning, engi-neering, 
land registration, and financing helped save 
on costs. Economies of scale took effect, with 
more money available for the housing structure, 
and a reduction in building costs. 
The project was replicated and improved • 
upon elsewhere, such as in Cape Town with the 
development of the Integrated Serviced Land 
Programme’s Samora Machel project (see SM ), 
as well as with the development of Sakhasonke 
Village (see SV ).
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6. SAMORA MACHEL

1. Project overview
1.1 Background 
During the apartheid era no formal urban 
development took place in areas where residents 
were predominantly Black, except for housing 
provided by local authorities in some of the informal 
settlements surrounding Cape Town. The number 
of informal settlements multiplied after influx 
control was lifted in 1986, and the shortage of land 
in the Cape Metropolitan Area necessitated the 
implementation of higher-density housing, critically 
important to a sustainable housing programme. An 
integrated development strategy that would involve 
all communities became imperative. The Provincial 
Administration of the Western Cape called together 

relevant stakeholders to determine a strategy, 
decide on objectives and draw up a business plan 
for the new approach.1 The Department of Housing, 
Local Government and Planning of the Provincial 
Administration of the Western Cape, in partnership 
with the Integrated Serviced Land Project (iSLP), 
and the City of Cape Town, initiated the Samora 
Machel (Weltevreden Valley) project around 1999. 

The project was initially managed by the Provincial 
Government, but towards the middle of 2000 the 
City of Cape Town requested that the then-Provincial 
Department of Housing, Local Government and 
Planning, which had entered into a contract with 
Peninsula Construction for the development of the 
Samora Machel project, cede this contract to the 

Date of project completion 2001.

Project type A greenfield pilot project development, with identified local community, for higher-density 
housing in the Western Cape and initiated under the auspices of the Integrated Serviced 
Land Project (iSLP). This project was primarily aimed at addressing the development needs 
of families living in various informal settlements near Cape Town who qualified for national 
government’s capital subsidy.

Location On Provincial Government land in the Metro South-East of Cape Town (Weltevreden Valley 
or Samora Machel area) along Vanguard Drive.

Municipality City of Cape Town.

Province Western Cape Province.

Developer Department of Housing: Provincial Administration of the Western Cape and the City of Cape 
Town.

Project partnerships The project was initiated by the Provincial Administration of the Western Cape (PAWC), 
Department of Housing, Local Government and Planning under the auspices of the iSLP, 
together with the City of Cape Town.

Project size 619 medium-density housing units on individual plots on nine separate sites within Samora 
Machel.

Tenure type Individual ownership (freehold).

Density Gross residential density of approximately 109 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Project-linked subsidy, Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Programme (CMIP) funding, 
additional funding from the City of Cape Town.

SM
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City. It was prompted by the fact that top structures 
offered to beneficiaries were substantially smaller 
than those delivered on a similar project in Philippi 
East. The recommendation that the contract be 
ceded to the City of Cape Town was based on the 
following:2

the City, as a registered VAT vendor, would be • 
able to reclaim VAT on the expenditure from 
the housing subsidies, which the Provincial 
Administration would not be able to do;
the City, as the local authority, would eventually • 
take over services provided with the project and 
having the City as developer would obviate future 
problems in handing over the infrastructure to 
the local authority; furthermore, the City was 
already involved in the project’s engineering and 
town planning; and
the City and the Province had already entered • 
into a land availability agreement whereby the 
City undertook to act as developer for the 
project.

1.2 The Integrated Serviced Land 
Project3

The iSLP’s potential for delivery of development 
was recognised in 1994 by the national government 
when it was elected a Special Integrated Presidential 
Project of the Reconstruction and Development 
Programme (RDP). The South African national 
government provided half the project’s funding 
through the RDP, while the remainder was 
provided by the Provincial Administration of the 
Western Cape, the Cape Metropolitan Council, 
local authorities and other sources within the 
Provincial Administration. 

The iSLP was an integrated development project 
primarily aimed at addressing the development 
needs of families living in informal settlements 
near Cape Town, who were in the lowest income 
bands qualifying for the national government’s 
capital subsidy and generally unable to access 
credit. The project areas that the iSLP was involved 
in are characterised by poor soil conditions and a 
high water table, therefore requiring high levels of 
servicing, adding to the servicing costs. 

The iSLP was spearheaded jointly by community 
committees, RDP forums, the provincial 
government and regional and local authorities, 
and incorporated community representation at all 
levels of policy formulation and decision making. 

Each iSLP project was planned and supervised 
by a separate project committee which included 
project beneficiaries as representatives. In this way 
every project was effectively community driven, 
and enhanced the decision-making capabilities and 
capacity of communities. 

All projects within the iSLP programme were reported 
upon monthly by the iSLP project manager to the 
National Department of Housing and to the members 
of the iSLP coordinating committee.  The planning 
approach and philosophy guiding the iSLP programme 
were founded on the following principles:4

the need for higher densities in light of the • 
shortage of land in Cape Town;
mixed use and sharing of facilities in support • 
of higher densities;
affordability of housing and acceptable service • 
levels;
sustainable environments and a sense of • 
place; and
pedestrian-oriented environments.• 

The iSLP’s communications strategy aimed to inform 
communities about its policies and progress, to enable 
communities to access resources and to promote 
the development of the project. Communication 
was done primarily through written media, radio and 
iSLP project facilitators. Standard communications 
included a quarterly newspaper, regular press releases 
and bulletins for specific projects. 

The iSLP’s capacity development strategy was 
aimed at developing the skills, understanding and 
institutions in communities that were necessary 
for playing an effective role in the development 
process, and included early childhood development 

Community facilities and landscaped public open space adjacent 
to housing located along an activity route

C i f ili i d l d d bli dj
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and greening projects. Access to information and 
resources and education on housing and home-
ownership issues also formed part of the capacity 
building strategy. A process of incremental and 
sustainable holistic development that provides 
security of tenure was thus aimed at enabling 
communities to fully participate in the planning and 
implementation of housing developments. 

The iSLP was also involved in the construction of 
community facilities, such as health centres, libraries, 
clinics, sports fields and community halls. In addition, 
local economic development was supported with 
initiatives such as markets, small industrial areas and 
transport interchanges. The business development 
strategy was aimed at establishing local economies 
and promoting local entrepreneurs and sustainable 
employment, as well as ensuring that local 
communities benefited from the opportunities 
offered by development. A priority was to create 
opportunities for local builders and labourers on 
project contracts. Established contractors were 
encouraged to venture into contracts with emerging 
contractors and to use labour from within the 
community. 

1.3 Samora Machel project history
The Samora Machel project was intended to meet 
the residential needs of low-income families who 
had to move when existing informal areas were 
upgraded in Crossroads, Gugulethu, Langa, KTC and 
surrounding areas as part of the iSLP programme. 
The community wanted freestanding houses located 
on 160m² plots, but due to a shortage of land, this 
low-density option was not viable. 

The project was regarded as an experimental or pilot 
project for higher-density housing in the Western 
Cape on the basis of its design and aims. To enhance 
the development of a community spirit and sense of 
ownership, development took place in relatively small 
pockets of land and comprised nine separate sites 
within Samora Machel. The sites and top structures 
were allocated via the iSLP process.5

The layout of the Samora Machel project was based 
on the following objectives:6

ensuring that the maximum possible value was • 
left for the top structure;
achieving as high a density layout as possible (in • 
excess of 80 du/ha);

Site layout plan of Samora Machel indicating seven of the nine sites along Oliver Tambo Drive7
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achieving the most cost effective layout with • 
regard to civil engineering costs;
ensuring an innovative approach underpinning • 
the design of the top structure so that the 
maximum quantity and quality of space was 
provided; and
compliance with minimum requirements as laid • 
down in the Provincial Housing Board guidelines.

The primary objective was to create a secure, 
serviced site and simple but small (minimum 27m²), 
formal ‘starter’ houses that were easily extendable 
by beneficiaries as their resources permitted. In a 
study on incrementality, students made proposals 
specifically related to the designs for Samora 
Machel.8 These took into account factors such as 
double-storey housing being more complicated to 
construct without plans to modularise extensions, 
and that very low household monthly incomes, 
especially in woman-headed households, would 
leave little funding for extensions. 

well as the Missionvale project in Nelson Mandela 
Bay (Port Elizabeth), served as precedents for the 
Samora Machel project. Similar design criteria and 
principles were used in the preparation of the 
design layouts. Principles established in previous 
schemes included:

4–5m frontage; • 
erven of ±90m² in size;• 
two-storey walk-up top structure;• 
three to five units in a row-house • 
configuration;
extensive community participation;• 
narrow pedestrian streets with ‘courtyard • 
spaces’;
general exclusion of motor vehicles; and• 
an average of 25% parking bays – for all plots • 
without direct road access.

Arcus Gibb was appointed as project managers. The 
project was undertaken as a greenfield development, 
with an identified local community, and consisted 
of 619 units on approximately 5,7 hectares, with 
average plot sizes of about 90m². The project-linked 
subsidy of R18,400 per beneficiary (R16,000 + 15%) 
was used, as all beneficiaries were in the R0–R1,500 
per month income bracket. Each household had full 
individual ownership and received a title deed. 

Delays to the starting of construction were caused 
by costs of top structures exceeding the budget 
at the first and second tender. All units approved 
were delivered and the last three infill sites of the 
development were completed during 2001.10

1.4 Project location
The development areas are on provincial land in 
the Metro South-East in the Samora Machel North 
area along Vanguard Drive and the R300 freeway. 
The area is bordered to the north by the Mitchells 
Plain/Khayelitsha railway line and by Samora Machel 
Parkway to the east. 

The project is far from formal employment oppor-
tunities. The majority of employment opportunities 
close by are informal activities. The Philippi 
Horticultural Area approximately 5km from 
Samora Machel North offers some employment 
opportunities in the agricultural sector.   According to 
community representatives, the only residents who 
were formally employed in the area were teachers, 
librarians, supermarket staff and cleaners. A few 
people worked in other parts of the metropolitan 

The amended draft Samora Machel North Structure 
Plan (1997) proposed the location of high-density 
housing sites at places of maximum accessibility 
and opportunity. It envisaged the development of 
high-density residential zones at about 60-80du/ha 
(gross), with a range of residential forms. It focused 
strongly on public transport and pedestrian scale, 
and encouraged the transport and movement 
system to promote ease of access for people with 
poor mobility. Furthermore, it promoted sharing 
of facilities and provided for commercial sites in 
the area.9

Another medium-density iSLP project in the area, as 

Proposal by students for incremental extension of the unit
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area. The only formal commercial enterprise is a 
Score Supermarket. Formal commercial areas are 
located more than 10km away and are inaccessible 
except by public transportation:

Mitchells Plain town centre – ±12km;• 
Investec site in Philippi East – ± 8km;• 
Lansdowne industrial area – ±7km; and• 
Cape Town – ±20km.• 

Community representatives stated that the local 
economy was influenced in a positive way by the 
housing project. Most people were unemployed, but 
began to set up businesses from their homes (some 
were liquor or shebeen-related). However, officials 
from the City of Cape Town were of the opinion 
that it was problematic that the project had little 
impact on the local economy. 

prioritising applicants, usually benefiting those who 
had lived in the community for the longest. This was 
submitted to the community in a general meeting. 
The process was aided by a register of residents 
kept by the community leadership.  Applications 
were then invited and a list compiled which was 
posted in a public place. Claims and objections could 
be made within a specified time and were dealt with 
before the final list was resolved and publicised.

2.2 Beneficiary profile

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit.

Nearly all households interviewed (97.5%) • 
consisted of one household per unit. 
Only 2.5% of units were occupied by two 
households. The median was four persons 
per unit. 
Household types included couples (10%), • 
nuclear family households of parents and 
children (15%), a couple and extended 
family (5%), a couple with children and 
extended family (20%), and a couple 
with children, extended family and non-
relative (2.5%). Only 2.5% of households 
consisted of single women, single women 
with children accounted for 20%, while 
12.5% were single women with children 
and extended family. Single men made up 
2.5% and single men with extended family 
accounted for 10%.
There was a mean of 1.6 children per • 
household. 
47.5% were headed by single persons, • 
with women-headed households ac-
counting for 35%. 

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, household income 
sources and regular household income.

Only 27.5% of household heads • 
interviewed were formally employed and 
47.5% had informal employment. 15% of 
household heads who were fit and able, 
were unemployed. Only 2.5% were not 
fit/disabled and unemployed. None were 
pensioners.
32.5% of households’ monthly income was • 
from formal employment and 55% were 
informally employed. Social welfare grants 

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
Most beneficiaries previously lived in informal 
areas. Quotas of sites were allocated to particular 
informal settlement communities and members 
could decide to which greenfield project site they 
would like to be relocated. These, together with a 
schedule of the numbers of households requiring 
housing within each community, were submitted 
to the iSLP consultative forum on which all 
communities were represented. The forum then 
decided how many sites would be allocated to each 
community. Once the quotas had been agreed on, the 
beneficiary identification process began within each 
community. The community leadership, monitored 
by representatives of the local authority and the 
iSLP project coordinator, then proposed a basis for 

 Local business set up owing to the provision of housing
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were used by 55%. 2.5% of households 
received an income from rentals and 15% 
stated insurance payments as a source of 
income.
5% of households reported no regular • 
income. Total household incomes below 
R800 per month were reported by 57.5%,  
22.5% earned R801–R1,500, while 12.5% 
earned R1,501–R3,500. Only 2.5% earned 
more than R3,500 per month. The median 
income was R570 per month. 

2.3 Management/institutional structure
A project committee was elected by the 
local community and met on a regular basis. 
Representatives were involved in determining the 
layouts of the development. The company Caleb 
Consulting was appointed to facilitate these 
meetings, to ensure proper community liaison, 
and to give feedback to the project committee. 
After completion of the project no community 
representative structure was formed.11

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and role of NGOs/
CBOs
The needs of the target market for this project were 
canvassed during a two-year policy-formulation 
process by the policy committee of the iSLP and 
were identified as housing, potable water, sanitation 
and security of tenure in an environment that 
offers education, health, employment and other 
resources appropriate to a viable urban settlement. 
The housing needs of specific beneficiaries were 
established through a capacity-building process once 
beneficiaries were identified. Thereafter community 
organisations were promoted through which 
beneficiaries were able to prioritise their needs 
and strategise how they could be met. The plans 
for the proposed developments were workshopped 
with the local RDP Forum, the ward councillor and 
surrounding neighbours. Beneficiaries were involved 
in the following:12

Physical design•  – Beneficiaries attended project 
committee meetings, at which any disputes 
were resolved by consensus. Consultants’ 
designs were accepted on the basis of the 
show house. 
Allocation of sites • – Beneficiaries could not 
choose the location of their units. The local 
area councillor and the consultants allocated a 

house number and handed over house keys.
Selection of community members to work on the • 
project – The project committee held meetings 
where the community elected people to work 
on the project.
Selection of community representatives•  – 
Community representatives were democratically 
elected to the project committee at a general 
meeting. No problems were experienced.

The levels of community participation were gauged 
through questions about the role of CBOs, the role of 
household members in the project and respondents’ 
satisfaction with the participation process. 

No residents were certain that a • 
representative body/committee was set up, 
while 2.5% were certain that no committee 
was set up. 97.5% of respondents did not 
answer this question.
No respondents answered when asked • 
whether members of the household were 
involved in the housing project. 
Only 30% of respondents were satisfied • 
with the community participation processes. 
The remaining 70% did not answer the 
question. Respondents stated that they do 
not attend community meetings. 

No NGOs were involved in the project implemen-
tation. CBOs such as SANCO helped secure the 
contractor and equipment. The project committee, 
the RDP Forum, Sanco and the Community Police 
Forum existed prior to the project and are still 
active. A neighbourhood watch, health committee, 
Tsoga Crafts and Sector Forum have emerged since 
the project’s completion and are functioning well.13

2.5 Amenities and facilities
Facilities other than housing and a playground were 
not provided. The playground and land-scaping 
were funded by project contingency funds. Local 
government officials confirmed that the operational 
budget for the project was generally inadequate, 
which is a generic problem.14

Community facilities within walking distance from 
the project include:

Clinic; • 
Crèche; • 
Community hall•  - In the centre of the community, 
where most community and municipal meetings 
take place;  
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Satellite police station•  - In a container on the 
community hall premises;
Library • - In the project area; and
Two primary and two secondary schools - • In the 
project area.

Problems with social facilities as reported by 
community representatives were:

staff problems at the clinic and limited working • 
hours of clinic staff negatively affect service 
delivery.  The clinic predominantly provides for 
the needs of children and family planning;
landscaping should have been harder to • 
ensure durability;
trees were not maintained and died;• 
an old-age home was built but was not • 
operational due to a shortage of funding; and
there was a lack of sports fields and facilities • 
for youth.

Tenants were asked about their satisfaction with 
access to various types of facilities.

They were generally satisfied with access to the 
library (97.5%), high schools (97.5%), primary 
schools (95%), crèches (90%), transport 
(82.5%), clinics (75%) and playgrounds (75%). 
Respondents were less satisfied with access to 
sporting facilities (65%) and the police (55%).

Facilities still needed:
a day hospital, especially for the health needs of • 
adult patients;
a functioning old-age home; and • 
sports grounds and facilities for the youth.• 

The housing pockets are located within walking 
distance of public transportation, flanking Oliver 
Tambo Drive, a major taxi route. However, buses 
were not allowed in the area due to the taxi 
monopoly. Philippi Station is located about 30 
minutes’ walk away. 

Well-surveilled open spaces with equipment function as 
playgrounds and are embedded in the layout

Community facility cluster: library, community hall and police station

Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space in their 
project area.

65.5% did not use the communal open • 
space, most of whom said that there was 
no communal space or that it was too small. 
Poor landscaping and the absence of trees 
were mentioned by several respondents 
as impacting negatively on their use of the 
communal space. 
80% expressed dissatisfaction with the • 
landscaping (trees, paving, and so on). Reasons 
centred mostly on the absence of trees and 
plants, inadequate landscaping and the small 
size of the communal area and plots. 

Oliver Tambo Drive – public transportation and local 
businesses within walking distance of iSLP housing pockets
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Two-thirds of respondents (67.5%) felt that • 
the communal open space was not suitable 
for children to play. Reasons were that they 
lived near the taxi rank, the road was too 
close, yard space was limited and that the 
surface was coarse and not level. 
82.5% of respondents considered the light-• 
ing for the communal area to be adequate.
All households interviewed were satisfied • 
with the collection of refuse once a week.

Residents were asked whether the housing project 
made adequate provision for small business 
activities, and whether their housing unit was used 
for such purposes.

The majority of respondents (90%) stated 
that their housing units were not used 
for small business activities, while 7.5% of 
households operated spaza shops and a salon. 
Of the 72.5% who reported that the project’s 
provision for small business activities was 
inadequate, almost all felt that there was not 
enough space in the housing units or outside 
on the plot or elsewhere in the project to set 
up small businesses. 

2.7 Social problems in project area
Community representatives said that housebreaking 
had increased since the inception of the project, as 
had assault and the abuse of women and children. The 
incidence of missing children was of particular concern. 
Alcohol abuse and related disturbances resulting from 
the use of alcohol, such as noise, was reported as being 
the most serious problem. Community representatives 
felt that government is not proactive in this regard 
and needs to support communities. Some streets and 
pedestrian ways were reported to be dangerous due 
to inadequate street lighting.

Respondents were asked about the main social problems 
in their project area and whether the problems have 
increased or decreased since the project was initiated.

Respondents reported that all social problems 
had increased: illness (50%), rape (25%), 
alcohol abuse (57.5%), abuse of women (25%), 
child abuse (32.5%), missing people (2.5%), 
domestic violence (2.5%), loud music (2.5%) 
and housebreakings (2.5%). 75% saw crime as 
a problem, but 7.5% of respondents felt that 
crime had decreased.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
A need for support of small businesses was 
expressed by community representatives. No small 
businesses were set up in the area as part of the 
project, and nor did the project offer opportunities 
for the creation or support of small business in the 
form of designated trading areas. Residents sold 
fruit, vegetables, clothes and alcohol or ran shebeens, 
spaza shops and sewing enterprises informally from 
their homes, despite the fact that houses and land 
to extend onto are limited. The lack of facilities 
associated with meat trading was problematic.15

Small landscaped communal open space

Local economic development initiatives

Sustaining livehoods in Samora Machel
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Respondents were asked about the safety and 
security in the project area  and in their unit.

Almost all households interviewed (92.5%) • 
were friends with people living in the 
housing development.
90% felt that their neighbours would come to • 
their rescue if they should be in physical danger.
65% of respondents felt it was unsafe to • 
walk around at night, mainly because of 
inadequate lighting, proximity to the taxi 
rank, high crime rates and the presence 
of “thieves in our area”. Unsafe areas in 
their neighbourhood included the train 
station, walking over the bridge to the 
train station, Kosovo informal settlement, 
on the corners, near the old-age home, the 
dam and “everywhere is dangerous”.
95% felt that it would be safe to walk • 
around during the day. 
80% reported that they felt safe in their • 
homes. Those who did not stated that they 
had no burglar bars or alarms, that they 
lived near the busy road, and that they lived 
alone and had no protection.

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
3.1 Capacity development and use 
of local labour
The main contractor, Peninsula Construction, was 
identified by public tender.  Volunteers from Samora 
Machel and surrounding areas were introduced to 
the main contractors by the Community Liaison 
Officer. The main contractor divided labourers 
into six teams, four of which comprised local 
labour and functioned as sub-contractors who, 
in turn, employed local labour to assist them. The 
four leaders of the sub-contracting teams were 
paid by the main contractors. The remaining two 
teams were permanent employees of Peninsula 
Construction. Therefore, there were six teams that 
undertook digging, six teams that mixed concrete, 
six teams responsible for compacting, and so on.16

A combined civil and building contract was 
awarded to Peninsula Construction, builders who 
were, in this case, also responsible for the civil 
engineering services in the Samora Machel project.  
The Provincial Administration reported minor 
problems with the service installation. According 

to the project specifications, and in line with the 
iSLP policies, the contractor was required to draw 
all his casual and unskilled labourers from the local 
community, and to subcontract part or parts of the 
contract to emerging contractors to the value of at 
least 10% of the tender sum. 

The project committee made the decision to 
use labour-intensive techniques. This included the 
determination of tasks, consideration of the number 
of jobs to be created and for what periods of time, 
training requirements and remuneration rates. No 
formal training was provided, but the four emerging 
sub-contractor teams were trained on the job 
by the main contractor’s two experienced teams. 
The project committee considered the impact of 
labour-intensive work in terms of employment and 
job creation for the community and in terms of the 
value-for-money realised by beneficiaries of housing 
subsidies. Community representatives reported no 
problems with the contractors.  About 50 women 
and 100 men from the local community were 
employed on the project and there was no difference 
in the work that men and women did. The contractor 
reported that women delivered better quality work 
and were more reliable.17 

Apart from a slow start-up caused by the inexperience 
of local people, and one or two houses that had to 
be demolished and rebuilt, the contractor reported 
no problems. The contractor reported that the 
creation of sustainable employment was very difficult. 
However, the creation of employment opportunities 
and skills acquisition were positive factors. 

3.2 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs

Women – • None.
Children, youth – • Play area for children.
Elderly – • None.
Disabled – • Special provisions for disabled 
persons could be made to the housing unit if 
required by the beneficiary.

Households were asked whether any members of 
the household were disabled and if changes were 
made to accommodate this.
Only 2.5% of households interviewed had 
members with a walking disability. No changes 
were needed to accommodate the disability.
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Semi-detached double storey units Double storey row housing with the first unit demarcating 
semi-private space

a row) and semi-detached units. Sizes ranged from 
30–32m². The layout provided for maximum possible 
shared walls between units, either as semi-detached 
units, row-houses or freestanding units. The plot 
layout, house design and placement of units on the 
plots provided for future extension of the core unit 
in accordance with Housing Board requirements.18 

Ground floor plan, elevations and section of a typical 30.38m² unit19

3.3 Nature of units provided
The units were twice the size of those provided 
on the normal, single residential sites of previous 
projects in Samora Machel North. Fifteen one-
bedroomed freestanding core houses were 
constructed, along with 604 two-bedroomed 
double storey row-houses (two, three and four in 
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Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation. They were asked 
whether they had been informed about energy and 
water saving technology such as aerated taps, dual 
flush toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

82.5% of respondents reported problems • 
with dampness inside their units due to rain 
penetrating through the walls, asbestos roofs 

and foundations. Problems with leaking toilets 
and sinks were reported. 70% experienced 
problems heating their unit. The majority 
(87.5%) had sufficient natural light in their 
units. Satisfaction levels related to water 
supply was as high as 90%, but leaking taps 
were reported. 
To some households the location of the • 
water meter outside the housing units was 
problematic. 72.5% of respondents were 
satisfied with the toilet/sanitation system. 
Those who were not satisfied mentioned 
that the unit was too small to install a shower, 
that toilets leaked, and that because units 
were too small, it was unhealthy to have the 
toilet inside. 
80% had not been informed about energy • 
and water saving technology. 

3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
The provision of higher-density housing to reduce the 
urban footprint on the landscape was essentially the 
only factor contributing to environmental sustainability. 
All contingency money remaining on completion of the 
project was used to provide tree rings and playground 
equipment. The City of Cape Town provided trees for 
the development free of charge.20

Trees provided free of charge by the City of Cape Town

Only one tap provided per unit in the kitchen: Bathrooms consist 
of only a toilet with no space for a shower

A typical super block layout demonstrating attempts to create a ‘sense of urbanity’22

3.5 Sense of place and the urban environment21
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A standard erf frontage module of 4m was used to 
increase densities, reduce service costs and ensure 
the housing units were economical. According to the 
developers, the 4m module was efficient in terms of 
standard construction methodologies. An important 
factor in higher-density housing is the aesthetics of 
the urban landscape. The recommended positions 
and scale of the housing units are intended to 
create, as far as possible, a sense of ‘urbanity’ 
along the streetscapes. The compact nature of the 
environment creates a sense of security. Special 
attention was paid to street facades and the 
creation of a good living environment during the 
design period.  A double storey unit was used for 
the majority of the proposed units, aiming to lend 
an appropriate ‘urban scale’ to the development. 

The 3m wide pedestrian streets were surfaced 
from erf boundary to erf boundary and, in general, 
opened up into ‘courtyards’ at various intervals. 
This concept limited conflict between pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic and encouraged the use of 
common areas (courtyards) for recreational use. 
It created environments where children can play 
safely while still being under surveillance from 
surrounding residences. It promoted security 
through the creation of semi-private spaces over 
which ownership can be adopted. In this regard the 
‘pin wheel’ concept was applied where possible. 
Appropriate landscaping is fundamental to the 
success of the design concept.

Typical high-density street elevation as envisioned for Samora Machel23

A minimum residential coverage of 60% as a 
proportion of total erf was achieved. In most 
cases, where formal roads are excluded, residential 
coverage in excess of 80% can be achieved. Most of 
the sites identified for higher-density housing were 
close to various community facilities and areas of 
public open space, therefore the amount of space 
used for housing itself could be maximised.

Bollards, paving and lighting indicate entrance to pedestrian area

‘Pinwheel’ concept in ‘woonerf’24

Pedestrianisation in woonerf25
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Access routes for service and emergency vehicles had 
an 8m reserve with a 4m hardened roadway. Where 
no emergency and refuse vehicles were expected 
to penetrate, the reserves were reduced to 6m. In 
one-way road systems they were reduced to 6m 
with a 4m hardened roadway. The water, stormwater 
and foul sewer pipes were installed under the road 
surface, with Telkom and electrical cables under the 
pavements on opposite sides of the street. 

Trees were planted in the squares and in stormwater 
rings at the entrances of the pedestrian walkways. 
This greened the environment and prevented 
vehicular access to the pedestrian system. 

On average 65% of plots without direct road access 
had parking bays provided with off-street parking 
provided for 30% of plots without direct street 
frontage. This was well above the 25-30% ratio 
stipulated by the local authority. The developers 
considered this ratio to be high in relation to 
the anticipated level of car ownership. There is a 
clear distinction between trafficked roads and 
parking areas, and areas to be used by pedestrians 
only. However, a high incidence of car theft in the 
communal parking areas led to the removal of 
bollards to pedestrian ways in front of houses so 
that pedestrian areas are now used for parking.

3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
One community representative felt that most 
residents would choose a freestanding formal 
house as it provided access to a big yard, enough 
space for a parking bay, and space to enlarge the 
house. Another was of the opinion that a two-
bedroomed flat would be the most popular choice, 
as long as residents have privacy and secure stairs. 
The flat should at least consists of two bedrooms.

Respondents were asked what type of house would 
be their first choice and why, and what the form of 
tenure of their current accommodation was.

75% opted for a freestanding formal house • 
as their first choice. Access to sufficient 
yard space and expansion possibilities, 
more rooms, space to build a garage 
and no intrusion from neighbours were 
motivating factors.
22.5% preferred a single-storey row house: • 
stairs were generally experienced as 
dangerous and “uncomfortable”, while having 
a bedroom upstairs was inconvenient.
2.5% opted for a semi-detached single-• 
storey house: “I can do anything I like”.
When asked about the tenure form of their • 
current accommodation, all respondents 
replied that their tenure was communal 
property ownership. 

3.7 Comments on house types offered
Community representatives had differing opinions 
on this: one said that the choices offered were an 
improvement on informal and RDP housing, and 
that the choice was sufficient, allowing adequate 
privacy and an inside toilet. The other felt that the 
choice was not good and that noise coming from 
neighbours was a big problem.

Small semi-private courtyard based on the pin-wheel concept Communal parking area

A high incidence of vehicle theft in communal parking areas led 
to pedestrian ways being used for parking.
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Households were asked about their housing 
options and to comment on the housing and house 
type offered. They were asked what the market 
value of their housing unit was. Importantly, they 
were asked whether it was affordable to live in 
the unit.

80% said they had no choice of housing while • 
20% of respondents felt that they did have a 
choice. Comments on the housing and house 
type included the house being too small (“I 
want to buy more furniture but there is 
no space”), walls, window and door frames 
being of inferior quality, lack of privacy, and 
inadequate yard space (no space for planting, 
extending the unit or a garage).
15% did not know what the value of their • 
housing units was. 35% estimated the value 
at below R10,000, while 47.5% valued the 
units at between R10,000 and R20,000. 
The final 2.5% viewed thought it was 
R30,000–R40,000.
65% thought they could rent their unit out • 
for less than R300 per month, while 35% 
preferred not to answer the question.
70% of respondents considered living in • 
their units affordable. 

3.8 Household satisfaction 
with housing unit and housing 
environment

Surveyed households were asked about their 
satisfaction with various aspects of their housing 
unit and their housing environment.

80% were satisfied with their area/
neighbourhood. Positive factors included 
access to public transport and community 
facilities, while negative remarks were made 
about problems with neighbours. 85% were 
not satisfied with the size of their units as 
bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens were 
too small; there were insufficient bedrooms; 
adults had no privacy; there was no space 
for visitors; and yard space was too small 
to extend the unit. 77.5% felt that they did 
not have enough privacy in their homes, 
saying that it was a problem “to share a thin 
wall with neighbours because they can hear 
your conversation”. The lack of privacy for 
adults living with children was emphasised. 
77.5% were inconvenienced by noise from 
neighbours when they were in their homes. 

Respondents were asked whether their quality of 
life had improved since moving into the housing unit 
and how it compared with that of people living in 
free-standing RDP houses.

95% felt that their quality of life had • 
improved on moving to the Weltevreden 
Valley project: 

“I am now living in a brick housing near 
a school and a taxi rank”; 
“Flats are better than shacks”; 
“I have a toilet, water and electricity 
inside my house”; 
“I don’t have to stand in line for water 
at the community halls”; 
“I have two rooms”; and
“There is lighting and a police station 
nearby” and “no more fires”.

When comparing their quality of life with • 
that of people living in RDP houses, 57.5% 

Mrs Nkolose in her kitchen: Her life has improved but 
the open-plan deck sleeping area is small with little privacy

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit
Community representatives felt that residents’ 
quality of life had improved, as almost all previously 
lived in informal dwellings. Hardly any problems 
were experienced with fires in their formal housing 
in Samora Machel, compared with the high risk of 
fires in informal settlements.
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Project managers were aware of less than 5% of 
residents who complained. Complaints included:

inadequate light due to too few windows;• 
dark and very warm upstairs areas as ceilings • 
were not part of the old subsidy regime;
toilets were moved outside due to internal • 
space constraints; and
ladders were used to provide access to the • 
deck – the subsidy amount did not allow for a 
proper staircase.

The internal floor area of the units was minimised 
by the position of the toilet. To improve the 
spatial conditions, residents moved toilet facilities 
outside. These add-ons encroached on street 
edges, resulting in poor streetscapes. The small 
ablution area provided no possible extension for 
a shower.26

Respondents were asked whether they had 
complaints and if they were attended to.

90% had complaints, including damp walls • 
and expanding door frames during the rainy 
season; mould as a result of no airbrick 
ventilators; narrow and unsafe staircases; 
cracked walls; no plastering; health risks 
associated with asbestos; temperature 
extremes; loft area roof being too low; 
small rooms; inside toilet. 
70% said that no organisation/body had • 
asked if there were any complaints, while 
7.5% did not know whether one had. Only 
5% reported enquiries about complaints, 
mentioning the ward councillor and the 
architects, but stated that no action was 
taken to address them. 

felt that it was better to live in RDP 
housing: 

“They have space to extend and have a 
place for a vegetable garden”;
“I do not like the stairs and the 
bedroom upstairs”;
“They have privacy”; and
“I can’t have a garage”.

3.10 Complaints about units
The most common complaints mentioned by 
community representatives included:

Leaking roofs and walls during rainy months • 
due to insufficient finishes and waterproofing 
systems (no plaster). Wall materials used did 
not allow for cavities, therefore capillary action 
resulted. Contractors had to come back to 
fill up cracks or residents had to repair their 
houses themselves.
Houses were very warm in summer and very • 
cold in winter as they had asbestos roofs, no 
ceilings and no insulation. 

Extreme temperature variations due to 
asbestos roof and no ceiling

Narrow and steep ‘staircase’ 
provides access to the open-plan deck
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3.11 Additions and improvements 
made to original unit by tenants

made other improvements such as paving, 
building a veranda and a garage. 10% added 
an additional room (including bedrooms and 
a spaza shop). 
The financial instruments used most • 
frequently for improvements were savings 
(57.5%) and loans (12.5%).
44% of improvements were done by • 
a builder/contractor, while household 
members themselves were responsible for 
improvements in 13% of the cases.
The main problem respondents faced • 
in making improvements was the lack of 
space (57%), problems with the builder 
(29%), and problems with money (14%).

3.12 Problems with the project 
manager/developer/government
Community representatives reported no problems 
with the developer or the project manager, or with 
the local or provincial government. 

3.13 Secondary housing market
Community representatives reported that houses 
were sold in cases where beneficiaries returned 
to the Eastern Cape, where an owner had died, 
or where beneficiaries were not pleased with 
their dwellings. Prices were in the region of 
R12,000. It was reported that more or less half 
of the residents had tenants in their houses or 
had built backyard dwellings to rent out. Local 
government officials reported that they were 
aware of a secondary market that had emerged 
in the form of informal structures.

4. Project finance
According to government and the project managers, 
all resources were used in the most cost effective way 
possible to ensure the delivery of the best possible 
top structures.27 No beneficiary savings were used, as 
the funding mechanism was the project-linked subsidy.  
An additional 15% subsidy was obtained for local 
conditions, adverse geotechnical and topographical 
conditions (an additional R2,400 per beneficiary).

Other government grants obtained were:
Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure • 
Programme (CMIP): R450 per beneficiary; and
City of Cape Town funding for the water main: • 
R620 per beneficiary.

Extensions and improvements made to units

Informal structures were erected and often 
intruded on the public street and created fire risks. 
No provision was made for lintels in the existing 
wall construction to promote extension. 

Households were asked about the types of 
improvements they had made, their cost, how they 
were financed, by whom the improvements were 
done, problems with the improvements, and intended 
additions/improvements.

Only 15% of households interviewed had • 
made improvements. This was low given that 
residents had individual ownership, but hardly 
surprising given very low household incomes. 
Improvements included floor covering (5%), 
replacement of roofing (5%), replacement of 
the front door (5%), new windows (10%), 
installation of air brick ventilators (2.5%), 
fencing of ground floor (2.5%), burglar bars 
and safety gates (2.5%). No respondents 
had planted flower or vegetable gardens. 5% 
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Land cost per square meter was R22.19 (very high 
for the area and for low-cost housing), with the 
building cost per square meter at R370. The cost 
per unit amounted to R11,783.26. The final cost 
for the project as provided by Arcus Gibb was as 
follows:

Table 53: Final project costs
Item Total Project (R)

Land 1,226,914.91

Development costs 3,526,974.60

Fixed costs  603,348.84

Total land, development and 
fixed costs

5,357,238.36

Available subsidy 11,389,600.00

VAT recoverable from 
remaining cost 1,363,338.25

Top structure costs 7,293,841.87

TOTAL contract price 
(Peninsula Construction) 10,510,570.54

Respondents were asked for details about the 
subsidy received. Households did not have to 
add savings, loans or any other money to their 
subsidies. 

All households interviewed received the • 
subsidy. Less than half of those interviewed 
(45%) knew how much their subsidy 
amounts were.
72.5% did not know the total cost of their • 
units. 25% stated correctly that their units 
cost between R20,000 and R30,000. Only 
2.5% reckoned the total cost of their units 
was below R10,000.

In general the service standards were amended for 
this project. It is important to note that savings of 
this nature on civil infrastructure costs are seldom  
considered by local authorities. Measures to lower 
costs included:28

civil engineering costs were reduced dramati-• 
cally by providing a pedestrian network that 
provided access to houses, as opposed to roads: 
less space was taken up by conventional roads, 
road widths were narrower and the structure 
was lighter, which vastly reduced services costs 
as conventional roads usually make up a large 
proportion of the costs;
surfacing (layerwork for traffic loading) of • 
pedestrian streets meant considerably lower 

costs than streets for vehicular purposes would 
have cost;
building at higher densities, which reduced • 
servicing costs;
the use of innovative wooden decking for the • 
second-storey floor;
a combined civil and building contract;• 
sharing water and sewerage connections;• 
shorter street frontages, which reduced civil • 
engineering costs;
the use of open stormwater drains as far as • 
possible; 
the grouping of the housing units, which allowed • 
for savings on services;
the sharing of walls by attached units; and• 
the provision of external communal parking. • 

The local authority accepted these measures 
with reluctance, but treated the project as a pilot 
project.

5. Service provision
The City of Cape Town is responsible for refuse 
collection, street cleaning and ongoing maintenance 
of infrastructure (pipe networks, road repairs 
etc.). The project was provided with tarred roads, 
stormwater drainage, waterborne sewerage, water 
and street lighting, with each site having access 
to water in the form of individual high pressure 
connections, sewerage and electricity reticulation. 
Sites were separately metered for water, and 
electricity was provided via a prepaid meter and 
ready board.

Non-payment of services
electricity is prepaid;• 
water is subsidised, and residents only pay for • 
usage exceeding 6 kiloliters; and
residents are exempt from paying for • 
waterborne sewerage, refuse removal and 
rates  as their properties are valued at less 
than R50,000.

Reasons for non-payment given by the local author-
ity were the low monthly income of residents 
and a culture of non-payment, while community 
representatives mentioned high levels of 
unemployment as the primary reason. Community 
representatives were not aware of any service cut-
offs or evictions.
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Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if none was made, to 
state the reason. They also had to give their monthly 
expenditure on other energy sources (e.g. gas or 
paraffin) and on transport.

45% reported that they were paying for water, • 
while 20% only paid occasionally. 97.5% said 
that they were paying for electricity. 40% 
of households interviewed spent money 
on other energy sources, and 42.5% had 
expenditure related to transport.
Medians for paying households were: R30 • 
for water, R80 for electricity, R70 for other 
energy costs, and R180 for transport.

5.1 Problems with service delivery/
infrastructure maintenance
Community representatives reported no prob-
lems, but delays were sometimes experienced. 
Generally, blocked drains were repaired, 
stormwater problems were seen to, refuse removal 
happened on a regular basis and street lighting was 
maintained.

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

Crime, especially missing children.• 
The fact that there was no 24-hour clinic or • 
day hospital.
The lack of internal space in the houses.• 

Project manager
Costs to implement the project within the • 
limitations of the subsidy amount.
Replication – local communities were reluctant • 
to implement similar projects again.
Cement was stolen and a few houses had to be • 
demolished due to shoddy workmanship.
Problems were experienced with transfer of • 
properties to beneficiaries.

Provincial Administration 
Buy-in from the community to accept double • 
storey housing.
Lower standards were applied to the stairs • 
(ladder) and wooden deck, as the wall bearing 
did not allow for anything heavier.
More experienced builders that could meet • 

higher technical requirements were needed 
when building higher-density housing, especially 
when it was multi-storey.

Local authority
High incidence of vehicle theft in the communal • 
parking areas, leading to the removal of bollards 
and pedestrian areas being used for parking. 
No community ownership of soft infrastructure • 
such as maintenance of play areas and trees.
Problems in the identification of beneficiaries.• 

The majority of the complaints (55% of respond-
ents) centred on problems with the stairs: “the 
staircase is dangerous – they haven’t used enough 
cement” and “the steps are uncomfortable”. 
The absence of a ceiling, the asbestos roof, 
toilets located inside houses and weak door 
and window frames were other points of 
contention. Small yard space, thin and cracked 
walls, leaks, insufficient ventilation causing 
dampness and mould, and the fact that houses 
were not plastered, were high on households’ 
list of complaints. The need for washing yards 
and not knowing “how the subsidy works”, were 
mentioned.

6.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
Community representatives

The housing was an improvement on the • 
shacks and not as unsafe: “It was better than 
nothing and was at least more dignified”. The 
‘flats’ accommodated more people than the 
one-house-one-plot RDP houses. However, not 
all the houses had the same problems.
Employment creation must be part of the • 
housing project after completion.

Project manager
People were formerly living in informal housing, and 
are now housed in a formal house.

Local authority
Initially there was strong opposition to higher- 
densities, but due to the lack of available land for 
development, the only way for communities to 
obtain formal housing was to increase densities. 
The nature of the layout and dwelling units were 
improvements on the project in Sheffield Road that 
preceded the Samora Machel project.
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“We have electricity and water now” and 
“a toilet nearby that is flushing” were some 
positive factors mentioned by residents. Others 
included proximity to transport and living in a 
brick house and not a shack. Also, “I feel safe 
inside my home”.

7. Learnings and lessons 
from the Samora Machel 
project
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

Due to the • shortage of land in Cape Town, 
this higher-density experimental project was 
successful in providing access to formal 
housing and social facilities to a large 
number of people who would not have 
benefited had conventional one-house-one-
plot project-linked subsidy (RDP) housing been 
provided. One of the project’s main successes 
is that it serves as a model to improve upon 
for future medium-density subsidised 
housing. The project provided houses in 
excess of 30m² in an area where the size of 
subsidy houses previously was 15m² due to 
high development costs.
The • individual ownership of an RDP house 
resulting from the project-linked subsidy 
was suited to the low household incomes of 
beneficiaries, who would otherwise not have 
been able to rent or own formal housing.
The project was not • a mass roll-out of 
higher-density housing (‘ghettoisation’), but 
took place on relatively small pockets of 
land at places of maximum accessibility 
and opportunity.
Proximity and walking distance to social • 
and community facilities was reported 
as contributing to the project’s success but 
location far from formal employment and 
commercial opportunities placed a financial 
burden on the residents. The promotion of the 
local economy and entrepreneurship, and 
sustainable employment as objectives of the 
iSLP, were only partially realised through the 
use of local labour in the construction period, and 
were not sustained. The project does not provide 
for trading spaces and houses are generally too 
small to be used for these purposes.

The iSLP’s principle of • mixed-use and the 
sharing of facilities in support of higher 
densities is successfully illustrated with this 
project. Apart from dissatisfaction with access 
to the police station and sporting facilities, 
the project presents high levels of sharing of 
facilities and access to them. 
Generally no funding is available for the • 
landscaping of developments built with 
government subsidies.  In this low-cost project 
consideration was given to a playground 
and some creative landscaping through 
the use of contingency funds. Landscaping and 
play areas for children impact significantly on 
residents’ levels of satisfaction in higher-density 
housing environments. An operational budget 
for this project, as is usually the case with 
subsidy housing projects, was limited.
Recreation opportunities for the youth • 
were reported to be limited and inadequate. 
Higher-density housing developments 
require higher-quality public open space 
and recreational facilities. Attention to the 
needs of youth and children should be especially 
high on the list of priorities when designing and 
making choices about location and provision of 
medium-density housing.
Although the majority of respondents • 
confirmed that it was affordable to live in these 
units, residents expressed dissatisfaction 
with the inferior quality of the housing, 
especially the staircases, the unplastered 
single-skin brick walls, the asbestos roofs and 
the absence of a ceiling (lack of insulation). 
This resulted in maximum heat gain and loss 
through the roof. In addition, the ratio between 
the thickness of the wall and the surface area 
was not compatible, resulting in poor thermal 
conditions. Possible solutions are to increase 
roof pitch and window surface to minimise 
heat gain and to increase ventilation.
The majority of residents did not prefer • 
to live in a double-storey unit due to 
the inconvenience of an upstairs bedroom 
and unsafe stairs. Although the wooden deck 
provided space for an additional bedroom, 
the absence of a ceiling, the unsafe staircase (a 
ladder) and the height of the space undermined 
its use value.
Aesthetics and design of the urban • 
landscape and communal areas in higher-
density projects need particular attention. 
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The minimal and varied setback of units from 
the street was used to stagger them, thereby 
breaking the monotony of a row of houses in a 
straight line (see layout). Zero side-building lines 
and a minimum of a one-meter street building 
line were applied throughout the development. 
Use of 3m-wide pedestrian streets that opened 
up into courtyards minimised conflict between 
cars and pedestrians.

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

The iSLP attempted the development of an • 
integrated human settlement with democratic 
participation by the beneficiary commu-
nity in the design, planning and decision-
making processes through clear lines of 
communication and regular meetings 
between the community committee, RDP 
forums, the iSLP and government. The result 
was an environment that is more vibrant 
than that created through conventional RDP 
housing using the same funds. The plans of all 
departments were integrated through the iSLP 
co-ordinating committee, which was established 
for this purpose and upon which all provincial 
line function departments and local authority 
departments were represented. The interests 
of different departments were integrated in 
the project committee, demonstrating inter-
governmental co-operation.
The•  beneficiary selection procedures were 
transparent, thorough and democratic. 
No community representative structure • 
was formed after the project’s comple-
tion due to the fact that the tenure was 
individual ownership. Continuation of some 
kind of community representative forum 
could have benefited residents, for instance 
through collective savings (‘stokvels’) to 
undertake maintenance or planting of trees 
and gardening, and other activities. Satisfaction 
levels with community participation were low. 
In communities with especially high levels of 
poverty, social and human capital formation 
on a sustained basis is particularly important. 
To maximise the benefits of access to formal 
housing and services it is imperative that there 
is a continuation of investment in community 
development and that of people. The lack of 
community cohesion was manifested in the lack 

of maintenance of the communal spaces and the 
increase in social problems after the project’s 
completion – the community has not been 
proactive in taking collective responsibility for 
their housing environment. On the other hand, 
they felt that government was not pro-active in 
this regard and that they required support and 
direction after the project was completed. 
Beneficiaries could not•  choose the 
location of their units. The local area 
councillor and the consultants allocated house 
numbers to them. This could be a possible 
explanation for the high levels of dissatisfaction 
(in excess of 75%) with noise coming from 
neighbours and lack of privacy due to “sharing 
a thin wall with neighbours”. Being able to 
choose neighbours affords beneficiaries some 
degree of control over their immediate future 
living environment, especially in projects where 
tenure is ownership.
Lack of privacy• , both from neighbours and 
from children (for adults), and inadequate 
yard/outdoor spaces impacted negatively 
on levels of satisfaction with the housing and 
housing environment.
It is important that • beneficiaries are aware 
of the total cost, as well as the market 
value of their housing. This would minimise 
the chance of them selling their units for less 
than their actual value or for renting out units 
at less than market rates.
Where a project presents opportunities for • 
incremental building, education, training and 
guidance in terms of house expansion should 
be provided to maximise the opportunities the 
starter house presents.

7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

low levels of maintenance and limited • 
formal extensions to housing units were 
evident but unsurprising given that 80% 
of households interviewed earned below 
R1,500 per month and that there were low 
levels of formal employment for interviewed 
households (27.5%) and a high reliance on 
social welfare grants (55%). If the initial 
quality of housing units is not relatively high, 
deterioration will result.
The creation of sustainable employment (jobs • 
that exceed the length of the particular contract) 
was difficult, but the provision of temporary 
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employment and skills acquisition were positive 
factors. Longer-term small business support 
and local economic development would 
have benefited the local community. 
Nearly two thirds of respondents felt that the 
project did not make adequate provision for 
small business activities. 
Low levels of income and the provision of • 
particularly small plots militated against the 
objective of beneficiaries incrementally 
extending their starter units. 
General amendment of service standards • 
and several measures to lower project costs 
were successful to different degrees, and 
contributed to maximising the capital subsidy 

for the delivery of bigger starter units of 
up to 32m². 
A cost-effective layout was achieved•  with 
regard to civil engineering costs through shorter 
plot frontages, sharing of water and sewerage 
connections, grouping of units and the pedestrian 
network and reduced road widths. 

7.4 Environmental sustainability
Leaking taps and toilets contribute to wastage • 
of water. Water saving technology such as 
aerated taps or dual flush toilets would have been 
beneficial. Opportunities towards environmental 
sustainability by using bulk were not seized, 
primarily due to financial constraints. 
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Date of project completion Early 2006.

Project type Based on similar principles as the Missionvale housing project, the key objective of the Sakhasonke 
Village project was to refine a model for higher-density subsidised housing so that lessons learnt 
can be replicated throughout South Africa to address the lack of quality housing delivery at the 
lowest end of the subsidy group. The project is innovative in its approach to demonstrating the 
effect of higher residential densities on reducing land and service costs, increasing house size 
and types, reducing sprawl and integrating the poor with the existing urban environment. Of 
particular importance is the establishment of several community support programmes that can 
potentially contribute to the sustainability of Sakhasonke Village.

Location The Sakhasonke Village project is well located in Gqebera (Walmer) in the Nelson Mandela 
Metro.

Municipality Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality.

Province Eastern Cape Province.

Developer Delta Foundation.

Project partnerships GM South Africa Foundation (formerly Delta Foundation), the Walmer Housing Development 
Trust, Metroplan, the Urban Services Group (USG) and government.

Project size 337 duplex and triplex semi-detached units.

Tenure type Individual ownership (freehold).

Density Gross residential density of 75 dwelling units per hectare.
Net residential density of 136.99 dwelling units per hectare.

Project funding Project linked subsidy and bridging finance from GM Foundation. 

7. SAKHASONKE  VILLAGE

1. Project overview
1.1 Background and Sakhasonke 
Village project history2

Sakhasonke means ‘building together’ in isiXhosa. 
The Sakhasonke Village project was initiated by the 
GMSA Foundation through its Corporate Social 
Action Programme. Together with its partners, 
the Foundation aims to implement and promote 
innovative alternatives for housing developments 
using the government housing subsidy. Experiences 
and lessons learnt from Missionvale, in particular, 
incorporated with new housing policy tenets, 
culminated in this dignified and ground-breaking 
government subsidised housing project for low-
income earners on relatively well-located land. 

In 2001 the GMSA Foundation provided bridging 
finance to purchase the insolvent Walmer Caravan 
Park based on the great need for affordable housing 

Higher density housing for the poor: learning from Missionvale1Hi h d it h i f th l i f Mi i l 1

in Walmer Township and the adjacent informal 
settlement, as well as the high levels of interest 
shown in housing by employers of domestic 
workers for their employees. Metroplan, which 
planned and designed the project on behalf of 
the GMSA Foundation, fulfilled the role of project 
co-ordinator. The Walmer Housing Development 
Trust (WHDT) was established in 2003 to act as 
the development agent, and consisted of the ward 
councillor, secretary to the ward councillor, a senior 
official from the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
Municipality, the general manager of the GMSA 
Foundation, an ANC councillor, the principal of the 
Walmer High School and Metroplan.

Metroplan were mainly responsible for engineering, 

SV
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planning and project co-ordination, and a local NGO, 
the Urban Services Group (USG), for the social 
facilitation and beneficiary selection processes of 
the project. Government partners included the 
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality and the 
Department of Local Government and Housing. 
The project was undertaken as a greenfield 
development on 4.49 hectares with an identified 
local community. The majority of beneficiaries 
previously lived in the adjacent informal settlement 
of the Gqebera township, while others were from 
backyard accommodation in Walmer and elsewhere 
in the metropolitan area. The project linked subsidy 
of R23,100 per beneficiary household was used 
through a managed People’s Housing Process based 
on a ‘sweat equity’ contribution by the community. 
Beneficiaries have full individual ownership. 

In 2006 the project received the Housing Project of 
the Year award from the Southern African Housing 
Foundation in the under R80,000 per unit category. 
This was in recognition of its innovative approach to 
demonstrating effective higher residential densities 
and an affordable, quality project for the subsidised 
housing market. It also received the 2006/2007 
Impumelelo Platinum Award, with the residents’ 
committee receiving the prize money of R50,000.

1.2 Project location
Sakhasonke Village is adjacent to Gqebera township 
south of Walmer suburb. The location of the township 
is unique in the metropole, as it is the only township 
in the south, close to the city centre. Other townships 
are north of the city, far away from economic 
activities and other suburbs, incurring high travel 
and time costs to low-income households employed 
elsewhere. The reason for Gqebera’s good location is 
that Walmer used to be an independent municipality. 
The project site is on Victoria Drive next to a light 
industrial area, opposite the Walmer golf course. It is 
close to the airport (±7km) and the Nelson Mandela 
Metro CBD (±15km). Sakhasonke Village is well-
located in terms of major public transport routes 
(±2km), schools and community facilities (2–5km), 
light industries (±1km), commercial activities (±5km), 
domestic and gardening work (±1km), the Walmer 
Enterprise informal market (±2km), and urban 
agriculture (±1km). Community representatives 
reported that the majority of Sakhasonke Village 
residents are employed in the Walmer area. A taxi 
pick-up point is meters from the entrance to the 
village and ‘jikeleza’ (sedan taxis) are often available 
to transport residents to the main taxi rank. The 
need was expressed for a bus shelter for waiting 
passengers.

Proposed site development plan for 
Sakhasonke Village3
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2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
Flyers were distributed in Walmer, followed by a series 
of general meetings to inform people of and interest 
them in the intended project. More applications were 
received than houses provided, signifying the need for 
adequate housing in the area. Beneficiary selection was 
based on the criteria of the National Housing Subsidy 
Scheme. Workshops identified and registered potential 
beneficiaries, with prime ratings given to older women 
with children and to people who were married or co-
habiting. The selection was not based on ‘the poorest 
of the poor’ as was the case with Missionvale – only the 
top end of the low-income band was selected (earning 
±R1,500 per month). No problems were experienced 
with the selection of the beneficiary community, but 
delays were caused by beneficiaries failing to submit 
relevant documentation on time.5

2.2 Beneficiary profile

Respondents were asked to provide details of all 
people occupying their unit.

All units were occupied by one household, • 
with a median of three persons per unit.
10% of interviewed households consisted • 
of couples, while 47.5% consisted of 
couples and children. Only 2.5% were 
made up of couples with children and 
extended families. Single women made up 
27.5% while 5% were single women with 
children and extended families. Households 
consisting of single men accounted for 2.5% 
and single men with children for 5%.
Interviewed households had a mean of • 
1.27 children per household. 
40% of households interviewed were headed • 
by single persons, with woman-headed house-
holds accounting for 32.5% of households. 

Households were asked about the occupation 
status of the household head, about household 
income sources and regular household income.

30% of household heads were formally • 
employed and 40% had informal employment. 
A quarter (25%) of household heads that were 
fit and able, were unemployed, with 5% not 
fit/disabled and unemployed. No household 
heads interviewed were pensioners.
35% of adults were formally employed and • 
52.5% had informal employment. 77.5% 
of interviewed households depended on 
social welfare grants. Only 2.5% received 
pensions. Another 2.5% had other sources 
of income, such as the sale of water to 
neighbours. 25% of households received an 
income through insurance payments.
30% of households had a monthly income • 
of less than R800 per month while 
40% had R801–R1,500. 17.5% earned 
R1,501–R2,500 per month. Only 2.5% 
earned more than R3,501 per month. The 
median income was R1,252 per month. 

2.3 Management/institutional structure
A trust was formed to act as the development agent, but 
the six-member Sakhasonke Residents’ Committee 
runs the day-to-day business of the community. 
The committee was nominated by beneficiaries in a 
general meeting and is the representative structure 
for the community, which ensures that residential 
governance is in the residents’ interests. The project 
managers emphasised the importance of capacitating 
the committee. Learning from the leadership 
problems experienced in Missionvale, USG conducted 
workshops with the committee during and after the 
project’s implementation. Training focused on what 
a residents’ committee is and what its advantages 
and functions are, the roles of office bearers, how 
to conduct meetings and hold elections and the way 
forward.

2.4 Resident participation, capacity 
development and role of NGOs / 
CBOs
According to Metroplan the short-term goals for 
the project were to establish the steering committee 
and provide training to improve their leadership 
skills (including budgeting, report writing, etc.). In 
the medium term, the aim was to instil a sense of 
responsibility to improve community relations and 

Former housing environment of Sakhasonke Village residents4
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reduce crime, whereas the overall longer-term goal 
was to eliminate poverty in the community. 

Beneficiaries were involved in the following aspects 
of the project6:

Physical design•  – Trust members were involved 
in the planning of the layout, but beneficiaries 
were excluded from direct participation in this 
process. However, the consultants provided 
the layout and a model of the planned units 
and the overall project at a general meeting 
for comments by beneficiaries. Subsequently, 
beneficiary representatives were involved in all 
aspects of the project.

the councillor’s office where the model was 
presented. At this meeting a list consisting of 
three skills was put forward which community 
members had to prioritise.  Community members 
had the opportunity to make themselves available 
to act as contractors or builders on the project. 
Prospective contractors and builders motivated 
their suitability for the work to be done on the 
project by stating three skills they possessed 
related to building and construction.
Selection of community representatives•  – Community 
representatives were selected by USG with 
the support of the community. The residents’ 
committee was elected by the home owners.

The project managers and co-ordinators emphasised 
the importance of capacity development in ensuring 
the sustainability of Sakhasonke Village. Capacity 
development took place at general meetings where 
a range of issues such as rates, the basic maintenance 
of a house and other topics were workshopped. 
The training programme included topics related to 
a food garden project, an HIV/AIDS project, home-
based care, healthy lifestyles, energy conservation, 
computer training, home improvements, electricity, 
rates and the indigent policy. A workshop on home 
ownership presented by the USG and the local 
authority looked at the following:8

In relation to title deeds: 
legal implications; • 
rights and responsibilities;• 
wills and inheritance;• 
when can the house be sold?; and• 
is eviction possible?• 

In relation to neighbours:
noise levels;• 
shebeens and taverns;• 
use of alcohol and drugs;• 
refuse disposal;• 
keeping of livestock;• 
fences and boundary pegs; and• 
relating to children.• 

In relation to the local authority:
filling in of water and electricity forms;• 
importance of maintaining municipal accounts • 
and the penalties for not doing so; and
how to conserve water and energy.• 

In relation to social responsibilities: 
Beautifying homes, such as planting flower • 
gardens in front and vegetable gardens at 
the back.

Sakhasonke Village scale models: beneficiaries form an accurate 
picture of their future homes7

Allocation of sites•  – Beneficiaries attended 
workshops and meetings where a layout with site 
numbers was provided, onto which beneficiaries 
placed stickers indicating where they preferred 
to live. Beneficiaries were encouraged to share 
a block with family or friends to ensure good 
neighbourly relations and safety and security. 
Not all residents attended these workshops.
Selection of community members to work on the • 
project – A community meeting was held at 
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The levels of community participation in the project 
were gauged through questions about the role of 
CBOs, the role of household members in the project 
and respondents’ satisfaction with the participation 
process. 

75% of interviewed households were certain • 
that a representative body/committee was 
set up, while 22.5% did not know whether 
one had been. Only 2.5% declared that no 
such body was set up. 
When asked whether household members • 
were involved in the housing project, 47.5% 
reported that they attended community 
meetings, 25% were involved in the selection 
of committee members, 20% were involved 
in site allocation and 2.5% were involved in 
the selection of community members to 
do paid work on the project. 
Only 17.5% were satisfied with community • 
participation.  As many as 80% of house-
holds thought that it was inadequate.  The 
reasons given were that: 

there is a lack of communication, the • 
community is not informed about meet-
ings and “about everything happening on 
the site”;
people are too lazy and “most of them • 
drink too much”;
people are not interested;• 
“the trust and the residents’ committee • 
run the whole thing”; and
“general meetings are seldom called”.• 

The USG worked with Metroplan and the Trust in 
undertaking the social facilitation, recruitment of 
beneficiaries and registration. They were involved 
in workshops and training, as well as mediation 
processes on a continual basis. Other partners 
included St. Johns Ambulance, the Maranatha 
Mission, FAMSA,  Alcoholics Anonymous and the 
Wildlife Society.9 

The residents’ committee was democratically 
elected but some of its current members were 
appointed by community leaders as a result of 
previous members not being able to remain on the 
committee or not performing satisfactorily. The 
committee forms the umbrella body for all small 
CBOs in the project. Community representatives 
asserted that projects should be facilitated by trained 
people to keep them functioning and sustainable. 
Groups registered as NPOs include an HIV/AIDS 

home-based care group, a community food garden 
group and a crèche. A garden competition is held 
annually and prizes are awarded to the top 10 to 
15 gardens, with a cash incentive and certificate. 
This encourages households to improve their 
gardens for the following year and motivates those 
not interested in the competition to start planting 
small patches or just clean up their yards. A group 
of residents who are responsible for cutting grass 
and providing garden services will be registered as 
a co-operative in due course, and are awaiting the 
Department of Trade and Industry’s response to 
their request for funding.10 

2.5 Amenities and facilities
Clinics•  – Three clinics are more than a kilometre 
away, which community representatives considered 
too far. They proposed that a mobile clinic visit 
Sakhasonke Village.
Sporting facilities•  – A soccer field is about a 
kilometre away, but there are no other sports 
or recreational facilities nearby. Facilities are 
planned for indoor activities, especially for the 
youth, such as action cricket, volleyball, soccer 
and gymnasium equipment. 
Playground for children•  – Children do not have access 
to play equipment or designated play areas.
Library•  – A library in Walmer is about 2,5km 
away, further than walking distance.
Hospital • – The nearest hospital is 30km away.
Schools•  – There are schools in Walmer township 
and Walmer suburb.
Public telephones•  – The only phones available 
are Vodacom pay phones at the homes of 
community members. Telkom was requested to 
install both coin and card phones but to date 
no response has been received.
Post boxes•  – These were set up. A community 
member receives a small incentive for delivering 
village residents’ mail, but difficulties with 
sending mail were conveyed. The importance of 
providing post boxes was a lesson learnt from 
Missionvale: with no post boxes households did 
not receive accounts, which, in turn, led to non-
payment for services. 
Crèche•  – One was provided as part of the 
training and resource centre in the former 
caravan park’s ablution building, which was 
renovated and developed using government’s 
housing support centre establishment grant. 
It initially served as a materials store and site 
office. The crèche is operated by residents 
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and volunteers from the early learning centre. 
This is a place of safety for children of working 
mothers and is based on a Brazilian example. 
The family pays a monthly fee of R80 and 
children receive a full meal and snacks every 
day. Profits from activities held at the centre 
are invested in the crèche and the centre. 
Community representatives said the crèche 
needs qualified teachers, toys and stationery.
Homework and after-school care•  – Houses are 
small and not conducive to studying and the 
library is too far away and a need was expressed 
for a quiet space where children of the village 
could do their homework and study. 
Training and resource centre•  – The centre 
functions as a meeting hall and provides space 
for church meetings over weekends. It is meant 
to function on the basis of a general livelihoods 
strategy as the hub for training and other 
activities related to HIV/AIDS. However, the 
community hall was said to be too small for 
the number of residents.

the cultivation of seed beds in the food • 
garden; and
assistance with food parcels by the National • 
Food Emergency Programme.

The food garden project•  is linked to the HIV/AIDS 
project. Approximately 4,500m² of land was 
earmarked to assist residents grow fresh, low-
priced vegetables, especially targeting those living 
with HIV/AIDS, TB and other health problems. 
Thirty-five residents volunteered to run the 
food garden based on permaculture and organic 
principles. The Department of Agriculture helped 
with training and equipment, tools, container, 
soil testing, while the Department of Wildlife 
undertook the permaculture training. Assistance 
also came from the Departments of Water Affairs, 
Environmental Affairs and Tourism and Labour, 
the Ithembelihle Environmental Club, Maranatha 
Mission and others. The project was facilitated 
by USG. Training started in January 2005 and 
focused on soils, composting, the importance 
of herbs, vegetable sustainability, weeding, 
water-wise gardening and use of domestic 
waste water, access to gardening information, 
permaculture and pest control. In March 2006, 
the Eastern Cape Premier’s office donated 
R140,000 towards the project. However, due to 
‘power struggles’, the food garden committee 
has since been disbanded. In a renewed effort 
resident households now manage the garden on 
an individual basis, with households/individuals 
being allocated approximately 2.5m².

From ablution block to housing support centre to community 
resource centre and crèche

HIV/AIDS project –•  Funding for the HIV/AIDS 
project will be obtained from the Department of 
Social Welfare. Thirty-five residents volunteered 
for continuous training and to register as 
a NPO. A group of about 20 beneficiaries 
received training from St John’s in home-based 
care and first aid, and have to register with the 
municipality as home-based carers (at the time 
of the interview they had no first aid kits).  The 
HIV/AIDS project also included the following 
aspects:

training on practicing safe sex;• 
training on the importance of good nutrition • 
and the creation of backyard gardens; 

‘Power struggles’: The food garden at the time of the interview 
in March 2006

A refuse recycling project, • bed and breakfast facility, 
computer skills training at the resource centre, 
small business opportunities and a sports field 
are projects the community is planning for the 
near future.
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Residents were asked about their satisfaction with 
access to various types of facilities.

Respondents were satisfied with access to 
crèches (97.5%), clinics (90%) and primary 
schools (90%). There were lower levels of 
satisfaction for access to high schools (77.5%), 
transport (62.5%), and the police (57.5%). 
Satisfaction levels were very low regarding 
access to playgrounds (2.5%), sporting 
facilities (15%) and the library (25%). 

Respondents were asked to comment on the use 
and quality of communal open space.

62.5% reported that they used the • 
communal open space. Those who did not 
said that they “do not see any open space”, 
that they do not live near an open space or 
that there is not enough open space.
97.5% of interviewed households expressed • 
satisfaction with the landscaping (trees, 
paving etc). 
77.5% considered the communal open space • 
suitable for children to play but mentioned 
that “we need a playing park with swings 
and other facilities for children”. It was 
also said that children have “no space to 
play” and when they do play, “some other 
members complain”.
All respondents said the lighting for the • 
communal area was adequate.

2.6 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
The project offers opportunities for training, skills 
development and possibilities for employment 
creation on the premises. Two sites are zoned Business 
1. Local labour and local contractors were trained 
and employed in the construction phase, creating 
possibilities for future employment in the industry. 
Residents are encouraged to set up small businesses 
in the area and training will be provided. Women 
residents administer the crèche, while others are 
employed in the training and resource centre, the HIV/
AIDS and food garden projects. A sewing project was 
initiated to empower unemployed women and a brick-
making facility is envisaged should households choose 
to extend their homes. The project has already had a 
positive impact on the local economy as it focuses on 
employment creation and training, unlike the majority 
of government subsidised housing developments. 
Community representatives felt that it has opened up 
a new public transport route, supporting the local taxi 

industry and creating opportunities for small shops 
selling convenience foods.

A need was identified for small business support 
such as trading spaces for the sale of vegetables 
and clothing and for spaza shops, restricted to use 
by residents. Initially no trading was allowed from 
housing units, but some residents run spaza shops 
and hair salons from their homes. 

The sewing project

Respondents were asked whether the housing 
project made adequate provision for small business 
activities, and whether their housing unit was used 
for business purposes

7.5% of interviewed households said that • 
their units were used for small business 
activities, such as spaza shops and “phone 
shops”. 
67.5% said that the project did not make • 
adequate provision for small business 
activities, of which 35% declared that “we 
are not allowed to have business on the 
site”, 25% confirmed that planning for the 
business sites in the village is still in progress, 
and 15% felt there is not enough space for 
business activities.

2.7 Social problems in project area
Alcohol abuse, HIV/AIDS, unemployment and crime 
were the main social problems reported by the 
beneficiary community. At the time of the interview, 
community representatives said that about 20 
beneficiaries had died of illness since the project’s 
inception. The hope was expressed that beneficiaries 
would take the opportunity to “do things for 
themselves” and improve their living conditions. 
Mention was made of the fact that there were people 
who fell pregnant in order to become eligible for a 
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housing subsidy. One of the (six) qualifying criteria 
in section 2.2.1 of the National Housing Code of 
the housing subsidy current at the time stated that 
a person only qualifies for a housing subsidy if: “he 
or she is married (in terms of the Civil Law or in 
terms of a Customary Union) or habitually cohabits 
with any other person, or he or she has proven financial 
dependents” (author’s italics).

Respondents were asked about the main social 
problems in their area and whether these had 
increased or decreased since the project was 
initiated.

The most frequently mentioned problems 
were illnesses such as HIV/AIDS and TB (65%), 
crime (housebreaking and theft) (50%), abuse 
of children and women (10%) and alcohol 
abuse (25%). Other social problems included 
drug abuse (2.5%), and rape (2.5%). 2.5% 
of residents felt that illness had decreased, 
while 7.5% perceived abuse of women and 
children to be on the decrease. Only 2.5% of 
households felt they were “living in a crime-
free area” and that there were no social 
problems in the project area.

At the request of residents, the two-metre high 
boundary wall was retained for safety reasons. 
Community representatives felt the need for visible 
security at the main gate, as strangers wander in 
and out of the village freely, allegedly vandalising 
houses and breaking into houses and cars.

Respondents were asked about safety and security 
in the area, as well as in their unit.

95% of interviewees stated that they were • 
friends with people living in the housing 
development.
All households were of the opinion that • 
their neighbours would come to their 
rescue should they be in physical danger.
82.5% felt that it was safe for them to walk • 
around in their area at night while 17.5% 
felt that it was unsafe. The main reasons 
for residents feeling unsafe at night were 
that they feared “thugs who use drugs”, 
and “thieves and gangsters enter the area 
during the day”. Households reported 
hearing gunshots at night.  Areas considered 
unsafe by residents were near the entrance 
gate, at the garden wall and the area in the 
vicinity of the garden.

All interviewees felt that it would be safe to • 
walk around during the day. 95% reported 
that they felt safe in their homes. 

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
The following changes in the National Housing 
Policy relating to planning and design impacted 
significantly on Sakhasonke Village:11

urban integration and infill at higher-densities • 
became central themes in government policy;
local authorities are forced to look at higher • 
residential densities;
the mind-shift in engineering service provision • 
to make higher residential densities possible;
variety and choice in house type and tenure are • 
emphasised; and
there is greater acceptance of housing forms • 
which deviate from the single house solution.

3.1 Capacity development and use 
of local labour
In line with the GMSA Foundation’s community 
development objectives, houses were built by 
emerging contractors, while local labour was 
recruited primarily from the project beneficiaries 
and from the adjacent informal settlement. Potential 
candidates were identified through a skills audit 
conducted by USG and beneficiaries identified for 
‘sweat equity’ underwent skills training. A dispute 
resolution committee was set up to deal with 
labour problems. Candidates were placed under the 
management, guidance and control of the Institute of 
Building Research and Support (part of the Nelson 
Mandela Metropolitan University’s Building and 
Civil Engineering faculty). The institute assists any 
small builder with advice, counselling and training 
towards becoming a fully-fledged contractor.

According to the project co-ordinators the 
community was not geared for the People’s 
Housing Process (PHP). The managed PHP process 
was followed, in which contractors worked with 
the community. Twenty-eight contractors were 
employed on the project, of whom 14 were emerging 
contractors employed as main contractors, sub-
contractors and general labourers. Owner-builders 
were only employed in exceptional cases. About 
half of the contractors had previous building 
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experience of varying degrees, with seven being 
very experienced. Fifty-five beneficiaries, including 
30 women, underwent skills training. Painting was 
reserved for women but they were encouraged to 
participate in other aspects of the project.  Women 
were also involved in paving and cleaning while men 
focused on bricklaying, carpentry, and plumbing. 
Training in paving and plumbing, painting (1½ 
months), bricklaying (2½ months), and carpentry 
(1 to 3 months) was provided by Emthonjeni 
Training Centre and funded by the Department of 
Labour. On successful completion of the courses, 
participants received tools and certificates. 

The use of local labour, especially when participants 
are trained intensively, helps improve the skills of 
the local community. Delays and poor quality of 
workmanship initially caused problems but these 
were rectified with the support of the experienced 
builders and the quality controller. 

The following problems were reported with 
contractors:12

eight contractors (out of 28) were dismissed • 
due to shoddy workmanship (walls had to be 
demolished and rebuilt);
the introduction of women contractors posed a • 
challenge initially as some were inexperienced but 
with support from experienced builders and the 
quality controller, their workmanship improved;
some contractors had other employment • 
and were not available immediately in cases 
where building work had to be rectified on 
instruction of the quality controller. According 
to community representatives, a strict quality 
controller is essential in order to ensure 
quality work. In this case, the quality controller 
was very active and did “on-the-job” training. 
In general it took longer for emerging 
contractors to finish a house (3-4 months in 
this instance), and therefore incurred higher 
costs;
knowledge was transferred by the experienced • 
builders, but there was an overall lack of 
administrative and financial management skills 
leading to problems such as:

delays caused by the employment of semi-• 
skilled labour (builders and contractors), 
leading to incentives such as sheep 
and maize meal being offered to make 
contractors build faster;
some contractors not having their own • 

tools and equipment, necessitating the 
provision of equipment by the trust; and
a situation in which emerging contractors • 
did not pay their workers, leading to the 
identification of a need for business skills 
training for emerging contractors.

Women contributing ‘sweat equity’

3.2 Incorporation of groups 
with special needs

Women –•  Women contractors were specifically 
invited to participate in the project and specific 
tasks were reserved for them. The community 
centre provides a day care facility for the 
children of working mothers.
Children and youth•  – A crèche was provided 
and sporting facilities, craft work activities and 
screen printing are envisioned for the youth.
The elderly – • The involvement of the elderly in 
the food garden and the HIV/AIDS project is 
encouraged.
The disabled –•  No provision was made for the 
disabled.

Households were asked whether any members 
were disabled and if changes had been made to 
the house to accommodate the disability.

No households interviewed had members 
who were disabled.

HIV/AIDS – • An important component of 
the project was the inclusion of a strategy 
addressing the needs of people living with HIV/
AIDS and their families. 
The unemployed – • The garden project, HIV/AIDS 
support centre and skills and business training 
programmes will contribute to the empowerment 
of the destitute and unemployed.
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3.3 Nature of units provided
The house type designed for Sakhasonke Village 
considered the optimal way of creating maximum 
possible floor space relative to cost. This was 
achieved by using building materials in their most 
standard, un-customised form to minimise waste, as 
well as by grouping units as duplexes or triplexes to 
benefit from the cost saving of shared party walls 
and shared services. Two different configurations of 
46.2m² units were provided, namely 304 duplex semi-
detached units and 33 triplex semi-detached units. 
The 23m² ground floor area contains a living area, 
kitchen with sink and a bathroom with shower base 
and toilet. An open plan 23m² plywood timber floor 
area constitutes the sleeping space, which is accessed 
via a timber staircase and can be partitioned into two 
bedrooms. The average erf size is 72m² (6m x 12m) 
with house fronts constructed 1.5m to 2m from the 

front of each site and leaving approximately 4m to the 
rear site boundary (total extendable area of 24m²). 
Adequate space is left on the erf for households to 
create washing lines. Three meter walkways were 
provided between rows of sites.13

Floor plans, elevations and sections of triplex semi-
detached units14

Triplex semi-detached units
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Two show houses were completed (that is, four 
family units), of which one was a ‘space frame’ 
house that was somewhat more expensive than 
the concrete block house. Positive responses to 
the show houses were received from beneficiaries. 
Contractors had no previous building experience 
with the ‘space frame’ and it was decided not to 
use that particular method.

inclusion of a shower;• 
inclusion of a canopy to protect the front door • 
and improve the building’s aesthetic appeal; 
improvements in the building’s aesthetic quality • 
by re-proportioning the façade and strategic 
placing of the window; and 
a more rational use of building material to • 
minimise waste, for example by determining 
the dimensions of the units by the size of the 
shutterply boards for the floors of the second 
level, using seven sheets of 19mm boards for 
the slabs. This reduced material wastage and 
installation time.

Concrete block show house demonstrates duplex semi-
detached units

Open plan upstairs bedroom area

Partitioning of the bedroom area

3.4 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency
High-density housing was successfully realised, 
rather than the small-house-large-plot approach. 
Environmental sustainability was incorporated into 
the layout by means of north orientation for as many 
units as possible, as well as wind-sensitive orientation. 
Attempts to incorporate energy efficiency included 
the installation of ceilings and the provision of a 
shower instead of a bath. No units were built on the 
area designated for the permaculture garden as it is 

The importance of improving on the Missionvale 
housing units was a central precept in the approach to 
the development of Sakhasonke. Improvements in the 
overall specification of the buildings included:15

introduction of a roof overhang of 300mm on all • 
sides; 
a roofing redesign to a pitched roof with • 
cranked roof sheets to avoid a ridge cap;
the additional Southern Cape Coastal • 
Condensation Area (SCCCA) variance funding 
enabled installation of a Rhino board ceiling 
with insulation;
improved structural design of the roof support • 
structure (stiffer and stronger, with hurricane 
clips all round);
improvements in the building’s structural • 
strength through the introduction of a 
ringbeam between ground and first floor, brick 
force every third course, and ‘U’ block on 12th 
course all round, filled with concrete and Y12 
bar. Attention to strengthening the double-
storey load-carrying capacity is an important 
consideration in the provision of low cost 
housing;
application of plaster and paint to the outside • 
of the building (made possible by the SCCCA);
application of paint to the interior (struck flush • 
interior, bagged and lime washed);
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low-lying and too wet for construction, rendering 
infill and earthworks unnecessary.16 

Communal open spaces were provided across the 
layout, consisting of a paved area, concrete bench, 
space for permaculture, tough plant landscaping 
and an indigenous tree planted in the centre. These 
were an attempt to improve the environmental and 
public open space quality, as well as to maximise 
surveillance of the area, as it is surrounded by at 
least eight units.

3.5 Sense of place
Overall, the creation of a sense of place with a unique 
identity was an important factor in the design and 
implementation of the village, in order to deviate from 
the standard RDP and ‘township’ appearance. Higher-
density units arranged as far as possible around small, 
greened public squares, with central features such 
as trees and benches around manhole rings used as 
planting containers, make for a pedestrian-friendly 
and humanly-scaled environment. Emphasis was 
placed on (grassed and paved) public areas with public 
pedestrian walkways and landscaping. The width of 
road reserves and pedestrian-orientated reserve 
widths were reduced, resulting from significant 
changes in geometric standards. Communal parking 
areas were provided on the roadside. Community 
representatives emphasised the fact that the quality 
aspect of the units and the public area received special 
attention during the building phases. The importance 
of a strict quality controller was highlighted in 
ensuring quality end-products. 

Attention to detail in the design of communal spaces17

Respondents were asked about water and energy 
services relating to dampness, heating the house, 
water supply and sanitation. Households were asked 
whether they had been informed about energy and 
water saving technology, such as aerated taps, dual 
flush toilet cisterns, recycling of water, etc.

95% of respondents reported problems • 
with dampness inside their units: “rain 
comes through windows and walls dampen” 
and “walls become green after the rain and 
it smells”. It was also reported that water 
penetrates units through doors. 
The majority of respondents (87.5%) have • 
enough natural light in their units. 
Satisfaction levels related to water supply • 
was high at 87.5%. Leaking pipes and the 
need for an outside tap were mentioned.
67.5% of respondents were satisfied with • 
the toilet/sanitation system. However, it 
was reported that “when my next door 
neighbour flushes their toilet, what’s being 
flushed comes through to my toilet” and 
“sometimes it blocks”.
Only 10% reported that they were informed • 
about energy and water saving technology 
by the committee and local authority.

Duplex units arranged around a landscaped greened central square18

A pedestrian-friendly environment AAA p ddede tstriian fffriiendldldly en ivironm tent
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3.6 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
The choice of house types was reduced from eight 
in Missionvale to only two in Sakhasonke Village. 
With this reduction the consultants aimed to create 
a sense of enclosure and community.19 Community 
representatives reported that some prospective 
residents (especially older people) did not favour 
double storey units as they “don’t like stairs” and 
would have preferred a bedroom on the ground 
floor. Beneficiaries were given the option to have 
a partition wall constructed on the upper floor to 
provide an extra room. Beneficiaries who did not 
opt for the partition wall did not pay the R2,479 
contribution towards it but contributed their ‘sweat 
equity’. 

Respondents were asked what type of house would 
be their first choice and why, and what the form of 
tenure of their current accommodation was.

77.5% preferred freestanding formal • 
housing. Reasons given included:

“It is not nice to raise children in a flat”;
“I need enough space for my children 
to play and also to extend my house”;
“To have a real sense of belonging and 
not to be dependent on a neighbour”;
“To have privacy”; and 
“To have my own vegetable garden”.

22.5% preferred semi-detached single-• 
storey units:

“It is enough for me and my son and it 
is beautiful”’;
“I like the design and I can do some 
extensions”’; and
“I would choose the same, considering 
that it is the first time I’m owning a 
house”.

All respondents confirmed their tenure to • 
be individual ownership. 

3.7 Comments on house types 
offered
Community representatives reported that benefici-
aries were given a choice between ‘vezinyawo’ (RDP 
houses) and bigger, semi-detached double-storey 
units. The final decision was based on a majority 
vote. Some community representatives believed 
that most residents preferred semi-detached units, 
as there is safety in numbers, better communication 
between neighbours, improved surveillance, more 

internal space and opportunities close to the project; 
others thought that a wider range of choices should 
have been given based on the needs and size of the 
household, including free-standing units.20

Households were asked to comment on the housing 
and house type offered. They were asked what they 
thought the market value of their unit was and 
whether it is affordable to live there.

72.5% of  households commented negatively • 
on the house type offered and only 12.5% 
made positive comments. 15% were neutral 
on the subject.  The majority of negative 
comments centred on the size. Minor 
comments were made about unhappiness 
with stairs, the quality of the units and the 
fact that units are attached. Some positive 
comments include the fact that the unit is 
“beautiful and unusual”.
5% estimated the value of their units at below • 
R5,000, 17.5% put it at R5,000–R10,000 
and a further 30% estimated it was worth 
R10,000–R20,000, while another 12.5% 
thought it was between R20,000–R30,000. 
25% did not know. Remarks from those 
who estimated the value of their units at 
below market value included: “It was built 
using cheap labour”, “it was not discussed 
with me” and “building material is not up 
to standard”. Only 10% put the market 
value at a more accurate R30,000–R40,000.  
When respondents were asked how much 
they thought they could rent out the 
unit for per month, 97.5% found monthly 
rentals less than R300 acceptable.
72.5% thought they could rent their unit • 
out for less than R300 per month. 25% 
considered rentals of R301–R600 in order, 
while only 2.5% thought the unit could be 
rented for R601–R900 per month.
72.5% thought that it was affordable to live • 
in their units. The “need for renovations” and 
electricity and rates payment for unemployed 
households made it unaffordable for 27.5%. 

3.8 Household satisfaction with 
housing unit and housing environment

Surveyed households were asked about various 
aspects of their housing unit and their housing 
environment.

95% were satisfied with the area/neigh-• 
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bourhood in which they lived. Positive 
comments included the absence of taverns, 
low levels of crime, good relationships with 
neighbours and general safety of the village. 
75% were not satisfied with the size of • 
their units. Comments were mostly related 
to a lack of privacy and the need for more 
bedrooms.
72.5% felt that they did not have enough • 
privacy in their homes:

“Because we are divided by a wall with 
the neighbour and can hear everything”;
“The division is made of wood, therefore 
no privacy”;
“I don’t have enough space to house 
overnight visitors”; and
“I would be much happier if my children 
could have their own bedrooms”.

52.5% said that noise from neighbours • 
bothered them when they were in their 
homes because “I can hear my neighbours 
walk and talk”. 

3.9 Improvement of quality of life 
since moving into the unit

Respondents were asked whether their quality 
of life had improved since moving and how their 
quality of life compared with that of people living in 
free-standing RDP houses.

All respondents declared that their quality • 
of life had improved since moving into 
Sakhasonke Village. 

“I don’t depend on anybody and have 
a house of my own, a home for my 
children”;
“I was staying in a shack – I had no lights 
and electricity”;
“We don’t have taverns. There is no 
crime and I feel safe”; and
“Because I’m not renting and I own my 
own house and property”.

55% felt that their quality of life was better • 
than that of people living in freestanding 
RDP houses: 

“There are no taverns and crime. I feel safe”;
“They would love to have our type of 
house, that is, the design”;
“I live just the way I want to”; and
“I like the double storey.”

45% of respondents felt that their quality • 
of life is not better than that of people 

living in RDP houses:
“They have plenty of space to construct 
whatever they wish to”;
“I don’t have enough rooms”;
“In a semi-detached structure anything 
can happen if you have careless 
neighbours”; and
“I am not free to do everything I want to”.

Community representatives felt that the quality of 
life of residents had improved, as the majority had 
been living in the adjacent informal settlement or 
had to travel long distances to their employment 
in Walmer.

3.10 Complaints about units
There were complaints about some units being 
left unfinished by contractors. The most serious 
complaints were those relating to plumbing and 
dampness in rainy weather.

Respondents were asked whether they had any 
complaints about their unit and if the complaints 
were attended to.

95% of surveyed households had • 
complaints. A third had complaints about 
inside dampness, while more than a third 
was discontented with the quality of 
the building materials (such as windows 
and doors) and the building itself. Other 
complaints related to plumbing problems, 
the stairs and the unit being too small. 
92.5% of respondents indicated that no • 
organisation/body enquired if there were 
complaints about the units. Only 7.5% 
reported enquiries about complaints, 
mentioning USG. No subsequent follow-up 
on complaints was reported.

Residents take ‘ownership’ of their housing environment21
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3.11 Additions and improvements 
made to original unit by tenants
Residents of Sakhasonke Village take pride in their 
housing environment and this is evident in the 
decision by the community to only allow residents 
to make formal extensions to their units – no 
corrugated iron structures are allowed and only 
paint colours that are stipulated in the Code of 
Conduct.

Households were asked about types of improvement 
they had made, their cost, sources of finance, by 
whom the improvements were done, problems 
with improvements and intended additions/
improvements.

72.5% had made improvements to their • 
units. 10% of households spent less than 
R500, 32.5% spent between R501–R2,000, 
while 20% spent between R2,001–R5,000. 
General improvements included safety 
(50%), floor coverings (42.5%), putting up 
fences (22.5%), replacing roofing (12.5%), 
planting flower gardens (15%), planting 
vegetable gardens (7.5%), new front doors 
(5%) and new windows (5%). 17.5% of 
households made other improvements 
such as painting, partitioning the upstairs 
area, changing the stairs, outdoor paving, 
installing a bath and tiling.
The financial instrument used most • 
frequently for improvements was savings 
(63%). 4% of improvements were made 
using loans, 14% using employer gifts and 
8% using monetary gifts.
The majority of improvements (56%) • 
were done by a household member, while 
builders/contractors were responsible for 
improvements in only 32% of the cases. 
12% were done by ‘others’ including family 
members or agents such as Telkom. 
None of the home owners interviewed • 
had added rooms. 
Lack of space on the site was the foremost • 
problem experienced by households 
(47.5%), followed by money (35%) and 
builder problems. 7.5% reported no 
problems making improvements, while 5% 
reported other problems.
82.5% of households intended to make • 
improvements to their units in future. 
More than half intended to extend their 
units, especially enlarging the kitchen and 

living room and adding a bedroom. Other 
improvements included plastering, painting 
and tiling, putting up fences or a wall, as 
well as improving the staircase, roofing and 
ceiling.

Residents only allow formal additions to housing units in their village

Housing improvements: Replacing doors and windows

3.12 Problems with the project 
manager/developer/government
Community representatives reported that during 
the handover of the last phase, beneficiaries were 
allocated units on sites that they did not choose. 
This matter was not resolved. 

3.13 Secondary housing market
Some beneficiaries are not staying in their units but 
renting them out.  An estimated 10% of beneficiaries 
have tenants but not in backyard dwellings as these 
are not allowed because they “spoil the design 
of the area”. Those who plan to take in tenants 
usually discuss it with the committee. Community 
representatives were not aware of any beneficiaries 
selling their houses because “they were trained so 
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they know they should not sell their houses before 
the lapsed period of eight years”.22

4. Project finance
The following changes relating to finance in 
the National Housing Policy impacted on the 
development of Sakhasonke Village:23

the increase in the subsidy to R23,100 had little • 
effect on the product due to escalation;
the introduction of a beneficiary contribution of • 
R2,479 did not have the effect the government 
envisioned;
the introduction of the Southern Cape • 
Coastal Condensation Area (SCCCA) allow-
ance of R3,900 per beneficiary benefited 
the construction of double-storey housing. 
The SCCCA was paid on condition that the 
exterior walls were plastered and painted, and 
that a ceiling with insulation was installed;
the project benefited from an increase in the • 
variance allowance with the introduction of 
three categories, i.e. locational, geological and 
topographical;
the introduction of an establishment grant • 
of R570 per beneficiary was used to create 
the housing support centre in the renovated 

ablution block;
the PHP as envisioned by government was not • 
successful and the managed PHP route was 
followed in Sakhasonke Village; and
government’s insistence on a minimum dwelling • 
size of 40m² is unrealistic at the current density 
standards and not sustainable under the present 
subsidy regime.

The GMSA Foundation provided bridging finance of 
R126,000 to purchase the land until the Housing 
Board began to finance the project. Beneficiary 
savings were not used, but residents were encouraged 
to save for the R2,479 contribution. Labour cost per 
square metre amounted to R103.75/m2 and building 
cost was R451.83/m2.

Table 54: Sources of funding per 
beneficiary24

Source Amount (R)

Subsidy 23,100

Variance allowance 3,837

Condensation (SCCCA) 3,900

Establishment grant 570

TOTAL 31,407

Table 55: Budget allocation25 (based on 2003 estimates)

Main Cost Centre % Total Per Erf (R) Per Budget
(R)

Preliminary costs 0,4 137.00 46,169.00

Professional design fees 4,4 1,340.00 451,580.00

Supervision fees 4,1 1,260.00 424,620.00

Land issues 0,9 259.82 87,559.34

Engineering services contract 15,9 4,854.40 1,635,932.80

Top structure 70,3 22,343.79 7,229,069.89

Landscaping 2,2 680.00 229,160.00

Administration and consumption charges 0,9 272.00 91,664.00

Project contingencies 0,2 50.00 16,850.00

Beneficiary management 0,7 210.00 70,770.00

TOTAL 100 31,407.00 10,283,375.03
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The most significant delays associated with 
the project included bureaucratic delays at the 
Provincial Administration offices with regard to 
the screening of beneficiaries, as well as problems 
with the contractors in obtaining subsidy payments 
(‘draw downs’) – the Provincial Administration in 
Bisho only made payments when top-structures 
were completed. Beneficiaries also caused delays in 
providing the documentation required for subsidy 
applications and the blasting of boulders on the site 
caused a two-month delay.26

Respondents were asked to give details about the 
subsidy amount received. Households were not 
required to add savings, loans or any other money 
to their subsidies. 

All households interviewed were recipients • 
of the individual subsidy. None knew how 
much their subsidy amounts were. 
None knew the total cost of their housing • 
unit. 

Alternative methods of planning and 
development were used to lower project costs, 
for example:

reduction of erven sizes together with • 
higher-densities;
sharing services such as sewerage • 
connections (water connections and 
meters were provided on an individual 
basis);
constructing semi-detached and row houses • 
with shared walls, unbroken roof structures 
etc.;
services such as water, electricity and • 
sewerage were routed along roads in front 
of the houses in one trench, and houses 
were as close to the roads as possible, 
which is a cost-effective method of running 
services;
encouraging interaction between housing • 
bodies, such as planning, engineering, land 
registration and financing, to save on 
costs;
a tighter computerised system between • 
ordering, delivery, invoicing and payment 
linked to GIS;
each block was treated as a contract, and • 
materials assembled as a kit for each;
very detailed cost centres were maintained • 
as the project was extremely sensitive to 
price changes;

more rational use of building material to • 
minimise waste;
material prices were secured for an • 
extended period of time and discounts 
were negotiated with suppliers if they were 
paid within a certain time – according to 
the project managers this was “an appeal 
to their sense of altruism”;
economies of scale allowed more funding • 
to be available for the housing structure 
and reduced building costs;
the project did not go through the normal • 
tender route – no single service engineering 
contractor was used, but equipment and 
time of different engineering service 
providers was subcontracted to reduce 
costs;
a clear payment regime to contractors was • 
adhered to;
rather than commissioning extensive earth-• 
works to prepare a low-lying and waterlogged 
part of the site for housing, a community 
food garden was provided in that corner of 
the site; and
better control was maintained over • 
material flow through the clip card system 
designed by Metroplan: each contractor was 
issued with a card that was clipped by the 
storeroom manager whenever materials 
were issued and a duplicate card was kept 
by the storeroom manager, which helped 
contractors learn to manage their finances 
and improved accountability.  According to 
Metroplan, one of the key success factors 
of a project is a “loyal store manager with a 
firm grip on things”; they recommend that 
beneficiaries should not be store managers.

5. Service provision
Full services were supplied to each erf, namely 
water, sewerage and electricity. Each unit has an 
electrical distribution board and a prepaid meter 
box with three plug sockets and a central room 
light. Household refuse is collected in bins on a 
weekly basis and taken to strategic collection points 
along the main routes in the project for collection 
by the local authority. Stealing of municipal electric 
cabling was reported to the local authority, but no 
response was received to date. Drainage problems 
were also reported to the municipality.
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Dampness inside units

contractors not being qualified and semi-skilled, 
and being poorly managed.
People employed on the project were not • 
always paid on time.
The hand-over process of the last phase took • 
longer than the other phase – houses were not 
completed on time.
Using “cheap” construction materials to save on • 
costs eventually ends up as a cost to beneficiaries.
Some houses were not completed at all.• 

The majority of households complained about 
the quality of the units: 

“I think cheap and unskilled labour was used 
to build these houses”;
“The houses are not built well”; and 
“They used poor building material”. 

Other frequent complaints included the lack 
of sports fields and playgrounds, dampness 
of walls, small size of units, problems with 
flushing of toilets, lack of privacy and noise from 
neighbours. 

6.2 Success of the project in providing 
adequate housing to those in need
Community representatives

The project’s success lies in the fact that it • 
provides decent housing to a large number of 
poor households, improving the lives of four 
to five people per household. Young families 
with children benefit greatly from the housing 
project and the prospects it offers.
Relative to other low-cost housing projects in • 
the area, this project has been very successful. 
Generally, involving men and women from 
the community has proven to be a success, 
equipping them with skills and opening up 
employment possibilities. 
The public participation process was beneficial • 
to the project.

Project managers
The involvement of all stakeholders from • 
the inception of the project through a well-
established network contributed to the 
project’s success.
The visible success of the project lies in the • 
fact that it encourages others to replicate the 
model in their own areas.
This approach allows more families to be closer • 
to places of employment and to community 
facilities.

5.1 Non-payment for services
Refuse removal, rates and water are billed on the same 
account. Water subsidies apply on the first 6kl per 
household but community representatives reported 
that water cut-offs have occurred. Non-payment was 
attributed to financial difficulties, accounts not being 
received and queries about meter readings not being 
addressed. At community meetings the committee 
always encourages residents to pay for services.

Households were asked what payments they made 
for rates and services and if no payment was made, 
to state the reason. They also had to state their 
monthly expenditure on other energy sources (e.g. 
gas or paraffin) and on transport.

Rates and water are included in the same • 
account. 55% of households reported that 
they paid for rates and water, while 20% 
stated that they sometimes paid. 20% said 
they did not pay due to financial problems 
and unemployment. 
All households paid for electricity as each unit • 
was fitted with a prepaid electricity meter. 
20% of households reported expenditure • 
on other energy sources.
47.5% of households reported expenditure • 
on transport.
Medians for paying households were: R50 for • 
water, R20 for rates, R45 for electricity, R22 
for other energy sources, R225 for transport.

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

Blasting of boulders at the inception of the • 
project caused a two-month delay and incurred 
additional costs. 
There were problems with the builders and • 
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The following statements summarise benefici-
aries’ positive comments about the project:

“It helps the most disadvantaged – poor 
people see and appreciate that they are 
recognized”;
“I am glad that I own a house. It’s a free gift 
and I would not have been able to afford it 
out of my own pocket”;
“I am proud to live in a double-storey 
house”; 
“I like the design of the houses”;
“It is safe to live here”;
“There are lights, paving and proper 
sanitation”; and
“They created housing for lots of people”.

In their concluding comments, beneficiaries 
deemed the following to be important:

“In future, housing projects must make sure 
they build quality houses with qualified 
people”;
“There are things that are not right with the 
houses such as the doors and windows, the 
sanitation system and damp walls”;
“There were lots of job opportunities when 
the project was initiated”;
“Builders should be inspected right through 
and they should build better houses”;
“There should be better communication 
between the committee and the 
community”;
“The trust must be directly involved with the 
community”;
“I would like the people who are in this 
project to be involved with things that are 
happening with the project”; and
“I am so grateful in the end to have a house 
of my own”.

7. Learnings and lessons 
from Sakhasonke Village and 
Metroplan
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

The case study clearly demonstrates that • housing 
is not about the provision of a house alone, 
but about the integration of tangible and intangible 
fundamentals, processes and elements. Low-cost 

subsidised housing developments need not be low-
quality living environments – careful consideration of 
public, semi-private and private spaces, landscaping, 
cost saving, community involvement, social and 
human capital formation, livelihood considerations 
and location offer opportunities for residents that 
go beyond the provision of just a house. 
Rather than being on the periphery • this 
subsidised housing project is on relatively 
well-located land in close proximity to an 
informal settlement and a ‘middle class’ suburb, 
thus starting to integrate the poor with the 
existing urban environment. This contributes to 
the overall satisfaction of residents with their 
housing environment without experiencing a 
feeling of ‘being trapped in space’ or ‘left on their 
own’. Moreover, it reduced travelling time and 
costs as residents are close to their places of 
employment, with a range of social and commercial 
opportunities in the Walmer suburb. The creation 
of a sense of community through physical and 
design interventions, coupled with investment in 
community development and support, manifested 
in the response by all respondents that their 
quality of life has improved since they have moved 
to Sakhasonke Village.
A slightly • wider variety of house types would 
have increased choice and therefore satisfaction 
levels, including some single-storey units for older 
people for whom stairs were inconvenient.
The use of a relatively small portion • 
of land was maximised through the 
use of higher-density housing, affording 
more people access to adequate housing. 
The fundamental consideration for the 
development was increased density in order to 
reduce land and service cost, and maximisation 
of the number of units increased house size. A 
dignified and compact urban environment was 
created that contributes to integration and 
sufficient use of a scarce resource (i.e. land).
The application of • higher-density housing 
typologies (triplex and duplex semi-
detached units) yielded unit sizes at least 
6m² larger than low-density freestanding 
units, for the same subsidy amount. 
However, it is important that beneficiaries 
understand the trade-off between smaller plots, 
shared walls and living in closer proximity to 
neighbours, and the benefits of bigger units. It 
was found that 75% of interviewed households 
were not happy with the size of their units, 
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while 72.5% felt that they did not have enough 
privacy. To a certain extent attitudes towards 
higher-density housing have changed, especially 
where beneficiaries do not have big families 
and have good relations with neighbours.
The Social Housing Focus Trust recommended • 
that although Sakhasonke Village is a fully 
subsidised freehold title scheme, it could be 
used as a model of rental housing as well, 
especially with the addition of minor upgrading 
such as tiling, partitions and hot water. Estimates 
for repayment of the loan would be in the 
region of R300 per month for 5 years.27

Parking does not interfere  with • 
communal open spaces for residents. 
Six communal parking areas for residents and 
visitors are within easy walking distance of most 
units. There are low levels of car ownership for 
the resident community.

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

The • active involvement of the community 
in the implementation stages of the 
project, through skills improvement and 
capacity development of community members 
and beneficiaries, created a bigger sense of 
ownership of the project. The training of local 
people, especially women and the unemployed, 
added more value to the project. Partnerships 
with tertiary education institutions are beneficial 
and should be encouraged over the longer 
term. However, it is important that people are 
properly trained and closely monitored to avoid 
the perception by the community that an inferior 
quality product is delivered by unskilled labour. 
The role and importance of the quality controller 
became apparent during the building phase. 
Nonetheless almost all households interviewed 
had some complaints about the housing units.
The fact that villagers reached consensus about • 
not allowing the extension of units with informal 
material such as corrugated iron, but only formal 
brick and mortar structures, attests to the 
‘ownership’ community members have 
taken of the project. Similarly, the co-operative 
responsible for maintaining the verges and grass 
of communal areas and of individual households 
demonstrates concerted community efforts to 
simultaneously create employment and invest in 
their housing environment.

In this and other projects, the • importance of 
a hall or meeting place was emphasised to 
support community activities. 
Human and social capital formation•  are 
essential contributors to the project’s social and 
physical sustainability in terms of maintaining 
the units, the shared spaces and the project’s 
institutional management. 
No committee member or community • 
representative living in the project is 
represented on the trust. Even though the 
project managers emphasised the importance 
of developing the capacity of the Sakhasonke 
residents’ committee, it is not clear why the 
committee is not represented on the trust. 
This leads to decisions being made by the 
trust without the community’s vote and the 
community feeling that they are not part of 
decisions that affect them directly. Undermining 
the authority of the committee by not including 
it in decision making could seriously challenge 
social sustainability. 
Very low levels of satisfaction with • 
community participation were reported 
by interviewed households (only 17.5% were 
satisfied), despite the involvement of an 
NGO. The lack of communication between 
the trust, the committee and the community, 
as well as the fact that general meetings are 
not held regularly, could seriously undermine 
the sustainability. Efforts should be made to 
counter apathy among residents and increase 
levels of participation.
It is known that recipients of government-• 
subsidised housing sell their housing for prices 
that are below market value, or even for less 
than the value of the subsidy. Some notion 
of the monetary value of their units is 
essential to diminish the possibilities of this 
happening. Alarmingly, only 10% of Sakhasonke 
Village respondents knew the estimated market 
value of their units, while none knew how much 
the subsidy was worth or the total cost of their 
unit. Educating owners on both the monetary 
and social value of their units may mitigate the 
selling of houses below value.

7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

Given unemployment and low income and • 
literacy levels in the community, the livelihoods 
approach to development was shown in the 
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form of business and other training and trading 
spaces for micro enterprises, a community 
centre and the provision of training in home-
based care and food gardening. Supplementing 
household incomes and reducing household 
vulnerability is paramount to the development 
of sustainable human settlements. 
Community representatives remarked that a • 
shortcoming of the project is a bigger race, 
income, social and educational variety.

7.4 Environmental sustainability
The project confirmed that it is possible to • 
create dignified physical environments 
for very low-income earners with the 
government housing subsidy, through 
the application of deliberate and careful cost-
cutting mechanisms and methods. Attempts 
to create a positive sense of place and to 
improve the quality of the environment and 
communal open spaces were successful in 
creating a dignified environment, as opposed 
to the sterile environments of conventional 
RDP housing developments implemented 
with the same subsidy amounts. However, 
the sustainability of the physical environment 
will depend on social and environmental 
considerations.
Commendable improvements on the • 
Missionvale development are evident in several 
aspects of Sakhasonke Village. However, the biggest 
commonality with the Missionvale project is that 
dampness still penetrates walls in rainy weather.
The use of•  water and energy-saving 
technologies, such as solar water panels, dual-
flush toilets, aerated taps and other mechanisms 
to reduce household costs and to contribute 
to environmental sustainability, should be 
maximised in medium-density housing projects 
which provide for bulk application. Specifically, 
the involvement of the private sector (such 
as the GMSA Foundation) and employers 
should be coordinated to contribute to this. 
The urgency to employ water and energy-
saving technology and other green practices, 
both to reduce costs and contribute towards 
environmental sustainability, is evident.
Safety and security considerations, • 
playgrounds for children, and sports fields, 
were fundamental factors in households’ 
satisfaction with their housing environment 
and should always receive priority in the design 

and implementation of housing projects. Central 
courtyards provided throughout the project 
did not seem to provide adequate communal 
open space or play space for children, especially 
given the absence of play equipment. Designated 
play space for children is required. Through 
fundraising efforts or requests for donations 
from employers to support activities and funding 
for play equipment, the community can involve 
the broader Walmer area. Improved surveillance 
of the communal open space area from double-
storey units contributes to safety. 

7.5 Partnerships
The project demonstrated that • public-
private-community partnerships result 
in higher quality environments. Metroplan 
deemed the following important in order to 
create an enabling environment to encourage 
the formation of partnerships:

concentrate and capitalise on aspects • 
that are necessary to enable project 
sustainability;
create a strong residents’ committee (not • 
street committees, as in Missionvale);
concentrate on capacity building of the • 
residents’ committee; and
focus on fewer programmes to ensure a • 
better rate of success.

The • involvement of NGOs and a range of 
other institutions to undertake capacity 
development, training and workshops 
on a wide range of topics (including relations 
with neighbours) are of utmost importance in 
a higher-density housing environment, where 
households live in close proximity to each 
other. However, the committee should be 
capacitated to such an extent that it is able 
to conduct ongoing and follow-up workshops 
and take an active and inclusive leadership role. 
Collaboration with government and NGOs is 
particularly instrumental in this regard.
The project coordinators, together with the • 
residents’ committee and the Department 
of Welfare, need to investigate and devise a 
strategy to deal effectively with the deaths 
of beneficiaries who have children. Issues 
such as child-minding for guardians responsible 
for children afftected by HIV/AIDS, children 
moving into the house under the surveillance 
of adults, home ownership and other pressing 
concerns need to be considered. 
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8. N2 GATEWAY - JOE SLOVO (PHASE 1)
Date of project completion 2006.

Project type Phase 1 of the N2 Gateway project in Joe Slovo (Langa, Cape Town) is part of a national pilot 
project in accordance with national government’s sustainable human settlement plan, Breaking 
New Ground. The project is meant to demonstrate a new way of developing human settlements 
with all basic social and economic amenities accompanying housing units. The pilot project was 
to be driven by the three spheres of government and was primarily aimed at addressing the 
housing backlog and development needs of households living in various informal settlements 
adjacent to the N2 freeway and who qualified for the national government capital subsidy.

Location On land owned by the City of Cape Town in Joe Slovo (Langa township) adjacent to the N2 
freeway, between the Bhunga Avenue interchange near Langa and Vanguard Drive near Bonte-
heuwel.

Municipality City of Cape Town.

Province Western Cape Province.

Developer National Department of Housing, Provincial Government of the Western Cape and the City 
of Cape Town.

Project partnerships The project was initiated by the National Department of Housing, the Western Cape Provincial 
Department of Local Government and Housing and the City of Cape Town. This approach was 
referred to as the ‘M3’ approach, i.e. the Minister of Housing, the MEC and the Mayor. In addition 
the project was supported by the National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC), Thubelisha 
Homes, the Cape Town Community Housing Company, and a contracting consortium.

Project size 705 medium-density housing units located in three-storey walk-up buildings 
(154 bachelor units, 333 one-bedroomed units and 218 two-bedroomed units).

Tenure type Social rental.

Density Gross residential density is approximately 132 units per hectare.

Project funding Local government funding, donor funding from the Social Housing Foundation and institutional 
housing subsidies from national government.

N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project committee, who was 
supportive of the research, and having received the go-
ahead from the chairperson to conduct 40 household 
interviews, the interviews were stopped mid-process. 
It became apparent that the project, on all levels, 
displays symptoms of dysfunctional communication 
and distrust – not ideal in a national flagship project. 
In February 2008, DAG received the committee’s final 
word on prospects for completing the remaining 14 
questionnaires: due to the residents’ rent boycott, 
their tenuous relationship with Thubelisha Homes, 
and the relationship with the mediator, it was 
considered to be unwise to inundate the community 
with questionnaires, especially in light of the prevailing 
mistrust. Community members stated that “We 
have been having so many people coming to the 
N2 Gateway-Joe Slovo (Phase 1) project wanting to 
help us but nothing is being done, instead we are still 
being treated the same”. Three committee members 
were interviewed, however, and provided valuable 
information. This N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project case 
study shows the kinds of complexities and resistance 
that may be encountered in the delivery of medium-
density housing where all components of sustainability, 
especially social, financial and institutional sustainability, 
are not afforded due attention. 

Conducting interviews with relevant stakeholders, 
including government officials, consultants, Thubelisha 
Homes, and project households proved difficult, mainly 
due to political and institutional tensions underlying 
the project. Government officials were particularly 
reluctant to answer questions, and if they did, they 
preferred to remain anonymous. It is of concern that 
the public sector is hesitant to disclose information 
required for research purposes. Other stakeholders 
declined to comment, stating that they were given 
strict instructions not to provide information about the 
N2 Gateway – Joe Slovo (Phase 1) project (hereafter 
the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project), unless they were 
given a mandate do to so by government, while other 
stakeholders’ vague responses made it difficult for 
the interviewer to report comprehensively on the 
project.  After having had several meetings with the 

N2
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1. Project overview
1.1 Background and project history
The broader N2 Gateway project was initiated as a 
joint initiative of all three spheres of Government, as 
mentioned, with the City of Cape Town as its project 
managers and implementing authority.  At a policy level 
the N2 Gateway project aims at a highly integrative 
approach with all three spheres of government 
playing a specific role in the development. It reflects 
the confluence of efforts from these spheres of 
government in its relation to the City of Cape Town’s 
Housing Plan, its Integrated Development Plan and 
Sustainable Integrated Settlement Plan, as well as the 
Provincial Government’s Housing Plan, the Growth 
and Development Framework and iKapa Elihlumayo. 
National Government projects and policies contribu-
ting to the project include the Upgrading of Informal 
Settlements Programme, the Consolidated Municipal 
Infrastructure Grant Programme, Human Settlements 
Redevelopment Grant Programme, the Housing 
Subsidy Scheme and the Social Housing Policy.1

The N2 Gateway project was approved by Cabinet 
in August 2004 as a pilot and lead project of the 
National Department of Housing’s new sustainable 
human settlement development strategy, ‘Breaking 
New Ground: A Comprehensive Plan for the Development 
of Sustainable Human Settlements’ (September 2004). 
The national Minister of Housing, Lindiwe Sisulu, 
announced the adoption of this new strategy and 
government’s policy of integrating South Africa’s 
first and second economies, and simultaneously 
announced that the strategy would be piloted by 
the N2 Gateway project. The N2 Gateway Business 
Plan Draft reads:2 

“…government is spearheading its informal 
settlement upgrading strategy through a series of 
pilot projects, one in each province building up to full 
programme implementation status by 2007/2008. 
The N2 project is the lead pilot. The project is based 
on the understanding that the challenge of informal 
settlements must be approached from a pragmatic 
perspective related to complex settlement dynamics, 
deepening poverty, rising inequality and the continued 
spatial marginalisation of the poor. It is for this 
reason that the N2 project – in line with national 
policy – perceives informal settlements as not merely 
a ‘housing problem’, requiring a housing solution, but 
rather as a manifestation of structural social change, 

the resolution of which requires creativity and 
innovation on institutional, programmatic, financial 
and project management levels.”

The N2 Gateway project was intended to demonstrate 
a move away from the approach by government of 
providing households in informal settlements next to 
the N2 freeway with freestanding, freehold title RDP 
houses. Instead, the objective was to provide a range 
of higher-density affordable rental housing options 
on well-located land, targeting communities that 
are severely impacted by adverse social conditions. 
Specifically, the targeted communities are those 
living in informal settlements such as Joe Slovo, 
Langa, New Rest, Gxagxa, Kanana, Boys Town, Lusaka, 
Vukuzenzele, Barcelona, Delft 7-9, Delft Symphony 
and District Six, and include backyard dwellers from 
Langa, Gugulethu, Bonteheuwel, Bokmakierie and 
Nyanga.3 However, to build units in Joe Slovo (Phase 
1), scores of households who were living in informal 
settlements were removed in order to clear space 
for construction. They were sent to live in open 
spaces between shacks in the wider Joe Slovo area, 
with the prospect of returning to the new formal 
housing. However, their return was not feasible 
due to the significantly higher costs associated with 
government’s decision to develop higher-density 
(social) housing that was provided in the N2 Gateway 
(Phase 1) project compared with contractor-built 
RDP houses or public rental housing. Subsidies used 
for social housing are approximately three times 
more per unit than that of freestanding units and 
monthly rentals are significantly higher than public 
rental housing, making it generally unaffordable to 
households living in informal settlements. 

Construction of the Phase 1 project meant most 
former residents of the N2 informal settlements 
were displaced to peripheral areas such as Delft and 
Bardale, some 25km or more from the city. Delft is 
a highly dysfunctional and socially toxic environment, 
with inadequate community facilities, hardly any 
formal commercial and economic activities and an 
expensive and inaccessible public transport system. 
In a survey conducted by DAG in early 2007, 34% 
of households interviewed reported that since 
relocating from Joe Slovo to Delft TRA in 2005, 
someone in their household had either lost their 
job, or found their attempts to find employment 
frustrated.  The repercussions are not limited to 
the economic impact for households but also have 
social dimensions. Like other areas on the periphery, 
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Delft is not well situated because of the limited 
public transport options, the absence of economic 
opportunities and the lack of social and community 
infrastructure. These areas function as dormitory 
suburbs, which impacts negatively on household 
livelihoods and social security. This in turn leads to 
social dysfunctionality, which is already evident in 
Delft and the provincial government has identified it 
as a priority area in need of social transformation.4 

task team, most people in the Joe Slovo informal 
settlement earn less than R1,500 per month, so 
they are automatically excluded, and government is 
evicting the poorest people as part of its plans to 
eradicate informal settlements.6 

According to information obtained from the Legal 
Resources Centre,7 not more than five households 
who previously lived in the Joe Slovo informal 
settlement had been accommodated in the N2 
Gateway (Phase 1) project.

The noble ideals of poverty eradication and restoring 
human dignity through the eradication of informal 
settlements, as set out in the N2 Gateway business 
plan and in the Breaking New Ground Plan, were not 
realised as planned. The City of Cape Town’s mayor, who 
is also the national leader of the Democratic Alliance 
(DA), described the N2 Gateway project as a “poisoned 
chalice” inherited by the DA-led multi-party municipal 
government from its African National Congress (ANC) 
predecessor. Following the mayor’s public criticism, 
the national Minister of Housing suspended the City’s 
participation in the inter-governmental management 
of the N2 Gateway project, saying the DA-led council 
(which took over from an ANC-led council) was 
using the project as a “political football”.8 In February 
2006 Thubelisha Homes was appointed as the project 
manager and implementing agent. 

The N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project has been riddled 
with technical and political difficulties and seems set 
to demonstrate some of the fundamental problems 
with housing delivery in South Africa. Minister 
Sisulu admitted as much when she acknowledged in 
February 2006 that the project has been “a terrible 
learning curve”. More than terrible, it has also been 
costly, which could have been avoided. Several 
practitioners, academics and non-government 
organisations warned against the approach adopted 
by the project. In 2005, for example, DAG wrote: 

“ … the top-down approach in the N2 project 
undermines its overall sustainability… the casual, 
continued and increasing practice of excluding 
people from decision making about development 
processes that directly affect their lives is an obstacle 
that communities are unlikely to tolerate for much 
longer. Whereas the Breaking New Ground plan 
makes an important shift towards upgrading informal 
settlements, the N2 Gateway project represents a 
completely unsustainable approach to doing so. 9”

Transitional housing in Delft

Excessive over-expenditure brought the N2 Gateway 
(Phase 1) project to a halt and made the higher-
density social rental housing provided unaffordable 
to nearly all households originally removed from 
the site. Demonstrations by N2 Gateway (Phase 
1) tenants brought their grievances about high 
rentals and the poor construction of units to the 
attention of the national housing minister. Luthando 
Ndabambi, chairperson of the N2 Gateway tenants’ 
committee, reported during a march to Parliament 
that “originally it was agreed that rentals would 
be between R150 and R590 a month, but this was 
changed without notification or consultation to 
between R500 and R1 050 a month”.5 

Consequences of the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project 
also played out in the wider community. Informal 
settlement dwellers from the wider Joe Slovo informal 
settlement, who stared removal in the face, reacted 
with demonstrations at Parliament and along the N2 
freeway in late 2007, blocking the freeway in protest 
against their impending removal to Delft with little or 
no prospects of ever coming back to Langa. For the 
construction of Phase 2, government, together with 
Thubelisha Homes, the current project managers 
of the project, entered into a partnership with First 
National Bank (FNB) to build 3,000 bonded houses 
in Joe Slovo and Delft, costing between R150,000 
and R250,000. The FNB bonds would be available to 
people earning R3,500–R7,500 per month. According 
to Mzwanele Zulu, the coordinator of the Joe Slovo 
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1.2 Project location

The N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project is adjacent to the 
N2 freeway between the Bhunga  Avenue Interchange 
near Langa, and Vanguard Drive near Bonteheuwel. 
The project site is well-located in relation to 
employment opportunities across the city, including 
access to Epping Industria,  Athlone, and the CBDs of 
Cape Town, Bellville and Claremont.  A wide range of 
facilities and infrastructure is accessible from the site. 
It is relatively well-located in terms of major public 
transport routes and railway transport, allowing 
residents to choose their mode of transport. A train 
station (±3km), schools, commercial activities (±2km) 
and community facilities are within walking distance 
of the site, but residents report difficulties during 
rainy months in accessing the taxi rank and train 
station. Some reported that there is a taxi pick-up 
point in Bhunga Avenue from where some residents 
are transported to the main taxi rank without paying. 
The residents’ committee reported that transport 
can be a problem at times, especially during the early 
hours of the morning, evenings and in winter: 

Perspective of the N2 Gateway - Joe Slovo (Phase 1) project 
located between the power lines bordering Langa township and the N2 freeway10

“Even though the project is located close to the N2 
freeway and Bhunga Avenue, it’s difficult to access it 
from the housing complex because there are no pick 
up and drop off points within the complex. One has 
to access Bhunga Avenue to get a taxi through a foot 
path that is between the sport centre and the sports 
field, and this area is not safe because it’s outside the 
complex with no security guards therefore people 
are easy targets and again incidences of crime have 
been reported in this area.”

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Selection of beneficiaries
The N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project is a social rental 
housing project. Public participation was not done 
comprehensively and the lack of comprehensive 
community participation later made it evident that 
targeted households (from informal settlements) 
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would be unable to benefit from this approach as 
they would not be able to afford the rental levels 
of social housing, which were aimed at beneficiaries 
who earn R3,500–R7,500 per month. Together with 
the City of Cape Town, Sizwe Nkonki Consultants 
compiled an integrated list of beneficiaries from 
the City’s database.11 However, at a later stage 
BKS Engineers and Management was appointed 
by the Western Cape Provincial Department of 
Local Government and Housing to deal with the 
beneficiary selection and the handing-over process, 
along with Thubelisha Homes. In this approach it was 
determined that 70% of beneficiaries should come 
from the Joe Slovo informal settlement and 30% 
from the ‘backyarders’ in Langa and pamphlets were 
distributed in these areas. This process was followed 
by public meetings informing the community of the 
intentions of the project. Those whose names did 
not appear on the City of Cape Town’s database/
waiting list were advised to fill in new application 
forms and register at the nearest municipal office, 
provided they lived within the demarcated area, 
that is, Joe Slovo informal settlement and Langa 
backyards. 

In June 2006 the list of applicants, selected by 
BKS based on income and affordability, was sent 
to the provincial administration to be scrutinised 
according to the subsidy criteria. Three workshops 

were held prior to the signing of lease agreements 
and debit order forms, in which beneficiaries were 
informed that the monthly rentals previously set 
out in pamphlets (in the range of R250 for 27m² 
to R690 for 40m²) had increased to R500 for 27m² 
and R1,050 for 40m². The reason for the increase 
was stated as budget constraints related to the 
maintenance of a rental housing project. This created 
ambiguity and unhappiness as beneficiaries felt that 
they had been misinformed. However, as housing 
is a necessity, beneficiaries were willing to pay the 
higher rents despite being unable to afford them.12 
Martin Legassick13 states that the national housing 
minister claimed that: “Joe Slovo residents ‘would 
have to make way for people higher up the housing 
waiting list’. But housing was not allocated on the basis 
of waiting lists because very few people could be found 
who were economically eligible. Instead, advertisements 
were placed in police stations to attract new applicants. 
What reason is there to expect any difference with 
Phase 2, which is so-called ‘gap’ housing for those 
earning between R3,500 and R7,500 a month? Rather 
than allocation by waiting list, she is moving out the poor 
to make way for the better off ”. 

The unaffordability of the completed units for the 
target beneficiaries illustrates this well. Surveys 
indicate that over 61% of households in Delft earn 
below R1,500 per month and thus most households 

 Proposed site development plan for the N2 Gateway- Joe Slovo (Phase1) project14
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will be unable to afford the high rentals or planned 
high mortgage payments in Phase I and the new 
Phase 2 housing. The remaining 1,000 planned BNG 
houses will only address a sixth of the real demand 
of those currently living in Joe Slovo, and may not 
even include those who moved to Delft on the 
understanding that they would return to Joe Slovo. 
This outdated approach to community participation 
works against Batho Pele principles and against the 
notion of a developmental local government, and 
pits one poor household against another in their 
desperation to secure shelter. It compounds the 
pressures on the state to deliver and spurs the 
ongoing protests by people from Joe Slovo and 
other settlements along the N2.15

2.2 Beneficiary profile 
It was particularly difficult to obtain socio-economic 
data. According to community representatives 
it is difficult to assess the level of unemployment 
in the project. As this is a social housing project, 
beneficiaries were selected based on their income, 
but during the selection process some people were 
temporarily employed. Presently some of those 
people are unemployed and this makes it difficult 
to know the overall level of unemployment. The 
majority of households are headed by women, 
estimated at approximately 70% by community 
representatives.16

2.3 Management/institutional structure
Thubelisha Homes manages the project and the 
City of Cape Town maintains the public spaces 
and general infrastructure such as sewers, water, 
electricity, roads and stormwater. Currently 
there are two caretakers on site, employed by 
Thubelisha, and a 24-hour contractor that provides 
plumbing and electrical services. Initially, block 
representatives were appointed by Thubelisha to 
report maintenance issues to the two caretakers. 
Beneficiaries were not satisfied with the results 
and questioned the legitimacy of the block 
representatives’ appointment. The community 
believed the representatives were employed on 
Thubelisha’s terms and were not taking their 
complaints into consideration. This created a great 
deal of tension between block representatives and 
beneficiaries. As a result, a general meeting resolved 
to elect a project committee that would serve 
the community’s needs and report maintenance 
defects and complaints to Thubelisha and pressure 
it to resolve them. The newly elected project 

committee gave feedback to the community on 
a monthly basis. This created a good impression 
and after a few months they were officially 
nominated as the N2 Gateway – Joe Slovo (Phase 
1) committee, with a clear mandate on what was 
expected of them.17

2.4 Amenities and facilities
Amenities and facilities available to residents include 
the following:

Clinics•  – There is a clinic about 1km from the 
site that accommodates children up to eight 
years old, as well as HIV/AIDS and TB patients, 
and offers family planning services.
Sporting facilities•  – A well-located multi-purpose 
hall is adjacent to the site in Bhunga Avenue. 
It has a boxing gymnasium and a basketball 
court and is used by the community for general 
meetings. Langa Stadium is about 300m from 
the site in Bitter-Rout Road.

A multi-purpose hall within walking distance from the housing

Playground for children•  – The layout of the 
project ensures adequate space for children to 
play in communal courtyards and there are also 
two play parks. 

Play area for children18

Library•  – The library is next to the clinic, i.e. 
1km from the project site.
Hospital • – A 24-hour day hospital that accom-
modates Langa and Bonteheuwel patients is 
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4km away from the project.
Schools•  – Schools are within walking distance, 
in Langa: Langa High school is 500m away and 
three other high schools and five primary 
schools are about 2km from the site. A primary 
school is near Langa Stadium (250m away). 
Police station • – Langa police station is about 
800m from the project site.
Training and resource centre•  – Langa community 
hall and other resource centres such as Guga 
S’thebe Cultural Hall, Tsuga Environmental 
Centre, Johnson Ngwevela Civic Hall and Iziko 
Community Catering School are within walking 
distance.  

The following facilities are still needed:
Public telephones•  – No public telephones have 
been provided. Committee members reported 
that Telkom has been approached but said that 
the project has not yet been registered. 
Letter boxes • – A letter box container is located 
inside the project but is not functioning – 
residents’ mail is still delivered to their previous 
postal addresses. The area surrounding the 
letter box container is rumoured to be unsafe 
as cell phone robberies have occurred and 
youth are reportedly smoking dagga in the 
vicinity.

Home work and after-school care•  – A committee 
member expressed the need for a quiet space 
where children could do their homework and 
study, as flats are small and not conducive to 
studying.
Committee response to security•  – The committee 
believed that the project has security guards in 
place but felt that it is not safe enough to walk 
around the project any time of the day or night. 
They reported: 
“There are security guards in both entrances but 
visitors are not being searched when entering the 
premises. This means we are at high risk of crime 
and we have heard incidences like cell phone robbery 
inside. We believe it is strangers who are doing this 
and not people who stay here. There have been 
rumours about people selling drugs in the complex 
and the question is: how do people manage to come 
in with drugs if there are securities in place and 
what image is this doing in the complex and how do 
we raise our children?” 

 Disused letter box container in an unsafe environment

First aid assistance and health awareness • – A 
unit was set aside by Thubelisha Homes for 
this purpose. However, it is kept locked by 
Thubelisha Homes and is not used for the 
purpose for which it was intended. 
Crèche•  – A crèche was constructed under a 
power line, but is currently used as storage by 
on-site contractors.

The on-site crèche is used as storage facility

Security entrance to the N2 Gateway - Joe Slovo (Phase 1) project

Parking bays – Due to limited parking areas cars 
encroach on public open spaces and courtyards.
Washing lines – According to committee members, 
the project needs more secure washing lines. 
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2.5 Local Economic Development 
(LED)
No provision was made for local economic activities. 
An official from the City of Cape Town who was 
closely involved in the project reported that the 
City’s business plan for the project made provision 
for a number of initiatives “but these have been 
neglected since the City was removed and starved 
of information by the new project leaders”.

At present residents are not allowed to run spaza 
shops or small businesses from their units, but 
committee members have expressed the community’s 
need to be able to buy and sell convenience foods such 
as bread and milk. Residents currently support shops 
in Langa, which are about a ten-minute walk away. The 
committee reported that through negotiations with 
Thubelisha it was agreed that the open space available 
at the back of the project close to the N2 freeway 
would be developed for small businesses such as spaza 
shops, workshops and other activities. The need for 
small businesses in the project was stressed by the 
committee: “Some people coming from the informal 
settlements, even backyarders, used to sell small things like 
sweets and chips. That helped them generate a sideline 
income, but now that opportunity has been taken way from 
them; now they are no longer allowed to run spaza shops 
from their units.” 

2.6 Social problems in project area
The most significant social problems reported by 
community representatives were the high levels of 
alcohol consumption and abuse by residents and 
their guests, together with noise. They said the main 
reason for these problems is the sale of alcohol from 
a container directly outside the project entrance. 
Alcohol is reportedly sold to under-aged children. 
The situation is aggravated by the fact that the 
entrance is crowded by customers and cars, often 
playing loud music and drinking outside the entrance. 
The committee discussed the matter with the owner, 
pleading with him to do his business elsewhere, but 

he refused and stated that the only people who can 
tell him where and how to run his business are the 
landowners. The committee reported the matter to 
Thubelisha, but no response has been received. 

3. Project design, 
implementation and output

3.1 Incorporation of groups with 
special needs
The project does not specifically make provision 
for the elderly or people in the community with 
disabilities or special needs. However a percentage 
of ground-floor units were allocated to people with 
special needs in order for them to have easy access 
to their units, as well as to transport routes and 
other public amenities. 

Spaza shop container directly outside the project entrance

 Ground-floor units that are easily accessible were allocated to 
tenants with special needs

G d fl i h t il ibl ll d t

3.2 Nature of units provided
In total, 705 medium-density housing units were 
constructed in the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project, 
consisting of 154 bachelor units, 333 one-bedroomed 
units and 218 two-bedroomed units. Bachelor units 
are 27m², while one- and two-bedroomed units vary 
from 40m² to 48m². The architects reported that 
due to budget constraints, technical repetition and a 
modular approach to the design became inevitable.19 
The units include bathrooms with showers and an 
open-plan living, dining and kitchen area. The multi-
storey housing units face onto the public streets, 
enabling easy access to public spaces. Ground floor 
units are built around central courtyards providing 
access to both front and back entrances, while 
some have access to courtyards only. Upper-floor 
units are accessed through external staircases along 
the front façade of the block, adding variation to 
the façade of the building. Each block has access to 
a communal laundry area and washing lines inside 
each courtyard.20
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Communal laundry areas are accessed via stairs from inner 
courtyards

Sheltered courtyards provide semi-public community space

Block B - Block, first floor plan, section and elevations21

 Three-storey walk-up flats and communal area with hard 
landscaping and trees22
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Prefabricated cost-saving Geza-units were installed in all units25

3.3 Environmental sustainability and 
energy efficiency 
Apart from the higher-density housing approach, 
energy efficient plumbing was incorporated that 
serves both bathrooms and kitchens. Prefabricated 
bathroom units (Geza units) save both installation 
and household costs. Energy efficiency was also 
considered with the use of isotherm in the roofs 
to ensure interior climate control without energy 
waste.23 Almost all the units are built with a north 
orientation to naturally regulate indoor climate. 24 

observed that a tendency has developed for cars to 
be parked in public open spaces as households have 
higher incomes than was planned for. 

Emergency and service vehicles have full access to 
an otherwise pedestrian-orientated environment. 
Housing units are designed in such a way that the 
frontage looks directly onto the streets and this 
improves the safety of the streets.27

 Narrow roads between blocks function as social spaces

Cars and washing in the communal courtyard space

3.4 Sense of place and the urban 
environment
Three-storey walk-up buildings are located around a 
well-designed public spatial and recreational system, 
oriented mainly to pedestrians. Roads were created 
as social spaces intended for children to play and to 
increase interaction between neighbours. Road spaces 
were designed in such a way that vehicular access and 
speed are controlled through clear design cues.

3.5 Choice of house type and 
knowledge of tenure
Reportedly, beneficiary households were not 
given the opportunity to choose their units and 
were allocated units based on affordability, and 
not household sizes. This is problematic as some 
smaller households with fewer children have bigger 
units and vice versa. 

According to community representatives benefi-
ciaries understand clearly that their tenure is not 
rent to buy, i.e. that they do not own the units but 
are renting them. 

Cars were not accommodated generously in the layout 
and parking was kept to a minimum as the project was 
initially intended for households with low monthly 
incomes and thus low levels of car ownership.26 It was 

Communal parking
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4. Project finance
When the N2 Gateway national pilot project 
was launched in 2005 to provide 22,000 houses 
to informal settlement dwellers and backyarders 
along the N2 freeway from Langa to the Cape 
Town International Airport, it was announced that 
the overall project would cost R2,3 billion. Local 
government funding, top-up funding, donor funding 
from the Social Housing Foundation and institutional 
housing subsidies from national government were 
to be used. For Phase 1 of the project in Joe 
Slovo subsidies were in the region of R75,000 per 
unit. However, when the units were completed 
in early 2006, actual costs per unit had reached 
approximately R110,000.28 After the completion of 
Phase 1 the overall cost of the project had increased 
to R3 billion, which is R700 million more than the 
costs projected in 2005.29

5. Service provision
5.1 Non-payment for services and 
secondary housing market
The City of Cape Town is responsible for services 
such as roads, water, sewer mains and public open 
spaces, and reported no non-payment from individual 
beneficiaries. Thubelisha Homes deals with building 
maintenance, but committee members reported 
that nothing was forthcoming from Thubelisha 
Homes’ management after numerous meetings to 
resolve maintenance issues. These included cracked 
walls, alleged structural problems, leaking pipes, 
dampness of walls, blocked toilets and other general 
maintenance work and general complaints. 

It was resolved at a general meeting that residents 
would embark on a rent-boycott from July 2007 in 
the hope that their needs would be addressed as 
a matter of urgency. However, Thubelisha Homes 
held them to the legal lease agreements they signed 
as individuals, which stipulate that if households 
refuse to pay due rentals on time, they will be 
evicted without notice. The committee members 
acknowledged that Thubelisha was legally justified 
to evict residents and that the drastic action by 
residents was indeed a breach of contract, but 
argued that it was their last resort as they had put 
up with defects and poor maintenance while at the 
same time paying high monthly rentals. Consensus 

was eventually reached that issues of maintenance 
would be addressed as a matter of urgency. At the 
time of the interview the residents’ committee 
reported that progress had been made and on-site 
maintenance was taking place on a daily basis. The 
committee was also co-operating with Thubelisha 
in encouraging residents to pay their rentals.

The committee was concerned about residents who 
sub-let from the original beneficiaries. “Sub-renters 
are not interested in anything in the project, and we felt 
that they often break the rules because they were not 
involved at the beginning of the project and never signed 
a lease agreement with Thubelisha. Therefore they don’t 
have a clear understanding of all the house rules which 
is why they are always in misconduct.”

Households who sub-let are reportedly exploited 
by their ‘landlords’ who live elsewhere and charge 
inflated monthly rentals. 

The residents’ committee decided to resolve 
the matter of households who illegally sub-let 
themselves, and to assist Thubelisha. It compiled a 
list of beneficiaries who were originally allocated 
units prior to their being sub-let. This meant that 
committee members had to physically search for 
beneficiaries, and interview both beneficiaries 
and their tenants. Based on the findings of the 
interviews, decisions were made on whether 
tenants would be allowed to stay. According to the 
committee this process has not yet yielded the 
desired results but beneficiaries are in some cases 
evicting their tenants, though often giving them 
too little time to find alternative accommodation. 
Community representatives reported that ±60% 
of units are occupied by households who sub-let 
from the original beneficiaries.30

6. Concluding comments
6.1 Most significant problems 
associated with the project
Community representatives

Poor administration and management of rental • 
housing.
Poor communication between the three • 
spheres of government.
Political interference.• 
Poor workmanship.• 
The use of ‘cheap’ material in order to save on • 
costs.
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Lack of communication between the project • 
manager and the community.  A relevant 
example of this occurred in the post-
implementation phase, when project managers 
were requested to address issues of poor 
maintenance but nothing was forthcoming. 
The residents’ committee complained that 
when government officials were invited to 
community meetings about deteriorating living 
conditions, Thubelisha either did not attend or, 
if they did, did not follow up on what came out 
of the meetings. 
There was no structure in place regarding • 
maintenance. The contractors who were 
employed during the construction phase 
allegedly reported to the residents’ committee 
that they would not do any maintenance 
because they were not being paid on time. 
Committee members reported that “the entire • 
project had serious defects,” such as cracked 
walls and faulty plumbing.

Project manager (Thubelisha Homes)
Maintenance and monitoring.• 
Communication and partnership: communities • 
are not taking ownership.
Social pathology in the project area.• 
Poor planning.• 
Poor quality of construction.• 
Affordability.• 

Provincial Government of Western Cape
Poor institutional arrangements. • 
Poor management of contractors by project • 
managers (Thubelisha Homes).
Poor administration of rental collection and • 
maintenance of services (non-payment of 
rent). 
The failure of the social housing policy – social • 
and other rental housing programmes should 
be revised and made more practical.
Capital shortfall.• 
Maintenance issues.• 

City of Cape Town
Policy inertia - lag between vision and • 
appropriate funding instruments.
Communication problems.• 
Political interference.• 

6.2 Success of the project in 
providing adequate housing to those 
in need

Community representatives:
“If this project was meant to provide people with 
houses - that is a unit with bricks rather than an 
informal house made with tin etc -  then it has 
achieved the housing need, but if it meant to provide 
people with homes, within an environment where we 
can raise our children, free from alcohol and drug 
abuse and better than in an informal settlement, 
then we are still working towards achieving that. 
It is better staying here than in a backyard under 
someone’s supervision because now we are free in 
our own flats, but we want proper units where we 
can raise our kids in a safe environment.”

Project manager
The project is considered to be successful in 
providing adequate housing to those in need but 
due to the unaffordability of social housing those 
originally targeted are unable to benefit. 

City of Cape Town
If the public rental instruments available now 
(community residential units) were available at the 
start of the project, it would have been successful. 
As the new public rental housing instrument, 
Community Residential Units would have been 
affordable and sustainable for households earning 
below R3500 per month.

7. Learnings and lessons 
from N2 Gateway - Joe 
Slovo (Phase 1)
7.1 The urban environment and 
design considerations

The project’s • location close to community 
facilities like schools, community halls and 
resource centres facilities contribute to 
tenants’ satisfaction with the area. However, 
access to public transport is a safety concern, 
as mentioned. Even though the project is 
close to the N2 freeway and Bhunga Avenue, 
it is difficult to access major routes from the 
housing complex due to a lack of pick-up and 
drop-off points within the complex. Access to 
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taxis is via Bhunga Avenue through a footpath 
between the sports centre and the sports field. 
This area is not safe as it is outside the complex 
and has no security surveillance. 
The project site is • well-located in relation 
to employment and urban opportunities 
across the city. The use of well-located state 
land for the provision of affordable housing 
is laudable. However, careful targeting of 
beneficiaries and tenure choice are critical in 
the overall sustainability of a housing project.
In situ upgrading of informal settlements • 
and the provision of basic services should 
be prioritised instead of moving households 
to ‘transitional’ relocation areas. Communal 
facilities are far less costly than individual 
services and could serve as an important starting 
point for the incremental upgrade of informal 
settlements. This approach would incur lower 
capital costs and would not be as disruptive as 
a ‘rollover’ upgrade where households were 
required to move out of the area. However, 
from a political perspective, upgrading informal 
settlements seems less impressive.31 Such 
an approach should recognise the creativity, 
livelihoods strategies, financial investments and 
social networks of residents.
Practitioners recognise that • relocation 
is generally not a pro-poor approach 
to informal settlement upgrading, 
especially when it perpetuates urban sprawl 
and the apartheid spatial structure of social 
fragmentation and exclusion. Relocating informal 
settlement dwellers to badly located housing 
developments in the name of ‘slum eradication’ 
does not address government’s objectives of 
building sustainable settlements, nor does it 
address the Millennium Development Goals, 
which are designed to reduce poverty, not 
increase it. Furthermore, relocating households 
in the heavy-handed manner which has been 
adopted in the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project is 
reminiscent of apartheid-style forced removals, 
given the misinformation provided to former 
Joe Slovo residents presently in Delft and 
the coercive threats issued to those still in 
settlements on the N2. Rather than adopting 
an inclusive approach, as promoted in the BNG 
plan, which recommends in situ upgrading, the 
N2 project has been a top-down technocratic 
development, shrouded in secrecy and planned 
without the participation of the communities. 

The lack of meaningful community participation 
leaves much to speculation on the part of the 
professional team, resulting in a range of ill-
informed and unviable technical solutions.32

The project was originally designed for • 
households with monthly incomes below 
R3,500. This would imply relatively low car 
ownership and therefore less design emphasis 
on accommodating cars in the layout. However, 
social rental housing accommodates households 
in the gap market, therefore implying higher 
levels of car ownership and more demand for 
parking space. Encroachment of cars on public 
open space areas was reported as a problem. 
Overcoming apartheid spatial and social planning • 
seems to be the core intent of the BNG plan. 
This project has not made significant 
strides in reshaping/reversing some of the 
implications associated with apartheid 
planning, however. The location of greenfield 
sites in peripheral suburbs also contributes to 
the entrenchment of apartheid spatial planning 
policies in the City. Planning proposals for the 
project promote the development of a mix of 
residential densities and the creation of spaces 
for community interaction, social activity and 
recreation. However, integration with the 
wider Cape Town metropole, places of work 
and metropolitan open space systems and 
recreational opportunities is limited, due to the 
project’s location in historically neglected and 
isolated areas.33 
Maintenance and monitoring systems•  
should be in place from the outset, together 
with clear lines of communication between 
residents and the managing agent.
The • housing development faces directly 
onto a national freeway “into the teeth of 
the roaring southeaster”.34

7.2 Resident participation, capacity 
development and institutional 
arrangement

Giving the public the opportunity to par-• 
ticipate in the design and implementation 
stages, if handled with skill and understanding, 
not only contributes to the overall quality 
of a project, but also does much to improve 
relationships between authorities and the 
public. 
Effective strategies to improve com-• 
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munity participation in policy processes 
would result in communities accepting 
government policies and regarding them 
as legitimate. Numerous challenges would 
have been avoided had the three spheres of 
government involved in the N2 Gateway (Phase 
1) project prioritised the involvement of the 
Joe Slovo community from the outset. 
Community participation was limited • 
and inadequate. Proper understanding of the 
project and buy-in from all parties (especially 
residents) in the design and implementation 
process are essential in reducing unnecessary 
delays and limiting costs, and in ensuring 
residents are aware of their rights and 
responsibilities. Beneficiaries should be actively 
involved and informed as they are the most 
important stakeholders in a housing project.
A • lack of transparency, insufficient infor-
mation flow and political infighting led to 
the City of Cape Town’s removal from its role 
in leading the project. This resulted in delays in 
meeting targets.
Government did not initiate any • development 
of leadership capacity to strengthen 
community leadership in Joe Slovo before 
the project was initiated and communities were 
kept outside the planning processes.
Careful forward planning,•  which draws 
on international and national good practice 
and on the experiences of various local 
communities, should be undertaken before 
starting developments. This will help generate 
viable, well-informed and innovative solutions, 
particularly regarding community participation, 
financial packaging and the design of layouts 
and houses. NGOs, CBOs and academics 
could be important partners in achieving 
such innovation.
There is little understanding of the scale • 
and nature of housing needs. No indication 
is given in this project of an assessment of the 
specific types of dwelling units required to meet 
beneficiaries’ needs. The project centres around 
addressing the broad housing need within the 
City of Cape Town, presently calculated as 
being in the region of 260,000 housing units. 
The specific housing need in the communities 
identified before the commencement of the N2 
Gateway project has indicated a total of some 
15,500 residential units. A broad allocation of 
30% of units is made for the accommodation 

of backyard dwellers across the City.35 This is 
completely unacceptable practice, especially 
in light of the project being the national pilot 
project for the BNG plan that promotes 
sustainable human settlements – it is imperative 
that housing delivery meets end-user needs.
The community ‘consultation’ used by project • 
managers on the N2 Gateway project did not 
develop an appropriate understanding 
of beneficiaries’ socio-economic status. 
Undertaking a livelihoods assessment 
prior to the final selection of tenants from 
the Joe Slovo informal settlement would have 
shed light on household assets, capabilities, 
and informal and formal economic activities, 
which would have formed the basis for a better 
understanding of affordability levels. 
Institutional blockages, poor inter-• 
governmental relations, lack of funding 
and policy gaps are some of the issues that 
limit appropriate and effective housing delivery. 
There was initially acknowledgement by all 
spheres of government that aspects of South 
African law and policies are not conducive 
to fast tracking the development of human 
settlements. The project therefore set itself 
the task of employing innovative methods to 
achieve this without compromising the intent 
of the law. Unfortunately, very few obstacles 
were overcome and the project stands as an 
example of what not to do.

7.3 Financial considerations and 
economic sustainability

The • failures in the social housing policy 
are evident in the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) 
project: monthly rentals are unaffordable to 
the targeted end-users, resulting in the sub-
letting of about 60% of units. This highlights the 
dire need for public rental housing in which 
rentals do not exceed R500 per month. The 
overall rental housing need of people earning 
below R2,500–R3,500 per month is not being 
addressed, as was initially intended. The tenure 
option should be appropriate to beneficiaries’ 
income levels. 
Urban development processes•  should 
be planned and used consciously to achieve 
integration and to resolve housing problems, 
with social and economic development 
programmes well integrated in the planning 
and implementation phases. 
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The • size of units should not be based on 
household incomes but on household needs, 
i.e. on family size. 
Changes to the client brief and to specifications • 
during construction resulted in an increase in 
project costs.36

7.4 Environmental sustainability
As a pilot project, the N2 Gateway (Phase 1) 
project could have incorporated innovative 
energy saving options such as solar water 
heating, the use of photovoltaics, recycling initiatives 
and other environmentally sustainable technologies 
through partnerships with the private sector, but 
failed to take the opportunity to do so.

7.5 Partnerships
The project stands as an example of the • break-
down of intergovernmental relations. 
Intergovernmental relations are the set of mul-
tiple formal and informal processes, channels, 
structures and institutional arrangements for 
bilateral and multilateral interaction within and 
between spheres of government. All spheres 
of government are obliged to observe the 
principles of co-operative government put 
forward in the Constitution. Co-operative 
government assumes the integrity of each 
sphere of government, but it also recognises 
the complex nature of government in modern 
society. Workable relationships between different 
spheres and organs of State are fundamental to 
the creation of sustainable human settlements, 
but these workable relationships are notable by 
their absence in this project.
Engagement with all relevant actors in • 
the sector is needed to develop a credible, 

coherent position around the cost of land, the 
persistence of informality, and access to and 
availability of land to the poor to ensure that 
they are not relegated to the periphery.37

The • professional team should be able to 
do their work without politics influencing 
their decisions.
Courageous leadership is needed: • South 
Africa’s housing problems cannot be overcome 
without inclusive, city-wide visions and strategies 
that are led politically and which address 
inadequate housing within a broader framework 
of poverty alleviation and urban development. 
Without this, the equitable redistribution of the 
benefits of economic growth in cities cannot 
flow to poor communities.38 
Government should prioritise provision of • 
housing for the poorest of the poor while 
presenting incentives to the private sector 
for the formation of partnerships around 
the provision of housing to higher-income 
earners (the gap market).

There are a few positives about the N2 Gateway 
- Joe Slovo (Phase 1) project. Any advance in 
housing delivery offered by the N2 Gateway, 
such as efficiency in land use, is rendered 
useless by the lack of community involvement, 
the relegation of the poorest in society to 
dormitory suburbs on the periphery, and 
ultimately, the high price paid in goodwill. What 
is needed is bold and courageous leadership and 
a rethink of the application of the BNG plan. 
The ideas espoused in the Isidima, the Western 
Cape Sustainable Human Settlements Strategy, 
need to underpin every aspect of practice in 
housing delivery.39
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9. WASHINGTON HEIGHTS

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
The Washington Heights Mutual Housing 
Association (WHMHA) was created in 1994 through 
collaboration between the residents of three 
buildings in the Washington Heights neighbourhood 
of New York City and Community Assisted Tenant 
Controlled Housing, Inc. (Catch), a housing sponsor, 
development and technical assistance organisation. 
The buildings, at 11, 15 and 19 Broadway Terrace, 
consisted of privately owned, though dilapidated, 
rental units. 

The residents sought help in the early 1990s when, 
after a succession of negligent property owners, their 
buildings were foreclosed on by a savings and loan 
institution that then itself went bankrupt. Eventually the 
Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC), an entity created 
by the Federal government to manage the assets of 
the many savings and loan institutions that failed in the 
1980s, assisted with the project. The residents were 
put in contact with Catch, which worked with the 
residents’ leaders to obtain title to the buildings, secure 
funding for rehabilitation and oversee renovations. 
Construction work was completed in 1996 and a 
resident-dominated board of directors has governed 

the buildings since then. The development took on its 
own legal identity as the WHMHA. 

1.2 Location 
Washington Heights is a low-income, racially 
segregated neighbourhood at the northern end of 
Manhattan in New York. It was established in the 
first decades of the 20th century, when subway lines 
were built through the area. The housing stock is 
predominantly multi-family, with large numbers of five- 
and six-storey walk-up buildings, and smaller numbers 
of high-rise buildings (mostly publicly subsidised). 
Although originally a largely working- and middle-
class area, during the past 40 years it has become 
one of New York’s poorest neighbourhoods. 

Housing abandonment and consequent destruction 
of housing stock dramatically re-shaped the 
physical environment of many of New York City’s 
ghetto neighbourhoods in the 1970s and 1980s. 
Washington Heights, however, was largely spared 
this devastation (unlike Harlem to the south), and 
is now one of the most densely built and populated 
neighbourhoods in New York.

In the 1980s and early 1990s Washington Heights 
became infamous as the nexus point for international 
drug trafficking activities. Because of its key location 
in Manhattan, a major shipping point at the juncture 
of highways connecting to the rest of the US, the area 
became a distribution point for illegal drug shipments 
arriving from the Caribbean, South America, Europe 
and Asia for distribution across the US. Many of the 
local residents became involved in these efforts, and 
trafficking-related violence became a serious problem. 
Since the mid-1990s, open trafficking activities and 
the attendant violence have abated, although the 
area apparently continues to serve as a key node in 
international drug smuggling operations.

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Beneficiary profile
Washington Heights has become a predominantly 
Spanish-speaking neighbourhood (over 74% of the 
total population was of ‘Hispanic origin’ in 2000), 
with immigrants from the Dominican Republic being 
the overwhelming majority of this group. African 
Americans constituted 8.4% of the population and 

WH
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Whites 13.6% in 2000. Most of the Whites, however, 
live in an enclave overlooking the Hudson River that 
is demographically distinct from the rest of the area.

The average annual household income in Washington 
Heights is $28,865, which is more than 25% lower 
than the city average of $38,923 and much lower 
than most areas in Manhattan, but more affluent than 
many areas of the Bronx and Brooklyn (2000 and 
1999 figures). The relatively higher income figures 
for Washington Heights in comparison with other 
ghettoised areas are partly due to the predominantly 
White enclave mentioned above. Residents of 
WHMHA are about 75% low- and very-low income 
households (60% or less of the area’s median income). 
About 25% of households make between $6,000 
and $20,000 per annum. Thirty-five per cent of the 
Washington Heights population receives welfare, 
disability payments, and/or Medicaid (the United 
States public medical aid scheme for the poor).

2.2 Management/institutional 
structure
The project is organised as a mutual housing 
association (MHA). The three buildings are owned 
by a non-profit corporation, the WHMHA Housing 
Development Finance Corporation (HDFC). The 
project is run as rental accommodation rather than 
a formal co-operative; residents rent rather than 
own their apartments.

Each household in each of the buildings automatically 
becomes a member of the WHMHA at the time the 
lease is signed. Membership entitles the household 
(acting as a single entity) to attend the meetings 
of the WHMHA’s board of directors and the 
WHMHA’s annual business meetings, to vote for 
the directors of their choice on the board and to 
run for a board position.

Power over the WHMHA’s affairs is vested in the 
corporation’s board. The board is responsible for 
overseeing all aspects of the WHMHA’s business, inclu-
ding property management, financial accounting, renting 
of vacant apartments, etc. Day-to-day responsibility 
for running the buildings is delegated to a for-profit 
management company, which charges a fee for its 
services that amounts to 7% of the total rent roll. 

The board reviews the management company’s 
performance, establishes policies for the management 
company’s employees to follow regarding building 

management issues, and retains direct control 
over certain aspects of the WHMHA’s business, 
such as tenant selection. Policies established by the 
WHMHA typically concern issues such as the extent 
to which rents will be increased each year, whether 
pets will be allowed in the building, what the building 
superintendent should be paid, and so on.

The board of directors has nine positions and is the 
main vehicle for resident participation. Six are held by 
building residents, who are elected to staggered two-
year terms by the WHMHA resident members at 
the WHMHA annual meetings. The remaining three 
seats are held by representatives of Catch, the mutual 
housing sponsor organisation that helped establish 
the WHMHA. The WHMHA by-laws provide the 
Catch representatives with the emergency power to 
take full control of the WHMHA’s business only in 
circumstances in which title is threatened (through 
default on the mortgage payments, non-payment 
of real estate taxes, etc.). Once the circumstances 
that threatened title are resolved the Catch 
representatives are required to relinquish their 
emergency powers. To date, neither the WHMHA 
nor any of the other three Catch-sponsored MHAs 
have ever come close to a situation requiring Catch 
to assume such emergency powers.

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
3.1 Community participation
As described above, resident participation in the 
WHMHA has been extensive. A core of resident 
leaders set the project in motion when, tired of 
negligent landlords, leaking plumbing and attendant 
water damage, collapsing floors, a malfunctioning boiler 
and drug-dealing activities in some of the apartments, 
they approached a local non-profit organisation, 
which in turn referred them to Catch. A committee 
of residents played a very active role through the 
construction phase, making major decisions about the 
nature of the renovations, the relocation process and 
interim management of the properties. 

In general, resident participation at the annual 
meetings is fairly low. It is somewhat higher at 
celebrations such as summer barbecues and 
Christmas parties periodically organised by the 
board. The board is very active, meets about ten 
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times per year (sometimes with additional activity 
by ad hoc committees), and five of the six resident 
board members are usually present at meetings. 

3.2 Project partnerships 
The WHMHA was created through the work of 
several non-profit organisations, with active support 
from the city government and financial support 
from Federal funds. 

Catch played a leading role in the project. A city-wide 
non-profit entity, Catch sponsors neighbourhood-
based mutual housing associations throughout the 
city, including in Harlem and the South Bronx. Catch 
typically plays the role of developer, arranging for 
title transfer and construction financing, overseeing 
the preparation of a scope of work and monitoring 
construction. It typically works with buildings that 
are referred to it by community organisations, 
banks, elected officials, the city housing department, 
or residents themselves. 

When beginning a new project, Catch first meets 
residents to explain the mutual housing association 
model and ask them if they would like to form 
one. If they do not it does not proceed. If there 
is a core of residents interested in the mutual 
housing model, and if the building can be acquired 
for a nominal price (which allows for rents to be 
affordable following rehabilitation), Catch proceeds. 
At title transfer the buildings that Catch works with 
are typically put under the ownership of a mutual 
housing association, which is controlled by Catch 
through the construction phase, and is expanded to 
include a majority of elected resident representatives 
subsequent to the completion of construction.

Construction funding for the Washington 
Heights project was provided by the New York 
City Department of Housing Preservation and 
Development (HPD), the Community Preservation 
Corporation (CPC), and Chase Manhattan Bank. 
The Parodneck Foundation, a city-wide lending 
organisation that has served as Catch’s sponsor 
since 1994, also provided a small loan. The City’s 
Housing Development Corporation holds the 
permanent mortgage. 

The RTC, the Federally-created entity that had 
taken title to the buildings at the time the project 
began, made a major contribution by selling the 
properties to the Catch-sponsored WHMHA for 

a nominal price (one dollar apiece). The RTC had 
originally intended to auction the buildings, but 
was persuaded to give them away on the condition 
that they were preserved as affordable housing. 
Accordingly, WHMHA has a Land Use Resolution 
Agreement (LURA) which requires the WHMHA 
to rent almost all its apartments to ‘low-income’ 
households in perpetuity. 

The rehabilitation work was conducted by a for-
profit, outside contractor, and monitored by an 
independent architectural firm. Catch and the 
resident committee oversaw the work of the 
contractor and the architect.

3.3 House design 

The WHMHA consists of three multifamily buildings, 
each containing 17 units (apartments). By New York 
standards, this is a medium-density project – i.e. low-
rise, multifamily buildings, as opposed to apartment 
complexes or townhouses. The WHMHA buildings 
are constructed of brick with wooden joists. 
Apartment floors are generally wood. Underlying 
walls are lath and plaster, but were laminated by 
sheetrock during the rehabilitation. Each building 
contains two ‘junior’ one-bedroomed apartments 
(apartments with a bedroom and a combined 
kitchen-living room), fourteen full one-bedroomed 
apartments, and one two-bedroomed apartment. The 
three buildings are next door to each other on a small 
side street on the slope of steep hill. All the buildings 
on this block except those on the corners were built 
with identical floor-plans during the 1920s.

This project involved what in New York is called 
‘moderate rehabilitation’ of an existing multi-family 
building. This retains the existing lay-outs and 
replaces one or more major ‘systems’ – in this case, 
the roof and the plumbing and electrical systems. 
The only major changes to the floor plans during 
the renovation involved the creation of a two-
bedroomed apartment from space in the basement 
level of each building. The scope of work was 
developed by an independent architectural firm, 
which also served as construction monitor during 
the rehabilitation. Rehabilitation work included:

new windows;• 
upgrading of the existing electrical system;• 
repair/replacement of plumbing system;• 
new roof;• 
replacement of one of the two boilers;• 
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kitchen and bathroom remodelling (i.e. new • 
cabinets, floors, sinks, toilets, fixtures, etc.);
cleaning (and subsequent thorough sealing) • 
of exterior brickwork; and
repair of apartment floors to the extent • 
necessary.

Rehabilitated medium-density low-rise 
brick buildings dating from the 1920s

3.6 Energy efficiency 
Modest efforts to enhance energy efficiency 
in the building were also undertaken through 
the installation of new and much more energy-
conserving windows. The buildings purchase their 
electricity from a co-operative supplier (First 
Rochdale), which is investing in energy-efficient 
generation technologies. One of the two boilers 
must be replaced within the next few years and the 
board will consider energy efficient models.

4. Project finance
4.1 Delivery system
Construction financing was provided by the CPC, a 
non-profit entity established with local government 
support to stimulate the production of affordable 
housing.  The CPC loan ‘blended’ a market-rate 
loan from Chase bank with a subsidised loan from 
the City of New York, enabling public funds to 
leverage private dollars. Construction costs totalled 
$2,217,000, or approximately $43,500 per unit. 

The permanent financing is provided in the form of 
two amortising loans. The first, for almost $652,000, 

Inner-courtyard but limited public space
3.4 The urban environment
Washington Heights contains a major hospital 
complex (Columbia-Presbyterian), a university 
(Yeshiva), a well-known museum (the Cloisters), 
and two large parks. The area is well-served by 
public transportation, with two subways and a 
major commuter bus terminal. It is also a major 
node in the interstate highway nexus: the George 
Washington Bridge, which runs through Washington 
Heights, connects highways running through New 
Jersey and upstate New York which lead through 
the Bronx and northward.

Employment opportunities in Washington Heights 
are relatively limited. The hospital is a major 
employer; most other available jobs are in retail 
and public services. Downtown Manhattan offers a 
wealth of job opportunities, but most require more 
formal education qualifications than those of the 
average resident of Washington Heights. 

3.5 Communal areas 
The lack of public spaces is one of the draw-backs 
of this project. Despite the need for such spaces 
(which are rare in Washington Heights as a whole), 
it was agreed by project participants that all spaces 
in the buildings should be reserved for apartments, 
both to provide housing and to generate as much 
income as possible for the buildings.
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bears a rate of 3% and amortises over a 17-year 
term. The second, for $100,000, bears a rate of 1% 
and amortises over 20-year term; payments for 
the first 17 years are low, and increase in the last 3 
years after the first mortgage is paid off.

The property also carries two deferred mortgages: 
a Federal government loan for $1,209,921, and a 
loan provided through a Federal pilot programme 
aimed at eradicating the use of hazardous lead paint, 
for $255,000. The Federal government loan does 
not require payments if affordability requirements 
are met for 34 designated units in the building 
(i.e. these units cannot be rented to households 
making over certain income thresholds) over a 30-
year period. Annual reporting on compliance with 
these requirements to the city housing department, 
which oversaw disbursement of the Federal 
government loan, is required. The lead paint hazard 
loan will presumably never be payable because the 
building used the money in the required fashion – 
to laminate all apartments with sheetrock, thereby 
reducing lead paint hazards.

Without the very substantial public subsidies de-
scribed above, it would have been impossible to main-
tain the affordability of the buildings’ apartments.

In 2004 the WHMHA’s annual operating expenses 
totalled about $230,000, plus an additional $35,700 
in debt service. This is about $110 per room per 
month in operating expenses, and an additional 
$58.30 per room per month in debt service costs. 
These costs are very reasonable by New York City 
standards. The mortgagee requires that the WHMHA 
contribute approximately $29,000 to a replacement 
reserve each year, which can only be accessed in 
emergency situations. WHMHA revenues in 2004 
totalled approximately $282,200, slightly lower than 
expected due to vacancy loss. Cash flow treating 
the replacement reserve accounts was negative (by 
about $13,000), but would be positive (by about 
$16,000) if the replacement reserve was considered 
cash. The cash-flow problems were caused in large 
part by one-time payments that should not recur in 
subsequent years. 

Apartments rent for an average of about $550 per 
month – very low by New York standards. Due to 
rent stabilisation laws, rents vary from a low of 
under $200 in the case of two apartments, to a high 

of almost $700. In general, long-term tenants have 
lower rents than new tenants.

4.2 Resident satisfaction
Resident satisfaction is comparatively high. As 
discussed above, the buildings on the block all 
have identical floor plans, yet many residents of 
other buildings approach the WHMHA leaders to 
ask if they can move to the WHMHA buildings. 
Their motivations typically involve both financial 
considerations (many apartments rent for 
several hundred dollars more than the WHMHA 
properties) and quality-of-life issues (the other 
buildings tend to be much less well-maintained). 
Existing residents are generally pleased with their 
accommodation, although many find the property 
management company frustrating to deal with.

5. Learnings  and lessons 
from Washington Heights
The success of WHMHA as a medium-density 
inner-city low-cost housing development can be 
attributed to several factors touched upon above, 
the most important being the following: 

The • process was resident-driven in that 
it was the residents themselves that not 
only organised an active association, but also 
reached out for help. This shows that they 
had a collective determination to improve 
their situation and maintain it once it had 
improved.
The • management structure, which 
ensures that residents have a 2:1 majority 
on the board, encourages a strong 
sense of self-determination, ownership 
and pride through resident control. 
Comprehensive education and • 
training efforts by Catch ensured 
residents had the capacity to participate in 
and manage a mutual housing association. 
Adequate funding emanating from • 
multiple sources for development en-
sured its sustainability, including significant 
contributions from government.
The•  location of the project in proximity 
to public transport, commercial and 
community services contributed to the 
project’s success. 
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Endnotes
Photos by Joaquin Alfredo Labour 2009
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10. VASHI

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
The town of Navi Mumbai is located in the 
Maharashtra State of India. A relatively new 
settlement, originally planned as a counter magnet 
to the vast Mumbai metropolis, the town is spread 
over an area of 344km2 and is divided into 14 self-
contained nodal townships. 

The township of Vashi, within Navi Mumbai, is 
distinguished from the vast majority of townships 
across India as it was planned on paper before being 
constructed. 
 
This case study briefly examines medium-density 
housing built in Vashi through a programme called 
the Demand Housing Registration Scheme. The 
project was built in a part of Vashi simply known 
as ‘Sector 26’. Much of the information is drawn 
from a comprehensive 2001 review of the project 
by ACT Consultants and the NGO GRET (both of 
which are Paris-based). 

Map of Mumbai indicating the location of Vashi 1

2. Socio-economic 
characteristics
2.1 Beneficiary community and 
selection of beneficiaries
Approximately 62% of the households in Vashi 
are considered and classified as Low-Income 
Group (LIG) with the remainder being from the 
Middle-Income Group (MIG) and Higher-Income 
Group (HIG). It is important to note that the 
development cannot cater for what is termed in 
India the Economically Weaker Section (EWS), that 
is, the very poor.  Households in the EWS earn 
less than 2,000 Rupees per month (equivalent to 
approximately R310). Those households classified 
as LIG earn between 2,000 and 5,500 Rupees while 
MIG households earn between 5,500 and 10,000 
Rupees.

Despite the fact that there were no housing options 
for the EWS at Vashi, there was an effort to ensure 
that there was no economic segregation within the 
development, which is divided into eight residential 
condominiums comprising 960 units in total. Each 
condominium is represented by a condominium 
association. The ACT review found that there was 
not only an income mix in each condominium 
association, but also in each building. 

2.2 Resident governance and 
satisfaction
A highly significant finding of the ACT/GRET 
evaluation was that the condominium associations 
were functioning very effectively (the boards of each 
association are elected annually). The evaluation 
found that the associations were well organised and 
were very vigilant about enforcing rules on: 

the maintenance and usage of common areas;• 
conversion of building areas to non-residential • 
use;
sale of individual apartments;• 
the entry of hawkers into the complex; and • 
levying the common maintenance charge. • 

On this last point, the condominium associations 
claim that the common maintenance charge 
payment rate is over 95%. By any standard this 
is an extraordinary level of compliance. The 
maintenance charge provides the bulk of income 

VASHI
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for the associations. While on one hand the larger 
associations are in a better position through 
economies of scale to address maintenance 
concerns, the evaluation revealed that most 
residents felt that condominiums of 100 units or 
less were best for community cohesion. The design 
of the buildings ensured that each condominium has 
a ready-built office for the effective functioning of 
the association. 

There seemed to be a very low level of complaints 
concerning the provision of amenities, the 
manner of allotment of units, or of the quality of 
maintenance services provided by the condominium 
associations. In fact, the associations appeared to 
be quite competitive, striving to outdo each other 
in terms of quality of maintenance. They also play 
an important role as decentralised asset managers 
and in the cultural and recreational lives of their 
members. This seems to contribute in no small way 
to the environment of great physical and social 
cohesion.

3. Project design, 
implementation and output
The project was underwritten by a public body, 
namely the City and Industrial Development 
Corporation of India (CIDCO). CIDCO owned the 
land prior to development and continues to do so.   
The land is leased out on the basis of a 60-year 
collective leasehold. The units are owner-occupied 
only and are owned on a co-operative basis.

The Sector 26 project consists of 960 tenement 
units with an approximate average of 4.5 persons per 
household. The entire scheme is spread over an area 
of 5.75 hectares. The housing density of the project 
is approximately 167 dwelling units per hectare. The 
buildings are two stories high and the twin units were 
built in staggered rows which creates a semi-private 
shared space on the ground. The buildings are clustered 
into eight nodes. The size of the condominium 
associations varies between 78 and 220 units. 

Condominium C site 
layout: 220 dwelling units 
in 51 buildings
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Floor plans: Staggered twin units of 18m² area each

Floor plans: Twin units of 25m² area each
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The LIG units vary from 18.25 m² to 40m². Despite 
these units being fairly compact relative to South African 
space standards, residents seem to be committed to 
the project. This may be related to what is culturally 
acceptable. The first two sizes are arranged two storeys 
high in twin fashion with shared entry at the back and 
the front. This creates a semi-private shared space on 
the ground while the upper floor units also share a 
balcony. The larger units are located in three-storey 
buildings with three flats per floor. 

3.1 The urban environment
In addition to the eight residential condominiums, 
the final layout of Vashi provided for:

a marketplace for daily necessities;• 
sealed roads, parking lots and pathways;• 
a plot each for service shops and larger shops;• 
a range of open spaces including a school • 
playground; and
plots for religious, health, and other social • 
facilities.

Such amenities had previously been lacking in the 
neighbourhood.

3.2 Other notable points
When the project was conceived, it was assumed 
that CIDCO would need to make subsidised loans 
to the recipients in order for them to be able to 
purchase their units.  ACT notes, however, that by 

The Vashi station complex2

Floor plan: Three units of 40m² area each

the time allocation began, there had been a significant 
shift in micro-loan finance in India. Throughout the 
1990s it has become more and more possible for 
people in the LIG to access private bank loans for 
home purchase. Most Vashi residents were able to 
obtain such loans and were, therefore, allocated 
their unit on an outright purchase basis. 

4. Learnings and lessons
from Vashi

The Vashi project is clearly an • integrated 
human settlement: a range of income 
diversity has been achieved, services and 
amenities are accessible and, more recently, 
there is accessible transport to a major job 
centre. 
A central reason for Vashi’s success has been • 
the settlement’s physical access to both 
centres of employment and a range of 
social amenities. The ACT evaluation noted 
that one of the few pieces of negative feedback 
was that Vashi was not easily accessible by 
public transport. This inhibited access to and 
from Mumbai, a major employment centre. 
However, since the time of the ACT evaluation 
(2001), the Mumbai suburban railway has been 
extended to Vashi, thereby addressing the only 
major concern about gaps in services. 

The very poor, however, are excluded • 
from opportunities at the project. The 
programme, although subsidised in several 
ways and thereby reducing purchaser costs 
significantly, still required owners to raise 
significant funds themselves and to be able to 
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pay ongoing charges. The model used is, therefore, 
not suitable for the very poor. For people in the 
LIG, however, access to affordable loans were 
ensured through CIDCO, even if the expansion 
of private sector financial services to this group 
made such public loans largely unnecessary. 
The project shows that • low- and middle-
income earners can live successfully 
together in a medium-density housing 
co-operative-style development if the 
right conditions are in place. These include 
well-functioning and democratic co-operative 
boards, good social planning from the outset, the 
provision of a range of services and amenities 
(such as an office from where the association can 
function) and access to economic opportunities. 
Perhaps underlying the social cohesion at Vashi 
(and therefore its high level of functionality) is 
the fact that while the design allowed for larger 
homes for the HIG, the access to all facilities and 
services, including access to common space, was 
equal for all. 

The association plays an important role in • 
the facilitation of cultural and recreation 
opportunities of residents, contributing to 
the creation of physical and social cohesion. 
In addition, an office in each condominium 
supported the effective functioning of the 
association. 

ACT identified the following lessons to help guide 
future human settlement development efforts:

The chosen • locations should be as near to 
work centres as possible, or at least readily 
accessible to such centres via public transport.
Developers should strive for cross-• 
subsidisation, presumably to not only make 
it possible for the inclusion of housing for the 
LIG but also to prevent the creation of low-
income and middle-income ‘ghettos.’ 
Permit scope (in the design) to • enable 
residents to make additions to their 
homes when they have the need and the 
financial means to do so.
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11.  VITAS

1. Project overview
1.1 Background
The Philippine Government’s National Housing 
Authority (NHA) is mandated as the sole govern-
ment agency to engage in housing production in 
that country. In the late 1980s the NHA was faced 
with the task of re-housing hundreds of poor 
families displaced by a major waterside container 
development in Manila, the country’s heavily 
populated capital. It was partly in response to this 
need that the Vitas Housing Project was built.

Located in Manila’s low socio-economic Tondo 
district, the very large Vitas Housing Project was 
seen as marking a revival in the early 1990s of the 
NHA’s medium-density urban housing programme. 
The project itself contained 27 low-rise apartment 
buildings. Ten of these were reserved as low-income 
rental buildings, to be managed by the NHA itself, 
while the other 17 were sold on the open market. 
Most of the units are either single-bay ‘studios’ of 
18m², or two-bay three-roomed apartments of 
36m². The development was inaugurated in 1990. 

1.2 Emerging problems
By 2000 conditions at Vitas had disintegrated 
markedly, as indicated by:

extremely poor maintenance (both day-to-day • 
and capital) resulting in the buildings beginning 
to show major structural problems;
major sewerage and plumbing problems • 
throughout;
poor garbage collection;• 
gangster syndicates taking control of supply • 
mains, exacting fees for water and electricity;
rampant drug dealing, violence, other crimes; and • 
invasions by squatters.• 

According to a study undertaken by the NGO 
Urban Poor Associates (UPA)2 only 43% of 
residents continued to make their rent or mortgage 
payments. Nearly 50% of residents see their tenure 
as temporary as some are simply staying until they 
are forcibly evicted. Legal action by residents against 
the NHA and by the NHA against residents is very 
commonplace. 

Vitas Housing Project1

Vitas Housing Project: site plan1

Typical one-bay (18m²) and two-bay (36 m²) units1T i l b (18 ²) d b (36 ²) i 1

VI
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2. Learnings and lessons 
from Vitas

Noting that the development of Vitas was • 
marked by a lack of community consultation, 
Housing by People in Asia3 poses the question 
of how different the situation would have 
been if “strong, organised communities had 
been central in the planning, allotment and 
management of Vitas”. The journal also notes 
that the design of the buildings, a standard 
walk-up tenement very common throughout 
Asia, could not be singled out as the cause 
of the problems. Rather, the complete lack 
of community building, community 
development and resident control were 
seen to be central to the development’s 
demise.
One reason for the failure of Vitas was that • 
its development and management were 
not in any sense consumer driven. The 
motivation for the project did not come from 
an organised group of citizens demanding their 
housing rights and this meant that there was a 
vacuum of motivated resident leadership from 
the start. 
Another major problem was that • the NHA 
did not relinquish control over any stage 
of the project. This served to further alienate 
residents and discourage community organising 
or leadership development.  Furthermore, the 
NHA did not even inform residents of its 
decisions through any process of community 
consultation. 
Physical separation of income groups•  
seemed to contribute to a ‘them and us’ 
paradigm, which further undermined the 
project. 
No planning for services or amenities•  
was undertaken despite the fact that a portion 
of the residents would require such services. 
Most tellingly, • only 33% of residents belong 
to one of the 18 residents’ associations 
which formed in different buildings. Even more 
significant is that there is no project-wide 
residents’ association.
The fact that garbage was not collected • 
regularly suggests a significant problem in 
municipal service delivery. 
The gangster syndicates and the violent • 
crime suggest broader problems in law 

enforcement, particularly community 
policing. 
The • lack of any concurrent programmes 
of local economic development has also 
contributed to the failure of Vitas. The UPA2 
notes that some residents are very poor 
people who have been relocated from a nearby 
garbage-dump slum named Smokey Mountain. 
Employment opportunities for these residents 
have not improved through their relocation and 
many of them continue to sort recyclable waste 
within the grounds, much to the annoyance 
of better-off residents who paid market-rate 
prices for their units.
The UPA report also found that • many 
residents found the transition from 
the streets to medium-density living 
extremely difficult. No assistance was 
provided in assisting them to bridge this gap 
and readjust to this “vertical” environment. 
However, it is not only the poor and low-• 
income tenants at Vitas that have experienced 
difficulties. Many problems are also experienced 
by home owners, many of whom cannot afford 
their mortgages and common charges. National 
Senator Ruffy Biazon stated that he believed 
that part of the problem at Vitas, and indeed 
in other housing projects in the Philippines, in 
which residents have the option to buy, is that 
many people made purchases without having 
the financial ability to fulfil their responsibilities 
as homeowners. The Senator felt that this is 
part of a mindset in the Philippines that 
places the need to own a home before 
that of securing the stable job that is 
necessary to be able to afford one.4

The Vitas Housing Development can serve as a • 
warning about what can go disastrously wrong 
in the development of higher-density housing. 
Some of the most important lessons to be 
noted therefore include the need to:

ensure the maximum resident participation • 
that is feasible at every stage of development 
and in ongoing management;
build resident capacity in terms of • 
management, dispute resolution, consumer 
education, etc.;
ensure municipal services are planned • 
to address the demands of the new 
development;
promote economic integration;• 
provide a range of social services a• nd local 
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economic development services;
plan for both quality control in construction • 
and a standard for ongoing maintenance; 
and
provide assistance to people to adjust to • 
a housing typology of which they have no 
experience. 

3. Conclusion 
The Vitas case example stands in stark contrast to the 
situation described at Vashi’s (India) Sector 26 project, 
where there is an extremely strong sense of community 
underlined by very high rates of participation in 
residents’ associations and almost universal payment 

of common charges. Compare that with the 43% of 
occupants at Vitas who are no longer making rent or 
mortgage payments (at the time of the Urban Poor 
Associates report). It is highly likely, however, that 
there were other pertinent factors beyond the control 
of the NHA which contributed to the development’s 
failure. In fact, Housing by People argues that virtually 
every aspect of the project seemed to help destroy 
a sense of community, rather than to build one. The 
publication questions what would have occurred if 
strong and well organised communities had 
been part of the planning, oversight, allotment 
and management of Vitas. It suggests that things 
may have turned out very differently if residents truly 
felt that they had a stake in the development and that 
Vitas was their own community. 
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Annexure 1 
POLICY CONTEXT

1. The right to adequate housing 
Adequate housing is universally regarded as a basic human need and is inextricably linked to 
human rights. The indivisibility and interdependence of all human rights find expression through 
the right to housing, although this link is often unrecognised. The Human Right to Adequate 
Housing guarantees all people the right to live in security, peace and dignity. At the same time, 
having access to adequate, safe and secure housing substantially enables people to enjoy a range 
of other human rights and legal entitlements. For example, the adequacy of a person’s housing 
and living conditions is closely linked to the degree to which the right to environmental hygiene 
and the right to the highest attainable level of mental and physical health can be enjoyed. The 
World Health Organisation states that housing is the single most important environmental 
factor associated with disease conditions, higher mortality and morbidity rates.1 

In addition to the right to access to shelter, adequate housing includes the following indivisible, 
interdependent and interrelated human rights:2 

The human right to: 
adequate shelter; • 
an adequate standard of living;• 
access to safe drinking water and sanitation;• 
the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health;• 
a safe and healthy environment;• 
an environment appropriate for the physical and mental development of the child;• 
access to resources, including energy for cooking, heating, and lighting; • 
access to basic services, schools, transportation and employment options;• 
affordable housing so that other basic needs are not threatened or compromised;• 
freedom from discrimination in access to housing and related services based on sex, race, or any • 
other status;
choose one’s residence, to determine where and how to live and to freedom of movement; • 
freedom from arbitrary interference with one’s privacy, family or home;• 
security, including legal security of tenure;• 
protection from forced evictions and the destruction or demolition of one’s home including • 
in situations of military occupation, international and civil armed conflict, establishment and 
construction of alien settlements, population transfer, and development projects; and
equal protection of the law and judicial remedies for the redress of violations of the human right • 
to adequate housing.

In spite of the general recognition of the importance of the right to adequate housing, the United Nations 
Centre for Human Settlements estimates that 100 million people worldwide are homeless. Over 1 billion 
people (at least 600 million urban dwellers from the developing world) live in housing of such poor quality 
and with such inadequate provision for water, sanitation, drainage and garbage collection that their lives 
and health are continually at risk. 

By 2000 half of humanity lived in urban areas and 95% of urban growth in the next two decades will be 
in the developing world. By 2030 cities will be home to almost four billion people, or 80% of the world’s 
urban population after 2015, rural populations will begin to shrink as urban growth becomes more intense 
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in the cities of Asia and Africa, which by 2030 are set to host the largest urban populations, 2.66 billion and 
748 million, respectively. 

Poverty and inequality will characterise many developing-world cities and urban growth will become 
virtually synonymous with slum formation in some regions.3 It is evident that the concentration of urban 
populations in large cities, urban sprawl, rapid urbanisation and growth of cities are among the most 
significant challenges we face. As a result, the development and well-being of humanity will fundamentally 
depend on how well it is able to manage its cities and specifically, to adequately house its population. The 
rights-based approach to housing will become increasingly important. 

The right to adequate housing in South Africa is enshrined in Section 26 of the Bill of Rights of the South 
African Constitution as “the right of access to adequate housing”.4 The Grootboom judgment and other court 
rulings have, with the assistance of international recommendations, interpreted what this right means for 
the State. The key principles are that the State must establish comprehensive and coherent programmes 
capable of facilitating the realisation of the right; and the measures (legislation, policies, programmes) 
adopted by the State must be ‘reasonable’ within their context and within the availability of resources. 
In addition, the needs of the most vulnerable require special attention, e.g. the State must devise, fund, 
implement and supervise measures to provide relief to those in ‘desperate need’. In 1994, in an attempt to 
fulfil this right, a new housing policy was introduced providing a range of capital subsidies to ensure that 
poor families could access secure tenure, services and ‘starter houses’. The Housing White Paper of 1994 
set the national housing goal at 5% of total government expenditure.5 

The rights-based approach to housing is highlighted in the following:6 
due to increasing globalisation, the commitment of governments to international and regional • 
human rights policy instruments is becoming essential and the international right to adequate 
housing is regarded as a basic human right; 
in view of the • Grootboom case it has become necessary for the South African government to pay 
attention to its constitutional obligations as the courts have become more assertive around rights 
issues;
citizens and civil society are increasingly mobilising around their rights and using constitutional • 
litigation as a strategy; and 
the realisation of human rights is the essence of human development. • 

The widespread legal recognition of the right to adequate housing is critical. However, housing rights are 
not just a legal issue. The way that rights are defined and realised is largely a political process that depends 
on the mobilisation of citizens and civil society organisations, and the engagement of civil society with 
government about basic needs. The right to housing and, indeed, all economic, social and cultural rights 
confer a much lengthier and more complex series of obligations on governments. The broad duty to 
promote the right to adequate housing requires government to educate the public and to strive to create 
a culture in which the right can become a reality. The key to this lies in the concept of ‘citizenship’. Over 
and above civic education about rights and responsibilities, citizenship also implies:

democratic participation (the participation of citizens and civil society in decision making at all levels);• 
access to relevant information and assistance to enable citizens and civil society to access their rights; and • 
promoting awareness of the duties of broader society in terms of housing rights.• 7

Importantly, the capacity and skills development of government officials to enable them to carry out their 
duties within bureaucratic, political and financial constraints are fundamental to realising the public’s right 
to adequate housing.

The obligations of the government include recognising the right to adequate housing by including it in the 
Constitution, preventing violations of the right, and ratifying  international treaties. South Africa’s international 
obligations with regard to ‘housing and shelter’ as contained in the National Action Plan for the Protection 
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and Promotion of Human Rights are directed by:
Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; • 
Article 11 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and • 
the objectives, principles and recommendations contained in the Global Urban Observatory • 
Programme and Habitat Agenda. 

Preventing violations of the right to adequate housing has three major elements:
preventing discrimination;• 
preventing arbitrary evictions; and • 
ensuring an independent judiciary and access to courts. • 

Government’s obligations in fulfilling the right to adequate housing include: 
focusing on integrated development using rights as an organising principle (housing rights are • 
particularly important as an organising principle of government policies and programmes because 
they overlap with a wide range of other rights); and 
formulating, with broad-based participation, a coherent policy aimed at the progressive realisation • 
of the right to adequate housing. This includes subsidies and the provision of credit. These policies 
and programmes need to be reasonably implemented. 

The monitoring and evaluation of adequate progress is essential. In terms of actual content, an enabling 
approach needs to be taken, in which the role of non-government role-players is maximised. Core housing 
programmes need to include:

housing subsidies; • 
facilitating access to credit;• 
rapid land release;• 
informal settlement upgrading; and • 
support for self-help housing. • 

Special measures for vulnerable groups are required, including measures for people in crisis and desperate 
situations (e.g. communities displaced by evictions or floods), disabled people, people living with HIV/AIDS, 
woman-headed households, children, refugees and the homeless.8

 
“The adequacy of housing is about more than meeting basic needs – it is also about social, cultural and political 
issues and responding to the biophysical environment. This is why what is considered adequate housing in South 
Africa may differ considerably from what is considered adequate in other parts of the world.”  

BESG, 1999

To ensure the sustainability of affordable medium-density housing in South Africa, housing cannot and 
should not operate in isolation. It has to be realised within the broader policy context of addressing 
poverty, as is stated in the Housing White Paper (1994): 

“ … a co-ordinated, multi-faceted approach towards initiating and maintaining sustainable socio-economic 
development is necessary. Housing interventions by government can at the most be seen as part of an 
integrated approach by government to resolve the problem of poverty. Government’s overall approach to 
the housing challenge is aimed at mobilising and harnessing the combined resources, efforts and initiative of 
communities, the private, commercial sector and the State”.

2. Overview of the housing institutional framework
This section is a brief synopsis of the most pertinent institutional and policy components as well as institutions 
relating to and impacting on settlement development in South Africa and is not intended to be exhaustive.
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2.1 Housing related government departments
A variety of national state departments influence different aspects of the housing sector.  The most 
significant ones are mentioned below.

2.1.1 National Department of Housing 
This is the primary government department responsible for developing, implementing and monitoring 
national housing policy, strategy and funding frameworks. It is required to consult with all provincial MECs 
and the South African Local Government Association (SALGA).

2.1.2 Department of Provincial and Local Government 
The Department of Provincial and Local Government (DPLG) has a responsibility to ensure that provincial 
and local governments are able to implement planning, land, servicing, housing, finance and management 
related tasks affecting the implementation and sustainability of the housing policy.

2.1.3 Provincial housing departments
Housing is a concurrent competency of national and provincial government, which means that provincial 
governments can legislate on housing as long as this does not conflict with national legislation.9

2.1.4 Other key departments
Other important national departments include the departments of land affairs, education, health and social 
development.

2.1.5 Local government housing departments
The role of local government is to ensure that residents have access to adequate housing on a progressive 
basis, according to provincial and national policy and strategy. Local government is therefore tasked with:

initiating, planning and co-ordinating housing developments;• 
identifying, planning and managing land for housing development;• 
creating environments conducive to housing development;• 
providing built engineering services where these are not provided by other parties;  • 
administering national housing programmes; and• 
municipalities are also able to be accredited as subsidy administrators and have the responsibility for • 
the ongoing management and maintenance of housing areas.

3.  The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 
(Act No. 108 of 1996)
Through its commitment to the Habitat Agenda (1996), South Africa is obliged to: 

“ … improve living and working conditions on an equitable and sustainable basis, so that everyone will have adequate 
shelter that is healthy, safe, secure, accessible, affordable, and that includes basic services, facilities and amenities and 
will enjoy freedom from discrimination in housing and legal security of tenure”.10 

Section 26 of the supreme law of the country, the Constitution, states:  
“Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing.• 
The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve • 
the progressive realisation of this right.
No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court • 
made after considering the relevant circumstances”.

This provision corresponds with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and 
accordingly, ‘adequate housing’ is measured by factors such as:

legal security of tenure; • 
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the availability of services; • 
materials, facilities and infrastructure; • 
affordability; • 
habitability; • 
accessibility; and• 
location and cultural adequacy. • 

South Africa’s housing policy is consistent with this concept of housing. Constitutional Court rulings 
on housing rights (and the South African Human Rights Commission’s Reports on Economic and Social 
Rights) often refer to the General Comments of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights. The Grootboom judgment referred to the General Comments as being ‘helpful’ in understanding the 
Constitution. 

Section 25 of the Constitution is also important in that it relates to property rights. It states that government 
“must take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources, to foster conditions 
which enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis”11. The case of Soobramoney vs. Minister 
of Health in 1997 (KwaZulu-Natal),12 the Grootboom judgment (2000) and other court rulings have, with 
the assistance of international recommendations, interpreted what this right means for the State. The key 
principles are that the State must establish comprehensive and coherent programmes capable of facilitating 
the realisation of the right, and the measures (legislation, policies, programmes) adopted by the State must 
be ‘reasonable’ within their context and the availability of resources. In addition, the needs of the most 
vulnerable require special attention, e.g. the State must “devise, fund, implement and supervise measures to 
provide relief” to those in desperate need. In contrast to international interpretations of the obligations 
of the State, the South African courts have rejected the concept of an individual right to a minimum core 
entitlement, and have instead emphasised the collective right to a reasonable policy.13 

4. Macro policy frameworks
The democratically elected government adopted two developmental programmes in the early 1990s: the 
Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) and the Growth, Employment and Redistribution 
Programme (GEAR), although the programmes took different developmental approaches, both aimed at co-
ordinating government’s developmental efforts into a broad framework of interventions.  According to the 
National Housing Code (2000), housing policy and implementation must accommodate the parameters set 
by both the RDP and GEAR, while responding to their challenges. 

4.1 Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), 1994
The Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) was developed in the mid-1990s as a blueprint 
for development. It analysed nationwide living standards and proposed ways to improve government 
services and basic living conditions for the poor. Originally formulated as a base document, it was adopted 
by the ANC shortly before the 1994 elections. Thereafter it metamorphosed into a Green Paper and then 
a White Paper.14 

The RDP detailed the extreme poverty of at least 17 million citizens who were living below internationally 
accepted minimum standards.  The report estimated that 4.3 million families were without adquate housing, 
and some 12 million people lacked electricity.  An estimated 4.6 million adults were illiterate. It envisioned 
extensive government programmes to raise living standards – to build houses and roads, to provide services, 
to upgrade education, and to create jobs to narrow the gap between rich and poor.15 The programme 
represented a fundamental break with apartheid practices and policies. It was an integrated, coherent 
socio-economic policy, which aimed to mobilise people and resources towards attaining a democratic, 
non-racial and non-sexist society. The proposals, strategies and policy programmes contained in the RDP 
consisted of five related policy programmes, namely: 
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meeting basic needs; • 
developing human resources; • 
building the economy; • 
democratising the State and society; and • 
implementing the RDP.• 

Section 2.5.6 of the RDP base document asserts: 

“ … the approach to housing, infrastructure and services must involve and empower communities; be affordable, 
developmental and sustainable; take account of funding and resource constraints, and support gender equality. 
The RDP is committed to establishing viable communities in areas close to economic opportunities and to 
health, educational, social amenities and transport infrastructure”.

  
From a quantitative perspective, the success of the housing programme has been astonishing. By 2008, the 
Department of Housing had:

delivered more than two million subsidised houses, providing secure tenure for over six million people; • 
made available large numbers of serviced stands, facilitating future housing delivery; and • 
made restitution of land to those formerly dispossessed, which, though involving smaller numbers, is • 
also substantial. 

In spite of these successes, there have been criticisms. Housing quality, and the location and value of 
subsidised housing has been a main concern. New township developments have perpetuated rather than 
overcome apartheid spatial patterns, and have been little more than expensive shelters, failing to provide 
beneficiary households with the financial asset that higher income households realise in their housing.  At 
the same time, demand has increased, fuelling a sense of impatience with government’s progress, evident 
in an explosion in the number of informal settlements and other informal living arrangements (backyard 
shacks, overcrowding, and inner-city building occupation) as the poor seek access to the city and urban 
opportunities.16

4.2 Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) Policy, 1996
The Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) policy is a macro-economic strategy that aims 
to rebuild and restructure the economy, and contribute to a strong fiscal structure that would realise 
RDP goals. Making funds available for housing was the most significant housing goal of GEAR. The 
main challenges were meeting basic needs, developing human resources, increasing participation in the 
democratic institutions of civil society and implementing the RDP.  There was a strong emphasis on limiting 
government expenditure to prevent high inflation, balance of payment difficulties and poor long-term 
economic growth and employment prospects.17 

According to the Urban Sector Network18 there has been much debate about the nature of the transition 
in South Africa since 1994 and the extent to which the anti-poverty goals and priorities of the RDP have 
been replaced by the neo liberal prescriptions of the GEAR policy. It has been described as moving towards 
a combination of development approaches, its transformative content becoming increasingly diluted, or 
more realistic. There has been some confusion about whether the RDP represented a policy framework 
or a programme. Several outlined RDP targets and timeframes, particularly with respect to land and 
housing, have not been matched by performance. Ultimately, the extent to which the RDP ever articulated 
a programme in any operational sense remains doubtful. GEAR was unveiled as a ‘no alternative’ economic 
policy.  Weeks19 notes that: 

“There are two interpretations of this policy approach by the new government: 1) that a left-of-centre government 
had shaken off old ideology and pragmatically adopted a macro framework consistent with global economic 
realities; and 2) that the government had embarked upon an ideologically-generated neo-liberal policy, which 
would undermine the goal of redressing the gross inequalities of the apartheid period.”
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Commentators in the unions,20 churches and NGOs subscribe to the second interpretation:

 “By 1996 the ANC government’s economic policy had acquired an overt class character and was unabashedly 
geared to service the respective prerogatives of national and international capital and the aspirations of the 
emerging black bourgeoisie.”

Soon after the adoption of GEAR, various commentators warned that government aimed to reduce debt 
by spending less than it received in taxes (i.e. by running a primary budget surplus) and by privatising state 
assets. They characterised the shift between the RDP and GEAR as a shift in emphasis from redistributive 
policies to growth focused policies – with supposed redistributive spin offs. Or to put it differently, a new 
incarnation of ‘trickle down’ theory. Six issues were highlighted:21

GEAR’s key elements were reductions in government spending and inflation rates, with a view to • 
encouraging private investment, economic growth and thereby job creation and redistribution. While it 
has succeeded in reducing government spending and inflation to below its own predictions, investment, 
economic growth and jobs remain far below their target levels. There were conflicts between the 
objectives of GEAR around reduced state spending and growth-led development strategies, and the 
anti-poverty objectives of the RDP. 
The focus on small and medium entrepreneurs as key drivers of the economy prioritised those ‘who • 
have the resources to accumulate’.
From a Keynesian perspective, reducing spending power in the economy would cause it to slow down, • 
while the government’s projections suggested the opposite.
GEAR’s projections on growth depended on extremely risky guesswork about the extent of private • 
investment that would flow into the country.
GEAR’s killer assumption about employment creation, namely that the South African growth path • 
would be labour intensive, was criticised, noting that ‘unemployment is a major determinant of poverty 
and inequality in South Africa.’
GEAR tried to capture the moral high ground by claiming to be a strategy aimed at redistribution • 
and poverty alleviation; yet, as government spoke of cutting only ‘wasteful consumption expenditure’, 
it proposed purchasing weapons and corvettes while simultaneously reducing child and family welfare 
benefits. 

Between 1996 and 1999, 400,000 formal sector jobs were lost. Despite growth in the economy, the formal 
sector continued to lose jobs – often referred to as  ‘jobless growth’. The assumption that the South 
African growth path would be labour intensive appeared seriously flawed, despite attempts to argue that 
many new jobs have, in fact, been created in the informal sector. The development of government’s ‘no 
alternative’ mindset around economic policy, together with a misreading of the impacts of globalisation 
on the poor, created tensions and contradictions with respect to social and economic priorities. The 
credibility of the GEAR strategy has therefore been continuously challenged, especially with regard to its 
impact on employment creation and poverty alleviation. The statement of the People’s Budget Response on 
the 2001 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement expresses the current critique succinctly:22

  “The hope that this tight fiscal and monetary policy would attract private investment which in turn would 
drive economic growth, create jobs and lead to a more equitable income distribution has not materialised – in 
fact the opposite has happened … The cutbacks from about 1996 onwards have had devastating effects on 
social and economic service delivery.”

 
4.3 Accelerated and Sustained Growth Initiative South Africa (ASGISA), 2006
In the past decade, the policies of macro-economic stabilisation and trade liberalisation have contributed 
significantly to improved economic growth performance. Past growth strategies, such as the RDP and 
GEAR, have been successful in supporting accelerated economic growth on the back of a stable economic 
environment. However, despite the increases in economic growth rates, growth has been unable to 
eradicate poverty by resolving unemployment, redistribution and associated socio-economic problems. 
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ASGISA was therefore introduced as an initiative comprising strategic interventions to counter the main 
constraints on economic growth. In general, ASGISA was expected to drive the economy at a higher rate 
of growth, while expanding its redistributive benefits towards the majority of South Africans. 

ASGISA consists of government interventions in six areas that are expected to transform the structures of 
production, incomes and ownership in favour of the poor, thus sustaining economic growth. Government policy 
interventions under ASGISA are expected to overcome the lack of investment in social and economic services 
targeting the poor and marginalised communities.23 The six areas aimed at countering ‘binding constraints’ are:24

Infrastructure.1. 
Sector (or industrial) strategies.2. 
Education and skills development.3. 
Second economy interventions.4. 
Macro-economic issues.5. 
Governance and institutional interventions.6. 

Like many other developmental initiatives, ASGISA raised complex problems in relation to co-ordination, 
implementation and monitoring.  Ultimately, its success should be on how well the overall public policy 
interventions perform with respect to redistributing wealth, facilitating access to basic services for all 
citizens and closing inequality gaps among social groups. 

5. National co-ordinative planning frameworks
Development (or planning) frameworks try to provide a shared vision for development, to ensure that 
planning and development objectives are sustained by appropriate government spending.

5.1 The Urban Development Framework, 1997
The Urban Development Framework, guided by the RDP and striving to give substance to GEAR and 
other development programmes and initiatives, sets the framework nationally for urban housing policy and 
development. The Urban Development Framework concentrates on four key programmes:25

integrating fragmented, segregated and inequitable cities;• 
improving housing and infrastructure;• 
promoting urban economic development; and• 
creating institutions for delivery.• 

However, it lacks a clear implementation framework and urban land issues remain the responsibility of 
the Departments of Housing and Land Affairs.  As a result, specific sectoral development and investment 
programmes, e.g. housing, water, transport, bulk infrastructure investment, local economic development 
programmes, social plan funding and land reform funding, remain the main drivers of development activity. 
These programmes tend to lack spatial focus and are mostly determined by the availability of reasonably 
priced land, or in response to the implementation of housing projects.26

5.2 Provincial Growth and Development Strategy
After 1994, the national government mandated the Department of Provincial and Local Government (DPLG) to 
develop a planning tool that would link the different spheres of government. The DPLG developed the National 
Spatial Development Perspective and Integrated Development Plans, which later resulted in the development 
of the Growth and Development Strategy (GDS). The GDS was used as a framework for the development of 
Provincial level Growth and Development Strategies (PGDS). PGDS’ are intended to draw on and align national 
policy frameworks with provincial policies and programmes to aid provinces in dealing with poverty, economic 
development and service delivery.  According to a September 2006 update from the DPLG, municipalities were 
in the process of hosting Growth and Development Summits, with the purpose of contributing to the updating 
and revising of PGDSs. Most PGDS are currently being revised or updated.27
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In the Western Cape, the PGDS accommodates the existing iKapa Elihlumayo (Growing the Cape) base 
strategies into a single framework, articulated through a mission to achieve shared growth and integrated 
development.28 It spells out the developmental and leadership role of the provincial government and 
maps the drivers for economic growth and growth-enhancing action. Its strategic goals provide significant 
pointers for the human settlement/housing strategy. The strategy addresses broadening economic 
participation through targeted investments, accessible transport, and creating liveable, creative and resilient 
communities, with the goals providing the basis for a long-term development path. The PGDS maps a 
set of strategic interventions, which requires a refocus of provincial government’s core business around 
principles of shared growth and integrated development with a set of specific lead interventions. 

Importantly, as a strategy, it gives equal weight to social, environmental and economic considerations using 
specific definitions for addressing the fragile ecological base, the fragmented social structure and widening rates 
of ability to participate in the economy. It structures particular regional approaches, and significantly, it assists to 
structure an approach mediated by spatial configurations internal to those regions. Interventions in locations 
where there are dense concentrations of poverty are emphasised. The PGDS puts forward an approach based 
on specific locational understandings and institutional imperatives, especially co-operation between government 
spheres, mediated through the inter-governmental relations framework. It proposes the means to apply an 
integrated approach per region via an IDP interpretation and offers two significant pointers to the human 
settlement strategy. It notes what is expected from housing with regard to building non-racial settlements and 
the role of the poor themselves in being empowered to participate in economic activities.29 

5.3 National Spatial Development Perspective, 2003
Cabinet adopted the National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) as an indicative framework in January 
2003. This perspective has its origins in the concern that national investment and development programmes 
were not fully addressing the distortions of the inherited apartheid space economy. The NSDP seeks to 
provide national principle-led guidance in all forms of planning for infrastructure investment and development 
spending, as well as an arena for debate within and between spheres in such planning exercises. The NSDP 
states that social objectives can best be achieved by focusing on economic growth, and that infrastructure 
investment should thus be focused in sustainable areas with development potential. In areas with little or 
no potential, the focus should fall on people and not places; beyond providing the constitutionally mandated 
minimum levels of services, the emphasis should be on high levels of development spending on education and 
health, among other things, to enable people in such places, and especially the young, to gravitate over time 
to areas with potential. In this regard, the NSDP differs from a number of international examples of national 
plans/perspectives, as well as from the underlying philosophy of the RDP.30 Since its adoption by Cabinet in 
2003, key development trends have necessitated a review, update and amendment of the NSDP.

6.   Housing-related legislation
6.1 Housing White Paper, 1994
Against the backdrop of the RDP, at the dawn of democracy, the Department of Housing’s White Paper: A 
New Housing Policy and Strategy for South Africa (1994) declared upfront that “(h)ousing the Nation is one 
of the greatest challenges facing the Government of National Unity”.31 The Department maintained that 
South Africa’s history had  produced a “wasteful settlement structure” in which are inherent: 

“ … inefficient and inequitable cities. The geographic segmentation of living areas according to race and class, 
urban sprawl, and disparate levels of service provision and access to amenities in different areas make South 
Africa’s cities very inequitable,  inefficient and relatively expensive to manage and maintain”.32 

The White Paper therefore recognised the importance of mitigating sprawling, fragmented settlements 
and stated that “(p)olicies, administrative practice and legislation should promote efficient and integrated 
development” through, among other things: 
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the location of residential and employment opportunities in close proximity to or integrated with • 
each other;
a diverse range of land usage at all levels; • 
discouraging urban sprawl;• 
the development of more compact settlements, towns and cities;• 
the correction of the historically distorted racial and spatial pattern of South African towns, cities and • 
rural areas;
facilitating and encouraging environmentally sustainable development;• 
the allocation of well-located land “specifically for affordable housing alternatives”;• 33 and
a land and tenure system that caters for the variety of different housing delivery approaches. • 

The Housing White Paper is the main housing legislation relating to government’s extensive housing policy 
and strategy. According to the White Paper, “Government’s approach to the housing challenge is aimed 
at mobilising and harnessing the combined resources, efforts and initiative of communities, the private, 
commercial sector and the State” (p27). Seven key strategies were identified to address this challenge:

Stabilising the housing1.  environment in order to ensure maximum benefit of State housing expenditure 
and mobilising private sector investment.
Facilitating the establishment or directly establishing a range of institutional, technical and logistical housing 2. 
support mechanisms to enable communities to continually improve their housing circumstances.
Mobilising private savings (whether by individuals or collectively) and housing credit3.  at scale, on a sustainable 
basis and simultaneously ensuring adequate protection for consumers.
Providing subsidy assistance4.  to disadvantaged individuals to assist them to gain access to housing.
Rationalising institutional capacities5.  in the housing sector within a sustainable long-term institutional framework.
Facilitating the speedy release and servicing of land.6. 
Co-ordinating and integrating public sector7.  investment and intervention on a multi-functional basis. 

6.2 Housing Act, 1997 (No. 107 of 1997) and amendments
National Housing Policy is contained in the Housing Act, setting out the basis for the housing subsidy 
programme. The Act is the main legislation governing the housing sector.  The policy defines:

the roles and functions of all three spheres of government (especially that of local government not • 
being an optional provider of housing anymore);
the establishment and operation of statutory bodies;• 
the establishment of housing norms and standards;• 
the allocation of housing funds to provinces;• 
the management of assets;• 
liabilities, rights and obligations; and • 
the production of housing information. • 

In addition, the Act replaces and repeals all past housing legislation.34 

The principle behind the allocation of roles as defined in the Act is that government functions should be 
performed at the lowest possible sphere, closest to the people, that is, at local government level. ‘Housing 
development’ is defined in the Housing Act as (p3): 
 “1(vi) … the establishment and maintenance of habitable, stable and sustainable public and private residential 
environments to ensure viable households and communities in areas allowing convenient access to economic 
opportunities, and to health, educational and social amenities in which all citizens and permanent residents of the 
Republic will, on a progressive basis, have access to: 
(a) permanent residential structures with secure tenure, ensuring internal and external privacy and providing 
adequate protection against the elements; and 
(b) potable water, adequate sanitary facilities and domestic energy supply”. 

The Housing Act has been amended a number of times, with the Housing Amendment Act of 2001 being 
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the most notable, to bring housing legislation in line with the imperatives of the Constitution. Proposed 
amendments to the Act were executed in the Housing Amendment Bill (2006) under Section 10A and 
Section 10B. These sections have merged into a new Section 10A entitled ‘Restriction on sale of state-
subsidised housing’ and Section 10B has been repealed due to: 

the escalating sale of state-subsidised houses at greatly reduced prices;• 
the sale of state-subsidised houses to persons who do not qualify for a subsidised house; and• 
the sale of state-subsidised houses at a very low price to settle claims by creditors for debt that is • 
not related to housing.

Cabinet has approved the Housing Amendment Bill (2006). The latest developments as at June 2008 are 
that the Department of Housing has made additional amendments to the draft Amendment Bill. The Bill has 
been returned to the Minister for approval and thereafter it will be discussed at Cabinet. 35

6.3 Breaking New Ground:  A Comprehensive Plan for the Development of 
Sustainable Human Settlements, 2004
See Policy context in Section 3.

6.4 Housing Development Agency Bill
In May 2008, Parliament approved the Housing Development Agency Bill, after which the measure was 
forwarded to the National Council of Provinces for consideration.36 The Bill enables the Department of 
Housing to establish the Housing Development Agency (HDA) as a statutory body responsible for the 
acquisition and rapid release of well-located land for integrated settlements. The agency’s facilitation of the 
rapid release of land is key to the implementation of the BNG policy and will improve the efficient location 
of human settlements. The establishment of the HDA would strengthen the State’s ability to improve the 
delivery and quality of human settlements. Its main purpose is to address:37

the shortage of well-located land;• 
the rapid development of sustainable human settlements by proactively improving inter-governmental • 
relations across all three spheres of government by ensuring that needed inputs are delivered; and
the supply of much needed project management capacity for government projects. • 

The HDA is intended to assist municipalities and provincial departments in cutting red tape that prohibits 
the acquisition of suitable land, and to aid with minimising red tape in the approval of development by both 
government and the private sector. Municipalities will be expected to use their housing sector plans to 
identify local housing land needs. The provincial housing departments will be responsible for assisting local 
authorities to develop their land needs assessments and co-ordinate individual municipal submissions into 
a provincial plan. The Bill provides for an agreement between the HDA and a municipality where a council 
lacks the capacity to acquire, hold, develop and release land for residential or community development. 
Such an agreement will allow the HDA to undertake these tasks on behalf of the municipality. The HDA 
will also be empowered to assist municipalities to complete unfinished projects and the Bill provides for 
the facilitation of project management.38

The acquisition of land will be facilitated in a way that supplements the capacities of government across 
all spheres. The HDA will also facilitate relationships between housing departments attached to different 
spheres of government and the commercial banks, particularly in the packaging, financing and implementation 
of projects. It will proactively facilitate collaboration with other sectors in developing such land to achieve 
sustainable human settlements. Rationalised institutions such as Thubelisha Homes and Servcon will be 
incorporated into the new HDA. 
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7. Housing tenure

7.1 Social Housing Policy, 2005
In August 2003 MINMEC adopted the proposals contained in the document A Social Housing Policy for 
South Africa (July 2003). In order to ensure alignment with the broader national strategy, the policy was 
reviewed39 and approved by MINMEC in June 2005.

According to the 2005 Social Housing Policy document, social housing must adhere to the general principles 
set out in the Housing Act, as well as legislation such as the Rental Act (Act 60 of 1999). The policy must be 
read in conjunction with the White Paper on Housing (1994), the Urban Development Framework (1997) 
and the National Housing Code, as well as BNG (2004).

The social housing programme has two primary objectives:
firstly, to contribute to the national priority of restructuring South African society by addressing • 
structural, economic, social and spatial dysfunctionalities, thereby contributing to Government’s 
vision of an economically empowered, non-racial, and integrated society living in sustainable 
human settlements; and
secondly, to improve and contribute to the overall functioning of the housing sector and in • 
particular the rental sub-component, especially insofar as social housing is able to contribute to 
widening the range of housing options to the poor.

The guiding principles for social housing should: 
promote urban restructuring through the social, physical and economic integration of housing • 
development into existing areas, likely to be urban or inner-city areas;
promote the establishment of well-managed, quality rental housing options for the poor;• 
respond to local housing demand;• 
deliver housing for a range of income groups in a way that allows social integration and financial • 
cross-subsidisation;
support the economic development of low-income communities in various ways;• 
foster the creation of quality living environments for people with low incomes;• 
promote a safe, harmonious and socially responsible environment both internally to the project and • 
in the immediate urban environs;
promote the creation of sustainable and viable projects;• 
encourage private sector involvement where possible;• 
facilitate residents’ involvement in the project and/or that of key stakeholders in the broad environment;• 
ensure secure tenure for project residents on the basis of the general provisions for the relationship • 
between residents and landlords as defined in the Housing Act (1997) and the Rental Housing 
Amendment Act (2007);
be facilitated, supported and/or driven by all spheres of government;• 
ensure transparency, accountability and efficiency in the administration and management of social • 
housing stock;
promote the use of public funds in a manner that stimulates and/or facilitates private sector • 
investment and participation in the social housing sector; and
operate within the provisions of the Constitution, the Public Finance Management Act (No. 1 of • 
1999) and other statutory procurement prescripts.

The Social Housing Bill has been submitted to the Minister for final approval. Thereafter the Bill will be 
introduced in Parliament.40 The function of the Bill is to:

promote and establish a sustainable social housing environment;• 
define the functions of national, provincial and local governments in respect of social housing;• 
provide for the establishment of the Social Housing Regulatory Authority to regulate all social • 
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housing institutions obtaining or having obtained public funds;
allow for the undertaking of approved projects by other delivery agents with the benefit of public • 
money; and to
give statutory recognition to social housing institutions.• 

7.2 Rental Housing Act, 1999 (No. 50 of 1999)
The Rental Housing Act, 1999, defines the role of government in rental housing and ensures the increased 
provision of and access to housing for rental purposes. Government is responsible for promoting a stable 
and growing market that meets the needs of historically disadvantaged individuals, through incentives, 
mechanisms, and measures such as:

improving conditions in the rental housing market;• 
encouraging investment in areas that are in need of revitalisation and resuscitation; and• 
correcting distorted patterns of residential settlements.• 

The above measure must:
optimise the use of existing urban and rural municipal transport infrastructure;• 
redress and inhibit urban fragmentation and sprawl;• 
promote higher residential densities in existing urban areas as well as in areas of new or • 
consolidated urban growth; and
mobilise and enhance existing private capacity.• 

The Rental Housing Act also provides for the protection of both tenants and landlords from unfair practices 
and exploitation, and allows for a special tribunal to mediate between them in the event of disputes. 
It outlaws the existing practice of evicting long-standing tenants from their homes without mediation. 
According to the Act, national government must introduce a policy framework, including norms and 
standards on rental housing.

The Rental Housing Amendment Act, 2007, addresses certain implementation problems that have been 
encountered since the promulgation of the Rental Housing Act in 1999. The Amendment Act was passed 
by Parliament in late 2007.  Inter alia, these amendments:

expand the power of the Rental Housing Tribunals to issue interdicts and make spoliation and • 
attachment orders (for both landlords and tenants); and
criminalise non-court ordered evictions and ‘constructive’ evictions (i.e. cutting off essential • 
services).

7.3 The Co-operatives Act, 2005 (No. 14 of 2005)
This Act provides for the formation, registration and winding up of co-operatives.  The purpose of the 
Act is to:

ensure that international co-operative principles are recognised and implemented in South Africa;• 
enable co-operatives to register and acquire a legal status separate from their members; and • 
facilitate the provision of targeted support for emerging co-operatives, particularly those owned by • 
women and black people.

 
The Act now falls under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Trade and Industry rather than the Minister of 
Agriculture. A feature of the new Act is that it contains schedules with provisions specific to housing co-
operatives, worker co-operatives, financial services co-operatives and agricultural co-operatives. 

7.4 Sectional Titles Act, 1986 (No. 95 of 1986) as amended 
The Sectional Titles Act (recently amended, Act 7 of 2005) regulates the approach to and operation of 
sectional title schemes, which constitute a complex tenure arrangement aimed at immediate and/or 
immediate future individual ownership. It is also the only realistic legal option enabling installment sale 
mechanisms.41 The Act provides for:42
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the division of buildings into sections and common property and for the acquisition of separate • 
ownership in sections coupled with joint ownership in common property;
the control of certain incidents attaching to separate ownership in sections and joint ownership in • 
common property;
the transfer of ownership of sections and the registration of sectional mortgage bonds over, and real • 
rights in, sections;
the conferring and registration of rights in, and the disposal of, common property;• 
the establishment of bodies corporate to control common property and for that purpose to apply • 
rules; and
the establishment of a sectional titles regulation board.• 

8. Land development 
Most notable among land and planning legislation is the Development Facilitation Act. Other legislation 
includes the Less Formal Townships Establishment Act, 1991; the Draft Land Use Management Bill, 2006 
and the Local Government Transition Act, 1993.

8.1 Development Facilitation Act, 1995 (No. 67 of 1995)
The Development Facilitation Act introduced ‘fast-track’ measures to facilitate and speed up the 
implementation of reconstruction and development programmes and projects in relation to land, and lays 
down general principles governing land development. It provides for the establishment of a Development 
and Planning Commission to advise government on policy and legislation regarding land development, 
as well as development tribunals to make decisions and resolve conflicts. It also provides for nationally 
uniform procedures for the speedy subdivision and development of land. Importantly, it promotes security 
of tenure while ensuring that end-user finance in the form of subsidies and loans becomes available as early 
as possible during the land development process.

The Act’s purpose is to promote mixed-use development and to develop settlements that are environ-
mentally sustainable, integrated and compact. Key implications of the  Act are as follows:

development should occur in an orderly manner with no illegal occupation of land;• 
it is essential to integrate and densify the city; and• 
local government spatial planning needs to ensure that new residential development occurs in such a • 
manner that sufficient land is reserved for open space and non-residential activities.

The Housing Act of 1997 makes reference to the Chapter 1 Principles of the Development Facilitation 
Act, which include:

promoting integration with respect to social, economic, institutional and physical aspects of • 
development; 
promoting the location of residential and employment opportunities in close proximity to or • 
integrated with each other; 
optimising the use of existing resources (bulk infrastructure, transportation, social facilities); • 
providing for a diverse mix of land uses; • 
discouraging urban sprawl and contributing to more compact cities and towns;• 
contributing to the correction of the historically distorted spatial patterns of South African cities and • 
towns; 
encouraging environmentally sustainable land development practices;• 
encouraging active community participation;• 
capacity building and skills development of disadvantaged persons;• 
providing for security of tenure and the widest possible range of tenure alternatives; and• 
providing policy, administrative practice and laws which stimulate the effective functioning of a • 
land development market based on open competition between suppliers of goods and services.
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9. Guidelines, regulations and regulatory bodies
9.1 National Building Regulations, 1990
Building regulations are legal instruments aimed at ensuring that buildings provide socially acceptable levels 
of health, safety, welfare and amenity for occupants and for the community in which the building is located. 
This is usually achieved through regulatory controls on the design, construction and operation of buildings, 
including structural stability, fire safety, heating, lighting, ventilation, plumbing, sanitary facilities, indoor air quality 
and sustainability.43 

The South African National Building Regulations (1990) make provision for local authorities, who are 
responsible for enforcing the regulations, to obtain a test report or evaluation certificate issued by the 
SABS, the CSIR or the Agrément Board of South Africa, if they are dissatisfied with the adequacy or safety 
of any construction system, method, material, article or product used during the construction process. 
However, as is often the case with policies in developing countries, there is a tendency to have unrealistically 
high standards, which make housing unaffordable and hamper delivery and creativity. 

A revised interpretation of the National Building Regulations (NBR) embodied in the SANS 10400 of 2004 
(South African National Standard) converts the functional regulations into performance-based regulations. 
It suggests how performance parameters relating to fire safety, sanitation systems, moisture penetration 
and structural safety, serviceability and durability can be established to reflect societal expectations in a 
developing country, in a manner that supports sustainable development objectives. In addition, SANS now 
makes provision for the development of acceptable solutions for indigenous forms of construction, and 
allows the poor greater accessibility to a range of buildings. 

A report commissioned by the National Department of Housing in 2003 recommended that the National 
Building Regulations and Building Standards Act, 1977, be amended to incorporate the enforcement of 
minimum standards relating to energy efficiency.44 Regrettably, housing subsidy amounts have not kept up 
with inflation and therefore raised norms and standards are especially problematic. It is imperative that 
norms and standards be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure that they are appropriate, affordable and 
enforceable. They should be the minimum to ensure health and safety.45 

9.2 Guidelines for Human Settlement Planning and Design 
(The Red Book), 2000
Guidelines for Human Settlement Planning and Design (the Red Book) replaces the previous edition entitled 
Guidelines for the Provision of Engineering Services and Amenities in Residential Township Development (1994). This 
first edition  was outdated regarding principles and information, engineering technologies and the absence of 
an integrated, holistic approach to planning, and no longer met the challenges of a society in transition.

The latest edition of the Red Book is “explicitly not intended to be an administrative ‘check list’ for local authority 
officials,”46 simply providing serviced plots in the most cost-effective manner, but should rather provide 
engineers, urban planners and other professionals with guidance on appropriate practices and technologies, 
and the creation of sustainable and vibrant human settlements. Rigid application of the contents is strongly 
discouraged and ideally, communities should be able to exercise choice within a range of proven designs. 
The authors state that it is imperative that the Red Book be a ‘living document’, reflecting the continual 
changes in society’s values and priorities, as well as technology. 

The intention of the manual is to provide performance guidelines and information on spatial and structural 
principles for settlement-making, planning method and participation, guidelines regarding movement networks, 
public transport, open spaces, public facilities and utilities, land subdivision, environmental design, stormwater 
management, water supply, sanitation, solid waste management and energy. However, only ‘local’ services and 
planning issues are considered and the provisions contained in the document are not legally enforceable. 
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9.3 National Norms and Standards for Permanent Residential Structures, 1999
According to Section 3(2)(a) of the Housing Act, 1997, the Minister of Housing must determine national policy, 
including national norms and standards, in respect of housing development. The reason for this provision is 
that a considerable portion of the housing subsidy goes towards unaffordable and unsustainable levels of 
municipal services, resulting in very little money left for an adequate permanent residential structure. This 
is especially relevant considering that approximately 80% of households qualifying for housing subsidies 
have a monthly household income of R1,500 or less47 and generally only have the maximum subsidy of 
R38,984 (with effect from 1 April 2007) to provide for their housing needs. 

The National Norms and Standards for Permanent Residential Structures that became effective on 1 April 
1999, require that buildings and services comply with the requirements of the NBR and with the relevant 
SABS (South African Bureau of Standards) codes of practice, in accordance with the requirements set out 
in the National Housing Code. 

The National Norms and Standards deal with aspects ranging from structural design, dimensions and site prepara-
tion, to building materials, lighting, ventilation and environmentally efficient housing. The minimum size of permanent 
residential structures provided through the balance of the housing subsidy after the provision for basic services is 
determined at 30m² (gross floor area) in the National Norms and Standards. According to the 2007 adjustment of 
the government housing subsidy quantum, the minimum size of a subsidised house is set at 40m².

9.4 Guidelines for Environmentally Sound Low-Cost Housing
Despite legislative requirements, little or no significance is given to environmentally-sound energy-efficient 
principles when it comes to the provision of low-cost housing. This is especially alarming because in a 
successful housing programme “(a)ffordability, human health, and a clean and balanced environment are closely 
linked”.48 Often even a straightforward and no-cost matter such as correct solar building orientation is not 
taken into consideration.

The national and provincial departments of housing are required in terms of the National Environmental 
Management  Act, 1998 (No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA) to prepare a Consolidated Environmental Implementation 
and Management Plan (CEIMP) for any housing development activities that will have an impact on the 
environment. The implementation plan has to be regularly monitored and reviewed. The second edition of 
the CEIMP is complete and the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism extended the deadline 
for submitting plans for all national and provincial departments until March 2008.49 

An interdepartmental Environmentally Sound Low-Cost Housing Task Team was established in January 1998 
with representatives from the departments of minerals and energy, environmental affairs and tourism, water 
affairs and forestry, and housing. The task team is responsible for developing national policy on environmentally-
efficient, low-cost housing, the development of standards and guidelines, incentive programmes, a financing 
mechanism and general awareness-raising initiatives, encouraging environmentally sound practices in the 
housing sector, and supporting environmentally sound housing initiatives. One of the key proposals of the 
first edition of the CEIMP was the expansion of the task team to include a broader range of stakeholders. 
The product, Environmentally Sound Low-Cost Housing: Draft Guidelines for Implementation (October 1998), was 
prepared for use in the provision of subsidy housing, taking into account the issue of affordability as a key 
constraint in its recommendations on energy- and water-efficient practices.50 This document resulted in the 
Environmentally Sound Low-cost Housing Guidelines (2000) by the Department of Housing. The Housing Act of 
1997 makes provision for the development of norms and standards to which developers, contractors and 
individuals must adhere when constructing subsidy housing. The guidelines formulated by the task team are 
intended to be incorporated into the Department of Housing’s Norms and Standards. 

In a media briefing of the 2006/2007-budget vote statement (24 May 2006), the national Minister of Housing, 
Lindiwe Sisulu, stated that the Department of Housing is compiling a framework for environmentally 
sound housing that identifies policy gaps and provides guidelines for environmentally friendly homes.51 
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A presentation by the Department on 7 March 2007 reported that draft guidelines for environmentally 
sound low-cost housing have been completed and will be incorporated into the revised Housing Code.52

9.5 National Home Builders’ Registration Council 
During the early 1990s, it was found that methods of legal redress against sub-standard building were 
inadequate. The National Home Builders’ Registration Council (NHBRC), set up as a Section 21 Company 
in 1995 and now a statutory body, protects housing consumers through the Product Defect Warranty 
Scheme. The NHBRC registers home builders, sets minimum ethical and technical standards and requires 
registered builders to offer a Standard Home Builder’s Warranty (valid for five years) on all bondable new 
homes. Builders who wish to access credit must be registered with the NHBRC and adhere to its building 
standards and guidelines. Housing consumers accessing a bank loan to buy a newly built home may only 
buy one that has been built by a registered builder. 

Most of the NHBRC’s funding derives from registration fees, which go towards the Product Defect 
Warranty Fund that pays for repairs to building defects the builder refuses to repair, or when the builder 
absconds. In terms of the Housing Consumer Protection Measures Act, 1998 (No. 95 of 1998), the NHBRC 
home warranty scheme also applies to housing subsidy-financed houses constructed as part of approved 
projects. The Warranty Scheme applies to existing housing stock purchased by beneficiaries through 
individual subsidies, though not to institutional housing subsidy programmes where existing buildings are 
converted and upgraded. This provides greater comfort to financial institutions by ensuring that they are 
investing in quality products, even in the low-income housing sector. In addition, the NHBRC: 

carries out spot check inspections on enrolled homes under construction to verify that home builders • 
comply with the NHBRC’s building standards and guidelines; and
provides a conciliation and arbitration service to consumers and registered home builders if major • 
structural defects arise after completion of the enrolled unit. 

9.6 Housing Consumer Protection Measures Amendment Act, No. 17 of 2007
Residential builders have to register with the National Home Builders’ Registration Council (NHBRC) 
and are obliged to enrol all new houses under the NHBRC’s Defect Warranty Scheme in terms of the 
Housing Consumer Protection Measures Act, 1998. The Act aims to protect homeowners from inferior 
workmanship.  All new government subsidised housing units constructed as part of approved projects are 
protected against shoddy workmanship by housing contractors. Properties built with government housing 
subsidy funding only benefit from protection against structural defects and must comply with minimum 
technical norms and standards. Previously the properties of the poor did not qualify for such protection, 
but the NHBRC now ensures that registered builders deliver within the minimum housing standards. The 
Housing Consumers Protection Measures Amendment Act, 2007, is the third act to amend the Housing 
Consumers Protection Measures Act, No. 95 of 1998, in terms of which the National Home Builders’ 
Registration Council is established and regulated. 

Some of the most significant amendments include:53

amendment and addition of certain definitions, words and expressions;• 
clarifying the scope of application of the Act;• 
providing for late enrolment and non-declared late enrolment;• 
enabling owner-builders to apply for exemption;• 
extending claims to include roof leaks;• 
making further provision for the use of money in the funds contemplated in the Act;• 
extending the offences created under the Act; and• 
amending provisions pertaining to the granting of exemptions and the lodging of appeals.• 

There are a number of onerous provisions, most bearing cost implications for the home builder, to facilitate 
the inspection of a home or the rectification of defects detected during an inspection and to ensure that home 
builders comply with their obligations in terms of the Act before a home will be enrolled with the NHBRC.54 
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9.7 Code of Conduct for Home Builders 
The NHBRC has drawn up the Code of Conduct for Home Builders in terms of Section 7 of the Housing 
Consumer Protection Measures Act, No. 95 of 1998. It is intended to provide minimum standards to 
protect consumers against unscrupulous builders, contractors and developers. The Code, which came 
into effect on 16 March 2007, makes provision for the warrant against poor workmanship resulting in 
structural defects and covers main areas of building contracts where consumers are most vulnerable. 
All role players in the residential property industry, including builders, property professionals, financial 
institutions, purchasers and conveyancers need to familiarise themselves with the new Code. Developers, 
contractors, prospective homeowners, and all newly built residential dwellings have to be enrolled with the 
NHBRC, regardless of funding (cash or mortgage bond). A financial institution may not approve a home 
loan if the aforementioned are not in place.55 Some significant provisions that offer more protection to 
end users include:56

home building contracts may now only be concluded once the housing consumer has had 30 calendar • 
days to view the contract. This may have far reaching consequences for the developer/agent as it could 
hold up sales;
restrictions on clauses in contracts, which have the effect of taking away consumers’ common law or • 
statutory rights;
restricting deposits to no more than 10% of the contract price of a fixed-cost building contract;• 
minimum clauses that must be included in a building contract and an obligation that a home builder • 
must retain a copy of the contract and all records relating thereto for at least six years; and
a home builder may not accept final payment under a building contract unless the bank, NHBRC • 
or competent person has certified in writing that the work has been completed according to the 
NHBRC’s prescribed minimum standards and guidelines.

On 5 April 2007 the Government Gazette published a draft of the new NHBRC grading system, which 
makes provision for the establishment of grading categories in order to encourage good building practices. 
Changes to the grading system will be made as the need arises. The grading system will be used to 
determine the fees the builder or developer will be charged by the NHBRC. The performance score will 
be calculated in accordance with the new formula, which can be obtained from the Government Gazette 
(Vol. 502, number 29747). The grading system will be categorised as follows:

responsiveness to housing consumers’ complaints; • 
timeous enrolments of homes; • 
compliance with the NHBRC technical requirements; and• 
high quality in building homes.• 

Failure by home builders to comply with the NHBRC Code of Conduct could result in serious consequences. 
The NHBRC is entitled to withdraw the registration of a home builder found guilty of contravening the 
Code.  According to Wamback:57

 “ … the Code is comprehensive and in seeking to address a vast number of issues, contains many quite 
onerous provisions for the home builder to comply with. In an industry which historically has a poor reputation 
for protecting consumers, particularly in the lower end of the market, it is anticipated that it will take some time 
before the industry is able to properly embrace the good intentions behind the Code”.

10. National development finance institutions for housing
10.1 National Housing Finance Corporation58

In 1996, the Department of Housing set up the National Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC) to ensure 
access to finance for the working poor to acquire and/or improve a home of their own. It is South Africa’s 
only source of home finance funds for households earning between R1,500 and R7,500. Since then, the 
NHFC has developed and tested mechanisms to mobilise and broaden access to housing finance for the 
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‘unbankable’ majority.  As a development finance institution, the NHFC acts as a wholesale funder and risk-
manager, facilitating access to housing finance for low- and moderate-income communities.

The NHFC confirms that partnerships between the public and private sectors are vital in the struggle to 
meet the housing demand. They also endorse partnerships at both wholesale and retail level that provide 
innovative housing finance product options and deliver affordable solutions, which will contribute to the 
creation of a robust low-income housing finance market.

The NHFC does not supply funding directly to homeowners, but operates through a national network of 
social housing institutions and approved retail finance intermediaries. It also offers support to emerging 
lenders and housing institutions and facilitates training programmes aimed at ensuring capacity building, 
sustainability, improved governance and management, and support for its intermediaries. It provides a 
‘home seekers’ information service, which assists people to find an appropriate finance option and NHFC-
approved lender. The NHFC wholesale funding is channelled through three funding programmes that enable 
rental, home ownership, improvements and/or extensions to property:

Alternative tenure - 1. This provides housing finance opportunities to institutions through a Project 
Loan facility for forms of tenure other than direct ownership, such as installment sale, rental, co-
operatives, and rent-to-buy. In association with social housing institutions and approved financial 
institutions, the Alternative Tenure division enables the large-scale development of housing units in 
urban and peri-urban areas to be used as rental stock or to be sold on installment sale. 
Home Ownership -2.  Home Ownership enables ownership of affordable homes. To promote, fund or support 
home ownership initiatives in the low and medium-income sectors, this division works through privately 
owned and managed intermediaries and partner banking institutions to develop various forms of home 
ownership financing. Potential homeowners can buy existing houses or build new ones. Collateral for 
funding is provided by pension fund guarantees, mortgage bonds and insurance cover.
Incremental Housing - 3. This offers finance to people wanting to build their homes on an incremental basis 
by extending or improving existing property.  This programme provides structure loans to smaller lenders 
that target the low end of the low- to moderate-income housing market and provide funding for improving 
houses, buying land or providing top-up credit for discount benefit or capital subsidy beneficiaries.

10.2 National Urban Reconstruction and Housing Agency 
Similar to the NHFC, the National Urban Reconstruction and Housing Agency (NURCHA) was created 
as a development finance institution and formed through a partnership between the South African 
Government and the Open Society Institute of New York in May 1995. The agency provides finance for 
low-income housing through partnerships with role-players in the low- and middle-income markets in 
order to promote social and economic development. Currently its main activities include:59

facilitating bridging finance for contractors through guarantee products;• 
identifying approaches to releasing credit for low-income housing;• 
facilitating savings programmes for subsidised and credit-linked housing; and• 
managing specialist bridging finance funds and guarantee programmes such as the Joint Venture • 
Development Fund, the OPIC Fund and the recently established Gauteng Partnership Fund and 
Gauteng Rental Guarantee Fund that guarantee a portion of loans granted to Rental Finance Institutions 
providing funds for rental housing in Gauteng. 

10.3 Trust for Urban Housing Finance 
The Trust for Urban Housing Finance (TUHF) has been operating in Gauteng since 2003 after a decision to 
restructure the Inner City Housing Upgrading Trust (ICHUT) into a development finance institution and to expand 
its area of operation nationally. TUHF provides wholesale finance for the purchase and upgrading of inner-city 
accommodation, as well as initial operating costs of rental housing institutions and social housing institutions.60
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11. National facilitative institutions for housing
The key objectives of these institutions are to undertake specialist functions to support and encourage 
housing developments that are not undertaken by the State or private bodies. 

11.1 Social Housing Foundation 
The Social Housing Foundation (SHF) is a Section 21 Company established by the NHFC in 1997 and operating 
according to the Housing Amendment Act of 1999. The Foundation works closely with the Department of 
Housing and others to access international donor funding and technical expertise to support social housing 
projects. It also undertakes research relevant to social housing and rental housing. The Foundation has been 
statutorily recognised and mandated to promote co-operative housing and help establish institutions to hold 
and manage housing stock on a sustainable basis. Its mandate is specifically to:

promote social housing as an alternative form of tenure in South Africa;• 
mobilise resources for social housing development;• 
provide capacity building and technical support services to emerging and existing social housing • 
institutions;
facilitate stakeholder alignment and development of policies for the sector; and• 
achieve and maintain business service excellence. • 

The Foundation offers support programmes to emerging and existing housing associations and to housing 
co-operatives. A range of training and development programmes forms part of its products and services, 
including modules on professional skills, governance and management for social housing organisations, 
caretakers and tenants.

11.2 Thubelisha Homes
Thubelisha Homes61 was established as a Section 21 Company by government and SERVCON to procure 
or develop accommodation appropriate for SERVCON’s payment normalisation programme. It currently 
functions as a housing support institution to the National Department of Housing. According to BNG, 
Thubelisha’s mandate is:

to undertake construction of affordable housing and related services; • 
to provide project management services; and• 
to manage rental housing stock.• 

Thubelisha is to undertake the following programmes: 
fast tracking housing solutions using the emergency housing circumstances programme for people • 
living in areas of stress; 
unblocking projects through delivery-enhancing intervention• s; 
upgrading of informal settlements; and• 
integrated developmen• t.

A portion of its projects are set aside for women contractors and preference is given to women service 
providers with the financial and technical capacity to deliver housing. Thubelisha and Women for Housing have 
initiated a partnership to support a Contractor Development Programme. Thubelisha was appointed as the 
project manager and implementing agent on the controversial N2 Gateway (Phase 1) project in Cape Town.

12. Housing subsidies
12.1 National Housing Code, 2000
The National Housing Code describes the country’s housing policy and strategy and its legislative and 
institutional framework62 and attempts to organise the vast range of housing policy documentation into 
one comprehensive document to ensure a common vision for housing in South Africa. The Housing Code is 
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not a substitute for key housing legislation but provides an overview of existing policy. It changes according 
to changes in the National Housing Policy.63 

The Code states eight broad principles for housing sector activity, as contained in the Housing Act (1997), 
the Housing White Paper, and the Development Facilitation Act (1995). These are:

People centred development and partnerships.1. 
Skills transfer and economic empowerment.2. 
Fairness and equity.3. 
Choice.4. 
Quality and affordability.5. 
Innovation.6. 
Transparency, accountability and monitoring.7. 
Sustainability and fiscal affordability.8. 

The Housing Code governs the operation of the various housing subsidy programmes.

12.2 National Housing Subsidy Scheme
The National Housing Subsidy Scheme is the primary housing delivery measure of government that 
provides once-off lump sum subsidy grants to people who are unable to meet their own housing needs, in 
order to enhance the ability of low-income households to afford minimum standard accommodation. The 
subsidy amount increases in bands with decreasing household income levels and is adjusted annually. 

Information released on 21 February 2007 shows that the national housing budget was set to increase from 
R7.3 billion for 2006/2007 (adjusted appropriation) to R8.9 billion for 2007/2008. Within this amount the 
funding for housing subsidies increased from R6.8 billion to R8.2 billion. In both cases this represents a 15% real 
increase. However this increase is relatively minor given the scale of the problem. In the housing vote chapter 
in the Estimates of National Expenditure, the Department of Housing admitted that the housing backlog has 
stayed at more or less 2.4 million units since 2001. The latest annual subsidised housing delivery figures (138,000 
in 2005/2006 and 159,000 in 2006/2007) are probably less than the annual growth in the backlog, and a 15% 
increase in this level of delivery will not have a significant impact on addressing the housing problem. 

To eliminate the housing backlog within 10 years and ensure the provision of adequate housing for all, a 
200% increase in the housing budget (over a number of years), together with the elimination of bureaucratic 
blockages to delivery, and an increase in the quality of subsidised housing and new human settlements, will 
be needed. The National Housing Goal (as set out in the Housing Act, 1997) was to increase housing 
expenditure to 5% of total government expenditure and to achieve a level of delivery of at least 350 000 
subsidised housing units per year. In reality the housing budget for 2007/2008 will only be 1.7% of total 
government expenditure, with the level of delivery probably less than half of what is ideally required.64 Even 
so, the housing subsidy scheme is intended to help households access housing with secure tenure, at a cost 
that they can afford, and of a standard that satisfies the minimum health and safety requirements. According 
to the current subsidy guidelines the house must as a minimum include:65

two bedrooms;• 
one separate bathroom with a shower, hand basin and a toilet;• 
one combined kitchen living area; and• 
a ready board electricity installation.• 

A beneficiary may only receive the subsidy once, except where the scheme allows for deviations from this provision, 
for instance in the case of the institutional subsidy. Persons will only qualify for housing subsidies where they 
acquire the secure right to occupy, use or own a property in terms of a tenure form that can be registered with a 
competent authority. Generally, subsidies will be made available only to beneficiaries who acquire registered title to 
a property either in the form of ownership, leasehold, 99-year leasehold, or deed of grant. Institutions that access 
institutional subsidies must either own the immovable property or hold registered long-term rights to ensure 
security of tenure for beneficiaries. Subsidy assistance is provided through three subsidy programmes:
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The National Housing Subsidy Scheme1.  provides capital subsidies to eligible low-income households or 
institutions providing such housing.
The Discount Benefit Scheme 2. (later called the Enhanced Extended Discount Benefit Scheme) for current 
occupants of state-subsidised rental housing developed before 1994 to purchase and take transfer of 
such housing units at discounted prices.
The Public Sector Hostels Redevelopment Programme3. , which subsidised the redevelopment of public 
sector hostels to accommodate families, was replaced by the Community Residential Unit Programme 
approved by Housing MINMEC (with effect 1 December 2006; although the programme was not 
operational by this date).

To qualify for a housing subsidy, an applicant must comply with the following criteria:66

Be married (in terms of the Civil Law or in terms of a Customary Union) or habitually cohabit with • 
any other person, or have proven financial dependents.
Be a lawful resident of South Africa (or be in possession of a permanent resident permit).• 
Be legally competent to contract (i.e. over 18 years of age or married or divorced and of sound mind).• 
Have a gross monthly household income not exceeding R3,500 (combined income of head of household • 
and spouse or partner).
Not yet have benefited from government funding in the form of a housing subsidy scheme, or any • 
other state funded or assisted housing subsidy scheme (with the exception of the consolidation 
subsidy, and relocation grant).
Be a first time property owner (except in the case of a consolidation subsidy, and relocation assistance). • 
This criterion does not apply to disabled persons. 

The housing subsidy scheme consists of the following subsidy programmes and grant mechanisms:

Project-linked subsidy 
Offered on a stepped scale, linked to household income.• 
Project funding for the acquisition of land, and provision of infrastructure and housing.• 
Allocated to approved project applications submitted by public, private and community based housing • 
developers.

Individual subsidy
Offered on a stepped scale, linked to household income to purchase a housing unit, or to purchase • 
a plot and build a house.
Can be linked to housing credit.• 

Consolidation subsidy
Allocated to households who accessed certain types of subsidised housing before 1994.• 
Provides a top-up amount to beneficiaries who own serviced sites to provide or upgrade a • 
dwelling on the site. 
Only available where a household’s combined income is less than R1,500 per month.• 

Institutional subsidy
Allocated to housing institutions that provide affordable housing (rental or co-operative).• 

Rural subsidy 
For households who do not have legally specified secure tenure but functional secure tenure • 
(such as tribal and communal tenure systems, in both rural and urban areas).

The People’s Housing Process (PHP)
Provides an alternative route for accessing project-linked, consolidation, institutional and rural • 
subsidies, for beneficiaries wishing to build or organise the building of their homes themselves. 
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Finance-linked individual subsidy
Intended to assist beneficiaries to acquire ownership of existing improved residential property or • 
vacant serviced residential stands which are linked to house buildings contracts with registered home 
buildings.
Caters for applicants who can afford loan finance, linked to a subsidy.• 
Households falling within the R3,501 to R7,000 combined monthly income category may • 
participate.

Relocation assistance subsidy
Relocation assistance is offered to borrowers who conclude right sizing agreements with • 
participating financial institutions, to enable such borrowers to relocate to more affordable 
housing. 

Community Residential Units Programme
This programme replaces the National Hostel Re-development Programme and the proposed • 
Affordable Rental Housing Programme. The objective of the CRU Programme is to assist 
households with combined incomes below R3,500 per month, who cannot be accommodated in 
the formal private rental and social housing market. The Programme seeks to bridge the divide 
between social housing and lower markets. The Programme is complementary to, and runs parallel 
to the National Social Housing Programme, but serves a different target market. The Programme 
should also be seen as an option in Phase 4 of the Informal Settlement Upgrading Programme and 
as a long-term option in cases where Emergency Housing has been provided by government.67 

Emergency Housing Programme
Allows for assistance to people who, for reasons beyond their control, find themselves in an • 
emergency housing situation: their existing shelter has been destroyed or damaged, their prevailing 
situation poses an immediate threat to their life, health and safety, or they have been evicted, or 
face the threat of imminent eviction.
Assistance consists of funds in the form of grants to municipalities to give effect to accelerated land • 
development, provision of basic municipal engineering services and shelter (not formal housing).

Informal Settlement Upgrading Programme
Subsidies under this programme are neither calculated as a standardised amount per household, • 
nor to be drawn down on the basis of individual households’ housing subsidy eligibility. Instead, 
grant funding for land, infrastructure and community facilities is applied to the community as a 
whole (with the exception of a separate subsidy for improving top-structures or houses), thereby 
including those who did not qualify previously for subsidies under the national housing subsidy 
programme; and
Involves formalising tenure arrangements, providing municipal engineering services (including roads, • 
water, electricity, and sanitation), providing social amenities and community facilities (including 
health, education and recreation facilities), and upgrading houses.

Fast Tracking Programme
Transitional housing/communal housing offers well managed rental accommodation in the form of rooms • 
with shared communal facilities to very low income earners (monthly incomes below R1,500).68 

Subsidy amounts can be increased to provide for extra-ordinary developmental circumstances and special 
housing needs. Subsidy variations include the following: 

geophysical variation: where development costs are especially high because of locational, geo-technical • 
and topographical conditions, a variation of up to 15% of the subsidy amount is payable; 
an additional amount of R1,004 is also available for the Southern Cape Coastal Condensation Area, which • 
allows for the extra cost of ceilings, external plastering and galvanised steel to deal with damp; and
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disability variation: where the subsidy is awarded to a disabled beneficiary, or where a member of that • 
beneficiary’s household is disabled, or where a beneficiary or his or her dependent becomes disabled, 
a variation to the subsidy amount may be applied.

In 1994, housing policy and delivery were concentrated on individual ownership and the setting up of 
systems to provide financial support for households earning in the higher subsidy band (R2,500–R3,500). 
Housing intended for ownership was financed through individual subsidies, project-linked subsidies and 
the People’s Housing Process. By 1999, government changed its focus to alternative tenure arrangements, 
the needs of the poorest and the construction of better quality housing. A new emphasis was placed 
on rental tenure with institutional subsidies being geared towards financing social housing, single room 
occupancy, transitional housing and the renovation of hostels.69 More recent progress in the delivery of 
state subsidised housing includes the Upgrade of Informal Settlement Programme, the Emergency Housing 
Programme, and capital grants to social housing projects located in selected ‘restructuring zones’.

Table 56: The South African Housing Subsidy Scheme subsidy quantum amounts for 
the period 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008 in respect of a 40m² house only70

 Individual and Project Linked 
Subsidies as per household income

Top Structure Funding 
(R)

Own Contribution 
(R)

Product Price 
(R)

R0 - R1,500 38,984 None 38,984

R1,501 - R3,500 36,505 2,479 38,984

Indigent:  Aged, Disabled and Health 
Stricken R0 - R3,500 38,984 None 38,984

Institutional Subsidies

R0 - R3,500 36,505 Institution must add 
capital At least 38,984

Consolidation Subsidies

R0 - R1,500 38,984 None 46,484*

R1,501 - R3,500 36,505 2,479 46,484*

Indigent:  Aged, Disabled and Health 
Stricken R0 - R3,500 38,984 None 46,484*

Rural Subsidies

R0 - R3,500 38,984 None 38,984

People’s Housing Process    

R0 - R3,500 38,984 None 38,984

* Product Price = R38,984 PLUS serviced stand previously acquired at R7,500 = R46,484

Municipal engineering services are to be funded from other Government resources but as a last resort option 
may also be funded from the annual housing funding allocations to Provinces

Medium-density individual ownership housing (excluding typologies such as four-storey walk-up flats) 
predominantly uses the project-linked subsidy and the individual subsidy, while the institutional subsidy is 
used by social housing institutions. The case studies used the following subsidies: 

Missionvale (Nelson Mandela Metro)   – Individual subsidy • 
Samora Machel (Cape Town)    – Project-linked subsidy• 
Sakhasonke (Nelson Mandela Metro)   – Project-linked subsidy• 
Carr Gardens (Johannesburg)   – Institutional subsidy• 
Newtown Housing Co-operative (Johannesburg) – Institutional subsidy• 
Stock Road (Cape Town)    – Institutional subsidy• 
N2 Gateway–Joe Slovo (Phase 1) (Cape Town)  – Institutional subsidy• 
Springfield Terrace (Cape Town)   – Various, developed before 1994• 
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The individual, project-linked, and institutional subsidies are set out in the Housing Code:

Individual and project-linked subsidies
Project-linked and individual subsidies make it possible for beneficiaries to acquire ownership of a housing 
unit for the first time. They cover the cost of the land, internal infrastructure and the unit (top-structure). 
Eighty per cent of subsidies approved from 1994–1999 were project-linked subsidies, of which more than 
90% were allocated to households earning R1,500 per month.71 

The project-linked subsidy provides for the allocation of housing subsidy funding to developers to undertake 
approved housing development projects and then to sell the residential properties to qualifying beneficiaries. 
A developer initiates, manages and implements housing projects and can be an organisation in the private 
sector, a public sector institution, an NGO or CBO. Developers may consist of joint ventures between role 
players. The Provincial Housing Development Board (PHDB) must ascertain whether a developer is financially, 
technically and managerially capable of implementing and successfully concluding the project. 

The developer must ensure that projects are located on land that offers access to employment and existing 
economic opportunities, adequate transportation facilities, adequate existing bulk and/or connector services, 
education and health care facilities and that the land is acceptable to the beneficiary community. Central to 
the responsibilities of the developers is the promotion of economic efficiency and the spatial integration of 
towns and cities. They should ensure that the community benefits socially and economically through local 
initiatives and participation in the planning and implementation of social and physical development activities. 

The general rules apply for eligibility, the value of the subsidy, what it can buy, and the variations in terms 
of geo-technical conditions or for households with a disabled member. The total subsidy amount will 
be determined by the PHDB when it approves the project. It will determine the number of residential 
properties in the project, as well as the number that will be sold to beneficiaries in each of the three 
subsidy bands, based on a socio-economic profile of the beneficiary community. The total amount of the 
project-linked subsidies will be paid to the developer in progress payments.

The individual subsidy mechanism has been available since June 1995 but has generally been discontinued 
due to a range of problems, such as corruption with non-credit linked subsidies and a lack of availability of 
mortgage credit for subsidy beneficiaries.72 

Households apply individually for the subsidy when they want to buy an existing house or a residential 
property with or without a completed top structure. Two types of individual subsidies apply: 

Credit-Linked Subsidies:1.  applicants who can afford loan finance may apply for a subsidy that is linked to 
credit from a financial institution. Under this scheme there are two options available,  a deposit route 
or a savings route. 
Non-Credit Linked Subsidies: 2. applicants who cannot afford loan finance may apply for a subsidy to acquire 
the residential property entirely out of the subsidy and may supplement this with other funds that 
may be available. 

Institutional subsidies
These are used for projects implemented by housing institutions where the tenure forms are rental, rent-
to-own, installment sale, share block or co-operative ownership. It is the only subsidy that can be used 
for tenure other than individual ownership, and was the only subsidy that could be used for building or 
converting blocks of flats prior to the recently introduced Community Residential Unit Programme.

An institution is provided with a R36,50573 subsidy for each qualifying beneficiary whose household resides 
in the institution’s stock and who does not earn more than R3,500 per month. Rental may be converted 
to ownership after at least four years, during which period the institution owns the unit. In the case of a 
beneficiary taking transfer after four years, his or her institutional subsidy is administratively classified as 
an individual subsidy in the name of the beneficiary.
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Because of contributions to operational costs of the social housing institution, monthly costs for institutional 
housing are usually higher than for individual ownership. These costs, including water and electricity but 
excluding loan repayments, are estimated to be at least R500 according to the Social Housing Policy. The 
housing institution is responsible for collecting rents or levies. The institutions usually take the form of a 
housing association or housing co-operative, which manages and owns the housing. The subsidy amount is 
usually not sufficient for the provision of the housing unit, and the additional amount is recovered through 
a monthly payment by beneficiaries and a loan by the housing institution. 

The Social Housing Policy (June 2005) envisages an additional social housing capital grant to be provided to 
approved projects in designated zones earmarked for restructuring. Some of the objectives of the capital 
grant include:74 

to allow social housing development in areas where the land market would otherwise prohibit it;• 
to achieve substantial down-market reach and mixed-rent projects; and• 
to ensure the delivery of viable projects and thereby promote the development of viable institutions.• 

Accredited social housing institutions must implement these projects or, if implemented by the private 
sector, they must be accredited social housing projects. To qualify for the capital grant on every unit, a 
project must have at least 30% (with a maximum of 70%) of units contributing to the deep down-market 
reach. The capital grant will increase linearly as the proportion of units with deep down-market rentals 
increases from a minimum of 30% to a maximum of 70%. The policy states that the actual subsidies for 
deep down-market units are on average R90,000 per unit when 30% of the units are deep down-market, 
and R108,000 per unit when 70% fall into the deep down-market category. It important to note that the 
deep down-market refers to rents falling below the lowest possible rental, which is operating cost per 
unit assumed to be R500 per month and implying an income of R1,500 per month as set out in the Social 
Housing Policy. 

However, according to calculations by the Support Programme for Social Housing in April 2006, a minimum 
household monthly income of R2,400 is required to pay for rents and services. This means that social 
housing (excepting transitional, special needs and communal housing, of which limited stock is produced), 
effectively excludes the provision of affordable (rental) housing for the very poor. Therefore, in the South 
African context, the term ‘social’ housing is ‘social’ insofar as it uses government subsidies for households 
earning between R2,500 and R7,500, but is not ‘social’ in terms of housing intended for the very poor.  The 
question is: how are these households accommodated?

According to the policy, the approach envisages the retention of the existing institutional housing subsidy 
mechanism to cater for social housing projects that do not fall within the identified restructuring zones, 
and which will most probably be referred to as ‘institutional housing’.
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Annexure 2 
GLOSSARY

A
Access: • The rights and means different people have to reach activities, people, resources, opportunities 
and/or information with limited effort and cost
Activity corridor (corridor):•  A band of high-density urban development which is concentrated 
along a public transportation route or activity spine, and where residential, commercial, industrial and 
recreational activities occur in close proximity. The width of the activity corridor is determined by 
walking distance (800 metres to one kilometre) from the activity spine
Activity spine: • The central road of an activity corridor along with the land uses and high-density 
development immediately adjacent to the central road. Activity spines should be major routes connected 
to one or more metropolitan-scale urban nodes, and should be as direct and straight as possible
Activity street:•  A local road which allows for a high degree of accessibility along its length. It is of 
smaller scale than an activity spine and does not need to connect major urban nodes.  Activity streets 
should reinforce the larger nodes and corridors
Activity/urban node (node): • Different-sized concentrations of economic, commercial, industrial 
and/or residential development located at points of high accessibility, such as at modal interchanges
Actual Floor Area: • A term used in relation to a building to denote the total floor area of the 
building, including the floor area covered by the walls of the building
Adequate housing: • Adequate housing includes more than just shelter. It is measured by factors such 
as security of tenure; freedom from discrimination in housing; the availability of services, materials, 
facilities, amenities and infrastructure;  habitability of the dwelling; accessibility of the location; and the 
affordability and cultural adequacy of both dwelling and location. Adequate housing facilitates healthy, 
safe, secure, accessible, affordable and dignified living with access to facilities and amenities
Advocacy: • Purposeful persuasion to achieve desired decisions/outcomes related to a particular 
cause or interest. Advocacy groups can challenge and reduce systematic discrimination of minority 
groups by working with these groups to offer new perspectives to governments on their policies
Affordability: • Matching the tenure type, socio-economic profile and needs of target households 
with the housing product and overall settlement environment. When applied to housing, affordability 
generally refers to the ability to purchase goods or a service on a sustained basis (including 
consideration of both the initial capital costs and the cost of ongoing maintenance and operation) 
without compromising other demands on financial resources. It also refers to the ability of the public 
sector and institutions responsible for the management of housing developments to provide facilities 
and maintenance of services on an on-going basis within their budgetary limitations
Amortising loans: • A loan where the principal value of the loan is paid down over the life of the loan
A-spatial: • Non-physical processes such as the economic, social, institutional and political forces that 
determine the spatial (physical) end-product of the built environment

B
Beneficiary: • In this resource book ‘beneficiary’ refers to an individual who qualifies for a housing 
subsidy or in whose name a subsidy has already been allocated
Best practice: • A technique, approach or methodology that, through experience and research, has 
been proven to reliably lead to a desired or optimum result
Bill of Rights: • Part of the South African Constitution and a cornerstone of the country’s democracy 
that enshrines the rights of all people in the country and affirms the democratic values of human 
dignity, equality and freedom. The Bill of Rights applies to all law, and binds the legislature, the executive, 
the judiciary and all organs of State
Breaking New Ground (BNG):•  A framework adopted in September 2004 by the South African 
National Department of Housing to underpin housing policy and practice. It sets out ‘a comprehensive 
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plan for the development of sustainable human settlements’, promoting the development of integrated, 
functional and environmentally sustainable human settlements, and departs from the South African 
government’s former policy intention to deliver freestanding subsidised low-density housing at scale 
regardless of the urban quality of the settlements
Body corporate: • In a sectional title scheme, the body corporate (consisting of all owners) controls, 
manages and administers the sectional title scheme. Trustees are elected by the owners and as the 
office bearers of the body corporate, they operate as managers subject to the Sectional Title Act, the 
rules and any restriction imposed and/or any direction given by the owners
Building density: • The number of dwelling units per area (usually expressed in terms of hectares 
and measured in floor area ratio) which is determined by the space between buildings, building width, 
building configuration and building height
Bulk services: • All major services (such as water, electricity, roads) which are the responsibility of 
national and provincial government, and from which link and local services are obtained

C
Cadastre:•  A public record, survey, or map of the value, extent, and ownership of land as a basis of 
taxation
CBO: • Community Based Organisation
Census (population census): • The process of counting the number of people, at a given point 
in time in a country, and collecting information about their demographic, social and economic 
characteristics. After data collection, the process includes the processing, analysis and dissemination 
of the information collected
Citizen: • Someone who, under the laws and practices of a particular State, is seen as a member of the 
State and has particular rights and duties. These may or may not include the right to participate in the 
decision-making of the State
Citizenship: • A concept describing an individual and his or her relationship to the State. The meaning of 
citizenship in a democracy is associated more specifically with the right to participate in governance
Collective leadership: • A process whereby leadership is not provided by one person alone but by a 
group of people, for example, a democratically elected committee
Commercial development or commercial use:•  In this resource book, it includes, but is not 
limited to, any development consisting of wholesale, office and retail facilities, as well as light industry 
and manufacturing. This does not include residential development
Communal areas:•  In this resource book, it refers to areas such as indoor and outdoor public 
spaces of a medium-density housing environment used by a more or less fixed and identifiable group 
of people (residents) according to unspoken and explicit rules of that group  
Communal ownership: • Can take a variety of forms, but in all cases, the property is jointly owned. 
Members/ shareholders have rights to occupy specific units based on their membership or because they 
are shareholders of the institution, as defined in a Use Agreement. Members/shareholders may be able 
to sell their rights, but there may be restrictions about to whom the rights may be sold. From a legal 
perspective there is a difference between common property and communal property based on a very 
subtle difference in who owns the property and what the ownership means. Common property means 
property that is undivided between co-owners. Communal property means property in which the joint 
owners are a community, and the property is equally owned by all the members of that community. 
Forms of communal ownership include housing cooperatives and Communal Property Associations
Communal Property Associations (CPA): • A legal entity set up to own and manage immovable 
property in common on behalf of communities in terms of a written constitution. A CPA can take a 
variety of institutional forms, for example a Section 21 company, trust or voluntary association
Community participation: • The inclusion of community members in governmental and 
developmental decision-making strategies, processes and projects, as guaranteed in the South African 
Constitution
Community Residential Unit Programme (CRU): • A programme aiming to facilitate the 
provision of secure, stable rental tenure for lower income persons which targets households earning 
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below R3500 per month who are unable to be accommodated in the formal private rental and social 
housing market. It replaces the ‘National Hostel Re-development programme’ and the previously 
proposed ‘Affordable Rental Housing programme’  
Community: • A group of people living together in one area, building or place considered 
collectively
Compaction or compact settlement: • Consolidating and improving the use of space within the 
urban area through a process of increasing its intensity of use and density. Restricting the outward 
expansion of urban areas, thus forcing new development inward. The ‘compact city model’ encourages 
urban densification and intensification, mixed-use development, public transportation, containment of 
urban growth and attention to urban design
Containment: • The act of restricting the outward expansion of urban areas, thus forcing new 
development inward
Co-operative housing: • See Housing co-operatives
Corridor:•  See Activity corridor
Coverage:  • The percentage of erf/plot area that can be built upon
Cross-subsidisation: • Where one group pays a relatively high price and thus enables another group to pay 
a relatively low price. In housing it could relate to a scenario in which a percentage of the price of houses 
of wealthier people pays for some of the costs of housing provided for lower income households 
Crowding:•  The degree to which the number of people in an area exceeds an accepted level of 
occupancy (living or working in a room, dwelling, neighbourhood, or on a plot). ‘Accepted’ is a relative 
concept depending on cultural and socio-economic circumstances 

D
Democracy: • An ideology, political order or type of government where all adult citizens vote for a 
party of their choice and where the party with the most votes forms the government.  Democratic 
practice is more effective when expanded to influence governance throughout an electoral term thus 
enabling citizens to influence the many levels of decision making within government  More generally, 
democracy implies control of a group by the majority of its members 
Densification:•  In this resource book, promoting higher residential densities in existing built areas
Density (residential density):•  The number of persons per unit area in residential areas. The perception 
of density is fluid and depends on one’s background, culture and the nature of the built-up area
DAG:•  Development Action Group, a leading non-profit organisation working throughout South Africa 
to promote integrated urban environments by supporting communities in need of adequate housing 
and influencing State policy and practice through partnerships, research, training and lobbying 
Development: • A process of improving the specific conditions of a person or within a community or 
society. Development impacts quality of life through for example the acquisition of skill, knowledge or 
perspective, improvements to self-esteem, changes in physical conditions through access to infrastructure 
such as sanitation or community facilities such as schools and hospitals. Development can follow different 
approaches which produce different results, intended and unintended. Development is enhanced when it 
is sustainable and integrated. See Integrated Development and Sustainable Development
Developmental local government:•  A local government committed to work with citizens and 
groups within the community to find sustainable ways to meet their social, economic and material 
needs and improve the quality of their lives. It should target especially those members and groups 
within communities that are most often marginalised or excluded, such as women, disabled people 
and poor people
Dormitory suburbs: • The single-use or mono-functional suburbs/townships surrounding towns 
and cities. In effect, the only functions permitted, or in existence, in dormitory suburbs are housing 
related
Dwelling: • Any structure intended or used for human habitation
Dwelling unit:•  A housing unit, building or place of shelter. It can take a variety of forms such as 
freestanding, attached, and semi-detached housing or a flat
Dwellings/ha (du/ha):•  Refers to the number of dwelling units per hectare of land
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E
Eco-density: • High quality densification as a way to reduce the city’s ecological footprint
Ecology• : The scientific study of the relationship between living things (animals, plants and humans) 
and their environment
Ecological footprint: • A resource management tool that measures how much land and water area 
a human population requires to produce the resources it consumes and to absorb its wastes under 
prevailing technology
Ecological sustainability: • Ecological sustainability is achieved when the impact of urban production 
and consumption on the city-region is minimal and the global carrying capacity is balanced
Economic development: • The term economic development implies much more than economic 
growth. It typically refers to improvements in a variety of indicators such as literacy rates, life 
expectancy, and poverty rates. Economic development is typically measured in terms of jobs and 
income, but it also includes improvements in human development, education, health, choice, and 
environmental sustainability
Economic sustainability: • Economic sustainability is achieved when the economy is able to sustain 
itself without draining the financial resources of the State. In housing the long-term financial viability 
for both the State and the end-user (home-owner or tenant) is considered when determining 
economic sustainability
Economies of scale: • A proportionate saving in costs gained by an increased level of production
Efficiency: • The most economical and viable means of achieving a desired result. An efficient planning 
system is one which makes the best use of available resources by ensuring co-ordination, resolving 
conflicts and promoting convenience
Energy efficiency: • The way in which energy is utilised so that the social, environmental and economic 
aims of sustainable development are supported
Environment: • Our surroundings, including living and non-living elements, for example land, soil, 
plants, animals, air, water, buildings, highways and humans. The environment also refers to our social 
and economic surroundings, and our effect on our surroundings
Equity: • A situation where more advantaged groups do not benefit at the expense of less advantaged 
ones. In equitable settlements all inhabitants have reasonable access to the opportunities and facilities 
which support living there. Equity does not mean that everything is the same, but that everyone has 
access to a broadly similar range of opportunities, facilities, special places and events 
Erf/erven: • The site, stand, yard, or plot described by cadastre on a map. Physically, it may be defined 
by any material marking the perimeter of the property such as a fence, hedge or brick wall
Exactions: • Conditions or financial obligations used to encourage developers to contribute to the 
social costs of development
Extended family household: • A household containing more than two generations or relationships 
other than the parent-child relationship

F
Facilitative Right: • A right that unlocks many other rights and the realisation of which is key to the 
enjoyment of other rights. Housing is a facilitative right 
Finance-linked individual subsidy: • Introduced with the BNG plan. Consists of housing loans from 
accredited lenders for borrowers in the R3,501 to R7000 monthly income category, with the value of 
the subsidy depending on the borrowers monthly income
Financial capital:•  Financial resources including regular remittances or pensions, savings, and supplies 
of credit
Floor Area Ratio•  (FAR) or Floor Space Index (FSI): The ratio between the total floor area, 
including thickness of walls, and the total area of a plot (same as Floor Space Index). Determined by 
taking the total floor area of a building (including thickness of walls) and dividing it by the total site 
or plot area
Formal development: • Development which is in accordance with zoning and building regulations
Formal employment: • Where the employment contract (usually written contract) is subject to 
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regulation by the State, for example complying with labour legislation, sectoral wage agreements, 
deduction of income tax and the payment of unemployment insurance
Formal housing:•  A structure that is built with materials and construction methods in line with by-
laws, building regulations of the local authority and bureaus of standard, and on land which is zoned 
for housing
Freehold tenure (freehold title): • In this resource book, freehold title means title that confers 
ownership in land, which is recorded and registered in the central Deeds Registry of South Africa, 
having been formally surveyed by registered land surveyors and transferred by registered property 
conveyancers 
Free-market approach: • An economic system in which prices are determined by unrestricted 
competition between privately owned businesses

G
Gap market: • In South Africa, the gap market refers to people earning between R3,500 and R7,000 
per month, who, by virtue of their household income, do not qualify for the government housing 
subsidy but who are also not likely to secure home loans from commercial banks
Gender:•  Socially constructed roles for males and females (as opposed to sex, which denotes the 
biological distinction between males and females). These roles, which are learnt, change over time and 
vary widely within and between cultures
Gini-coefficient: • A measure for gauging income inequality through a scale of 0 to 1, where 1 implies 
total inequality and 0 total equality in income distribution. South Africa has a Gini-coefficient of 0.72 
and is ranked as one of the two most inequitable countries in the world
Good location: • Good location is a complex concept to define.  A location is judged to be good when 
it provides easy access to economic, transport, social and urban opportunities and facilities. A ‘bad’ 
location can become good when it has access to safe, affordable, efficient and reliable public transport 
which connects to economic, social and urban opportunities and facilities
Governance: • In this resource book, governance refers to the processes through which governments 
exercise power and authority. ‘Good governance’ refers  to governance that provides all members of 
society access to decision-making processes at all levels
Greenfield development: • The development of unserviced vacant sites 
Greenhouse gas: • A gas, such as water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 
and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), that absorbs and re-emits infrared radiation, warming the 
earth’s surface and contributing to climate change 
Green house effect: • Process in which green house gases, like carbon dioxide in the earth’s atmosphere, 
cause thermal radiation emitted by the earth’s surface to be reflected back down, therefore causing 
the climate to warm. This natural process is enhanced by human’s added pollutants
Gross area: • Total area including all land uses without any deduction

H
Hectare: • A unit of surface area equal to one hundred ares (10 000 square metres or 2.471 acres) 
High-density housing: • Housing developments of approximately 100 or more dwelling units per 
hectare (gross) of land
Hostel redevelopment: • In terms of the Public Sector Hostels Redevelopment Programme, the 
conversion of public sector hostels to family units or single person accommodation 
Household: • There are many different kinds of households and many definitions. In this resource 
book it refers to all persons, relatives and non-relatives who: (i) live permanently (four nights per 
week) in the house; (ii) eat together, and (iii) are dependent on a common or pooled income and/or 
assume joint responsibility for domestic and / or economic obligations
Household head: • The person recognised as such by the household, usually the main decision-maker, 
or the person who owns or rents the dwelling, or the person who is the main breadwinner. The head 
can be either male or female. If two people are equal decision-makers, or in a household of totally 
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unrelated persons, the older or oldest can be named as the household head
Housing Act, The: • An Act of Parliament and the supreme housing law in South Africa
Housing Code, The: • A document which clearly sets out the National Housing Policy of South Africa. 
The Code incorporates an extensive range of documents that form part of the law and policy making 
of South Africa and shows their relevance and influence on National Housing Policy in South Africa
Housing Co-operatives: • A housing co-operative is an association of people who collectively own and 
govern their housing on a not-for-profit basis. Co-operative principles accord closely with the principle 
of ‘ubuntu’. All residents are members/shareholders (the ‘shares’ can be nominal amounts of money) 
and jointly own the property. Members elect a Board of Directors to manage the co-operative. Each 
household has one vote in the General Meetings to take major decisions about the co-operative
Housing instruments:•  Different options for the provision of housing which are provided in housing 
policies to address different housing needs, for example rental housing, social housing, informal 
settlement upgrading, and others
Housing layout: • The organisation and utilisation of land for buildings, roads, cars, pedestrians, public 
and private open space and landscaping
Housing White Paper: • White Papers generally contain proposals and statements of Government 
Policy. The Housing White Paper was promulgated in December 1994 and sets out the framework for 
the National Housing Policy
Housing:•  A broad term that includes houses, flats and other housing typologies, as well as infrastructure 
and can include the whole residential neighbourhood, including public spaces
Housing subsidy: • A housing subsidy is a grant by government to qualifying beneficiaries for housing 
purposes. The grant is not paid in cash to beneficiaries and is either paid to a seller of a house, or in 
new developments, the grant is used to construct a house that complies with specified technical and 
environmental norms and standards, which is then transferred to the qualifying beneficiary
Human capital:•  Skills, knowledge, health, information and the ability to labour. Also referred to as 
‘capabilities’ 
Humanly scaled: • See Scale
Human rights: • Defined in the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights as the basic 
rights and freedoms to which all humans are entitled including the right to life and liberty, freedom of 
expression and equality before the law, as well as the right to participate in culture, and the rights to 
food, work, adequate housing and education
Housing typology:•  Typologies refer to the classification of building form, and is characterised by a 
kind or class of building form exhibiting the same or similar layouts - terraced housing, semi-detached  
housing and flats are examples of housing typologies

I
Implementing Agent: • The institution/body/structure/group given the mandate by government to 
take responsibility for the implementation of plans/strategies/decisions
Inclusionary housing (mixed-income housing):•  Refers to housing developments which integrate 
a range of income groups either within the same building or the same development
Income inequality: • The extent of disparity between high income and low income households
Incremental housing: • A phased process through which adequate housing is provided or developed. 
People gain access to housing opportunities incrementally starting with the right of tenure which 
is likely to be accompanied with rudimentary service and later followed by basic services, and then 
eventually a house is constructed
Industrial development or industrial use: • A property not used for commercial or residential 
purposes but for the production, manufacturing or supply of goods, services, or sources of income, 
including related land use and activities
Infill: • The development of vacant or under-utilised land within existing built / urban areas, usually for 
well-located affordable housing
Informal dwelling: • A makeshift structure not approved by a local authority and not intended as 
a permanent dwelling. Typically built of found materials (corrugated iron, cardboard, plastic, etc.). 
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Contrasted with formal and traditional dwellings
Informal employment:•  Where the employment contract (usually a verbal contract) is not subject 
to regulation by the State, for example no deduction of income tax or payment of unemployment 
insurance
Informal settlement / development: • Unplanned often unauthorised or illegal settlements usually 
created by the poor on land that has not been surveyed or proclaimed as residential, consisting mainly 
of informal dwellings for residential use or related economic or social activity. The settlements can be 
well-located or found on the periphery of a city and usually lack basic amenities
Informal tenure: • Relationship between people and land/buildings not recognised by formal legal 
processes that recognise the rights of people occupying them
Infrastructure: • Residential infrastructure includes roads, stormwater drainage, water supply, 
sanitation and electricity
Installment sale: • Payment of the purchase price and market related interest through monthly  
installments over a minimum of four years
Institutional subsidy: • A government subsidy specifically targeting institutions that provide housing 
products using tenure arrangements alternative to immediate ownership (such as rental, installment 
sale, shareblock or co-operative tenure). The mechanism provides a subsidy per beneficiary household, 
to the institution providing the housing for the beneficiaries
Institutions: • Functioning social systems. An example is the way the rights and obligations of people 
who live in social housing may be governed by agreed and enforceable norms and rules
Integrated:•  The mixing or combining of all useful and relevant information and factors into a joint 
or unified whole
Integrated Development Plan (IDP):•  A plan drawn up by local and provincial authorities in terms 
of the Local Government Transitions Act in order to guide their expenditure and activities
Integrated development:•  A form of development which is holistic in addressing needs and where 
different actions support each other and set up positive relationships with each other. In an integrated 
development approach the development objectives and process is responsive to the needs of – and 
shaped through the direct participation of those who the development is intended to benefit.
Integrated settlement: • A settlement which combines different groups based on income level and 
race, provides a variety of choices of housing types and tenures, as well as a range of economic and 
social and infrastructural opportunities and facilities
Inter-governmental relations: • The interaction of different spheres and departments of government 
which are distinctive, interdependent and interrelated. The Intergovernmental Relations Act establishes 
and provides structures and institutions to promote and facilitate Intergovernmental Relations and 
provides for appropriate mechanisms and procedures to facilitate settlement of Intergovernmental 
disputes 
Isidima:•  The Western Cape Sustainable Human Settlement Strategy

L
Land and property markets: • The buying and selling of land and property on the basis of demand 
and supply in a free-market system
Land banking: • A process in which government acquires land in advance which can be used for future 
housing projects and infrastructure developments
Land development and management: • The process of regulating land use changes and the 
development of land 
Landlord:•  Owner of leased or rented property
Land price freezing: • A mechanism in which government freezes the price of land in certain 
‘overheated’ areas, particularly close to major public investments in order to control land prices
Landscape: • The patterns and structure of a specific geographic area or place, including its natural, 
physical, built and socio-economic environments
Land use: • The activities permitted by government on a defined piece of land such as residential, 
commercial, industrial or a mixture of these
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Land value tax: • A tax on the value of land which excludes the value of the building or improvements 
on the land
Lease:•  A contract where an owner of property conveys exclusive use of a property for specified 
payment over a specified time. Once the contract has expired, the property reverts to the owner
Livelihood activities:•  The different things that people do to sustain a household and make a living, 
and may include productive, reproductive and community maintenance activities
Livelihood:•  A means of living including capabilities, assets (both material and social) and activities
Livelihoods framework:•  A way of understanding how households derive their livelihoods by drawing 
on their capabilities and assets to develop livelihood strategies composed of a range of activities
Lobbying: • Focused efforts by interest groups to influence decision-makers
Local Economic Development (LED): • The process in which local governments or community-
based organisations manage their existing resources and enter into partnership arrangements with 
the private sector, or with each other to stimulate or maintain business activity and/or employment. 
The main goal of LED is to stimulate local employment opportunities in sectors that improve the 
community, using existing social, human, natural, and institutional resources
Low density housing: • Housing developments of approximately 40 or less dwelling units per hectare 
(gross) of land
Low income communities: • Communities where the majority of households have combined 
monthly incomes below R3,500 per month
Low income housing: • Housing for people whose combined monthly household incomes are below 
R3,500 per month
Low-rise medium-density housing: • Ground-related, medium-density environments. Can be 
achieved through housing typologies such as attached housing, cluster housing and two-, three- and 
four-storey walk-up buildings 

M
Mantag: • Mantag certificates are a distinct type of Agrement certificate issued by Agrement South 
Africa in terms of the powers granted to it by the Minister of Public Works. It is based on acceptable 
safety and health criteria for single storey houses and related outbuildings where the local authority is 
of the opinion that the type of constiruciton is appropriate, given that in these areas it is of paramount 
importance that buildings be erected at the lowerst possible cost
Marginalised communities: • In this resource book, marginalised communities refer to groups of 
people that are excluded from meaningful participation in development, have inadequate access to 
social and economic facilities, often live in inadequate housing and are spatially separated. Typically, 
marginalised groups are deprived of exercising their basic socio-economic rights as enshrined in 
the South African Constitution and the Bill of Rights, for example the rights to land, housing, water, 
healthcare and education. Within marginalised communities, there may also be groups such as the 
disabled, illiterate, women, children and the elderly etc. who are vulnerable and further marginalised 
Median: • The value that divides a data set in half, for example if the median income is R1,000 per 
month, half of the sample have income of less than R1,000 and half have incomes of more than R1,000. 
The median is a more reliable guide to what typical values are in a sample than the average, as it is not 
subject to distortion by very high or very low values
Medium-density housing: • Housing developments of approximately 40 to 100 dwelling units per 
hectare (gross) of land
Member of the Executive Committee (MEC):•  A member of the Provincial legislature selected 
by the Premier to serve on the Provincial government’s Executive Committee and to provide political 
leadership in a specific portfolio such as education, health, housing etc. The provincial equivalent of a 
national government Cabinet Minister
Metropolitan area/city:•  In this resource book, an area of population usually with a central or core 
city and surrounding towns or suburbs which can be said to be still part of the economic or political 
sphere of the city 
Migration:•  Movement of households or individuals from one place of residence to another, either 
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permanently or temporarily
Millennium Development Goals: • United Nations Millennium Development Goals were formulated 
by world leaders for 2015 and include the commitment to end poverty and hunger and have universal 
education, as well as goals for gender equality, child and maternal health, environmental sustainability 
and global partnership
Mixed-income: • Housing that integrates the low and high income groups in order to promote 
sustainable settlements and prevent low or middle income ghettos
Mixed-development or mixed-use: • Areas that display a combination of commercial, residential, 
social and business uses, with a range of house types and sizes, and a diversity of people
Modal / transport interchange: • Places where the change between modes of travel is easy, for 
example a bus/rail station or an airport with rail access
Monitoring and evaluation: • Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis of information 
as a project progresses. Evaluation is the comparison of actual project impacts against the agreed 
strategic plans. Monitoring and evaluation are geared towards understanding and learning from what 
you are doing and how you are doing it, by focusing on  efficiency, effectiveness and impact 
Mono-functional:•  Having only one function, for example many South African townships and suburbs 
only consist of housing with very few facilities, shops and employment opportunities
Mortgage loan• : A loan for purchasing fixed property in which the property is used as security (i.e. 
the lender has a claim to the property if the borrower defaults on the loan)
Multi-sectoral approach: • An approach involving a range of diverse actors representing different 
sectors and where responsibilities, resources, and expertise are shared. These actors may include 
any combination of national and local government, large and small business, non-governmental 
organisations and charities, and community members

N
N2 Gateway Project:•  A South African government housing project to demonstrate the new 
sustainable human settlement vision articulated by BNG
National Poverty Line:•  One of several poverty measurements that can be used to develop a 
better understanding of poverty. There is no exact definition of a poverty line, and approaches to its 
construction vary from one country to another. There are divergent views on what the ‘minimum 
consumption bundle’ should comprise. However, in South Africa an adult earning less than R431 per 
month (2006 prices) is considered to live below the national poverty line
Natural (environmental) capital:•  The natural environment includes natural resources such as 
land, water, wildlife, biodiversity and environmental resources. Natural capital refers to access to such 
natural resources
Neo-liberal approach: • The philosophy that underpins and drives economic globalisation.  At its 
core is a belief in the free market and minimum barriers to the flow of goods, services and capital. 
It is an extension of the traditional liberal philosophy, which argues for a separation of politics and 
economics and that markets should be ‘free’ from interference by government
Net area:•  Area of land or building after deduction or certain uses, such as non-residential areas
Nodes:•  See Activity/urban node
Non-Government Organisation (NGO):•  Groups and bodies that do not form part of the 
government 
Not-In-My-Back-Yard (NIMBY):•  Objections to the establishment of projects/developments for 
the benefit of poor or for the common good in one’s neighbourhood or area
Nuclear family household:•  Households consisting of two parents and one or more children

O
Occupancy density:•  Refers to the number of people per dwelling unit and is directly related to income, 
the cost of floor space, and the need for space in terms of family size. It is measured as floor space rate
Occupancy rate:•  The ratio of occupants to the number of habitable rooms
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Owner:•  The owner, in relation to land, means the person in whose name that land is registered in a 
deeds registry, and may include the holder of a registered servitude right or lease, and any successor 
Ownership:•  Ownership, in terms of land, as reflected in the Deeds Registry, is the highest legally 
protected real right. The title deed provides a secure form of tenure because it is evidence of the 
boundaries of the land and shows details of the owner. The owner has the ability to use, control, 
transfer or otherwise enjoy the resources on that land as long as national or local law permits 
those activities. The owner may limit these rights by leasing the land or a particular resource on it, 
by agreeing to servitude, or by ceding land as collateral. Ownership may be legally taken away by 
expropriation or as settlement of a debt

P
Parastatal:•  A fully or partially government-run or government-owned company or corporation such 
as Transnet or Eskom
Participatory approach:•  An approach to development based upon the principles of democracy or 
social equality, including respect for the insights and perspectives of ordinary people, especially those 
who are to benefit from or be affected by the development. Using this approach in housing, communities 
are actively involved in the planning, development and upholding of their housing environments 
Patriarchy:•  A socially and culturally defined system of social organisation based on the principles of 
male authority and power.   Within a patriarchal system the father is the head of the family, clan or 
tribe and power is held and transferred by men through inheritance and lineage in the male line.
People’s Housing Process (PHP):•  A housing delivery approach in which people build or manage 
the building of their own houses. The term is also used in a narrow sense to refer to projects which 
gain access to the grants available under the People’s Housing Process delivery approach,  but where 
people have not been involved in building or managing the building of their houses
Performance (of a city):•  The performance of a city is determined by the extent to which it gives 
accessible benefits to all its people and provides a range of choices on a sustainable basis 
Perceived density:•  The level of density which people feel an area has. This is dependent on the 
individual and his/her background culture and on the nature of the built-up area
Periphery: • The edge, outer limits or outskirts of an urban area or city
Persons or inhabitants/ha:•  The number of persons per hectare (either gross or net)
Physical capital:•  Access to basic infrastructure including water, sanitation, energy, transport, 
communications, housing as well as the means and equipment of production
Physical sustainability:•  The capacity and aptitude of the urban built environment and technological 
structures to support human life and productive activities
Planning: • The practice of making human settlements on the landscape and managing growth and 
change within those settlements. Planning is concerned with promoting equity and efficiency, protecting 
the public good, ensuring the good use of resources and protecting the environment
Plot coverage:•  The proportion of total plot area occupied by buildings
Plot size: • The total erf area
Political sustainability:•  The quality of governance systems and frameworks guiding the relationship 
and actions of different actors among the different dimensions of sustainability. This includes 
democratisation and the participation of civil society in all areas of decision-making
Population density: • The number of persons living in an area (measured as persons per hectare). 
Population density is a product of building density and occupation density. (Expressed as the number 
of people divided by the site area)
Poverty:•  Poverty exists when a household’s access to income is inadequate to meet their basic 
needs. The condition of poverty is caused by a combination of social, economic, infrastructural/spatial, 
environmental and political factors. When infrastructure is inadequate it prohibits full access to 
opportunities in society which worsens poverty. 
Primary co-operative: • A co-operative formed by a minimum of five natural persons whose object 
is to provide employment or services to its members and to facilitate community development
Project cycle: • The life-cycle of a project from the initial idea through to its completion
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Project-linked subsidy:•  A government subsidy providing for the allocation of funding to developers per 
qualifying beneficiary household, in order to initiate, manage and implement approved housing development 
projects. Once developed, the property is registered in the names of the beneficiary households
Pro-poor development: • An approach to development that starts from the perspective of the 
poorest groups and individuals and is tailored towards the basic needs of all at every stage whilst 
seeking to ensure that the benefits of development are disproportionate in favour of the poor 
Public-private partnerships (PPP):•  Cooperative partnerships between the public and private 
sectors 
Public sector:•  Government (local, provincial and national) and including government owned 
enterprises and entities
Public rental housing:•  A form of housing tenure in which the property is owned and managed 
by a provincial or local government authority, and made available to low-income individuals and 
households for nominal rental rates 

R
RDP housing:•  Freestanding starter housing units and services as provided through housing subsidies 
for households earning below R3,500 per month
Rental/leasehold: • A form of housing tenure in which one party (the landlord) binds himself or herself 
to give another party (the tenant) the temporary use and enjoyment of a property (the premises) in 
return for the payment of rent. In common usage, short term leasehold agreements are called rental 
agreements, while only longer term leasehold agreements are called leasehold agreements
Rent-to-buy• : A form of housing tenure in which tenants obtain individual ownership of units after 
renting for a specified period, usually a minimum of four years. During the rental period, tenants can 
accumulate savings which may be built into their monthly rental and which can later be deducted from 
the purchase price. If a tenant leaves their unit before taking transfer, they are entitled to a repayment 
of any such accumulated savings
Residential use (development): • A property not used for business or office purposes but for 
residential purposes and consisting of, amongst others, free-standing houses, row houses, flats, and 
semi-detached units 
Residential density (gross):•  The number of persons living in an area divided by the total area. The  
total site area is applicable, and includes schools, public open space, roads, green areas and other 
facilities 
Residential density (net):•  The number of persons living in an area divided by the net residential 
area (only the area taken up by residential plots, i.e. the area developed with dwellings and gardens)
Residents: • Inhabitants of housing developments. They may be tenants, members, owners or residents 
depending on the type of housing institution and tenure arrangements
Respondents: • The person (or persons) responding in an interview who is a member (members) of 
the household, and is in a position to answer the questions
Right:•  Generally defined, a right is a just and fair claim to anything whatsoever. The word also refers 
to something to which there is a just claim. An ownership right is what the law calls a real right - the 
thing that is owned may be given or sold to or inherited by someone else
Row housing: • A development consisting of a building containing a row of two or more houses joined 
at the sides

S
Scale: • Scale refers to judgments about appropriate size, measured in terms of a ‘human scale’. A 
central concern in place-making is creating settlements which are humanly scaled (i.e. scaled so that 
human beings can operate comfortably within them). Settlements should always be scaled for people 
who travel on foot or by means of public transport
Secondary housing market: • The resale or renting of a home or of an informal structure on a 
property
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Secondary co-operative: • A co-operative formed by two or more primary co-operatives to provide 
sectoral services to its members, which may include juristic persons
Section 21 Company: • A non-profit organisation registered in terms of Section 21 of the Companies 
Act of 1973. The company is not allowed to operate to make a profit and no profits are shared 
amongst the company members.  The members appoint the directors who have executive powers and 
are responsible for the day-to-day running of the company
Sectional title: • A form of housing tenure which combines individual ownership of individual units 
and joint ownership of communal property, as per the Sectional Titles Act of 1986. The only form of 
tenure that provides ownership of individual units in a block of flats
Secure tenure:•  Protection from involuntary removal from land or residence except through due 
legal process. Security of tenure need not amount to ownership, nor need it last all the time. A lessee 
has security for the time of the lease and, for as long as the lessee complies with its conditions the 
law will give complete protection even against the owner of the land (or building)
Semi-detached housing: • Pairs of houses built side by side joined by one side, with the front, back 
and one side detached
Sense of place: • Either the intrinsic character of a place (made up of a mix of natural and cultural 
features in the landscape, including the people who occupy the place), or the meaning people give to 
it, but, more often, a mixture of both. 
Setback: • Regulations specifying the distance required between buildings and plot boundaries
Single dwelling unit:•  A freestanding, detached housing unit originally designed to house one 
household
Slum: • As defined by the UN, a run down area of a city characterised by substandard housing and 
squalor and lacking in tenure security
Social capital:•  Access to networks (such as relationships of trust, membership of groups, and 
access to wider institutions) to mobilise resources and obtain beneficial outcomes for individuals or 
households. Referred to as the institutions, relationships, norms and networks that shape the quality 
and quantity of society’s social interactions and enables collective action, community participation, 
empowerment and sustainability
Social housing: • A rental or co-operative housing option for low to medium households (earning no 
less than R3,500 per month in income) at a level of scale and built form which requires institutionalised 
management (provided by social housing institutions or other delivery agents) in approved projects 
in designated restructuring zones with the benefit of public funding
Social sustainability: • In this resource book it is defined as policies and actions aimed at improving 
quality of life, equitable access and distribution of rights over the use and appropriation of the natural 
and built environment 
Socio-economic• : Involving both social and economic factors
Socio-economic environment: • That part of the environment that has its origins or being in human 
activities, for example social, economic, cultural and political objects and processes
Spatial:•  Relating to the organisation of space
Spatial Development Framework (SDF):•  A framework which articulates the main elements 
which structure the city (including green space, movement, urban public spaces and places, social 
facilities, and so on) in a mutually-reinforcing manner
Spatial planning:•  A public sector activity that creates a regulatory framework and directs public 
investment and within which private sector and other development actors are obliged to operate. It 
has two broad dimensions: proactive planning and land development and management
Spatial structure:•  The creation of a system of ordering space, The primary elements of structure are 
movement connections, public space, public facilities and utility services arranged into a hierarchical system 
Special needs housing: • Usually the provision of temporary housing for vulnerable groups (such 
as abused women or children) that have been rendered homeless through a range of circumstances. 
As residents, they can be provided with secure accommodation and programs designed to ‘reduce 
their vulnerability’. Special Needs Housing also includes the provision of housing for people with 
special physical needs who cannot live in a typical house without some form of physical adaptation 
or some level of assistance to cope with the tasks of daily living
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Spheres of government: • National, provincial and local government
Sprawl (urban sprawl):•  Sprawl occurs where land uses occupy more land than is required. It is 
characterised by low-density development (single dwelling units), separation of activities and land uses, 
the suburban or township ethos, freestanding buildings surrounded by private space, inwardly-oriented 
neighbourhood units and the spreading of a city along the edges of urban area.  Sprawl results in persons 
traveling long distances to their place of employment in the urban area and encourages the use of the 
private motor car, especially in cities where public transport systems are ineffective or expensive
Stakeholders:•  Individuals, organisations and institutions that are affected by or can affect a 
development or issue. Examples include community-based organisations, political parties, businesses, 
interest groups, councilors and public officials
Standard: • A quantity or quality regarded as having special value for the housing environment. It can 
be a by-law, design criteria or societal norm and is expressed numerically. Standards are relative and 
must vary greatly from place to place and from time to time
Subdivision: • In relation to land, a way to divide land by means of an actual survey into portions (such 
as erven and public places) and to have the plan registered in the office of the Surveyor-General
Sub-lease (sub-let): • A lease given by a tenant of part or all of a premises allowing another person 
to occupy for a shorter time period than the original lease, while still retaining some interest
Suburbs: • Residential areas where the primary aim is to create and maintain spacious and quiet 
residential areas. Suburbs vary greatly depending on location, history and income of residents
Sustainable development: • Development that meets the needs of the present generation without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. This includes management 
and maintenance of a wide range of resources on a continuous basis. In a sustainable development 
approach the direct and active participation of those who the development is intended to benefit is 
integral in every stage of the project from conceptualisation and planning through to evaluation.
Sustainable human settlements: • In this resource book, sustainable human settlements are urban 
settlements which provide an array of opportunities and choices relating to appropriate densities, 
adequate housing, tenure types and housing typologies, as well as access to economic and social 
facilities within walking distance to public transport. These settlements should provide for households 
with a variety of incomes and should be planned and managed in a participatory way, ensuring that 
development happens in balance with the natural systems on which they depend 
Sustainable livelihood:  • A livelihood is a means of living including the capabilities, assets (both 
material and social) and activities. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with and recover from 
shocks and stresses, and maintain and enhance its capabilities and assets on an ongoing basis without 
undermining the natural resource base

T
Tenure: • Relationship between a person (their defendable rights and enforceable duties) to property 
and benefits flowing from it
Tenure system: • A tenure system is the basis on which the rights to occupy, use and benefit from 
land are held, for example, by permission, by lease, by private or communal ownership. The tenure 
system also determines who has or who can access these rights
Threshold of support:•  The minimum level of support necessary to make the provision of goods 
and services viable to end-users
Title deed: • A legal document denoting ownership of property and filed in a deeds office containing 
details of a property and its owner. It indicates the purchase price, restrictive conditions of title and 
limited real rights 
Top structure: • The housing unit, excluding infrastructure
Triple bottom-line: • The main issues affecting sustainability, namely environmental, social (institutional) 
and financial issues
Two-rate system:•  A form of land value tax which allows for the value of the land to be taxed at a 
higher rate than the value of the buildings or improvements
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U
Urban: • There is no standard definition of urban. The South African population censuses prior to 
1996 define populations as urban if they fall under the jurisdiction of a local authority or municipality 
that was declared as urban. Typically this excluded peri-urban settlements outside of the municipal 
boundary and settlements within the old homelands. A more common definition used by the United 
Nations is of a settlement of 20 000 people
Urban area:•  In this resource book, it is an area with an increased density of human-created structures 
in comparison to the areas surrounding it. Urban areas may be cities, towns or conurbations, but the 
term is not commonly extended to rural settlements such as villages and hamlets. In this area the 
majority of people are not directly dependent on natural resource-based occupations. The classification 
between urban and rural is described by Statistics South Africa as “rather fluid”, and some areas have 
been reclassified in the past few years. This is mostly because the ‘semi-urban’ category was dispensed 
with in the 2001 Census, resulting in a slightly more inclusive ‘urban’ classification which, for example, 
now includes informal settlements on the urban periphery
Urban edge: • A demarcated line and interrelated policy which serves to manage, direct and control 
the outer limits of urban expansion of a city or town
Urban form:•  The physical height, size and shape of urban development and how the different 
elements (public space, public buildings, private space and buildings, commercial activity, residential 
development, etc.) appear in relation to one another
Urban fragmentation: • A spatial phenomenon that results from the act of breaking up, breaking off 
from, or disjointing the pre-existing form and structure of the city and systems of cities 
Urban node:•  See Activity/urban node
Urban renewal:•  Multi-sectoral interventions such as the improvement and upgrading of infrastructure, 
housing, social facilities and opportunities for local economic development, which are undertaken 
within specific geographic areas and within a specific time-frame
Urban structure:•  The layout of the urban area. The spatial geometry or pattern of settlement as 
created by connecting elements of the urban area such as transport links, metropolitan open space, 
nodes and other spaces and the corresponding spatial relationships between them
Urbanisation:•  Migration of people from rural to urban areas. Presently a global phenomenon leading 
to overpopulation and unemployment in urban areas. Urbanisation is the main process driving the 
creation and ongoing remaking of cities

V
Value Capture:•  Use of mechanisms such as land value taxes, land banking and land pooling in order 
for the government to capture unearned increases in land value and to direct land development for 
the common good of all citizens
Vulnerability:•  The characteristics that limit an individual, a household, a community, a city, a country 
or even an ecosystem’s capacity to anticipate, manage, resist or recover from the impact of a natural 
or other threat
Vulnerable individuals/groups:•  People or groups at risk of poverty and destitution. Groups consist 
of a wide range of sub-groups with a variety of individual needs. Examples are women, children and 
youth, elderly, disabled people, people affected or infected by HIV/ AIDS and unemployed people

W
Well-being: • Well-being refers to the quality of life and denotes a good life. Well-being is holistic 
and incorporates the different facets of one’s life. Indicators of well-being may include the health of 
household members, how well they eat, their education, access to employment or social benefits, the 
different assets, resources and means of production to which they have access, how people perceive 
their lives and the extent to which they have equality of opportunity, dignity, respect and freedom
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Z
Zone:•  When used as a noun, means land set apart by a zoning scheme for a particular zoning, 
irrespective of whether it comprises one or more land units or par to a land unit. When used as a 
verb in relation to land, means to set apart the land for a particular zoning
Zoning:•  The category of directions setting out the purpose for which land may be used and the land 
use restrictions applicable in respect of the said category of directions, as determined by relevant 
scheme regulations 
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Annexure 3 
ACRONYMS

AGM Annual General Meeting
AIDS Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
ANC African National Congress
ASGISA Accelerated Shared Growth Initiative
BESG Built Environment Support Group
BNG Breaking New Ground plan
BPSA BP (previously known as British Petroleum) Southern Africa (Pty) Limited
Catch Community Assisted Tenant Controlled Housing Incorporated
CBD Central Business District
CBO Community Based Organisation
CDS City Development Strategy
CEIMP Consolidated Environmental Implementation and Management Plan
CFL Compact Fluorescent Light
CIDCO City and Industrial Development Corporation of India
CIS Cambridge Institute for Sustainability
CLO Community Liaison Officer
CMIP Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Programme
CPA Communal Property Association
CPC Community Preservation Corporation 
CPF Community Policing Forum
CPTED Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
CRU Community Residential Units
CSIR Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
CTCHC Cape Town Community Housing Company
DA Democratic Alliance
DAG Development Action Group
DFID Department for International Development
DPLG Department of Provincial and Local Government 
Du/h Dwelling units per hectare
EWS Economically Weaker Section
FAR Floor Area Ratio
FSI Floor Space Index
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GDS Growth and Development Strategy
GEAR Growth, Employment and Redistribution Programme
GEMS Guilt Edged Management Services
GMSA General Motors South Africa
GRET Group for Research and Exchange of Technology – a non-government organisation in 

France
GVRD Greater Vancouver Regional District
HBE Home Based Enterprises
HDFC Housing Development Finance Corporation
HIG Higher Income Group
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HLGC Home Loan Guarantee Company
HPD Housing Preservation and Development
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ICESCR International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
ICHUT Inner City Housing Upgrade Trust
IDP Integrated Development Plan
iSLP Integrated Serviced Land Project
ITC International Trade Commission
JHC Johannesburg Housing Company
LED Local Economic Development
LFS Labour Force Survey
LIG Lower Income Group
LUPO Land Use Planning Ordinance
LURA Land Use Resolution Agreement
Mantag Minimum Agrémant Norms and Technical Advisory Guide
MDG Millennium Development Goal
MEC Member of the Executive Council
MinMEC Forum where national ministers and provincial members of the executive councils 

(MECs) with common responsibilities coordinate their activities
MHA Mutual Housing Association
MHDT Missionvale Housing Development Trust
MIG Middle Income Group
MTRC Metropolitan Transit Railway Corporation
NASHO National Association of Housing Organisations
NBBL Norske Boligbyggelags Landsforbund (The Norwegian Federation of Co-operative 

Housing Associations)
NBR National Building Regulations
NDA National Development Agency
NEMA National Environmental Management Act
NGO Non-Government Organisation
NHA National Housing Authority
NHBRC National Home Builders Registration Council
NHC Newton Housing Co-operative
NHFC National Housing Finance Corporation
NIMBY Not-In-My-Back-Yard 
NSDP National Spatial Development Perspective
NURCHA National Urban Reconstruction and Housing Agency
NUV Newtown Urban Village
OHS October Household Survey
OPIC Overseas Private Investment Corporation
PAWC Provincial Administration of the Western Cape
PDGS Provincial Growth and Development Strategies
PGS Planning Gain Supplement
PHB Provincial Housing Board
PHDB Provincial Housing Development Board
PHP People’s Housing Process
PPP Public-private partnerships
POWA People Opposing Women Abuse
R&P Rail and Property
RDP Reconstruction and Development Programme
RTC Resolution Trust Corporation 
SABS South African Bureau of Standards
SALGA South African Local Government Association
SANCO South African National Civics Organisation
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SAQA South African Qualifications Authority
SCCCA Southern Cape Coastal Condensation Area
SDF Spatial Development Framework
SHF Social Housing Foundation
SHI Social Housing Institution
Sapoa South African Property Owners Association
TB Tuberculosis
TUHF Trust for Urban Housing Finance
UK United Kingdom
UN United Nations
UPA Urban Poor Associates
USAID United States Agency for International Development
USG Urban Services Group
VAT Value Added Tax
VIP latrine Ventilated Improved Pit latrine 
WHDT Walmer Housing Development Trust
WHMHA Washington Heights Mutual Housing Association
WWF World Wildlife Fund
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